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Dear Mr. Ahsan Ali Mangi
Subject: First Post Survey Activities Report – BISP Targeting Process Evaluation (Cluster B)
We are pleased to submit our third deliverable for Cluster B, our First Post-Survey Activities Report
for the Targeting Process Evaluation. In accordance with our contract, the Report includes 180 case
studies (90 on payment cases and 90 on other grievances), based on our detailed investigation of key
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Section 1

Payment Case Studies

Payment Case Studies
Section 1A

PUNJAB

Targeting Process Evaluation for
Cluster: B (Southern Punjab, Sindh & Balochistan)

Payment Case Study Number:
Nature of Case:
Complainant/ Beneficiary:
Widow of:
Complainant, if not beneficiary herself:
Address:
CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Completed

Section 1 - Payment Case Studies
P-Southern Punjab-01

P-Southern Punjab-01
Non-Payment of 8 money orders for Rs.26,000
Roshan Bibi
Anwar
NA
Mathrooma, PO Chiniot, Tehsil Chiniot, Distt. Jhang
33201-4719168-2
19709754 & 19709625
End December 2011

1. Summary of the Case Study
Roshan Bibi widow of Anwar resident of Mathrooma, Chiniot has filed the complaint about
embezzlement of money orders totalling Rs.26,000 which were generated in her name by BISP
and have been shown in her Payment Record as delivered, though she did not receive these. She
received only Rs.5,000 in two instalments (first and the last money order of her Payment Detail)
out of total money orders for Rs.31,000 generated in her name.
Roshan was selected as a beneficiary during the parliamentarian phase through recommendation
by the son of the Tehsil Nazim Mansab Ali s/o Haji Mitha (who was also numberdar of the
village) who submitted her particulars to BISP. She received an instalment of Rs.3,000 in
September 2009 through a notable of the village Mr. Mohammad Saleem s/o Haji Zahoor Ahmed,
who kept her CNIC with himself afterward with the promise that he will manage all these
payments and will return back the CNIC when required by her. The postman used to hand over all
the money orders to Mr. Mohammad Saleem who would then call the beneficiaries at his place to
collect their money orders. She received another instalment of Rs.2,000 in the month of June
2011, after the numberdar asked the postal staff for her money order on her request.
When after receiving the first instalment in September 2009, she did not receive any money order
for about a year and a half, her son filed an application at BISP Tehsil office on her behalf (the
second instalment was received on 13th June 2011 as per her record). That application was
immediately forwarded to the Post office with instructions to resolve the matter immediately.
After an inquiry conducted by Pakistan Post and negotiation between Roshan Bibi and the
postman, the complaint has been resolved and she has received her misappropriated amount.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background information
Roshan Bibi is a 50 years old woman living in suburban village Mathrooma of Tehsil Chiniot
with her five children. The tale of many years of hardships was written on her face. She had been
widowed soon after the birth of her only son after four daughters.
Roshan Bibi had to struggle throughout her life. Being a single parent of five small children she
also had to play the role of bread earner for her children along with looking after the house. Being
illiterate she took odd labours like working in the fields and houses and sewing clothes to earn
bread and butter for her children.
With the hard work, determination, and financial and moral assistance from her parents and other
philanthropist in the area, she has secured a better future for her children through providing them
education. Her eldest daughter who studied till middle class is now married; another one
completed her matric recently and started to work as a teacher. Her son, currently studying in
college, completed his Intermediate and is also teaching at a school.
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Roshan lives in a two Marla house. The house comprises of two rooms, one of them is plastered,
but like all other houses in the street there is no kitchen or bathroom in the house. Mathrooma is
an agricultural area and the poor people who work in the fields are mostly tenants of the land
owners. The street that leads to her house is unpaved and without any sewerage. Animals are seen
resting under the tree shades in the street, chewing their cud and flying the flies away with their
tails. The walls of houses are covered with dung cakes, dried in the sun to be used as fuel.
Mathrooma depicts a true picture of Punjab village culture.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Roshan Bibi was among the beneficiaries who received funds in the parliamentarian phase in
2008, but unfortunately she has become the victim of money embezzlement by the postman who
was operating in collusion with a notable of village, Saleem (also known as Dr. Saleem by the
villagers as he owns a small dispensary in the village). With planning they stopped disbursing her
money just after she received her only instalment of Rs.3,000 delivered to her on 18th September
2009. After about a year of struggle and with the help of the son of Tehsil Nazim Mansab Ali
(who was also numberdar of the village), she was able to let her voice reach the BISP office and
got her money recovered from the culprits.
Her knowledge about BISP was not much. All she knows about the program was that numberdar
Mansab Ali, took her CNIC and submitted it for Benazir scheme which is meant to help poor
families, and because she is widow and is poor, so she deserved the cash transfer.
She has also been surveyed in the second phase in June 2011 but was unaware whether she has
been declared beneficiary or not. She did get the survey acknowledgement slip which she has lost,
but she never got the beneficiary confirmation letter. She discussed her issue of non-payment with
the survey team, who guided her to lodge her application at BISP.
The current BISP record shows that two poverty scorecard survey forms have been filled for her.
Interestingly calculations of PMT against both Survey Forms are different. Her PMT is 40.59
against survey form number 19709625 and 23.03 against survey form number 19709754, while
her status is being shown as “ineligible household with discrepancy”.
Form No
Household Head
Head CNIC
Postal Address
Post Office
Union Council
Tehsil
District
Province
Phone Number
Status in Program
PMT Score

19709754
roshan
3320147191682
palat near bilal masjid
mathrooma
chiniot
chiniot
punjab
ineligible household with discrepancy
23.03404430

Form No
Household Head
Head CNIC
Postal Address
Post Office
Union Council
Tehsil
District
Province
Phone Number
Status in Program
PMT Score

19709625
rosha
3320147191682
palat near bilal masjid
mathrooma
chiniot
chiniot
punjab
ineligible household with discrepancy
40.59673480

She is of the view that this program is a part of the “election campaign” of Peoples Party
government, but she is thankful to the government for considering her poor and helping her
through cash transfers. BISP cash transfer has solved many of her problems and helped her
through major improvements in her life. She had been able to marry her daughter with financial
assistance from relatives and BISP cash transfer which she received after resolution of the issue.
She also got her room plastered, a long awaited wish.
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4. How complaint/grievance emerged?
After she had passed many months waiting for more money orders, Roshan and her son Sanaullah
met the numberdar and pleaded for their help to solve the matter, with the hope that he can help
with his influence. The numberdar felt pity and decided to help the widow. He first met the postal
staff and inquired about the beneficiary’s payment record (in June 2011). As a result of his
inquiry the postman paid Roshan Rs.2,000 against the money order generated in her name on 26th
April 2011 (last MO in her Payment Detail but only the second that she actually received). The
postman was alarmed and his visit to the beneficiary was aimed to assess the situation. He again
tried to make the beneficiary believe that this is the only money order generated by the BISP in
her name.
Roshan was already in doubt that she became the victim of money embezzlement by Saleem in
cahoots with the postman which she sensed because Saleem was not returning her CNIC with the
excuse that he had lost it. She was helpless to find a way to figure out what was going on and who
exactly was responsible for it all. She even ignored the money and was desperate to know who is
behind the scene.
The numberdar told her son Sanaullah to go to the BISP Tehsil Office Chiniot. Sanaullah went
there the next morning and told the whole matter to the Assistant Director and the Assistant
Complaints. They guided him about the complaint process and told him to submit a written
application from beneficiary along with a copy of her CNIC, which he submitted the very next
day on 28th June 2011.

5. Processing of the case
Sanaullah, the son of Roshan, submitted the written application (with copy of her CNIC attached)
at BISP Tehsil office on 28th June 2011; the BISP office forwarded her complaint to the Incharge
Post Master Chiniot on 29th June along with a letter from Assistant Director for conducting an
inquiry against the responsible postman. The Post Master checked the payment record of her
money orders which showed a continuous stream of 11 payments delivered from 18th September
2009 to 13th June 2011.
After initial fact finding, the post master
decided to start an unofficial inquiry due to
continuous pressure from BISP Tehsil Office
and made a joint inquiry team. When the post
man came to know that inquiry team was
about to visit the village, the post man and
Saleem along with some women from the
community, came to Roshan’s house to
influence her. They tried to convince her to
withdraw the complaint by confirming in front
of the inquiry team that she has received her
money, to which she did not agree and took
consistent stand that she will attend the inquiry
proceedings.
The inquiry was conducted by the Incharge Post Master Chiniot and Assistant Director BISP, on
the third day of complaint registration. Assistant Complaints BISP M. Tariq arranged the face to
face meeting between the postman, Saleem and Roshan Bibi (but the third party i.e. Saleem’s role
has been kept off the record throughout the process). The issue was resolved in two sessions
among the conflicting parties, i.e. the post man, Mr. Saleem and Roshan Bibi. The three parties
GHK Consulting Ltd.
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agreed that Roshan Bibi will be paid her missing instalments of Rs.26,000 in 4 instalments, by
Saleem. In response Roshan will provide a statement that she is receiving her instalments
regularly and she wants to withdraw her complaint. The Postman and Saleem got her thumb
impression on blank paper and submitted her affidavit to BISP officials as a proof that the matter
is resolved as per beneficiary satisfaction.
Influenced by local political pressure, the postmaster also decided that he will not make this
enquiry and its results a part of the official record.
The statement available on record, witnessed by Mansab Ali (the numberdar who has been
helping her) and Mohammad Saleem (the person who embezzled her funds) states that she is
receiving all instalments regularly and she does not have any problem with the post office or
postman.
So far (17th November 2011), against the committed Rs.26,000, Roshan has received Rs.25,000 in
four instalments. Although she had affixed her thumb impression, she has no idea about the
statement that the postman and Mr. Saleem submitted to BISP office to settle the case. However
she was satisfied as she has received almost the entire amount.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Roshan become widow 18 years back. The hardships, she faced to raise her children were
clearly evident from her eyes. However, now she is relaxed and satisfied with her life, as all
her children are reasonably educated and sharing her financial burden.
She is also very thankful to numberdar of her village, Mansab Ali, who constantly helped her,
once through enrolment in parliamentarian phase and the second time through getting her
money back from the postman and/or Mohammad Saleem.
b. Observations at the beneficiary level
Roshan was declared a beneficiary during parliamentarian phase. She pulled through the
tough times during her life with the moral and financial assistance of relatives and
philanthropists of the village. Being a single parent, it was a huge responsibility to support the
house and education of children. But the hard times are gone now as all her five children are
grown up and two of them have started earning. One of her daughters is married and her
youngest son is 18 years old.
She has been surveyed in the second phase but she is still unaware that based on her PMT
score, she is now ineligible for cash transfer.
Her case has been resolved but she had to compromise on a thousand rupees less than total
amount of her missing instalments i.e. she received Rs.25,000 as against committed amount
of Rs.26,000. She is very happy with complaint handling that helped her to recover her
money in just one week after lodging the complaint, not knowing that the process adopted in
this case was neither the preferred process of BISP nor the standard process of Pakistan Post.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner agency level
It was learned through discussion that they resolve most complaints, regarding payment,
through verbal discussion with the post office staff. If the post office staff does not resolve the
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complaint within two days they write a letter to post office to put pressure and that solves
most cases. Surprisingly the post office never replied to BISP or sent an enquiry report in
writing and the BISP office never demanded it either. The personal pleas of the postman and
involvement of the notable of the area also influence the complainant for a compromise.
However, a statement from complainant is required for BISP official record, stating either that
the complainant is satisfied with the process and result or is withdrawing the case on her own
accord. Most of the payment complaints are closed on receiving a statement from
complainant that she wants to withdraw the complaint or she shows total ignorance about any
complaint ever lodged by her at the office at all.
Concerned Assistant Director and Assistant Complaint said that they don’t know how to
process complaint cases as they have not been given any training/guidance about the
complaint redressal process.

7. Lessons learnt/Conclusion





In this case the delay in lodging of complaint is mainly due to the lack of information about
the complaint process. Another important reason was that she did not receive the letter
informing her that she has become eligible as a beneficiary.
No acknowledgement about filing of the complaint was issued to the complainant by the
BISP office
The standard money order procedure was not followed by the postman and he used to hand
over all the money orders to one person in the village.
The standard procedure for enquiry regarding unpaid money orders was followed by the
relevant Post Master, however, it appears that the informal agreement between the
complainant, postman and Mohammad Saleem, formed the real basis for resolution of her
complaint. This informal agreement was made possible by the help of the numberdar.

8. Recommendations







BISP should use more efficient communication vehicles that should be designed keeping in
view the literacy level of beneficiaries, to create awareness. BISP should ensure the delivery
of “Receiver Women Guidelines” that provide required information along with all necessary
forms such as complaint form, information update form etc. in order to facilitate the
beneficiaries.
A payment schedule by BISP to the receiver woman should be sent in advance so that she can
ensure the collection of cash transfer.
BISP head quarter should provide to its divisional and tehsil offices a list of beneficiaries
whose money orders have been generated. This will help in creating awareness, ensure
effective payment monitoring, and reduce the changes of misappropriation.
In accordance with its established rules and BISP Guidelines, Pakistan Post should deliver the
money order only to the beneficiary in whose name it has been generated.
Pakistan Post should pursue enquiries even beyond complainant statements, at least in some
cases, in order to deter misappropriation. The informal redressal of complaints provides an
immediate fix to the individual complainant but does not promote improved governance
within Pakistan Post.
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P-Southern Punjab-02
Non-payment of one money order for Rs.3,000 by the
Postman
Fatima
Hafiz Bashir Ahmad
Hafiz Usman (Fatima’s eldest son)
Street # 2, Ali Town, Satiana Road, Faisalabad
33100-6088278-4
N/A
End December 2011

1. Summary of the Case Study
In her written complaint lodged with Pakistan Post, the complainant stated that she got her
Payment Detail checked through internet and found that one BISP instalment for the month of
April 2011 amounting to Rs.3,000 was shown as delivered/ paid to her by Pakistan Post in the
Payments Detail although she did not receive this amount.
The complainant filed her complaint with the Deputy Post Master General (DPMG) Faisalabad
and sent copies of the complaint via registered post to the Chief Post Master (CPM) Faisalabad,
Director General (DG) Pakistan Post Islamabad and to the Post Master General (PMG) office,
Lahore.
An important aspect of this case is that the beneficiary has faced misappropriation by the same
postman twice. Firstly, the postman misappropriated the amount of Rs.6,000 and after a gap of
only three months he again embezzled Rs.3,000. She, however, received both her payments – one
after the help from a postal clerk at the GPO and the next time through redressal of a complaint
that she filed (which is the subject of this case study).
On receipt of the complaint it was processed by Pakistan Post and after an enquiry that was
attended by the complainant, her son and relevant postal staff the issue was resolved. The
complainant received her money and requested that the case may be closed. The entire process
was completed in one month.

2. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Fatima w/o Hafiz Bashir Ahmad is 68 years of age, illiterate and the mother of five children (3
sons and 2 daughters). All of her children are married. Her husband is unable to earn, due to old
age and cannot contribute to the household expenses. Her eldest son is an Imam Masjid while
other two sons are earning their livelihood by driving Chingchi rickshaw on daily wages. She is
suffering from diabetes and high blood pressure.
The area where she resides is known as Ali town, adjacent to main Satiana Road, Malkhaan Wala
Stop, Faisalabad. The street leading to her house is unpaved having no drainage system and there
are five more houses in the street. All the houses in that particular area have brick and cement
construction. There is also a small hospital and some grocery shops in the nearby area.
The family is living in a 3 Marla, poorly constructed double storey house, which consists of three
rooms and two bath rooms but with an open kitchen. All her married children are living in the
same house. The family has television, refrigerator, functional cell phone and a bicycle.
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3. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Relationship with BISP:
She was selected as a beneficiary during parliamentarian phase. She got a survey form
recommended three years ago by the Nazim of a union council in Faisalabad, probably in the
month of November 2008. After Poverty Survey, she received an acknowledgement slip but
didn’t receive any letter from BISP regarding her eligibility for the second phase. She had a valid
CNIC at the time of Poverty Survey.
She came to know about BISP from TV and she made the following comments about this
program “yeh ghraeeb logon ki madad karnay ka buhut acha tariqa hay, main buhut khush hun”.
She was also not concerned about who was managing, operating or supporting the BISP
programme. She said “siyasi, sarkari ya NGO kay honay ka mujhay nahin pata lekin mairay
nazdik in sub cheezon say hut ker logon ki madad honi chahiye jo keh sub say zaroori hay”.
As her son actively managed the complaint process, she herself doesn’t have any knowledge
about how and where to lodge the complaint. She was utilizing the cash assistance from the
program mainly for her medical treatment.

4. How Did the Complaint Emerge?
Fatima’s money orders were misappropriated by the same postman twice. Firstly, the Postman of
People’s Colony # 2, Fawara Chowk Post Office, misappropriated the amount of Rs.6,000 (MO
for the month of June 2010 and August 2010). When beneficiary’s son (Hafiz Usman) wrote an
application against the postman and went to submit it to General Post Office (GPO) Faisalabad, a
clerk there stopped him and suggested that he will resolve the matter at his level and there is no
need to forward this case to the Chief Post Master (CPM) Faisalabad.
He confirmed payment status from BISP website and asked the postman to appear in GPO
Faisalabad on the same day. The clerk also provided a copy of Payment Details to Usman. When
the postman arrived, he acknowledged the misappropriation of two money orders totalling
Rs.6,000. The clerk asked the postman to return the money immediately to the complainant,
otherwise he threatened to forward this case to the CPM. On his threat, the postman handed over
the money immediately. For Usman the case had been solved without any delay, and postman
also escaped from any legal proceedings.
Three months later, the same postman again misappropriated Rs.3,000 (MO for the month of
April 2001). He discussed the matter with the concerned Postmaster who advised him to visit
GPO (General Post Office) Faisalabad to resolve this issue. The Postmaster said that he has so
many complaints against this particular postman but he cannot do anything against him. The
Postmaster also told Usman that he solved this type of complaints several times, in the past, by
threatening and warning the Postman but he is doing this again and again, now there is no other
way except to file a complaint at a higher level.
This time, already angry, Hafiz Usman wrote an application and decided to follow a different
route and forward the complaint to higher officers. He filed his complaint against the postman
with DG Pakistan Post Islamabad and sent copies to the PMG Lahore, DPMG FSD and to CPM
FSD on 22nd June 2011.

5. Processing of the Complaint
On 24th June 2011, a letter was forwarded to DPMG FSD by ADDG (MR) DG Post Islamabad.
On receipt of the letter, the complaint was entered in a register and a new file was opened for
processing this case in DPMG Office Faisalabad (Complaint # PS/ BISP-121) on 27th June 2011.
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On 27th June 2011, a letter was issued to DSPS (Divisional Superintendent (PS) Faisalabad from
PMG Lahore office along with a copy of complaint. He was directed to conduct the inquiry and
submit its report within a week. A copy of this letter was marked to DPMG FSD. Four reminders
were sent for speeding up the enquiry proceedings and to resolve the complaint.
A letter was sent to the PMG office Lahore by the CPM-GPO FSD on 26th July 2011, it was stated
that the complaint has been assigned to Town Inspector FSD GPO on 2 nd July but he has not
submitted the report so far. A copy of this letter also marked to DPMG FSD and also to Town
Inspector FSD GPO.
On 27th July 2011, inquiry report (reference # BISP-MO-comp-295/11) was sent to PMG office
Lahore by CPM GPO FSD. It was stated that inquiry process has been completed. The concerned
postman has paid the unpaid amount of Rs.3,000 to the complainant. On the same date, the
complainant filed a statement on oath that she has received the undelivered money order and that
now she doesn’t have any complaint with Pakistan Post.
Letter (PS/BISP-121) dated 22nd August 2011 was sent to the Assistant Deputy Director General
DG Post Islamabad by APMG (O&FS) FSD in which he was informed that the inquiry has been
conducted and the matter has been resolved. It was also requested by APMG (O&FS) that as the
case has been solved now and the complainant is also satisfied so this case may be closed at their
end.
According to Assistant Chief PM (Admin &Supervisor) BISP Cell, the Postman has been
dismissed as a result of the inquiry, but no documentary evidences were shared with us. However,
the complainant informed that the guilty postman, as a result of misappropriation, was transferred
to another post office located at Ghulam Muhammad Abad in Faisalabad city.

6. Observations:
a. General observations:
The inquiry of the said case has been properly conducted as per Pakistan Post rules and
regulations. As a result the post man handed over the unpaid amount to concerned beneficiary
and she is satisfied now.
Although, the concerned household seems to be satisfied with the complaint registration and
resolution mechanism but, the beneficiary’s son said that the delivery of cash assistance
through postal services is not a suitable mechanism as postman of their area is charging
Rs.200 per house hold on paying the cash assistance. The beneficiary’s son is of the view that
if some other mechanism e.g. “Easy Paisa” is utilized then the corruption and embezzlement
issues may be minimized.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
Fatima was selected as BISP beneficiary under the parliamentarian phase. She is satisfied
with the complaint process but not satisfied with the payment through postal services. She
said that she got only one instalment directly from the postman and she has collected all other
instalment from post office after getting information from her neighbouring women.
c. Observations at Payment Agency Level
This particular case has been lodged by the beneficiary and her son on 22nd June 2011 at DG
Pakistan Post Islamabad, DPMG Faisalabad, CPM Faisalabad and PMG Lahore. From
GHK Consulting Ltd.
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Pakistan Post, the first letter was issued on 24th June 2011 from office of the DG Pakistan
Post Islamabad to DPMG Faisalabad to conduct the inquiry of said case. This case has been
resolved on 22nd August 2011 and it took less than three months from lodging the complaint
till resolution.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusion







There is a lack of awareness amongst the beneficiaries about payment process and complaint
mechanism i.e. where to lodge the complaint in case. In this case, the beneficiary/
complainant forwarded her complaint to four different levels of Pakistan Post i.e. DG Post
Office Islamabad, PMG Office Lahore, DPMG Office Faisalabad, CPM Office Faisalabad.
She did not file the complaint with any BISP Office. This shows that she was unaware about
BISP’s complaints registration and resolution process.
The beneficiary faced the problem of misappropriation by the same post man twice. If the
complaint filed by the beneficiary the first time was processed formally, the problem may not
have arisen again.
In line with their established practice, strict action is taken in case of misappropriation of
money orders, even leading to dismissal from service. According to DPMG officials the
guilty post man has been dismissed from service after an enquiry but the beneficiary claims
that he has not been dismissed but simply transferred to another branch post office which is
located at a distance of six kms from his last duty station.
According to the practice of Pakistan Post, in case of misappropriation, the complainant
always gets her money (either from the defaulting person or from Pakistan Post).

8. Recommendations



BISP should ensure the delivery of “Receiver Women Guidelines” that provide required
information along with all necessary forms such as complaint form, information update form
etc. in order to facilitate the beneficiaries.
The practice of resolving complaints verbally should be discouraged and all complaints of
non-payment of money orders should be formally investigated by the post office.
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P-Southern Punjab-03
Non-Payment of Rs.31,000.
Aslam Khatoon
Fateh Muhammad
Muhammad Mazhar
Village Haddali, District Khushab.
38201-5628768-6
14983832
End February 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study:
This complaint was filed by Muhammad Mazhar, brother of the beneficiary against the Postman
for embezzlement in the delivery of cash transfer. It was stated by the complainant that his sister
was surveyed almost three years ago, but, she did not receive any money. BISP has generated
MOs for Rs.31,000 in her name and the “Payment Detail” shows their status as “delivered”.
He lodged the complaint in BISP HQ Islamabad almost five months ago i.e. on 28th July 2011.
However, the payment detail he attached with the complaint was of another woman with the same
name as her sister. In reality, the beneficiary’s survey form has not been approved or processed
for BISP parliamentarian phase. However, she was again surveyed in the month of June 2011 by
the enumerators at her door step. Her survey detail/result indicating her empty status in BISP
Program i.e. no PMT found.

2. Beneficiary’s profile:
Aslam Khatoon is 72 years old, widow and illiterate woman. She has three children (two
daughters and a son). All of her children are married. Her son works as a driver in Karachi Steel
Mill and lives with his wife and children in the same premises.
She is living in a 3 Marlas poorly constructed but cemented house, which consists of two rooms.
There is a wash room and a shared kitchen in the house. The family has television, mobile phone
and a bicycle.
The area where she resides is known as Haddali, famous for its two unique products i.e. Patisa (a
sweet) and shawls (warm chadar). Most of the streets in the area are very narrow. The street
leading to her house is paved but very narrow and there are fifty more houses in the street.

3. Beneficiary’s relationship with BISP:
The beneficiary’s brother, Muhammad Mazhar, who works as a Sui Gas contractor, managed to
get a survey form from the local MNA (Shakir Bashir) almost three years ago. After the survey,
she didn’t receive any letter or cash transfer from BISP.
Five months ago, in June 2011 she was again surveyed by the enumerators at her door step and
she received the Poverty Survey acknowledgement slip. She didn’t receive any BISP letter or cash
assistance up to 30th November 2011.
She doesn’t know much about BISP but she is clear that BISP is for the help of poor and needy
people. She has planned to utilize the cash assistance from the program, partially for her own
medical treatment and partially for the purchase of groceries.
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She and the complainant (her brother) didn’t know about complaint registration process. The
complainant visited the BISP HQ where he was informed by an officer about complaint
registration mechanism.

4. How did the grievance emerge?
The complainant (Muhammad Mazhar) is Aslam Khatoon’s brother. He is also the resident of
Haddali but works as a contractor in Sui Southern Gas Company (SSGC) Johar Abad.
In July 2011 he visited Islamabad for some official work. After attending a meeting there, he
planned to visit the BISP HQ located nearby to inquire about the result of her survey. At that time
he didn’t have beneficiary’s CNIC or survey acknowledgement slip. He met with some BISP
officer and told him that he want to know about her sister’s status. The officer asked about the
beneficiary’s CNIC, survey acknowledgement slip or CNIC number so he can track her status, but
the complainant didn’t have anything to show him at the moment. The officer told him that he is
unable to help him without this information.
Upon his repeated request, the officer decided to help him and agreed that he will try to find the
status of her sister. He found her record somehow, by using her name, address or some other
parameters and told the complainant that as per record money orders of Rs.31,000 had been
generated and shown as delivered to his sister. According to complainant the officer visited
different rooms to collect the information, and it took half an hour to get the information about the
payment details.
Mazhar told the officer that they have actually not received any money. The officer advised him
that he need to confirm the information from his sister and her son also. The officer also handed
over a printed copy of payment detail to the complainant. The officer further instructed that in
case he faced any problem in the delivery of cash assistance then he may lodge a complaint in his
respective tehsil office.
Mazhar discussed this matter with his sister and her son and enquired about the delivery of cash
transfer. He explained to them that according to her payment detail Rs.31,000 have been
generated and delivered to her. The beneficiary and her son confirmed that they didn’t receive any
cash assistance from BISP.
Two weeks later, Mazhar again went to Islamabad for his official work. From his office, he went
to BISP HQ once again to lodge the complaint that his sister has not received any cash instalment.
The officer there guided him about how to write an application and he wrote an application while
sitting in BISP HQ. He also attached a copy of the payment details with the application and
submitted the complaint. Mazhar was very happy and satisfied with the behaviour, treatment and
guidance of the BISP staff.

5. Processing of the case:
On 2nd August 2011, the Payments Complaints Coordinator at BISP HQ wrote a letter to ADDG
(MR) Head Quarter Pakistan Post Islamabad for a joint inquiry to be conducted and for
submission of the inquiry report within 15 days. It was also suggested that strict disciplinary
actions should be taken against the guilty person. A copy of this letter was forwarded to Director
to Chairperson (BISP) Project Manager (BISP Islamabad), Director General (BISP, Punjab
Lahore) and Divisional Director (BISP) Sargodha with the request to make necessary
arrangements for joint inquiry in coordination with Pakistan Post.
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On 5th August 2011, office of the Director General Pakistan Post Islamabad wrote a letter to
DPMG Faisalabad (Deputy Postmaster General, Mr. Ahsan Javed Awan). The DMPG was
instructed to conduct the inquiry and submit the report within a week for further submission to
BISP Secretariat Islamabad.
A letter was written on 12th August by Assistant Director (PS) (Rana Abdul Waheed) FSD to DS
(PS) Sargodha (Divisional Superintendent Postal Service) for inquiry and submission of report
immediately. On 20th August 2011, DSPS Sargodha sent a letter to Assistant Superintendent
Postal Services (ASPS) subdivision Khushab for the arrangement of necessary inquiry to be
conducted and submit the inquiry report immediately. A copy of this letter also been marked to
DPMG FSD. Reminders were sent by the office of Director General Pakistan Post Islamabad and
APMG FSD to conduct and sent the inquiry report urgently.
On 12th September 2011, inquiry report was submitted by the ASPS subdivision Khushab to
APMG Faisalabad which was forwarded to the ADDG Pakistan Post Islamabad on 1 st October
2011. In this enquiry report it was stated that the complaint was baseless and has no grounds as
the BISP Money Orders mentioned in the attached “Payment Details” related to Aslam Khatoon
w/o Abdul Rehman resident of Haddali, Khushab, (who is a different beneficiary) while the
complaint has been lodged by Aslam Khatoon w/o Fateh Muhammad.

6.

Observations:
a. General Observations:
This complaint was filed at BISP HQ Islamabad and forwarded to DG Pakistan Post
Islamabad for necessary action. The DG Pakistan Post sent this complaint to DPMG
Faisalabad where they started the process according to the established system for dealing with
misappropriation of money orders. A separate file was opened (PS/BISP-24) for this
complaint at the office of DPMG Faisalabad. Reminders were regularly sent to the concerned
office when enquiry report was delayed.
In this case a joint inquiry was conducted in which BISP Divisional Director Sargodha, the
complainant, ASPS and the concerned Postman participated. It has been observed that the
enquiry of a complaint is usually completed in less than two months.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level:
The beneficiary and the complainant were not aware about the inquiry result. As a result they
are still awaiting the cash transfer which have been generated and shown as delivered. The
complainant informed that during the inquiry process he was in Aitikaaf in a nearby Masjid.
Some officers came there to inquire about the matter. He said that they were sympathetic and
listened to him carefully.
The BISP MIS shows their current status as blank. However, the beneficiary and the
complainant were unaware about the results of PSC survey.
c. Observations at Pakistan Post:
It has been observed that this complaint was lodged due to a misunderstanding as the officer
at BISP Head Quarter Islamabad, handed over the payment details of Aslam Khatoon w/o
Abdul Rehman to the complainant, whereas, he was asking about payment details of Aslam
Khatoon w/o Fateh Muhammad.
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This particular case travelled from BISP HQ to office of the DG Pakistan Post Islamabad,
DPMG FSD, BISP Divisional Office Sargodha, DSPS Sargodha, and ASPS subdivision
Khushab, however, the eligibility status or payment details were not verified from BISP
website.
Although the prescribed process has been adopted for the complaint, but the complainant was
not informed about the result of inquiry.

7. Lessons learnt and conclusions:




In this case, the receiver woman/ complainant sent her complaint through her brother to BISP
HQ Islamabad which processed the case. After completing the complaint process, the
complainant did not get any money because the payment detail (which was the basis for this
complaint) belonged to another woman with a similar name.
Pakistan Post has an established complaint redressal mechanism regarding non-payment of
money orders and the same is followed for investigating the complaints of non-receipt of
BISP money orders.

8. Recommendations:



Training should be provide to BISP Officers/complaint handlers to collect correct information
regarding any payment related complaint before staring formal inquiry process. This will save
a lot of time and may reduce number of complaints as well.
Upon completion of the inquiry process of a complaint, the results should be conveyed to
beneficiary.
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P-Southern Punjab-04
Non-payment of money orders for Rs.15,000 by
Postman
Irshaad Bibi
Muhammad Rafique
NA
Mohalla Rana Town, Tahli Wala Dera, Tehsil
Ferozewala, Distt. Sheikhupura
35401-5677799-6
N/A
End December 2011

1. Summary of the Case Study:
In her written complaint, Irshaad Bibi stated that she has received Rs.16,000 against BISP cash
transfers and this is the only amount that she has received so far. In the forwarding letter,
Assistant Director, BISP Tehsil Office Ferozewala, Lahore Division has written that MOs of
Rs.31,000 were generated against the complainant’s name and as she claims to have received
Rs.16.000 only therefore Rs.15,000 have been embezzled by the post man.
The complaint was sent by BISP to Pakistan Post and after an enquiry that was attended by the
complainant and postal staff, the issue was resolved. In her affidavit on stamp paper, the
complainant stated that she is illiterate and so doesn’t know what was written on the complaint
and so the complaint lodged in her name may be filed and the case closed. The result of the
complaint was sent by Pakistan Post to BISP Tehsil Office Ferozewala from where they had
received the complaint.
BISP Tehsil Office Ferozewala conducted a counter inquiry for the verification of the said inquiry
report sent by Pakistan Post. They requested for further necessary verifications and submitted
their findings attaching complainant’s revised statement (stating that earlier she gave a favourable
statement on the request of postman who promised that she will receive her misappropriated
money soon, but she had not received the money as promised by the postman). Pakistan Post
replied that BISP’s enquiry report is not valid as the beneficiary’s statement attached with BISP
letter has neither her thumb impression, nor is it signed by the officer recording complainant’s
statement, whereas her affidavit before the Pakistan Post Enquiry Team was on stamp paper,
properly witnessed and verified. The complaint redressal process is still in progress according to
BISP whereas the complaint has been addressed and filed in Pakistan Post’s record.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background information:
Irshaad Bibi w/o Mohammad Rafique was born in 1971 and is 40 years old. She lives in Mohalla
Rana Town, Tahli Wala Dera, an agricultural area of Tehsil Ferozewala. A mud road branching
out from Hyder Road leads to Tahli Wala Dera some 3 kms ahead. The street is lined with bricks
and a drain on one side runs along the street. The house is about 2.5 marlas in area, has two unplastered brick and cement rooms and a small mud room where the goats are kept. Small
courtyard is paved with bricks and there is a wash room and a latrine in the house. An electric
motor is used to collect water from boring.
Irshaad’s husband deals in a small home based business of buying, rearing and selling goats.
Irshaad Bibi is a house wife and helps her husband rearing the goats. There were 13 goats in the
house at the time of observation.
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Irshaad has only one daughter who was married a few months back. She was not sent to school
due to constrained resources. Irshaad has a close-knit family and their siblings live in the same
street, they all have their own houses. Muhammad Rafique had an accident in the past resulting in
severe injuries to both his arms, he has recovered now but his arms are not properly functional.
Due to this he is unable to do a proper job as labourer or a rickshaw driver like his brothers do.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP:
Irshaad was a beneficiary in the parliamentarian phase since 2008. Her form was filled by a team
of officers at her brother’s house nearby, where people of Mohalla were gathered to get their
forms filled. She also went along with her CNIC and her husband told most of the information to
fill the form. The PSC survey phase had just started in Tehsil Ferozewala, Distt. Sheikhupura and
the survey team had not visited her village till the date of our visit.
Irshaad Bibi thinks that BISP is a Benazir Government scheme and is helping poor. BISP cash
transfers have helped their family for daily groceries and she also saved the money through
collective rotating (committee) method and spent the saving on buying goats and on her
daughter’s marriage.
Mohammad Rafique came to know about the complaint redressal mechanism through his friend
who also accompanied him to the BISP office. He seems satisfied with the whole complaints
redressal process.

4. How did the complaint/grievance emerge?
The postman brought BISP money orders for two or three months and then didn’t appear for next
five or six months. Rafique did not know about the BISP instalments procedure but he became
worried and discussed this matter with his friend. Rafique’s friend had heard some news about
embezzlement in some cases and told him that it might be the same problem. He asked Rafique to
go and get their payment record checked at the post office. He also told him about the complaint
system at BISP Tehsil office.
When they went to the Ferozewala Post Office and got their payment status checked, they found
that there was a continuous string of MOs totalling Rs.31,000 generated in Irshaad Bibi’s name
and shown as delivered/ paid from March 2009 to June 2011, while she had received only
Rs.16,000 in 5 instalments. It was obvious that the money was being embezzled. The postman
used to deduct money from the total instalment amount also, in the name of delivery charges from
all the beneficiaries. He has also misbehaved with the complainant when they visited his house for
complaining about their money orders.
Irshaad Bibi accompanied her husband to the BISP Tehsil office Rana Town on 17th August 2011
and filed their complaint. The Assistant Director Tehsil Office helped them in filing the complaint
and the Assistant Complaints recorded it in the complaints register, however, the complainant was
not given any acknowledgement slip or complaint reference number.

5. Processing of the Cases:
The Assistant Director forwarded this complaint, along with a copy of complainant’s CNIC, to the
Coordinator of Special Cell (BISP) at the PMG Office Central Punjab for processing on 26 th
August 2011. A copy of the complaint was also forwarded to the Director BISP, Lahore Division
for information and record.
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On receipt of this complaint by the Coordinator of Special Cell (BISP) at the PMG Office Central
Punjab (hereinafter called Coordinator PP), it was entered in the Complaints Register and a
separate file (number BISP/MO-Comp-390/11) was opened for processing the complaint.
On 9th September 2011, the complaint was sent to the DSPS Qila Sheikhupura Division for
conducting an enquiry with the instruction to report back within a week. A copy of the letter was
sent to the Deputy Post Master General (DPMG) Faisalabad and Assistant Director, BISP Tehsil
Office, Ferozewala to inform that the processing of complaint has been started.
Reminders were also sent to DSPS Qila Sheikhupura and DPMG Faisalabad on 9th September
2011 and on 26th September to speed up the process. The DSPS responded that Mr. Riaz, ASPS
Ferozewala sub-division was appointed on 10th September 2011 as the Enquiry Officer in this
case and has been directed to complete the enquiry within a week and report back, however, no
reply had been received after 16 days. The enquiry report dated 30th September 2011 was
submitted on 4th October 2011 by the DSPS Ferozewala sub-division to the Coordinator PP.
The complainant and the relevant Branch Post Master Rana Town attended the enquiry
proceedings when the Enquiry Officer visited Rana Town on 29th September 2011. The complaint
was investigated and written statements were obtained from the complainant and the branch
postmaster.
In her written statement, the complainant stated on oath that “Money is being sent to me by BISP
and I have received/ been receiving all the instalments amounting to Rs.31,000 from the relevant
Branch Post Master Rana Town at my home. Regarding the present complaint to AD BISP Tehsil
Office, when the AD came for verification of BISP MOs, she asked about the amount that I had
received. I told her that I have received all instalments from the relevant branch postmaster. She
asked me to show the MO receipts and I showed her the available receipts for Rs.16,000. She took
my thumb impression on a paper and as I am illiterate I did not know what was written on the
paper. Regarding incomplete MO receipts, I told her that I had received the entire amount from
the Branch Post Master Rana Town though I have lost some MO receipts. I do not have any
complaint against Branch Post Master Rana Town or Post Office Department therefore the
complaint written in my name may kindly be filed”.
The complainant also filed an affidavit on stamp paper repeating her above statement. During
question/answer she stated that she had not filed any complaint and whatever has been written
was written by the AD BISP Ferozewala who got her thumb impression affixed on the paper. In
response to another question, she repeated that she has misplaced some MO receipts though she
has received all BISP instalments. On being asked if it wasn’t her responsibility to keep the
receipts in a secure place she agreed that it was her responsibility and she would keep these
carefully in future. The complainant’s statement (with Questions and Answers) was recorded by
the ASPS, Ferozewala sub-division, had her thumb impression and was properly verified and
witnessed by two witnesses of whom one was her husband.
The concerned Branch Post Master of Rana Town stated that he was delivering BISP MOs in
Rana Town and has delivered all MOs to Irshaad Bibi, the complainant, at her house. In response
to a question he stated that he delivers BISP MOs after taking a copy of the beneficiary’s CNIC
and after getting it witnessed. Replying to the question that if he has delivered the MOs to
complainant at her house then why the complaint was lodged, he said that the complainant has
confirmed during the enquiry that he was delivering MOs to her on time.
In his findings, the Enquiry Officer wrote that the complainant confirmed that she received all
BISP instalments; however he suggested that “the work and conduct of the Branch Post Master to
be kept under observation and if any omission/ commission were found on his part, he will be
removed from Branch Post Master ship”.
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In his covering letter, the DSPS summarizing the findings of enquiry and stated that: “the
Complainant has admitted in her written statement that she received full amount of BISP MOs
and she has no complaint against the Post Office Department”.
On 7th October 2011, the Coordinator PP informed the Assistant Director, BISP Tehsil Office,
Ferozewala (from where the complaint was received by Pakistan Post) about the result of the
complaint and enclosed the complainant’s statement informing that the case stands closed. A copy
was forwarded to the Director BISP Divisional Office, Lahore.
On 1st November 2011, the AD BISP Tehsil Office Ferozewala sent a letter to Coordinator PP
regarding the inquiry report by the DS (PS) Qila Sheikhupura Division., that the BISP Tehsil
Office Ferozewala has done a counter verification of the inquiry report conducted by DS(PS) Qila
Sheikhupura, and recorded the complainant’s statement on 19th October 2011, copy of which was
enclosed with the letter. According to the findings, the postman visited the beneficiary’s home
with some persons a few days before the inquiry and pleaded with the beneficiary that his service
is at stake and she can save him by stating to the Post Office inquiry team that the postman has
paid her the whole amount of Rs.31,000. He also took her thumb impression on a blank stamp
paper. According to the beneficiary she did not receive payment of the BISP money orders till
that date. The AD further added that “the beneficiary’s statement is casting a shadow of doubts on
the conducted inquiry”, and requested that necessary verification be made into the complaint and
reported back.
The Coordinator PP replied to the above letter from AD Tehsil Office Ferozewala on 14th
November 2011, copy of which was also sent to the DS(PS) Qila Sheikhupura. In his letter, the
Coordinator PP wrote to AD Ferozewala that “the statements received with your official letter are
without the thumb impression of beneficiary, are also not signed by the officer recording these
statements and the statement furnished by you has not been witnessed, hence this statement has no
weight”. He further added that as compared to this, the statement obtained by the Post Office
Enquiry Team and sent to BISP was duly attested by the Oath Commissioner. The Coordinator PP
further advised to contact to concerned DS(PS)for further clarification. He also advised the A.D.
Tehsil Office not to address letters directly to the PMG but forward all correspondence through
the Divisional Director BISP Lahore to the PMG in future.

6. Observations:
a. General Observations:
The prescribed BISP complaint process is based on electronic filing/redressal of complaints,
while the Complaint Management Information System (CMS) is yet to be operationalized.
For now, the BISP staff is manually filing all the complaints by separating them according to
the nature of complaint. Same files are being used for filing complaints registered at
divisional and tehsil levels. After receiving the complaints, BISP Division Office follows the
standard procedure for redressal of complaint regarding the embezzlement by postman.
However, they expect that the complaints will start to be timely addressed after the CMS is in
place.
Most of the payment complaints are closed on the statement by complainant that she wants to
withdraw the complaint or she shows total ignorance about any complaint lodged in her name
at the office at all
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b. Observations at the beneficiary level
Irshaad Bibi is a beneficiary from the parliamentarian phase. She is a healthy and active lady
in her early 40s, lives in a self-owned two roomed brick house and helps her husband in his
business of animal husbandry. Their PSC survey has just started in their area and the survey
team has not visited their Mohalla yet. Irshaad Bibi did not know anything about the BISP
complaint process; her husband did all the required tasks regarding filing of the complaint.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner agency level
The BISP Tehsil Office Ferozewala, where the case was filed, has a complaint registration
system and a single register is maintained for all types of complaints. The current status of the
complaints is being updated at the end of each quarter. This particular complaint was entered
in the complaint register, and was kept in a file with other complaints. Separate files are not
maintained for each case and correspondence about all the cases is maintained in the same
file. The case is still open as the AD BISP Ferozewala was not satisfied with the findings of
inquiry report of DS(PS), and has lodged a counter inquiry and requested the PMG to verify
the inquiry findings.
When a payment complaint reaches any level/ office of Pakistan Post, it is processed
according to the established system for dealing with misappropriation of money orders. A
separate file is opened for each complaint by Coordinator of Special Cell (BISP) at the PMG
Office Central Punjab. When the complaint is forwarded to DSPS for enquiry a copy is also
forwarded to DPMG of the region so that he can oversee the progress. The DPMG office also
maintains a separate file for each complaint. Reminders are regularly sent in case the enquiry
is delayed. An enquiry officer is appointed and the enquiry attended by the complainant and
the respondent postman is conducted at the relevant post office. It has been observed that the
enquiry of a complaint is usually completed in less than two month. In case misappropriation
is proved, disciplinary action is taken against the relevant postal staff which may lead of
dismissal from government service.

7. Lessons learnt/Conclusion





Pakistan Post has an established complaint redressal mechanism regarding non-payment of
money orders and the same is being used for investigating complaints of non-receipt of BISP
money orders.
It appears that at times BISP staff and Pakistan Post staff do not work as a team. The
beneficiary/ complainant has given two divergent statements before the Post Office Enquiry
Team and before the BISP AD (who went later to verify her statement). One statement is on a
stamp paper properly verified by the Oath Commissioner while the other is not properly
verified and witnessed.
The complaints for the embezzlement cases more than 12 months old were also being sent to
the PMG, while the cases more than one year old are not entertained by Pakistan Post.

8. Recommendations




BISP should ensure the delivery of “Receiver Women Guidelines” that provide required
information along with all necessary forms such as complaint form, information update form,
safe keeping of payee voucher (paid money order receipt), etc. in order to facilitate the
beneficiaries.
BISP eligibility letter to the beneficiary should mention the amount of the first instalment that
she will receive – and the expected month when she will receive the amount. In case the
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beneficiary knows when and what she will receive, the possibility of misappropriation can be
minimized.
To avoid unnecessary duplication and increase in workload, it should also be clearly stated
that which level of BISP office should forward the complaint to which level of Pakistan Post.
Similarly the recipients of copies should also be clearly stated. This should be adopted as a
standard practice in all payment related complaints.
Complaints should be filed with BISP and forwarded to Pakistan Post at the earliest so that it
can be addressed during the period of 12 months when the payment record is kept by Pakistan
Post.
Formation of a Joint Enquiry Team (including representatives of BISP and Pakistan Post)
may address the problem of the complainant giving one statement before the Post Office
Enquiry Team and another before BISP staff.
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Payment Case Study Number:
Nature of Case:

P-Southern Punjab-05
Non-payment of one money order of Rs.2,000 .

Complainant/ Beneficiary:
Wife of:
Complainant, if not beneficiary herself:
Address:

Fatima Bibi
Liaqat Ali
NA
Chak no.144 J.B. Post office Khas, tehsil and district
Chiniot.
33401-0582107-4
19708588
End February 2012

CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Completed

1. Summary of the Case Study:
Fatima Bibi w/o Liaqat Ali (with another beneficiary Pathani Bibi w/o Mohd Ashraf) filed a joint
complaint at BISP Tehsil Office Chiniot on 17th October 2011 against Tahir Ahmed Saqib, the
postman of HSG Post Office Chiniot. In their application they accused the postman for the
embezzlement of their money order of Rs.2,000 for July/August 2011.
Their names were listed among the beneficiaries whose money orders were generated and shown
as delivered but the postman told them that their money orders have not been generated by BISP.
The postman kept the photocopies of the CNIC of all those beneficiaries whose money orders
were not being delivered.
The case was filed with BISP Tehsil Office Chiniot and verbally inquired by the Post Master,
HSG post Office Chiniot. During the enquiry proceedings, the beneficiaries submitted written and
signed/ witnessed statements that they have received their money. During discussions with
complainant’s husband it came out that BISP instalments were being taken by Samar Abbas Shah
(landlord on whose land a number of beneficiaries work and live) and he threatened them of
evacuation in case they did not give a statement that they have received the misappropriated
amount.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background information:
Fatima Bibi is a resident of Chak No.144 GB, Post Office Khas, near Darbar Shahbal Shah,
Mathrooma, Tehsil and District Chiniot. She is a 41 years old house wife, has 2 sons and 6
daughters. Her eldest daughter is 23 years old and is married. Her husband is a milk vendor and
supplies milk to different houses. Fatima Bibi is an illiterate woman who looks after the house.
She also helps her husband in agricultural activities and animal husbandry.
Chak 144 is a suburban village of Chiniot, some 5 kms away from main city, a typical rural area
of Punjab and agriculture is the major economic activity in the village. The street leading to her
house is unpaved with a drain running in the middle of street. The family is a tenant of a landlord
Syed Samar Abbas Shah, and is living in a rented house on Samar Shah’s land. The house is made
of bricks and mud. It has two rooms and a big courtyard. There is no kitchen or bathroom in the
house.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP:
The survey team visited Fatima’s village in June 2011. Her husband, Liaqat, accompanied her to a
common place where they got their Poverty Score Card form filled and collected the
acknowledgement slip from the surveyors. She had a valid CNIC at the time of survey. She is
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unaware of the eligibility criteria and the importance of PMT score. Her PMT score is 11.36 and
she has received an eligibility letter from BISP.
Her husband learnt about the complaint mechanism through his friend Babar. He is satisfied with
BISP complaint handling process.
Fatima Bibi thinks BISP is a Pakistan People Party’s government program for the poor women.
Their support and loyalty is also with the Pakistan People Party government regardless of any
financial grant scheme. She said “Bhutto was a true leader who helped poor through various
reforms and her daughter has sacrificed her life for the country, BISP scheme is free from any
political agenda and is purely aimed at helping poor women”. She plans to use the money for
home improvement.

4. How did the complaint/grievance emerge?
On release of 1st instalment from BISP, the postman started to distribute money orders (MO) to
the eligible women in the area. Fatima and some other women in the areas observed that they did
not receive their cash transfer. One day she, along with other women, asked the postman about
their money orders. The postman collected the CNICs of thirteen beneficiaries, photocopied them
and returned the original CNICs with the promise that he will check their status and inform them
the reason for non-delivery. This happened during the daytime when their husbands were out to
work.
Later on the postman told them that their MOs have not been generated by BISP. Fatima
discussed the whole matter with her husband. Next day Liaqat went to meet with the postman in
Chiniot City Post office (headed by a Postmaster in BS 14) and demanded the beneficiary list
where he saw the name of his wife Fatima and his neighbour Pathani Bibi in the list. He suspected
the postman and talked to him straight about the matter. On which the postman got furious and
hostile.
Liaqat decided to take the matter to the BISP Tehsil Office. He discussed this matter with his
friend Babar Shah who knows about BISP Tehsil Office Chiniot and accompanied him to the
office. The Assistant Complaints Muhammad Tariq listened to their complaint and assured them
that the money will be returned to beneficiaries very soon, and sent them back. Dissatisfied, they
revisited BISP Tehsil Office and met with Assistant Director BISP Shehzad Wattoo there. He
guided them to submit an application from the beneficiary women with their CNIC copy attached.
Fatima Bibi and Liaqat Ali went to the BISP tehsil office on 17th October 2011, with a hand
written complaint along with the copy of CNIC attached. Their complaint was filed and acted
upon the same day. The complaint at BISP tehsil office was entered in a register with other
complaints by the Assistant Complaints. The complaint was written and signed by two
beneficiaries jointly, named Fatima Bibi w/o Liaqat Ali and Pathani Bibi w/o Muhammad Ashraf.
The complainants were not given any acknowledgement slip or complaint number for reference.

5. Processing of the Case:
The application, addressed to Assistant Complaint Chiniot, was kept with other complaints in a
file. On the same date (17th October 2011), a letter was issued by the Assistant Director BISP to
the Incharge Head Postmaster Chiniot (Head Postmaster HSC Post Office, Chiniot), stating that
the postman has misappropriated the amount, so necessary action against postman should be
taken. He also requested a descriptive report of the inquiry against postman.
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In response to this letter, the Head Post Master Chiniot set up an inquiry against the said postman.
As a result of the inquiry, BISP Tehsil Office received a joint statement from both beneficiaries,
addressed to the Assistant Director BISP, Tehsil office Chiniot, thanking him for the help as they
have received their missing instalments now. This application has thumb impressions of both the
complainant women on it.
Fatima Bibi went to BISP Tehsil Office only once to file the complaint; the follow-up of
complaint was done by her husband. He visited the BISP office three or four times for various
requirements and updates. The whole exercise of complaint resolution took about two weeks. The
case has been declared as a solved case in the BISP record. There is no official record of enquiry
in the post office because the complaint was solved verbally by the post office and no formal
complaint has been registered against the postman.

6. Observations:
a. General Observations:
The prescribed BISP complaint process is based on electronic filing / redressal of complaints,
while the Complaint Management Information System (CMIS) is yet to be operational. The
BISP staff in Tehsil Office Chiniot is manually filing all the complaints without separating
them according to the nature of complaint.
Most of the payment complaints are usually resolved through verbal negotiation between the
conflicting parties, arranged jointly by the BISP Tehsil Office and the Post Office.
b. Observations at the beneficiary level
Fatima Bibi and the other beneficiaries in the neighbourhood are the tenants of Samar Abbas
Shah, and almost all the beneficiaries are of same socioeconomic status. They live on the
landlord’s land and work in his fields.
In the interview with the complainants, they told that after submission of the complaint at
BISP office, the Postman had visited their house and requested them to withdraw their case
and promised that he would arrange the money as soon as possible. When they did not agree
and demanded their money immediately the postman visited Samar Abbas Shah, the landlord,
who had actually received the money orders. Samar Abbas threatened them that they should
not raise this issue again as he is getting all this money and will give them back when he
considers appropriate.
Liaqat told that the statement submitted to BISP office was not given by the beneficiaries and
does not bear their thumb impressions, though they verbally admitted in front of AD BISP
that they have recovered their money. According to Liaqat, many other beneficiaries also did
not receive their money and they were instructed by Samar Shah that they should not file their
complaint anywhere, otherwise they have to vacate his land and he will demolish their houses
built on his land. Illiteracy is common in the village and maybe this is one of the reasons for
exploitation of these poor people.
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c. Observations at BISP/Partner agency level
When a payment complaint is received by the BISP, it is filed with other complaints in the
same file. BISP staff did not provide the complainant with any acknowledgement for followup.
The payment complaints are usually resolved through verbal dialogue between the conflicting
parties arranged by the BISP or Post Master, and the case is closed on submission of a
statement by the complainant, stating that they have no complaint or that their complaint has
been resolved.
The postmaster told in an informal meeting that the postman in his Post Office is an
influential and corrupt person with political connections, and, he usually distributes BISP
MOs through local politicians. On the question that why he didn’t take any action against him
or refer the case to higher official, he told that he tried once and as a result he himself got
transferred to Faisalabad and then to Toba Tek Singh. Currently the Postmaster (Mian Amjad
Thaeem) is working in Toba Tek Singh Post Office.

7. Lessons learnt/Conclusion





In this case the delay in lodging of complaint is mainly due to the lack of information about
the complaint process.
No acknowledgement slip/token was issued by the BISP office to the complainant. There is
no practice of monitoring the progress of a complaint.
The standard BISP money order delivery procedure is not being followed by the post man and
he hands over all the money orders to an influential person in the village (other than the
beneficiary/ complainant in whose name the money order has been generated).
The payment case resolution process for all such payment related cases (of this office) is
being practiced on a similar pattern (verbal resolution of complaints instead of conducting
formal enquiry).

8. Recommendations






BISP should ensure the delivery of “Receiver Women Guidelines” that provide required
information along with all necessary forms such as complaint form, information update form
etc. in order to facilitate the beneficiaries.
BISP eligibility letter to the beneficiary should mention the amount of the first instalment that
she will receive – and the expected month when she will receive the amount. In case the
beneficiary knows when and what she will receive, the possibility of misappropriation can be
minimized.
A payment schedule by BISP to the receiver woman should be sent in advance so that she can
ensure the collection of cash transfer.
In order to ensure effective payment monitoring, BISP HQ should provide to its divisional
and tehsil offices a list of beneficiaries whose money orders have been generated.
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P-Southern Punjab-06
Non-Payment of 4 money orders for Rs.12,000 by the
postman
Aisha Bibi
Widow of Muhammad Siddique
Self
Chak No. 202 R.B Bhaiwala, Near House of Baba
Ameen, Faisalabad
33102–5844465–4
17558680
End December 2011

1. Summary of the Case Study
Aisha Bibi filed a complaint with the BISP Divisional Office Faisalabad on 22 nd June 2011
regarding non-payment of four (4) Money Orders (MOs) to her. The latest payments details
showed that nine (9) instalments totalling Rs.26,000 were released by BISP and have been
delivered by Pakistan Post during Phase-I of the program and two instalments under phase two
amounting to Rs.4,000 have also been generated and delivered to the beneficiary. However,
according to the complaint lodged in June 2011, she did not receive four (4) money orders of
Rs.3,000 each totalling Rs.12,000.
The complaint was registered by BISP Divisional Office but was not forwarded to Pakistan Post
for enquiry into the matter. The hand-written complaint which she had submitted along with the
copy of her CNIC has been lost by BISP Divisional Office. The complaint is shown as pending at
BISP Divisional Office since June 2011, but there is no possibility of redressal as it was not sent
to Pakistan Post for enquiry but (as mentioned in the register) lost by the Divisional Office
Faisalabad.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Aisha Bibi widow of Muhammad Siddique is a resident of Chak No.202 Bhaiwala, PO
Nishatabad, Tehsil City Faisalabad, District Faisalabad. She is 59 years old living with her son,
daughter-in-law and their seven (7) children. Her husband, who used to work as security guard,
passed away 2 months ago.
Bhaiwala is an undeveloped suburb located about four km from Nishatabad, on the main
Faisalabad Sheikhupura road. The street leading to her house is unpaved and there is no sewerage
disposal. They are tenants in a 10 Marla brick house consists of two rooms, outdoor open kitchen
and a bathroom. The courtyard is mud-plastered having one side allocated for keeping pigeons
and a donkey. They are paying Rs. 1,400 per month as rent. Aisha Bibi’s son does labour work
and earns approximately Rs.150 per day.
In the rooms, there was some basic furniture i.e. two charpoys in each room and three outside in
the courtyard. There is no TV and fridge in the house. She was informed by the area postman
about her inclusion in the program. She used the BISP cash transfer, received through the first
five instalments for her daughter’s wedding. She also spends part of this money to buy her
medicine for diabetes.
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3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Aisha Bibi learnt about BISP from neighbours. She considers Pakistan People’s Party the owner
of this program and also fears that the program will be closed if PPP is not in Government. She is
aware that the program is started for poorest and marginalised people. In Phase-I of BISP
program, her form was filled by one of her neighbours and she started getting cash transfers.
The PSC Survey Team visited her house some 5 months ago and filled her PSC form by asking
various questions. She is unaware of BISP eligibility criteria and PMT and only knows that she is
receiving cash transfer because she is a widow and is poor. She also received BISP’s certificate of
life insurance of Rs.100,000.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge
When she did not receive the third instalment of her cash transfer by the postman at her doorstep,
she went to the BISP Divisional Office at Faisalabad in March 2010, on foot along with one of the
woman living in her neighbourhood. It took her two hours to find the office and explaining the
problem to BISP staff. The BISP staff checked her payment details from the web and told her that
according to the record the payment has been issued and delivered on 17th November 2009; while
she claimed that she did not receive this instalment.
BISP staff advised her to go to the area Post Office (PO), which is situated in Nishatabad and
meet the postman. When she asked the postman about her instalment, he assured that the money
would be delivered in the next month as BISP has not released her instalment.
When she did not receive four consecutive MOs, she went to the house of the postman in
Gatwala, situated at Sheikhupura Road. As the postman was not present in his house at the time of
her visit, therefore, while sitting in his house, she talked to him on phone. The postman asked his
mother to give Rs.3,000 to Aisha Bibi and take her thumb impressions on the receipts. Being
illiterate, she did the same as instructed by the postman to his mother on the phone. She was also
told by the postman that he had spent her Rs.12,000 on the illness of his younger brother and that
currently he does not have the remaining amount.
After this she went to the General Post Office (GPO) at Railway road Faisalabad to register a
complaint. The GPO staff listened to her and phoned (in front of her) the concerned postman
regarding complaint of Aisha Bibi. The official at the GPO had a telephonic conversation with the
post man in the presence of Aisha Bibi. And the postman assured that he will return the money to
Aisha Bibi; which, however, has not happened till now.
In her third visit to BISP Divisional Office, she finally submitted and got registered a complaint
against the postman by filing a hand-written complaint along with a copy of her CNIC.

5. Processing of the Complaint
The complainant filed an application at the BISP Divisional Office Faisalabad on 22 nd June 2011
but she did not receive any complaint acknowledgement or reference number. The application
was filed with other complaints in one file and was allocated a unique reference number (BISPComp/Dir/Fsd/11th January 2001); however after marking from the BISP Divisional Director
Faisalabad for further enquiry, it was not forwarded to Pakistan Post.
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6. Observations
a. General Observations
Presently, BISP staff is manually recording all complaints without separating these according
to the nature of complaint. The same files are being used for keeping complaints registered at
divisional and tehsil levels.
Complaints registered in the BISP offices, are sent to Pakistan Post for review and resolution.
It was revealed during discussion and later confirmed by a letter shown to us in our meeting
with DSPS Faisalabad Division that as per the agreement between Pakistan Post and BISP,
the Pakistan Post is bound to pay the embezzled money to the receiver woman.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
The receiver woman was included in the program during parliamentarian phase. She was
unsatisfied with the complaint process and result since it has not been solved to date. Instead
of registering her complaint on her first visit she was asked by BISP staff to go the post office
and meet the postman to sort out the non-payment issue. She even had to go to the postman’s
house at Gatwala which is about 7 kms from her house so that she could get her instalments.
When she went to the GPO, instead of registering her complaint and following the standard
procedure for redressing complaints regarding non-payment of money order, the postman was
contacted so that the issue could be solved verbally. When she filed a written complaint at
BISP Divisional Office it was not sent to Pakistan Post for redressal and was later lost by the
Divisional Office. Despite all this, she is still hopeful to get the next cash transfers and for the
resolution of her complaint.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
When a payment complaint is received by BISP, it is filed with other complaints in the same
file. However, a unique complaint number has been allocated against the complaint in an
Excel Sheet. Instead of registering her complaint on her first visit she was asked by BISP staff
to go the post office and meet the postman to sort out the non-payment issue. She even had to
go to the postman’s house at Gatwala which is about seven km from her house so that she
could get her instalments.
When she filed a written complaint at BISP Divisional Office, BISP staff did not provide the
complainant a unique complaint reference number or acknowledgement to the complainant
for follow-up. The complaint was not sent to Pakistan Post for redressal and was later lost by
the Divisional Office and therefore no further action could be taken by the BISP Divisional
Office.

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions




In this case, due to poor filing by BISP staff, the written application was lost. Despite
allocating a unique file number, BISP didn’t take any step for the resolution of this complaint,
or, asked the complainant to submit a copy so that it may be forwarded to Pakistan Post for
investigation.
The postal staff at GPO level verbally enquired from the postman regarding the matter and
did not properly guide Aisha Bibi to formally lodge a complaint against the postman with
Pakistan Post.
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8. Recommendations






It is important that the BISP’s CMS becomes operational as soon as possible in order to
reduce delays in complaints resolution.
As long as the CMS does not become operational, the manual complaint record should
carefully be maintained in order to avoid unnecessary delays in complaint redressal.
BISP should send a payment schedule to the receiver woman so that she can ensure the
collection of cash transfer.
In order to ensure effective payment monitoring, BISP HQ should provide to its divisional
and tehsil offices a list of beneficiaries whose money orders have been generated.
BISP should ensure the delivery of “Receiver Women Guidelines” that provide required
information along with all necessary forms such as complaint form, information update form
etc. in order to facilitate the beneficiaries.
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P-Southern Punjab-07
Non-payment of four BISP Money Orders for
Rs.10,000 by the postman.
Beneficiary Zubaida Bibi (Late)
Muhammad Rafique
Muhammad Rafique
Mohalla Ghareeb Abad, Tehsil Sheikhupura, District
Sheikhupura.
35404-0997571-2 (Zubaida Bibi), 35404-4557969-1
(M. Rafique)
N.A
End January 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
In her written complaint filed with Pakistan Post, the complainant stated that Rs.31,000 have been
shown as delivered/ paid to her by Pakistan Post but she had received Rs.21,000 only. Late
Zubaida Bibi (the complainant) came to know about this embezzlement from a lady, who often
visited Zubaida to get her clothes stitched. After checking Zubaida’s payment status from BISP
web site, she told her that 11 money orders for Rs.31,000 had been generated and were shown as
delivered/ paid to her in her Payment Detail by Pakistan Post.
On receipt of complaint, the case was processed by Pakistan Post and the issue was resolved after
an enquiry that was attended by the complainant and relevant postal staff. The postman returned
Rs.10,000 to Zubaida Rafique in four instalments i.e. two instalments of Rs.3,000 and two of
Rs.2,000. After receiving the payment the complainant requested to close the case. The enquiry
conducted by Pakistan Post proved that the concerned postman, Muhammad Riaz, was guilty of
misappropriation. Disciplinary action was taken against him by suspending his annual increments
for two years as a punishment. The complaint redressal at complainant end was completed in less
than a month although disciplinary proceeding against the postman took some extra time.

2. Receiver Woman/ Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Late Zubaida Bibi, the receiver woman/ complainant was born in 1975 and was around 36 years
old when she died. She was the mother of six children (four sons and two daughters). She stitched
clothes and utilized this income to fulfil the educational needs of her children. Four of her
children attend the school while one son and a daughter are too young. Her husband (Muhammad
Rafique) is around 38 years of age, who is an experienced carpenter, and runs his own workshop.
The area where she reside is known as Mohalla Ghareeb Abad which is around 8 kms away from
the main Sheikhupura Chowk. A well paved main road passed through commercial area leads to
her house. Most of the branch streets in the area are close ended.
Zubaida was living in a seven Marla pucca house, owned by her husband. The house consists of
two rooms and a bathroom. They have converted front portion of their house as a woodwork
workshop that also serves as main entrance of the house. The workshop looks fairly equipped and
Rafique told that he owned all the tools and machinery installed in the workshop. The family
notable belongings are a colour television, a functional cell phone and a bicycle.
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3. Receiver Woman/ Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Zubaida was selected as BISP beneficiary during the parliamentarian phase. Her husband
(Muhammad Rafique) got the form from their local councillor (Muhammad Saleem) three years
ago. Zubaida and her husband had valid CNIC at that time. She got her first cash instalment of
Rs.5,000 three months late. The Postman at the time of first money order delivery told her that she
will receive Rs.1,000 every month from BISP. She utilized the cash assistance for the education
of her children and also for the purchase of groceries.
Zubaida was not surveyed for PSC Survey. Her husband (the husband was interviewed as
beneficiary had died) told that the survey team visited their Mohalla about six months ago but as
their house is located inside the workshop so they missed it. Now he is planning to visit BISP
office to submit an application for PSC survey.
Rafique didn’t know much about Benazir Income Support Program. He is also not sure about who
manages the programme - Government, any political party or some NGO.

4. How did the Complaint Emerged
Rafique told that they received last instalment of Rs.3,000 in June/July 2010. After that the
postman stopped delivering BISP money orders to her. Zubaida discussed this with one of her
female customer who used to visit her house to get her dress stitched.
Her customer, who is an educated
woman, belongs to city area of
Sheikhupura, gave her hope that
she will check her payment detail
from BISP web site and help her to
investigate the matter. Zubaida
gave her a copy of CNIC and
couple of money order payment
receipts so that she may confirm
Zubaida’s payment status. Zubaida
further told her that she also wants
to know how much amount has
been generated on her name. After checking Zubaida’s payment details, she called next day and
told her that the payment details show that Rs.31,000 has been generated and stand delivered to
her. Then she asked Zubaida that how much amount she has actually received? Zubaida told her
that she has no idea about the exact amount but she has all payment receipts.
A week later, the woman visited Zubaida with a printed copy of payment details. After comparing
payment details and payment receipts she told Zubaida that Postman has delivered Rs.21,000 only
out of Rs.31,000. She further confirmed that after receiving the last payment of Rs.3,000 in
June/July 2010, four other instalments totalling Rs.10,000, from August 2010 to April 2011 are
missing.
They both decided to meet Muhammad Saleem, a local councillor because the Postman used to
disburse BISP money orders at his baithak. They discussed the matter about four missing
instalments of Rs.10,000 with the councillor. The councillor became defensive and rudely replied
“Main logon ki asaani kay liya dakiya ko apnay ghar bula laita hun takay log mairay ghar aa kar
asaani say paisay lay jaen, aur tum mujh per shak kar rahay ho, mujhay tumharay paison ka nahi
pata”. On pressure from Zubaida he said “jo karna hay karlo”.
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Disappointed by councillor’s response Zubaida decided to meet with the postman who used to
deliver money orders at councillor’s house. A week later she caught the postman in her street and
asked about her missing money orders. The postman replied rudely, “tumhain kitni bar bata
chuka hun keh Benazir program kay paisay band ho gaye hain, tum nay jo karna hay karlo”.
Because of the uncooperative behaviour of the postman and the councillor they felt that there is
something wrong and probably both are involved in this embezzlement. The woman advised
Zubaida to visit some higher office of Pakistan Post and lodge the complaint against postman.
Zubaida showed some reluctance on which she offered her that she is going to Lahore for some
personal work and if Zubaida likes she can accompany her to PMG Office, Central Punjab,
Lahore. Zubaida agreed and lodged her complaint at PMG Office, Lahore, about non-payment of
four BISP money orders for Rs.10,000 against the postman. Zubaida took her CNIC, all the paid
vouchers and a detail of payment she got from internet.

5. Processing of the Complaint
On 29th June 2011, the complainant filed an application before the Post Master General (PMG),
Central Punjab. A copy of her CNIC was attached with her application. On receipt of this
complaint at the BISP Complaints Cell of PMG Office, Central Punjab, Lahore, it was entered in
the Complaints Register and a separate file (number BISP/MO-Comp-301/11) was opened for
processing the complaint.
On 2nd July 2011, the complaint (with CNIC) was sent to the Deputy Superintendent Postal
Service (DSPS) Qila Sheikhupura with the request to conduct an enquiry and to report back. Copy
of this letter was sent to inform her that processing of her complainant has been started by
Pakistan Post. A reminder was sent by the Coordinator, Special Cell (BISP) on 17 th August 2011
to DSPS Qila Sheikhupura to expedite the case.
In response to this reminder, on 5th September 2011 the DSPS informed that enquiry has already
been conducted by the Assistant Superintendent Postal Service (ASPS) of Qila Sheikhupura subdivision on 16th July 2011 who has submitted his report to the DSPS on 25th July 2011.
The complainant and the postman named in the complaint by her were telephonically requested to
attend the enquiry proceedings. Written statements were obtained from the complainant and one
postman. The enquiry proceedings of the complaint were held at GPO Qila Sheikhupura and both
the complainant and postman attended the enquiry.
In her statement during enquiry, the complainant stated that “BISP MOs were coming but the
concerned postman paid Rs.10,000 less from previous instalments which have been received
today i.e.16th July 2011. Now I have no complaint against the concerned postman Mohammed
Riaz or the Post Office Department”. The complainant’s statement was recorded by the ASPS, it
had her thumb impression and was properly verified and witnessed by the Postal Clerk of GPO
Qila Sheikhupura.
The concerned postman Mohammad Riaz of GPO Qila Sheikhupura now posted at Husain Pur
Chatha recorded his statement that he has been delivering BISP MOs to the concerned woman but
could not pay four instalments amounting to Rs.10,000 as she was not available at her residence.
He kept the instalments as ‘Amanat’ in personal custody and paid the same to her on 16th July
2011. Now as she has no complaint against him or the postal department therefore the complaint
against him may kindly be filed.
On being asked why he kept the instalments of BISP MOs in his personal custody and whether
rules and regulations permitted him to do this, the postman explained that the complainant had
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permitted him to keep the amount of MOs in his personal custody as ‘Amanat’ if she was not at
home to be paid to her when she came back. In case he had not kept this as ‘Amanat’ the money
would have gone back causing loss to the receiver woman.
He was also asked about the forged thumb impressions on the MOs shown as paid and whose
thumb impressions were affixed. He replied that these were of some other woman so that he can
keep the amount in his personal custody for which he regretted and said that this will not be
repeated in future.
The complainant was asked whether she had allowed the postman to keep the money in his
personal custody in case she was not present. She replied that she did not go out of her house for a
long period and had not allowed the postman to keep the money with him.
In Findings, the Enquiry Officer stated that: “the concerned postman Muhammad Riaz is found
guilty of misappropriation of Rs.10,000 of BISP MOs and he kept the amount in his personal
custody without any justification and after forged thumb impressions showed the BISP MOs as
paid and made payment after complaint for which he is fully responsible. Disciplinary action as
deemed fit may kindly be initiated against him so that it should be lesson for others”.
The process for this complaint from lodging to enquiry and result took less than a month and the
complainant recovered her money. The complainant was paid within 20 days of filing the
complaint, however, two separate disciplinary actions were started by Pakistan Post.
The Coordinator Special Cell (BISP) called an explanation from the DSPS Qila Sheikhupura that
when the enquiry report was submitted to his office on 25th July 2011 then why did he send it to
the Coordinator after 40 days on 5th September 2011. The DSPS responded that the report was
misplaced by the dealing clerk who had proceeded on earned leave. This issue was considered as
closed after the officer apologized and ensured that this will not be repeated.
Mr. Riaz Ahmed, the concerned postman was issued a Charge Sheet under the Government
Servants (E&D) Rules 1973 for misappropriation in payment of BISP MOs, inefficiency and
misconduct. The ASPS Nankana Sahib appointed the ASPS Qila Sheikhupura as Enquiry Officer.
In response to a reminder dated 28th September 2011 by the Coordinator, DSPS Qila Sheikhupura
informed that the Enquiry Officer has reported that the Complainant was out of town and is
expected to come back within a few days when the enquiry will be completed. On 8th October
2011, the Coordinator wrote that “There is no need of beneficiary whose statement is already on
record and was recorded by the ASPS Qila Sheikhupura. All other documents i.e. paid vouchers
are available in Qila Sheikhupura GPO which is the only document to prove/ disprove the case.
The postman was not authorized to keep the amount of paid BISP MOs with him as ‘Amanat’. He
has further admitted that on MO paid vouchers thumb impressions of some other woman was got
affixed. Another reminder was sent on 31st August by the Coordinator for completing the enquiry
against the Charge Sheet and report back.
It was proved as a result of enquiry that the concerned postman, Muhammad Riaz, was guilty of
misappropriating Rs.10,000 from the complainant. Disciplinary action was taken against him by
suspending his annual increment for two years as a punishment.
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6. Observations:
a. General Observations:
The issue surfaced when the complainant stopped receiving BISP money orders. Being a
tailor, she asked one of her customers for help, who obtained Payment Details from BISP
website and informed complainant about the exact situation.
The receiver woman in this case has lodged the complaint herself with the assistance of her
customer at PMG Office Lahore. The PMG office processed her complaint and she got her
money back within 20 days of complaint.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level:
Although, the complaint’s husband was satisfied with the result of the complaint but he
suggested that the delivery of BISP money should be through banks. Rafique has also
maintained that he has an account in KASB Bank Sheikhupura branch. The interviewer
(husband of the late beneficiary) considers himself as a BISP beneficiary. He said although he
has wood working machinery at his workshop, he doesn’t have resources for the purchase of
wood and other inputs required for the running of his business.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level:
When a payment complaint reaches any level/ office of Pakistan Post, it is processed
according to the established system for dealing with misappropriation of money orders. A
separate file is opened for each complaint by Coordinator of Special Cell (BISP) at the PMG
Office Central Punjab. When the complaint is forwarded to DSPS of a district for enquiry a
copy is also forwarded to DPMG of the region so that he can oversee the progress. The
DPMG also maintains a separate file for each complaint. Reminders are regularly sent in case
the enquiry is delayed. An enquiry officer is appointed and the enquiry attended by the
complainant and the respondent postman is conducted at the relevant post office. It has been
observed that the enquiry of a complaint is usually completed in less than two month. In case
of misappropriation, disciplinary action is taken against the relevant postal staff which may
lead of dismissal from government service.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions





In this case, the receiver woman/ complainant filed her complaint with PMG Central Punjab
which processed the case and the complainant got the misappropriated money within twenty
days.
Pakistan Post has an established complaint redressal mechanism regarding non-payment of
money orders and the same is used for investigating complaints of non-receipt of BISP money
orders.
According to the practice of Pakistan Post, in case of misappropriation, the beneficiary always
gets her money (either from the defaulting person or from Pakistan Post) in case she files a
complaint of non-payment and the enquiry proves the misappropriation.
In line with their established practice, strict action is taken in case of misappropriation even
leading to dismissal from service. In this case it was proved that the postman had kept the
money illegally and paid back after the complaint. Though the complainant stated that “now
she has no complaint against the postman or the postal department”, yet, Pakistan Post took
disciplinary action against the concerned postman as required under Government Servants
(E&D) Rules 1973 and was charge sheeted for misappropriation of BISP MOs, inefficiency
and misconduct.
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There is a lack of awareness amongst the beneficiaries about their rights, and. BISP and
Pakistan Post payment process. As a result, they may be exploited by postal staff.

8. Recommendations




BISP should ensure the delivery of “Receiver Women Guidelines” that provide required
information along with all necessary forms such as complaint form, information update form
etc. in order to facilitate the beneficiaries.
Presently BISP website under “Complaints Redressal Mechanism shows a two page note on
complaints regarding “Procurement” only and do not provide any information about
complaints regarding “Cash transfers” which is the core business of BISP.
In order to ensure effective payment monitoring and to minimise the chances of
misappropriation, BISP HQ should provide to its divisional and tehsil offices a list of
beneficiaries whose money orders have been generated.
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P-Southern Punjab-08
Non-Payment of six money orders for Rs.16,000 by
the branch postmaster
Farzana Kausar
w/o Muhammad Nawaz
N/A
Chak number 39/GB, Post office 40/GB, TehsilDistrict Mandi Bahauddin.
34402-8504397-0
19512227
End January 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study:
This complaint for embezzlement of cash transfer was filed in August 2011 at BISP Tehsil office
Mandi Bahauddin by Farzana Kausar, against the Branch Postmaster (EDBO Chak number
40/GB). The complainant stated that money orders for Rs.31,000 have been generated by BISP in
her name but she received only Rs.19,000.
Assistant Complaints forwarded this complaint to the DSPS Gujrat for necessary investigation
and copy was sent to ASPS Mandi Bahauddin for information. Pakistan Post adopted its
prescribed procedure and completed the inquiry in one and half month but the beneficiary did not
recover her misappropriated amount as before the enquiry office she stated to have received all
the money orders.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s profile and Background information:
Farzana Kausar is a 32 years old illiterate married woman. She has six children (three daughters
and three sons), five are attending school, the eldest son and daughter are in class five in a
government school at Suhawa. Her husband Muhammad Nawaz works as agro worker in the field
for a farm owner. He earns Rs.8,000 a month and also gets some wheat and other grains from the
farm owner.
The family lives in a four Marla semi pucca self-owned house, which consists of three rooms, a
bathroom and kitchen. Nawaz and his other five married brothers with their families are living
together in the same house i.e. more than 40 people live in this three room house. The family’s
belongings include a colour television with satellite cable connection, mobile phone and a bicycle.
The area where she resides is known as Chak number 39/GB, which is surrounded by cultivated
land. The village is located at a distance of around five kilometres from Mandi Bahauddin on
Sargodha Road. Most of the streets in their village are semi paved having drainage system. The
street leading to her house is spacious, paved with brick soling and has open drain on both side of
the street. Their street consists of around twenty pucca houses.

3. Beneficiary’s relationship with BISP:
Her husband (Muhammad Nawaz) got survey form in Parliamentarian phase from a local political
figure (Nazar Muhammad Gondal, MNA) around three years ago, on the recommendation of a
local notable (Syed Shabbir Husain Shah, ex-chairman of union council Mandi Bahauddin). After
the survey, she didn’t receive any letter regarding her eligibility in BISP program. After survey
she got the first instalment of Rs.6,000 in May 2009 directly from the post man at her door step.
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Interestingly, the local notable Shabbir’s wife (Fizza Bibi CNIC # 34402-2141669-2) was also a
BISP beneficiary and got cash assistance under the parliamentarian phase (Later her PMT score
based on PSC survey is 53.83 under form No. 19512216).
Farzana did not know about complaint registration process. She visited BISP Tehsil Office Mandi
Bahauddin where she was informed by staff about complaint registration mechanism. Farzana
Kausar stated that her PSC survey has not been conducted but BISP record shows that she is
ineligible as the PMT for her household (16.53) is slightly higher than the cut off score. Farzana
doesn’t know much about BISP but she stated that “Benazir program ghareeban di madad karan
wala program aay”. She utilized the cash assistance she received on education of her children and
for purchase of groceries.

4. How did the Complaint/Grievance emerge?
In July 2011, AD BISP from BISP Tehsil Office Mandi
Bahauddin was assigned a task by the Divisional
Director BISP Gujranwala to visit a hundred
beneficiaries for verification of payments through
Pakistan Post.
During the visit to Chak No. 39/GB, he discovered that a
number of beneficiaries were complaining about
misappropriation of money orders. The Assistant
Director camped there in the village to know about the
exact number of beneficiaries victimized by the Branch
Postmaster.
AD found six complaints of embezzlement against
Branch Postmaster amounting Rs.80,400. He guided the
beneficiaries about complaint registration mechanism.
The officer advised the beneficiaries to lodge a formal
complaint against branch post master to receive back
their misappropriated money orders. He also guided them about the location of BISP Tehsil
Office in Mandi Bahauddin. The officer further advised the beneficiaries to file their complaint on
stamp paper along with copy of CNIC and paid vouchers they received from Postman. He also
provided them land line number of BISP Tehsil office Mandi Bahauddin to contact in case they
needed further assistance. The BISP Tehsil office Mandi Bahauddin is located at a distance of
around 8 kilometres from village 39/GB.
Three days later Farzana visited the BISP office, with stamp papers that she bought for “Rs.50”
from Civil Courts (Katchehriyan) located at a distance of around 3 kilometres (on Phalia road)
from BISP Tehsil office Mandi Bahauddin. She went there by using a Chingchi rickshaw by
incurring a cost of Rs.100. An officer took her CNIC and checked her Payments Detail. She was
informed by the officer that so far Rs.35,000 have been generated in her name, against which the
beneficiary claimed by presenting paid vouchers that she received Rs.19,000 only.
The Assistant Complaints wrote her complaint regarding embezzlement of Rs.16,000 from BISP
money orders on stamp paper. She affixed her thumb impression and attached a copy of her CNIC
and payment detail (which the BISP official got from BISP website). She was advised to wait for
about two weeks. The officer further explained that she need not visit BISP office, as they will
inform her about the result. The officer also got the cell phone number of beneficiary and also
advised her to contact Tehsil office on phone rather than to visit the office. She didn’t get any
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complaint or reference number. Farzana Kausar was very happy and satisfied with the behaviour,
treatment and guidance of the BISP staff.

5. Processing of the Case:
The complaint was filed on 4th August 2011 and kept in a separate file. On 5th August 2011, the
complaint was forwarded to Divisional Superintendent Postal Services Gujrat by the Assistant
Complaint, BISP Tehsil office Mandi Bahauddin. It was requested that necessary investigation be
made regarding the complaint, and results reported back to BISP office. A copy of this letter was
marked to Assistant Superintendent Postal Services sub division Mandi Bahauddin.
When this complaint was received in the office of DS (PS) Gujrat on 12 th August 2011 it was
entered in a register used for recording of complaints and filed separately (L-1/BISP/S/Bulani
dated 12th August 2011).
DS (PS) Gujrat wrote a letter to the ASPS Mandi Bahauddin and asked for immediate inquiry and
report. The covering letter was also boldly marked “PUBLIC COMPLAINT. DO NOT DELAY”,
and copy of complaint was attached to the letter. A copy of this letter was also marked to BISP
Tehsil office Mandi Bahauddin in response to his letter.
The AS (PS) Mandi Bahauddin conducted an enquiry on 22nd August 2011 and submitted the
inquiry report on 19th September 2011 to the DS (PS) Gujrat. The complaint was enquired through
Mail Overseer Mandi Bahauddin who reported that the filed complaint relates to the service
period of Mr. Ghulam Asghar Abbas Khan (Branch Post Master Chak number 40) who is abroad
now. Chak number 39/GB and 13/GB is also being served through Chak number 40/GB EDBO
(Extra Departmental Branch Office). It was stated in the inquiry report that during the enquiry
proceedings, the complainant has given a statement that she could not recall the exact amount of
BISP money orders received by them and that they lodged the complaint due to a
misunderstanding. The inquiry report concluded with the statement “As all the complainants have
changed their statement, and they also stated that they have no complaint against the Ex-BPM,
hence, to prove the allegation at this stage is not possible”. The postman was not part of this
investigation as he had left Pakistan a few months ago. A copy of the inquiry report was provided
to BISP Tehsil Office Mandi Bahauddin for information.
On 20th December 2011, Assistant Director BISP Tehsil office Mandi Bahauddin wrote a letter in
response to the Assistant Superintendent Postal Services and mentioned that the signed statement
of beneficiary regarding postal embezzlement has not been provided with the inquiry report and
the office should consider this matter on urgent basis. A copy of this letter was marked to
Divisional Director BISP Gujranwala Division and also to DS (PS) Gujrat.
In our discussion with AD BISP Tehsil Office Mandi Bahauddin (Mr. Imran Abbas Bhatti) on 6 th
May 2012 he told that neither he contacted the postal authorities for follow up nor have they sent
any response. He further told that he once met with the beneficiary in field but she is not
interested to pursue her complaint because of the influence of Syed Shabbir Husain Shah, the
local notable.

6. Observations:
a. General Observations:
The issue of embezzlement surfaced during the postal verification by AD BISP Tehsil Office
Mandi Bahauddin and he guided the beneficiary that she can file a complaint to get her money
back.
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It has been observed that the postal authorities took around one and half months to investigate
and concluded that there is no such issue of embezzlement/misappropriation as the beneficiary
gave the statement that she has received the entire amount of money orders generated by BISP
in her name and she has no complaint against the ex-branch Postmaster Chak number 40/GB.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level:
The beneficiary at the time of interview disclosed that a notable in their locality (Syed Shabbir
Husain Shah) got her thumb impression on a plain paper by saying “Jis nay tum logon kay
paisay khaye hain woh to bahir chala gaya, ab iss maamlay ko rafa dafa karo”.
The discussion with Syed Shabbir Husain revealed that actually, the ex-branch postmaster (Mr.
Ghulam Asghar Khan) shifted the charge of EDBO to his younger brother at the time of his
departure to Saudi Arabia. Around five months ago when his brother came to deliver money
orders in Chak number 39/GB, Shabbir grabbed him and demanded that he return back the
misappropriated amount to BISP beneficiaries. The branch postmaster pleaded that he did not
know about any misappropriation done by his brother. The postman then involved some other
political people in the matter and they came with him to settle the matter. They then decide that
they will provide the statement to the inquiry officer that they have received the money and
that they have forgiven the postman. On this arrangement they took thumb impression of
beneficiary and furnished the statement to Pakistan Post without the consent of beneficiary.
The beneficiary, Farzana, claims that her PSC survey has not been conducted but BISP record
shows that she is ineligible for cash transfer as PMT for her household is 16.53, slightly higher
than the cut off score.
c. Observations at BISP and Pakistan Post:
The complaint was filed at BISP Tehsil Office Mandi Bahauddin and the office forwarded it to
the office of Divisional Superintendent Postal Services Gujrat (Mr. Zia-u-Haq Ranjha, DSPS)
for further processing and necessary action. The DSPS Gujrat forwarded the complaint to
ASPS Mandi Bahauddin where they started the process according to the established system for
dealing with misappropriation of money orders. A separate file was opened for this complaint
by the office.

7. Lessons learnt and conclusions:





In this case, the Assistant Director discovered the problem during postal payment
verifications process. He then guided the beneficiaries to lodge a complaint because the
complainants had no information about the complaint redressal process of BISP.
The Assistant Complaints forwarded this complaint to DS(PS) Gujrat who sent a copy to AS
(PS) sub division Mandi Bahauddin. Processing of the complaint was completed in two weeks
and according to Enquiry report of Pakistan Post all the complainants have provided
statements that they had received their money orders.
Though the postman who misappropriated the amount had left the country and his younger
brother is now working as a postman, but no action was taken against the postman as a
notable managed to obtain a favourable statement from the beneficiary that she has received
the entire amount.
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8. Recommendations:





The first BISP letter to the beneficiary should mention the amount of the first instalment that
she will receive and the expected month when she will receive the amount. This would help in
reducing the chances of misappropriation. In case the beneficiary knows when and what she
will receive, the possibility of misappropriation can be minimized.
It is important that awareness should be created about complaint mechanism and where a
receiver woman/ complainant should file her complaint.
Concerned BISP officer should carefully compare the receipts of paid vouchers the
beneficiary actually received with the payment detail available on BISP website to lodge a
comprehensive complaint. In case complaint is filed, the serial number of missing money
orders must be mentioned so that Pakistan Post can easily recheck the specific missing money
orders.
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P-Southern Punjab-09
Non-Payment of 5 BISP Installments for Rs.15,000 by
Postman
Aasia Bibi
Dilbar Husain
Rao Zulfiqar (Landlord/Lawyer)
Molapur, Dakhana (Post Office) Khas, Tehsil Kabirwala,
District Khanewal
36102-9982103-0
23532077
End January 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Aasia Bibi is a resident of village Molapur, Tehsil Kabirwala, District Khanewal. During the
Parliamentarian Phase, Aasia Bibi filed her written complaint against the Extra Departmental
Branch Postmaster (EDBPM) Molapur (Risaldar Ali Sher) in the Postmaster General (PMG)
Multan office, through Rao Zulfiqar (Landlord/Lawyer). In her complaint, she accused Risaldar
Ali Sher for misappropriation. She stated that the first eight BISP instalments totalling Rs.24,000,
which were generated by BISP between March 2009 and August 2010. Her Payment Detail show
that the first three instalments totalling Rs.9,000 are undelivered while the remaining five
instalments of Rs.15,000 are shown as delivered. She denies the receipt of these five money
orders.
After receiving the complaint, the PMG Multan initiated an enquiry through Assistant
Superintendent Postal Services (ASPS) Circle Office Multan. As a result of enquiry, Aasia Bibi
received Rs.14,000 in two instalments of Rs.12,000 and Rs.2,000, however, she has still not
received Rs.1,000 out of the total misappropriated amount of Rs.15,000. This case is still pending
as Rs.1,000 from Aasia Bibi’s claim remain unpaid. The EDBPM has been terminated from
service and a new EDBPM appointed as per the demand of Molapur residents.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Molapur (which is 2 kms away from Kabirwala) was established before 1880. It had an
elementary school for boys before the Indo-Pak partition and which has now been downgraded to
primary school. It also has a Government English Medium School for girls. Molapur consists of
low income underprivileged households, who are mostly associated with agrarian business.
Aasia Bibi wife of Dilbar Husain is a resident of village Molapur, Tehsil Kabirwala, District
Khanewal. She is 41 years old and living with her in-laws in a joint family system in a 10 Marla
semi-pucca house, which comprises three rooms. The house comprises 18 family members; six
males, seven females and five children. Aasia Bibi is living in one room along with her husband
(Dilbar Husain) and three years old son.
Her husband, Dilbar Husain polishes furniture in a local furniture shop and earns Rs.6,000 per
month. The monthly expenses of the family are met by Dilbar Husain and the family has no other
source of income.
An unpaved street, which has a sewerage system in bad condition, leads to the house of Aasia
Bibi. The house has a katcha courtyard but overall it is nicely maintained.
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3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
According to Aasia Bibi, her Poverty Scorecard (PSC) survey was undertaken in June 2011. After
filling the PSC form, the survey team issued her a survey receipt. Aasia Bibi mentioned that,
during the discussion of PSC survey, the survey team informed her that “everyone who has
provided survey information will get Rs.1,000 as well as other monetary benefits under the BISP
program”.
During discussion with Aasia Bibi, she mentioned BISP as a program initiated by the Government
of Pakistan for poor and needy people and showed her hope for its continuation.
Aasia Bibi mentioned that she learnt about the BISP from the survey team and the neighbouring
women of her locality. However, she is unaware of the BISP beneficiary eligibility criteria and
why she has been declared ineligible for the BISP cash transfer. She also mentioned, if she is
declared eligible by the BISP cash transfer, it will at least help them to pay their monthly utility
bills or after some saving they can buy some small household item.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge
In October 2009, during the Parliamentarian Phase (Phase-I), when other women of the locality
started getting the BISP cash transfer, Aasia Bibi got concerned and asked her husband Dilbar
Husain to visit the village post office Molapur and to check with the postmaster Risaldar Ali Sher
(EDBPM), if her BISP Money Order (MO) has been received there. At the village post office,
Risaldar Ali Sher informed Dilbar Husain that he has not received any BISP money order of his
wife. Dilbar Husain mentioned that after that he did not visit the village post office for 2-3
months. In May 2010, Dilbar Husain once again met Risaldar Ali Sher and his reply was not
different i.e. he has not received any BISP MOs of Aasia Bibi. From May till November 2010,
Dilbar Husain met Risaldar Ali Sher several times in order to know about the arrival of his wife’s
MOs. Each time, the EDBPM had the same answer i.e. BISP had not sent any MOs for Aasia
Bibi.
In November 2010, Dilbar Husain shared this matter with one of his friends, who is a landlord
and a Lawyer namely Rao Zulfiqar. After knowing the matter, Rao Zulfiqar also got worried, but
he did not know how to help his friend. Being a lawyer (although he does not practice) he thought
that there must be some way to know about the Payment Details of the BISP cash transfer. Rao
Zulfiqar shared this matter with his brother, who is Deputy Director in National Accountability
Bureau (NAB). His brother told him that he can check the Payment Details on BISP website.
After getting the clue, Rao Zulfiqar took Dilbar Husain with him to an Internet Cafe in City
Kabirwala. There he spent Rs.20 for a printout of the Aasia Bibi’s Payment Details. After getting
the Payment Details, Rao Zulfiqar came to know about the misappropriation of BISP cash
transfer. He informed Dilbar Husain, that BISP has been generating cash transfer for Aasia Bibi
since September 2009 but the postman has not been delivering the cash transfer to his wife.
Meanwhile, he also confirmed the Payment Details of other BISP beneficiaries of village Molapur
and became sure that Risaldar Ali Sher has been misappropriating the BISP cash transfers.

5. Processing of the Complaint
Aasia Bibi sent her complaint to the Divisional Superintendent Postal Services (DSPS). Multan
Division on 10th December 2010. Upon receiving the complaint at DSPS, the ASPS Sub Division
Kabirwala, Mr. Shahid and Mail Overseer, Abdul Qayyum went to see the complainant on 11 th
December 2010. They listened to complainant and took with them complaint documents of Aasia
Bibi. ASPS Shahid requested the complainant for two weeks’ time and promised to settle the case
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in Molapur by the end of December 2010. However, according to Rao Zulfiqar, the matter
remained unsolved and finally they decided to send Aasia Bibi complaint on 23rd December 2010
along with other similar complaints, to PMG Office and to the Federal Investigation Agency
(FIA). However, FIA did not take any action on this complaint sent from Molapur.
After receiving the complaint the PMG Multan office designated ASPS Circle Office Multan for
enquiring the matter. On 13th January 2010, the ASPS met Aasia Bibi in order to record her
statement regarding the complaint. Aasia Bibi stated before the ASPS that she had already
received misappropriated amount of Rs.13,000 and put her thumb impression on this statement.
During our meeting with Aasia Bibi she mentioned that she had actually received Rs.12,000 from
Risaldsar Ali Sher through one of his relatives and as a result of the enquiry, she had further
received Rs.2,000 from Pakistan Post; however she could not remember the date when she had
received these payments. In this way, she received Rs.14,000 out of Rs.15,000 claimed in her
complaint. As a result of the enquiry, the EDBPM Risaldar Ali Sher has been terminated from
Pakistan Post service.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
When the matter of misappropriation by Risaldar Ali Sher emerged, the BISP Tehsil Office
was not established in Tehsil Kabirwala; therefore, this particular complaint was directly sent
to PMG Multan and other investigative agencies like FIA.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
Aasia Bibi is 41 years old and living with her family in a 10 Marla semi-pucca shared house
in village Molapur. She has completed Primary education.
c. Observations at BISP/ Payment Agency Level
The prescribed BISP complaint process is based on electronic filing / redressal of complaints
i.e. the Case Management System (CMS) which is yet to become operational. Presently, the
BISP Tehsil office staff is manually filing all the complaints without separating them
according to the nature of complaint. The same file is being used to keep different types of
complaints and related documents. The payment complaints which are sent to PMG Circle
Office Multan for investigation are forwarded to BISP Cell located in the Circle Office
Multan.
After receiving the complaint, Coordinator BISP Cell, sends it to the relevant authority i.e.
Chief Postmaster (CPM) Multan Division or Deputy Superintendent Postal Service (DSPS)
Multan Division. The office concerned appoints Assistant Superintendent Postal Services (if
complaint is related to rural locality under DSPS) or Town Inspector (if the complaint is
related to urban locality under CPM) of the area concerned for investigation. The AS/ Town
Inspector goes to the complainant for enquiry and takes his/her statement either on plain
paper or stamp paper and put her signature / thumb impression along with the CNIC and
submit the report to his concerned authority, who send it to the BISP Cell and a copy to PMG
Circle Office Multan. Furthermore, two years ago, BISP Cell advertised a mobile number
(0300-9637434) in local newspapers of Multan so that BISP beneficiaries having MO related
complaints can contact them.
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7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions




This case took approximately two months to be enquired and solved by the Pakistan Post.
However, before any decision or an inordinate delay by Pakistan Post, the complainant sent a
complaint regarding misappropriation of BISP money orders to other government agencies
(particularly FIA); which was un-necessary.
The EDBPM Molapur Risaldar Ali Sher has been terminated from service by the Pakistan
Post and a new EDBPM has been appointed as per the demand of Molapur residents.

8. Recommendations




The complaint redressal process should be clearly displayed in every BISP office/ Post office
in order to ensure that complaints are properly registered.
Pakistan Post needs to re-visit their mechanism of ‘20% Payment Verification of paid
vouchers’; by carefully selecting the beneficiaries’ sample for payment verifications - so that
verification of the complete area in a year can be ensured.
In selected areas, BISP may explore other payment mechanisms (like branch-less banking) for
its beneficiaries in order to improve delivery of the cash transfer.
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P- Southern Punjab-10
Non-Payment of BISP Installments for Rs.15,000 by
Postman
Kalsoom Bibi
Khan Mohammad
Rao Zulfiqar (Landlord/Lawyer)
3 Kassi, Boota Singh Wala (Cha Shak Wala),
Dakhana (Post Office) Khas (Molapur), Tehsil
Kabirwala, District Khanewal.
36102-1817442-6
23532388
End January 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Kalsoom Bibi is a resident of Teen Kassi Boota Singh Wala near village Molapur, Tehsil
Kabirwala, District Khanewal. During the Parliamentarian Phase, Kalsoom Bibi filed her written
complaint against Risaldar Ali Sher, the Extra Departmental Branch Postmaster (EDBPM)
Molapur in the Postmaster General (PMG) Multan office, through Rao Zulfiqar
(Landlord/Lawyer). In her complaint, she accused Risaldar Ali Sher for misappropriation of first
five BISP installments totalling Rs.15,000, which were generated by the BISP between September
2009 and August 2010. After receiving the complaint, the PMG Multan initiated an enquiry
through Assistant Superintendent Postal Services (ASPS) Circle Office Multan.
As a result of this complaint, Kalsoom Bibi received Rs.14,000 in one instalment; however, she
Rs.1,000 still remains out of the total amount of Rs.15,000 mentioned in her complaint. This
particular case is still pending as Rs.1,000 from her complaint has not been recovered. The
EDBPM has been terminated from service.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Kabirwala is a town of Khanewal District in the Punjab province with a population of about
60,782. It has fertile agricultural land and is known for its mango and citrus orchards.
Village Molapur, located 2 kms away from Kabirwala, is 125 years old. It had an elementary
school for boys before independence which is now downgraded to primary school. It also has a
Government English Medium School for girls. Molapur consists of low income underprivileged
households, who are mostly associated with agrarian business.
Kalsoom Bibi wife of Khan Muhammad is a resident of or Teen Kassi, Boota Singh Wala 2.5 kms
away from city Kabirwala. She is 28 years old and living with her in-laws in a joint family
system. The house comprises 10 family members; two males, three females and five children.
Kalsoom Bibi is living in one room along with her husband, two sons and three daughters. She
has 2 sons and a daughter. Her oldest son Waqas Ali is eight years old and studies in 4th Class.
Younger to him is a daughter namely Maria Mai, who is four years old and studies in class prep.
Her second daughter Amira Mai is three years old and stays at home. Her second son Noomi is
two years old and her third daughter Nimra Bibi is one year old.
Kalsoom Bibi’s husband, Khan Mohammad sells stamp papers outside Kabirwala ‘Katchery’ and
earns Rs.6,000 - Rs.7,000 monthly. He is the only earning member of Kalsoom Bibi’s family.
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The house of Kalsoom Bibi is located on a katcha road on the outer boundary of the village. The
house is semi pucca, and nicely maintained & cleaned. The house comprises an open kitchen and
small bathroom in the courtyard. They use ground water for drinking purposes. After crossing the
courtyard, which is mud plastered, there are two rooms, of which one is being used by Kalsoom’s
family. In the room, there are four Charpoys and TV with cable connection.

3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Kalsoom Bibi mentioned that her Poverty Score Card Survey was done in June 2011. After filling
the PSC form the survey team issued her a survey receipt which she had shown during the
discussion. She does not know whether she is an eligible beneficiary or not. Kalsoom Bibi
mentioned that, during the discussion of Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey, the survey team
informed her that “everyone who has provided survey information will get Rs.1,000 as well as
other monetary benefits under the BISP program.
Kalsoom Bibi learnt about BISP from her neighbouring women and beneficiaries of Phase-I who
live in the same area. Kalsoom Bibi herself is unaware of the complaint registration process and
she told that Rao Zulfiqar helped her in lodging the complaint .She mentioned that the BISP
program is for poor families; however she does not know what the PMT is and whether she has
been included in this program. She considers that Pakistan People’s Party owns the program.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge
When other beneficiary women in her village and the neighbouring areas including Molapur
started receiving their cash transfer during Parliamentarian Phase, Kalsoom Bibi got concerned
and asked Risaldar Ali Sher, the EDBPM at EDBO Molapur, regarding her Money Orders (MO).
This was December 2010, when she went to ask the postmaster and he told that MOs for her BISP
installments have been received by him and he took her thumb impression on a BISP cash transfer
distribution register assuring her that BISP installments will be delivered at her doorstep.
Kalsoom Bibi mentioned that during December 2010, Rao Zulfiqar, who lives nearby, came to
her house to confirm if she is receiving full amount of BISP installments from Risaldar Ali Sher
EDBPM Molapur. She replied to him that she went to ask Risaldar Ali Sher three or four times,
but did not receive any cash transfer from him. Rao Zulfiqar took copy of her CNIC and went to
an internet cafe in Kabirwala in order to check her online payment details and found that BISP
has generated five installments of totalling Rs.15,000 and all of them were being shown as
delivered to her. After knowing this, Rao Zulfiqar came back and advised her to file a complaint
against the EDBMP.
Kalsoom Bibi mentioned that, Rao Zulfiqar wrote a complaint for her (because she is illiterate and
her husband also cannot write anything apart from his name) and asked her to put a thumb
impression on it so that this can be sent to post office. Rao Zulfiqar mentioned that he personally
informed Kalsoom Bibi about the misappropriation of her BISP cash transfer and encouraged her
to file a written complaint against the Risaldar Ali Sher so that she could get her cash transfer.
The written complaint of Kalsoom Bibi was posted by Rao Zulfiqar to the PMG office Multan on
23rd December 2010.

5. Processing of the Complaint
The complaint was received in the PMG Office on 24th December 2010. Rao Zulfiqar had already
sent the same complaint to the Divisional Superintendent Postal Services (DSPS) Multan Division
on 10th December 2010. Upon receiving the complaint at DSPS, the ASPS Sub Division
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Kabirwala, Mr. Shahid and Mail Overseer, Abdul Qayyum went for the enquiry on 11th December
2010.
ASPS Shahid requested Rao Zulfiqar and the complainant for two weeks’ time and promised to
settle the case by the end of December 2010. However, according to Rao Zulfiqar, the matter
remained unsolved and finally they decided to send Kalsoom Bibi’s complaint, along with some
other similar complaints, to PMG Office and to the Federal Investigation Agency (FIA).
However, FIA did not take any action on this complaint sent from Molapur. After receiving the
complaint at the PMG office, the enquiry was launched with the appointment of ASPS Circle
Office Multan as an enquiry officer of the case. The ASPS tried to meet with Kalsoom Bibi on
13th January 2010 so that her statement could be taken regarding her complaint. On that date,
Kalsoom Bibi was out for ‘cotton picking’ and therefore, her statement could not be recorded.
Later on, during the continuation of the enquiry, she received Rs.14,000 from Risaldar Ali Sher
through one of his relatives in order to settle the case. But she still has to receive Rs.1,000 out of
the total amount of Rs.15,000 mentioned in her complaint. As a result of the enquiry, the services
of Risaldar Ali Sher have been terminated.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The prescribed BISP complaint process is based on electronic filing / redressal of complaints
i.e. the Case Management System (CMS) which is yet to become operational.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
Kalsoom Bibi is a 28 years old illiterate house wife. She is aware of the purpose of the
program but does not know about the complaint registration process; therefore, this complaint
was submitted and pursued by Rao Zulfiqar, who visited various places on behalf of Kalsoom
Bibi and she did not visit any office during or after the enquiry.
With reference to complaint registration process, she was unsatisfied with the resolution
mechanism of Pakistan Post. She went to Khanewal Post Office five times after spending
Rs.25 (Rs.50 for round trip) to meet ASPS Mr. Shahid, who was then enquiry officer. But her
problem remained unsolved till the enquiry was initiated by PMG Multan through ASPS
Circle Office Multan.
c. Observations at BISP/ Payment Agency Level
When the matter of misappropriation by Risaldar Ali Sher emerged, the BISP Tehsil Office
was not established in Tehsil Kabirwala; therefore, this particular complaint and other similar
complaints were directly sent to PMG Multan and other investigative agencies like FIA.
Presently, the BISP Tehsil office staff is manually filing all the complaints without separating
them according to the nature of complaint. The same file is being used to keep different types
of complaints and related documents.
The payment complaints which are sent to PMG Circle Office Multan for investigation are
forwarded to BISP Cell located in the Circle Office Multan. After receiving the complaint,
Coordinator BISP Cell, sends it to the relevant authority i.e. Chief Postmaster (CPM) Multan
Division or Deputy Superintendent Postal Service (DSPS) Multan Division. After receiving
the complaint in any of those offices, the concerned authority appoints Assistant
Superintendent of the area concerned for investigation. The AS goes to the complainant for
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enquiry and takes his/her statement either on plain paper or stamp paper with her signature /
thumb impression along with the CNIC and submit the report to his concerned authority, who
sends it to the BISP Cell with a copy to PMG Circle Office Multan. Furthermore, two years
ago, BISP Cell advertised a mobile number (0300-9637434) in local newspapers of Multan
for the public having BISP MOs related complaints.

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions




This particular case took approximately two months to be reviewed, enquired and solved by
Pakistan Post. Also, before any decision or an inordinate delay by Pakistan Post, the
complainant sent a complaint regarding BISP related payments to other government agencies
(particularly FIA); which is not a good practice.
As a result of the enquiry, the services of EDBPM Risaldar Ali Sher were terminated and a
new EDBPM appointed by Pakistan Post.

8. Recommendations




The practice of joint enquiry (BISP and the Pakistan Post) may be adopted so that both BISP
and Pakistan Post are satisfied with the enquiry findings.
The complaint registration requirement/ process should be clearly displayed in every BISP
office/ Post office in order to ensure that complaints are being registered and properly
followed up.
Pakistan Post may need to re-visit their mechanism of ‘20% Payment Verification of paid
vouchers’ by carefully selecting the beneficiaries sample for payment verifications, so that
complete area coverage could be ensured.
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P-Southern Punjab-11
Non-Payment of Rs.4,000 by Postman
Balqees Bibi
Mohammad Shabaan
Rao Zulfiqar (Landlord/Lawyer)
Molapur, Dakhana (Post Office) Khas, Tehsil
Kabirwala, District Khanewal
36102-3674982-4
23531855
End February 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Balqees Bibi is a resident of village Molapur, Tehsil Kabirwala, District Khanewal. Balqees Bibi
filed her written complaint against Risaldar Ali Sher, Extra Departmental Branch Postmaster
(EDBPM) Molapur in the Postmaster General (PMG) Multan office, through Rao Zulfiqar
(Landlord/Lawyer). In her complaint, she accused Risaldar Ali Sher for misappropriation of flood
payment of Rs.4,000, which was generated by the BISP in August 2010. After receiving the
complaint, the PMG Multan initiated an enquiry through Assistant Superintendent Postal Services
(ASPS) Circle Office Multan.
As a result of this complaint, Balqees Bibi received Rs.3,000 out of Rs.4,000 mentioned in the
complaint. As a result of enquiry of several complaints, the services of EDBPM Risaldar Ali Sher
were terminated.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Village Molapur which is 2 kms away from Kabirwala was established in 1880. It had an
elementary school for boys before the Indo-Pak partition which was downgraded to primary
school. It also has a Government English Medium School for girls. Molapur consists of low
income underprivileged households, who are mostly associated with agriculture.
Balqees Bibi wife of Muhammad Shabaan is 46 years old and lives in a 6 Marlas, semi-pucca
shared house. The house is located on the outer boundary of village Molapur and the street
leading to her house is unpaved with open sewerage system. The house comprises two rooms that
accommodate the families of Balqees Bibi and her brother-in-law. The family of Balqees Bibi
includes her husband Mohammad Shabaan, two sons and two daughters. .Her oldest son, Liaqat
Ali is 20 years old and left his studies after metric. Nowadays, he works with his father in the
fields. Balqees Bibi’s daughter, Iqra Mai is 16 years and has left studies after 5th class. Younger to
Iqra Mai is Imrana Mai, who is 14 years old and has left studies after 4 th class. The youngest son
of Balqees Bibi is Mohammad Usman, who is 12 years old and studies in 7th class.
The husband of Balqees Bibi, Mr. Shabaan is associated with agriculture, and his older son helps
him in the fields. They earn Rs.6,000 per month in order to support their family to meet monthly
financial obligations.

3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
According to Balqees Bibi, her Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey was undertaken in May 2011.
After filling the PSC form the survey team issued her a survey receipt. Balqees Bibi mentioned
that, during the discussion of PSC survey, the survey team informed her that “everyone who has
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provided survey information will get Rs.1000 as well as other monetary benefits under the BISP
program”.
Balqees Bibi considers that BISP is a Pakistan People’s
Party program and termed it a good effort of the current
Government for poverty alleviation. Balqees Bibi learnt
about BISP during Phase-I, when she was informed by
Rao Zulfiqar regarding this program and got a form
filled for BISP cash transfer. Balqees mentioned that
the BISP program has been initiated for poor and needy
people. However, she is not aware about BISP
eligibility criteria or why she has been declared
ineligible after the PSC survey.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
During Parliamentarian Phase (Phase-I), when other
beneficiary women living in the neighbourhood of
Balqees Bibi received BISP flood payment in August
2010, Balqees Bibi got concerned and asked the
EDBPM at EDBO Molapur, Risaldar Ali Sher
regarding her Money Order (MO).
The EDBPM informed her that he did not receive her
BISP MO and that he does not know when it would
reach the EDBO. Balqees Bibi mentioned that since 2009, when her BISP cash transfer was
started, Risaldar Ali Sher never delayed the delivery of her cash transfer; but when flood payment
was received by the other women and she didn’t, she became worried. Moreover, Balqees Bibi
mentioned that she learnt from the neighbouring women that Risaldar Ali Sher (EDBPM) has
misappropriated the cash transfer of some BISP beneficiaries.
It was in December 2010, when she went to the EDBO for the second time in order to ask about
her cash transfer. Risaldar Ali Sher informed her rudely that her MO was not received from BISP
and that she should not come again to ask about her MO. After listening to this, she became sure
that Risaldar Ali Sher has misappropriated her cash transfer (flood payment).
Disappointed, she went to Rao Zulfiqar and informed him about the matter. Rao Zulfiqar advised
her to file a complaint against the postmaster (EDBO) so that she can get her BISP cash transfer
back. Rao Zulfiqar also helped her in writing the application because she is illiterate and cannot
write. She did not know where Rao Zulfiqar would send her complaint for redressal. However,
she was sure that he would help in getting her back the misappropriated BISP instalment.

5. Processing of the Complaint
On 23rd December 2010, the written complaint of Balqees Bibi was sent by Rao Zulfiqar to PMG
Circle Office Multan which was received in the PMG Office on 24th December 2010. Rao
Zulfiqar had already sent the same complaint to the Divisional Superintendent Postal Services
(DSPS) Multan Division on 10th December 2010. Upon receiving the complaint at DSPS, the
ASPS Sub Division Kabirwala, Mr. Shahid and Mail Overseer, Abdul Qayyum went to the
complainant for enquiry on 11th December 2010. ASPS Shahid requested Rao Zulfiqar and the
complainant for two weeks’ time and promised to settle the case by the end of December 2010.
However, according to Rao Zulfiqar, the matter remained un-resolved and finally they decided to
send Balqees Bibi’s complaint along with other similar complaints, to PMG Office and to the
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Federal Investigation Agency (FIA). However, FIA did not take any action on this complaint sent
from Molapur.
After receiving the complaint at the PMG office, the enquiry was launched with the appointment
of ASPS Circle Office Multan as an enquiry officer of the case.
During our discussion with Balqees Bibi she mentioned that, “the ASPS met her on 13th January
2010 in order to record her statement regarding the complaint. She informed the ASPS that she
had received Rs.3,000 from the Branch postmaster Risaldar Ali Sher and Rs.1,000 is yet to be
received”.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Balqees Bibi is living with her family in one room of a semi-pucca house in village Molapur.
Molapur is an underdeveloped locality comprises a mix of low-income and middle-income
groups mostly associated with agriculture, small scale businesses and labour. Her husband
Mohammad Shabaan is associated with agriculture and his oldest son Liaqat Ali helps her
father in the fields.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
Balqees Bibi is 41 years old and living with her family in 6 Marla semi-pucca shared house in
village Molapur. Her husband is associated with agriculture, and she performs domestic
chores only. Although she is illiterate, but she knows that BISP is benefitting the poor and
needy people; however she is unaware of BISP complaint registration process.
c. Observations at BISP/ Payment Agency Level
The prescribed BISP complaint process is based on electronic filing / redressal of complaints
i.e. the Case Management System (CMS) which is yet to become operational. Presently, the
BISP Tehsil office staff is manually filing all the complaints without separating them
according to the nature of complaint. The same file is being used to keep different types of
complaints and related documents.
When the matter of misappropriation by Risaldar Ali Sher emerged, BISP Tehsil Office was
not established in Tehsil Kabirwala, therefore, this particular complaint and other similar
complaints were directly sent to PMG Multan and other investigative agencies like FIA.
The payment complaints which are sent to PMG Circle Office Multan for investigation are
forwarded to BISP Cell located in the Circle Office Multan. After receiving the complaint,
Coordinator BISP Cell, sends it to the relevant authority i.e. Chief Postmaster (CPM) Multan
Division or Deputy Superintendent Postal Service (DSPS) Multan Division. After receiving
the complaint in any of those offices, the concerned authority appoints Assistant
Superintendent of the area concerned as an Enquiry Officers for investigation. The Enquiry
Officer goes to the complainant for enquiry and takes his/her statement either on plain paper
or stamp paper with her signature/ thumb impression along with the CNIC and submit the
report to his concerned authority, who sends it to the BISP Cell with a copy to PMG Circle
Office Multan. Furthermore, two years ago, BISP Cell advertised a mobile number (03009637434) in local newspapers of Multan for the public having BISP MOs related complaints.
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7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions




This particular case took approximately two months to be enquired and solved by the Pakistan
Post. However, before any decision or an inordinate delay by Pakistan Post, the complainant
sent a complaint regarding BISP related payments to other government agencies (particularly
FIA); which is not a good practice. These other forums may be used, but only in case of
delayed response by BISP or Pakistan Post.
The EDBPM Molapur Risaldar Ali Sher has been terminated from service by Pakistan Post
and a new EDBPM has been appointed as per demand of Molapur residents.

8. Recommendations





The practice of joint enquiry by BISP and the Pakistan Post may be adopted so that both
organizations are satisfied about the enquiry process and findings.
The complaint registration process should be displayed in every BISP office/ Post office in
order to ensure that complaints are being registered for proper follow up.
Pakistan Post may need to re-visit their mechanism of ‘20% Payment Verification of paid
vouchers’; by carefully selecting the beneficiaries’ sample for payment verifications, so that
the complete area coverage could be ensured.
BISP may need to explore different payment mechanisms (like branch-less banking) for its
beneficiaries in different geographical areas in order to improve the cash transfer distribution.
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Payment Case Study Number:
Nature of Case:

P-Southern Punjab-12
Non-Payment of 5 MOs for Rs.21,000 by the
postman.

Complainant/ Beneficiary:
Widow of:
Complainant, if not beneficiary herself:
Address:

Ghulam Fatima
Shahadat Ali
N/A
Chak number 420/GB,
Samundri.
33106-6669533-2
18526255
End December 2011

CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Completed

Tandlianwala,

Tehsil

1. Summary of the Case Study:
In her written complaint filed with Pakistan Post, the complainant stated that she got her payment
details checked through internet and found that during the period 2009 to February 2010, five
BISP instalments amounting to Rs.21,000 were shown as delivered to her by Pakistan Post
although she did not receive this amount.
The complaint was processed by Pakistan Post and after an enquiry that was attended by the
complainant and postal staff the issue was resolved. The complainant received her money, and
requested that the case may be filed. The entire process was completed in one month. After
departmental enquiry in another case, the postman was dismissed from service.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background information:
Ghulam Fatima is 45 years old, a primary literate widow. She is the mother of two children (one
son and a daughter). Her son is doing B.Sc. (Engineering) while her daughter is in B.A. Her
husband died four years ago due to TB and Hepatitis. She does nothing as part of generating
income to support and cater to the needs of her family because she is also suffering from Hepatitis
these days. There is no earning hand in their family to meet the financial and other needs. So, her
brother (Muhammad Ishaq) is supporting and caring for their financial requirements.
She lives in Chak number 420/GB Tehsil Samundri District Faisalabad located about 5 kms away
from Main Stop Tandlianwala. There are mostly semi pucca houses in their village. The street
leading to her house is unpaved having no soling and drainage system.
She is residing with her family in a five Marlas semi pucca house consisting of two rooms. There
is no wash room and kitchen but a spacious courtyard used as a kitchen by the family. The
family’s conspicuous belongings area colour television with cable connection, computer and two
functional mobile phone

3. Beneficiary’s relationship with BISP:
Ghulam Fatima got the survey form from her brother (Muhammad Ishaq-Ex-Branch Manager
MCB Tandlianwala) in the year 2009 who got it from some notable (about whom she didn’t
know). She also got the survey acknowledgement slip but didn’t receive any letter from BISP
regarding her eligibility.
Few months ago, probably in July 2011, she was again surveyed by the PSC Survey enumerators
at her door step and she received the survey acknowledgement slip. She has been declared
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ineligible for Phase II as the PMT for her household is 31.78 but she did not have any information
about this.
She expressed her views about BISP and said that “yeh aik acha program hay, jo keh siyasi nahi
balkay aik falahi kaam karnay wala, ghareeb bay sahara logon ki madad karnay wala idara
hay”. About the future of this program she said “yeh idara kai saal tak chal sakta hay agar sub
log imaandaari say apna kaam kartay rahain”.
She didn’t have any information about complaint redressal mechanism of BISP. Her brother
(Muhammad Ishaq) who is a banker took care of this.
She utilized the cash transfer amount for the education of her children. Her son got admission in
B.S. Engineering while her daughter is in B.A (final year).She considers that by next two years
her son will be on job after completing his education, by that time she should be facilitated
through BISP.

4. How did the complaint/grievance emerge?
Her survey form for the first phase of BISP cash transfer program was submitted by her brother.
She was unaware that her survey form (for Phase I) has been approved and money orders for cash
transfers in her name have been generated and shown as delivered to her. It was her son
(Muhammad Imran) who checked the payment status against the name shown on BISP website.
Imran, in the University cafeteria, read about BISP (draw of Waseela-e-Haq program) from
newspaper and got the website address of BISP. He visited BISP website to know the payment
detail but he didn’t have the CNIC number of his mother to access the payment status. The next
day he got her CNIC number and checked the payment status on BISP website, and was shocked
to know that since 2009money orders of Rs.21,000 have been generated and shown as delivered.
He immediately contacted his uncle (Mr. Ishaq) and told him about the situation who advised him
to get a printed copy of payment detail. Imran got a printed copy of payment detail from his
university computer lab.
About a week later, his uncle went to post office Tandlianwala with payment detail given by his
nephew to inquire about non-payment of BISP amount to his sister. He met the Postmen
Muhammad Ameen and Anwar Husain, shared the payment detail of his sister Ghulam Fatima
and inquired about the matter .Both postmen didn’t pay any attention to him and said that they did
not know about this. They further said “tumhain yahan dobara aanay ki zarorat nahi hay, jub
paisay aanay huway aajaen gay”. Ishaq told that postmen’s behaviour and statements made him
suspicious and he believed that something is fishy as they were behaving rudely. He comeback
and met his sister and told her about the uncooperative behaviour of these Postmen and told her
that a complaint should be lodged against them.
He wrote a complaint, attached a copy of Ghulam Fatima’s CNIC and payment detail, and posted
the complaint on 21st June 2011 to the office of Divisional Superintendent Postal Services
Faisalabad. A copy of this complaint was also marked to the office of Postmaster General Central
Punjab Lahore and also to Chairperson BISP (Madam Farzana Raja). He posted the complaint
from Tandlianwala post office (where he went to inquire about non-payment) by spending Rs.130
on the visit. He also met both the postmen there who registered his mail and also give him an
acknowledgement slip for reference.
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5. Processing of the Case:
On receipt of this complaint at the BISP Complaints Cell of Circle Office, Central Punjab,
Pakistan Post it was entered in the Complaints Register and a separate file (number BISP/MOComp-294/11) was opened for processing the complaint. The copy sent by the complainant to the
PMG Punjab was forwarded by them to the Circle Office, Central Punjab and was made a part of
the same file. On 27th June, the complaint (with attachments) was sent to the DS (PS) at
Faisalabad with copies to Deputy Post Master General (DPMG) Faisalabad, for conducting an
enquiry and to report back.
On 20th July APMG FSD informed the Coordinator that a notice was issued on 15th July to the
complainant to participate in the enquiry to be held on 21st July at 11:30 Am at the Tandlianwala
post office. Mr. Ghulam Shabbir Cheema, AS (PS), Samundri, and BS 14 were appointed as the
Enquiry Officer in this case. The DS (PS) asked the Cash Overseer on 16th July 2011 to bring the
paid vouchers from Faisalabad GPO for the enquiry. Reminders were issued by the Coordinator to
the DS (PS) and by the DS (PS) to the AS (PS) for expediting the processing, and, on 16th August,
the DS (PS) sent a reminder to the AS (PS) Samundri referring to previous six reminders that
were issued on various dates for expediting the case.
In response, the result of the Enquiry was submitted by the AS (PS) Samundri to the DS (PS)
Faisalabad who forwarded this to the BISP Complaints Cell at Circle Office, Central Punjab on
19th August 2011.The Enquiry report stated that the complainant and both the postmen named in
the complaint by her were requested to attend the enquiry proceedings. Written statements were
obtained from the complainant and one postman.
In her statement, the complainant stated on oath that “she had gone to Multan for five months and
the postman had been delivering the BISP MOs to her children. She has now received the money
and has no complaint against the postman or the postmaster of Tandlianwala Post Office, so the
complaint may be considered as closed”. The complainant’s statement had her thumb impression
and was properly verified and witnessed by the Post Master Tandlianwala and another witness.
The concerned village postman Anwar Husain was summoned but he did not attend the enquiry
proceedings and so his statement could not be recorded – however, he had already been dismissed
from service as a result of another BISP complaint enquiry. The other village postman
Muhammad Ameen stated that he did not receive any Money Order of the complainant and
therefore did not have anything to do with her payments.
In Findings, the Enquiry Officer stated that: “Mr. Anwar put forged thumb impressions of the
receiver woman (on the money orders). On filing the complaint, he paid the amount and
succeeded in obtaining a favourable statement from the complainant. Amount was proved
‘temporarily misappropriated’. He has already been awarded punishment of dismissal from
service in another BISP case”.
The process for this complaint enquiry took one month, the complainant received her money and
the defaulting postman was dismissed from service (though in another BISP case).

6. Observations:
a. General observations:
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on electronic filing/redressal of complaints
which is yet to be made operational. However, BISP staff expects that complaints will start to
be timely addressed after the CMS is in place.
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b. Observations at beneficiary level:
As the Postman had misappropriated her money orders so she does not think that Pakistan
Post is a suitable system for the delivery of BISP Cash transfers. The complaint was lodged
against Postmen for embezzlement of Rs.21,000. The inquiry held at Post office,
Tandlianwala, was attended by the beneficiary with her brother Ishaq. During inquiry, the
Postmen acknowledged the misappropriation of BISP money orders generated for Ghulam
Fatima and on the same day handed over Rs.26,000 to her in the presence of Inquiry Officer.
The Enquiry officer explained that after filing of this complaint another instalment of
Rs.5,000 has been generated in her name and that’s why she was given Rs.26000.
During our interview with the beneficiary she informed that the postman (Muhammad
Ameen) when found guilty, requested her and her brother that he will be terminated from
services and therefore requested them to give a written statement that “she was not at home
and her daughter received the entire cash transfer instalment”. So, she at the request of
postman and on the advice of her brother gave this statement.
c. Observations at BISP/Payment Agency:
When a payment complaint reaches any level/ office of Pakistan Post, it is processed
according to the established system for dealing with misappropriation of money orders. A
separate file is opened for each complaint by Coordinator of Special Cell (BISP) at the PMG
Office Central Punjab. When the complaint is forwarded to DSPS of a district for enquiry a
copy is also forwarded to DPMG of the region so that he can oversee the progress. The
DPMG also maintains a separate file for each complaint. Reminders are regularly sent in case
the enquiry is delayed. An enquiry officer is appointed and the enquiry attended by the
complainant and the respondent postman is conducted at the relevant post office. It has been
observed that the enquiry of a complaint is usually completed in less than two month. In case
of misappropriation, disciplinary action is taken against the relevant postal staff which may
lead of dismissal from government service.
This case was not processed through BISP. The copy of complaint which was marked to BISP
HQ (Chairperson Farzana Raja) was not received in BISP HQ. The Registry Updates
Coordinator at BISP HQ confirmed that the complaint of Ghulam Fatima Widow of Shahadat
Ali (bearing CNIC number 33106-66695332-2) was not received in BISP HQ.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions:





In this case, the receiver woman/complainant sent her complaint to three different levels of
Pakistan Post. These complaints were, however, forwarded by these offices for processing to
the relevant office (BISP Complaints Cell at the PMG Circle Office for Central Punjab).
In this case although the complainant in her statement has accepted that she received the
amount, yet the Enquiry Officer has clearly stated that the amount was ‘temporarily
misappropriated’ by the postman but was later paid.
Beneficiary informed that the concerned postman requested her and her brother that he will be
punished or dismissed from service if she gave the statement about misappropriation. So, she
gave the statement as requested by postman.
Pakistan Post has an established complaint redressal mechanism regarding non-payment of
money orders and the same is used for investigating complaints of non-receipt of BISP money
orders. In line with their established practice, strict action is taken in case of misappropriation
even leading to dismissal from service. According to the practice of Pakistan Post, in case of
misappropriation, the beneficiary always gets her money (either from the defaulting person or
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from Pakistan Post) in case she files a complaint of non-payment and the enquiry proves the
misappropriation.
It was stated in a letter to the relevant staff that “The PMG has seen the case and ordered that
prescribed procedure should be observed in all post offices to stop such malpractices and
make delivery of BISP MOs fully transparent at the doorsteps of the beneficiaries”. Though
the complainant requested that the complaint be considered as closed, yet, Pakistan Post took
action against concerned staff and warned them to be careful in future, complete enquiry
proceedings in time and avoid lapses on their part such as non-verification of a percentage of
paid money orders by mail overseer.

8. Recommendations:





The first BISP letter to the beneficiary should mention the amount of the first instalment that
she will receive and the expected month when she will receive the amount. This would help in
reducing the chances of misappropriation. In case the beneficiary knows when and what she
will receive, the possibility of misappropriation can be minimized.
In order to avoid copies of complaint being processed by multiple offices, SOPs should
clearly define that which level of BISP office should forward the payment related complaints
to which level of Pakistan Post.
It is important that awareness should be created about where a receiver woman/ complainant
should file her complaint. Presently BISP website under “Complaints Redressal Mechanism
shows a two page note on complaints regarding “Procurement” only and do not provide any
information about complaints regarding “Cash transfers” which is the core business of BISP.
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P-Southern Punjab-13
Non-Payment of 11 MOs for Rs.31,000
Sharifan Bibi
Mohammed Siddique
N.A.
Chak 23; Dhamkey Post Office Khas, Tehsil
Sharaqpur, District Sheikhupura
35401-7969149-6
22577870
End January 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study:
In her written complaint filed with the BISP Divisional Office, Lahore, Sharifan Bibi widow of
Mohammed Siddique stated that during the period September 2009 to April 2011, eleven money
orders amounting to Rs.31,000 were shown as delivered/ paid to her by Pakistan Post in her
“Payments Detail” although she did not receive this amount. One MO was of Rs.4,000, seven
were of Rs.3,000 each and three were of Rs.2,000 each.
The complaint was sent by BISP to Pakistan Post and after an enquiry that was attended by the
complainant and postal staff the issue was resolved and the complainant requested that the case
may be filed. The complainant’s statement was sent by Pakistan Post to BISP Divisional Office
from where the complaint was received informing them to close the case. The entire process was
completed in two months.
However, during interview with our team, the beneficiary revealed that after filing the complaint,
she was visited by the post master, postman and the numberdar at her house and they influenced
her to put her thumb impression on a blank paper if she wanted to get her money. She did it but
they paid her only Rs.3,000 instead of the total misappropriated amount of Rs.31,000, and
promised that they will pay the remaining amount later. However, they did not pay the remaining
Rs.28,000.

2. Receiver Woman/ Complainant’s Profile and Background Information:
Sharifan Bibi widow of Mohammad Siddique is a resident of Chak 23, Dhamkey PO Khas, Tehsil
Sharaqpur of District Sheikhupura. She is a 63 years old illiterate woman. She has 9 children - six
daughters and three sons. All her children are married except her 20years’ old youngest son who
lives with her and is a special child unable to do anything. Her husband died of cancer about ten
years ago. Both her married sons live separately with their families and are labourers at a local
brick kiln for Rs.5,000 monthly pay.
Sharifan herself is employed as a daily wager on the landlord Numberdar’s lands and make more
or less Rs.3,000 in a month. The landlord also provides her some food grains from the yearly
harvest from the lands.
The house she lives in is self-owned, three Marla semi pucca house, consisting of two rooms and
an unpaved courtyard in front. There is no kitchen or bathroom, and a few charpoys were the only
furniture in the house. The family belongings include a colour television, a functional mobile
phone, two buffaloes and a bicycle. She has planned to utilize the cash transfer instalment on the
marriage of her youngest son.
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“Dhamkey” is a poor village located about 5 km away from the main road. The street leading to
her house is paved with bricks and has drains on both sides. Dhamkey is an agricultural village
and both men and women are engaged in agricultural labour or work in brick kilns as daily
wagers.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP:
Sharifan Bibi was a beneficiary during the parliamentarian phase; her form was submitted by the
union councillor (also Numberdar) Mubashir in 2009 but she did not receive any BISP letter
regarding her eligibility for BISP Cash transfer Program.
Her Poverty Score Card survey was held during the month of April 2011 when the survey team
visited her place and filled a PSC Form. After filling her survey form, the team gave her an
acknowledgement slip for future reference. She has a valid CNIC which she shared with survey
team. She was happy that nothing has been charged by the enumerators for filling her survey
form. The survey team told her that after the survey she will receive the money order of Rs.1000
every month but the money has not come yet. She did not receive any ineligibility letter from
BISP (her PMT is 30.7).
She did not know about BISP complaint redressal mechanism but was guided by the enumerators
and also by Numberdar Mubashir about lodging her complaint for non-payment of her money
orders.

4. How did the Grievance/Complaint Emerged:
When the postman started bringing the money orders to other neighbouring beneficiaries and he
did not bring any for her, she asked him about her own money orders. The postman told her that
MOs in her name have not been generated. She was disappointed and heartbroken, but she was
not satisfied with his answer. Being illiterate she did not know who to consult as the postman was
the only person she could reach regarding the money orders. This situation continued for more
than a year and when the PSC survey team visited her house in April 2011, she asked about her
previous money orders. The enumerators advised her to go to the BISP Divisional Office to
inquire about the problem.
She then talked to the Numberdar about this. The Numberdar gathered information about BISP
Divisional Office Lahore and advised her to go there and tell the problem to the officers. He also
inquired from the post office about her money orders. She went to the BISP Divisional Office
located at Harbanspura, Lahore with her relative on his motor cycle. She had to make a round trip
of about 40 kms as she did not know that BISP Tehsil Office is located in Sheikhupura
(Sharaqpur) which is much nearer to her house as compared to Lahore Office.
She had her CNIC with her when she visited BISP Office. At BISP office, the Assistant
Complaints attended and listened to her complaint carefully. The BISP staff by taking her CNIC
checked her payment detail and told her that eleven money orders for Rs.31,000 had been
generated by BISP and shown as delivered/ paid to her. However, the beneficiary claimed that she
did not receive even a single money order generated by BISP.
The BISP staff guided her about complaint mechanism and advised her to lodge a complaint
against the postman as he had showed the money orders as paid to her. BISP staff helped her in
writing a complaint on 8th August 2011. The complaint at BISP Divisional Office was entered in a
register of complaints maintained by the Complaints Assistant. She was not given any
acknowledgement slip or complaint number after registration of her complaint and advised to wait
around a month.
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5. Processing of the Case:
On 17th August 2011, her application was forwarded by the Divisional Director BISP Lahore
Division for processing to the Divisional Superintendent Postal services DS (PS) with copies to (i)
DG BISP Punjab Lahore, (ii) Director (Payments) BISP Islamabad, and, (iii) PMG Central Punjab
Lahore. A copy of complainant’s CNIC and Payment Details showing that the MOs for these
BISP instalments have been delivered were attached with her complaint forwarded to Pakistan
Post.
On receipt of this complaint by the Coordinator of Special Cell (BISP) at the PMG Office Central
Punjab (hereinafter called Coordinator PP), it was entered in the Complaints Register and a
separate file (number BISP/MO-Comp-383/11) was opened for processing the complaint.
On 29th August, the complaint (with attachments) was sent to the DS (PS) Qila Sheikhupura
Division with copy to DPMG Faisalabad, for conducting an enquiry and to report back. A copy of
the letter was sent to the Divisional Director BISP Divisional Office Lahore to inform him that
processing of her complaint has been started.
Reminders were sent by Coordinator Pakistan Post to DS (PS) Faisalabad and DPMG Faisalabad
on 24th September and on 28th September DS (PS) responded that on 9th September Mr. Riaz, AS
(PS) Ferozewala sub-division was appointed as the Enquiry Office in this case who was directed
to complete the enquiry in two days and report back. After another two reminders to expedite the
enquiry proceeding, the enquiry report was submitted on 19th October by the DS (PS), Ferozewala
sub-division, to the Coordinator Pakistan Post.
The complainant and Mr. Abbas Raza, village postman, Post Office Dhamkey, relevant Branch
Post Office Atari, named in the complaint by her attended the enquiry proceedings held on 4 th
October 2011. Written statements were obtained from the complainant and postman.
In her statement, the complainant stated on oath that “Money is being sent to me by BISP and I
have received/ been receiving all the instalments amounting to Rs.31,000 from the relevant
Branch Post Master Dhamkey. Due to household problems and misunderstanding I had submitted
the application (complaint) so that I may get additional money but I do not have any complaint
against the Branch Post Master Dhamkey or against the Post Office Department. My complaint
may kindly be filed (considered as closed). I have heard my written statement and consider it as
correct”. The complainant also filed an affidavit on stamp paper repeating her above statement.
During question/answer she also stated that the previous Branch Post Master created problems
resulted in repeated visits on subsequent days for getting the payment but she did not have any
complaint against the present Branch Post Master. The complainant’s statement which was
recorded by the AS (PS), Ferozewala sub-division, had her thumb impression and was properly
verified and witnessed by the two persons including the Numberdar Chak # 23-UC, Tehsil
Sharaqpur, and another witness.
The concerned Branch Post Master Mohammad Abbas stated that he has been delivering BISP
MOs in village Dhamkey and has been delivering all MOs to the complainant at her house. In
response to the Question that if he has delivered the MOs to complainant at her house then why
the complaint has been lodged, he replied that he has been delivering the MOs and does not know
about the complaint. In response to another question he stated that he has been delivering BISP
MOs in line with official instructions i.e. after taking a copy of the beneficiary’s CNIC and after
obtaining witness (sic) and the same procedure was adopted in case of MOs of the Complainant.
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In the covering letter, the DS (PS) summarizing the findings of enquiry stated that “the
Complainant has admitted in her written statement that she received full amount of BISP MOs.
She also requested to file the case”.
The process for redressing this complaint at the Post Office took about two months. On 21st
October, the Coordinator of Special Cell (BISP) at the PMG Office Central Punjab Lahore
informed the Divisional Director BISP Divisional Office Lahore (from where the complaint was
received by Pakistan Post) about the result of the complaint and enclosed the complainant’s
statement informing that the case stands closed.
On receipt of the result of the complaint enquiry from Pakistan Post, the office of Divisional
Director BISP Lahore Division filed (closed) this case in the complaints file. However, the
persons to whom the complaint was copied on 17th August 2011 were not informed about the
result of the complaint.
A copy of the letter forwarding the complaint to Pakistan Post was sent by the Divisional Director
BISP Lahore Division, to the DG BISP Punjab Lahore. This was included in the monthly
summary of complaints that is sent to BISP HQ. No further action was taken by BISP DG Office
Punjab Lahore.
A copy of the letter forwarding the complaint to Pakistan Post was sent by the Divisional Director
BISP Lahore Division, to the Director (Payments) BISP Islamabad. This case was entered in the
Excel sheet of Payments Complaints kept at BISP HQ. However a copy of the result of the
enquiry conducted by Pakistan Post on the complaint was not sent to the Director (Payment) by
Director BISP Lahore and so this is still appearing in BISP HQ database as an un-resolved
complaint.

6. Observations:
a. General Observations:
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on electronic filing/redressal of complaints
while the Complaints Management System is yet to be made operational. Presently the staff is
maintaining the complaints record in a register and file. They also prepare a summary of
complaints for submission to higher offices. However, they expect that the complaints will
start to be timely addressed after the CMS is in place.
After receipt of Complaint from BISP Divisional Office, Pakistan Post followed the
complaint redressal process in line with their standard process for redressal of complaints
regarding misappropriation of MOs.
b.

Observations at Beneficiary Level:
Sharifan Bibi is an old and illiterate woman and depends for most of her needs on the
numberdar on whose field she works as a labour. When the Numberdar got to know that she
is not receiving any money orders he inquired the post office and advised her to visit the BISP
office for help. After she submitted the complaint at BISP Divisional office Lahore, it seems
that the Numberdar was somehow persuaded by the postal staff to pressurize Sharifan.
During her interview with our team, Sharifan told us that a few days after her visit to BISP
Divisional Office Lahore for complaint, three men; including the Post Master, Postman and
the Numberdar came to her house and asked her to put her thumb stamp on a blank legal
paper assuring her that they will pay her the money. She did but they paid her Rs.3,000 only
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and told her that the remaining amount will also be paid later. But they never returned with
any money till today (14th December 2011). She did not know what was written on the legal
paper. It appears that the post office staff and the Numberdar have something to hide and so
they have tried to cover the matter by asking her to sign and submit an incorrect statement.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level:
When a payment complaint is received at BISP Divisional Office Lahore, it is kept with other
complaints in a file. It is also entered in a register and monthly summary on excel is prepared.
The complaint is sent for processing to the Payment Agency. On submission of the enquiry
result by the payment agency the result is filed in the same complaints file and no further
action is taken as the complainant’s statement attached to the result shows that she is satisfied
with the result of the enquiry and her complaint has been addressed.
When a payment complaint reaches any level/ office of Pakistan, it is processed according to
the established system for dealing with misappropriation of money orders. A separate file is
opened for each complaint by Coordinator of Special Cell (BISP) at the PMG Office Central
Punjab. When the complaint is forwarded to DS (PS) of a district for enquiry a copy is also
forwarded to DPMG of the region so that he can oversee the progress. The DPMG also
maintains a separate file for each complaint. Reminders are regularly sent in case the enquiry
is delayed. An enquiry officer is appointed and the enquiry attended by the complainant and
the respondent postman is conducted at the relevant post office. It has been observed that the
enquiry of a complaint is usually completed in less than two month. In case of
misappropriation, disciplinary action is taken against the relevant postal staff which may lead
of dismissal from government service.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions:




In this case, the receiver woman/ complainant submitted her complaint to BISP Divisional
Office, Lahore which forwarded it to Pakistan Post for enquiry, and sent copies to DG BISP
Punjab, Director Payment BISP Islamabad and the PMG Central Punjab for information.
On receipt of the results of the enquiry from Pakistan Post, BISP Divisional Office did not
inform the DG Lahore or the Director Payments BISP HQ about the result of the case and so
this is still shown as an unresolved case in BISP complaints database.
The Post Master, Postman and the Numberdar advised the complainant to affix her thumb
impression on the stamp paper on which it was written that she had been receiving all the
money orders regularly and the complaint has been based on a misunderstanding. But when
asked about it, Sharifan told that being illiterate she did not know what was written on that
stamp paper and that she was promised that after putting her thumb impression on the paper
they will pay her the full amount sometime later. But till end December 2011, they paid her
only Rs.3,000 out of the misappropriated amount of Rs.31,000.

8. Recommendations:




The first BISP letter to the beneficiary should mention the amount of the first instalment that
she will receive – and the month when she can expect to receive this amount. This would help
in reducing the chances of misappropriation. In subsequent months, in case the beneficiary
knows when and what she will receive, the possibility of misappropriation by payment
agency can be minimized.
Display of beneficiary lists with amount of current instalments at BISP tehsil offices and
relevant post office will help in minimizing the possibility of misappropriation by payment
agency.
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It is important that awareness should be created about where a receiver woman/ complainant
may file her complaint. In order to avoid unnecessary duplication, there should be a standard
procedure for all payment related complaints. It should be clearly stated that which level of
BISP office should forward the complaint to which level of Pakistan Post. Similarly the
recipients of copies of complaint should also be prescribed.
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Payment Case Study Number:
Nature of Case:

P-Southern Punjab-14
Non-Payment of 6 MOs for Rs.18,000 by the
postman.

Complainant/ Beneficiary:
Widow of:
Complainant, if not beneficiary herself:

Naziran Bibi
Ghulam Haider
N/A

Address:

Chak No. 39/GB, Post office 40/GB, Tehsil-District
Mandi Bahauddin.
34402-8094457-0
Not surveyed
End February 2012

CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Completed

1. Summary of the Case Study:
Complaint was filed by the beneficiary, Naziran Bibi, in August 2011 against the Branch
Postmaster (Mr. Ghulam Asghar Abbas Khan) for embezzlement of cash transfers. In her written
complaint it was stated that she got the survey form for Phase I in 2008 and received her first
instalment of Rs.6,000. She was informed by the Assistant Director, BISP Tehsil Office Mandi
Bahauddin (who visited her for counter verification of payments by Pakistan Post) that money
orders of Rs.35,000 have been generated in her name but she received Rs.17,000 only from the
branch postmaster.
Although, a prescribed procedure has been adopted by the payment agency (Pakistan Post) but the
beneficiary did not receive back the misappropriated amount as the ex-Branch Postmaster has
migrated to Saudi Arabia.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s profile and Background information:
Naziran Bibi is 59 years old, illiterate widow. Three years ago, her husband, Ghulam Haider, died
due to a heart attack. She has eight children (one son and seven daughters). Her five daughters
and a son are married. Her eldest son is working in a sugar mills as labourer and earns Rs.8,000 a
month. Her two daughters stay at house and help her in doing house chores. She herself is not
doing any work to generate income. Naziran’s eldest married son lives in the same house along
with his family.
She lives in a three Marla pucca self-owned house, which consists of two rooms, a bathroom and
a kitchen. The family’s belongings include a colour television with satellite cable connection,
mobile phone, wooden charpoys, chairs and a bicycle.
She resides in Chak number 39/GB surrounded by cultivated land, which is around five
kilometres from Mandi Bahauddin on Sargodha Road, Most of the streets of this village are
partially paved but the street leading to her house is wide, paved with brick soling and has open
drain on both sides. There are about twenty pucca houses on this street.

3. Beneficiary’s relationship with BISP:
Her husband got a survey form for BISP Phase I through a local political figure (Nazar
Muhammad Gondal, MNA of PPP) on the recommendation of a local notable (Syed Shabbir
Husain Shah, ex-chairman of union council Mandi Bahauddin). She got the first instalment of
Rs.6,000 in May 2009 directly from the postman at her door step.
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About BISP she stated that “Benazir party tay shaheedan di party aay, Bhutto tay Benazir dowan
nay ghareeban di madad laye buhut kam kita”. She utilized the cash assistance for the purchase
of groceries and she plans to use the money for participating in “Kamaytee” and for the wedding
of her daughters. She thinks that “Buhut kuj bun janda aay aina paisay naal”.

4. How did the Complaint/Grievance emerge?
In July 2011, Mr. Imran Abbas Bhatti, Assistant Director from BISP Tehsil office Mandi
Bahauddin was assigned a task by the Divisional Director BISP Gujranwala (Mr. Aslam Khan
Niazi) to visit hundred beneficiaries for counter verification of payments by Pakistan Post. During
the visit to Chak No. 39/GB, he discovered that a number of beneficiaries are complaining about
the embezzlement issues there. The Assistant Director camped in the village to know about the
exact number of beneficiaries victimized by the Branch Postmaster (Ghulam Asghar Abbas
Khan).
AD found six complaints of embezzlement against Branch Postmaster amounting to Rs.80,400
and guided the beneficiaries about complaint registration mechanism of BISP. The officer advised
the beneficiaries to lodge a formal complaint against branch post master to receive back their
money. He also informed them about the location of nearest BISP Tehsil Office (Gulberg Town
near Gulberg Masjid, Phalia Road, Mandi Bahauddin) located about 8 kms from village. The
officer further advised the beneficiaries to file their complaint on stamp paper along with copy of
CNIC and paid vouchers they received from Postman. He also provided them land line number of
BISP Tehsil office Mandi Bahauddin to contact in case they need further assistance.
Three days later Naziran visited the BISP office, with stamp papers that she bought for Rs.50
from Civil Courts (Katchehri) located at a distance of around 3 kms (on Phalia road) from BISP
Tehsil office Mandi Bahauddin. She went there by using a Chingchi rickshaw incurring a cost of
Rs.100.
She reminded the officer about her problem regarding the delivery of cash assistance by referring
to his visit. The concerned officer took her CNIC checked the status of her payment from BISP
website. She was informed by the officer that so far Rs.35,000 have been generated in her name.
But, the beneficiary claimed by presenting paid vouchers of Rs.17,000 that she has not received
some money orders.
The Assistant Complaints wrote her complaint against branch postmaster for embezzlement of
BISP money orders on stamp paper and affixed her thumb impression. The officer also attached a
copy of her CNIC (provided by beneficiary) and payment detail (BISP officer got this from BISP
website) with her complaint. She was further advised to wait for about two weeks. The officer
advised that she need not visit BISP office, as they will inform her about the progress/inquiry of
her complaint. The officer also got the cell phone number of the beneficiary and also advised her
to contact the office on phone rather than through visit. Naziran was very happy and satisfied with
the behaviour, treatment and guidance of the BISP staff.

5. Processing of the Case:
When the complaint was received in BISP Tehsil office, it was recorded and kept in a separate file
(Asst. Complaint/BISP/M.B.DIN/Compt. 06/11 dated 5th August 2011). On the same day it was
forwarded to DSPS Gujrat by the Assistant Complaint, BISP Tehsil office Mandi Bahauddin. The
DSPS was requested for necessary verification regarding the complaint and to report back to BISP
office within seven days. A copy of this letter was also marked to ASPS Mandi Bahauddin sub
division.
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On receipt in the office of DSPS Gujarat on 12th August 2011, the complaint was entered in a
register used for the recording of payment related complaints and filed separately (L1/BISP/S/Bulani dated 12th August 2011). The DSPS Gujrat wrote a letter to ASPA Mandi
Bahauddin and asked for immediate inquiry and report. The letter was also boldly marked as
“PUBLIC COMPLAINT. DO NOT DELAY”. A copy of the complaint was attached to the letter.
A copy of this letter was also marked to Mr. Ifzaal Ahmad, Assistant Complaint, BISP Tehsil
office Mandi Bahauddin with reference to the letter number.
On 19th September 2011, ASPS Mandi Bahauddin wrote a letter to DSPA Gujrat and submitted
the enquiry report of the enquiry held on 22nd August 2011 by the Mail Overseer Mandi
Bahauddin who reported that this complaint relates to the service period of Mr. Ghulam Asghar
Abbas Khan (Branch Post Master Chak number 40) who is abroad now. The postman was not part
of this investigation as he left Pakistan few months ago. It was stated in the inquiry report that the
complainant has signed a statement that she could not recall the correct amount of money orders
paid to her and that she had lodged the complaint due to a misunderstanding. The enquiry report
concluded with the statement “As all the complainants have changed their statement, and they
also stated that they have no complaint against the Ex-BPM, hence, to prove the allegation at this
stage is not possible”. A copy of this letter/inquiry report was marked to BISP Tehsil Office
Mandi Bahauddin for information.
On 20th December 2011, Assistant Director BISP Tehsil office Mandi Bahauddin wrote a letter to
ASPS and mentioned that the signed statement of beneficiary regarding postal embezzlement has
not been provided with the inquiry report and the office should consider this matter on urgent
basis. A copy of this letter was marked to Divisional Director BISP Gujranwala Division and also
to Divisional Superintendent Postal Services Gujarat. The concerned post authorities, however,
did not response to the BISP office by 24th February 2012.

6. Observations:
a. General Observations:
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on electronic filing/redressal of complaints
while the Complaints Management System is yet to be made operational. Presently the staff at
tehsil office Mandi Bahauddin is maintaining the complaints record in a register and file.
They also prepare a summary of complaints for submission to divisional office. However,
they expect that the complaints will start to be timely addressed after the CMS is in place.
The issue of embezzlement surfaced during the postal verification by Assistant Director BISP
Tehsil office Mandi Bahauddin and he informed the beneficiary that she can file a complaint
and get her money back. The complaint was then filed at BISP Tehsil Office Mandi
Bahauddin and the office forwarded it to the office of DSPS Gujrat for further necessary
action. The postal authorities took around one and half months to investigate and concluded
that there is no such issue of embezzlement/misappropriation as the beneficiary gave the
statement that she has received the entire amount of money orders generated by BISP at her
name and she has no complaint against the ex-branch Postmaster Chak number 40/GB.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
She claimed that her PSC survey has not been conducted and that survey team neither visited
their locality nor her place. She is not satisfied with complaint mechanism of BISP. She said,
she lodged the complaint at the guidance and assurance of BISP officer (AD) that she will
receive back the misappropriated amount but after wasting her time, energy and money she
didn’t get anything in the end.
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During interview she disclosed that a notable in their locality (Syed Shabbir Husain Shah) got
her thumb impression by stating that “Jis nay tum logon kay paisay khaye hain wo to bahir
chala gaya, ab iss maamlay ko rafa dafa karo”.The beneficiary further told that “Shabbir
Shah tay postman Ghulam Asghar nay ral kay paisay khaday nay tay muk muka kita odhay
naal”.
c. Observations at BISP and Pakistan Post:
Actually, the ex-branch post master (Mr. Ghulam Asghar Khan) shifted the charge of EDBO
to his youngest brother at the time of his departure to Saudi Arabia. Around five months ago
when his brother came to deliver money orders in Chak number 39/GB, the notable person
(Syed Shabbir Husain Shah) called and threatened the newly appointed branch post master to
return back the misappropriated amount to BISP beneficiaries. The branch postmaster said
that he didn’t know about any misappropriation done by his elder brother. The notable asked
him why he didn’t take proper handing/taking over charge of EDBO and advised the newly
appointed branch post master to return back the misappropriated amount. Few days later,
newly appointed branch post master came with some important persons at the haveli of the
notable and on their request, the notable pardoned the ex-branch post master and got the
thumb impression of concerned beneficiary (Naziran Bibi) on a blank paper.
The complaint handling and recording process is carried out manually and the general
grievance complaints are not being processed or forwarded anywhere for time being, as per
the instructions from Divisional office. The staff believes that the Complaint Management
System (CMS) is about to launch that will enable them to address most of the complaints at
Tehsil level.

7. Lessons learnt and conclusions:



In this case, the receiver woman lodged her complaint at BISP Tehsil Office Mandi
Bahauddin. She learnt about BISP complaint mechanism from a BISP officer.
Although, the prescribed procedure was used by Pakistan Post for inquiry and resolution of
this complaint but the beneficiary didn’t receive the misappropriated amount. Payment related
cases are usually settled through informal negotiations. The beneficiaries are mostly illiterate
who do not know about the amounts they should be receiving, and are therefore exploited by
the postmen. The postmen gives an impression that he is the key person for their payment and
the beneficiaries are compelled to keep him ‘happy’ by accepting less than due amounts.

8. Recommendations






BISP eligibility letter to the beneficiary should mention the amount of the first instalment that
she will receive – and the expected month when she will receive the amount. In case the
beneficiary knows when and what she will receive, the possibility of misappropriation can be
minimized.
BISP should send a payment schedule to the receiver woman so that she can ensure the
collection of cash transfer.
BISP should ensure the delivery of “Receiver Women Guidelines” that provide required
information along with all necessary forms such as complaint form, information update form
etc. in order to facilitate the beneficiaries.
The results of complaint should be conveyed to beneficiary after processing and upon
completion of investigation.
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P-Southern Punjab-15
Non Payment of one money order for Rs.2,000
Haleema Bibi
Habib Ullah
Haleema Bibi and Habib Ullah
Street No. 01 (Band Gali), Near Bilal Mosque, Kole
Pajwa Road, Mohalla Islampura, Tehsil Sangla Hill,
District Nankana Sahib.
35503-0119593-2
22798564
End March 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Haleema Bibi lives in Mohalla Islampura, Tehsil Sangla Hill, and District Nankana Sahib. BISP
cash transfer was not delivered to her though money order for Rs.2,000 was generated on 12th
August 2011. The complaint was filed with BISP Tehsil Office and after processing it was found
that this money order could not be delivered to Haleema Bibi due to her incorrect address as she
had moved her house but her address was not updated in BISP record. The Poverty Scorecard
(PSC) survey of the household was conducted in 2011 at their old address (Chak No. 29 RB,
Dehar, PO Riana, and Tehsil Sangla Hill). Later on Haleema Bibi became eligible for BISP cash
transfer and the first BISP instalment was generated for her on 12th August 2011. Meanwhile
Haleema Bibi and her family shifted to a new place (Mohalla Islampura) in Sangla Hill city
before she could receive her instalment at old address.
The household’s new address has now been updated in the BISP record and Haleema Bibi has
received her first instalment at Post Office Sangla Hill in February 2012. She has also received
her second instalment at Post Office Sangla Hill in March 2012.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Mohalla Islampura is situated in the main city of Sangla Hill, near the BISP Tehsil Office Sangla
Hill. It is a congested area due to shops along both sides of the main road of Mohalla Islampura
which goes to other villages such as Chak No. 29 RB, Dehar. Mohalla Islampura consists of
narrow paved streets with open drainage system.
Haleema Bibi is 38 years old and lives in a two Marlas semi-pucca house. There is one room in
the house and a covered courtyard which accommodate eight family members including Haleema
Bibi, her husband, Habib Ullah and their six children. Haleema Bibi’s older son Zubair is 15 years
old and studies in 1st year. The younger son Umair who is 13 years old studies in 9th class.
Haleema Bibi’s elder daughter is 12 years old and studies in 8th class. Her younger daughter
Ammara is 10 years old and studies in 6th class. The remaining two children Shahid and Fatima
are 5 years and 6 years old and both study in class one.
Her husband Habib Ullah operates a small laundry shop and earns Rs.5,500 to Rs.6,000 per
month provided the business goes well during the month. He mentioned that laundry business is
not a permanent activity and he usually remains jobless for half a month.
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3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
According to Haleema Bibi, their total monthly income is insufficient to meet household
expenses. Therefore, she considers BISP a good initiative of the Government of Pakistan to help
poor and needy people. During discussion, Haleema Bibi mentioned that her household’s PSC
survey form was filled in April / May 2011 by a survey team and they provided her a survey
receipt for future reference. Her husband Habib Ullah took that survey receipt to the BISP Tehsil
Office Sangla Hill in October 2011 in order to know the survey result of his wife.
Habib Ullah also mentioned that he knows about BISP from the officials of BISP Tehsil Office
because he frequently goes there to collect laundry. At BISP Tehsil Office, Habib Ullah was told
about Haleema Bibi’s eligibility for the BISP cash transfer. But according to Habib Ullah, he was
not informed by BISP Officials about any other issue that resultantly caused a delay in the
delivery of BISP cash transfer for Haleema Bibi.
Haleema Bibi mentioned that once she went to BISP Tehsil Office along with her husband and
son because she wanted her son Zubair, who is partially disabled, to be nominated for the
Waseela-e-Haq training program; but the BISP staff at Tehsil Office told her that she could not
nominate her son for the Waseela-e-Haq training because he is under 18 and does not possess a
CNIC; therefore, she has to wait until her son get a CNIC from NADRA.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
In October 2011, Habib Ullah went to the BISP Tehsil Office in order to know about the survey
result of Haleema Bibi. He was informed by the BISP Tehsil Office staff that Haleema Bibi has
been declared eligible for BISP cash transfer. Habib Ullah mentioned that BISP Tehsil Office
Staff asked him to go to post office Sangla Hill along with Haleema Bibi in order to get the BISP
cash transfer. At the post office, they were informed that the money order has been sent to their
old address in Chak No. 29 RB, Dehar, and that now they need to go to their village post office
(Extra-Departmental Branch Post Office) EDBO in order to collect the cash transfer. Meanwhile,
Haleema Bibi became ill and it took almost two weeks till the end of October 2011 to completely
recover from diarrhoea.
In early November 2011, they went to the EDBO Chak No. 29 RB Dehar and asked the village
postmaster Master Farzand (a school teacher), regarding the cash transfer. The EDBPM informed
that Haleema Bibi’s cash transfer has been sent back to the post office Sangla Hill because
Haleema Bibi could not be traced at the address which was appearing on the Money Order
received from BISP. The EDBPM also informed them that they will not get this BISP instalment
because it has already been reported back to BISP as undelivered and will have to be regenerated. After knowing this, Haleema Bibi and Habib Ullah came back to BISP Tehsil Office
for help and to file a complaint of non-payment.

5. Processing of the Complaint
At BISP Tehsil Office, Habib Ullah described the matter to Assistant Complaint (AC) that he
along with his wife went to the post office Sangla Hill as well as the village post office, but the
post office staff could not give them the BISP cash transfer as it had already been sent back to
BISP as undelivered. AC asked them to meet the BISP Assistant Director (AD) as he may be able
to help them in this matter.
Both Haleema Bibi and Habib Ullah met with BISP AD and shared their issue. The AD checked
PSC survey result of Haleema Bibi and informed that BISP cash transfer has been sent back as
undelivered because of incorrect address. The AD also asked Haleema Bibi to submit a copy of
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her CNIC to the AC so that it can be updated in BISP record to avoid non-payment of next BISP
installments. Haleema Bibi and Habib Ullah submitted the required information to the BISP
Tehsil Office in November 2011.
The AC updated Haleema Bibi’s record in the Beneficiaries Register and assured them of an early
resolution of their complaint. The aforementioned process took two/three months and finally the
new address of Haleema Bibi was updated in the Tehsil Office record. The complainant has
received her first unpaid BISP instalment of Rs.2,000 (for which the complaint was registered) at
Post Office Sangla Hill in February 2012, three months after updating her address. Similarly, she
has also received her second BISP instalment of Rs.2,000 at Post Office Sangla Hill. The case has
now been filed/ closed at BISP Tehsil Office after the complainant has started receiving her BISP
installments at her new address.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Haleema Bibi was declared eligible for the BISP cash transfer after the PSC survey; however
she did not receive her first BISP instalment due to incorrect address. The complaint was
registered by the BISP Tehsil Office in November 2011 and the unpaid BISP instalment of
Rs.2,000 was received by Haleema Bibi in February 2012. BISP took about three months to
update the address of Haleema Bibi.
Haleema Bibi received her unpaid BISP instalment (first instalment) as well as her second
instalment from the Post Office Sangla Hill, which could have been delivered by the Pakistan
Post at her doorstep through concerned postman.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
The beneficiary (Haleema Bibi) has been included in BISP after PSC survey. She was
unsatisfied with complaint registration as she said that BISP Tehsil Office should have
informed her husband Habib Ullah about the need to have a change in address during his first
visit in October 2011. This would have helped her avoid going to Sangla Hill post office
located at a distance of 3 kms from her house after spending Rs.20, and another Rs.50 for
going to branch post office.
Haleema Bibi was hopeful that after her problem is solved, she will get the BISP cash transfer
from the postman at her doorstep; however she received both of her BISP installments from
the post office Sangla Hill.
c. Observations at BISP/ Pakistan Post Level
BISP Tehsil Office does not demand written applications for such payment cases. Presently
the staff at BISP Tehsil Office is maintaining the complaints record in two separate registers
namely Complaint Register and Beneficiaries Register. Complaint Register is used to register
both the general inquiries pertaining to PSC survey results and other complaints apart from
missing CNICs.
Beneficiaries register is used to record complaints pertaining to only eligible beneficiaries
regarding missing CNICs and other complaints like incorrect address/ address update etc.
When a payment complaint is received in the BISP Tehsil Office, it is recorded in the
Beneficiaries Register against a unique serial number. For instance, the unique serial number
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of this particular complaint is 193. It is important to note and as the name implies that the
Beneficiaries Register is only used to record the complaints pertaining to eligible households
regarding missing CNICs etc as well as payment related complaints.
Details of beneficiary’s complaint are not recorded in the Beneficiaries Register but a single
line is written in the ‘Remarks’ column. For example, in this complaint, ‘incorrect address’
was written in the remarks column, denoting the reason for filing complaint.
The case was not forwarded to Pakistan Post for enquiry by the BISP Tehsil Office, because
(as mentioned by AD BISP) when the complainant visited BISP Tehsil Office for complaint
registration, both the AC and AD considered that the matter could be resolved by updating the
complainant’s address in BISP record; therefore sending the complaint for enquiry to Pakistan
Post would be unnecessary.
Now, at BISP Tehsil Office Sangla Hill, the CMS has been operationalized and the BISP
Tehsil staff perceives this a good move as it will make it easier and quicker to update the
CNIC/ address related information.

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions




The beneficiary neither knew that she needs to update her information (change of address) nor
how to get her address changed.
Neither Tehsil Office demands a written complaint nor are written complaints submitted by
complainants.
Receiving and resolution dates of the complaints are not being mentioned in the Beneficiaries
Register being maintained at BISP Tehsil Office. However, the Case Management System has
recently been operationalized at BISP Tehsil Office which will help in addressing complaints
about changes in beneficiary’s information.

8. Recommendations


BISP should ensure the delivery of “Receiver Women Guidelines” (sub-annex C-3 of BISP
Enrolment and Payment Manual) that provide required information along with all necessary
forms such as complaint form, information update form etc. in order to facilitate the
beneficiaries.
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P-Southern Punjab-16
Non-Payment of 5 Money Orders for Rs.10,000 by
Postman
Allah Ditta notable of the area on behalf of Nasreen
Bibi the beneficiary
Muhammad Ikram
Allah Ditta
Chak No. 596 GB, Tehsil Tandlianwala, Faisalabad
33106-8348816-8
18512780
End January 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Nasreen Bibi in her complaint filed in September 2011 accused the Postman for embezzlement of
Rs.10,000 generated by BISP through five (5) instalments of Rs.2,000 each (instalments number 1
to 5). According to her latest payment detail checked in May 2012, six instalments have been
delivered, the last one on 28th October 2011.
The complaint was registered against postman, Fazal Abbas Baloch by a notable, Allah Ditta
(Member of the Zakat Committee) on behalf of thirty (30) complainants including Nasreen Bibi.
These applications were sent to various agencies (application to the SHO and DSP of police
department, and, Petition before the Additional District and Sessions Judge, Tandlianwala) though
not to BISP or Pakistan Post which were the only two relevant agencies for redressal of payment
related complaints.
In this particular case the usual route of filing and registration of complaints has not been
followed due to various reasons mainly relating to BISP Tehsil Office at Tandlianwala in
Faisalabad. Her complaint has not been decided till now.

Application filed in the Office
of DSP/SDPO Circle
Tandlianwala

Petition filed before Additional
Session Judge Tandlianwala

Application filed in the Office of
SHO Thana (Police Station)
Bahlak

2. Receiver Woman/ Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Nasreen Bibi wife of Muhammad Ikram is a resident of Chak No. 596 GB, Tehsil Tandlianwala,
Faisalabad. She is 31 years old. They are a seven member family including herself, her husband,
two sons and three daughters. Her husband (Muhammad Ikram) runs his bicycle puncture
repairing shop in the village and usually works for 12 hours a day. The eldest daughter studies in
class 6 and helps her mother in routine work at home.
Chak No. 596 GB consists of lower-income families mostly involved in agriculture. It is about 15
kms away from Tandlianwala city and about 50 kms away from Faisalabad city. Although a
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paved road leads to her house but it is full of dust; littered with garbage and animal waste on both
sides. The overall sewerage condition is really bad and a large pond of sewerage water can be
seen while entering into the village.
They live in a 7 Marla semi-pucca old house allotted to her husband during Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto’s
Scheme for Poor households. The backyard of the house is used to store animal waste, which is
dried and used in their outdoor kitchen. Though the overall condition of the house was bad yet the
toilet and a separate bathroom were in reasonable condition.
Three charpoys, three chairs, a sewing machine etc. and a TV with cable connection were present
in the room. The room’s floor was cemented and properly cleaned.

3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Nasreen Bibi learnt about BISP from other women of her village and also from TV and Radio.
She told that the program is for poor families; however she does not know what the PMT is and
how she has been included in this program. She did not get any cash transfer during the
Parliamentarian Phase of the program as well as after her PSC survey was completed. She
considers the Government to be the owner of this program and is hopeful for the continuation
even if Pakistan People’s Party does not come to power after the next elections.
The Poverty Survey Team visited her house around September 2011. The survey team gave her a
survey receipt which she has lost; and therefore, she could not know about the status of her
eligibility or ineligibility.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
The notable, Allah Ditta, told that in Chak 596 GB, there are 60 beneficiary women of which 18
are receiving cash transfer. She checked her eligibility after listening to an announcement made
on the loud speaker. The announcement was made by an Activist / Notable (Member of the Zakat
Committee) who asked the women to come to his ‘Dera’ to check the status about more than 4
months ago. The ineligible women were informed about their status; and the rest of the women
were asked for their CNIC, which they had deposited with that Notable (Allah Ditta). Nasreen and
other beneficiaries had given their CNICs to Allah Ditta in order to file an application before
Additional and Sessions Judge Tandlianwala. After submitting the petition, Allah Ditta returned
the CNICs back to Nasreen.
Nasreen Bibi was told by the notable that her cash transfer was being generated by BISP since
28th February 2011. The payment status on the computer showed that all these payments were
delivered by Pakistan Post; which was incorrect according to the complainant. She had paid Rs.20
at internet cafe in Tandlianwala to check the record of payment details and Rs.50 to get their
printout for future reference.
She was advised by the notable to visit BISP Tehsil Office along with other complainants and to
file an application for non-payment. She and 30 other complainants went to BISP Tehsil Office,
Tandlianwala, under the leadership of Allah Ditta (notable). At BISP Tehsil Office they agitated
against the Postman (Fazal Abbas Baloch), but were dispersed by the Police upon the request of
Assistant Director BISP. Also, when they tried to enter BISP Tehsil Office, they were pushed out
of the building and their complaint was not registered.
She also met the Postman and asked for her cash transfer, however, the postman refused to pay
her any money. After all this happened, she acted upon the advice of the notable to register a
petition against the postman Mr. Fazal Abbas Baloch. On her behalf, the notable also filed an
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application in the Office of SHO Thana (Police Station) Bahlak and DSP/SDPO Circle
Tandlianwala.

5. Processing of the Complaint
In this case, BISP’s standard process of filing a complaint has not been followed. This is due to
the fact that according to the beneficiary, BISP Tehsil Office refused to register her complaint.
She was advised by them to see the postman and ask him for the money. She also did not lodge
her complaint in the Post office although it was a case of non-payment of money order.
For filing a petition before the Additional and Sessions Judge Tandlianwala, the lawyer charged
her Rs.2,000. This amount was paid to file the petition only. The lawyer asked for additional
Rs.5,000 from each complainant/ beneficiary (Nasreen and other women) for his one appearance
before the judge. She was unable to pay this amount to the lawyer; therefore the application is still
pending before the court.
On behalf of Nasreen Bibi, the notable also put an application in the Office of DSP/SDPO Circle
Tandlianwala, who forwarded it to the respective Police Station at Bahlak. There was already an
application filed directly by her against the same postman (Fazal Abbas Baloch) regarding the
same non-payment matter. When she visited the Police Station, the SHO refused to pay attention
to the payment details and intimidated them with the consequences in case the application is
proved to be incorrect. She has been told that in case the application is proved bogus she will have
to pay the postman Rs.10,000. As a result, she did not visit the police station ever again.
“Allah Sain Tu Aahe Dua Hai Kay Oh Dakiye Nu Hadayat Dewe Te Oh Sade Paise Wapis Kar
De” (May Allah grant wisdom to the postman and he returns our money). This is what she quoted
repeatedly during an interview.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Complaints/ applications were sent to various agencies (application to the SHO and DSP of
police department, and, Petition before the Additional District and Sessions Judge,
Tandlianwala) though not to BISP or Pakistan Post, which were the only two relevant
agencies for redressal of payment related complaints.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
She is illiterate and dependent on the notable for taking guidance, because she was not
helped/ advised by BISP Tehsil office during her visits. Being illiterate, she is scared of going
to the BISP Office Tandlianwala and follow-up her complaint. Regarding the post office, she
is unaware of its branch in Tandlianwala. She could have never known about her eligibility if
she did not listen to an announcement made in her village.
She is still not satisfied with the result of applications submitted in various offices. However,
not knowing that her complaint is not being followed by BISP Tehsil Office, she is waiting
for the postman who will come one day to return her money.
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c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
BISP Tehsil office did not accept her complaint and she (along with 30 other complainants)
was dispersed by using Police force. She did not submit any complaint with any office of
Pakistan Post.
A detailed meeting was held on 24th November 2011 with the concerned postman, Fazal
Abbas Baloch, regarding this particular case at the Tandlianwala Post Office. In this meeting
the postman denied all the allegations against him and showed his resolve to face any
departmental or judicial enquiry. He emphasised that allegations of Allah Ditta (on behalf of
complainants) are due to his personal differences with Aslam Baloch, who is another notable
in Chak No. 596 GB. The postman told that he distributes BISP instalments to receiver
women at the dera of Aslam Baloch.

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions







At BISP level, the Tehsil staff refused to register the complaint and asked complainants to go
to the post office and receive their money from the postman. The complainants were
dispersed after action by police called by BISP tehsil office staff.
At the complainant level, the process of registering the complaint at BISP Office or Post
Office has not been adopted. This has caused unnecessary delay in complaint resolution and
the complainant wasted money on filing applications in other agencies.
The postman distributes money orders at the dera of a local notable. This is against BISP
guidelines (Sub-Annex C1 Enrolment and Payment Process) as well as against the standard
procedure of Pakistan Post under which money orders can be delivered only to the beneficiary
in whose name it has been generated.
The political differences between two notables of the area resulted in filing a number of
complaints.
Instead of using the normal process of filing a complaint with BISP Tehsil Office, the
complainant filed her complaint/application with the SHO and DSP of police department, as
well as, filed a petition before the Additional District and Sessions Judge, Tandlianwala.
These have, however, not been addressed at any level.

8. Recommendations






BISP must respect the complainants and accept all complaints. The decision about a
complaint being genuine or not can be made only after a proper enquiry.
The process of joint enquiry (BISP and the Pakistan Post) may be adopted to minimise the
doubts of BISP staff regarding some doubtful enquiries conducted by Pakistan Post.
In line with BISP guidelines for Pakistan Post (Sub-Annex C2 Enrolment and Payment
Process) as well as the standard procedure of Pakistan Post, a money order should be
delivered only to the beneficiary in whose name it has been generated, and, at beneficiary’s
doorsteps.
Beneficiaries must be informed about the standard complaints filing and redressal process so
that they may file complaints only at the appropriate BISP offices so that they may be suitably
addressed.
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Non-Payment Rs.31,000 by Postman
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Wife of:
Complainant, if not beneficiary herself:
Address:
CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Completed

Surraya Bibi
Sadi Ahmad
Allah Ditta
Chak No. 596 GB, Tehsil Tandlianwala, Faisalabad
33106-2800785-8
Survey Information Unavailable
End February 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
A petition was filed by Allah Ditta (an area notable/ member of the Zakat Committee) before the
Additional and Sessions Judge Tandlianwala on behalf of 30 complainants including Surraya
Bibi. Surraya Bibi’s petition before the Additional and Sessions Judge Tandlianwala against the
postman, Fazal Abbas Baloch, was regarding embezzlement of Rs.31,000 generated by BISP as:
i) First instalment of Rs.4,000 ii) Seven instalments (Instalment No.2, Instalments number 4 to 8,
and instalment No 9) of Rs.3,000 each iii) and two instalments (Instalment number 2 and 9) each
of Rs.2,000. Fazal Abbas is recently promoted from postman to Clerk at Post Office
Tandlianwala. According to her Payment Details, the first instalment was reported delivered by
Pakistan Post (PP) on 18th March 2009 and the last payment on 3rd June 2011.
Details of her PSC survey were not available against her CNIC and she has lost her survey
receipt. The standard route of complaint registration has not been followed because BISP Tehsil
Office Tandlianwala did not accept her complaint for investigation, and also because Surraya Bibi
did not know that she can file a complaint against the postman with Pakistan Post. Her complaint
has not been addressed till now.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Surraya Bibi wife of Sadi Ahmad is a resident of Chak No. 596 GB, Tehsil Tandlianwala,
Faisalabad. She is 44 years old. They are eight family members in total including herself, her
husband, three boys and two daughters. One of her daughters got married after completing class
10. Her husband is a farmer working on other’s land for which he pays annual lease to the owner.
The older son of Surraya studies in First Year (Arts) and often helps his father in work. The
remaining children study at a private school.
Chak No. 596 GB consists of lower-income families mostly involved in agriculture. It is about 15
Km away from Tandlianwala city and about 50 Km away from Faisalabad. Although a paved road
leads to her house but it is full of dust; littered with garbage and animal waste on both sides.
Surraya’s family lives in a 15 Marla brick-and-mud house which they share with the family of
Sadi’s brother. There is an open-air kitchen and no bathroom in the house. There is no electric
water source and they use hand pump. There are eight charpoys, two suitcases and a TV in a
single room owned by Surraya’s family. The floor of the room, where interview has been
conducted, and the courtyard is mud plastered.

3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Surraya Bibi learnt about BISP from the other women of her village. She told that the program is
for poor families; however she does not know about the PMT and BISP eligibility criteria.
According to Surraya, her PSC survey was done around September 2011 but she lost her survey
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receipt. There is no information available online against her CNIC; therefore her PMT cannot be
verified for eligibility or ineligibility. She considers the Pakistan People’s Party as owner of this
program and is hopeful for its continuation.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
Allah Ditta (a Member of the Zakat Committee), told that in the Chak 596 GB, there are 60
beneficiary women of which 18 are receiving cash transfer. She checked her eligibility after
listening to an announcement made on the loud speaker. The announcement was made by Allah
Ditta during August 2011, who asked the women to come to his ‘Dera’ to check their status.. The
ineligible women were told about their status; the rest of the women were asked for their CNIC,
which they deposited with Allah Ditta. Nasreen and other beneficiaries had given their CNICs to
Allah Ditta in order to file an application before Additional and Sessions Judge Tandlianwala.
After submitting the petition, Allah Ditta did not return the CNICs back to Surraya.
Surraya Bibi was told by the notable that her cash transfer was being generated by BISP since 28th
February 2011. Her Payment Detail showed that all these payments were delivered by the
Pakistan Post; which was incorrect according to the complainant. She had paid Rs.20 at internet
cafe in Tandlianwala to check the record of payment details and Rs.50 to get their printout for
future reference.
She was advised by Allah Ditta to visit BISP Tehsil Office along with other complainants and to
file an application for non-payment. She and 30 other complainants went to BISP Tehsil Office,
Tandlianwala, under the leadership of Allah Ditta. At BISP Tehsil Office they agitated against the
Postman, but were dispersed by the Police upon the request of Assistant Director BISP. Also,
when they tried to enter BISP Tehsil Office, they were pushed out of the building and their
complaint was not registered.
Allah Ditta told us that Surraya went to the BISP Tehsil office along with other beneficiaries in
July and November 2011 to register a complaint against the postman. However, the Assistant
Director (AD) Tehsil Office Tandlianwala did not confirm that any such written complaint was
submitted by the complainants. During the discussion, he also added that majority of the 30
complainants are ineligible and therefore their complaint is not genuine.
She also met with the Postman during August 2011 and asked for her BISP instalments; however
the postman refused to pay her any money. She acted upon the advice of the notable to register a
petition against the postman. The notable told that on her behalf he also filed an application in the
Office of SHO Thana (Police Station) Bahlak and DSP/SDPO Circle Tandlianwala; however
copies of the applications were not found and no action was taken.

5. Processing of the Complaint
In this case, BISP’s standard process for filing a complaint has not been followed. This is due to
the fact that according to the beneficiary, BISP Tehsil Office refused to register her complaint.
She was advised by them to see the postman and ask him for the money. She also did not lodge
her complaint in the Post office although it was a case of non-payment of money order.
For filing a petition before the Additional and Sessions Judge Tandlianwala, the lawyer charged
Rs.2,000. This amount was paid by another complainant (Nasreen Bibi) to file the petition only.
The lawyer asked for additional Rs.5,000 from each complainant/ beneficiary (Surraya and other
women) for his one appearance before the judge. She was unable to pay this amount to the
lawyer; therefore the application is not being pursued in the court.
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6. Observations
a. General Observations
In this case, BISP’s standard process for filing a complaint has not been followed.
Complaints/ applications were sent to various agencies (application to the SHO and DSP of
police department, and, Petition before the Additional District and Sessions Judge,
Tandlianwala) though not to BISP or Pakistan Post, which were the only two relevant
agencies for redressal of payment related complaints.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
She is illiterate and dependent on the notable for guidance, because she was not helped/
advised by BISP Tehsil office during her visits. Being illiterate, she is scared of going to the
BISP Office Tandlianwala and follow-up her complaint. Regarding the post office, she is
unaware of its branch at Tandlianwala. She could have never known about her eligibility if
she did not listen to an announcement made in her village.
She is not satisfied with the result of applications submitted to various offices because there
has been no progress.
c. Observations at BISP/ Payment Agency Level
A detailed meeting was held on 24th November 2011 with the concerned postman, Fazal
Abbas Baloch, regarding this particular case at the Tandlianwala Post Office. In this meeting
the postman denied all the allegations against him and showed his resolve to face any
departmental or judicial enquiry. He emphasised that allegations of Allah Ditta (on behalf of
complainants) are due to his personal differences with Aslam Baloch, who is another notable
in Chak No. 596 GB.
During meeting with AD Tandlianwala, he showed some newspaper cuttings. These cuttings
revealed that the AD and the Assistant Complaint (AC) solved some embezzlement cases
without sending them to Pakistan Post for enquiry.
The area Postman Fazal Abbas Baloch refused to believe that BISP instalments have not been
paid to Nasreen Bibi and maintained that he paid the instalments to all other complainant
women in the mosque of Chak 596 GB, where 3-4 women took the money for the second
time. He takes his brother and cousin with him while distributing money in the area. He
carries approximately Rs.800,000 at a time, which is far more than the Pakistan Post standard
limit of carrying cash i.e. Rs.100,000. Fazal Abbas have close links with the local MNA and
he promotes Pakistan People’s Party and the MNA while distributing the BISP instalments by
saying that the grant has been facilitated by the MNA.

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions



At BISP level, the Tehsil staff refused to register the complaint and asked complainants to go
to the post office and receive their money from the postman.
At the complainant level, due to lack of knowledge, the process of registering the complaint at
BISP Office or Post Office has not been adopted. This has caused unnecessary delay in
complaint resolution and the complainant wasted money on filing applications in other
agencies.
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The complainant filed her complaint/application with the SHO and DSP of police department,
as well as, filed a petition before the Additional District and Sessions Judge, Tandlianwala.
These have, however, not been addressed at any level.

8. Recommendations




BISP must respect the complainants and accept all complaints. The decision about a
complaint being genuine or not can be made only after a proper enquiry.
The process of joint enquiry (BISP and the Pakistan Post) may be adopted to minimise the
BISP staff grievances regarding some doubtful enquiries conducted by Pakistan Post.
Beneficiaries must be informed about the complaints filing and redressal process so that they
may file complaints only at the appropriate BISP offices where they may be suitably
addressed. BISP should ensure the delivery of “Receiver Women Guidelines” (sub-annex C-3
of BISP Enrolment and Payment Manual) that provide required information along with all
necessary forms such as complaint form, information update form etc. in order to facilitate the
beneficiaries.
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P-Southern Punjab-18
Partial Payment by the Postman
Hajra Bibi
Zahoor Ahmed
Chak 121/15-L, Near Shabbir Karyana Store, Tehsil
Mian Channu, District Khanewal
36104-5150155-2
23404440
End February 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study:
Hajra Bibi who is a resident of Chak 121/15-L, Tehsil Mian Channu, District Khanewal was
declared eligible for the BISP cash transfer as a result of Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey of her
household in June 2011. Her complaint is regarding partial payment of first instalment delivered
to her during October 2011 by the postman.
According to Hajra Bibi, the area postman Abdul Hameed delivered Rs.1,900 instead of Rs.2,000
for May 2011 and Rs.100 was misappropriated as BISP Money Order delivery charges. The
complaint was registered by BISP Tehsil staff. Despite lodging of the complaint no further action
has been taken and the case is pending at BISP Tehsil Office Mian Channu. The BISP tehsil staff
was unclear about further action for the resolution of this particular case.
As the complaint has not been forwarded to Pakistan Post for investigation, therefore, there is not
possibility of any redressal.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Chak 121/15-L is located at Jandiala Road, seven kilometres away from Mian Channu city. There
is a Government primary school for boys and a middle school for girls in this village.
Hajra Bibi is 49 years. She has seven children, three sons and four daughters. Her oldest daughter
is 21 years old and recently got married. The three younger daughters are a9, 17 and 14 years old.
Hajra Bibi’s son Ahmad is 13 years old and works in the field with his father in order to support
his family. Her second son is nine years old and the youngest is now seven (7) years old. None of
the Hajra Bibi’s children ever attended any school except the youngest who is in nursery class.
Hajra Bibi lives with her family in a semi-pucca 15 Marla shared house. An unpaved street leads
to her house. There is one room, a shared kitchen and a washroom. Electricity service is also
available. Her husband is a farmer who works on one acre piece of land and earns on average
Rs.6,000 per month. Hajra Bibi also works with her husband in the fields so that they can
financially support their family.

3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
The Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey was undertaken in June 2011 when a survey team filled her
PSC survey form. The survey team issued a survey receipt to Hajra for future reference. She
learnt about BISP from the survey team who informed her that “if she provides survey
information, she will be receiving Rs.1,000 every month and other monetary benefits of the
program”. Now she is an eligible BISP beneficiary
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Hajra Bibi does not know about BISP eligibility criteria and also about the process of how she has
been selected for the BISP cash transfer. She came to know about her eligibility, when the area
postman Abdul Hameed visited her house for the delivery of BISP MO. She has not received any
letter from BISP regarding her eligibility.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
Assistant Director (AD) BISP Tehsil Office visited Chak 121/15-L on 12th December 2011 for
verification of payment to eligible beneficiaries. When the AD reached at Hajra Bibi’s house for
verification of BISP instalment, she informed the AD that the postman has deducted Rs.100 as
money order delivery charges.
She explained to the AD that, the postman delivered BISP MOs in her village along with (Late)
Mr. Riaz, who was a member of the Zakat Committee. The postman gave her Rs.1,900 and asked
her to put a thumb impression on payment receipt of Rs.2,000; but she refused to do so. However,
Mr. Riaz told her that charging Rs.100 is the right of the postman and has to be paid by all the
beneficiaries of her village. Although she was unsatisfied with this, but being poor, she could not
do anything at that time; therefore she kept silent.
She also mentioned that the AD also asked Hajra Bibi if she gave Rs.100 to the postman Abdul
Hameed on her own accord as bakhsheesh; she denied this and said that the postman paid her
Rs.1,900 only and stated that he was authorized to receive Rs.100.
Hajra Bibi neither visited BISP Tehsil office Mian Channu nor does she know about complaint
process. She only knows that AD BISP Tehsil office Mian Channu visited Chak 121/15-L
.interviewed BISP beneficiaries and wrote something on form.

5. Processing of the Complaint
The complaints of beneficiaries are not being forwarded to
Pakistan Post or BISP Divisional office Multan by BISP
Tehsil Office Mian Channu. These BISP complaints cum
payment verification forms are kept in a file by the Assistant
Complaint (AC) BISP Tehsil office Mian Channu. Till date,
Hajra Bibi has not received Rs.100 from the postman, despite
informing the official of BISP Tehsil Office during his visit
for payment verification.
As the complaint has not been forwarded to Pakistan Post,
therefore, there is no possibility of redressal of the complaint.
Written Complaint

6. Observations
a. General Observations
There was a common concept in mind of complainants that partial payment by postman is not
a big issue and it is right of postman to deduct Rs.100 from each BISP instalment and this
concept was common amongst the people living in Chak 121/15-L and this was propagated
on behalf of postman by the (Late) Mr. Riaz, who was the ex-chairman of zakat committee.
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b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
It has been observed that the complainant was hesitant to complain directly against the
postman. She expressed her concern when AD probed her as she was thinking that
complaining about Rs.100 may result in stoppage of further payments by the postman as he
may get annoyed with her.. She was a little frightened that by complaining against the
postman regarding this misappropriation, he may not deliver her next BISP instalment.
c. Observations at BISP level
When a payment complaint is received in the BISP Tehsil Office, it is put in the common file
containing complaints cum payment verification forms. This is the only record of payment
complaints available in the BISP Tehsil Office. No such payments complaint has been
forwarded to Pakistan Post for enquiry. It means Pakistan’s Post formal system of complaint
investigation/ enquiry could not be triggered and there can be no redressal of any complaint of
partial-payment.
With regards to payment complaints, BISP Tehsil Office thinks that such complaints can be
better handled at their level by simply calling the postman and informing him about the
consequences which may occur after sending a formal complaint to Pakistan Post for
departmental enquiry and which may result in dismissal from service. However, it appears
that this is not being practiced as her complaint has not been addressed even in this way.

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions



The payment verification form is the only record of payment complaints available at this
particular BISP Tehsil office.
This BISP Tehsil office is not forwarding payment complaints to Pakistan Post for further
enquiry and necessary action hence these complaints are not being addressed.

8. Recommendations




The complaint registration requirements/ process should clearly be displayed in every BISP
office. This will make it easier for complainants to properly register their written complaints.
BISP offices, should always forward payment complaint to Pakistan Post for enquiry as
required under the standard operating procedures.
Field visits for payment verification by BISP Staff is a very important activity and it should
be continued. The identified complaints should be resolved through joint inquiry by BISP and
Pakistan Post for safe guarding beneficiary’s interest.
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P-Southern Punjab-19
Partial Payment by the postman
Rubina Bibi
Mansoor Tariq
Chak 121/15-L
36104-4204296-4
23404443
End February 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study:
Rubina Bibi is a resident of Chak 121/15-L, Tehsil Mian Channu, District Khanewal who was
declared eligible for BISP cash transfer as a result of Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey
undertaken for her household in June 2011.
According to Rubina Bibi, the area postman Abdul Hameed delivered her Rs.1,900 instead of
Rs.2,000. Hundred Rupees were misappropriated as he deducted these as MO delivery charges.
The complaint was registered by Assistant Director BISP Tehsil Office Mian Channu during
Payment Verification visit of the village. This case has not been sent to Pakistan Post as BISP
tehsil office considers that these complaints could be resolved informally by engaging the local
postman and beneficiaries. The case is still pending at BISP Tehsil Office and as it has not been
sent to Pakistan Post for investigation therefore there is no possibility of its resolution.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Chak 121/15-L is located at Jandiala Road, seven kilometres away from Mian Channu city. There
is a Government primary school for boys and a middle school for girls in this village.
Rubina Bibi is 26 years old. She has four children including, three sons and one daughter. Her
sons aged 5 five and four years are in class 2. Her third son and daughter are 3 and 2 years old
respectively. Her house consists of two bricked rooms. Rubina and her family use one room and
another room is in use of her mother in law and two sisters in law. Her two sisters in law are
unmarried and Rubina Bibi’s husband financially supports his mother and two sisters. Rubina
Bibi’s mother in law is patient of cardiac disease. Her husband Mr Mansoor Tariq is a labourer
and earns approximately Rs.4,500 per month.
Rubina Bibi’s house is located in wide, dusty and unpaved street. There is also an unlined
watercourse which runs through the centre of the street and most of the women of the areas
washes their cloth using water from the water course. There is no kitchen in the house and one
corner of the house is being used as a cooking place. There is a small washroom but with no roof.
The source of drinking water is ground water. Electricity service is also available in her house.

3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
The Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey of Rubina Bibi was undertaken in June 2011 when a survey
team filled her survey form along with others from Chak 121/15-L. Mr Riaz (Late) chairman of
Ushar and Zakat Committee was a notable of Chak 121/15-L and helped BISP Poverty Survey
Team in conducting the Poverty Survey. The survey team issued Rubina Bibi a survey receipt for
future reference. Rubina Bibi learnt about BISP from the survey team who informed her that “if
she provides survey information, she will be getting Rs.1,000 every month and other monetary
benefits of the program”.
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Rubina Bibi does not know about BISP eligibility criteria and she is also unaware about
process of how she has been selected for the BISP cash transfer. She came to know about
eligibility, when area postman Abdul Hameed along with notable Mr Riaz (Late) visited
house for the delivery of BISP MO. She has not received any letter from BISP regarding
eligibility. She considers BISP as Benazir Money Programme through which poor people
financially facilitated.

the
her
her
her
are

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
Assistant Director (AD) BISP Tehsil Office visited Chak 121/15-L on 12th December 2011 for
verification of payment to eligible beneficiaries. When the AD reached at Rubina Bibi’s house for
verification of BISP instalment, she informed the AD that the postman has deducted Rs.100 as
money order delivery charges.
According to Rubina Bibi, she described to the AD that, “the postman Abdul Hameed delivered
BISP MOs in her village along with (Late) Mr. Riaz (Member of Zakat Committee). The postman
Abdul Hameed gave her Rs.1,900 and asked her to put a thumb impression on payment receipt of
Rs.2,000; but she refused to do so. However Mr. Riaz (late) who was with the postman told
Rubina that Rs.100 is a right of the postman and all the beneficiaries of her village are also paying
Rs.100 per money order to the postman. After this she accepted Rs.1,900 from the postman and
did not insist on demanding Rs.100 which postman had claimed as delivery fee of the money
order. The AD also asked Rubina Bibi if she had willingly given Rs.100 to the postman as
bakhsheesh; she replied that the postman paid her exactly Rs.1,900 and that Mr.Riaz forced her to
accept the offered amount.
Rubina Bibi neither visited BISP Tehsil office Mian Channu nor did she knew about complaint
process. She only knows that AD BISP Tehsil office Mian Channu visited and interviewed BISP
beneficiaries and took her thumb impression on a paper.

5. Processing of the Complaint
The complaints of beneficiaries are not being forwarded to
Pakistan Post or BISP Divisional office Multan by BISP
Tehsil Office Mian Channu. Such types of BISP payment
verification forms are kept in a file by AC BISP Tehsil
office Mian Channu. He entered the complainants’ names
with serial number in a register.
Till date, Rubina Bibi has not received Rs.100 from the
postman, despite informing the official of BISP Tehsil
Office during his visit for payment verification.
As the case has not been forwarded to Pakistan Post,
therefore, there is no possibility of redressal of this
complaint.

Written Complaint

6. Observations
a. General Observations
There was a common concept in mind of complainants that partial payment by postman is not
a big issue and it is right of postman to deduct Rs.100 from each BISP instalment and this
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concept was common amongst the people living in Chak 121/15-L and this was propagated
on behalf of postman by the (Late) Mr. Riaz, who was the ex-chairman of zakat committee.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
It has been observed that the complainant was hesitant to complain directly against the
postman. She expressed her concern when AD probed her as she was thinking that
complaining about 100 rupees may result in stoppage of further payments by the postman as
he may get annoyed with her.. She was a little frightened that by complaining against the
postman regarding this misappropriation, he may not deliver her next BISP instalment.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
When a payment complaint is received in the BISP Tehsil Office, it is put in the common file
containing complaints cum payment verification forms. This is the only record of payment
complaints available in the BISP Tehsil Office. No such payments complaint has been
forwarded to Pakistan Post for enquiry. It means Pakistan’s Post formal system of complaint
investigation/ enquiry could not be triggered and there can be no redressal of any complaint of
partial-payment.
With regards to payment complaints, BISP Tehsil Office thinks that such complaints can be
better handled at their level by simply calling the postman and informing him about the
consequences which may occur after sending a formal complaint to Pakistan Post for
departmental enquiry and which may result in dismissal from service. However, it appears
that this is not being practiced as her complaint has not been addressed even in this way.

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions



The payment verification form is the only record of payment complaints available at this
particular BISP Tehsil office.
This BISP Tehsil office is not forwarding such complaints to Pakistan Post for formal enquiry
and necessary action hence these complaints are not being addressed.

8. Recommendations




The complaint registration requirements/ process should clearly be displayed in every BISP
office. This will make it easier for the complainants to properly register their written
complaints.
BISP offices, should always forward payment complaint to the Pakistan Post for enquiry as
required under the standard operating procedures.
Field visits for BISP payment verification by BISP Staff is a very useful activity and it should
be continued. The identified complaints should be resolved through joint inquiry by BISP and
Pakistan Post.
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P-Southern Punjab-20
Non-Payment of eight money orders for Rs.22,000 by
the postman
Sughran Bibi
Haq Nawaz
Dari Kot Shamad Blakhi, Khairy Kalan, Tehsil and
District Nankana Sahib
35501-0151152-2
22936424
End January 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Sughran Bibi is a resident of Kot Shamad Blakhi, Tehsil and District Nankana Sahib who was a
BISP beneficiary during BISP Phase-I. She received Rs.7,000 (first money order of Rs.5,000 and
second money order of Rs.2,000) from the branch postmaster Mr. Ghafoor. In her verbal
complaint to BISP Assistant Director (AD) Tehsil Nankana Sahib in March 2011, Sughran Bibi
accused the branch postmaster for misappropriation of 8 money orders for Rs.22,000 out of 10
money orders amounting to Rs.29,000 generated in her name between March 2009 and February
2011 and shown as delivered to her. Sughran Bibi did not file any written complaint at any level
(BISP/ Pakistan Post etc.) relating to her claim of Rs.22,000.
On 22nd March 2011, in BISP Tehsil Office Nankana Sahib, Sughran Bibi received Rs.12,000
from the branch postmaster out of Rs.22,000 and the remaining amount of Rs.10,000 was waivedoff by her. This case has been closed in the BISP record; however during the interview, Sughran
Bibi claimed that she was advised by BISP officials to waive-off Rs.10,000 out of the amount
misappropriated by the branch postmaster. No case related documentation is available at BISP
Tehsil Office except a written statement of receiving all BISP instalments by Sughran Bibi.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Thirty six years old Sughran Bibi is living at Dhari Kot Shamad Blakhi. Khairay Kalan is a
Mouza of Nankana Sahib Tehsil situated 16 Kms away from Nankana Sahib City. Dari Kot
Shamid Blakhi comprises sixteen houses and approximately 200 houses. The children of the
locality go to a nearest school located at a distance of 4 kms at Khairay Kalan. There is an
unpaved road leads to the house of Sughran Bibi. The house of Sughran Bibi is located on the
main street. There is an open kitchen in courtyard and for a washroom; the family goes to the
nearby fields for open defection. There are four rooms, out of which one is using by the family of
Sughran Bibi. The whole house was katcha but was nicely maintained. This house has been given
to them by a local land lord.
Sughran Bibi lives in joint family system. The whole family comprises fifteen members including
four males, seven females and four children. Sughran Bibi has four daughters and her eldest
daughter is eight years old who studies in class two. Her husband is a farmer who works on a
leased piece of land.

3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Sughran Bibi learnt about BISP from a local activist named Mr. Sandal who lives in a nearby
village “Kot Dewano Ki” and also from the women of neighbouring area. In June 2011, PSC
survey team visited Sughran Bibi’s neighbouring village namely Khairy Kalan, but did not visit
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her house in Dhari Kot Shamad Blakhi and she thought that her household was missed during the
survey. She discussed this matter with her husband Haq Nawaz who went to the local MPA Syed
Ibrar Hussain Shah in order to resolve the matter of non-survey. The MPA advised Haq Nawaz to
visit BISP Tehsil office Nankana Sahib in order to get PSC form completed for his household.
Meanwhile, Sughran Bibi also informed other residents of Dhari Kot Shamad Blakhi about the
visit of her husband and the advice he got from the MPA.
After few days, the relative of Sughran Bibi named Mr. Jahangir collected CNICs of all missing
households of Dhari Kot Shamad Blakhi and visited BISP Tehsil Office Nankana Sahib where
PSC survey of missing households including Sughran Bibi was undertaken through the
enumerator of Partner Organisation. She became ineligible as her PMT score is 20.59.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
During BISP Parliamentarian Phase, Mr. Sandal a local activist completed and submitted Sughran
Bibi’s form. In March 2009 Sughran Bibi was informed regarding her eligibility for the cash
transfer and that she could collect her BISP money order from EDBO Khairay Kalan. She visited
the aforesaid branch post office and received her two MOs of Rs.5,000 and Rs.2,000 from
EDBPM Mr. Ghafoor. However, after receiving these first 2 money orders she did not receive any
further payment from EDBPM between June 2009 and February 2011.
Sughran Bibi mentioned that after May 2009, she went many times to EDBO Khairay Kalan (5
kms away) and to the house of Mr. Ghafoor in ‘Nabi pur Daik’ (3 kms away). However, every
time Mr. Ghafoor informed that her BISP cash transfer has been stopped by BISP and he has not
received any money orders generated in her name. After these repetitive visits to EDBPM, she
was sure that the postman was not speaking the truth.
Luckily she came to know from her relative Mr. Pervaiz about the establishment of BISP Tehsil
Office at Nankana Sahib. Pervaiz was working as a labourer in Nankana Sahib and had seen the
BISP Tehsil Office. After few days, he visited the Tehsil Office and obtained information
regarding complaint process. BISP staff informed Pervaiz that the actual complainant should
personally come to the office. Pervaiz informed Sughran Bibi about the location of BISP Tehsil
office Nankana Sahib.
Sughran Bibi visited BISP Tehsil office Nankana Sahib on 2nd March 2011 with her husband and
obtained information about her payment details. She mentioned that BISP AD Nankana Sahib told
her that her cash instalments are being generated consistently and are appearing as delivered in
her Payment Detail, however, Sughran Bibi informed that she has not received any money order
except the first two totalling Rs.7,000. She verbally complained to the AD BISP Tehsil Office on
2nd March 2011 that she has not received Rs.22,000 out of money orders for Rs.29,000 generated
in her name.

5. Processing of the Complaint
After hearing Sughran Bibi’s verbal complaint, BISP AD started enquiring about the matter and
phoned the concerned branch postmaster. The AD mentioned that “after knowing the allegations,
Mr. Ghafoor visited the BISP Tehsil Office in March 2011 and accepted that he had
misappropriated Rs.22,000 out of Rs.29,000 from Sughran Bibi’s money orders. The AD asked
him to return the misappropriated amount to Sughran Bibi or otherwise be ready to face the
departmental action against him. The branch postmaster agreed to pay back the amount to the
complainant”. On 21st March 2011, Haq Nawaz (the complainant’s husband) received a call from
BISP Tehsil Office, and he was asked to come to the office on 22nd March 2011 along with
Sughran Bibi in order to receive the misappropriated amount.
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According to Sughran Bibi, “on 22nd March 2011, she and
her husband visited BISP Tehsil Office, where the branch
postmaster returned her Rs.12,000 and requested her to
waive off the remaining Rs.10,000 as he could not pay back
this amount. Believing that Ghafoor may be telling the
truth, she waived-off Rs.10,000”.
She submitted a written statement to BISP Tehsil Office
saying that she received all BISP installments that were
with the postmaster. However, the amount paid to her has
not been mentioned in the written statement. This is the
only record that shows that the complaint has been solved
after repaying all BISP instalments to the complainant
(Sughran Bibi).

Written Statement

6. Observations
a. General Observations
In this case, BISP Tehsil Office did not obtain a written the complaint and tried to resolve the
issue of non-payment of 8 installments informally/verbally with the postal employee and
beneficiary instead of sending it officially to Pakistan post for investigation.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
Sughran Bibi is illiterate and did not know about the complaint registration and follow-up
mechanism. She was satisfied with the attitude of BISP Tehsil office staff though they did not
send her complaint for formal investigation after which maybe she would have got her entire
misappropriated amount. She claims that on the request of the branch postmaster, she waivedoff Rs.10,000 from the misappropriated amount of Rs.22,000, and gave the statement of
receiving all the installments due to her.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
Staff at BISP Office Tehsil Nankana Sahib does not keep records of complaints according to
the nature of complaint. Same file is being used to file different types of complaints and
related documents. The complaint Numbers and dates are not mentioned on complaint form.
This particular case has not been sent to Pakistan Post for formal enquiry against the branch
postmaster and BISP Tehsil Office tried to solve it at their own level. Although, the
complainant has received some amount as a result of the efforts made by the BISP staff,
however, she did not recover her entire misappropriated amount which may have been
possible as a result of formal enquiry by Pakistan Post.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions




The payment verification form is the only record relating to payment related complaints at
BISP Tehsil office Nankana Sahib.
BISP Tehsil office tries to solve the complaints informally and does not send payment
complaints formally to Pakistan Post for enquiry.
As mentioned by Sughran Bibi, she has received only Rs.12,000 from the branch postmaster
and waived off the remaining of Rs.10,000 on the request of branch postmaster. She however
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gave a written statement that she has received all the installments (without mentioning
amounts) and as a result the case has been closed by BISP.

8. Recommendations





The complaint registration requirement / process should be clearly displayed in every BISP
office/ Post office in order to ensure that complaints are being registered for proper follow up.
Pakistan Post needs to re-visit their process of ‘20% Payment Verification of paid vouchers’;
by carefully selecting the sample so that the complete beneficiary coverage is ensured.
Field visits for payment verification by BISP Staff is a very important activity and it should
be continued. The identified complaints should be resolved through joint inquiry by BISP and
Pakistan Post for safe guarding beneficiary’s interest.
Instead of trying to solve the cases informally, BISP offices should always forward payment
complaints formally to Pakistan Post for enquiry.
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P-Southern Punjab-21
Partial Payment by the Postman
Parveen
Mohammad Saleem
Street No. 16, Mohalla Jinnah Town, Near BISP
Tehsil Office, Tehsil Mian Channu, District
Khanewal
36104-7007598-6
23338619
End February 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Parveen lives in Mohalla Jinnah Town, Tehsil Mian Channu, District Khanewal. Her first
instalment of Rs.2,000 was generated by BISP on 12th August 2011, which was delivered to her in
the first week of December 2011.
According to Parveen, the area postman Abdul Hameed delivered Rs.1,900 instead of Rs.2,000
for May 2011 and Rs.100 was misappropriated as BISP Money Order delivery charges. The
complaint was registered by BISP Tehsil staff. Despite lodging of the complaint no further action
has been taken and the case is pending at BISP Tehsil Office Mian Channu. The BISP tehsil staff
was unclear about further action for the resolution of this particular case.
As the complaint has not been forwarded to Pakistan Post for investigation, therefore, there is no
possibility of any redressal.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Mohalla Jinnah Town is located in the Mian Channu city, near BISP Tehsil Office. It is a
populated area mainly comprising poor households who work as labourers. An old unpaved
closed-end street leads to the house of Parveen. There is no drainage system in her area and the
sewage is disposed of in the nearby open residential plots and fields.
Parveen is 41 years old and living in three Marla partially-pucca house. There is a katcha
courtyard and one room in the house with an open kitchen and washroom in the courtyard. There
are total eight family members including Parveen, her husband M. Saleem, and their six children.
Her eldest son is 16 years old and works for 10-15 days (depending upon the work) with a mason
and earns Rs.250 per day.. Parveen’s daughter is 14 years old who helps her mother in domestic
chores. Her two son do not go to school while her third son studies in class two. Her husband sells
fruit on a cart in Mian Channu and on an average earns around Rs.5,500 – Rs.6,000 per month.

3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
The Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey was undertaken in May 2011 when a survey team filled her
PSC survey form. The survey team issued a survey receipt to Parveen for future reference. She
learnt about BISP from the survey team who informed her that “if she provides survey
information, she will be receiving Rs.1,000 every month and other monetary benefits of the
program”. When her husband went to BISP Tehsil Office to learn about her eligibility he was
informed that she is eligible and was also instructed that during the disbursement of BISP MOs
Parveen should stay at home along with her CNIC as the postman may visit at any time during the
week.
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While discussing about BISP, Parveen mentioned that the program is initiated by the Pakistan
People’s Party and it will be continued till the next election. She also described that the program
has been initiated for poor and needy people like her. She is unaware of BISP eligibility criterion
and she only knows that she became eligible because of being poor. She also added that despite
the establishment of BISP Tehsil Office very close to her house, she never visited the Office. She
told that she informed the BISP Tehsil Office regarding her complaint of partial payment during
the payment verification of eligible households by the BISP Tehsil official.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
BISP Assistant Director (AD) Tehsil Office and the AC mentioned that they were asked by BISP
Divisional Office to verify 100 payments per month made to eligible beneficiaries of Tehsil Mian
Channu. BISP Divisional Office Multan instructed them to verify payments by using prescribed
Payment Verification Form (in Urdu) that contains various questions to be asked from the
beneficiary. One particular question relates to partial payment and states that “Does the postman
ask you for money in the name of refreshment?”
Assistant Complaints (AC) BISP Tehsil Office visited Mohalla Jinnah Town on 12th December
2011 for verification of payment to eligible beneficiaries. When the AD reached at Parveen’s
house for verification of BISP instalment, she informed the AD that the postman has deducted
Rs.100 as money order delivery charges.
She also mentioned that the AC asked her if she gave Rs.100 to the postman Abdul Hameed as
bakhsheesh; she denied this and said that the postman paid her Rs.1,900 only and stated that he
was authorized to receive Rs.100.

5. Processing of the Complaint
After receiving the complaint (actually payment verification form), which has not been recorded
anywhere, the AC on 13th December 2011 phoned the concerned area postman Asghar and asked
him to come to BISP Tehsil Office as early as possible. The AC mentioned that the purpose of
calling the postman was not communicated to him as he might have refused to come. On the same
day, postman Asghar came to BISP Tehsil Office and met with both AD and AC. The AD asked
the postman about the matter of deducting Rs.100 from different beneficiaries including Parveen.
The postman mentioned that Rs.100 has been given to him wilfully by Parveen and that she had
no objection. Asghar assured the AD that if there is any problem, he would return back Rs.100 to
Parveen as soon as possible.
After three/ four days on 17th / 18th December 2011, Parveen asked her husband to visit BISP
Tehsil Office and find out about any progress relating to Rs.100 deducted by the postman. At
BISP Tehsil Office M. Saleem was assured that the postman will return Rs.100 to Parveen as soon
as possible. However, Parveen has not received back Rs.100 from the postman Asghar and the
case is still pending.
During discussion with BISP Tehsil Office staff regarding this case, we were informed that the
postman has been called several times by BISP Tehsil Office, but he does not pay attention to
their instructions due to having strong political affiliations and that he had misappropriated
Rs.100 of many eligible households in his designated area.
BISP Tehsil Office tried to solve the matter informally/ verbally and did not forward the
complaint formally to Pakistan Post so that the matter may have been resolved after investigation
and the accused postman properly punished.
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6. Observations
a. General Observations
Presently the staff at BISP Tehsil Office is maintaining the payment complaints record in a
common file and does not allocate specific complaint number to such complaints.
At this office, there is no practice of submitting written complaints for partial as well as other
payment related issues. No payment complaint has been filed by the complainant during visit
to BISP Tehsil Office. All payment complaints emerged during the process of payment
verification of beneficiaries.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
Not knowing that the complaint has not even been forwarded to Pakistan Post for formal
investigation despite informing BISP Tehsil Office, Parveen is unsatisfied with the delay in
getting back Rs.100 from the postman.
She is unsatisfied from BISP’s cash disbursement mechanism and wants it to be replaced with
some other transparent system where there is no postman involved.
c. Observations at BISP/ Pakistan Post Level
When a payment complaint (actually payment verification form) is received in the BISP
Tehsil Office, it is put in the common file of payment verification forms. This is only record
of payment complaints available in the BISP Tehsil Office. No such payments complaints
have been forwarded to Pakistan Post for enquiry which means that Pakistan’s Post formal
system of complaint investigation/ enquiry could not be triggered.
With regard to payment complaints, BISP Tehsil Office staff considers that such complaints
can be better handled at their level by simply calling the postman and informing him about
the consequences which may occur after sending a formal complaint to Pakistan Post for
departmental enquiry and which may result in dismissal from service. However, this informal
system is not resulting in redressal of complaints while the formal system is not being used –
as a result the beneficiaries continue to suffer.

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions




The payment verification form is the only record of payment complaints available at this
particular BISP Tehsil office.
This BISP Tehsil office is not forwarding complaints to Pakistan Post for enquiry and
necessary action, hence these complaints are not being addressed.
BISP Tehsil Office tried to solve the matter informally/ verbally and did not forward the
complaint formally to Pakistan Post so that the matter may have been resolved after
investigation and the accused postman properly punished.

8. Recommendations



The complaint registration requirements/ process should clearly be displayed in every BISP
office. This will make it easier for the complainants to properly register their written
complaints.
BISP offices, should always forward payment complaint to the Pakistan Post for enquiry as
required under the standard operating procedures.
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Field visits for payment verification by BISP Staff is a very important activity and it should
be continued. The identified complaints should be resolved through joint inquiry by BISP and
Pakistan Post for safe guarding beneficiary’s interest.
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P-Southern Punjab-22
Partial Payment by the Postman
Shehnaz Bibi
Mohammad Aslam
House No. 119, Madina Town, Main Bazar, Street
No. 01, Housing Colony, Tehsil and District Nankana
Sahib
35501-0150493-2
22878886
End January 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Shehnaz Bibi lives in Madina Town, Housing Colony Tehsil and District Nanakana Sahib. The
Poverty Score Card Survey of Shehnaz Bibi’s household was completed in June / July 2011 at her
residence. According to Payment Details available online at BISP website, Shehnaz Bibi is an
eligible household and her first instalment of Rs.2,000 was generated by BISP on 12th August
2011, which was received by her son on 19th September 2011 from the postman.
According to Shehnaz Bibi, the area postman Asghar delivered Rs.1,900 and Rs.100 was
misappropriated by him. The complaint was entered in a register by BISP Tehsil official but no
complaint reference number and date is mentioned.
According to BISP Tehsil Office, the complaint has been solved and Rs.100 was given back to
Shehnaz Bibi by the postman, which statement is disputed by Shehnaz Bibi. The case wasn’t
forwarded to Pakistan Post as it was informally solved by BISP Office.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Madina Town is a famous and popular locality of city Nankana Sahib and which is nearby the
BISP Tehsil office. It comprises low income households who are mainly street hawkers or
associated with labour work. An old paved street leads to the house of Shehnaz Bibi. There is an
underground drainage system in good condition.
Shehnaz Bibi is 42 years old and living with her family in five Marla semi-pucca rented house
which she shares with her landlord’s family. There is a katcha-pucca courtyard and two rooms in
the house that accommodate 12 people. Shehnaz Bibi mentioned that they pay Rs.1,000 per
month as rent.
Shehnaz Bibi, her husband and three children are living in one room. The older son of Shehnaz
Bibi is 16 years old and studies in class nine in Government M.C. High School. Shehnaz Bibi has
twin daughters who are 15 years old and study in class five. They also help their mother in
domestic chores. There is an open shared kitchen and a washroom in the courtyard.
Her husband is a street hawker and sells fruit/ tea. His monthly income is about Rs.6,000 but
according to Shehnaz Bibi, this is not a permanent work and sometimes his husband is jobless for
more than 10 days a month.
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3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
According to Shehnaz Bibi, their total monthly income is insufficient to meet family’s monthly
expenses because her husband’s source of income is irregular.
During discussion Shehnaz Bibi mentioned that her household’s PSC survey form was filled in
June/July 2011 by a survey team and they provided her a survey receipt for future reference.
According to Shehnaz Bibi she did not know what to do with the survey receipt. She kept that
survey receipt with her till the postman came to deliver BISP MO in September 2011. She did not
receive any Notification Letter from the BISP which could inform her regarding eligibility for the
BISP cash transfer.
While discussing about BISP, Shehnaz Bibi mentioned that the program is initiated by the
Pakistan People’s Party and it will be continued up till the next elections. She also described that
the program has been initiated for poor and needy people like her; however, she is unaware of the
BISP eligibility criterion and she only knows that she became eligible because of being poor.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge
Postman Asghar visited Shehnaz Bibi’s house for delivering BISP Money Order (MO) of
Rs.2,000 on 19th September 2011. According to Shehnaz Bibi, she was not at home during the
postman visit and the cash transfer was received by her son. She mentioned that the postman
delivered Rs.1,900 to his son after confirming details from her CNIC (which was luckily at home)
and took his son’s signature on the money order receipt of Rs.2,000.
In the evening, when she came back home, her son told her about the BISP cash transfer and
shown her the BISP MO receipt of Rs.2,000. Her son also mentioned to her that the postman
delivered him Rs.1,900 but took his signatures on the receipt of Rs.2,000. After listening to this,
Shehnaz Bibi decided to visit BISP Tehsil Office Nankana Sahib, but she could not find time.
In November 2011, Shehnaz Bibi finally went to the BISP Tehsil Office along with a
neighbouring woman to inform them regarding this partial payment. She mentioned that at BISP
Tehsil office, the official asked her to submit a copy of her CNIC along with her contact number
and advised her to stay at home till the matter is solved.

5. Processing of the Complaint
After two/ three days, the same BISP official came to her house along with the postman who had
misappropriated Rs.100 from her cash transfer. According Shehnaz Bibi, both the BISP official
and the postman asked her to put a thumb impression on a statement describing that she has
received Rs.2,000 from the postman. Shehnaz Bibi refused to affirm the statement.
While discussing this particular case with BISP Assistant Complaint (AC), it was confirmed that
the complainant visited BISP Tehsil Office in November 2011. BISP AC mentioned that after the
complainant visit the postman was called to tehsil office and they went to the complainant’s house
in order to investigate the matter (date not confirmed). The BISP AC denied that he asked for a
statement for receiving Rs.2,000.
BISP AC claims that the postman has given back the misappropriated Rs.100 to Shehnaz Bibi;
therefore the complaint has been resolved due to the effort of BISP Tehsil Office. Shehnaz Bibi,
however, denies that she has been repaid her misappropriated Rs.100.
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6. Observations
a. General Observations
While comparing the process followed to BISP prescribed process for partial payment
complaint redressal, the BISP Tehsil office should have registered the complaint in their
record and forwarded it to Payment Agency (Pakistan Post) for enquiry.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
The beneficiary, Shehnaz Bibi, is unsatisfied with the behaviour of the BISP tehsil staff and
the postman because Rs.100 were misappropriated from her money order and were not paid
back. During the discussion, it was observed that she wants to get future BISP cash transfer
through some payment mechanism other than postman. Shehnaz Bibi described that the
behaviour of the BISP Tehsil official was not helpful.
c. Observations at BISP/ Pakistan Post Level
When a payment complaint is received in the BISP Tehsil Office, it is put in the common file
of payment verification forms. No payment complaint has been forwarded to Pakistan Post
for enquiry; therefore the Pakistan’s Post formal system of complaint investigation/ enquiry
could not be triggered.
With regard to payment complaints, BISP Tehsil Office thinks that such complaints can be
better handled at their level by simply calling the postman and informing him about the
consequences which may occur after sending a formal complaint to Pakistan Post for
departmental enquiry and which may result in his dismissal from service.

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions






BISP Tehsil staff maintains that Rs.100 deducted from her money order were repaid to her
due to their persuasion, however, the complainant still maintains that she has not been repaid
this amount.
At this tehsil office, there is no practice of requiring written applications regarding payment
complaints.
This tehsil office does not forward payment complaints to Pakistan Post for enquiry, and try
to solve the complaint through informal/ verbal means.
Political interference to save the postman is decreasing the goodwill of BISP.
Informal redressal of complaints may help the beneficiary in getting her money quickly, but
this does not address the organizational problems.

8. Recommendations



BISP Tehsil office requires clear guidelines for redressal of payment complaints.
All Payment Complaints must be formally forwarded to Pakistan Post for investigation.
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P-Southern Punjab-23
Non Payment of three BISP money orders for
Rs.9,000 by the postman
Nasreen Bibi
Abdul Haseeb
Abdul Haseeb
House No 7546, Zeshan Colony, Nearby Chandi Peer
Darbar, Tehsil and District Bahawalpur
31202-0250936-2
14956020
End January 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Nasreen Bibi w/o Abdul Haseeb is a resident of Zeshan Colony, seven kms from Bahawalpur
City. In her written complaint filed at BISP Divisional Office Bahawalpur on 6th June 2011,
Nasreen Bibi stated that three BISP money orders of Rs.3,000 each totalling Rs.9,000 (generated
between July 2009 and January 2010) were shown as delivered to her in her Payment Details,
although she did not receive this amount.
The complaint was sent by BISP Divisional Office Bahawalpur to Divisional Superintendent
Postal Services (DSPS) Bahawalpur on 5th July 2011. From DSPS Office, the complaint was
forwarded to the Senior Postmaster (SPM) GPO Bahawalpur on 6th July 2011. The enquiry was
completed by SPM-GPO Bahawalpur through a designated ‘Town Inspector’. The complainant
recorded her statement on 19th July 2011 that “the complaint was filed by her due to
misunderstanding (between her and Pakistan Post) of non-payment by the postman and she
requested that the case may be filed”. The complainant’s statement along with case related
documents was sent by SPM-GPO Bahawalpur to DSPS Bahawalpur on 21st July 2011, who
shared the enquiry report/ findings with BISP Divisional Office Bahawalpur on 27 th July 2011.
The complaint took about 1.5 month from its registration till it was filed (closed) by Pakistan
Post. The postman had already delivered all the MOs to her and this particular complaint was
trigger due to misunderstanding by the beneficiary as she had lost the acknowledgement receipts
and she lodged that complaint thinking that she had not received money against these three MOs.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Nasreen Bibi w/o Abdul Haseeb is a 33 years old resident of Zeshan Colony which is seven km
from Bahawalpur city. Zeshan Colony is an under-developed slum, deprived of basic
infrastructure like paved streets etc.
She lives in a seven Marla pucca-house consisting of two rooms, one wash room and a kitchen.
She belongs to a middle-class family 10 years ago. Her husband Abdul Haseeb works at a battery
re-charge shop in Bahawalpur City and earns Rs.4,000 per month. Nasreen Bibi also works to
financially support her husband while doing small-scale embroidery works. She usually completes
one dress in one month and earns Rs.500 per dress. She has one son and two daughters. The eldest
son is nine years old and studies in class two. Her elder daughter is five years old and studies in
nursery.

3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Nasreen Bibi learnt about BISP from her neighbours. She was a beneficiary during BISP
Parliamentarian Phase. Her PSC Survey was conducted in June 2011 when a survey team visited
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her house and filled a PSC survey form. The survey team provided her s survey receipt for future
reference. Due to high PMT she has been declared ineligible for Phase II.
While describing BISP, she mentioned that the program was initiated to help poor people. She
told that, “she had her valid CNIC and belongs to a poor family then why BISP has rejected her
this time for BISP cash transfer. If she got BISP cash transfer then she would be able to save
some money for better education of her children.”

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
In May/June 2011, Nasreen Bibi was informed by the postman that her cash transfer has not been
received at GPO Bahawalpur. This made her curious and she discussed this matter with her
husband Abdul Haseeb, who during his routine visit to Bahawalpur went to an internet cafe to
check Payment Details of Nasreen Bibi. He obtained a print-out of these payment details after
paying Rs.30.
From the payment details, it was revealed that BISP has generated total eleven instalments of
Rs.31,000 between July 2009 and April 2011 (reported delivered by Pakistan Post). After
knowing this, Abdul Haseeb asked Nasreen Bibi about the BISP Money Orders (MOs) receipts
which she had previously received from the postman. She told her husband that she had probably
misplaced other the BISP MO receipts and has only two receipts.
Nasreen Bibi visited BISP Divisional Office Bahawalpur (located in Model Town, Bahawalpur
city) along with her husband on 6th June 2011 and lodged a complaint against the postman along
with a copy of her CNIC and Payment Details. She had to make a round trip of about 4 kms
(spent Rs.40 on Chingchi).

5. Processing of the Complaint
On 5th July 2011, after one month, the complaint was forwarded by the BISP Divisional Director
Bahawalpur to the Divisional Superintendent Postal Services (DSPS) along with other similar
complaints from Tehsil Bahawalpur. The DSPS Office Bahawalpur entered it in the BISP
Complaint Register on 6th July 2011 and a unique individual file (MO/BISP/Enq/11) was opened
for processing of Nasreen Bibi’s complaint.
On 6th July 2011, the complaint (with annexes) was sent by the DSPS Bahawalpur to Senior
Postmaster GPO Bahawalpur (as the complaint related to urban area that falls under the
responsibility of SPM-GPO Bahawalpur) for conducting an enquiry and to report back.
The Senior Postmaster GPO designated ‘Town Inspector’ as an enquiry officer, who took a
statement of Nasreen Bibi on 19th July 2011 as proof that the complaint against the postman has
been settled. The statement of Nasreen Bibi narrates that “On oath I states that, the (BISP) Money
Orders of Rs.31,000 were sent to me by BISP and that I have already received all the BISP
instalments from the relevant postman. Due to unavailability of all receipts and misunderstanding,
I had submitted the application (complaint) at BISP Divisional Office. In fact, I do not have any
complaint against the postman. My complaint may kindly be filed (considered as closed). I have
heard my written statement and consider it as correct”. The complainant’s statement which was
recorded by the concerned Town Inspector, had her signature and was properly verified and
witnessed by the two persons including the Mr. Abdul Haseeb and her neighbour Mr. Nazir
Ahmad.
After few days, this statement was received at the office of SPM-GPO Bahawalpur, who sent the
enquiry report to DSPS Bahawalpur on 21st July 2011 along with statements of Nasreen Bibi.
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In the covering letter, the DSPS summarizing the findings of enquiry has stated that: “the
Complainant has admitted in her written statement that she had already received full amount of
BISP MOs. She also requested to file the case”.
The process of forwarding this complaint by BISP Divisional Office and its redressal at GPO
level took about 1.5 months and the result were shared with BISP Divisional Office Bahawalpur
on 27th July 2011 along with statement of Nasreen Bibi.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on electronic filing/ redressal of complaints
while the Case Management System (CMS) is yet to be made operational.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
The beneficiary was included in BISP under the Parliamentarian programme. She was
satisfied with the result of the complaint and had no issue with receiving the money at her
doorsteps through postman. However, she is unaware that after the PSC survey, her PMT
score is 26.21 and she has now become ineligible for receiving BISP cash transfers.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
When a payment complaint is received at BISP Divisional Office Bahawalpur, it is kept with
other complaints in a common file. It is also entered in a register and monthly summary on
excel is prepared. The complaint is sent for processing to the Payment Agency (Pakistan
Post). On submission of the enquiry result by the payment agency the result is filed in the
same complaints file and no further action is taken as the complainant’s statement attached to
the result shows that she is satisfied with the result of the enquiry and her complaint has been
addressed.
When a payment complaint reaches any level/ office of Pakistan Post, it is processed
according to the established system for dealing with misappropriation of money orders. A
separate file is opened for each complaint at DSPS office level. DSPS forwards complaints
for further enquiry either to ASPS (Rural area complaints) or Senior Postmaster GPO (Urban
area Complaints). In case of Urban Area complaints, the SPM-GPO designates ‘Town
Inspector’ for enquiry purpose.
Reminders are regularly sent in case any enquiry is delayed. An enquiry officer is appointed
and the enquiry is attended by the complainant and the concerned postman at the relevant post
office. It has been observed that the enquiry of a complaint is usually completed in less than
two month. In case of misappropriation, disciplinary action is taken against the relevant postal
staff which may lead of dismissal from government service.
The Divisional Superintendent Postal Services (DSPS) Bahawalpur mentioned that due to
unverified/ fake complaints received from the BISP Divisional Office Bahawalpur, now (at
DSPS Bahawalpur level) they receive payment complaints only on stamp paper. This is to
ensure that only genuine complaints are being sent to Pakistan Post (from BISP Divisional
Office) and also that the complaints are not filed by the complainants on the basis of personal
clashes etc.
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7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions



Pakistan Post has an established complaint redressal mechanism regarding non-payment of
money orders and the same is being used for investigating complaints of non-payment of
BISP money orders.
The case has been resolved. In Enquiry Report of this case it was mentioned by Nasreen Bibi
that the complaint was filed due to some misunderstanding as she had lost her BISP money
order receipts.

8. Recommendations




The practice of joint enquiry (BISP and the Pakistan Post) should be adopted so that both
organisations jointly share the responsibility of investigating payment related complaints.
The complaint registration requirement / process and should be clearly displayed in every
BISP / Post office in order to ensure that complaints are being registered for proper follow up.
BISP may need to explore other payment mechanisms (like branch-less banking) for its
beneficiaries in order to further improve the cash transfer distribution.
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P-Southern Punjab-24
Non-payment of 11 BISP Instalments for Rs31,000
by Postman
Razia Begum
Sabir Husain
Current Address: H-705 P, Street 9, Mohalla
Noorpura, Satiana Road, Faisalabad
Old Address: Chak No. 407 GB, Tehsil
Tandlianwala, District Faisalabad
33105-7488705-8
18535810
End March 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Razia Begum w/o Sabir Husain filed a written complaint at the BISP Divisional Office Faisalabad
on 8th August 2011 that eleven BISP installments (generated between February 2009 and April
2011) for Rs.31,000 were shown as delivered by Pakistan Post in her Payment Details, although
she did not receive this amount from the postman Mr. Anwaar Ali. Copies of the complaint were
forwarded to DCO Faisalabad on 11th October 2011 and to DPMG Faisalabad on 31st October
2011.
All the complaints were forwarded by these three offices to the DSPS Faisalabad for redressal.
DSPS Faisalabad forwarded this case to Assistant Superintendent Post Offices (ASPOs) Samundri
Sub Division who enquired the matter through mail overseer Tandlianwala. The enquiry report
stated that Razia Begum provided a written statement that she has received all BISP installments
and she disowned her written complaint against postman. She also requested that the case may be
closed.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
The complainant Razia Begum was a resident of Chak 407 G.B. of Tehsil Tandlianwala. She was
living peacefully with her family and her three daughters. All her daughters are married now. Her
family suddenly got caught in a family dispute with relatives and her family lost their home which
destroyed her socio economic status. Her husband was partially blind and they were so poor that
they couldn’t arrange some residence for the family. Now her husband lives with his sister at their
home and the complainant lives with one of her married daughters in Mohalla Noorpura
Faisalabad City near Satiana Road. The area has good sewerage system with paved and wide
streets. The two and half Marla house consisted of two bed rooms and one open kitchen under
shed and one wash room. The house is semi pucca with bricked floor. The source of drinking
water is motor pump.

3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
The complainant Razia Begum learnt about BISP from other people living in Chak 407G.B. She
considered Pakistan People’s Party, the owner of this program and also considered that Benazir
granted money for poor people. During BISP Phase-I, like other poor people of Chak 407 G.B,
her form was submitted through a local influential (ex-MNA) Mr. Shahadat Khan Baloch. But she
did not receive any payment through the postman. She asked many times about her payment but
the postman made excuses that her cash transfer has not been received from BISP.
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The PSC survey team visited her Chak 407G.B about one year ago (she could not tell exact time
of survey). By that time she had shifted to her daughter’s home in city Faisalabad. Her husband
filled her form at the village and informed her via telephone about survey team. However, she has
been declared as ineligible after the PSC Survey with PMT 34.73.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge
During Phase-I, when some beneficiaries of Chak 407 G.B started receiving their cash transfer,
Razia Begum asked postman about her BISP MOs; but the postman informed her that he had not
received her BISP installments. The second time too, the postman replied that he had not received
her BISP money order. From February 2009 to April 2011 she did not receive any BISP MOs
from the postman. Razia Begum repeatedly visited Post Office Tandlianwala for complaining
against postman Anwaar Ali but could not register her complaint there. Once when she went to
PO Tandlianwala for registering the complaint, the shopkeepers around PO Tandlianwala advised
her to go to BISP office in Faisalabad. She lodged her complaint at BISP Divisional Office
Faisalabad on 8th August 2011. In addition to this she also lodged her complaint at DCO Office
Faisalabad on 11th October 2011 and at DPMG Office Faisalabad on 31st October 2011.

5. Processing of the Complaint
Razia Begum lodged her complaint at BISP Divisional Office Faisalabad on 8 th August 2011 and
a reference number (BISP-Comp/Dir/Fsd/11/45) was allocated to the complaint. The complaint
was sent by the said office to Divisional Superintendent Postal Services (DSPS) Faisalabad (on
16th August 2011). DSPS Faisalabad sent this complaint to the concerned ASPOs Samundri Sub
Division on 16th August 2011 with their reference number BISP/Razia Begum/407GB. ASPOs
Samundri Sub Division appointed Muhammad Aslam, Mail Overseer, Tandlianwala for enquiry.
As the enquiry was taking too long to be completed, the DSPS Faisalabad sent 8 reminders to
ASPO Samundri Sub Division from 25th August 2011 to 22nd November 2011 to furnish the
enquiry report.
DSPS Faisalabad received the same complaint (on 27th October 2011) through Chief Postmaster
Faisalabad GPO, which was sent to the latter office by DCO Office Faisalabad on 11th October
2011. Similarly, the same complaint was also sent by DPMG Faisalabad on 31st October 2011,
and which was sent to DSPS Faisalabad on 1st November 2011.
DSPS Faisalabad forwarded complaint of Razia Begum to ASPOs Samundri Sub Division on 2 nd
November 2011. ASPO Samundri Sub Division was already conducting enquiries on Razia
Begum s’ complaint. It is important to note that Postman Anwaar Ali was already dismissed from
service (from 6th July 2011) by Pakistan Post in some other cases of misappropriation. Therefore
he did not attend any enquiry which was called by ASPOs Samundri Sub Division. On 15 th
October 2011 ASPO registered an application against postman Anwaar Ali with FIA Faisalabad.
On 20th December 2011 ASPO sent the Enquiry Report to DSPS Faisalabad along with the
statement of Razia Begum in which she disowned her complaint and admitted that she has
received all BISP Installments in time and she requested that the case may be filed. On 20th
December 2011, DSPS Faisalabad sent enquiry report along with statement of Razia Begum to
DPMG Faisalabad. On 7th March 2012 Assistant Postmaster General (APMG) Faisalabad asked
the explanation of ASPO Samundri regarding the delay in enquiry. In his written reply to DSPS
Faisalabad on 12th March 2012, the ASPOs Samundri mentioned that the enquiry was conducted
on merit and that Razia Begum has received all misappropriated BISP installments from Pakistan
Post. DSPS forwarded ASPOs reply to DPMG Faisalabad on 15th March 2012.
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A fresh application was forwarded on 7th February 2012 to FIA Faisalabad by the ASPOs
Samundri Sub Division for the recovery of misappropriated BISP installments (of many
beneficiaries) from postman Anwaar Ali. But the Office of FIA informed Pakistan Post that FIR
will be lodged after recommendation of the Director FIA Punjab – which is still awaited.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Presently the staff is maintaining the complaints record in a register and keeping the
complaints in a file. They also prepare a summary of complaints for submission to higher
offices. However, they expect that the complaints will start to be timely addressed after the
CMS is in place.
After receipt of Complaint from BISP Divisional Office, Pakistan Post followed the
complaint redressal process in line with their standard process for redressal of complaints
regarding misappropriation of BISP MOs.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
Razia Begum was unsatisfied with the complaint redressal process; as it takes too much time
to resolve.
c. Observations at BISP/ Pakistan Post Level
When a payment complaint is received at BISP Divisional Office Faisalabad, it is kept with
other complaints in a common file. It is also entered in a register and monthly summary on
excel is prepared. The complaint is sent for processing to the Payment Agency (Pakistan
Post). On submission of the enquiry result by the payment agency the result is filed in the
same complaints file and no further action is taken as the complainant’s statement attached to
the result shows that she is satisfied with the result of the enquiry and her complaint has been
addressed.
When a payment complaint reaches any level/ office of Pakistan Post, it is processed
according to the established system for dealing with misappropriation of money orders. A
separate file is opened for each complaint at DSPS office level. DSPS forward complaints for
further enquiry either to ASPS (Rural area complaints) or Senior Postmaster GPO (Urban area
Complaints). In case of Urban Area complaints, the SPM-GPO designates ‘Town Inspector’
for enquiry. An enquiry officer is appointed and the enquiry is attended by the complainant
and the concerned postman at the relevant post office. It has been observed that the enquiry of
a complaint is usually completed in less than two month. In case of misappropriation,
disciplinary action is taken against the relevant postal staff which may lead to dismissal from
service. In this particular case the postman Anwaar Ali has already been dismissed from his
job due to other misappropriation complaints against him.

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions


Pakistan Post has an established complaint redressal mechanism regarding non-payment of
money orders and the same is being used for investigating complaints of non-receipt of BISP
money orders. This particular case took a long time to be resolved by Pakistan Post because
the accused postman has already been dismissed from service and has not attended any of the
enquiry meeting called by the ASPOs Samundri. An application has been submitted by the
ASPO with the FIA for filing a case for recovery of embezzled amounts from the postman.
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8. Recommendations



BISP should send intimation of payment to the receiver woman so that she can ensure that her
money orders are not misappropriated.
List of beneficiaries in whose names money orders have been generated, should be displayed
at the relevant BISP Tehsil offices and post offices for (i) awareness of beneficiaries; (ii)
minimizing misappropriations; and (iii) to ensure effective payment monitoring.
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P-Southern Punjab-25
Partial payment by post man
Akhtar Bibi
Zulfiqar
Mohalla Jamil Park, Ghulam Muhammad Abad Faisal
Abad
33102-4893685-2
18017422
End December 2011

1. Summary of the Case Study:
Akhtar Bibi complained about partial payment of BISP instalment by the postman with the
connivance of a local influential of area.
The postman did not deliver money orders at her doorstep and she received all her payments from
22nd April 2011 to 27th June 2011 at the house of a local influential (Salman Suniara) after
deduction of Rs.200 from each money order. She told that she never met the postman but always
received her payments from Salman Suniara who took thumb impressions of beneficiaries on
money orders. She was advised by local People’s Party activists to visit BISP Office for
registering a complaint against the local postman for partial payment as well as delivery at
someone else’s house instead of at her doorsteps.
The complaint was forwarded to DSPS Faisalabad by BISP Divisional Office. The DSPS
forwarded the complaint to ASPS Chak Jhumra for further investigation of these complaints.
They required CNIC of all complainants, but BISP staff did not provide the photocopies of CNICs
of these nine complainants to DSPS Faisalabad due to which Pakistan Post could not conduct the
enquiry till now.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background information
The complainant Akhtar Bibi is a resident of Mohalla Jamil Park adjacent to Ghulam Muhammad
Abad in Faisalabad city. The street where complainant’s house is situated has open drains.
The house consisted of three small rooms which looked very congested due to household things.
The house was semi pucca with an open kitchen. A stove is placed in the open courtyard with
some utensils. There were two washrooms without doors with cloth sheets being used as curtain.
A loom was placed the in courtyard too but being source of their income it was covered under
shed. Akhtar Bibi works 4-5 hours on the loom weaving carpets by which she earns about
Rs.1,000 per month to support her family income. She has six children, her eldest son is 17 who
studied upto ninth class and now works as a labourer earning approximately Rs.150 to Rs.250 per
day. Her husband Zulfiqar works in a looms factory and earns Rs.2,000 per week but his eyesight
is getting weaker day by day. Her elder daughter is mentally retarded but she can’t treat her
properly due to financial problems. Her children are school going but due to her financial
situation, it is very difficult for her to educate her children. She shares the house with her brother
in law’s family.

3. Background of Relationship with BISP
Akhtar Bibi considers BISP as “Benazir money” which Pakistan People’s Party distributes
amongst the poor and the needy. She does not know about BISP criteria for selection of
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beneficiaries. The only criteria she knows is that her family is poor and needy and so deserves the
cash transfer.
Her PSC survey was conducted more than six months ago and she received an acknowledgement
receipt. The survey team had informed that all people who were surveyed will be qualified for the
BISP cash transfer. Akhtar Bibi did not receive any Notification letter from BISP which shows
information that BISP has selected her for cash transfer. Sometime after the PSC survey an
announcement was made through loud speaker about selection of beneficiaries by BISP and
through that announcement all women who were surveyed were asked to gather at the house of
Salman Suniara a local influential. Akhtar Bibi’s neighbour informed her. She went there and was
informed that she was selected as BISP beneficiary.

4. How did the complaint emerge?
The postman Tanvir did not deliver money orders at her doorstep and she received all her
payments from 22nd April 2011 to 27th June 2011 at the house of Salman Suniara after deduction
of Rs.200 from each money order. She told that she never met postman but always received her
payments from Salman Suniara who took thumb impressions of beneficiaries on
acknowledgement receipt.
The complainant was informed about the complaint redressal system by People Party’s activists
Mr Zulfiqar and Mrs Shakeela. They advised and guided all beneficiaries of the areas to visit
BISP Office for registering a complaint against the local postman for partial payment as well as
delivery at someone else’s house instead of at her doorsteps.
Nine complainants got together and visited BISP Divisional Office Faisalabad along with
People’s Party activist Zulfiqar. There they submitted a joint application against postman Tanvir
on 21st September 2011 but they did not receive any complaint acknowledgement or reference
number.

5. Processing of the Complaint
Their application was placed with other complaints in a file and was allocated a unique reference
number (BISP-Comp/Dir/FSD/01/44. It was forwarded to the DSPS Faisalabad on 21 st September
2011 after marking from the BISP Divisional Director Faisalabad for further enquiry.
When DSPS Faisalabad received the complaint forwarded by BISP Divisional Office, it was kept
with other 9 similar complaints in a file to which a unique file number was allocated. The DSPS
forwarded the complaint to the ASPS Chak Jhumra for further investigation of these complaints.
They required CNIC of all complainants, but BISP staff did not provide the CNICs photocopies of
these nine complainants to DSPS Faisalabad. As photocopies of CNIC were not provided by BISP
Office, Pakistan Post could not conduct the enquiry till now.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
This complaint against postman could not be investigated by to Pakistan Post till now because
BISP Office did not provide complainants’ CNIC.
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b. At BISP Level
BISP Divisional office FSD forwarded this complaint to DSPS Faisalabad through letter no
BISP-Comp/Dir/FSD/01/44 for further enquiry. As BISP did not collect photocopies of the
complainants’ with their complaint it could not forward these to Pakistan Post to conduct an
investigation. In this case, though enquiry is in progress but no further action has been taken
by the BISP Divisional office FSD for follow up.
c. At Payment Agency Level
DSPS Faisalabad has demanded photocopies of CNICs of all nine complainants from BISP
Divisional office Faisalabad. During the period of this case study, the investigation was still
underway and could not be finalized due to non-availability of complainants’ CNICs.
d. At Beneficiary level
The complainant is still hopeful to get the full cash transfer at her doorsteps but without
deduction of Rs.200 as a result of resolution of her application. She is unsatisfied with the
complaint progress as other than sending this to DSPS for enquiry there has been no progress.

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions



In this case other than forwarding it to Pakistan Post, BISP Divisional office did not take any
step (such as sending reminders) for early resolution of this joint complaint by 9
complainants.
BISP Divisional office was asked by DSPS Faisalabad and DPMG office Faisalabad to
provide photocopies of CNICs of all the nine complainants. The complaint is still pending
simply because BISP office did not collect complainants’ CNICs at the time of filing this joint
complaint or at a later stage when Pakistan Post asked for the same.

8. Recommendations






The complaint handling situation at BISP Divisional and Tehsil offices indicates that BISP
CMS must be made operational as soon as possible so as to avoid delay and mishandling of
complaints. In parallel, the manual complaint record should be carefully maintained in order
to avoid unnecessary delays in complaint redressal.
BISP offices should be more proactive in addressing such “joint complaints” where a number
of beneficiaries have complained about partial payment as well as delivery at someone else’s
house instead of at their own doorsteps. Regular reminders should be sent to Pakistan Post
and preferably a Joint Enquiry need to be conducted.
In case of joint complaints, BISP should look into the possibility of widespread prevalence of
such problem in the entire delivery area of an accused postman.
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P-Southern Punjab-26
Non-Payment of BISP Instalments for Rs.20,000 by
Postman
Kausar Bibi
Zafar
Chak No. 392 GB, Post Office Tandlianwala, Tehsil
Tandlianwala, Faisalabad
33106-0936742-6
18529596
End January 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Kausar Bibi in her complaint accused postmen Anwaar Hussain and Muhammad Ameen for
embezzlement of BISP instalments. She mentioned in her complaint that other beneficiaries of her
village are getting the BISP cash transfer, but she did not receive a single money order and that
the postmen are using fake thumb impression to receive the money.
During Phase-I of the program, BISP generated money orders for ten instalments including one of
Rs.6,000; seven instalments of Rs.3,000; and two instalments of Rs.2,000, totalling Rs.31,000.
According to Pakistan Post, first instalment was delivered on 5th May 2009 and the last on 6th
March 2011. However, out of the total cash transfers of Rs.31,000 generated for the beneficiary,
Kausar Bibi maintained in her complaint that she received Rs.11,000 only. According to
statement of the complainant Rs.7,000 were given to her on 25th April 2011; Rs.2,000 were given
in March 2011; and Rs.2,000 were given to her on 5th May 2011 by the postman at Tandlianwala
Post Office.
Kausar Bibi filed the complaint with the District Coordination Officer, Faisalabad; Wafaqi
Mohtasib Office of Faisalabad Region and the Director General (DG), Pakistan Post, Islamabad.
The ADDG (MR) of Pakistan Post HQ initiated an enquiry on 28th May 2011 and directed Deputy
Post Master General (DPMG) Postal Region Faisalabad to furnish enquiry report within one week
from the issuance of the letter. The enquiry against postman Anwaar Hussain Ex-VPM
Tandlianwala Post Office was conducted by Divisional Superintendent Postal Services (DSPS)
Faisalabad Division on the complaint forwarded by DPMG. The ASPS Samundari, Mubashir
Hussain was appointed as enquiry officer by the DSPS who found the postman guilty for
misappropriation of Rs.20,000. The same was also mentioned in the letter sent to Wafaqi
Mohtasib by the DSPS on 14 September 2011. In the case file of Kausar Bibi, there was no record
regarding statement of the complainant. The enquiry report and the statement of the postman were
rated as classified by the Pakistan Post; and therefore were not provided by the staff of DSPS
office.
In this particular case, instead of filing the complaint initially with Pakistan Post or BISP which
are the two relevant agencies, the Wafaqi Mohtasib was unnecessarily involved. In case the
complaint was not timely addressed by the two agencies, then Wafaqi Mohtasib may have been
contacted. The case has now been resolved and Kausar Bibi confirmed that Pakistan Post has paid
her the embezzled amount of Rs.20,000 on 28th November 2011.
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2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Kausar Bibi wife of Zafar is a resident of Chak No. 392 GB, Tehsil Tandlianwala, Faisalabad. She
is 43 years old. They are three family members in total including herself, her husband and a son.
Her husband (Zafar) does labour work in surrounding areas and earns only Rs.30 to Rs.40 daily,
which he spends to satisfy his addiction to ‘heroine’.
Chak No. 392 GB is a poor village about six km away from Tandlianwala city and 70 kms away
from Faisalabad. Although, a paved road is leading to her house but it is dusty and solid waste can
be found along both sides of the road. The sewerage condition is of the locality is also bad.
Kausar Bibi is living in a seven Marla brick-and-mud old house allotted to her during Zulfiqar Ali
Bhutto’s Scheme for Poor households. She runs a small confectionary shop in the ‘Bhaitak’ of her
house. She told that there is no electricity or water source in the house; the hand pump has been
out of order since the last two months and she gets some buckets of water from her neighbours.

3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Kausar Bibi learnt about BISP from other women of her village who were receiving cash transfer
under this program. She told that the program is for poor families; however she does not know
about the PMT and whether or not she has been included in this program.
She considers Pakistan People’s Party the owner of this program and hopeful for its continuation
in future. Kausar Bibi is unaware of the complaint registration process; therefore the complaint
was not filed with the BISP Tehsil office but with the DG Pakistan Post (instead of the DPMG or
DSPS office) and the DCO Office as well as the Wafaqi Mohtasib Office at Faisalabad.
The Poverty Scorecard Survey Team visited her house more than three months ago and she does
not know exactly when the survey was completed in her village. The team gave her a survey
receipt which she had lost and she does not know whether she is an eligible beneficiary or not.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge
When other beneficiary women in Chak 392 GB started getting their cash transfer, Kausar Bibi
got concerned and asked the Postmen Anwaar and then Ameen regarding her Money Orders
(MOs). The postmen informed her that they did not receive her BISP MOs at the Tandlianwala
Post Office.
She went to the BISP Tehsil office and explained her problem to Assistant Director (AD). AD
called-up both the postmen and asked them to deliver the BISP instalments; which they did not.
Despite visiting BISP Tehsil Office several times, she could not get her complaint registered and
she was advised to go to the post office to resolve the matter.
Meanwhile she got a printout of her payment details and confirmed that the postman has not been
paying her instalments since May 2009. She repeatedly visited the post office Tandlianwala and
asked about her cash transfers from Anwaar and Ameen, who refused to pay her any BISP money.

5. Processing of the Complaint
In this case, the BISP’s standard process of filing complaint has not been followed. This is due to
the fact that the BISP Tehsil Office refused to register her complaint. She was advised by them to
see the postman and ask him for the money.
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Kausar Bibi mentioned that she had submitted first application in May 2011 in the office of
District Coordination Officer (DCO) Faisalabad, who had sent it to the Assistant Commissioner
(AC) Tandlianwala for further enquiry. AC Tandlianwala appointed Tehsildar Tandlianwala for
enquiry. The Tehsildar called Kausar Bibi in his office on 31st May 2011. Kausar Bibi told the
team that during the next five months, she went on different hearings held by the Tehsildar
Tandlianwala. However, she has with her only one piece of paper (notice) on which she was
called on her first hearing in the office of Tehsildar Tandlianwala. After the enquiry was
completed on 13th October 2011 by Tehsildar Tandlianwala, the postman Anwaar Hussain was
found guilty and the enquiry report wide letter no. 308/AC/TW/CC was sent to DCO Office
Faisalabad on 16th October 2011. DCO Office sent a copy of this letter to DPMG on 18th October
2011 in which the latter office was requested to take necessary departmental action against
postman Anwaar Hussain and report about the action taken to the DCO office.
On the other hand, DG Post Office sent the same complaint for enquiry to DPMG Faisalabad
Regions along with the payment details on 28th May 2011, which was received in DPMG on 2nd
June 2011. DMPG office forwarded this complaint for enquiry to DSPS Faisalabad on 10th June
2011 and asked for furnishing investigation results within a week.
First reminder from the office of DPMG was sent on 7th July 2011 to DSPS for expediting the
enquiry process. The second reminder was sent to DSPS on 20th August 2011 for urgent
submission of the enquiry report. In the reply to the reminders, the DSPS wrote to DPMG on 10th
October 2011 and mentioned/ referred the initial report of Assistant Superintendent Postal Service
(ASPS) sub division Tandlianwala, which was being sent to Wafaqi Mohtasib on 20th September
2011. Finally, on 21st November 2011, the office of DPMG issued a letter to DSPS in which it
was directed to the latter office for the payment of misappropriated amount of Rs.20,000(as per
the agreement between BISP and Pakistan Post). According to Kausar Bibi, the staff at DSPS
Faisalabad paid her the money on 28th November 2011. Staff in DSPS Office Faisalabad Division
told that postman Anwaar has been dismissed from service and a departmental enquiry is under
process. Furthermore, the second postman Ameen was found innocent and is still working as
postman in Tandlianwala Post Office.
This particular case took approximately 5 months to be resolved and as per the statement of
Kausar Bibi, she spent approx. Rs.5,000 during this period for pursuing the case and for attending
different hearings.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
For now, the BISP staff is manually filing all the complaints without separating them
according to the nature of complaint. Same files are being used to file different types of
complaints and related documents at divisional and tehsil levels.
The prescribed BISP complaint process is based on electronic filing / redressal of complaints,
while the Case Management System (CMS) is yet to be operational.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
She is illiterate yet knows about BISP and possesses a spirit to take the misappropriated
amount back from the postman; which she had subsequently received on 28th October 2011.
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Kausar Bibi is now experienced in filing BISP related complaints and advised other women to
follow the same process of case resolution. However, this is not a direct route of registering
such complaints.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
When a payment complaint is received by BISP, it is registered with other complaints in a
same file. However, a unique complaint number is allocated to the complaint and if it is a
payment related complaint it is forwarded to the DSPS Faisalabad for enquiry or if it is some
other complaint related to beneficiary services, it usually remains in the file. BISP staff does
not issue any acknowledgement or reference number which makes the follow-up of the
complaints very difficult. After lodging their complaint, the complainants do not visit the
Tehsil office more than twice because they are unsatisfied with the time taken by BISP Tehsil
Office to solve their complaints.

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions



This particular case took considerable time to be reviewed/ investigated but was finally solved
by the Pakistan Post and the complainant received the misappropriated money. The accused
Postman has been dismissed from service.
This case, however, shows that apart from complaint registration at Pakistan Post or BISP,
there are other forums also where BISP beneficiary may file an application regarding BISP
related payments. However, using these as the first office of redressal is not a good practice,
as these forums may be used in case the complainants are unsatisfied with the delay in
addressing their complaints by BISP or Pakistan Post.

8. Recommendations








The complaint registration mechanism should be displayed in every BISP office in order to
ensure that complaints are being registered for proper follow up. In order to avoid filing of
complaints at different offices (Pakistan Post, BISP, Wafaqi Mohtasib, DCO, etc) the office
where the first complaint is to be filed should be clearly stated. In case of delayed response
other forums may be utilized by the Complainants.
BISP should ensure the delivery of “Receiver Women Guidelines” (sub-annex C-3 of BISP
Enrolment and Payment Manual) that provide required information along with all necessary
forms such as complaint form, information update form etc. in order to facilitate the
beneficiaries.
Pakistan Post should intimate the respective BISP Tehsil Office or Divisional Office
regarding lodging of the complaint, case processing and results of the investigation.
The process of joint enquiry (BISP and the Pakistan Post) may be adopted to counter the
perception of BISP staff that ‘sometime un-satisfactory enquiries are conducted by Pakistan
Post’.
Payment related complaints must always be sent formally to Pakistan Post for enquiry.
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P-Southern Punjab-27
Non-Payment of BISP MOs
Atta Bibi
Allah Din
Mohalla Zahidabad, Street No. 11, City Burewala,
District Vehari.
36601-2435230-8
23752780
End January 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Atta Bibi is a resident of Zahidabad Colony, Burewala, District Vehari, located four kilometres
away from the city centre. During Phase-I, the first instalment (Rs.3,000) for Atta Bibi was
generated in January 2009 and was reported as delivered by Pakistan Post in February 2009
though she claims not to have received this instalment. The other instalments (totalling Rs.21,000)
were generated between May 2009 and August 2010, were reported undelivered by Pakistan Post.
This non delivery of money orders was due to change in her residence. Atta Bibi moved from
Street No. 02, Mujahid Colony to her current address at Street No. 11, Zahidabad but did not
update her information with BISP.
Atta Bibi visited BISP Tehsil office for checking her Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey result,
where the Assistant Complaints (AC) found from her Payment Details that her first BISP Money
Order was reported delivered by the Pakistan Post. When the AC asked Atta Bibi, she denied
receiving any BISP cash transfer from the postman. The AC filled a prescribed complaint form
for non-payment of BISP cash transfer and BISP Assistant Director (AD) Tehsil Office sent this
complaint to ASPS Vehari in October 2011 for enquiry. However, the case is still under-process
at GPO Vehari (Pakistan Post) and has not been resolved till now.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Atta Bibi is the resident of Zahidabad Colony, a newly developed urban area of Burewala city.
She is 61 years old and lives in a three Marla semi-pucca rented house. There is an open kitchen
and a washroom in the courtyard. There is a one room being used by all three family members. In
the room there were only three Charpoys available. Electricity service is available in the house.
The only son of Atta Bibi, Nosher Ali who is 35 years old is a patient of Hepatitis. He works as a
labourer on daily wages but due to chronic disease, he is unable to work for many days of the
month and on an average earns Rs.1,200 per month. Nowadays, Atta Bibi is seeking financial
help from neighbouring houses in order to support her family. She also works as maid in some
nearby houses and earns about Rs.1,200 per month and so the total income of the household is
about Rs.2,400 per month. The husband of Atta Bibi, Mr. Allah Din does not live with her as
some years ago he married again and is living with his second wife.

3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Atta Bibi lives with her son and three years old granddaughter, but their separate forms PSC
forms were filled by the PO’s enumerators. In the PSC form of Atta Bibi (PSC form no.
23752780), the enumerator considered her a single person in her house and considered her son
and granddaughter as a second household and filled their PSC form (PSC form no. 23752781)
separately. Atta Bibi also mentioned that she did not put her signature or thumb impression on her
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PSC form but she has received an acknowledgement from the PSC survey team. Atta Bibi
mentioned that, during the PSC survey, the survey team informed her that “everyone who has
provided survey information will get Rs.1,000 as well as other monetary benefits under the BISP
program”. Atta Bibi also mentioned about the BISP as a program initiated by the Government of
Pakistan and showed her hope for its continuation.
Atta Bibi mentioned that she is aware about the BISP since she was approached by the local
politician during the parliamentarian phase and survey team also told her about the BISP as well,
however, she is unaware of BISP’s beneficiary eligibility criteria. She mentioned, that if she is
declared eligible as a result of poverty survey, it will at least help her to buy some small
household items.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
After PSC Survey in August 2011, when other women in Zahidabad Colony started receiving
BISP cash transfer, Atta Bibi got concerned about her PSC status and reason for not getting the
cash transfer. She discussed this matter with neighbouring women/ beneficiaries and was advised
that she should visit BISP Tehsil Office Burewala in order to check her PSC survey result.
Atta Bibi visited BISP Tehsil office Burewala in October 2011 to know about the status of her
survey result. At BISP Tehsil Office, the Assistant Complaints, checked her status and Payment
Details. While looking at the online Phase-I payment details, the AC found that Atta Bibi’s first
BISP instalment has been delivered. When he asked Atta Bibi about the number of BISP
instalments received by her, she mentioned that she has not received any BISP instalment. During
the discussion with AC, Atta Bibi mentioned that due to family issues, she changed her residence
from Mujahid Colony to Zahidabad Colony. AC filled a prescribed complaint form which shows
that Rs.3,000 was misappropriated as well as her old and current house address and her thumb
impression. Atta Bibi is unaware of the progress or result of her complaint, and she has been
waiting for her Phase-I cash transfer.

5. Processing of the Complaint
After the complaint was filed at BISP Tehsil Office, the BISP AD forwarded it to Assistant
Superintendent Postal Services (ASPS) Vehari in October 2011. However, there has been no
forwarding letter attached with the complaint or any other comments/ remarks on the complaint
form. The copy of the complaint which was kept in BISP record did not reflect any date of
receiving the complaint or any complaint registration number for future reference.
At ASPS Vehari Office located in the GPO Vehari, no correspondence was found relating to this
particular complaint. The current ASPS Vehari mentioned that by the time this complaint was
forwarded to this office, the previous ASPS did not take necessary action by enquiring into the
matter and the case remained pending till 20th December 2011 when the ASPS Mailsi was
temporarily appointed as ASPS Vehari till the new ASPS Vehari took charge of this office on 12th
January 2012. Presently, the case is under investigation and ASPS Vehari asked Senior
Postmaster (SPM) for the provision of ‘original paid vouchers’ in order to know that which
EDBO/ EDBPM has delivered her the first BISP instalment which is the subject of this complaint.
The ASPS also mentioned that he will solve this pending case on priority basis. Furthermore,
BISP Tehsil Office did not issue any reminder to postal officials for the completion of enquiry
and provision of results for further conveying to Atta Bibi, who is waiting for the resolution of her
complaint and for receiving the undelivered BISP MOs.
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6. Observations
a. General Observations
Reference to this particular case, no complaint number was issued either by BISP Tehsil
Office Burewala or by Pakistan Post Vehari. BISP Tehsil Office did not issue any reminder
regarding this case while Pakistan Post Vehari has not as yet (16th January 2012) completed
the enquiry.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
The beneficiary Atta Bibi is 61 years old and belongs to a poor family. She does not have a
sustainable financial source except she works in others houses and earns averagely Rs.1,200
per month. Her only son is a patient of Hepatitis and therefore works occasionally. She is also
looking after her granddaughter after the death of her daughter-in-law. Due to poor family
condition, she usually begs for food from the neighbouring women.
Atta Bibi is waiting for her Phase-I cash transfer, which was misappropriated (enquiry is
under process) and she has not received her misappropriated money. She mentioned that she
will spend the cash transfer on monthly utility bills/ food for her granddaughter.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
Presently the staff at BISP Tehsil Office Burewala is manually filing all the complaints
without separating them according to the nature of complaint. The same file is being used to
file different types of other complaints and related documents. The date and complaint
number are not mentioned on complaint form. The prescribed BISP complaint process is
based on electronic filing / redressal of complaints i.e. the Case Management System (CMS)
which is yet to become operational. BISP Tehsil Office staff does not maintain complaint
record either in the complaint register or in the computer.
Surprisingly, the AC used a copy of printed complaint form template which addressed the
Divisional Director BISP Multan and copy to Divisional Superintendent Postal Service
(DSPS) Multan showing that Rs.31,000 were generated by BISP for Atta Bibi but she has
received nothing. Further in the complaint, it is mentioned that only Rs.3,000 of the first BISP
instalment has been misappropriated (by the postal official). According to BISP AD Tehsil
Office, she sent this complaint to ASPS Vehari in October 2011, without mentioning date and
the complaint number, which help future reference.

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions



Special format for complaints has been developed and is being used by BISP Tehsil Office
Burewala. This can help in standardizing complaint filing.
This case took approximately four months but has still not been processed/ finalized by
Pakistan Post, while BISP did not send any reminder to know the progress of the case.

8. Recommendations


Proper complaint registration process i.e. proper complaint reference number, dates including
complaint receipt and dispatch number, documents as per BISP requirement (CNIC number
and other information), forwarding letter for Pakistan Post etc. needs to be followed.
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The complaint registration requirements/ process should be clearly displayed in every BISP
office/ Post office in order to ensure that the complainants can easily register their complaints
for proper redressal/ follow up.
Pakistan Post may need to re-visit their mechanism of ‘20% Payment Verification of paid
vouchers’; by carefully selecting the beneficiaries sample for payment verifications, so that
that the complete area coverage could be ensured.
BISP may need to explore other payment mechanisms (like branch-less banking) for its
beneficiaries in order to ensure timely cash transfer distribution.
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Section 1 - Payment Case Studies
P-Balochistan-01

P-Balochistan-01
Partial payment of BISP Instalments by Postman
Fatima
Mehran Khan
Ghulam Fareed
Basti Lal Gull, Tehsil Barkhan, District Barkhan
56101-2308923-4
3992198
January 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Fatima, wife of Mehran Khan, is a 37 year old illiterate woman residing in Basti Ahmed Khan,
located in District Barkhan. When the postman started distributing money to eligible women in
the locality, Fatima received Rs.2,500. Her husband went to an internet café/ book shop in
Barkhan city and checked her “Payment Details”. He found that MOs of Rs.3,000 each had been
generated in his wife’s name and had been shown as delivered/ paid in her payment detail . In her
written complaint (date unavailable) filed with the BISP Divisional Office at Loralai, Fatima
stated that while money orders (MOs) of Rs.3,000 for BISP instalments during the period August
2010 to December 2010 were generated, she only received partial payment of Rs.2,500 from the
postman.
The complaint was submitted to BISP Field Supervisor Barkhan and sent to BISP Divisional
Office, Loralai but was, however, not sent by BISP Divisional Office to Pakistan Post for inquiry,
as such it will not be possible for Pakistan Post to address this complaint and redress her
grievance.
2. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Fatima, wife of Mehran Khan, is a 37 year old illiterate woman and mother of 7 children. She is a
resident of Basti Ahmed Khan, located in Tehsil Barkhan of District Barkhan.
Basti Ahmed Khan is a poor village located about 12 kms away from Barkhan city. Barkhan city
is about 570 kms from Quetta and is in a strong grip of tribal system. Fatima lives with her
husband and children in a katcha mud house comprising of 2 rooms, a kitchen and a bathroom.
Her husband is a daily wager and earns a monthly income of around Rs.6,000 in case he continues
getting regular daily work. Fatima informed that the cash transfer they received was spent on
educating her children and buying food for her family.
3. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Fatima learnt about BISP from TV commercials some years ago. She considers this to be a
Government scheme for distributing money amongst the poor.
When the survey team visited their Village to fill the Poverty Score Cards her husband invited
them to their house and shared with them the required details. Fatima showed her CNIC to the
surveyors. After filling the survey form, the survey team gave her an acknowledgement slip for
future reference. The Team told her that if her form was accepted at the BISP office, she would
receive a cash transfer every month delivered by the postman at her doorstep. She does not know
till now that she has been declared ineligible as her PMT score is much higher as compared to the
cut-off score.
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4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
When the postman started distributing money to eligible women in the locality, Fatima started
receiving Rs.2,500. Her husband went to an internet cafe in Barkhan city and checked her
“Payment Details”. He found that MOs amounting to Rs.3,000 had been generated in his wife’s
name and had been shown as delivered/ paid in the record since the last 7 months between
August, 2010 to February, 2011.
This alarmed them because she was not receiving the total amount and was receiving only
Rs.2,500. Her husband went to the BISP Field Supervisor at Barkhan, who sits in Barkhan City
(she or her husband do not remember the date of visit) where he filed a complaint about his wife’s
Payment Details. He attached a copy of her CNIC. Her husband had to make a round trip of about
20 kms. No acknowledgement letter or slip was given to the complainant.
5. Processing of the Complaint
The complainant filed an application addressed to the Field Supervisor Barkhan of the BISP
Divisional Office, Zhob (located at Loralai). This complaint was not forwarded to GPO Loralai or
any other office of Pakistan Post by BISP Divisional Office for further inquiry. When the survey
team discussed this with the Director at the BISP Divisional Office they were informed that
payment complaints were not being forwarded to any Post Office. Two weeks after registering the
complaint, this was forwarded by the Director, BISP Divisional Office Zhob for information to (i)
the DG BISP Balochistan at Quetta; and (ii) the Director (Payments), BISP head quarter,
Islamabad.
The Divisional Director claimed that earlier he had sent many complaints and reminders to the
Payment Agency regarding partial payments but no action had been taken. The survey team,
however, observed that only general letters had been sent to the Payment Agency rather than
complaints or reminders of specific cases. The complaint is, thus, still pending as it has not even
been sent to Pakistan Post.
6. Observations
a. General Observations
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on electronic filing of complaints while the
Complaints Management System is yet to be made operational. Presently BISP staff at
Loralai is maintaining the complaints record in a register and there is no number for the
complaints or files. Additionally, they prepare a summary of complaints for submission to the
Provincial DG Office.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
The beneficiary was included in BISP under the Parliamentarian programme. No action has
been taken against her complaint so far. Since filing the complaint of partial payment, her
husband has visited the BISP Office more than 4 times spending Rs.200 on each visit. The
complainant has, however, not been informed that there will be no redressal because the
complaint has not even been sent to Pakistan Post.
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c. Observations at BISP/Payment Agency Level
When a payment complaint is received at BISP Divisional Office Loralai, it is kept with other
complaints in a file. It is also entered in a register and a monthly summary on an excel sheet is
prepared. Presently such complaints are not being sent for processing to Pakistan Post. The
Divisional Director, BISP Office at Loralai claimed that earlier they had been sending such
complaints to Pakistan Post but no action had been taken against the Post Office staff – and so
they have stopped sending the complaints.
However, with regards to this particular complaint, it had not been forwarded to the Payment
Agency and so will not be enquired or redressed.
7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions





In this case, the receiver woman/complainant submitted her complaint to BISP Field
Supervisor, Barkhan who forwarded it to BISP Divisional Office, Zhob. Field Supervisor,
Barkhan had not received any update on progress that may have taken place at the Divisional
Office or Pakistan Post.
Similarly BISP Divisional Office sent it to DG Balochistan and Director (Payments)
Islamabad but does not know whether there has been some progress in the case.
In this case, the BISP Office did not send the complaint to Pakistan Post for enquiry. In the
absence of an enquiry, obviously the case will not be resolved and the beneficiary would not
be able to get the amount retained from each money order (Rs.500 per money order) that she
claims to have been misappropriated by the postman.

8. Recommendations




The case of non-redressal of earlier complaints by GPO Loralai should have been referred to
higher authorities of BISP so that they can take it up with the higher authorities of Pakistan
Post.
Procedure for sending the Complaint to Pakistan Post for investigation and redressal needs to
be followed for each complaint – even if the earlier complaints have not been addressed.
The complainant should be informed about the present status of the complaint. In this case,
the beneficiary’s husband has repeatedly visited BISP office – but the complaint has not even
been sent by BISP Divisional Office to Pakistan Post for redressal.
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Payment Case Study Number:
Nature of Case:

P-Balochistan-02
Non-payment of BISP Instalments by the Postman

Complainant/ Beneficiary:
Wife of:
Complainant, if not beneficiary herself:
Address:

Sani Bibi
Haji Mola Dad Baksh
Master Ramzan
Village Behloor, Goth Ghulam Rasool, Tehsil Dureji
District Lasbela
51502-7917584-8
3202380
End March 2012

CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Completed

1. Summary of Case Study
Sani Bibi, a 40 year old woman with 6 children, belongs to Village Behloor, Goth Ghulam
Rasool, Tehsil Dureji of District Lasbela. She was declared a BISP beneficiary and 2 instalments
of Rs.3,000 each amounting to Rs.6,000 were generated on 28th September 2010, which the
postman delivered at her doorstep in March 2011. However, after these two installments she did
not receive any other instalment. Her relative, Muhammad Ramzan visited the Post Office in
Dureji in May 2011 but failed to get any information. He then filed a complaint at the BISP
Divisional Office Kalat (located at Uthal) in May 2011. The complaint was then forwarded to
Pakistan Post in June 2011 for investigation regarding non-payment and a copy of the complaint
was also forwarded to BISP Headquarters Islamabad for information and Divisional Post Office
Khuzdar for inquiry.
Enquiry of Sani Bibi’s case has still not been conducted by the Post Office, from where a letter
has been sent to BISP Divisional Office for Joint Enquiry. Sani Bibi had not received any
response about the progress or result of her complaint till early March 2012 when she received the
next instalment. BISP Divisional Office or the complainant have still not been informed by BISP
HQ about why no money orders were generated during October 2010 to October 2011 and Sani
Bib is still waiting for the installments for this period.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background information
Sani Bibi is a resident of Behloor Village, Dureji. A paved road, of about 1 km from the main
road leads to Dureji. It is the village of Speaker, Balochistan Assembly, Mr. Aslam Bothani and
is, therefore, comparatively well-developed. There are no sources of income in the village for
females and they keep animals for milk.
Sani Bibi is a 40 year old uneducated woman with 6 children. Sani Bibi’s house is made of mud
bricks and has 2 rooms with no kitchen or washroom, though electricity supply is available. Sani
Bibi’s husband does a daily 10-hour shift at a hotel. His income is not enough to meet even food
and electricity bills.
BISP programme has financially empowered Sani Bibi who spends the cash transfer on her
domestic needs like electricity bill and clothes. She remains ill and requires treatment as well. On
receiving her remaining cash transfer she plans to spend it on improving the condition of her
home and her medical treatment.
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3. Background of Relationship with BISP
Sani Bibi received relevant information regarding “Benazir Income Support Programme” from
some influential person in her area. Like many other women of her locality, she was also selected
as BISP beneficiary for cash transfers after the PSC Survey. She thinks that being poor is the
criteria for selection. She knew about the PSC survey but does not remember the date the survey
was conducted. Her form was filled by an influential person and not by PSC Survey Team. It was
filled not at her doorsteps but during a meeting in which many women were present, however, an
acknowledgement slip of the survey was given to her. Her relative, Mohammad Ramzan had
misinformed the people of the area that all those who had received survey acknowledgement slips
were BISP beneficiaries. The beneficiary was unaware of the complaint registration or follow-up
process.

4. How did the complaint/grievance emerge?
Sani Bibi received an intimation letter, which informed her about her eligibility for the BISP cash
transfer. After that she received 2 instalments worth Rs.6,000 in the month of March 2011 as 2
Money Orders (MOs) of Rs.3,000 each were received to Sani Bibi at her doorstep by the postman
in Dureji. However, after that she did not get any further payments. She suspected that the
postman might not be delivering money to her. She had no idea of complaint registration process
but her relative explained the process of lodging a complaint and how to approach the Post Office
and BISP.
Sani Bibi approached the postman and made 5 visits to the local Post Office at Dureji. The
postman told her that he had not received any money order generated in her name. The postman
advised her to consult BISP Divisional Office at Uthal. Due to financial constraints and the long
distance between Dureji to Uthal, it was not possible for Sani Bibi to register a complaint directly
at the BISP Divisional Office.
Being illiterate, Sani Bibi requested a teacher of her village, Mr. Ramzan to write a complaint
application and register it in BISP Office, Uthal. Mr. Ramzan requested money for the fare from
Dureji to Uthal. Around 10 beneficiaries that were facing similar grievances collected money for
Master Ramzan’s fare. On behalf of Sani Bibi, Mr. Ramzan registered her complaint at the BISP
Office in Uthal. No complaint acknowledgment was given to him and till now they have not
received any response from any Office.
Due to the long distance of 280 kms from Tehsil Dureji, Sani Bibi was unable to follow-up her
case.

5. Process of the case
On behalf of Sani, Mr. Ramzan visited the Divisional Office, Uthal and registered her complaint
in May 2011.
Sani Bibi’s case was followed at BISP Divisional Office, Uthal. Field Supervisor, Abdul Rahman
acknowledged that only two MOs of Rs.3,000 each had been generated in Sani Bibi’s name,
which she had received in March 2011.He stated that her case was forwarded to BISP, DG
Balochistan, Divisional Superintendent Postal Services (DSPS) Khuzdar and BISP HQ in the
month of June 2011. Mr. Abdul Rahman claimed that Sani Bibi’s case was not an issue of nonpayment, but rather was falling in the discrepancy category according to the database and that no
response had been received from any of the above mentioned authorities.
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Enquiry of Sani Bibi’s case has still not been conducted by the Post Office, from where a letter
has been sent to BISP Divisional Office for Joint Enquiry. Sani Bibi had not received any
response about the progress or result of her complaint till early March 2012 when she received the
next instalment.
BISP Divisional Office or the complainant has still not been informed by BISP HQ about why no
money orders were generated during October 2010 to October 2011, and, Sani Bib is still waiting
for the installments for this period.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Sani Bibi is a 40 years old illiterate woman with 6 children. Sani Bibi’s husband works long
daily shifts of 10 hours at a hotel to support his family, but his income is still too meagre to
support the household expenditure.
b. Observations at the beneficiary level
The beneficiary lives in a poor locality; however, the street leading to her house is paved and
has a drainage system. Sani Bibi’s house is made of mud bricks and has 2 rooms with no
kitchen or washroom, though electricity supply is available. There was no furniture in her
house except a few basic items and mats for seating and sleeping.
Despite it not being feasible for them to avail cost for transportation and cell phone use to
visit the BISP Office, the beneficiary’s relative had visited the Divisional Office (280 kms
away) two times by bus in a period of one month.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner agency level
Sani Bibi’s case was reviewed at the BISP Divisional Office by the Field Supervisor Mr.
Abdul Rahman, who was present at the time. He stated that her case was forwarded by BISP
Division Office Uthal for processing to the Divisional Superintendent Postal Services (DSPS)
and also copied to DG BISP, Balochistan. Mr. Abdul Rahman claimed that Sani Bibi’s case
was not an issue of non-payment, but rather was falling in the discrepancy category according
to the database and that no response had been received from any of the above mentioned
authorities.
The Complaints Management System is yet to be made operational. The Staff is maintaining
the complaints record in a register. They, however, do not provide acknowledgement to
beneficiaries who are lodging their complaints.
In Balochistan there is no set up of Tehsil offices of BISP and, therefore, the beneficiary has
to travel from far flung areas to the BISP Divisional Office. No field supervisor is working in
District Uthal and so beneficiaries cannot be facilitated even at the district level.

7. Lessons learnt/Conclusion



The level of understanding about BISP and its complaints redressal system among
beneficiaries is very low.
In this case, money orders for the beneficiary were not generated by BISP for a long time.
The Divisional Office forwarded the complaint to Pakistan Post for enquiry although sending
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it to Pakistan Post will not solve the matter as they can do nothing in case an MO has not even
been generated by BISP.
Though BISP HQ was informed about this complaint, yet the Divisional Office was not
informed about the progress of the case so that they may have informed the beneficiary/
complainant. After gap of about a year, generation of money orders in her name has again
been started though why they were stopped for a long period is not known.

8. Recommendations






It may be helpful if the beneficiaries are made aware of the complaint registration mechanism.
BISP should ensure the delivery of “Receiver Women Guidelines” (sub-annex C-3 of BISP
Enrolment and Payment Manual) that provide required information along with all necessary
forms such as complaint form, information update form etc. in order to facilitate the
beneficiaries.
In this case MOs were not being generated by BISP but the complaint was sent for redressal
to Pakistan Post. Deciding where to forward a case will result in better complaint
management and avoid unnecessary load on Pakistan Post for redressal of non-existent
complaints.
This complaint kept pending for a year without BISP Divisional Office knowing about the
reason for non-generation of money orders. BISP HQ needs to inform BISP Divisional Office
about why money orders of a complainant are not being generated so that it may inform the
complainant.
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P-Balochistan-03
Non-payment of money orders by the postman
Allah Rakhi
Allah Baksh
Master M. Ramzan
Essah Khan Mohalla Angiani Dureji
51502-6282420-4
N/A
End March 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study:
Allah Rakhi is a resident of Goth Sardar Aslam Bohtani in Tehsil Dureji of District Lasbela. She
is 40 years old and a mother of one child. The wife of a daily wager, she belongs to a humble
household. Allah Rakhi’s complaint is of non-payment. She claimed that she had received only
two instalments totalling Rs.6,000 in February and March 2011 and no further instalments after
that. Allah Rakhi first submitted her complaint at the local Post Office in her area, where she was
informed by the postman to submit it at the BISP Divisional Office in Uthal. With the help of her
cousin, Allah Rakhi then submitted her complaint at the BISP Divisional Office at Uthal in May
2011. The complaint was forwarded to the Divisional Superintendent Office of Pakistan Post at
Khuzdar for inquiry.
She had not received any response about the progress or result of her complaint till end January
2012 when she received the next instalment. It seems that the BISP redressal process had already
taken affect as before the complaint had been lodged her payment stream had restarted. A money
order for Rs.2,000 was generated by BISP in October 2011 and was delivered to her in January
2012, while the next money order for Rs.2,000 was generated in December 2011 and a third of
Rs.3,000 was generated in March 2012. Neither of these MO’s has yet been delivered, and
nobody at BISP Divisional Office could explain why Allah Rakhi was deprived of her cash
transfer for more than a year.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background information
Allah Rakhi is a resident of Goth Sardar Aslam Bohtani. She is 40 years old and a mother of 1
child. Her husband, who used to be a daily wager, is currently unemployed because he is ill.
They are a poor family living in a katcha house consisting of 2 rooms, 1 kitchen and1 bathroom.
There is no water supply in the house and their nearest water source is 1 km away. There is a
school for boys and girls, a hospital and a post office in the vicinity. There is also a paved road
near her house.

3. Background of Relationship with BISP
Allah Rakhi came to know about BISP through her relatives. She was told that this was a scheme
by PPP for poor people and that she should also register her name with the survey team. When the
PSC survey team arrived some time later, she gave them her CNIC number and name to be
entered into the system. Allah Rakhi received an acknowledgement slip and then as a result of her
PMT score she was qualified as a beneficiary eligible to receive Rs.1,000 every month.
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4. How did the complaint/grievance emerge?
After qualifying as a beneficiary, Allah Rakhi received two money orders for Rs.6,000 during
February and March 2011 after which her payments stopped. After awaiting her payment for a
while, Allah Rakhi visited the post office to know about why she is not being paid. When she did
not receive any satisfactory reply, she submitted her complaint at the local Post Office in her area.
She was informed by the postman to submit it at the BISP Divisional Office in Uthal. With the
help of the local teacher (who is also her cousin), Master M. Ramzan, Allah Rakhi then filed a
complaint at the BISP Divisional Office on 25th May 2011.

5. Processing of the Case
After approaching the local Post Office to inquire about her pending payments that she hasn’t
received after March 2011, the beneficiary was directed to make a formal complaint at the BISP
Divisional Office Uthal in Lasbela. A complaint of non-payment was submitted there by her
cousin, Master Ramzan on 25th May 2011. Allah Rakhi’s written complaint was sent by BISP
Divisional Office to the Divisional Superintendent Postal services at Khuzdar for further inquiry
and processing of the case. BISP Divisional Office at Uthal forwarded the complaint to BISP
Head Quarter in Islamabad and DG Balochistan in Quetta on 12th July 2011.
After receiving the case from BISP, the DSPS sent an official letter to BISP proposing a joint
inquiry. When no response was received from the BISP Office, the DSPS Office in Khuzdar
conducted an independent inquiry. After the internal inquiry took place at the Post Office level, it
was confirmed that there has been no misappropriation as money orders have not even been
generated. The beneficiary then submitted a written statement on 26th October 2011 claiming that
she had received the two money orders that were generated in her name, that she had no further
complaint and that her case may be closed.
Her Payment Details were probably not checked by BISP Divisional Office because otherwise
they would have informed her that money orders were not being generated in her name. Instead of
forwarding the complaint to Pakistan Post for investigation, they would have asked BISP HQ
about the reason why money orders in her name are not being generated. The BISP Divisional
Office was not clear about the reasons why money orders were not being generated in Allah
Rakhi’s name. The money orders were not generated by BISP Head Quarter, Islamabad and,
therefore, Pakistan Post was of the view that the matter may be pursued there.
Allah Rakhi had not received any response about the progress of her complaint till January 2012
when she received the next instalment. BISP Divisional Office or the complainant has still not
been informed by BISP HQ about why no money orders were generated during October 2010 to
October 2011, and, Allah Rakhi is still waiting for the installments for this period.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Complaints are entered in a register and then filed manually in BISP Divisional Office since
the BISP Case Management System is still not developed. However, beneficiaries are
uncertain as to whom they need to approach in order to register a complaint.
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b. Observations at the beneficiary level
Allah Rakhi lives approximately 280 kms away from the BISP Divisional Office Uthal. Her
town is a relatively well developed area of Balochistan with access to basic health and
education facilities. However, she has to travel very far to collect water from a water channel,
which takes up a considerable amount of her time on a daily basis. Her house is made of mud
with almost no furniture.
c. Observations at BISP
When the payment complaint was received at the BISP Divisional Office, it was filed with
other complaints in a register and a monthly summary sheet was prepared in Excel. The
complaint was sent for processing to the DSPS Office in Khuzdar.
d. Observation at Post Office
After receiving the case from BISP, the DSPS Office Khuzdar sent an official letter to BISP
proposing a joint inquiry. When no response was received from the BISP Office, DSPS
Office Khuzdar conducted an independent inquiry. Later, the beneficiary submitted a written
statement on 26th October 2011 claiming that she had received the two MOs that were
generated, that she had no further complaint and that her case may be closed. DSPS Office
decided that there was no misappropriation as the two MOs that were generated have been
delivered to her, and later no MOs were generated by BISP Head Quarter.

7. Lessons learnt/Conclusion







In Allah Rakhi’s case, it was observed that the Postal service is performing its duty to the best
of its capacity to resolve the issues of beneficiaries, whereas follow-up process at BISP is
slow due to lack of staff and low motivation levels; beneficiaries put continuous pressure on
them for follow-up, whereas they are unable to provide answers on pending cases as they do
not receive the feedback from their higher offices.
The beneficiaries have to travel all the way from Dureji to Uthal (about 260 km), to obtain
some information or to file their complaints.
In this case, money orders for the beneficiary were not generated by BISP for a long time.
The Divisional Office (probably without checking her Payment Detail) forwarded the
complaint to Pakistan Post for enquiry although sending it to Pakistan Post will not solve the
matter as they can do nothing in case an MO has not been generated by BISP.
Though BISP HQ was informed about this complaint, yet the Divisional Office was not
informed about the progress of the case so that they may have informed the beneficiary/
complainant. After gap of about a year, generation of money orders in her name has again
been started though why they were not generated for about a year is not known.

8. Recommendations





Beneficiaries should be briefed on how to claim the cash transfer in case they are not present
at home at the time of payment. This will spare them unnecessary stress and extra financial
expenditures incurred on tracking the payment, filing a complaint and then following up their
complaint.
In order to facilitate the poor beneficiaries/ complainants, it will be useful for BISP to set up
Tehsil Offices so that they do not have to travel great distances or obtaining information or
for filing complaints.
In this case MOs were not being generated by BISP but the complaint was sent for redressal
to Pakistan Post. Deciding where to forward a case will result in better complaint
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management and avoid unnecessary load on Pakistan Post for redressal of non-existent
complaints.
This complaint kept pending for a year without BISP Divisional Office knowing about the
reason for non-generation of money orders. BISP HQ needs to inform BISP Divisional Office
about why money orders of a complainant are not being generated so that it may inform the
complainant.
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P-Balochistan-04
Non-payment of 2 MOs for Rs.4,000.
Ameena Bibi
M. Osman
Jannat Bibi (Mother)
Mauza Katur, Uthal, District Lasbela
51505-8345936-4
3149432
End Januray 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Ameena lives with her husband in a small village named Mauza Katur in District Lasbela.
Ameena was married off at a very young age. After giving birth to six children, her previous
husband divorced her due to some domestic issues. She then took her six children to her mother’s
house. After a while, she remarried but left her children in her mother’s custody as per her second
husband’s instructions. Her mother is also not financially stable. Ameena was spending the BISP
cash transfer on food and other requirements of her children. She complained that her payments
came to a halt due to unknown reasons. According to Ameena, her instalment 4&5 worth
Rs.4,000 had not been paid for which she filed a complaint with BISP Divisional Office, Uthal on
25th October 2011.
The BISP team at the Divisional Office claimed to have forwarded Ameena’s complaint to the
Post Office in Kalat Division for further inquiry. After the enquiry it was confirmed that three
money orders had been sent back to BISP as undelivered. The Post Office considered the case as
closed because these were not misappropriated but were sent back as undelivered. Ameena,
however, has not received her money orders as these have not been re-generated and from her
perspective the complaint has not been addressed till now.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Ameena Bibi is resident of Mauza Katur Village in Tehsil Uthal, District Lasbela. She is 30 years
old and a mother of six children. After her divorce, her ex-husband remarried and left the
responsibility of the children in her hands. Ameena also eventually re-married but unwillingly had
to leave her children behind at her parents’ house since her second husband also refused to take
care of her children by claiming that he was not financially strong enough. Her parents are also
poor and cannot afford to support her children.

3. Background of Relationship with BISP
Ameena Bibi came to know about BISP through her mother who is a former counsellor. Ameena
was told that the cash transfer scheme was offered by PPP to support the poor. She went to the
Union Council Office with her mother, where they were informed that a team of surveyors would
visit their house. Her mother inquired about progress from time to time until the survey team
finally came to visit them. Ameena provided her CNIC number and she received an
acknowledgement slip from the survey team. She was informed that if she met the criteria of
BISP then she would start receiving cash transfers of Rs.1,000 every month to be delivered at her
doorstep. Ameena considered this to be truly amazing and thought this could contribute a little
towards her children’s welfare. She soon received a letter from BISP intimating that she had been
selected as a beneficiary and would be receiving Rs.1,000 per month. After receiving cash
transfers for 8 months, her payment stopped and she registered a complaint at the BISP Office for
further inquiry. Till date, she has not received any positive response from BISP or Pakistan Post.
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4. How complaint/grievance emerged?
After qualifying as a beneficiary, Ameena started receiving BISP cash transfers. She, however,
does not know (nor has complained) that according to her Payment Details the first 2 Money
Orders (MOs) worth Rs.3,000 each were generated on 11th November 2011 and are still being
shown as undelivered. The third MO amounting to Rs.2,000 was generated on 28th February 2011
and delivered to her on 17th May 2011. MOs 4 and 5 amounting to Rs.2,000 each were generated
in April and August 2011 respectively but remain undelivered. With 2 instalments still
undelivered to her, Ameena informed her mother. Ameena’s mother, a 50 year old proactive
former counsellor, then visited the Uthal Post Office to inquire about the undelivered instalments
and submitted an application there. After a second visit, the Area Post Master informed Ameena’s
mother that he had not received the Money Orders amounting to Rs.4,000 generated for the
beneficiary. Ameena’s mother then complained to the BISP Divisional Office at Uthal on 25 th
October 2011.

5. Process of the case
The BISP Divisional Office in Uthal received Ameena Bibi's complaint on 25 th October 2011 and
then forwarded it to the BISP HQ in Islamabad on 23rd November 2011. It was also forwarded to
BISP Provincial Office, Quetta and the PMG Balochistan at Quetta on the same date through a
letter. After an inquiry by the Divisional Superintendent Postal Services, Kalat it was learned that
a cash transfer of Rs.2,000 had been generated on 25th April 2011 and another for Rs.2,000 on
12th August 2011. The cash payments had been sent back as “Undelivered” after Ameena’s family
members informed the postman that she was not available at the time since she had gone to
another village with her husband. The undelivered money orders are re-generated by BISP head
quarter and delivered later. It appears that this has not been done till now and the case is still
pending as she has not received her amount.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The beneficiary lives in a village which consists of poorly constructed mud houses. Most of
the local residents are daily wagers.
b. Observations at the beneficiary level
Ameena needs the cash transfers to financially support her children who are living with
Ameena’s mother. The cash transfer from BISP is a very big support for her indeed. She,
however, does not know (nor has complained) that according to her Payment Details her first
two Money Orders (MOs) worth Rs.3,000 each were generated on 11th November 2011 and
were returned back as undelivered.
c. Observations at BISP level
When the payment complaint is received at BISP Divisional Office in Uthal it is manually
entered into a register and then filed along with the other complaints. A monthly summary on
Excel is also compiled. The complaint is then forwarded for processing to Pakistan Post. In
this particular case, the complaint was sent to the BISP HQ in Islamabad as well as BISP
Provincial Office in Quetta and the PMG Balochistan, Quetta for further inquiry. BISP
Divisional Office Uthal had also sent a reminder to the DSPS to expedite the enquiry process
for complaint redressal.
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The two MOs which are the subject of this enquiry were sent back by Pakistan Post to BISP
as undelivered (because the beneficiary was not present at her address and had gone to
another village). These MOs will, therefore, have to be re-generated by BISP and sent to
Pakistan Post for delivering to the complainant. As these have not been re-generated,
therefore, the complainant is still waiting for the two money orders.
d. Observation at Post Office Level
The study team visited Mr Abdul Rehman, Superintendent at the Kalat Divisional Office in
Khuzdar as well as the DS Postal Services in Kalat, Khuzdar. The team was briefed about the
streamlined complaint redressal mechanism. The DS Postal Services informed that he,
himself, usually conducts such enquiries and tries his best to ensure that the issues of
beneficiaries are resolved as soon as possible.

7. Lessons learnt/Conclusion



Beneficiaries tend to suffer from delays due to lack of coordination between BISP and
Pakistan Post during the complaint redressal process.
After the decision that the two MOs had been returned as undelivered (and shown as such in
her Payment Details), these were to be re-generated by BISP for delivery to the beneficiary.

8. Recommendations






In view of the distances involved in Balochistan, a small BISP support cell should be setup
(maybe at Tehsil level) in far flung areas, which can manage the receiving an forwarding of
complaints from that area in order to facilitate BISP cash transfer beneficiaries who are
currently compelled to travel long distances to register their complaints at the divisional
offices and incur high travel and lodging costs.
The beneficiary should be informed about the progress of her case – e.g. in the present case,
the money orders had been returned to BISP as undelivered (as the beneficiary was not at her
village) and she should have been informed about this fact.
Looking at the Payment Details before sending a case to Pakistan Post would help in avoiding
un-necessary complaints. Pakistan Post cannot address the issue in case an MO has been sent
back to BISP and is being shown as undelivered.
In cases like the present one, MOs may be re-generated by BISP at the earliest so that the
beneficiary receives the amount.
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P-Balochistan-05
Non-payment of money orders
Kowry
Mohammad Ramzan
Chakar (Son in Law)
Mohalla Angiani, Dureji, District Lasbela
51502-1166832-0
3358836
End February 2012

1. Summary of Case Study
Kowry is an elderly woman of 86 years. She is a widow and resides in Mohalla Angiani in Dureji
Tehsil, District Lasbela, Balochistan. She complained about the non-payment of her cash transfer
during the Poverty Score Card (PSC) Phase of BISP.
Kowry was declared a beneficiary after the PSC survey in 2010 and initially she received two
money orders for Rs.3,000 each that were generated in September 2010 and these were paid to her
in February and March 2011. Following this she did not receive another payment and so after a
six month gap her son-in-law Chakar lodged a complaint on her behalf.
The written complaint, which highlighted the fact that she had not received any money since the
two initial payments was sent to the BISP Divisional Office Uthal on 15th November 2011. Due to
the vast distance of 280 kms between Dureji and Uthal, the complaint was sent by post and not
delivered by hand. Upon receiving the complaint the BISP Divisional Office forwarded her
application to Divisional Superintendent Pakistan Post at Khuzdar in the same month. A copy of
the letter was also sent to BISP HQ Islamabad for further processing of the complaint.
The DSPS office reported that as no money orders have been generated by BISP, therefore,
Pakistan Post cannot deliver any. BISP Divisional Office was not clear about the reasons money
orders were not being generated in Kowry’s name. However, they assumed correctly that her case
could be resolved by BISP HQ Islamabad as her status was “eligible household with discrepancy”
and due to the discrepancy, generation of money orders for her payments were stopped by BISP
head quarter Islamabad. Money orders had not been generated in her name for the period between
September 2010 and October 2011.
It seems that the BISP redressal process had already taken affect as before the complaint had been
lodged her payment stream had restarted. A money order for Rs.2,000 was generated by BISP in
October 2011 and was delivered to her in January 2012, while the next money order for Rs.2,000
was generated in December 2011.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background information
The beneficiary Kowry is 86 years old and suffers from night-blindness as well as other age
related ailments. She lives with her one and only daughter in Mohalla Angiani, Dureji, District
Lasbela, and Baluchistan. Her time is taken up by supporting her daughter in the day to day
running of the house especially those tasks related to kitchen activities.
The house she lives in with her daughter, son-in-law and grandchildren comprises of two rooms
and a bathroom with a small courtyard in front which they use for the kitchen as well. The family
own no basic furniture and they use floor mats to sit and sleep on.
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Economically the family is struggling. The entire family are dependent on Chakar, the son-in-law
for support. He earns his money by doing odd labouring jobs and if he is lucky he can find work
for a complete month. But mostly he remains unemployed and his monthly income is around
Rs.5,000 to Rs.6,000 on average.
Dureji is in the District of Lasbela which is on the south east corner of Baluchistan bordering
Sindh Province. Dureji is a large village (almost a town) and has many facilities which make it
different to other parts of Lasbela. It has a well-manicured park, schools for girls and boys, a
hospital, post office and a bustling bazar.

3. Background of Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary Kowry was not chosen to receive a cash transfer under the Parliamentarian
Programme during the 1st Phase of BISP. During the summer of 2010 (she is not sure about the
date), the Poverty Scorecard Survey was carried out in her area. She informed that her form was
filled in by an influential person of the area, (which is against the prescribed standard practice to
be followed by the partner organisation conducting the survey). An acknowledgement slip of
survey was given to her and she was told that all people who got such receipts will become BISP
beneficiary. Later she also received a letter from BISP confirming her eligibility for the cash
transfer. At the time of the survey she was in possession of a valid CNIC.
When asked what she knew about BISP she replied that it was a programme for poor people. She
was completely unaware of any other characteristics of BISP and was oblivious to the complaint
redressal process. BISP brought a new change in her life and after getting the cash transfer she
became financially stronger and more empowered. Due to her age Kowry is often unwell and
spends money on medicine and treatment. When she got her instalment she felt very happy but
she was highly disappointed when her payments stopped due to unknown reasons.
4. How complaint/grievance emerged?
Kowry’s complaint is about the non-payment of her cash transfer. After being declared a BISP
beneficiary she received two instalments of Rs.3,000 during February and March 2011. Then her
payments stopped. At first she thought the postman was not delivering money to her and was
probably misappropriating the amount. Her daughter asked the postman of Dureji many times
about her money order, but he told her that he had not received any money order addressed to
Kowry.
Initially the family were unaware of how to solve this problem as they were unfamiliar with the
complaint redressal process. However, later one of her relatives informed Kowry about the
process of lodging a complaint and so they approached the Post Office in Dureji to register a
complaint.
Chakar, her son-in-law registered her complaint in the BISP Divisional Office, Uthal by sending a
letter by post on the 15th November 2011. He did not receive any complaint acknowledgment or
letter confirming receipt of the complaint from the concerned BISP office.
5. Process of the case
Due to the vast distance of 280 kms between her village Dureji, and the BISP Divisional Office in
Uthal the letter containing the complaint was sent by post and not delivered by hand. The written
complaint, which highlighted the fact that she had not received any money since the initial two
payments was sent on 15th November 2011. Upon receiving the complaint the BISP Divisional
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Office Uthal forwarded her application to (i) Divisional Superintendent Pakistan Post; (ii) DG
BISP Baluchistan at Quetta; and, (iii) BISP HQ Islamabad.
The BISP Divisional Office was not clear about the reasons money orders were not being
generated in Kowry’s name. However, they assumed that her case could be resolved by BISP
head quarter Islamabad as her status on the website showing the beneficiaries details were
“eligible household with discrepancy”. The assumption was that due to this discrepancy,
generation of money orders by BISP head quarter Islamabad were stopped. Money orders had not
been generated in her name for the period between September 2010 and October 2011.
However, before the letter had been received, the ‘discrepancy’ had already been removed from
the system, which indicates that the internal BISP redressal process had already taken effect. The
evidence shows that before the complaint from Kowry had been received and lodged her payment
stream had restarted. The Payment Details shows that an MO for Rs.2,000 was generated by BISP
in October 2011, a month before the complaint had been sent; but this MO was delivered to her in
January 2012. In addition the next MO for Rs.2,000 was generated in December 2011, indicating
that Kowry’s payments have now restarted and she is again receiving her money on a regular
basis.

6. Observation
a. General Observation
BISP Divisional Office Uthal was not clear regarding the nature of case and so it was sent to
BISP head quarter Islamabad for redressal and was also forwarded to Pakistan Post for
inquiry. Sending such un-related complaints to Pakistan Post will increase their burden. The
influential people of the area supported her at the time of survey and she was supported by an
activist named Ramzan of the area who helped her in filing her complaint.
b. Observations at the beneficiary level
It was not feasible for her to meet the cost for transportation, meal etc. to visit BISP
Divisional Office Uthal to pursue her case, but an activist of the area visited the office located
280 kms away twice in a period of one month. He had to travel by bus to visit the BISP
Divisional office. He visited for a number of other cases also and got update regarding
Kowry’s case.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner agency level
Complaints Management System is yet to be made operational. The Staff is maintaining the
complaints record in a register in proper way, however, they do not provide acknowledgement
to the beneficiaries after lodging complaint.
In Balochistan there is no set up of Tehsil offices of BISP and therefore beneficiary has to
travel from far flung areas for access to BISP divisional offices. In District Uthal no field
supervisor is working in the districts and the area is very large with scattered population, so
beneficiaries cannot be accommodated in a proper way.
d. Observation at Post Office Level
Office of the DS Postal Services is located at Khuzdar which is about 600 kms away from
Dureji. Due to long distance it is neither possible for complainants to visit the DSPS office for
follow up of their case nor for the post office staff to visit Tehsil Dureji for conducting an
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inquiry of the case. This case was registered in BISP and was forwarded to DS Postal
Services Khuzdar for further necessary action. As this case was not related to Pakistan Post so
no action was taken by them.

7. Lessons learnt/Conclusion


The level of understanding among beneficiaries regarding complaint registration and
processing is quite low. Kowry’s daughter and son-in-law learnt about how to lodge a
complaint from an activist of the area.

8. Recommendations







It would be helpful, if the beneficiaries are informed and educated about the complaint
registration mechanism. Awareness raising programmes should be arranged, so that,
misunderstandings regarding complaints redressal could be overcome.
It would be useful to check the complainant’s Payment Details before forwarding the
complaints to Pakistan Post. This will avoid un-necessary time spent on investigating a
complaint which is due to non-generation of money orders by BISP HQ.
In this case MOs were not being generated by BISP but the complaint was sent for redressal
to Pakistan Post. Deciding where to forward a case will result in better complaint
management and avoid unnecessary load on Pakistan Post for redressal of non-existent
complaints.
BISP HQ needs to inform BISP Divisional Office about why money orders of a complainant
are not being generated so that it may inform the complainant.
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Naz Bibi
Jan Mohammad
Jan Mohammad
Basti Ahmed Lohar, Tehsil Barkhan, District Barkhan
56101-7124083-8
3261238
End February 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Naz Bibi is 32 years old and has never received any formal education. She resides in one of the
most under developed villages, Basti Ahmed Lohar of Barkhan District in north east Balochistan.
Naz Bibis’ complaint was regarding partial payment of her cash transfer money orders. She
claimed that on every payment she received from BISP, the Post Office was deducting some
rupees from the total amount. She received her first payment of Rs.4,500 in April 2009 when in
fact her money order was for Rs.5,000.
This embezzlement dates back to the Parliamentary Phase, when she first became entitled to a
cash transfer and continued to the present day after she was declared a beneficiary during the
Poverty Scorecard (PSC) phase. Naz Bibi claimed that all payments received by her were Rs.200
to Rs.500 less than the amount shown on the money order.
It was only after the commencement of the Poverty Scorecard Phase of BISP in 2011 that Naz
Bibi and her husband Jan Mohammed realised that they were not receiving the full money orders.
This realisation was due to availability of BISP Field Supervisor at a book store of Barkhan and a
subsequent growing awareness of the payment system and of the BISP complaint redressal
mechanism.
As a first step in trying to reclaim their embezzled money, Jan Mohammad gave a written
complaint to the BISP Field Supervisor in Barkhan during October 2011. From here the complaint
was forwarded to BISP Divisional Office Zhob which is located in Loralai for further process. As
per the prescribed SOPs the complaint should have been forwarded to Pakistan Post for further
inquiry. However, this complaint was not forwarded to Pakistan Post Office as the Divisional
Director BISP stated “we used to forward the payment complaints to Pakistan Post but generally
no action was taken by them, therefore, we stopped forwarding the complaints’.
The alleged inaction by Pakistan post in dealing with payment related complaints should have
been dealt by informing the higher authorities of Pakistan Post, instead of the present situation
where the complaints are not being sent to them for investigation. Due to this situation, where
BISP does not have confidence with the Pakistan Post to solve payment complaints, the
beneficiary has to suffer and has no chance of reclaiming money deducted from her.

2. Receiver Woman/ Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Naz Bibi is 32 years has never been to a formal school and lives in a nuclear family system with
her husband and three children. The small house in which they live is made of mud and consists
of two rooms; a kitchen and a bathroom. The internal kitchen is basic and with few utensils or
crockery and the household contains few items other than a couple of aged cots. Externally the
structure is without a boundary wall.
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Her husband is the only bread winner and earns no more than Rs.6,000 per month as a daily wage
labourer, and this is the family’s only source of income. Their economic woes took a further
tumble after the massive rains of July 2010 and the subsequent flooding that followed. The family
was badly affected and lost many of their limited belongings.
The house she occupies is in a mountainous area with no black topped roads and in order to reach
it by car a perilous journey of 30 minutes is required to travel but a few kilometres. Her village
Basti Ahmed Lohar of Tehsil Barkhan in District Barkhan is in one of the most under developed
areas of the region. The village does not have the facility of any of the basic human living
requirements such as clean drinking water, electricity, gas, health facilities or access to education.
For drinking water Naz Bibi has to travel 5 kms by foot to a dugwell and this chore would take
more than three hours to complete. The nearest school is 8 kms from the house and for health
facilities they have to travel 15 kms to Barkhan, and it takes more than 4 hours to reach the
nearest hospital.
Although very poor, when we met her she was wearing a traditional dress which costs thousands
in the marketplace but which is customarily made by women of the area. The true nature of
poverty was all too apparent in the appearance of her children who were wearing very old and
ragged clothes.

3. Receiver Woman/ Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Naz Bibi has been a beneficiary under BISP since March 2009 when she was chosen during the
Parliamentarians’ Phase of the programme. Then after the floods of July 2010 she again became a
recipient of BISPs’ largesse when she was given a one off payment of Rs.4,000 to help her
through the devastation. After the PSC Survey in March 2010 she became eligible to receive a
cash transfer with a PMT score of 14 and began receiving payments from October 2011.
During the PSC Survey the survey team undertook the assignment according to due process and
after the survey she was given an acknowledgement slip. But following this, an eligibility letter
from BISP was not delivered to her. At the time of survey Naz Bibi was in possession of a valid
CNIC.
When asked what she knew about BISP she replied it was a Government program for poor
people, although she did not know about the complaint redressal mechanism. She also informed
the research team that she was spending the cash transfer on her children’s education and any
monies left were being utilised to pay for food and other basic household necessities.

4. How did the Complaint Emerged
Naz Bibi’s complaint was that she was not getting her full entitlement of the cash transfer benefit.
During the Parliamentarian phase of the scheme which ran from 2009 to 2010 she received in
total 7 money orders out of 8 and should have been paid a total of Rs.24,000. The eighth money
order number B4021001561005364 for January 2010 is shown on the system as generated and
delivered but not dated and it is unclear what became of this, however, Naz Bibi has never
complained about this payment.
The payments that she did receive were made on a regular bases and the money orders were of
varying amounts from Rs.2,000 to Rs.5,000, which equated to between two and five months of
grant. However, when the money was paid to her, the postman would deduct from the beneficiary
between Rs.200 and Rs.500 per money order. The postman at no point mentioned to Naz Bibi the
difference and she was oblivious to anything untoward happening.
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Over the next year and a half Naz Bibi also received Rs.4,000 for assistance after the flood of July
2010, receiving this money in October 2010. And then in late 2011 she also began receiving
money for the PSC phase of the programme when her payment for Rs.2,000 was delivered to her
on the 26th October 2011.
As time progressed, Naz Bibi and her husband had learnt more about the scheme and they came to
realise that they were not receiving their full payments. At first this information was passed to
them through discussion amongst their peers but later Jan Mohammad became more curious and
visited a ‘net café’ in Barkhan town. Here he accessed the BISP website and his wife’s Payment
Detail. He was shocked to discover that all the payments that his wife had received were less than
the amount shown on the money orders.
Concerned, Jan Mohammad decided to complain about this wrongdoing and having recently
learnt via friends and acquaintances of the BISP redressal system he began the process of
rectification. His first step was to visit the BISP Field Supervisor who is usually available at a
book store situated in Barkhan town. Here at the end of October 2011 he filed a complaint on
behalf of his wife addressing it to the BISP Divisional Director. In the application he requested
the BISP Officials to take the necessary action in order to resolve his wife’s partial payment issue
and return the money wrongly deducted by the postman.
Jan Mohammad had to make a round trip of 30 kms to Barkhan to meet with Field Supervisor
BISP. He was not given any acknowledgement letter or slip after registration of the complaint

5. Processing of the Complaint
The initial complaint was registered by Jan Mohammad in October 2011 with the Field
Supervisor Barkhan. Jan Mohammad was not given any acknowledgement after registration of the
complaint nor was he told the complaint number or if there was one. Following his normal routine
the Field Supervisor forwarded details of the complaint to the BISP Divisional Office in Zhob
which he did after every two weeks.
From the Divisional Office the complaint was forwarded to both the Director General (DG), BISP
Balochistan in Quetta and to the Director (Payments), BISP HQ, Islamabad. However, the
complaint was not sent to Pakistan Post for investigation.
When asked why complaints were not forwarded to Pakistan Post for enquiry the BISP Divisional
Director said ‘they have sent many complaints to Pakistan Post in Loralai but no action has ever
been taken’. For this reason the Pakistan Post had lost all credibility in the eyes of BISP and was
no longer part of the standard process.
However, during further discussions on the subject of non-cooperation between BISP and
Pakistan Post, a letter which had been sent to the PO for action was produced. In this it was clear
to see that the letter sent was devoid of any information pertaining to a specific complaint such as
complaint details, CNIC number, dates of transgressions, MO numbers etc. The letter appeared to
be just a normal letter sent to the PO regarding corruption. It was therefore difficult to draw a
definitive conclusion on the veracity of the claims made by the BISP officials.
In pursuing this case Jan Mohammad made a single round trip of 30 kms to Barkhan. He paid
Rs.400 for the travel costs and it took him more than half a day to complete the task. He is not
confident that any resolution to his case is near and he expressed his fear that money will continue
be deducted from his wife’s money orders.
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6. Observations
a. General Observations
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on electronic filing/redressal of complaints
while the Complaints Management System is yet to be made operational. BISP staff is
maintaining the complaints record in a register and file. They also prepare summary of
complaints for submission to higher offices. BISP Field Supervisor and BISP Divisional
Office don’t know the date of registering the complaint.
District Barkhan is under strong grip of few influential people due to which it is difficult for a
women to file complaints against a strong postman supported by an influential person.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
The beneficiary was included in BISP under the Parliamentarian programme. After filing the
complaint, her husband visited BISP Field Supervisor at Barkhan more than 4 times and spent
Rs.100 on each visit. BISP Divisional office at Loralai is 211 kms from Barkhan city, due to
this; the beneficiaries are being facilitated by the presence of BISP Field Supervisor at
Barkhan city.
The beneficiary is very happy from BISP and feeling more empowered after getting cash
transfer. She said that “BISP has not given us a palace but now when we sleep at night we are
relaxed that the next day even if my husband does not get daily work, due to BISP we will be
able to cook something to eat”. The beneficiary is for obvious reasons not happy with BISP
Complaint Redressal Mechanism.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
When a payment complaint is received at BISP Divisional Office, it is filed with other
complaints in a file (however date or serial number of complaint are not written). It is also
entered in a register and monthly summary on excel is prepared. The complaint is not sent for
processing to the Payment Agency (GPO) by BISP Divisional Office. BISP team was
claiming that they have the record of all the complaints, but it was not maintained properly only an old file with few cases was available.
d. Observation at Post office level
When team visited GPO Loralai for further discussion regarding the overall cases sent by
BISP they replied that they have not received this complaint from BSIP and said that “if we
receive any complain from any beneficiary or BISP then as per our SOPs we conduct an
inquiry. If we receive any complaint we will investigate but till date we have not received any
complaint form BISP Office Loralai”.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions




In this case, the receiver woman/complainant submitted her complaint to BISP Field
Supervisor, Barkhan who forwarded it to BISP Divisional Office, Zhob. Field Supervisor,
Barkhan had not received any update on progress, if any, that may have taken place at the
Divisional Office.
Similarly BISP Divisional Office sent it to DG Balochistan and Director (Payments)
Islamabad but does not know whether there has been some progress in the case.
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In this case, the BISP Office did not send the complaint to Pakistan Post for enquiry. In the
absence of an enquiry, obviously the case will not be resolved and the beneficiary would not
be able to get the amount that she claims to have been deducted from each money order by
the postman.

8. Recommendations




The case of non-redressal of earlier complaints by GPO Loralai should have been referred to
higher authorities of BISP so that they can take it up with the higher authorities of Pakistan
Post.
Procedure for sending the Complaint to Pakistan Post for investigation and redressal needs to
be followed for each complaint – even if the earlier complaints have not been addressed.
The complainant should be informed about the present status of the complaint. In this case,
the beneficiary’s husband has repeatedly visited BISP Field Supervisor at Barkhan to know
about the progress of the complaint – though the complaint has not even been sent by BISP
Divisional Office to Pakistan Post for redressal.
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Payment Case Study Number:
Nature of Case:

P-Balochistan-07
Partial payment of BISP Instalments by the postman

Complainant/ Beneficiary:
Wife of:
Complainant, if not beneficiary herself:
Address:
CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Completed

Jantan
Sarajudeen
Sarajudeen
Basti Sakar, Tehsil Barkhan, District Barkhan
5630356825086
3992149
End January 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Jantan is a 46 years old woman who lives in the village of Basti Sakar located in one of the most
under-developed areas of District Barkhan which is situated on the north east edge of Baluchistan
bordering Punjab.
Jantan’s complaint is regarding not receiving the full amount from the postman when he delivered
her money order. She claimed that the postman was deducting between Rs.200 to Rs.300 from her
each time he delivered a money order. This practise began when she started receiving payments in
BISP Phase I, and continued in the second phase after her Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey.
At first Jantan was oblivious to any untoward happening. However, after her husband, Sarajudeen
became more aware of the working of BISP, in particular regarding payments, they realised that
they were not receiving their full entitlement. Armed with this and newly acquired information of
the BISP’s complaint redressal mechanism, they registered a written complaint in September
2011.
The complaint was registered with the BISP Field Supervisor at Barkhan who then forwarded it to
the BISP Divisional Office, Zhob (located at Loralai) for further processing. At this point the
complaint should have been taken up with the Pakistan Post Office in accordance with due
process; however, it seems that this did not occur. The outcome of this inaction is that at present
no headway has been made in solving this case and the beneficiary is still waiting for the
resolution of her complaint and repayment of the misappropriated amount.

2. Receiver Woman/ Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Jantan is 46 years old wife of Sarajudeen and they live with their 9 children in the village of Basti
Sakar in Barkhan District in northeast Baluchistan. The area in which they live is considered by
many to be one of the most poorly developed of the region and is characterised by poor socioeconomic indicators as well as being subjected to natural calamities such as floods.
Jantan and her family lives in a very impoverished state in a small one room house constructed of
mud. The structure which has no boundary wall around it consists of the bathroom and living
quarters. They have a rudimentary kitchen with few utensils and own almost no household items
apart from a few rickety cots. Their poverty was brought home by the observation of the families’
attire, which was ragged and torn. Already poor the families’ plight took a further downward turn
when their village was inundated by the floods of 2010, during which the family lost all their
limited possessions.
Both Jantan and her husband have never had any formal education and whilst she spends her
entire time looking after the regular needs of her large family, Sarajudeen works as a daily wage
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labourer. Employment opportunities for him are both intermittent and poorly paid and if he is
fortunate he will earn up to Rs.6,000 per month; hardly sufficient to cover even the basic needs of
this large nuclear family, their life on their own admission is vulnerable and they spend it ‘hand to
mouth’.
The village of Basti Sakar is approximately 8 kms from the main urban centre of Barkhan town
and is connected only by a dirt track. The village is devoid of any of the basic human living
facilities like clean drinking water, electricity, gas, health facilities or schools. The nearest
acceptable drinking water can be found in a dug well at a distance of 2 kms from her home; a
round trip takes Jantan more than two hours to complete. The nearest school is 4 kms away and if
they have a medical emergency they must travel to Barkhan town which takes more than 2 hours
by foot.
When asked how she uses the money received from the cash transfer Jantan replied that she
would like to use it to improve the condition of her life but primarily she uses it to help feed her
large family, she lamented that nothing else at the moment is an option.

3. Receiver Woman/ Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Jantan was first declared a beneficiary under the Parliamentarian program and received a regular
cash transfer payment from September 2009 to July 2010. After the floods of July 2010 she again
received a grant from the BISP program in August 2010, but this was a one off emergency
payment to help them through the devastation.
In 2010 the Poverty Scorecard Survey (PSC) was conducted in her area and again she was
declared a beneficiary having a PMT score of 12.39. The PSC was conducted in accordance to
due process and at its conclusion she was given an acknowledgement slip by the survey team. At
the time of the survey she was in possession of a valid CNIC. Jantan claimed that she never
received an intimation letter from BISP confirming her eligibility for the scheme.
When asked what she thought BISP was about she replied that it was a Government scheme for
distributing money amongst the poor of the country; she had learnt this information from
discussion amongst her peers. However, she was not aware of any other features of the BISP
scheme and had no knowledge of the complaint redressal mechanism.

4. How did the Complaint Emerged
Jantan’s complaint was that she was receiving only partial payments of her cash transfer
entitlement. During the Parliamentarian phase of the scheme which ran from 2009 to 2010 she
received in total 7 money orders out of 8 and should have been paid a total of Rs.21,000. The
eighth money order number B4021001563018341 for January 2010 is shown on the system as
generated but not delivered and it is unclear what became of this, Jantan has never complained
about this missed payment.
The payments that she did receive were made on a regular bases and the money orders were
always of Rs.3,000, which equated to three months of grant. However, when the postman
delivered the cash he would give the beneficiary Rs.2,700 each time. The postman at no point
mentioned to Jantan that he was illegally deducting some amount from the money order sent by
BISP, and she being trusting was oblivious to anything untoward happening.
Over the next year and a half Jantan also received Rs.4,000 for assistance after the flood of July
2010, receiving this money in October 2010. And then in late 2011 she also began receiving
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money for the PSC phase of the programme when her payment for Rs.2,000 was delivered to her
on the 1st December 2011.
As time progressed and as Jantan and her husband learnt more about the scheme they came to
realise that they were not receiving their full payments. At first this information was passed to
them through discussion amongst their peers but later Sarajudeen became more curious and
visited a ‘net café’ in Barkhan town. Here he accessed the BISP website and found his wife’s
payment details. The information presented to him showed that the money orders received in the
first phase were for Rs.3,000 and not the Rs.2,700 which they were paid.
Perturbed, Sarajudeen decided to complain about this wrongdoing and having recently learnt via
friends and acquaintances of the BISP redressal system he began the process of rectification. His
first step was to visit the BISP Field Supervisor in Barkhan. BISP Field Supervisor does not have
a formal office in Barkhan but he is usually accessible at a net cafe situated in Barkhan town.
Here in September 2011 he filed a complaint on behalf of his wife addressing it to the BISP Field
Supervisor Barkhan. In the application he requested the BISP Officials to take the necessary
action in order to resolve his wife’s partial payment issue and return the money wrongly deducted
by the Post Office from each money order.

5. Processing of the Complaint
The initial complaint was registered by Jantan’s husband Sarajudeen in September 2011 with the
Field Supervisor Barkhan. The complaint was registered at a ‘net-café’ in Barkhan town. This
location is used by the Field Supervisor of BISP Divisional Office Zhob as a meeting point to
collect complaints arising in Barkhan because proper district and tehsil offices have not been set
up in Barkhan.
Sarajudeen was not given any acknowledgement letter or slip after registration of the complaint
nor was he told the complaint number or if there was one. Following his normal routine the Field
Supervisor forwarded the complaint for further processing to the BISP Divisional Office in Zhob
which he did after every two weeks.
At the Divisional Office, the complaint was kept in a file, a detailed statement of complaints
prepared in excel was forwarded to both the Director General (DG), BISP Balochistan in Quetta
and to the Director (Payments), BISP Head Quarters, Islamabad. However, the complaint was
never sent to the Pakistan Post Office where it should have been forwarded for investigation.
When asked why complaints were not forwarded to the Post Office for enquiry the BISP
Divisional Director said ‘they have sent many complaints to Pakistan Post in Loralai but no action
has ever been taken’. For this reason the Pakistan Post had lost all credibility in the eyes of BISP
and was no longer part of the standard process.
However, during further discussions on the subject of non-cooperation between BISP and
Pakistan Post a letter which had been sent to the PO for action was produced. In this it was clear
to see that the letter sent was devoid of any information pertaining to any specific complaint such
as complaint details, CNIC number, dates of transgressions, MO numbers etc. The letter appeared
to be just a normal letter sent to the PO regarding corruption. It was therefore difficult to draw a
definitive conclusion on the veracity of the claims made by the BISP officials.
In total Sarajudeen had made four round trips of 16 kms to Barkhan in pursuing this case. He paid
Rs.200 each time for the travel costs and it took him half a day to complete the task. He is not
confident that any resolution to his case is near and he expressed his fear that future payments will
also be paid after some deduction from his wife’s entitlement.
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6. Observations
a. General Observations
District Barkhan is under a strong grip of few influential people due to which it was difficult
for a women to file complaints against a postman who is supported by an influential person of
the area. The Field Supervisor informed that he has verbally complained about this threat to
his superiors at BISP Divisional Office.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
The beneficiary was frustrated that her complaint has not been redressed. After filing the
complaint, her husband has visited BISP Barkhan office more than 4 times and spent Rs.200
on each visit.
The beneficiary was satisfied with BISP and women were feeling more empowered after
getting cash transfer. She said “BISP has brought a change in our life, whatever kitchen items
you see in our house were mostly are purchased from BISP cash transfer money”. However,
she was not happy with complaint redressal mechanism because her complaint has not been
addressed.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on electronic filing/redressal of complaints
while the Complaints Management System is yet to be made operational in BISP Divisional
Office Zhob. Presently BISP staff is maintaining complaints record in a file, and prepare a
summary of complaints in Excel for submission to their higher offices.
Presently such complaints are not being forwarded for investigation to the Payment Agency.
Due to which the cases of payments are not resolved and beneficiaries are suffering and they
get highly disappointed as start to believe that the overall system is not working – though
actually a divisional office is not forwarding the complaints for redressal.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions





BISP Divisional Office Zhob is located at Loralai which is 211 kms from Barkhan town and it
is difficult for the beneficiaries to go there for filing complaints. However, BISP Field
Supervisor is easily accessible as he is available at a net café in Barkhan town and so the
beneficiaries can contact him and submit their complaints. This facilitates the beneficiaries as
the long travel to and from Loralai is avoided.
In this case, the receiver woman/ complainant submitted her complaint to BISP Field
Supervisor Barkhan and he sent it to BISP Divisional Office, Zhob but this complaint was not
forwarded by Divisional Office to Pakistan Post for investigation.
Sending general complaints regarding corruption (without any specific details) to Pakistan
Post will not trigger their investigation process. It is not possible to redress a complaint
regarding partial payment (illegal deductions from a money order) if the complaint is not
forwarded to Pakistan Post for investigation. Specific complaints sent to Pakistan Post will
trigger the standard process of investigation and result in redressal of such complaints.
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8. Recommendations






The first BISP letter to the beneficiary should mention the amount of the first instalment that
she will receive – and the month when she can expect to receive this amount. This would help
in reducing the chances of misappropriation/ partial payment.
In order to avoid unnecessary duplication, there should be a standard procedure for all
payment related complaints. It should be clearly stated that which level of BISP office should
forward the complaint to which level of Pakistan Post. Similarly the recipients of copies of
complaint should also be prescribed.
The case of non-redressal of earlier complaints by GPO Loralai should have been referred to
higher authorities of BISP so that they can take it up with the higher authorities of Pakistan
Post.
Procedure for sending the Complaint to Pakistan Post for investigation and redressal needs to
be followed for each complaint – even if the earlier complaints have not been addressed.
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P-Balochistan-08
Complaint of Partial payment
Shan Bibi
Hasan Khan
Hasan khan
Basti Isa Dahim, Saddar Barkhan, District Barkhan
56101-1681009-6
3992254
End January 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Shan Bibi is 26 years old and has never received any formal education. She resides in the village
of Basti Isa Dahim, Saddar Barkhan, of District Barkhan in North East Baluchistan. Shan Bibi’s
complaint was regarding partial payment of her money orders. She claimed that on every payment
she received from BISP, the Postman was deducting some amount. She received her first payment
of Rs.5,500 in January 2011 against two money orders for Rs.6,000 that were generated in her
name.
Following this first payment Shan Bibi also received less amount against her next four money
orders in May 2011, July 2011, October 2011 and then in January 2012. In each of these she
received Rs.1,800 against the money order amount of Rs.2,000. Shan Bibi claimed in her
complaint that all payments received by her were less than the true entitlement by between Rs.200
and Rs.500. It was only after the payment of her fifth money order in October 2011 that Shan Bibi
and her husband Hasan Khan realised that they were not receiving their full monitory entitlement.
This realisation was due to a growing awareness of the BISP payment system (that it should be in
multiples of Rs.1,000) and of the BISP redressal mechanism.
As a first step in trying to reclaim their embezzled money, Hasan Khan submitted a written
complaint to the BISP Field Supervisor in Barkhan during October 2011. From here the complaint
was forwarded to the BISP Divisional Office Zhob which is located in Loralai for further process.
As per the prescribed SOPs the complaint should have been forwarded to Pakistan Post for further
inquiry. However, this complaint was not forwarded to Pakistan Post Office as the Divisional
Director BISP stated “we used to forward the payment complaints to Pakistan Post but generally
no action was taken by them, therefore, we stopped forwarding the complaints”.
Due to this situation, where BISP does not have confidence with the Pakistan Post to solve any
payment issues, the beneficiary is waiting for redressal of her complaint which has not even been
sent to Pakistan Post and so the beneficiary has no chance of reclaiming money owed to her.

2. Receiver Woman/ Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Shan Bibi is 26 years old, has never had a formal education and lives in a nuclear family system
with her husband and four children. The small house in which they live is made of mud and
consists of one room, a kitchen and a bathroom. The internal kitchen is basic and with few
utensils or crockery and the household contains few items other than a couple of old cots.
Externally the structure is without a boundary wall.
Her husband is the family’s bread winner and earns no more than Rs.6,000 per month as a
labourer; this is the family’s only source of income. If not impoverished already the family’s
economic woes took a further tumble after the unprecedented rains of July 2010 and the
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subsequent deluge that followed. The family was severely affected and lost many of their limited
belongings.
The village of Basti Isa Dahim in Barkhan District is located in one of the most under developed
areas of the region. The village does not have facility of the basic human living requirements such
as clean drinking water, electricity, gas, health facilities or access to education. For drinking water
Shan Bibi has to travel 2 kms by foot to a dugwell and this chore takes two hours to complete.
The nearest school is 4 kms from the house and for health facilities they have to travel 10 kms to
Barkhan which can take up to three hours to reach the nearest hospital.
When we met Shan Bibi and her family their dress and shoes were telling the story of their abject
poverty, but even so, in her heart she harbours the dream of educating all her children. She sees
this as an escape from their cycle of poverty. However, due to their poor financial condition she is
not able to send her children to school. The family is suffering from financial constraints and this
is a big hurdle in the achievement of her dream to educate her children.

3. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Shan Bibi wasn’t a beneficiary during the Parliamentarians’ Phase of BISP. Her first interaction
with BISP was in early 2010 when her household was covered during the Poverty Scorecard
(PSC) survey. A survey team came to her village and conducted the survey accordingly and upon
completion they gave her a survey acknowledgement slip. Following this she heard nothing and
did not receive an eligibility letter from BISP. At the time of survey Shan Bibi was in possession
of a valid CNIC.
Shan Bibi’s knowledge of BISP was partial. When asked what she thought BISP was she
correctly replied that is a Government sponsored program distributing money among the poor
people; but she was unaware of the BISP complaint redressal mechanism. She also informed the
research team that she was spending the cash transfer on the family food requirements and in the
future she would like to spend the money on her children’s education if possible.

4. How did the Complaint Emerged
Shan Bibis’ complaint was that she was not getting her full entitlement of the cash transfer
benefit. She received her first payment of Rs.5,500 from BISP in January 2011 when she should
have received Rs.6,000. The postman at no point mentioned to Shan Bibi the difference and being
illiterate she was oblivious to anything untoward happening. This first payment was made up of
two money orders of Rs.3,000 and equated to six months of entitlement.
Following this and up until January 2012 Shan Bibi received another four payments. In all these
cases she should have been paid Rs.2,000 but she was paid only Rs.1,800. Again the postman did
not mention anything about the deduction.
As time progressed, Shan Bibi and her husband learnt more about BISP and they came to realise
that they were not receiving their full payments. At first this information was passed to them
through discussion amongst their peers but later Hasan Khan became more curious and at the end
of October 2011 visited a ‘net café’ in Barkhan town. Here through the owner he accessed the
BISP website and his wife’s Payment Detail. He was surprised to discover that all the payments
that his wife had received were less than the amount shown on the money orders generated for
her.
Hasan Khan on behalf of his wife decided to complain about this wrongdoing and having recently
learnt via friends and acquaintances of the BISP complaints redressal system he began the process
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of rectification. His first step was to visit the BISP Field Supervisor who is usually available at a
book store situated in Barkhan town. Here at the end of October 2011 he filed a complaint on
behalf of his wife addressing it to the BISP Divisional Director. In the application he requested
the BISP Officials to take the necessary action in order to resolve his wife’s partial payment issue
and return the money wrongly deducted by the postman.
Hasan Khan was not given any acknowledgement letter or slip after registration of the complaint
with BISP Field Supervisor Barkhan. In total he visited the office two times in relation to the
complaint and spent Rs.200 on each visit to Barkhan.

5. Processing of the Complaint
The initial complaint was registered by Hasan Khan at the end of October 2011 with the Field
Supervisor Barkhan. Following his normal routine the Field Supervisor forwarded details of the
complaint to the BISP Divisional Office in Zhob which he did after every two weeks.
From the Divisional Office the complaint was forwarded to both the Director General (DG), BISP
Balochistan in Quetta and to the Director (Payments), BISP HQ, Islamabad. However, the
complaint was not sent to Pakistan Post for investigation, although they were the forum that could
investigate and decide about this complaint.
When asked why complaints were not forwarded to Pakistan Post for enquiry the BISP Divisional
Director said “we have sent many complaints to Pakistan Post in Loralai but no action has ever
been taken”. For this reason the Pakistan Post had lost all credibility in the eyes of BISP and was
no longer part of the standard process.
However, during further discussions on the subject of non-cooperation between BISP and
Pakistan Post, a letter which had been sent to the PO for action was produced. In this it was clear
to see that the letter sent was devoid of any information pertaining to a specific complaint such as
complaint details, CNIC number, dates of transgressions, MO numbers etc. The letter appeared to
be just a normal letter sent to the PO regarding corruption. It was therefore difficult to draw a
definitive conclusion on the veracity of the claims made by the BISP officials.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on electronic filing/redressal of complaints
while the Complaints Management System is yet to be made operational. BISP staff is
maintaining the complaints record in a register and file. They also prepare summary of
complaints for submission to higher offices. BISP Field Supervisor and BISP Divisional
Office don’t know the exact date of registering the complaint.
District Barkhan is under strong grip of few influential people due to which it is difficult for a
women to file complaints against a strong postman supported by an influential person.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
After filing the complaint, her husband visited BISP Field Supervisor at Barkhan twice and
spent Rs.200 on each visit. BISP Divisional office at Loralai is 211 kms from Barkhan city,
due to this the beneficiaries are being facilitated by the presence of BISP Field Supervisor at
Barkhan city.
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The beneficiary is very happy from BISP and feeling more empowered after getting cash
transfer. She said that “BISP has not given us a palace but now when we sleep at night we are
relaxed that the next day even if my husband does not get daily work, due to BISP we will be
able to cook something to eat”. However, the beneficiary is for obvious reasons not happy
with BISP Complaint Redressal Mechanism.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
When a payment complaint is received at BISP Divisional Office, it is filed with other
complaints in a file (however date or serial number of complaint are not written). It is also
entered in a register and monthly summary on excel is prepared. The complaint is not sent for
investigation to the relevant office of Pakistan Post (GPO Loralai) by BISP Divisional Office.
BISP team was claiming that they have the record of all the complaints, but it was not
maintained properly - only an old file with few cases was available.
d. Observation at Post office level
When team visited GPO Loralai for further discussion regarding the overall cases sent by
BISP they replied that they have not received this complaint from BSIP and said that “if we
receive any complain from any beneficiary or BISP then as per our SOPs we conduct an
inquiry. If we receive any complaint we will investigate but till date we have not received any
complaint form BISP Office Loralai”.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions





In this case, the receiver woman/complainant submitted her complaint to BISP Field
Supervisor, Barkhan who forwarded it to BISP Divisional Office, Zhob. Field Supervisor,
Barkhan had not received any update on progress, if any, that may have taken place at the
Divisional Office.
Similarly BISP Divisional Office sent it to DG Balochistan and Director (Payments)
Islamabad but does not know whether there has been some progress in the case.
In this case, the BISP Office did not send the complaint to Pakistan Post for enquiry. In the
absence of an enquiry, obviously the case will not be resolved and the beneficiary would not
be able to get the amount (retained from each money order) that she claims to have been
misappropriated by the postman.

8. Recommendations




The case of non-redressal of earlier complaints by GPO Loralai should have been referred to
higher authorities of BISP so that they can take it up with the higher authorities of Pakistan
Post.
Procedure for sending the Complaint to Pakistan Post for investigation and redressal needs to
be followed for each complaint – even if the earlier complaints have not been addressed.
The complainant should be informed about the present status of the complaint. In this case,
the beneficiary’s husband has repeatedly visited BISP Field Supervisor at Barkhan for
knowing about the progress of this complaint, which has not even been sent by BISP
Divisional Office to Pakistan Post for redressal.
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P-Balochistan-09
Partial payment of BISP Instalments by the Postman
Lal Khatoon
Wife of Noor Din Khan
Khair Din
Lohma General Store Basti Gamberk, Saddar
Barkhan, District Barkhan
56303-5954556-6
3828352
End January 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Lal Khatoon lives 25 kms away from Barkhan city. It takes an hour to reach her home from main
Barkhan city. Her husband, who is a well-educated man, spoke to the team in English. He
informed that he checked his wife’s eligibility for the BISP cash transfer and her Payment Details
on the internet, where he found that status of all her payments were shown as ‘delivered’.
However, he found that his wife was in fact receiving Rs.500 less than the amount shown as paid
to her in the Payment Detail. In October 2011, Lal Khatoon’s husband gave a written complaint to
the BISP Field Supervisor, Barkhan who is usually available at the Madina Book Depot in
Barkhan city.
The complaint was forwarded by BISP Field Supervisor, Barkhan to BISP Divisional Office Zhob
at Loralai. The complaint was not sent to Pakistan Post Office from the Divisional BISP Office
for inquiry and therefore no action has been taken. Till the time when the team met the
beneficiary, no action had been taken regarding Lal Khatoon’s case. The beneficiary is still
waiting for a positive response regarding the return of her deducted amount.

2. Receiver Woman/ Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Lal Khatoon is a 39 year’s old uneducated lady, living with her husband and 4 children. Their
house comprises one room, a kitchen and a bathroom, and is without a boundary wall. They have
few kitchen and household items. Their overall situation had deteriorated since the occurrence of
the floods.
The name of their poor and flood affected village is Basti Gamberk located 25 kms away from
Barkhan city. An unpaved katcha road connects her village to Barkhan city. The village has no
basic living facilities like clean drinking water, electricity, gas, healthcare and a school. Lal
Khatoon has to walk 6 kms to collect drinking water. The nearest school is 6 kms from her house,
and for availing health facilities, the family has to walk for hours to Barkhan city. The village
does not have any proper sanitation facilities.
Lal Khatoon was very happy about receiving BISP cash transfers she spends the cash transfer on
her children’s education and on food for her family to support her husband’s meagre daily wages
amounting to around Rs.4,000-Rs.5,000 a month.

3. Receiver Woman/ Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Lal Khatoon was also a beneficiary under the Parliamentarian phase. In 2010, when the Poverty
Score Card (PSC) survey was undertaken, her house was surveyed by BISP team and she was
given an acknowledgement slip. However, she did not receive any eligibility letter from BISP. At
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the time of the survey, she had a valid CNIC. She considers Benazir Income Support Program to
be a Government program for poor people.
Initially unaware, Lal Khatoon learnt about the complaint redressal mechanism from the former
UC Nazim. She considers BISP to be a Government scheme for distributing money amongst the
poor. She spends her cash transfers on her children’s education and other house related needs.

4. How did the Complaint Emerged
When the Post Office started sending its postman to deliver the cash transfers to the eligible
women in the locality, Lal Khatoon began to wonder why she was receiving lesser amount in each
instalment compared to some others. Her husband visited an internet cafe to check his wife’s
“Payment Details”. He found that the MOs generated in his wife’s name was for Rs.6,000 (1st
instalment delivered in May 2009) and then 6 consequent instalments of Rs.3,000 each were
shown as delivered/paid.
Her husband went to the BISP Field Supervisor Barkhan, who has informally set up an office in a
net cafe in Barkhan city. There, he filed an application on behalf of his wife in October 2011, in
which he requested BISP to take necessary action and resolve her partial payment issue. Lal
Khatoon’s husband was not given any acknowledgement slip after filing the complaint.
To learn about the progress of the case, Lal Khatoon’s husband has visited the BISP Field
Supervisor in Barkhan 4 times, spending Rs.100 on each visit but the issue has still not been
solved.

5. Processing of the Complaint
The complainant filed an application in the month of October 2011 regarding partial payment.
The Field Supervisor uses an internet cafe in Barkhan city as an office to collect complaints from
the beneficiaries for further processing. The BISP Field Supervisor forwarded the complaint to
BISP Zhob Divisional Office in Loralai. At the Divisional Office, the application was entered in a
register of complaints maintained by the Complaints Assistant. The Divisional Office forwarded
the case to: (i) DG BISP Balochistan; and (ii) Director (Payments) BISP Islamabad. This
complaint was not sent to GPO or some other office of Pakistan Post for further inquiry.
According to the BISP Divisional Director, they had sent many complaints to GPO Loralai in the
past but when no action was taken, the BISP office stopped sending complaints there. Divisional
Director BISP showed letters that had been forwarded to Pakistan Post to our team. These letters
had no CNIC numbers or detail about any specific complainant. They appeared to be routine
letters sent to Pakistan Post alleging general corruption.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The BISP Complaints Management System is yet to be made operational in Balochistan.
Presently, the staffs are maintaining the complaints records manually in registers and files.
They also prepare a summary of complaints in Excel for submission to higher offices. The
BISP staff does not readily have the dates of complaints received in the office. Overall, it was
observed that the BISP team at the Divisional level was not following proper SOPs regarding
complaint redressal since the cases were not being forwarded to Pakistan Post.
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b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
The beneficiary was included in BISP under the Parliamentarian phase. After registering the
complaint, her husband visited the BISP Field Supervisor in Barkhan city more than 4 times,
which cost him Rs.100 per visit. He was of the view that it was important for him to take a
stand for his family and fight for their rights.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
When a payment complaint is received at BISP Zhob Divisional Office, Loralai from BISP
Field Supervisor Barkhan, it is manually filed with other complaints. It is also entered in a
register and a monthly summary on Excel is prepared. The complaint is not sent for
processing to Pakistan Post, which means no progress can be expected in complaints of partial
payments.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions



In this case, the receiver woman/complainant submitted her complaint to BISP Field
Supervisor Barkhan, who in turn sent it to BISP Divisional Office, Zhob. The complaint,
however, was not sent to Pakistan Post for inquiry.
When the team met the husband of Lal Khatoon, he spoke to them in English and he stated
that he wanted to fight against corruption. He holds education in high esteem and he and his
wife, Lal Khatoon spend all their money on their children’s education despite being jobless at
times, since they believe that ‘without education, we are blind’.

8. Recommendations





It is important that awareness should be created about where a receiver woman/ complainant
may file her complaint.
The first BISP letter that is sent to the beneficiary should mention the amount of the first
instalment that she will receive and also the month when she can expect to receive this
amount. This would help in reducing the chances of misappropriation.
Even if the earlier complaints have not been addressed, all complaints must be sent formally
to Pakistan Post for redressal.
In case complaints are not addressed by some office of Pakistan Post, then this issue should
be raised by BISP HQ with Pakistan Post HQ.
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Payment Case Study Number:
Nature of Case:

P-Balochistan-10
Partial payment of BISP instalments by Postman

Complainant/ Beneficiary:
Wife of:
Complainant, if not beneficiary herself:
Address:

Gul Bibi
Saedo
Saedo
Village Basti Azoo Choti, Tehsil Barkhan, District
Barkhan
56101-0749229-4
3260289

CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Completed

1. Summary of the Case Study
Gul Bibi is 19 years old. She has never received any formal education and resides in one of the
most under developed regions of Baluchistan in Barkhan District. Gul Bibi’s complaint was
regarding partial payment of her cash transfers. Her claim was that on every payment she received
from BISP, the postman was deducting some amount. She received her first payment of Rs.5,500
in December 2010 instead of Rs.6,000 being the amount of the first two money orders. Following
this first payment Gul Bibi also received four money orders in May 2011, July 2011, October
2011 and then in February 2012. She received only Rs.1,800 in all these instalments though she
should have been paid Rs.2,000 according to her money orders generated. Gul Bibi claimed that
all payments received by her were less by Rs.200 to Rs.500 as compared to the amount shown on
the money orders.
It was only after the payment of her fifth instalment in July 2011 that Gul Bibi and her husband
Saedo realised that they were not receiving the full amount. This realisation was due to a growing
awareness of the BISP payment system and of the BISP complaint redressal mechanism.
As a first step in trying to reclaim their embezzled money, Saedo submitted a written complaint to
the BISP Field Supervisor in Barkhan during August 2011. From here the complaint was
forwarded to the BISP Divisional Office Zhob which is located in Loralai for further processing.
As per the prescribed SOPs the complaint should have been forwarded to Pakistan Post for further
inquiry. However, this complaint was not forwarded to Pakistan Post Office as the Divisional
Director BISP stated “we used to forward the payment complaints to Pakistan Post but generally
no action was taken by them, therefore, we stopped forwarding the complaints”.
Due to this situation, where BISP does not have confidence with the Pakistan Post to solve any
payment issues, the beneficiary is witing for redressal of her complaint which has not even been
sent to Pakistan Post for investigation.

2. Receiver Woman/ Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Gul Bibi is 19 years old and when still playing with dolls she was married and started having
children soon after. She has never had a formal education and lives in a nuclear family system
with her husband and three young children. The small house in which they live is made of mud
and consists of two rooms, a kitchen and a bathroom. The internal kitchen is basic and with few
utensils or crockery and the household contains few items other than a couple of old cots.
Externally the structure is without a boundary wall.
Her husband is the family’s bread winner and earns no more than Rs.6,000 per month as a
labourer; this is the family’s only source of income. If not impoverished already the family’s
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economic woes took a further plunge after the unprecedented rains of July 2010 and the
subsequent floods that followed. The family was badly affected and lost many of their limited
belongings.
The village of Basti Azoo Choti in Barkhan District is located in one of the most under developed
areas of Baluchistan. The village does not have facility of the basic human living requirements
such as clean drinking water, electricity, gas, health facilities or access to education. For drinking
water Gul Bibi has to travel 2 kms by foot to a dugwell and this chore takes more than two hours
to complete. The nearest school is 2 kms from the house and for health facilities they have to
travel 20 kms to Barkhan which can take ‘hours and hours of walking by foot to reach the nearest
hospital’.

3. Receiver Woman/ Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Gul Bibi wasn’t a beneficiary during BISP Phase I. She reported that her first interaction with
BISP was in late 2009 or early 2010, she wasn’t exactly sure of the date, when her household was
covered during the Poverty Scorecard (PSC) survey. A survey team came to her village and
conducted the survey accordingly and upon completion they gave her a survey acknowledgement
slip. Following this she heard nothing and did not receive an eligibility letter from BISP. At the
time of survey Gul Bibi had and was in possession of a valid CNIC.
Gul Bibi’s knowledge of BISP was partial. When asked what she thought BISP was, she correctly
replied that is a Government sponsored program distributing money among the poor people; but
she was unaware of the BISP complaint redressal mechanism. She also informed us that she was
spending the cash transfer on basic household needs.

4. How did the Complaint Emerged
Gul Bibi received her first payment of Rs.5,500 from BISP in December 2010 of when she should
have received Rs.6,000. The postman at no point mentioned to Gul Bibi the difference and she
was oblivious to anything untoward happening. This first payment was made up of two money
orders of Rs.3,000 each and equated to six months of entitlement.
Following this and up until February 2012 Gul Bibi received another four payments; in May
2011, July 2011, October 2011 and then in February 2012. In all these cases she should have been
paid Rs.2,000 but was paid Rs.1,800 only. Again the postman did not mention anything about
why he was deducting Rs.200.
With time, Gul Bibi and her husband learnt more about the BISP scheme and came to realise that
they were not receiving their full payments. At first this information was passed to them through
discussion amongst their peers but later Saedo became more curious and in August 2011 visited a
‘net café’ in Barkhan town. With help from the owner he accessed the BISP website and found his
wife’s Payment Detail and realised that all payments his wife received were less than the amount
shown on the money orders generated in her name.
Saedo on behalf of his wife decided to complain about this wrongdoing and having recently learnt
via friends and acquaintances of the BISP redressal system he began the process of rectification.
His first step was to visit the BISP Field Supervisor who is usually available at a book store
situated in Barkhan town. Here in August 2011 he filed a complaint on behalf of his wife
addressing it to the BISP Divisional Director. In the application he requested the BISP Officials to
take the necessary action in order to resolve his wife’s partial payment issue and return the money
wrongly deducted by the postman.
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Saedo was not given an acknowledgement letter or slip after registration of the complaint with
BISP Field Supervisor Barkhan. In total he visited the office four times, a round trip of 40 kms, in
relation to the complaint and spent Rs.200 on each visit.

5. Processing of the Complaint
The initial complaint was registered by Saedo during August 2011 with the Field Supervisor
Barkhan. Following his normal routine the Field Supervisor forwarded details of the complaint to
the BISP Divisional Office Zhob located at Loralai which he did after every two weeks.
From the Divisional Office the complaint was forwarded to both the Director General (DG), BISP
Balochistan in Quetta and to the Director (Payments), BISP HQ, Islamabad. However, the
complaint was not sent to Pakistan Post which was the correct forum that could have investigated
the case.
When asked why complaints were not forwarded to Pakistan Post for enquiry the BISP Divisional
Director said “we have sent many complaints to Pakistan Post in Loralai but no action has ever
been taken by them”. For this reason the Pakistan Post seems to have lost all credibility in the
eyes of BISP staff at divisional office and they no longer consider it as a part of the standard
complaint redressal process.
However, during further discussions on the subject of non-cooperation between BISP and
Pakistan Post, a letter which had been sent to the GPO Loralai for action was produced. In this it
was clear to see that the letter sent was devoid of any information pertaining to a specific
complaint such as complaint details, CNIC number, dates of transgressions, MO numbers etc. The
letter appeared to be just a normal letter sent to the PO regarding corruption. It was therefore
difficult to draw a definitive conclusion on the veracity of the claims made by the BISP officials.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on electronic filing/redressal of complaints
while the Complaints Management System is yet to be made operational. BISP staff is
maintaining the complaints record in a register and file. They also prepare summary of
complaints for submission to higher offices. BISP Field Supervisor and BISP Divisional
Office don’t know the date of registering the complaint.
Overall it was observed BISP team at divisional level, by not sending the payment cases for
investigation to Pakistan Post, was not following proper SOPs regarding complaint redressal
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
The beneficiary was not included in BISP under the Parliamentarians’ Programme. She
became a member after her PSC Survey. After filing the complaint her husband visited BISP
Field Supervisor at Barkhan four times (spending Rs.100 on each visit) to learn about the case
but he was not provided with any update because the complaint has not even been sent to
Pakistan Post for investigation.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
GPO Loralai informed that they have not received this complaint from BISP and said that “if
we receive any complain from any beneficiary or BISP then as per our SOPs we conduct an
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inquiry. If we receive any complaint we will investigate but till date we have not received any
complaint form BISP Office Loralai”.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions




The receiver woman/complainant submitted her complaint to BISP Field Supervisor, Barkhan
who forwarded it to BISP Divisional Office, Zhob. Field Supervisor, Barkhan had not
received any update on progress, if any, that may have taken place at the Divisional Office.
Similarly BISP Divisional Office sent it to DG Balochistan and Director (Payments)
Islamabad but does not know whether there has been some progress in the case.
BISP Office did not send the complaint to Pakistan Post for enquiry. In the absence of an
enquiry, obviously the case will not be resolved and the beneficiary would not be able to get
the amount that she claims to have been retained from each money order by the postman.

8. Recommendations



The case of non-redressal of earlier complaints by GPO Loralai should have been referred to
higher authorities of BISP so that they can take it up with the higher authorities of Pakistan
Post.
Procedure for sending the Complaint to Pakistan Post for investigation and redressal needs to
be followed for each complaint – even if the earlier complaints have not been addressed.
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P-Balochistan-11
Non-payment of money orders by the postman
Chaguli
Imam Bux
Mohammad Ramzan (Activist)
Mohalla Angiani, Tehsil Dureji, District Lasbela
5150286204090
3358837
End March 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Chaguli, a 56 year old woman who resides in Mohalla Angiani in Dureji Tehsil, was declared a
beneficiary after the PSC survey in 2010 and initially she received two money orders for Rs.3,000
each that were generated in September 2010 and paid to her in February 2011. Following this she
did not receive another payment, and so after a nine month gap she decided to lodge a complaint
with BISP.
The written complaint, which highlighted the fact that she had not received any money since the 2
initial payments was registered at the BISP Divisional Office Uthal in mid-November 2011. Due
to the vast distance of 280 kms between Dureji and Uthal, Chaguli could not travel to register the
complaint herself. Therefore, with other local women, who also had similar issues with BISP, she
sponsored Mohammad Ramzan, a local community activist to register the complaint on her
behalf.
After registration, the BISP Divisional Office Uthal forwarded her complaint to Divisional
Superintendent Pakistan Post at Khuzdar in the same month, November 2011. A copy of the letter
was also sent to BISP HQ Islamabad for reference and, if needed, for further processing of the
complaint.
The BISP Divisional Office was not clear about the reasons why money orders were not being
generated in Chaguli’s name. Her status under ‘Beneficiary” Details’ clearly states that she is
‘eligible’. Money orders had not been generated in Chaguli’s name for the period between
September 2010 and October 2011.
Chaguli had not received any response about the progress or result of her complaint till January
2012 when she received the next instalment. It seems that the BISP redressal process had already
taken affect as before the complaint had been lodged her payment stream had restarted. A money
order for Rs.2,000 was generated by BISP in October 2011 and was delivered to her in January
2012, while the next money order for Rs.2,000 was generated in December 2011 and a third of
Rs.3,000 was generated in March 2012. Neither of these MO’s has yet been delivered, and
nobody at BISP Divisional Office could explain why Chaguli was deprived of her cash transfer
for more than a year.

2. Receiver Women/Complainant’s Profile/Background information
The beneficiary Chaguli is 56 years old and lives with her husband and seven children in Mohalla
Angiani, Dureji. She has never received any formal education and her time is occupied with the
day to day running of the household and looking after her large family.
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The house she lives in is katcha and comprises of two rooms and a bathroom with a small
courtyard in front which they use for the kitchen as well. The family own no basic furniture and
they use floor mats to sit and sleep on.
Economically the family is struggling. The family is dependent on Chaguli’s husband Imam Bux
for support. He earns his money by doing odd labouring jobs and if he is lucky he can find work
for a complete month. But mostly he remains unemployed and his monthly income is around
Rs.5,000 to Rs.6,000 on average.
Tehsil Dureji is in District Lasbela which is on the south east corner of Baluchistan bordering
Sindh Province. Being the home town of the Speaker of Balochistan Assembly, Dureji has many
facilities which make it different to other parts of Lasbela. It has a well-manicured park, schools
for girls and boys, a hospital, post office and a bustling bazar.

3. Receiver Women /Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary Chaguli became a beneficiary after PSC Survey. During the summer of 2010, she
is not exactly sure about the date, the Poverty Scorecard (PSC) Survey was carried out in her area.
She reported that her PSC form was filled in by an influential person of the area, which is against
the prescribed standard practice to be followed by the partner organisation conducting the survey.
An acknowledgement slip of survey was given to her and at that time she was told that all people
who got surveyed will become BISP beneficiary. At the time of the survey she was in possession
of a valid CNIC. Later she received a letter from BISP confirming her as eligibly as a beneficiary
for BISP cash transfer under Phase II. When asked what she knew about BISP she replied that it
was a programme for poor people. She was completely unaware of any other characteristics of
BISP and was unaware of the complaint redressal process.
BISP brought a new change in her life and after getting the cash transfer she became financially
stronger and more empowered at the household level. Chaguli is often unwell and spends money
on medicine and treatment and the cash transfer was a huge fillip. When she got her payments she
felt very happy but she was highly disappointed when the money orders suddenly stopped due to
unknown reasons.
With reference to BISP cash transfer she said: “Jab Eid hoti hay to hamey pata naheen chalta keh
aaj Eid hay, per jis din mujeh BISP ka paisa mila to hamaray ghar mein Eid ki jaisi khushi thi keh
aaj hum apni pasand ki koi cheez bazaar lay saktay hain. (We do not know when Eid comes, but
now when we receive money from BISP that day is like Eid for us, as we can buy the things that
we need).

4. How did the complaint emerge?
After being declared a BISP beneficiary she received two instalments of Rs.3,000 each during
February 2011. Then her payments stopped coming and she became suspicious that the postman
was not delivering money orders to her. When asked, the postman of Dureji told her that he had
not received any money orders addressed to Chaguli.
Initially the family were unaware of how to solve this problem as they were unfamiliar with the
BISP complaint redressal process. Later she met with a local community activist named
Mohammad Ramzan and he informed her about the process of lodging a complaint. Following
this and in collaboration with other women of the locality who also had grievances with BISP,
they sponsored Mr. Ramzan to travel to the BISP Divisional Office in Uthal to register their
complaints.
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Mohammad Ramzan registered Chaguli’s complaint in the BISP Divisional Office Uthal in midNovember 2011. He did not receive any complaint acknowledgment or letter confirming receipt
of the complaint by the concerned BISP office.

5. Processing of the Complaint
The written complaint, which highlighted the fact that Chaguli had not received any money since
the two initial payments was registered in mid-November 2011. Upon receiving the complaint the
BISP Divisional Office Uthal forwarded her complaint during the same month to (i) the
Divisional Superintendent Pakistan Post: (ii) the office of the DG BISP Baluchistan in Quetta; and
(iii) to BISP HQ Islamabad.
Her Payment Details were probably not checked by the Divisional Office because otherwise they
would have informed her that money orders were not being generated in her name. Instead of
forwarding the complaint to Pakistan Post for investigation, they would have asked BISP HQ
about the reason why money orders in her name are not being generated. The BISP Divisional
Office was not clear about the reasons why money orders were not being generated in Chaguli’s
name for the period between September 2010 and October 2011.
Before the letter of complaint had been received by BISP the ‘problem’ had already been
removed from the system. This indicates that the internal BISP redressal process had already
taken effect. The evidence shows that before the complaint from Chaguli had been received and
lodged her payment stream had again restarted.
Her Payment Detail shows that a money order for Rs.2,000 was generated by BISP in October
2011, a month or so before the complaint had been filed; this MO was delivered to her in January
2012. In addition two further MO’s for Rs.2,000 each were generated in December 2011 and
March 2012 (whose delivery status has not been entered till now), indicating that Chaguli’s
payments have now restarted and she will again start receive her cash transfer on a regular bases.
Chaguli had not received any response about the progress or result of her complaint till January
2012 when she received the next instalment. BISP Divisional Office or the complainant has still
not been informed by BISP HQ about why no money orders were generated during October 2010
to October 2011, and, Chaguli is still waiting for the installments for this period.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Beneficiaries belonging to Tehsil Dureji do not have any nearest point for getting information
or for complaints registration and have to travel to the BISP Divisional Office Uthal, which is
situated 280 kms away from Dureji. The staff at Divisional Office Uthal is maintaining
complaints manually, as the Complaint Management System (CMS) is not operational there
as yet.
The influential people of the area supported her at the time of the PSC survey and she was
supported by an activist of the area named Ramzan regarding filing and pursuing her
complaint.
b. Observations at the beneficiary level
It was not feasible for the complaint or her family to visit the BISP Divisional Office Uthal
which is 280 kms away, due to the high cost they would have incurred on transportation, meal
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and phone use. On their behalf, Mohammad Ramzan visited BISP Divisional Office Uthal
twice in a period of one month and travelled by bus. Mr Ramzan took Rs.50 from Chaguli to
visit Uthal and register her complaint. Chaguli could not follow her case personally although
Mr Ramzan did revisit the office on two further occasions to inquire about the case on her
behalf.
Chaguli’s husband is a labourer and works 10 hours a day when he can find work. Due to
recent circumstances to get labour on regular basis is difficult and many days in each month
he is unable to get work. She said that BISP cash transfer has brought a big change in her
family’s finances.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner agency level
Complaints Management System is yet to be made operational. The Staff is maintaining the
complaints record in a register. They do not provide acknowledgements to beneficiaries after
registering complaint. In Baluchistan there are no set up of Tehsil offices of BISP and
therefore beneficiary has to travel from far flung areas to access to BISP divisional office.
In district Uthal, no field supervisor is working at Dureji - the area is very scattered and the
beneficiaries cannot be accommodated in a proper way. There are no BISP Tehsil offices in
Balochistan. All field staff of this Divisional Office sits at Uthal. The area to be covered by
Divisional Office Uthal from Mastung to Hub is around 700 kms along the RCD Highway.
Staff shortage is a big obstacle in providing relief of beneficiaries. There are only two field
supervisors who are supposed to cover district Mastung, Kalat, Khuzdar, Kharan and Lasbela.

7. Lessons learnt/Conclusion






The level of understanding among beneficiaries about BISP and its complaint redressal
process is very low.
The beneficiaries have to travel all the way from Dureji to Uthal, to obtain some information
or to file their complaints.
In this case, money orders for the beneficiary were not generated by BISP for a long time.
The Divisional Office (probably without checking her Payment Detail) forwarded the
complaint to Pakistan Post for enquiry although sending it to Pakistan Post will not solve the
matter as they can do nothing in case an MO has not been generated by BISP.
Though BISP HQ was informed about this complaint, yet the Divisional Office was not
informed about the progress of the case so that they may have informed the beneficiary/
complainant. After gap of about a year, generation of money orders in her name has again
been started though why they were not generated for about a year is not known.

8. Recommendations







The beneficiaries should be provided with programme information covering all aspects of
BISP grants as well as complaint registration process.
In order to facilitate the poor beneficiaries/ complainants, it will be useful for BISP to set up
Tehsil Offices in Balochistan so that they do not have to travel great distances or obtaining
information or for filing complaints.
In this case MOs were not being generated by BISP but the complaint was sent for redressal
to Pakistan Post. Deciding where to forward a case will result in better complaint
management and avoid unnecessary load on Pakistan Post for redressal of non-existent
complaints.
This complaint kept pending for a long time without BISP Divisional Office knowing about
the reason for non-generation of money orders. BISP HQ needs to inform BISP Divisional
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Office about why money orders of a complainant are not being generated so that it may
inform the complainant.
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P-Balochistan-12
Non-Payment of money orders by the postman
Roz Khatoon
Ghulam Hussain
N.A.
Dureji Town, Tehsil Dureji, District Lasbela
51502-4719098-6
3358815
27th November 2011

1. Summary of the Case Study
Roz Khatoon wife of Ghulam Hussain is a resident of Dureji in District Lasbela. Dureji is situated
about 280 kms away from the BISP Divisional Office Lasbela, located at Uthal. Lasbela is an area
of socio-economic importance due to its proximity to Karachi. Dureji’s importance has increased
due to the fact that it is the village of Balochistan Assembly’s Speaker, Mr. Aslam Bohtani. It is,
however, a poor area where there are very limited resources of income generation, especially for
women.
She was declared as BISP beneficiary through Poverty Score Card Survey conducted in the area.
As per BISP record, two instalments of Rs.3,000 each had been generated in her name in
September 2010 under the Parliamentarian’s Phase of the program. After that, there was a long
lapse of almost a year and she grew concerned that the postman was not delivering the money
orders generated in her name.
She, along with other beneficiaries of the area collected money for transport fare to send a local
teacher, Mr. Ramzan, to the BISP Divisional Office in Lasbela to file their respective complaints.
Staff at the Divisional Office failed to check her Payment Detail, or they would have known that
her payments were not being generated after September 2010. Instead they guided Mr. Ramzan to
file a complaint for non-payment on Roz Khatoon’s behalf.
She had not received any response about the progress or result of her complaint till end January
2012 when she received the next instalment. It seems that the BISP redressal process had already
taken affect as before the complaint had been lodged her payment stream had restarted. A money
order for Rs.2,000 was generated by BISP in October 2011 and was delivered to her in January
2012, while the next money order for Rs.2,000 was generated on 26th December 2011. The last
MO is yet to be delivered, and nobody at BISP Divisional Office could explain why Roz Khatoon
was deprived of her cash transfer for more than a year.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile
Roz Khatoon is a 57 year old lady; she is weak and has a long history of suffering from various
illnesses. She and her husband Ghulam Hussain have 13 children. They live with Ghulam
Husain’s brothers and parents in a walled off compound. Each family in the compound has one
katcha room each. Roz Khatoon’s home did not have any proper furniture and the carpet which
they sat and slept on was one of their few possessions.
Her husband works as a daily wage labourer; his income is insufficient for the needs of such a
large family. They had no connection to water gas or electricity supplies, water had to be fetched
from a stream that was situated 1 km from their home.
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With very limited opportunities for women to find work in Dureji and such a large family to care
for, she spends her time looking after the kitchen and doing household chores. BISP cash transfer
instalments have helped her financially; she has been able to purchase basic needs for her family,
particularly food. She plans to use future instalments for her medical treatment.

3. Background of Relationship with BISP
Roz Khatoon first learnt about the BISP cash transfer scheme from her relatives. She was
included in the Parliamentarian Phase of the program and had received two instalments of
Rs.3,000 each under this first phase.
Like many other women of her locality, following the PSC Survey held sometime in the early part
of 2011, she became a BISP beneficiary for the cash transfer scheme. The PSC Survey was
conducted in her locality but she couldn’t recall the exact date of the survey. An
acknowledgement slip after the PSC survey was given to her. Her relatives and friends had been
incorrectly informed by some locals that all people who got these acknowledgement slips will
become BISP beneficiaries. She received an intimation letter informing her of her eligibility. The
only selection criterion that she knew of was poverty as such she understood her family to be
eligible by default.

4. How complaint/grievance emerged?
Under the Parliamentarian Phase, Roz Khatoon received her two instalments of Rs.3,000 each on
1st February 2011 and 29th March 2011. These had been generated in September 2010. Not
knowing that these were the only payments generated in her name by BISP, Roz Khatoon grew
concerned and visited the Dureji Post Office five times to get information. Each time she was
told, correctly, that no Money Orders had been received in her name. Then the Post Office staff
told her that she could lodge a complaint (to find out why MOs are not being generated in her
name by BISP) at the BISP Divisional Office Lasbela, located 280 kms away in Uthal.
Being illiterate, she approached a local school teacher, Mr. Mohammad Ramzan, and requested
him for registration of a complaint on her behalf at the BISP Divisional Office. He asked her to
facilitate him with regard to bus fare and expenditure on food etc. for the trip from Dureji to
Uthal. Roz Khatoon agreed and along with some other complainants of the area, collected Rs.50
per complainant and gave it to Mohammad Ramzan so he could register their complaints.
On 10th November 2011, Mr. Ramzan visited BISP Divisional Office Lasbela, and filed her
complaint. Staff at the Office did not check Roz Khatoon’s Payment Detail on BISP website or
else they would have learnt that no payments had been generated in her name during the period.
Instead, they understood it to be a case of non-payment and advised her to file a complaint.

5. Processing of the Case
Mohammad Ramzan filed Roz Khatoon’s complaint with the BISP Divisional Office Lasbela on
10th November 2011. The application was addressed to the Divisional Director BISP. According
to the Field Supervisor Mr. Abdul Rahman, after a week it was forwarded by mail to: (a) DG
BISP Balochistan; (b) the BISP Head Quarters in Islamabad; (c) Pakistan Post Head Quarters in
Islamabad; and (d) the Deputy Superintendent Postal Service Khuzdar, with a copy of Roz
Khatoon’s CNIC attached to the complaint.
The DSPS Khuzdar did not undertake or mark the complaint for an inquiry probably because he
found that no money orders had been generated in her name and so there was no question of
misappropriation.
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There appeared to be a significant communication gap between the DSPS Khuzdar and the BISP
Divisional Office Lasbela. No reminder was sent by BISP Divisional Office Uthal either to (i)
Pakistan Post to know the progress on the redressal of this complaint; or (ii) to BISP HQ to know
why MOs are not being generated for Roz Khatoon.
Roz Khatoon had not received any response about the progress of her complaint till January 2012
when she received the next instalment. BISP Divisional Office or the complainant has still not
been informed by BISP HQ about why no money orders were generated during October 2010 to
October 2011, and, the complainant is still waiting for the installments for this period.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The complainant should have been informed by BISP staff that no money orders had been
generated in her name for about a year. They should have tried to get information from BISP
HQ about why her MOs are not being generated.
b.

Observations at the beneficiary level
It was difficult for her to visit BISP Divisional Office Uthal located 280 kms away for filing
the case but a teacher from her village visited the office on her behalf. Roz Khatoon’s
husband is a daily wage labourer and he has to work ten hours a day simply to meet the food
expenses, let alone afford the costs of travelling long distances.

c. Observations at BISP/Partner agency level
Acknowledgement of the complaint was not provided by BISP Office. In Balochistan Tehsil
offices of BISP have not been established and therefore the beneficiary has to travel large
distances from far flung areas for access to BISP Divisional Offices. In district Uthal no field
supervisor is working and the population of the area is very scattered.
When team discussed with DSPS Khuzdar regarding the case of Roz Khatoon he
acknowledged that they have received the case of Roz Khatoon and that she lives at Dureji
which is about 500 kms from their office at Khuzdar. He, however, couldn’t do anything
regarding the complaint as MOs had not been generated for about a year by BISP till
sometime after the complaint. He informed that for better and quick result they have agreed
with BISP to conduct a joint inquiry of all the cases regarding non-payment of money orders
for cash transfer. Regarding this complaint they have not started an inquiry till now, since it
was not necessary (as no MOs had been generated).

7. Lessons learnt/Conclusion





It is crucial that beneficiaries have easy access to information about when their payments are
generated and when they are to be delivered. Roz Khatoon could have avoided unnecessary
stress and expense had she known that no money orders had been generated during the time
she was complaining about.
The beneficiaries have to travel all the way from Dureji to Uthal (280 kms), to obtain some
information or to file their complaints.
In this case, money orders for the beneficiary were not generated by BISP for a long time.
The Divisional Office (probably without checking her Payment Detail) forwarded the
complaint to Pakistan Post for enquiry although sending it to Pakistan Post will not solve the
matter as they can do nothing in case an MO has not been generated by BISP.
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Though BISP HQ was informed about this complaint, yet the Divisional Office was not
informed about the progress of the case so that they may have informed the beneficiary/
complainant. After gap of about a year, generation of money orders in her name has again
been started though why they were not generated for about a year is not known.

8. Recommendations







Complainant’s Payment Detail must be seen before sending the complaints for redressal to
Pakistan Post. This will reduce the time spent on pursuing non-existent complaints.
In cases where money orders are not being generated by BISP (e.g. in this case the next MO
was generated one year after the previous one), the Divisional/ Tehsil Offices should be
informed about the reasons so that they can guide the beneficiary/ complainants.
In order to facilitate the poor beneficiaries/ complainants, it will be useful for BISP to set up
Tehsil Offices so that they do not have to travel great distances or obtaining information or
for filing complaints.
In this case MOs were not being generated by BISP but the complaint was sent for redressal
to Pakistan Post. Deciding where to forward a case will result in better complaint
management and avoid unnecessary load on Pakistan Post for redressal of non-existent
complaints.
This complaint kept pending for a long time without BISP Divisional Office knowing about
the reason for non-generation of money orders. BISP HQ needs to inform BISP Divisional
Office about why money orders of a complainant are not being generated so that it may
inform the complainant.
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P-Balochistan-13
Non-payment of BISP money orders
Hakima
Mohammad Hussain
Master Ramzan, Brother in law (He is an activist of
the area)
Mohala Khaskheli, Tehsil Dureji, District Lasbela
51502-7520121-6
3358828
End March 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Hakima is an illiterate 30 year old housewife who lives in Tehsil Dureji of District Lasbela. She
became eligible as a beneficiary for BISP cash transfer after the Poverty Scorecard (PSC) Survey
but received only two Money Orders (MOs) amounting to Rs.3,000 each in February 2011 and
March 2011. She did not receive any money order after March 2011 and thought that probably the
postman was misappropriating her money orders.
In order to inquire the issue Hakima and her husband visited the local post office repeatedly
where the staff informed them that no money order has been received in her name and suggested
that they lodge a written complaint at BISP Divisional Office Uthal. On 25th October 2011 Mr.
Ramzan filed the complaint on behalf of Hakima at BISP Divisional Office, Uthal. No
acknowledgement slip was given to the complainant.
After the complaint registration, Hakima’s case was forwarded to the Divisional Superintendent
Postal Services (DSPS), Khuzdar; Head Quarter (HQ) Quetta; and BISP Head Office (HO),
Islamabad in November, 2011 for actions/redress. Though the DSPS, Khuzdar got involved in the
case but he could not address the issue, as Hakima’s money orders were not being generated by
BISP HQ Islamabad and this non-payment issue could be resolved at the BISP HQ level only.
Due to the long distance and high transport costs involved, the beneficiary could not frequently
follow-up on her case at the BISP Divisional Office.
Hakima had not received any response about the progress or result of her complaint till end
February 2012 when she received the next instalment. It seems that the BISP redressal process
had already taken effect as generation of her money orders had restarted. BISP Divisional Office
or the complainant have still not been informed by BISP HQ about why no money orders were
generated during October 2010 to October 2011 and Hakima is still waiting for the installments
for this period.

2.

Receiver Women /Complainant’s Profile/Background information
Hakima is a 30 year old illiterate housewife who lives in Mohalla Khaskheli of Dureji, District
Lasbela with her husband and 2 children. Her husband is a daily wage labourer who earns
Rs.5,000 per month. Made of mud-bricks; her house comprised of one room, a kitchen, bathroom
and a courtyard at the front. Except two floor mattresses, it lacked basic furniture. The street
leading to her house was paved, with a proper drainage system in place.
Dureji is a relatively developed town, with government schools for boys and girls, Basic Health
Unit (BHU) and a playground. The place however, has scarce resources for income generation
and, therefore, basic reliance of the area seemed to be on livestock and homemade dairy products.
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3. Receiver Women /Complaints Relationship with BISP
Hakima’s knowledge of BISP was that this was a cash transfer programme designed by the
Government of Pakistan to compensate the poor and needy communities. As per the beneficiary,
she was surveyed under the Poverty Scorecard (PSC) survey during the summer of 2010. Her
survey form was filled by one of her neighbours during the survey, as being illiterate she could
not do it herself. An acknowledgement slip was issued to her by the survey team. The general
impression that the villagers gathered about the survey was that all those people who have gotten
acknowledgement slips from the BISP survey team are the potential beneficiaries of the cash
transfer programme. The beneficiary knew nothing about the BISP’s beneficiary selection process
and the complaints registration or redressal mechanism.

4. How did the complaint/grievance emerge?
Hakima was informed through a letter from the BISP HQ, Islamabad about her successful
eligibility for the cash transfer programme, after which she started receiving MOs. BISP HQ
generated two MOs amounting to Rs.3,000 each for Hakima in September 2010, which she
received in February and March 2011, respectively through the postman in Dureji. After March,
2011 Hakima Bibi’s payments stopped. She suspected that perhaps the postman was not
delivering her MOs and was misappropriating these. Hakima and her husband inquired about any
pending payments from the local post office staff, who informed them that they had not received
any MO in her name. They were further advised to file a written complaint at BISP Divisional
Office Uthal.
About 12 other beneficiaries from Hakima’s area were also not receiving their payments from
BISP. Hakima, in consultation with other complainants, decided to register her complaint through
Mr. Ramzan, a local school teacher. Mr. Ramzan upon their request agreed to facilitate and
prepared complaint applications for them. The Divisional Office, Uthal is located 280 kms away
from Dureji. Keeping in view the long distance and related travel costs, all complainants
contributed Rs.50 each to Mr. Ramzan so that he could get their complaints registered at the BISP
Divisional Office Uthal. The complaints were registered on 25th October 2011 at the BISP
Divisional Office Uthal through Mr. Mohammad Ramzan. Acknowledgement slips were not
issued for any of the complaints.

5. Processing of the case
Hakima’s complaint was forwarded to the Divisional Superintendent Postal Services (DSPS)
Khuzdar in November 2011. The cases were also sent to the DG, BISP Provincial Office Quetta
and BISP Head Quarters Islamabad for information in November 2011.
Her Payment Details were probably not checked by the Divisional Office because otherwise they
would have informed her that money orders were not being generated in her name. Instead of
forwarding the complaint to Pakistan Post for investigation, they would have asked BISP HQ
about the reason why money orders in her name are not being generated.
Hakima had not received any response about the progress or result of her complaint till end
February 2012 when she received the next instalment. BISP Divisional Office or the complainant
has still not been informed by BISP HQ about why no money orders were generated during
October 2010 to October 2011, and, Hakima is still waiting for the installments for this period.
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6. Observations
a. General Observations
Beneficiaries belonging to Tehsil Dureji do not have any nearest point for getting information
or for complaints registration and have to travel to the BISP Divisional Office Uthal, which is
situated 280 kms away from Dureji. The staff at Divisional Office Uthal is maintaining
complaints manually, as the Complaint Management System (CMS) is not operational there as
yet.
b. Observations at the beneficiary level
Hakima, an illiterate housewife belonging to a poor household stopped receiving her payments
from BISP after March, 2011. It was quite difficult for the beneficiary/complainant to visit the
BISP Divisional Office, Uthal herself and, therefore, had to take assistance from the local
school teacher, Mr. Ramzan. The beneficiary (and other complainants) contributed Rs.50 per
head to enable Mr. Ramzan to travel to the Divisional Office, Uthal via bus.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner agency level
All complaints are manually being registered at BISP Divisional Office Uthal as the
Complaints Management System (CMS) is yet to be operationalized in the BISP Offices.
Complaint acknowledgment slips are not issued to the beneficiaries. In Balochistan, BISP does
not have any setup at the tehsil level due to which the beneficiaries do not have any other
choice but to travel long distances to visit BISP Divisional Offices for the purposes of getting
information or for complaint registration.
d. Observation at Post Office level
BISP Divisional Director shared with us that the Divisional Office Uthal usually forwarded
cases to the Provincial Office at Quetta and BISP HQ Islamabad for further investigation.
According to latest developments, joint inquiries (representatives of BISP and Pakistan Post)
will be conducted for investigation payment related complaints. The joint inquiry process has
not yet started but plans to include all the complaints registered and pending up till January,
2012.

7.

Lessons learnt/Conclusion






Conceptual understanding of the BISP among the communities does not exist, which needs to
be developed either through awareness raising or by engaging local media.
The beneficiaries have to travel all the way to Uthal from Dureji, to file their complaints.
In this case, money orders for the beneficiary were not generated by BISP for a long time.
The Divisional Office (probably without checking her Payment Detail) forwarded the
complaint to Pakistan Post for enquiry although sending it to Pakistan Post will not solve the
matter as they can do nothing in case an MO has not been generated by BISP.
Though BISP HQ was informed about this complaint, yet the Divisional Office was not
informed about the progress of the case so that they may have informed the beneficiary/
complainant. After gap of about a year, generation of money orders in her name has again
been started though why they were not generated for about a year is not known.
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8. Recommendations







It will be quite useful for the beneficiaries if they are provided with the programme
information covering all aspects with high emphasis on the complaint registration process.
In order to facilitate the poor beneficiaries/ complainants, it will be useful for BISP to set up
Tehsil Offices so that they do not have to travel great distances or obtaining information or
for filing complaints.
In this case MOs were not being generated by BISP but the complaint was sent for redressal
to Pakistan Post. Deciding where to forward a case will result in better complaint
management and avoid unnecessary load on Pakistan Post for redressal of non-existent
complaints.
This complaint kept pending for a year without BISP Divisional Office knowing about the
reason for non-generation of money orders. BISP HQ needs to inform BISP Divisional Office
about why money orders of a complainant are not being generated so that it may inform the
complainant.
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P-Balochistan-14
Non-payment of BISP money orders by the postman
Haseena Bibi
Pareen
N.A.
Village, Goth Jamal, Tehsil Dureji, District Lasbela
51502-0191566-2
4026968
End March 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Haseena Bibi is a 35 year old woman who resides in Village Goth Jamal of Tehsil Dureji in
District Lasbela with her husband and 6 children.
After her selection as a beneficiary for the cash transfer, Haseena Bibi received the first two
money orders from BISP, amounting to Rs.3,000 each on 26th February 2011. She grew concerned
when her payments stopped after 26th February 2011. Haseena perceived the payments’ delay to
be at the Post Office level and probably due to misappropriation by the postman. Trusting
Haseena’s intuition her husband visited the local post office to inquire about the situation where
the staff informed him that they have not received any money order in Haseena’s name.
The beneficiary was not aware of the complaint registration process and so she asked the local
villagers who guided her with the procedural details. On 15th May 2011 Haseena took the help of
a local school teacher, Mr. Ramzan who wrote an application describing her non-payment issue
and sent it to the Divisional Office Uthal through the Post Office. The Divisional Office Uthal
never responded to Haseena’s application. Bearing the transportation cost she then requested to
Mr. Ramzan to visit the Divisional Office Uthal where he lodged a complaint on Haseena’s behalf
during end May, 2011.
On 12th July 2011 the Divisional Office Uthal forwarded Haseena’s case to the Divisional
Superintendent Postal Services (DSPS), Khuzdar, for further investigation, along with a copy to
Director General (DG) Balochistan, Director Payment Agency, Islamabad for their information
and necessary actions. The BISP Head Office, Islamabad however had not taken any action on the
complaint, and Haseena’s complaint remained unsolved due to communication issues between the
Divisional Office Uthal, BISP Head Quarter Islamabad and Pakistan Post. To speed up the
process BISP Divisional Office Uthal and DSPS agreed to conduct joint inquiries through a twoperson committee, and will ensure redressal of all the cases/complaints received up till January
2012, which has not been established till end March 2012, which is why Haseena’s case is still
pending. The complainant could also not follow up on her case due to the long distance from
Tehsil Dureji to Divisional Office Uthal.
Haseena had not received any response about the progress or result of her complaint till early
March 2012 when she received the next instalment. It seems that the BISP redressal process has
taken affect as her payment stream had restarted. A money order for Rs.2,000 was generated by
BISP in October 2011 and was delivered to her in March 2012, while the next money order for
Rs.2,000 was generated in December 2011. Nobody at BISP Divisional Office could explain why
Haseena was deprived of her cash transfer for more than a year.
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2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background information
Haseena Bibi is a 35 year old illiterate housewife who lives in Dureji of District Lasbela.
Belonging to an extremely poor and large family, Haseena Bibi’s household comprises of her
husband and 6 children. Haseena Bibi’s husband is a daily wage labourer in Dureji and earns up
to Rs.5,000 per month. Haseena Bibi also assists her husband in running the household kitchen by
stitching clothes.
Haseena lives in a katcha house consisting of two rooms, one kitchen and a bathroom. Drinking
water is being obtained from the water filtration plant installed at Dureji.
Being closer to Karachi, District Lasbela has developed over a period of time. This is the reason
that Dureji is comparatively better off in terms of infrastructure and other facilities such Basic
Health Unit (BHU), government schools for boys and girls and a playground. The road leading to
Haseena’s house was found to be paved with a proper drainage system.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Like several other women in her area, the beneficiary, Haseena Bibi considered BISP a cash
transfer scheme designed by the government of Pakistan People’s Party (PPP) to financially
support the poor and needy families of the country. However, she was unaware of the eligibility
criteria for the BISP programme.
Haseena Bibi recalled being surveyed under the Poverty Scorecard (PSC) Survey but could not
confirm the date and time of occurrence. The beneficiary had not received any acknowledgement
slip from the survey team and was unsure who filled her form during the survey. The surveyed
villagers were considering the survey acknowledgement slips as eligibility tokens for the BISP
programme.

4. How complaint/grievance emerged?
The BISP, through a letter confirmed Haseena Bibi as an eligible beneficiary for the cash transfer.
She received only two installments amounting to Rs.3,000 each on 26th February 2011, which
were generated in September 2011. From March 2011 and even till the time our interview in
November 2011, she had not received any further payments. She suspected that her payment was
stuck at the post office. Haseena’s husband visited the post office to inquire about the matter
where he was informed that the post office had not received any instalment in Haseena Bibi’s
name. She did not know the complaint registration process but took guidance from other selected
beneficiaries of the area.
With the help a local school teacher, Mr. Ramzan, Haseena Bibi dispatched a written complaint
addressed to the Assistant Director, Divisional Office Uthal through the post office on 15th May
2011. Haseena Bibi did not receive any response from the Divisional Office Uthal upon her
written complaint. There are no BISP Tehsil Offices in Balochistan due to which the singular
Divisional Office Uthal, located 280 kms away from Dureji entertains all the complaints of the
region. The complainants have to go through a tiring course to lodge their complaints. Given the
long distance, it was quite difficult for the beneficiary to visit the Divisional Office Uthal herself,
and she, therefore, requested Mr. Ramzan to pay a visit there and lodge a complaint for her. She,
along with a few other beneficiaries contributed Rs.50 each to pay for his transportation cost.
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5. Process of the case
Addressed to the Assistant Director BISP, Divisional Office Uthal, the beneficiary sent a written
complaint on 15th May 2011 through the post office. When the BISP Divisional Office Uthal did
not respond to her letter, Haseena Bibi the local school teacher, Mr. Ramzan to visit the
Divisional Office Uthal and register her complaint on her behalf during end May 2011. On 12 th
July 2011 the Divisional Office Uthal forwarded Haseena’s case to the Divisional Superintendent
Postal Services (DSPS), Khuzdar for investigations; with a copy to the Director General (DG)
BISP Balochistan and Director Payment Agency, Islamabad for information and necessary action.
No progress on Haseena Bibi’s case was attained at the Director Payment, Islamabad level as of
20th November 2011.
Haseena had not received any response about the progress or result of her complaint till early
March 2012 when she received the next instalment. It seems that the BISP redressal process has
taken affect as her payment stream had restarted. A money order for Rs.2,000 was generated by
BISP in October 2011 and was delivered to her on 5th March 2012, while the next money order
for Rs.2,000 was generated in December 2011. Nobody at BISP Divisional Office could explain
why Haseena was deprived of her cash transfer for more than a year.

6. Observations:
a. General Observations:
The complaints cannot be registered at the Tehsil level since there are no BSIP Tehsil Offices
in Balochistan. As a result, beneficiaries have to travel all the way from Tehsil Dureji to the
Divisional Office Uthal to file complaints.
b. Observation at the beneficiary level:
Haseena Bibi belongs to a poor household. The first two BISP money orders worth Rs.6,000
helped her resolve some of her monetary problems. The unforeseen interruption of grants was
quite distressing for Haseena Bibi’s family as the continuous flow of money could have
helped resolve their financial crises. Haseena Bibi’s husband appeared dissatisfied with the
BISP process for leaving the non-payment issue unaddressed. Due to the geographical
distance and the associated transportation cost from Tehsil Dureji to the Divisional Office
Uthal, it was not possible for Haseena and her husband to regularly follow-up on the case.
c.

Observation at BISP/Partner agency level
The Complaint Management System (CMS) has not been operationalized and, therefore, the
complaints are manually being entered and Divisional Office Uthal is not issuing
acknowledgement slips to the complainants.

d. Observation at Post Office Level
In this case, the beneficiary could only receive two money orders by the BISP on 26 th
February 2011 and from then onwards did not receive further installments. Her complaint was
forwarded to the Divisional Superintendent Postal Services (DSPS), Khuzdar on 12 th July
2011 for investigation although the issue of non-generation of money orders could only be
addressed by BISP Head Quarters at Islamabad.
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7. Lessons learnt/Conclusion:








Communication gaps need to be immediately addressed at all levels by BISP.
The beneficiaries must be made aware of the complaint registration process in addition to
other essential details of BISP programme.
In Balochistan where the distances are very large, tehsil level offices must be established to
facilitate the beneficiaries who are facing great difficulty in travelling long distances to obtain
information from BISP or to lodge their complaints.
In this case, money orders for the beneficiary were not generated by BISP HQ for a long time.
The Divisional Office (probably without checking her Payment Detail) forwarded the
complaint to Pakistan Post for enquiry although sending it to Pakistan Post will not solve the
matter as they can do nothing in case an MO has not even been generated by BISP.
Though BISP HQ was informed about this complaint, yet the Divisional Office was not
informed about the progress of the case so that they may have informed the beneficiary/
complainant. After gap of about a year, generation of money orders in her name has again
been started though why they were not generated for about a year is not known.

8. Recommendation:









To ensure a fast paced complaint redressal system, a well thought out communication strategy
needs to be developed and implemented at all levels in BISP.
Awareness should be provided about the overall concept of the BISP programme. The
beneficiaries need to be educated on complaint registration process, which should include:
how, when and where to register the complaints, etc.
A refresher course on “Complaint Handling” should be arranged for the BISP Divisional
Office staff.
In order to facilitate the poor and needy communities, it is extremely important for BISP to
set up Tehsil Offices in Balochistan.
In this case MOs were not being generated by BISP but the complaint was sent for redressal
to Pakistan Post. Deciding where to forward a case will result in better complaint
management and avoid unnecessary load on Pakistan Post for redressal of non-existent
complaints.
This complaint kept pending for a year without BISP Divisional Office knowing about the
reason for non-generation of money orders. BISP HQ needs to inform BISP Divisional Office
about why money orders of a complainant are not being generated so that it may inform the
complainant.
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P-Balochistan-15
Non Payment of two money orders for Rs.6,000 by Postman
Sahib Zadi
Ghulam Nabi
Abdul Salam
Ward No1 Killi Bungalzai Tehsil Dera Murad Jamali
53402-1874703-8
3808750
End February 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Sahib Zadi is a 71 year old lady who lives with her family in Killi Bungalzai, Naseerabad. Other
beneficiaries in her village were receiving cash transfer instalments but she was not paid two
money orders of Rs.3,000 each. Her first cousin, Abdul Salam, visited the BISP Divisional Office
Naseerabad on 11th May 2011and registered a formal complaint against non-payment of two
money orders for Rs.3,000 each that were generated in September 2010. The complaint was
forwarded on 14th June 2011 to Deputy Superintendent Postal Services (DSPS) Office Sibi for
redressal and a copy sent to the BISP Headquarters Islamabad for information. No information
regarding processing of the case or its result has been received at BISP Divisional Office
Naseerabad from Pakistan Post to date.
Pakistan Post staff in Sibi formed an enquiry committee on the 5th July 2011. It consisted of the
Assistant Superintendent Postal Services Mr. Imam Bux and Post Master Dera Murad Jamali. The
enquiry report stated that the Postman had visited Sahib Zadi’s house but she was not at home.
Her MOs were hence sent back to BISP as undelivered. It took one day for the inquiry committee
to meet the postman and conduct the inquiry but they did not meet with the beneficiary. The paper
and result of the inquiry are considered sensitive and confidential by Pakistan Post and hence
were not shared. The beneficiary, however, insisted that the post man never visited her house for
delivering the money orders.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/ Background information
The beneficiary, Sahib Zadi, wife of Ghulam Nabi is a 71 years old house wife. She is uneducated
and due to her poor health and age she can no longer perform household chores. Her family
consists of seven members; including her five children (four girls and one boy) and the couple
themselves. The beneficiary has katcha house that consists of 2 rooms, kitchen and a bathroom;
the condition of her house is very poor.
Her son works as a daily wager in the fields surrounding the village and runs the family’s kitchen
with his income; he is the only earning member of the house hold. A majority of the villagers are
poor and subsist on daily wages. There is no drinking water system in place and drinking water
has to be fetched from wells. There is no drainage system in the village and the houses are made
of mud but the streets are pucca.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was not included in the BISP cash transfer scheme during the Parliamentarian
Phase. She was declared as an eligible beneficiary for the cash transfer scheme in the second
phase. The family was familiar with BISP as they had followed the campaign on TV and in the
newspaper. The Poverty Score Card survey team came to her door step and filled her form when
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her village was being surveyed. She was given an acknowledgement slip on the spot.
Sahib Zadi did not receive any intimation letter from BISP informing her of her eligibility; she
learnt of her eligibility when her cousin checked her status online. Sahib Zadi understood that
BISP aimed to distribute money amongst the poor and needy and that funding came from the
Government. The family did not know about the complaint redressal mechanism but her cousin
was guided by a local political worker in the village to visit the BISP office and lodge a
complaint.
She plans to use her cash transfer instalments to support her children’s education.

4.

How did the Complaint/Grievance emerge?
Sahib Zadi complained that she did not receive two money orders for Rs.3,000 each that were
generated in September 2010. Other beneficiaries had received cash transfer instalments for the
period at their door steps. As such, her cousin visited the BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad on
her behalf and registered a complaint.

5. Processing of the Case
The complainant filled the complaint on 11th May 2011 at BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad
regarding the non-payment of Rs.6,000. The complaint was entered in the complaint register by
the Complaints Assistant.
BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad forwarded this complaint to the DSPS Sibi for inquiry on the
14th June 2011 but did not receive any feedback, nor did they send any reminder to Pakistan Post.
At DSPS Office Sibi an inquiry committee was formed on the 5 th July 2011. It consisted of the
Assistant Superintendent Mr. Imam Bux and post master Dera Murad Jamali. As per the inquiry
report, the committee met the postman who stated that when he visited her house she was not at
home and so both her money orders were sent back to BISP as undelivered. This fact was also
shown on her Payment Detail. It took one day for the inquiry committee to complete proceedings
but they did not meet the beneficiary. During our interview, the beneficiary stated that the
postman did not visit her house. The results of the inquiry were not conveyed to BISP Divisional
Office Naseerabad and the case remains pending in their records. The complainant is still paying
regular visits to BISP Divisional office as well as the nearest post office to enquire about these
two unpaid money orders. Till the 15th December 2011 she had not received the two instalments
as they have not been re-generated by BISP.
However, her ‘Payment Details’ on the BISP website show that a new instalment of Rs.2,000
generated in October 2012 was delivered to her in January 2012.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The prescribed complaints process is based on electronic filing of complaints using the
Complaints Management System (CMS). This is yet to be made operational at the BISP
Divisional office Naseerabad. Presently the staff is maintaining the complaints record in a
register and file. They also prepare a summary of complaints in excel sheet for submission to
higher offices. However, the staff does not record dates when complaints are registered or
when complaints are forwarded to BISP head quarter in Islamabad or to Pakistan Post for
redressal.
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b. Observation at the beneficiary level
Naseerabad is a flood affected area and the population has suffered a great deal; the locals
have still not recovered from the destruction. The tribal customs followed in the area mean
that Sahib Zadi cannot travel to the BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad by herself. Her cousin
has travelled the 1 km distance to the post office and BISP Divisional office Naseerabad more
than four times in a period of one month to follow up her case.
c. Observation at BISP/ Payment Agency level
When a payment complaint is received at BISP Divisional Office, Naseerabad, it is filed with
other complaints in a file. It is also entered in a register and monthly summary on excel is
prepared. The complaint is then sent for processing to the Payment Agency. It was observed
that, every day approximately a 100 people visit the BISP Divisional Office for various
purposes.
Her payments are being shown as undelivered on the BISP website, as such BISP office staff
could have told the same to the complainant when she visited BISP office for the first time.

7.

Lessons Learnt/Conclusions



The level of understanding among beneficiaries regarding BISP complaints redressal system
was very low. Sahib Zadi’s husband and cousin learnt about the process for lodging a
complaint but overall awareness remains very low.
There is a gap in communication between BISP and Pakistan Post. BISP staff must coordinate more closely with the Payment Agency and be kept in the loop when an inquiry is
being carried out.

8. Recommendations





After the PSC survey was held and she was declared a beneficiary no formal communication
was received from BISP HQ. It is essential to ensure that eligibility letters are delivered to
beneficiaries.
It would also be helpful if the beneficiaries are informed and educated about the complaint
registration mechanism.
When a complaint is sent to BISP, no acknowledgement slip/number is given to the
complainant. This is important as it will enable tracking of cases in the future (by the
beneficiary or complainant).
The beneficiary’s Payment Details must be seen before sending a complaint to Pakistan Post
for investigation. In this case according to her Payment Detail, the two money orders were
returned to BISP as undelivered, and so there was no question of misappropriation.
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P-Balochistan-16
Non-payment of BISP Instalments by the postman

Complainant/ Beneficiary:
Wife of:
Complainant, if not beneficiary herself:
Address:
CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Completed

Hawa
Ahmed
N.A.
Goth Mian Wasaya, Tehsil Dureji, District Lasbela
51502-6485860-8
3358592
End December 2011

1. Summary of the Case Study
Hawa, wife of Ahmed is a resident of Goth Mian Wasaya of Tehsil Dureji, District Lasbela,
which is the hometown of Speaker, Balochistan. She received an acknowledgment letter from
BISP for selection as a beneficiary for cash transfer in Phase II. In her written complaint filed
with the BISP Divisional Office Uthal on 17th May 2011, Hawa stated that she did not get any
cash transfer. It came to Hawa’s notice that through BISP UONO 1/1 DD/hp and register no
182462, her instalment had been generated in February 2011. She waited till 17th May 2011 for
her instalment but did not receive any payment. She then registered her complaint through a letter
addressed to the Divisional Director, BISP Divisional Office Uthal. The date of registration of the
complaint was not available from the BISP Office records. BISP Divisional Director forwarded
the complaint to DG BISP Balochistan, Director (Payment) BISP HQ Islamabad and to the DSPS
Khuzdar but the date of forwarding the complaint was not available from BISP Divisional Office
record.
An inquiry of her case was undertaken by GPO Khuzdar but the date of inquiry was not recorded.
According to the inquiry report, the relevant postman of Dureji stated that he visited Hawa’s
home in order to deliver her Money Orders (MOs) but on that day she was not at home and so her
money orders were sent back to BISP as undelievred. Hawa stated that she was not contacted
during the enquiry and the enquiry team based their report only on the statement of the postman.
The result of the inquiry was officially not conveyed to the BISP Office Uthal or to the
complainant, therefore the compliant has still not been addressed according to BISP Record.
Hawa Bibi was still waiting for her money orders till end December 2011 when she was
interviewed by us, though seven months had passed since she filed her complaint.

2. Receiver Woman/ Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Hawa, wife of Ahmed is a resident of Goth Mian Wasaya of Tehsil Dureji in District Lasbela.
Hawa Bibi, a 45 year old uneducated woman, is a mother of 6 children. Her husband is a labourer
who earns a monthly income of around Rs.6,000.
Dureji is a poor village located about 280 kms away from Uthal, the district headquarter of
Lasbela district. The street leading to her house is paved and has a proper drainage system. The
house she and her family live in is a mud brick house comprising of two rooms and one bathroom.
There is no kitchen or drinking water system in her home. They have to fetch water from a lake,
which is 1 km away. The family has no basic furniture, except mats for sitting and sleeping on.

3. Receiver Woman/ Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Hawa learnt about BISP from relatives and she considers this to be a Peoples’ Party scheme for
distributing money amongst the poor. The BISP Survey team visited her village to get the Poverty
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Scorecard forms filled. Her relative got her form filled for her and shared her relevant details with
the survey team, after which Hawa was given an acknowledgement slip for future reference. Her
relative informed her that if her PSC form got accepted at BISP, she would start receiving a cash
transfer of Rs.1,000 every month, which will be delivered by the postman at her doorstep.
She wanted to spend her cash transfers on her treatment and medicines because she always
remained ill.

4. How did the Complaint Emerged
Despite receiving an eligibility letter from BISP, Hawa did not receive any cash transfer. Her
husband visited Dureji Post Office to inquire. He was informed at the Post Office that money
orders for Hawa’s cash transfer were received by the post office but these were sent back to BISP
as “undelivered”.
Due to a long distance from Uthal city, Ahmed posted a written complaint to BISP Office Uthal
on behalf of his wife Hawa. She was not given any acknowledgement after submission of her
complaint at the BISP Office.

5. Processing of the Complaint
The complainant filed an application addressed to Divisional Director, BISP Divisional Office at
Uthal. Her application was forwarded by the Divisional Director, BISP Divisional Office Uthal to
the Divisional Superintendent Postal Services (DSPS) with copies to DG BISP Balochistan; and
Director (Payments), BISP HQ Islamabad. A copy of the complainant’s CNIC was attached with
her complaint forwarded to Pakistan Post. Date of forwarding her complaint was not available at
the BISP Divisional Office Uthal.
The village postman at the relevant Branch Post Office, Dureji attended the inquiry. The date of
inquiry was not mentioned in the record of the Post Office. According to the inquiry report, the
postman of Dureji claimed that he had visited Hawa’s home to deliver her MOs but on that day
Hawa was not at home and so her instalments were sent back to BISP as “undelivered”. On the
other hand, Hawa claimed that she was not contacted during the enquiry and the enquiry team
based their report only on the statement of the postman.
The result of the inquiry was not conveyed to the BISP Divisional Office Uthal or to the
complainant, who is still waiting for her money orders.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Since there are no BISP Tehsil offices in Balochistan, the three Field Supervisors of District
Kharan, Mastung and Uthal are usually present at the Divisional Office Uthal and only return
to their concerned far-flung districts when the payments are delivered or whenever any
complaint emerges. The Field Supervisors are not adequately compensated with per diems
when they visit their areas, which results in a drop in their productivity/motivation levels.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
The beneficiary was not satisfied with the result of the complaint because the enquiry report
was based on the statement of only the postman, and, according to Hawa Bibi she was not
even contacted by the enquiry team.
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c. Observations at BISP Level
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on electronic filing/redressal but the
Complaints Management System is yet to be made operational. Presently the staff maintains
the complaints record in a register and file. They also prepare a summary of complaints for
submission to higher authorities. They expect that the complaints will start to be timely
addressed after the CMS is in place.
Though Hawa Bibi is being shown as BISP Beneficiary on BISP website, yet her “Payment
Details” give the message “Beneficiary not found”.
d. Observations at the Payment Agency Level
When a payment complaint reaches Tehsil Dureji Post Office, it is processed according to the
established system for dealing with misappropriation of MOs. The inquiry appeared to be
one-sided in favour of the Post Office, and no result was shared with the complainant and the
BISP Divisional Office.
After receiving a written complaint from BISP, DSPS Khuzdar ordered an inquiry on the
complaint of Hawa as a result of which, it was found that when the postman went to her house
to deliver her payment, she was not at home and her payment was sent back as undelivered
and her case was closed.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions



In this case a one-sided enquiry was conducted and the result was based on the statement of
only the postman as the enquiry team did not contact the complainant.
Results of Enquiry were not forwarded by Pakistan Post to the complainant or to BISP
Divisional Office. Due to this the complaint has not been addressed according to BISP record
and the complainant is still waiting for redressal of her complaint.

8. Recommendations




Tehsil offices should be established by BISP for facilitation of beneficiaries and complainants
keeping in view the long distances in Balochistan e.g. Dureji is 280 kms south and Kalat is
over 300 km north of BISP Divisional Office Uthal.
Display of beneficiary lists at the BISP District Offices and the relevant post offices, with
amount of current money orders generated, will help in minimizing the possibility of
misappropriation by the post office staff.
Establishing a system of joint enquiries (by reps from BISP and Pakistan Post) may help in
controlling such one-sided enquiries.
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P-Balochistan-17
Non-payment of 3 money orders for Rs.8,000
Gul Bashra
Abdul Rahman
Abdul Rahman
Killi Saydal, Kucha Mohammad Khail, Tehsil
Panjpai, Dist. Quetta
54401-8641152-4
3689442
End January 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Gul Bashra is a 25 year old lady living in Kucha Mohammad Khail of tehsil Panjpai of District
Quetta, which is located 72 kms from main Quetta city. Her family’s sole source of income is
from the village mosque where her husband is the Pesh Imam. Her village, Muhammad Khail is
one of the biggest Afghan refugee camps of Pakistan.
Her husband approached the Post Office regarding non-delivery of her first three installments for
Rs.8,000 but he was not satisfied with the response he received as he was told to visit the BISP
Divisional Office in Quetta. Thereafter, he visited BISP Divisional Office, Quetta and lodged a
formal complaint for non-payment in September 2011. The complaint was forwarded to BISP
Headquarter, Islamabad in October 2011 and the complainant was directed to visit the concerned
post office at Panjpai and GPO Quetta. The complainant’s husband visited both post offices but
did not get any positive response.
At BISP level, her case was shared with Pakistan Post verbally. Pakistan Post also verbally
responded that according to its records, the first two installments for Rs.6,000 had not been
delivered by Pakistan Post. The third instalment was generated but was returned to BISP as
undelivered due to unavailability of the beneficiary. Her case was not formally forwarded to
Pakistan Post for inquiry due to which no inquiry was conducted and her case is still pending. Gul
Bashra’s husband visited the BISP Divisional Office more than four times to know about the
progress of the case but did not receive any favourable reply.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/ Background information
Gul Bashra, the beneficiary, is a 25 year old housewife. She is resident of village Killi Saydal,
Kucha Mohammad Khail, Tehsil Panjpai, District Quetta. Her household comprises 4 members,
including her 2 children and husband. Her husband is the Imam at the village mosque. Donations
collected by the villagers are the only source of income for the family. The beneficiary has a
katcha house consisting of one room, kitchen and bathroom.
The village does not have basic amenities like clean drinking water, gas, sanitation, healthcare
facilities or a proper school system. Majority of the population living in the village is poor and
one of the biggest Afghan Refugees camps is also situated in her village.
Gul Bashra wants to spend the cash transfer on purchase of food for the family.

3. Background of Relationship with BISP
Gul Bashra was not included in BISP cash transfer scheme during the Parliamentarian phase.
Based on the result of her Poverty Scorecard survey, she was declared an eligible beneficiary for
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Phase II cash transfers. At the time of PSC survey, she presented a valid CNIC. She was not
aware of BISP although her husband had heard about the Program from community discussions
held at the Mosque, where different issues and new information regarding the village were
discussed regularly after the prayers.

4. How complaint/ grievance emerged
During the months of August and September, 2011 her husband received two payments
amounting to Rs.2,000 each from the postman. After receiving these amounts, he further probed
information regarding his wife’s payments and came to know he received the 4th and 5th
installments while her first three installments for Rs.8,000, were generated by BISP but had not
been delivered.
On 22nd December 2010 first two installments of Rs.6,000 (Rs.3,000 each) were generated but
undelivered (delivery status not shown in her Payment Detail). After that, the third money order
was generated on 28th February, 2012 but was shown as undelivered. Her 4th and 5th installments
of Rs.2,000 each were generated on 25th April 2011 and 12th August 2011, respectively and
delivered in August and September 2011.
Her husband approached the Post Office in Muhammad Khail to obtain more information
regarding the undelivered installments, but he was not given any positive response there and was
directed to visit the BISP Divisional Office, Quetta. He visited the BISP Divisional Office in
Quetta, located 72 kms from their home, in September, 2011 where he filed a written complaint of
non-payment of 3 installments of her cash transfer.

5. Process of the Case
The complainant filed the complaint in the month of September, 2011 at the BISP Divisional
Office, Quetta regarding non-payment of the cash transfer. The complaint was entered in a
complaint register and placed in a file. In the month of October, 2011 her case was forwarded to
BISP Headquarter, Islamabad and DG BISP, Balochistan for information.
The case, however, was not formally forwarded to the Pakistan Post for inquiry, but was only
verbally discussed between GPO Quetta and BISP Field Supervisor. Pakistan Post replied
verbally that money orders of installments number 1 and 2 were not issued by BISP, while the
third instalment was undelivered. This statement was not challenged by BISP although her
Payment Detail clearly shows that these two installments were generated but their "Delivery
Status” has not been entered.
The case is still pending because Pakistan Post did not conduct a formal enquiry of the complaint;
while BISP did not forward the complaint formally to Pakistan Post or sent any reminders to ask
for progress of the case. In the meantime, the beneficiary has not been informed about the fate of
her complaint and she is still waiting for her first 3 installments.

6. Observations
a. General Observation
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on electronic filing/redress of complaints,
while to date the CMS has not been operationalized. The staff is managing the complaints
record through paper filing. They also prepare a summary of complaints for submission to
higher offices. However, they expect that the complaints will start to be timely addressed after
the CMS is made operational.
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b. Observations at the beneficiary level
Gul Bashra’s village is one of the most undeveloped villages of Balochistan, with no basic
facilities. Muhammad Khail village is also known to be one of the biggest Afghan refugee
camps in Pakistan. Belonging to a conservative tribal setup and being the wife of a Pesh
Imam (local religious leader), Gul Bashra was not allowed to visit BISP Office in Quetta. Her
husband travelled 72 kms to visit the BISP Divisional Office, Quetta. He made over 4 trips
for follow-up of his wife’s complaint. The Payment Agency kept insisting that she had
received all her payments (other than those shown as un-delivered), while Gul Bashra claimed
the contrary
c. Observation at BISP/ Payment Agency level
When a payment complaint is received at BISP Divisional Office, Quetta, it is kept with other
complaints in a file. It is also entered in a register from which an excel spread sheet of
monthly summary is prepared. The complaint is sent for processing to Pakistan Post.
However, in Gul Bashra’s case, it was not forwarded to the Pakistan Post. According to BISP
Divisional Supervisor Quetta, some cases were not forwarded formally due to heavy
workload and were discussed verbally.
d. Observation at Payment Agency Post office:
At the Post Office level, the Chief Postmaster gave a briefing regarding the Pakistan post
inquiry system. On referring to Gul Bashra’s case, he stated that Pakistan Post had not
received this complaint from BISP due to which no action could be taken.

7. Lesson Learnt/ Conclusion


In this case, the complaint was discussed verbally by BISP with GPO and there was
not result. Trying to redress a complaint informally does not help in strengthening the
organizational systems.

8. Recommendations




The first BISP letter to the beneficiary should mention the amount of the first
instalment that she will receive – and the month when she can expect to receive this
amount. This would help in reducing the chances of misappropriation.
The communication between various offices should be formal and documented. It
should be shared with the beneficiary on demand.
The complaints must be forwarded formally to Pakistan Post for redressal. To avoid
delays in redressal of complaints, reminders must be sent to Pakistan Post.
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P-Balochistan-18
Partial payment of BISP Instalments by the postman
Shah Bibi
Khair Mohammad
Khair Mohammad
Village Ahmad Lohar, Basti Ahmad Lohar, Post
office , Barkhan, Saddar
56101-4346875-6
3261239
29th December 2011

1. Summary of the Case Study
Shah Bibi lives in Basti Ahmad Lohar in District Barkhan. Her village is poor and flood effected
with no access to clean drinking water or other basic facilities.
Shah Bibi received her letter of eligibility for cash transfer. It made a visible effect on the
household’s financial affairs easing some of the monetary issues she had previously. However,
after some time, she came to know that she was not receiving the full payment of money orders.
When her husband got her Payment Detail checked online, they confirmed that money orders for
her installments had been delivered at her address. However, comparing the money orders paid
with what she received in reality, Shah Bibi found that she was not being paid the full amount of
the money order and some amount was being deducted from each money order. She then
submitted a written complaint in November 2011 to BISP Field Supervisor at Barkhan.
The complaint was forwarded by BISP Field Supervisor to BISP Divisional Office Zhob at
Loralai within two weeks after it was filed in November 2011. However, the complaint was not
forwarded by the Divisional Office to Pakistan Post (GPO) Loralai for further processing due to
which her case is still pending and there is no chance of any action on her complaint. In response
to or question, the Divisional Director BISP stated “we used to forward the payment complaints to
Pakistan Post but generally no action was taken by them, therefore, we stopped forwarding the
complaints’.
The alleged inaction by Pakistan Post in dealing with payment related complaints should have
been dealt with by informing the higher authorities of Pakistan Post, instead of the present
situation where the complaints are not even being sent to them for investigation.

2. Receiver Woman/ Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Shah Bibi, the beneficiary, lives in Basti Ahmad Lohar in District Barkhan. Her village is a poor
and flood effected locality situated about 15 km away from Barkhan city, with no basic facilities
like clean drinking water, electricity, gas, school or healthcare.
She is a 31 year old housewife with 5 children. Her husband works on daily wages in Village
Ahmad Lohar and earns a monthly income of around Rs.6,000. She wants to see her children
educated but due to financial constraints of her family, she is unable to entirely fulfil this dream
for her children. She spends her cash transfer on her children’s education and food.

3. Receiver Woman/ Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Shah Bibi learnt about BISP through her friends in the village. At that time, she took it to be a
Government program distributing money amongst the poor.
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When the BISP survey team visited Basti Ahmad Lohar, the beneficiary’s husband invited them
to her house and provided the necessary information to the survey team. After filling in the form,
the survey team provided an acknowledgement slip for future reference. The team told Shah Bibi
that if her form was accepted at BISP Head Quarter Office in Islamabad, she would start getting a
monthly cash transfer of Rs.1,000 to be delivered through the village postman. She came to know
about her BISP eligibility through a letter from BISP.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
When the postman started distributing money orders to the beneficiaries, Shah Bibi received
Rs.5,400 in January 2011 out of the total Rs.6,000 generated in her name during September 2011
(two instalments of Rs.3,000 each). From the very start of her cash transfers, she was receiving
partial payments.
Her husband visited an internet cafe in Barkhan city to check his wife’s “Payment Detail”. He
found that three Money Orders (MOs) amounting to Rs.3,000, Rs.3,000 and Rs.2000 had been
generated (in September 2010 and February 2011) in his wife’s name and were shown as
delivered according to the website and the Post Office record. Shah Bibi’s husband came back
and discussed this with her, but she was sure that she had not received the full amount of the
money orders and suspected that the postman had been deducting some amount from each
instalment.
Her husband went to BISP Field Supervisor, Barkhan and submitted a complaint in the month of
November 2011.

5. Processing of the Complaint
The complainant filed an application addressed to the Field Supervisor, BISP Office at Barkhan in
the month of November 2011. The Field Supervisor of BISP Divisional Office Zhob (located at
Loralai) is usually available at the “Al-Madina Bookshop” in Barkhan, and is, therefore, easily
approachable to BISP beneficiaries and complainants. This saves them a lot of time and money as
the distance from Barkhan to Loralai is 270 kms, which takes a whole day to travel. In the context
of this study, the BISP Field Supervisor Barkhan forwarded Shah Bibi’s complaint to BISP
Divisional Office Zhob, located in Loralai in November 2011. The Complaints Assistant did not
give any written acknowledgement of the complaint to the beneficiary. The procedure of BISP
Field Supervisor is to send a batch of complaints after every two weeks to the Director, BISP
Divisional Office Zhob for further processing. When the above case reached the Divisional Office
Zhob, the case was registered and sent to DG BISP Baluchistan and Director (Payments) BISP
HQ, Islamabad in first week of December 2011.
At the BISP Divisional Office, Shah Bibi’s case was not forwarded to the Payment Agency
(Pakistan Post Loralai or any other Pakistan Post Office) by BISP Divisional Office Zhob for
processing and redressal. Divisional Director Zhob office maintains that previously many
complaints were sent to GPO Loralai for inquiry, which was conducted to verify that some
amount was being deducted from each money order but no action was taken by them against the
relevant postman/postmen. They no more send cases to GPO. However, our further inquiry into
the details of the complaint showed that the letters were of general nature and were not
forwarding/ addressing specific complaints.
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6. Observations
a. General Observations
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on electronic filing/redress of complaints
while the Complaints Management System is not operational. Presently, the staff is
maintaining the complaints record in a register and file. They also prepare a summary of
complaints for submission to higher offices. In Barkhan, Field Supervisor showed his
apprehension about the security threats he has been receiving from various quarters, regarding
which he had informed Divisional Director. Divisional Director, in turn, has verbally
communicated this issue to DG Balochistan and Islamabad but no action has been taken by
any one up till now.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
The beneficiary was included in BISP under the 2nd phase program. She is very poor and but
has a strong desire to send her children to school for a decent education. She believes that the
amount which was being deducted from the payments could be spent on a day’s meal for her
family. However, no action has been taken on her complaint even though her husband has
visited BISP Supervisor at Barkhan city more than four times and on each visit he had to
spend about Rs.200.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
When a complaint is received by Field Supervisor Barkhan, he forwards it to BISP Divisional
Office, Zhob. The complaint is kept with other complaints in a file. It is also entered in a
register and monthly summary on excel is prepared. The complaint is not, however, sent by
BISP Divisional Office to the relevant office of Pakistan Post (GPO Loralai) for investigation
and appropriate action/ redressal.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions






In this case, the beneficiary submitted her complaint to BISP Field Supervisor Barkhan who
forwarded it to BISP Divisional Office, Zhob. Field Supervisor, Barkhan had not received any
update on progress, if any, that may have taken place at the Divisional Office.
The following was observed at BISP Divisional Office Zhob: (i) Lack of interest in
processing the complaints lodged; and (ii) Lack of clarity in dealing with the complaints as
such complaints should be sent to Pakistan Post for inquiry, but the complaints are not being
sent and instead remain in the office files.
Similarly BISP Divisional Office sent it to DG Balochistan and Director (Payments)
Islamabad but does not know whether there has been some progress in the case.
In this case, the BISP Office did not send the complaint to Pakistan Post for enquiry. In the
absence of an enquiry, obviously the case will not be resolved and the beneficiary would not
be able to get the amount that she claims to have been deducted by the postman.

8. Recommendations



The first BISP letter to the beneficiary should mention the amount of the first instalment that
she will receive – and the month when she can expect to receive this amount. This would help
in reducing the chances of misappropriation.
The communication between various offices should be documented and shared with the
beneficiary on demand.
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In case complaints are not processed by Pakistan Post, the un-resolved cases may be
forwarded to higher level of BISP so that they can contact the higher level of Pakistan Post.
Procedure for sending a complaint to Pakistan Post for investigation and redressal needs to be
followed for each complaint – even if the earlier complaints have not been addressed.
The complainant should be informed about the present status of the complaint. In this case,
the beneficiary’s husband has repeatedly visited BISP Field Supervisor at Barkhan for
knowing about any progress – though the complaint has not even been sent by BISP
Divisional Office to Pakistan Post for redressal.
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P-Balochistan-19
Partial payment of BISP Instalments by the postman
Janto
Yar Mohammad
Meer Hazar (Family member)
Basti Malik Karam Khan, Tehsil Barkhan, District
Barkhan
56101-6766151-4
3369321
29th December 2011

1. Summary of the Case Study
Janto, the beneficiary, lives in Basti Malik Karam Khan in District Barkhan. Her village is poor
and flood effected with no access to clean drinking water or other basic facilities.
Janto received her letter of eligibility for the cash transfer. It made a tangible effect on her
household’s financial affairs easing some of the money issues she had previously. However, after
some time, she came to know she that was not getting complete payments since the start of the
programme. Janto said that she only received an amount of Rs.4,500 out of the first MO of
Rs.5,000 in April 2009. As for the rest of her instalments, she claimed that amounts between
Rs.100 to Rs.300 were deducted each time.
Her husband checked her payment details online, which confirmed that money order for a higher
amount had been generated for Janto. As Janto was not being paid the full amount of money
order, she submitted a written complaint in January 2011 to BISP Field Supervisor, Barkhan. The
complaint was forwarded by BISP Field Supervisor to BISP Divisional Office Zhob (at Loralai)
within two weeks. However, the complaint was not sent to GPO Loralai for further processing
due to which her case is still pending with no action taken till now. Obviously Pakistan Post
cannot investigate a complaint that has not even been forwarded to it.

2. Receiver Woman/ Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Janto, wife of Yar Mohammad, lives in Basti Malik Karam Khan in District Barkhan. Her village
is poor and flood effected. It is located about 10 kms away from Barkhan city and contains no
basic living facilities like clean drinking water, electricity, gas, school and healthcare.
She is a 61 year old housewife with 3 children. The condition of her house, which contains only
one room, a kitchen and no proper toilet facility, appears dilapidated with no boundary walls. Her
husband works on daily wages in the Village and earns a monthly income of around Rs.6,000.
Janto informed that the cash transfer was spent on improving the condition of the house and
buying food for her family members.

3. Receiver Woman/ Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Janto was also a beneficiary in the parliamentarian phase of BISP. After the poverty score card
survey was conducted, she was once again selected as an eligible beneficiary due to her low PMT
score. Janto learnt about BISP through word of mouth. At that time, she understood it as
Government program distributing money amongst the poor.
When the BISP survey team visited the village for Poverty Scorecard, Janto’s husband provided
the necessary information to the survey team and also asked them some questions. Janto had a
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valid CNIC at the time of the survey, which she presented to the survey team. After filling the
survey form, the team gave her an acknowledgement slip for future reference. The team told her
that if her form was accepted at the BISP Office Islamabad, she would start receiving cash
transfers of Rs.1,000 every month, which would be delivered through the village postman.
After receiving 8 installments for Rs.24,000 she got a flood relief instalment of Rs.4,000 and later
she received two instalments under BISP Phase II.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
When the BISP cash transfers program started and the postman started distributing money orders
to the beneficiaries, Janto received only Rs.4,500 in the month of April 2009 out of Rs.5,000
generated in her name. Janto’s husband came to know that she was receiving partial payments
from a local influential person when he was informed that BISP instalments are always in
multiples of Rs.1,000. However, ever since the postman started bringing money orders for Janto
Bibi he had never paid an amount that was a multiple of Rs.1,000. In January 2011 Janto’s
husband visited an internet cafe in Barkhan city and checked his wife’s “Payment Details”. He
found that the money order for her first cash transfer instalment amounted to Rs.5,000 but she had
only been paid Rs.4,500. He came back and discussed this with his wife who was sure that she
had not received the full amount of the money orders. In addition to her first partially received
money order, for the rest of her instalments, she also claimed that amounts between Rs.100 to
Rs.300 were deducted each time. They suspected that the postman had been deducting some
amount from each money order.
Her husband went to BISP Field Supervisor, Barkhan and submitted a complaint about this partial
payment for forwarding to BISP Divisional Office in the month of January 2011. The Complaints
Assistant did not give any written acknowledgement to the complainant.

5. Processing of the Complaint
The complainant filed an application addressed to the BISP Field Supervisor, Barkhan in the
month of January 2011. The Field Supervisor of BISP Divisional Office Zhob (located at Loralai)
is usually available at the “Al-Madina Bookshop” in Barkhan, and is, therefore, easily
approachable to BISP beneficiaries and complainants. This saves them a lot of time and money
since the distance from Barkhan to Loralai is 280 kms and it takes an entire day to visit Loralai.
The complaint was registered here. The procedure of BISP Field Supervisor is to send a batch of
complaints every two weeks to the Director, BISP Zhob Division for further processing at the
Office. When the above case reached the Divisional Office Zhob, the case was registered and sent
to DG BISP Baluchistan and Director (Payments) BISP HQ, Islamabad (date was not disclosed).
The complaint was not forwarded to GPO by BISP Divisional office Zhob for processing and
redressal. Divisional Director, Zhob Office maintained that previously many complaints were sent
to GPO Loralai for inquiries to verify if some amount was being deducted from each money
order, but no action was taken by them against the relevant postman. Hence, he stated that they no
more send cases to GPO. However, further inquiry into the details of the complaint showed that
the earlier letters sent by BISP Divisional Office were of general nature and were not addressing
some specific complaints.
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6. Observations
a. General Observations
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on electronic filing/redress of complaints
while the Complaints Management System is not operational. Presently the staff is
maintaining the complaints record in a register and file. They also prepare a summary of
complaints for submission to higher offices. In Barkhan, Field Supervisor showed his
apprehension about the security threats he has been receiving from various quarters, which
has been repeatedly shared with the Divisional Director who has verbally communicated this
issue to DG Balochistan and Islamabad, however, no action has been taken on the issue.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
The beneficiary was included in both phases of the BISP cash transfers program. The team
visited Janto’s home consisting of a single room with no boundary wall. The water available
there is salty and not fit for drinking. The beneficiary was shabbily dressed and met the
survey team barefoot. The visit was a surprise to the beneficiary as she thought only issues of
rich people were resolved.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
When a complaint is received by BISP Field Supervisor, Barkhan, he forwards it to BISP
Divisional Office, Zhob. The complaint is kept with other complaints in a file. It is also
entered in a register and monthly summary on excel is prepared. The complaint is not sent for
processing to the relevant office of Pakistan Post (GPO, Loralai) for investigation and
appropriate action/ redressal, therefore, it cannot be addressed.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions






In this case, the beneficiary submitted her complaint to BISP Field Supervisor Barkhan who
forwarded it to BISP Divisional Office, Zhob. Field Supervisor, Barkhan had not received any
update on progress, if any, that may have taken place at the Divisional Office.
Similarly BISP Divisional Office sent it to DG Balochistan and Director (Payments)
Islamabad but does not know whether there has been some progress in the case.
The following was observed at BISP Divisional Office Zhob: (i) Poor follow-up in processing
the complaints lodged; and (ii) Lack of clarity in dealing with the complaints as they should
be sent to Pakistan Post for inquiry, but the complaints are not sent and instead kept in the
office files.
In this case, the BISP Office did not send the complaint to Pakistan Post for enquiry. In the
absence of an enquiry, obviously the case will not be resolved and the beneficiary would not
be able to get the amount retained from each money order that she claims to have been
misappropriated by the postman.

8. Recommendations



The first BISP letter to the beneficiary should mention the amount of the first instalment that
she will receive and the month when she can expect to receive this amount. This would help
in reducing the chances of misappropriation.
For ensuring transparency and to avoid deduction of some amount from the MOs generated,
list of beneficiaries whose MOs have been generated should be displayed at the relevant BISP
offices as well as at the relevant post office.
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The case of non-redressal of earlier complaints by GPO Loralai should have been referred to
higher authorities of BISP so that they can take it up with the higher authorities of Pakistan
Post.
Procedure for sending a complaint to Pakistan Post for investigation and redressal needs to be
followed for each complaint – even if the earlier complaints have not been addressed.
The complainant should be informed about the present status of the complaint. In this case,
the beneficiary’s husband has repeatedly visited BISP Field Supervisor at Barkhan for
learning about any progress – though the complaint has not even been sent by BISP
Divisional Office to Pakistan Post for redressal.
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P-Balochistan-20
Complaint of Partial payment of BISP Instalments by
the postman
Bibi
Ghulam Rasool
Ghulam Rasool
Basti Ahmed Khan, Tehsil Barkhan, District Barkhan
56101-7019583-8
3261246
4th January 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Bibi, lives in Basti Ahmed Khan, Tehsil Barkhan in District Barkhan located about 10 kms away
from the main Barkhan city. She is a 37 year old housewife with 7 children. District Barkhan is a
tribal area about 270 kms from BISP Divisional Office Zhob at Loralai.
In April 2009 Bibi was paid Rs.4,500 from her first instalment of cash transfer worth Rs.5,000.
Even after that, Bibi was unaware that she was being paid partially in each of the following seven
instalments delivered to her between May 2009 and September 2010. In July 2011 her husband,
Ghulam Rasool checked her Payment Detail online after which they came to know that she has
been paid partially by the postman since the very first instalment of BISP and in all the following
seven instalments. Bibi made a written complaint through her husband addressed to the BISP
Divisional Office, Zhob at Loralai in August 2011. However, the complaint was not sent by BISP
Divisional Office to Pakistan Post (GPO), Loralai for further processing and investigation.
According to BISP Divisional Director, BISP Office in Loralai has sent many complaints
regarding corruption to Pakistan Post Loralai but no action has been taken due to which BISP
Office does not forward cases for further processing anymore. The alleged inaction of Pakistan
Post in dealing with payment related complaints should have been dealt by informing the higher
authorities of Pakistan Post, instead of the present situation where the complaints are not being
sent to them for investigation. The complaint will therefore not be addressed though the
beneficiary is still hoping that someday she will receive the deducted amounts.

2. Receiver Woman/ Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Bibi, wife of Ghulam Rasool, lives in Basti Ahmed Khanin District Barkhan. Her village is
located about 10 kms away from the main Barkhan city. She is a 37 year old housewife with 7
children. She lives with her husband and children in a kutcha house with 2 rooms. Her husband
and son work on daily wages in the village and their monthly income is around Rs.7,000 to
Rs.8,000.
Basic facilities are not available in her village. Bibi has to walk 2 kms from her home to collect
drinking water, which takes her over 2 hours. There is no drainage system in her village. In order
to avail basic health facilities, the family has to travel 10 kms to main Barkhan city. Bibi informed
that she spends her cash transfer on her children’s education.

3. Receiver Woman/ Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Bibi learnt about BISP through word of mouth. She thinks that it is a Government program
distributing money amongst the poor.
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When the PSC Survey Team visited the village to conduct the Poverty Scorecard survey, Bibi’s
husband, Ghulam Rasool provided the necessary information to the survey team and also asked
some questions about the survey and BISP for his own knowledge. After filling the survey form,
the team gave Bibi an acknowledgement slip for future reference. The team told her that if her
form was accepted at BISP office Islamabad, she would start receiving a cash transfer of
Rs.1,000every month, which will be delivered through the village postman.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
In July 2011, Bibi’s husband came to know from a local influential person that she was receiving
partial payments when he was informed that BISP instalments are always in multiples of
Rs.1,000. However, ever since the postman started bringing money orders for Bibi he had never
paid an amount that was a multiple of Rs.1,000Her husband visited an internet cafe in Barkhan
city to check his wife’s Payments Detail in July 2011. He found that the first Money Order (MO)
amounting to Rs.5,000 had been generated in his wife’s name in March 2009 and was reflected as
delivered/paid in April 2009, whereas she had actually received only Rs.4,500 against this money
order and this was true for the subsequent payments also.
This alarmed him and he went home and discussed it with his wife. Bibi recalled that she had
been paid partially in each of the following 7 instalments delivered to her from May 2009 to
September 2010. Her husband then went to BISP Field Supervisor, Barkhan in August 2011 and
lodged a complaint addressing BISP Divisional Director, Zhob.

5. Processing of the Complaint
The complainant filed an application in August 2011 (addressed to the Director, BISP Divisional
Office) with the Field Supervisor, BISP who is usually available at Madina Bookstore in Barkhan
city. BISP Field Supervisor at Barkhan sends a batch of complaints after every two weeks to the
Director, BISP Zhob Division (at Loralai) for further processing. When the above case reached
the Divisional Office Zhob, the case was registered and sent to DG BISP Baluchistan and Director
(Payments) BISP Islamabad in September 2011.
The complaint was not forwarded to GPO Loralai by BISP Divisional office Loralai for
processing and redressal. BISP Divisional Director maintained that previously many complaints
were sent to GPO Loralai for inquiries, but no action was taken by them against the relevant
postman. This is why they no more send cases to the GPO. However, further inquiry into the
details of the complaint showed that the earlier letters sent to Pakistan Post were of general nature
and were not addressing specific instances of partial payment.
As the complaint has not even been sent to Pakistan Post for investigation, therefore, it will not be
addressed. The beneficiary is, however, waiting and hopes that she will get her illegally deducted
amount after the complaint has been processed.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on electronic filing/redress of complaints
while the Complaints Management System is not operational. Presently, the staff is
maintaining the complaints record in a register and file. They also prepare a summary of
complaints for submission to higher offices. In Barkhan, Field Supervisor showed his
apprehension about the security threats he has been receiving from various quarters, which
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has been repeatedly shared with the Divisional Director who has verbally communicated this
issue to DG Balochistan and Islamabad. However, no action has been taken on the issue.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
The beneficiary was included in both phases of BISP. She is very poor but has a strong desire
to educate her children. She believes that the amount which was being deducted from the
payments could provide a day’s meal for her family. However, no action has been taken on
her complaint yet despite her husband visiting the BISP Office more than four times. Each
visit costs him about Rs.50.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
When a complaint is received by Field Supervisor Barkhan, he forwards it to BISP Divisional
Office, Zhob (at Loralai). All complaints are kept collectively in a file. They are also entered
in a register and monthly summary on excel is prepared. The complaint is not, however, sent
for processing to the relevant office of Pakistan Post (GPO, Loralai) for investigation and
appropriate action/ redressal.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions






In this case, the beneficiary submitted her complaint to BISP Field Supervisor Barkhan who
forwarded it to BISP Divisional Office, Zhob. Field Supervisor, Barkhan had not received any
update on progress, if any, that may have taken place at the Divisional Office.
Similarly BISP Divisional Office sent it to DG Balochistan and Director (Payments)
Islamabad but does not know whether there has been some progress in the case.
The following was observed at BISP Divisional Office Zhob: (i) Poor follow-up in processing
the complaints lodged; and (ii) Lack of clarity in dealing with the complaints as they should
be sent to Pakistan Post for inquiry, but the complaints are not being sent and simply kept in
the office files.
In this case, BISP Office did not send the complaint to Pakistan Post for enquiry. In the
absence of an enquiry, obviously the case will not be resolved and the beneficiary would not
be able to get the amount deducted from each money order by the postman.

8. Recommendations




The first BISP letter to the beneficiary should mention the amount of the first instalment that
she will receive and the month when she can expect to receive this amount. This would help
in reducing the chances of misappropriation.
Even if the earlier complaints have not been addressed, all complaints must be sent formally
to Pakistan Post for redressal.
In case complaints are not addressed by some office of Pakistan Post, then this issue should
be raised by BISP HQ with Pakistan Post HQ.
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P-Balochistan-21
Non-payment of 7 instalments for Rs.17,000 by the
Postman
Maha Hatoon
Shir Mohammad
Mola Bux (Son-in-law)
Mohalla Ghabon Lal Bakhsh Bazar, UC Kalatuk,
Tehsil Turbat, District Kech
52203-7883668-0
1742602
End April 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Maha Hatoon’s complained about non-payment of her first seven BISP instalments (Rs.20,000)
generated in her name from April 2010 to February 2011. During this period Maha Hatoon visited
the Post office repeatedly but failed to obtain her payments. On 13th March 2011, with the help of
her son-in-law, she wrote a letter to the Prime Minister of Pakistan regarding non-payment of her
first 7 Instalments amounting to Rs.20,000. She copied the letter to BISP Divisional Director,
Makran Division and Pakistan Post HQ Islamabad. On the directions of the Prime Minister, her
complaint was forwarded on 18th July 2011 to Director General BISP Islamabad, Director
(Payment) BISP HQ Islamabad, and, BISP Divisional Director Makran Division for Inquiry.
On 29th August 2011, Divisional Director BISP, Makran Division received a letter from DG BISP
(U.O.No 1/1-DD) for an update on the status of the case and the inquiry report. On 10th September
2011 an inquiry committee was formed by DS Pakistan Post, Makran Division to investigate the
case. Two members were selected from Pakistan Post while a third member was from BISP
Divisional Office, Makran Division.
The inquiry committee interviewed the postman and beneficiary at GPO Kech. The postman
stated that he had delivered all payments of Maha Hatoon at her doorstep and that her son-in-law
had filed a complaint against him due to some personal grudge. During the enquiry, the
beneficiary also agreed with this statement (that she has received seven MOs for Rs.20, 000) and
requested that the case may be closed.
However, the beneficiary informed us that before the inquiry was held, the postman had come to
her house and had delivered Rs.10,000 and promised to pay the remaining Rs.10,000 in case she
gave a statement before the enquiry committee that she had received her entire amount and had no
complaint against him. She gave the desired (incorrect) statement about receiving the entire
amount of Rs.20,000, but claims that the postman has still not paid the remaining Rs.10,000 till
end January 2012. However, Maha Hatoon is happy that after the enquiry, she is regularly
receiving the money orders generated in her name.

2. Receiver Woman/ Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
The beneficiary, Maha Hatoon is a 56 year old uneducated lady who sits at home and takes care
of her children. The beneficiary household consists of 7 children (3 boys and 4 girls), Maha
Hatoon and her husband. They live in a small mud house with no boundary wall consisting of
1katcha room which serves as their bathroom and a kitchen as well.
Her husband and elder son, work on daily wages and their combined monthly income is around
Rs.8,000. Majority of the villagers in the area are poor and they are working on daily wages.
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The Mohalla Ghabon where they live is situated 30 kms away from Turbat city and is linked to
the main concrete road through a 5 kms long katcha path. They use water from a nearby Johar
(pool of stagnant water) for drinking. There is a primary school for girls and boys and a Basic
Health Unit but there are no electricity and gas supplies or sanitation facilities in the area.

3. Receiver Woman/ Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Maha Hatoon was not selected as a beneficiary under BISP Parliamentarian Phase, but became a
beneficiary for Phase II after her PSC Survey. Maha Hatoon considers that BISP is distributing
money amongst the poor people of Balochistan. She was unaware about the eligibility criteria of
BISP and neither did the family know about the complaints redressal process.
According to the beneficiary, the BISP Survey team visited their doorstep at the end of 2009 or
early 2010 and gave her an acknowledgement slip after her PSC survey. She did not receive a
letter of eligibility from BISP; however, a local influential person in Ghabon informed her son-inlaw that Maha Hatoon has been declared a BISP beneficiary. Maha Hatoon is using the cash
transfer amount on food for her household and on the education of her children.

4. How did the Complaint Emerged
When the postman started delivering Money Orders (MOs) to the other eligible women in the
locality, Maha Hatoon started worrying about why she was not receiving any of her cash
transfers. Her son-in-law went to an internet cafe of Kech to checks Maha Hatoon’s “Payment
Details”. He found that 7 MOs amounting to Rs.20,000 had been generated in his mother-in-law’s
name and had been shown as delivered/ paid under the status column.
When Maha Hatoon’s son-in-law came home and told her about the delivery status of the BISP
cash transfers, she claimed to have not received a single instalment. She then visited the postman
and asked for her cash grants. The postman, however, claimed that he had not received any MO in
her name.
After that, Maha Hatoon’s son-in-law wrote a letter to the Prime Minister of Pakistan requesting
that her problem be addressed and to direct Pakistan Post to pay all her seven instalments.

5. Processing of the Complaint
On 13th March, 2011, Maha Hatoon’s son-in-law sent a letter to the Prime Minister of Pakistan
regarding non-payment of her first 7 Instalments totalling an amount of Rs.20,000. Copies of the
letter were sent to BISP Divisional Director, Makran Division and Pakistan, Islamabad.
On the directions of the Prime Minister, the PM Secretariat responded to Maha Hatoon on18 th
July 2011 and her complaint was forwarded to Director General BISP Islamabad, Director
Payment BISP Islamabad and Divisional Director BISP, Makran Division for Inquiry.
On 29th August 2011, Divisional Director BISP, Makran Division received a letter from DG BISP
(U.O.No 1/1-DD) for an update on the status of the case and the inquiry report.
On 10thSeptember 2011 an inquiry committee was formed by DSPS, Makran Division to
investigate the case. Two members were selected from Pakistan Post while a third member was
from BISP Divisional Office, Makran Division.
The inquiry committee interviewed the postman and beneficiary at GPO Kech. The postman
stated that he had paid all money orders of Maha Hatoon at her doorstep and that her son-in-law
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had filed a complaint against him due to some personal grudge. During the enquiry, the
beneficiary also agreed with this statement (of having received all the money orders at her
doorsteps) and requested to close her case.
However, the beneficiary informed us that before the inquiry was held, the postman had come to
her house and had delivered Rs.10,000 and promised to pay the remaining Rs.10,000 in case she
gave a statement before the enquiry committee that she had received her entire amount and had no
complaint against him. She gave the desired (incorrect) statement about receiving the entire
amount of Rs.20,000, but claims that the postman has still not paid the remaining Rs.10,000 till
end January 2011. However, Maha Hatoon is happy and satisfied that after her complaint and the
enquiry, she is regularly receiving the money orders generated in her name.

6. Observation
a. General Observations
According to the staff at BISP Office, Makran, their office was burned by political activists
last year, which resulted in 60% of the records being destroyed.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Beneficiary’s entire family is living in a one-room katcha house. They drink water from a
nearby Johar(pool of stagnant water). The village had no sanitation facilities, electricity or
gas supplies.
The beneficiary was included in BISP during the 2nd phase. There was a long delay in
investigating her complaint (September, 2011) despite submitting her complaint to the Prime
Minister (March, 2011).The beneficiary appeared to be satisfied with BISP and but not with
the Post Office staff, as she has still not received Rs.10,000 from the postman.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on electronic filing of complaints but this
Complaints Management System is yet to be made operational in BISP Divisional Offices of
Makran and the rest of Balochistan. Presently, the staffs are manually maintaining the
complaints records in files. They also prepare a monthly summary of complaints for
submission to higher offices in Excel format. The Divisional BISP Office sends the data to
DG Office, Balochistan on a monthly basis.
BISP Divisional Office, Makran is one of the well-organized BISP divisional offices of
Balochistan, where most of the records were regularly being updated and beneficiaries were
well facilitated.
As directed by the Prime Minister House, Pakistan Post conducted an enquiry. BISP
representative was a member of the joint enquiry team. Despite enquiry conducted on the
directions of the Prime Minister, according to the complainant she has still not received
Rs.10,000 from the postman (mainly because in front of the Enquiry committee she stated
that she has received the entire amount that was subject of this complaint).

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions
 Maha Hatoon’s son-in-law directly approached the Prime Minister to resolve the case and the
case was investigated on the directions of the Prime Minister’s Secretariat.
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 Even a high level joint enquiry, could not provide relief to the complainant in case she gives a
wrong statement before the enquiry committee that she has received the entire amount.
 Instead of trusting the joint enquiry committee and providing true facts she thought it better to
depend on the promise by the postman (that he will pay the remaining amount after she gives a
favourable statement) and so lost the opportunity to present her case properly before the high
level joint enquiry committee.

8. Recommendations
 There is a need to create awareness among the beneficiaries about where and how to lodge a
complaint.
 They also need to be educated about why an incorrect statement before an enquiry committee
will reduce or even destroy any chances of recovering the misappropriated amount from the
accused postman.
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P-Balochistan-22
Non-payment of BISP Instalments by the Postman

Complainant/ Beneficiary:
Wife of:
Complainant, if not beneficiary herself:
Address:
CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Completed

Chaguli
Mohammad Ismail
N.A.
Goth Agiani, Dureji Tehsil Dureji, District Lasbela
51502-1233992-0
3358829
End February 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Chaguli wife of Mohammad Ismail belongs to Goth Agiani, Tehsil Dureji, and District Lasbela.
She was declared as BISP beneficiary following the Poverty Score Card survey of her village and
received two installments totaling Rs.6,000 in February 2011 which was generated in October
2010.
During this period she grew concerned that probably the postman was not giving her the
installments generated in her name. She questioned the postman who told her that he had not
received any money order generated in her name. Afterwards, in November 2011 a relative made
the trip to the BISP Divisional Office at Uthal on her behalf to register a complaint of nonpayment. BISP Staff at the Divisional Office did not check her ‘Payment Details’ as they would
have observed that no money orders had been generated in her name after these two installments.
Instead they filed her complaint and forwarded it to the DG Baluchistan, BISP HQ Islamabad,
Director (Payment) BISP Islamabad and GPO Khuzdar in December 2011.
Enquiry of Chahguli’s case has still not been conducted by the Post Office. She had not received
any response about the progress or result of her complaint till January 2012 when she received the
next instalment. It seems that the BISP redressal process had already taken effect as her payment
stream had restarted. BISP Divisional Office or the complainant have still not been informed by
BISP HQ about why no money orders were generated during October 2010 to October 2011 and
Chahguli is still waiting for her instalments for this period.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background information
Chaguli is a middle aged mother of three children who lives in Goth Agiani of Dureji. Although it
is a well-developed locality with basic facilities of life such as electricity, education and health
facilities opportunities for income generation for females are limited.
Her husband retired as peon from a school. Currently, his monthly income is around Rs.7,000
which he earns from daily wage labour. Chaguli lives in a sparsely furnished mud house. Benazir
Income Support Programme has improved her living conditions by contributing to their income.
She said that she had used the cash transfer instalments she received on improving the condition
of her home and purchasing domestic necessities.

3. Receiver Women/ Complaint’s relationship with BISP
Chaguli first learnt of the “Benazir Income Support Programme” from her relatives; she considers
into be a Pakistan People’s Party programme designed to alleviate poverty. Like many other
women of her locality she was not aware about the processes of the scheme and understood that
being poor was the only criteria for eligibility.
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Chaguli was not a beneficiary under the Parliamentarian’s Phase of the programme. She became
an eligible beneficiary only in the second phase, after the Poverty Score Card survey. A relative of
hers gave all her information to the enumerator who filled her form. He was given an
acknowledgment slip as proof of her survey. The understanding in the locality was that all those
who were surveyed will be eligible for the scheme.

4. How did the complaint/grievance emerge?
Following her selection as a beneficiary; two instalments of Rs.3,000 each were generated in
Chaguli’s name in September 2010 which was both delivered to her on 1st February 2011. When
she didn’t receive money orders for a long-time, she grew concerned and suspected that the
postman might be misappropriating and not delivering money orders to her.
She questioned the postman who told her that he had not received any money orders in her name.
At the time Chaguli did not know about BISP’s complaint registration system but a relative, Mr.
Muhammad Ramzan, who was familiar with the process, helped her out in this regard.
Dureji lies some 280 kms away from the nearest BISP office; the BISP Divisional Office Lasbela
at Uthal. Chaguli and other beneficiaries in the area pooled in Rs.50 each to pay for Mr. Ramzan’s
transport fare to the BISP Office. Sometime in November 2011 Mr. Ramzan made the trip to the
Divisional Office at Uthal. Staff at the Divisional Office failed to check Chaguli’s ‘Payment
Details’ on the BISP website or they would have observed that no money orders had been
generated in her name for the period she wished to complain about. Instead they accepted the
complaint for non-payment. No acknowledgment of registration of the complaint was given to
Mr. Ramzan. Due to the distance of 280 kms from Dureji to Uthal it was not possible for the
complainant to follow up progress on Chaguli’s case.

5. Processing of the case
In November 2011, Mr. Ramzan registered a complaint against non-payment of Chaguli’s
installments after November 2010.
The application was addressed to the Divisional Superintendent, BISP Uthal. The complaint was
entered in the complaints register and, in December 2011, was forwarded to the Divisional Post
Office Khuzdar for investigation. A copy of the complaint was sent to the DG BISP Baluchistan,
Director (Payments) BISP HQ Islamabad. The Postal Service did not follow up the case as it was
not forwarded to the Post Master, ASPS or DSPS by any BISP Office.
Due to long distance and unavailability of any cellular network it was not possible for the
complainant to follow-up the case on a regular basis. Till date no reply has been received by the
beneficiary or the Divisional Office from any of these offices/departments, nor has the Divisional
Office staff discovered their oversight.
Enquiry of Chaguli’s case has still not been conducted by the Post Office .She had not received
any response about the progress or result of her complaint till end January 2012 when she
received the next instalment.
BISP Divisional Office or the complainant has still not been informed by BISP HQ about why no
money orders were generated during October 2010 to October 2011, and, the complainant is still
waiting for the instalments for this period.
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6. Observations
a. General Observation
The complaint system of BISP is computer based but the CMS has not become functional till
now and complaints are being managed manually.
b. Observations at the beneficiary level
Due to social restrictions, it was not possible for the beneficiary to visit the BISP Office at
Uthal. Instead, her relative visited BISP Divisional Office to lodge the complaint.
Chaguli’s husband is a retired peon of government school with limited means of livelihood.
BISP programme empowered her in providing a source of income for her to spend on her
family. It also eased the financial responsibility of her husband.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner agency level
The Divisional Office staff failed to check her payment details before registering the
complaint. The fact that they accepted the complaint misled the beneficiary; her doubts of the
postman’s wrongdoing were confirmed.
After receiving her written complaint, BISP staff entered it in their record and forwarded it to
Pakistan Post with a covering letter. They did not provide acknowledgement to the
complainant after lodging complaint
In Balochistan there is no setup of Tehsil Offices of BISP. Therefore, beneficiary has to travel
from far flung areas to approach BISP Divisional Offices.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusion




In this case, money orders for the beneficiary were not generated by BISP during October
2010 to October 2011. BISP Divisional Office forwarded the complaint to Pakistan Post for
enquiry although sending it to Pakistan Post will not solve the matter as they can do nothing
in case an MO has not even been generated by BISP.
Though BISP HQ was informed about this complaint, yet the Divisional Office was not
informed about the progress of the case so that they may have informed the beneficiary/
complainant. After gap of about a year, generation of money orders in her name has again
been started though why they were not generated for a year is not known.

8. Recommendations





Divisional Office staff must check beneficiary’s payment details before accepting any
complaint; they must ensure that the complaint is well founded.
In this case MOs were not being generated by BISP but the complaint was sent for redressal
to Pakistan Post. Deciding where to forward a case will result in better complaint
management by BISP and avoid unnecessary pressure on Pakistan Post for investigation of
non-existent complaints.
This complaint kept pending for a long time without BISP Divisional Office knowing about
the reason for non-generation of money orders. BISP HQ needs to inform BISP Divisional
Office about why money orders of a complainant are not being generated so that it may
inform the complainant.
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P-Baochistan-23
Non-payment of BISP MOs for Rs.28,000 by the
Postman
Shama Bibi
Khuda Bukhsh
Complaint husband (Khuda Baksh)
Mohalla Allahabad, near Primary Girls School, Sibi,
District Sibi
55302-4817806-4
20th December 2011

1. Summary of the Case Study
Shama Bibi is a resident of Sibi. When other beneficiaries of her Mohalla started receiving
instalments for BISP Phase II she sent her husband to make inquiries. He was surprised to know
that nine instalments totalling Rs.28,000 had been generated in his wife’s name. Till that time, she
or her husband did not know that she was a beneficiary under the Parliamentarian Phase of the
cash transfer program, as she neither received any eligibility letter nor received any payments
during the entire Phase I. Her household was missed in the Poverty Score Card survey of her
village.
Her husband visited BISP Divisional Office Sibi and registered a complaint in February 2011
against non-payment of money orders. The complaint was forwarded to Pakistan Post DS office
Sibi, DG BISP Balochistan and BISP headquarter Islamabad during March 2011 for further
processing. Pakistan Post conducted an inquiry regarding her complaint in March 2011.
According to the Enquiry Report, a signed statement of the beneficiary was on record, which
stated that she had received all the money and was, therefore, withdrawing her complaint against
the postman. Enquiry Report was not shared with BISP or the beneficiary and the case is still
pending in BISP records.
The beneficiary denies submitting any such written statement and she claims that she did not
attend any meeting of the Enquiry Committee in connection with this case. She says that she has
not received any money and it is still with the postman. As BISP or the beneficiary were not
informed about the Enquiry Results, therefore, Pakistan Post could not be informed that the
beneficiary denies the statement which formed the basis of this Enquiry Report (and due to which
no action was taken against the postman).

2. Beneficiary’s Profile
Shama Bibi is a 37 year old house wife who lives with her family in Mohalla Allah Abad in Sibi
city. Her household comprises of six people. This includes Shama Bibi, her husband and their 4
children. The beneficiary has a katcha house, consisting of two rooms and a kitchen. Her husband
is a daily wager and is the sole bread earner.
District Sibi is one the hottest districts of Pakistan and currently a flood effected area. It was badly
affected by the flood that occurred in 2011 and flood affectees migrated from neighbouring
districts and even from Sindh to Sibi. Except for water supply, other facilities of life like gas and
electricity was available at her home.
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3. Background of Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was included in the Parliamentarian phase, but in the PSC Survey, her household
was missed. The family is familiar with Benazir Income Support Programme as they had watched
the publicity campaign on TV.

4. How did the Complaint/Grievance Emerge?
As she h did not receive any eligibility letter from BISP, Shama Bibi was unaware that she was a
beneficiary under the Parliamentarian Phase of the program. After the PSC survey was held in her
area, beneficiaries started receiving cash transfers. She sent her husband to the BISP Divisional
Office in Sibi to get information regarding her eligibility. Here he learnt that his wife had been a
beneficiary under the Parliamentarian Phase though a ‘missed household’ in the 2nd phase.
He was told that eight instalments amounting to Rs.24,000 were generated in his wife’s name
under the Parliamentarian Phase and one instalment of Rs.4,000 was generated as a ‘Flood Relief
Payment’. As his wife had never received any of these instalments, so after discussing the matter
with her, Khuda Bukhsh filed a complaint for non-payment at the BISP Divisional Office Sibi
sometime in February 2011.

5. Process of the Case
In February of 2011, Khuda Bukhsh submitted a written complaint against the post man for nonpayment of eight instalments amounting to Rs.24,000 under Phase I and one flood payment of
Rs.4,000. These are shown as delivered on her Payment Details but she had not received them.
The staff at the Divisional Office duly registered the case in a complaints register and, in March
2011, forwarded it to the Pakistan Post DS Office in Sibi to initiate an inquiry into the matter.
According to the Pakistan Post, an Enquiry Committee was formed in March. The inquiry was
conducted, but the results of the inquiry were not shared either with BISP or with the beneficiary.
Any representative of BISP was not included in this inquiry.
DSPS office Sibi formed an inquiry committee led by the ASPS Sibi and the Post Master of Sibi.
As per the Enquiry Report, the committee met the Postman and the beneficiary who signed a
written statement saying that she has received all the outstanding payments, that she does not have
any compliant against the post man and that she withdraws her case.
However, during our meeting Shama Bibi denies having met the postman or having made any
such statement; she says “no one has met me regarding my case and my payment is still with the
postman and I have not received it”.

6. Observations
a. General Observation
It appears that a one sided inquiry was held by the Pakistan Post in which (according to the
beneficiary) she was not present and she did not give any statement. The results were not
shared with the beneficiary or BISP staff.
As BISP or the beneficiary did not attend the Enquiry or were informed about the Enquiry
Result, therefore, Pakistan Post could not be informed that the beneficiary denies the
statement which formed the basis of the enquiry report and due to which no action was taken
against the postman.
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b. Observations at the beneficiary level
Shama Bibi’s husband is a day wager. Current economic situation has made it very difficult
for him to get regular work. In the present circumstances, the BISP cash transfer would have
been of vital importance to the family’s finances. Her husband has since made seven trips to
BISP Sibi Office to follow up the progress of his wife’s case, but has not been informed about
the result, because it hasn’t been conveyed by Pakistan Post to BISP.
c. Observations at the BISP/ Payment Agency level
Complaints Management System is yet to be made operational. The Staff is maintaining the
complaints record in a register. However, they did not provide acknowledgement to
beneficiaries after lodging complaint.
The DS Postal Services was cooperative and supportive to resolve the issues of beneficiaries
regarding non-payment or partial payment. He discussed the case with us and shared the
complaint file in his possession. As per the inquiry report, the beneficiary had given a written
statement that she received all her cash transfer and has no complaint against the postman.
Shama Bibi denied signing any such statement. It is possible that the statement was forged,
i.e. the thumb impression on it was somebody else’s.
In addition, the inquiry committees report suggested that action be taken against the postman.
However, we found that no action was taken against the post man and he was still doing his
job in the same area.

7. Lesson Learnt/ Conclusion






Shama Bibi was not provided an eligibility letter by BISP after being declared a beneficiary
during the parliamentary phase. Due to this, her nine money orders for the entire Phase I were
misappropriated and she came to know about this only when her husband went to the
Divisional Office to know about her eligibility status for Phase II.
During interview with us, she stated that she has not received the money although according
to the Enquiry Report she gave the statement that “she had received the money”. She denies
that she was contacted by the Enquiry Team or that she has given the statement that formed
the basis for closing the enquiry.
As the Enquiry Report was not shared with BISP (which forwarded her complaint to Pakistan
Post for enquiry) or the complainant/beneficiary, therefore they couldn’t raise the issue that
the statement was not provided by her. Due to this, the case was closed by Pakistan Post
although the statement on which the result was based may have been forged.

8. Recommendations




To avoid similar complaints where all the money orders during entire Phase I were not paid to
the beneficiary, BISP should ensure the delivery of eligibility letter to the beneficiary, and
also inform her about when she can expect to receive her first instalment.
Pakistan Post must provide a copy of the Enquiry Report (or at least a letter showing the
results of the enquiry) to the BISP office that forwarded the complaint that has been
investigated.
BISP staff should do their own probing by contacting the beneficiary/complainant to know if
she has recovered her money and is satisfied with the results of a complaint.
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Joint Enquiry (by representatives of Pakistan Post and BISP) may help the complainant in
confidently pleading her case, as well as, in reducing the number of such one-sided enquiries
(which the complainant denies that she attended).
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P-Balochistan-24
Non-payment of one money order for Rs.2,000 by the
Postman
Bibi Zainab
Baqi Dad
Abdul Khaliq
Pashtoonabad, Khudaidad Chowk, street no 14.
Quetta city
54400-4533451-8
4106073
End January 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
The beneficiary Bibi Zainab is a 48 years old house wife. She has 9 family members; she has
never been to formal school for education. She lives in one of the most undeveloped areas of
Quetta city with majority of Afghan refugee population.
She complained about non-payment of her 5th instalment of Rs.2,000 which has been shown as
delivered on 11th November 2011 according to her Payments Detail. Other beneficiaries in her
locality were receiving cash transfers regularly. Her son Abdul Khaliq visited post office but
failed to get this instalment. Thereafter, he visited BISP Divisional Office Quetta on 7th November
2011 and lodged a formal complaint about non-payment of this money order. The case was placed
in file but no further action was taken for redressal of her complaint according to the prescribed
procedure for investigation of complaints regarding non-payment of money orders.
BISP Supervisor verbally communicated the complaint to GPO Quetta, and the complainant was
directed to visit the post office. He did the same but no positive response was given to him. The
case is still pending and she has still not received her 5th instalment of Rs.2,000.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/ Background information
Bibi Zainab, the beneficiary, is 48 years old house wife living in Quetta. Her family has 9
members. The beneficiary lives in a katcha house, consisting of 4 rooms, 1 kitchen and 3
bathrooms. Her 2 sons work as daily wagers and her husband is a heart patient. The streets of her
area are unpaved there is no drainage system in the mohalla. The houses were generally made of
mud and clay.
Her area has most of basic human living facilities like, clean drinking water, school, health
facilities and market.

3. Background of Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was not included in BISP Phase I but after poverty score card survey she was
identified as eligible beneficiary. The family was not familiar with BISP but a local political
worker informed the family and filled her form. She received her acknowledgement slip from the
political worker. Her form was filled by a political worker not by a member of the survey team.
Survey team had handed over forms to political workers of the area and they filled the forms.
The family did not know about the complaint redressal process/mechanism but her son was
guided by local political worker to visit BISP for checking his mother Payments Details. The cash
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transfer had been utilized by purchasing daily stuff. In future she will use the amount for
purchasing sewing machine.

4. How Complaint/Grievance Emerged
The beneficiary received only one instalment, instalment number 4 in July 2011
buther5thinstalment was not delivered by postman. Her son visited the Post office for getting
information regarding the instalment, but he was not given any positive response. He then visited
BISP Office for getting information and filed a complaint against non-payment of 5th instalment
on 7th November 2011. He was, however, not guided to file a complaint regarding non-delivery of
the first three money orders (2 were generated in December 2010 but their payment status was not
entered, while one was generated in February 2011, but returned back to BISP as undelivered)
On same date 7th November 2011 BISP district supervisor Quetta, verbally communicated GPO
Quetta regarding case and instructed him to visit GPO for her payment but at GPO he was not
given any positive response.

5. Process of the Case
The complainant filed the complaint at BISP Divisional Office Quetta on 7 th November 2011
regarding the non-payment of 5th instalment. The complaint was entered in the complaint register
and placed in BISP complaints file. The beneficiary status was checked and the system showed
that four instalments were generated (delivery status of first 2 was unclear, the third was returned
as undelivered and the fourth one she received). Supervisor at BISP Office communicated the
complaint verbally to the GPO Quetta and the complainant was directed to pay a visit to the GPO
Quetta for collecting her instalment. With summery of other cases her case was forwarded to DG
Balochistan for information in 1st week of December 2011.
No further step was taken by BISP regarding resolution of her complaint. The complainant went
to the GPO but failed to get the amount as no record of her complaint was available there. The
complainant visited BISP Divisional Office Quetta more than three times to follow up of his
complaint but failed to solve the complaint and the matter is still pending.
Neither BISP Divisional Office Quetta nor GPO Quetta processed the case according to the
standard complaint redressal process. BISP did not forward her complaint formally to Pakistan
Post, and, Pakistan Post did not follow the prescribed Complaint Redressal Mechanism for nonpayment of money orders. Obviously the complainant continues to suffer waiting for her
complaint to be addressed.

6. Observation
a. General Observation
The prescribed BISP complaint process is based on electronic filing of complaints while the
Complaints Management System is yet to be made operational. Presently the staffs are
maintaining the complaints record in a register and file. They also prepare a summary of
complaints for submission to higher offices.
This complaint was sent to DG Balochistan in the 1st week of December 2011for further
process. But it was not sent to GPO Quetta and according to BISP office Quetta it was just
communicated to GPO verbally.
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b. Observation at the beneficiary level
The beneficiary was not satisfied with the result of the complaint and, due to misappropriated
money orders, had an issue with receiving the money at her doorstep from postman.
c. Observation at BISP/ Payment Agency
When a payment complaint is received at BISP Divisional Office Quetta it is filled with other
complaints in a file. It is also entered in a register and monthly summary on excel is prepared.
When the team discussed the case with BISP team, they told that it was sent to payment
agency for further processing and investigation according to Post Office system. However,
later we were told that it was never sent formally to Pakistan Post and that they were verbally
asked to conduct an investigation. On the other hand, GPO Quetta informed that they did not
conduct an enquiry as this complaint was not forwarded by BISP.

7. Lesson Learnt/ Conclusion






The beneficiary was not advised to file a complaint about the first three installments which
were not delivered to her.
The complaint was not sent to Pakistan Post for investigation and therefore nothing regarding
redressal of complaint could be done by the payment agency.
It was apparent from her Payments Detail that in addition to 5th instalment the beneficiary had
not received her first three instalments also, but BISP staff did not advise her to lodge a
complaint for non-payment of four instalments and only advised her to mention the nonpayment of 5th instalment.
Adopting informal methods for resolution of complaint (Payment agency was informed
verbally in this case) do not result in resolution of complaints. The complaint should have
been forwarded formally and then verbal communication may have speeded up the redressal
process. But presently nothing is on record of Payment Agency and so this complaint could
not be addressed.

8. Recommendations




The first BISP letter to the beneficiary should mention the amount of the first instalment that
she will receive – and the month when she can expect to receive this amount. This would help
in reducing the chances of misappropriation of the initial instalments.
It is important that awareness should be created about where a receiver woman/ complainant
may file her complaint.
The communication between BISP and Payment Agency should be formal and documented
so that the responsibility of delay in redressal of complaint could be fixed, and, progress on
her complaint could be shared with the beneficiary/ complainant.
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P-Balochistan-25
Non-payment of 1 money order for Rs.2,000 by the
Postman
Fatho Bibi
Ghulam Hazrat
Zahir Khan (Relative)
Bhoosa Mandi, New Pashtoonabad, Khan Saeed
Road, Post Office Satellite Town, Quetta
54400-9567258-6
3720123
End February 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Fatho Bibi is a 30 years old housewife and a mother of 6 children. She initially received only one
instalment amounting to Rs.2,000 which was generated during April 2011 and delivered to her in
July 2011 at the hujra of the village notable. While other beneficiaries in her locality were
receiving cash transfer instalments regularly, she was not paid her 3rd instalment generated in
February 2011 which was returned as undelivered. Her fifth instalment was generated in August
2011 but was also not paid. She asked about her fifth instalment from the postman who told her
that generation of her money orders had been stopped by BISP.
Fatho Bibi’s relative Zahir Khan visited the local Post Office in Pashtoonabad but failed to gather
unpaid fifth instalment because the Post Office told them that it was recently generated and the
money order has not reached the post office. Zahir Khan then visited BISP Divisional Office in
Quetta and lodged a formal complaint in September 2011 on account of non-payment of fifth
instalment.
BISP Field Supervisor verbally communicated the complaint to Pakistan Post and the complainant
was directed to visit the concerned Post Office. Zahir Khan, the complainant received no positive
response from the Post Master. BISP Field Supervisor Quetta confessed that the work load was
too great for him to handle alone and, therefore, usually complaints were not sent formally but
verbally communicated to Pakistan Post for redressal.
No action has been taken on Fatho Bibi’s complaint by Pakistan Post as they have not even
received this complaint; or by BISP which neither forwarded the complaint nor sent any
reminders. Meanwhile Fatho Bibi is still waiting for her instalments.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/Background information
The beneficiary, Fatho Bibi is a 30 years old housewife. Her household consists of 8 members
including 6 children, who all live in a katcha house.
Her family members are daily wage labourers like most of the people living in the area. The
streets in the locality are unpaved and there is no drainage system. School, drinking water and
health facilities are, however, available in the area. The beneficiary emphasized that it is difficult
to survive on her husband’s wages.
The area is mostly populated by Afghan refugees.
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3. Background of Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was not included in the BISP Parliamentarian phase of cash transfers and was
declared as an eligible beneficiary during the second phase. The family did not know about BISP
but then a local political representative informed them about it. A year ago, the PSC Survey form
was filled at a common place (instead of at her doorsteps) before members of the community and
Fatho Bibi received an acknowledgement slip.
Fatho Bibi was informed by a political party worker about her selection as an eligible beneficiary
for BISP cash transfer. She did not, however, receive any letter of intimation from BISP declaring
her an eligible beneficiary. The beneficiary knew that BISP aimed to distribute money among
poor and needy people but was unaware of the eligibility criteria. In addition, the family did not
know about the complaint redressal mechanism. The cash transfer that was received was utilized
in purchasing daily foodstuff. In future, Fatho Bibi plans to spend some of her cash transfer on the
purchase of a sewing machine.

4. How did the Complaint/Grievance Emerge?
The beneficiary received only one instalment (4th on the payment detail) worth Rs.2,000, which
was generated in April 2011 and delivered in July 2011 (three months after generation instead of
the usual 1-2 months). Her first 2 instalments were generated but their delivery status was not
entered, while her 3rd instalment generated in February 2011 of Rs.2,000 was returned to BISP as
“undelivered”.
Additionally, her 5th instalment was generated in August 2011 but was not paid at the time the
beneficiary complained in September 2011. She was not receiving the money orders from the
postman at her doorstep but had to go to the hujra of the notable for receiving these. When she
asked the postman about the missing money order he told her that due to unknown reasons her
payment had been stopped by BISP.
Unaware of the complaint redressal process, and of the fact that the payment is delivered between
31 to 60 days after it appears as generated on her Payment Detail, Fatho Bibi’s family was guided
by the local political worker as a result of which her relative, Zahir Khan paid a visit to the BISP
Divisional Office in Quetta to check her payment status for her. From there, he was sent to the
Post Office in Pashtoonabad obtain further information. He was then sent back to the BISP Office
as the Post Office claimed not to have received any money orders in Fatho Bibi’s name. At BISP
Divisional Office Quetta, Zahir Khan filed a complaint on 10th September 2011 against nonpayment of her fifth money order generated on12th August 2011.

5. Process of the Case
The complainant filed the complaint at BISP Divisional Office Quetta on 10th September 2011
regarding the non-payment of her fifth instalment, which was generated in August 2011 but not
paid till the date of complaint. The complaint was entered in a register and placed in the BISP
complaints file. The beneficiary status was checked in the system, which showed that two
instalments were generated.
The Supervisor at BISP Office communicated the complaint verbally to the concerned (which?)
Post Office, while the complainant was also directed to pay a visit there to collect the remaining
instalments. At the Post Office, Zahir Khan was not gave any positive response. The complainant
made three visits to BISP Divisional Office Quetta to follow-up on his complaint but failed to get
any positive response. The complaint was not forwarded to the BISP Head Quarter in Islamabad.
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Since receiving 4th instalment in July 2011 and after registering a complaint in September 2011,
Fatho Bibi received the 5th and 6th instalment Rs.2,000 each delivered in October 2011 and
February 2012, respectively. The payment records in the BISP database also records7 th money
order for Rs.2,000 which was generated in December 2011.She started receiving her payments
although no action was taken by BISP or Pakistan Post to address her complaint.

6. Observation
a. General Observation
The prescribed BISP complaints process at the Divisional Office is based on electronic filing
of complaints while the Complaints Management System is yet to be made operational.
Presently the staffs are maintaining the complaints record in a register and file. They also
prepare a summary of complaints for submission to higher offices. However, they expect that
the complaints will be timely addressed after the CMS is in place.
b. Observation at the beneficiary level
The beneficiary personally was not satisfied with the result of the complaint and was
concerned about having to collect her cash transfer from the postman at the local notable’s
hujra at her than receiving it at her doorsteps.
c. Observation at BISP
When a payment complaint is received at BISP Divisional Office Quetta it is filled with other
complaints in a file. It is also entered in a register and a monthly summary on excel is
prepared. The complaint is sent for processing to Pakistan Post.
The BISP Divisional Office team informed that the case had been sent to the payment agency,
that is, the Post Office for further enquiry, however, later they said that due to overwork, the
complaints are not forwarded personally but are verbally communicated.
BISP did not inform her that the 5th instalment which was the subject of this complaint was
delivered only a month ago and would be delivered during the normal delivery period of 1-2
months after generation. During this entire process, the issue of first three instalments (MO 1
and 2 of Rs.3,000 each that were generated but their delivery status is not mentioned on her
Payment Detail, while MO 3 of Rs.2,000 was returned as Undelivered) was neither raised by
the complainant nor was she informed about this by BISP Divisional Office Quetta.
d. Observation at payment agency level
The survey team met the Chief Post Master who went through all the cases and complaints
sent by BISP or made directly through beneficiaries. However, no record about this complaint
was found in his record probably because no record is kept of verbal complaints.

7. Lesson Learnt/ Conclusions




BISP may have guided the complainant to file the complaint regarding the first 3 instalments
for Rs.8,000 which remain undelivered. Instead they guided her to file a complaint about an
instalment that was generated only 28 days ago and which would normally be paid between
31 to 60 days after its generation.
This case was not forwarded formally to Pakistan Post due to which nothing has been done by
the Post Office. The staff at BISP Divisional Office complained of overwork due to which
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complaints are not being formally forwarded to Pakistan Post but they are informed verbally.
Reminders are not sent for speeding up the redressal process.

8. Recommendations





The first BISP letter to the beneficiary should mention the amount of the first instalment that
she will receive and the month when she can expect to receive this amount. This would help
in reducing the chances of misappropriation.
It is important that awareness should be created regarding where a receiver woman/
complainant may file her complaint.
The communication between various offices should be documented and shared with the
beneficiary on demand.
Formal Procedure for sending the Complaint to Pakistan Post for investigation and redressal
needs to be followed for each complaint – even if the earlier complaints have not been
addressed by Pakistan Post or BISP staff is overworked.
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P-Balochistan-26
Non-payment of one money order of Rs.2,000 by the
Postman
Khair Bibi
Zahir Khan
Zahir Khan
Bhoosa Mandi, Khan Saeed Road, New Pashtoon
Abad, Post Office Satellite Town, Quetta
54400-3530217-8
3720123
End February 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Khair Bibi, wife of Zahir khan is a 60 year old house wife from Quetta district. She lives in one of
the most undeveloped areas of the city, which is mostly populated by Afghan refugees, she
received only one (4th) instalment of Rs.2,000, which was generated in April 2011 and delivered
in the month of July 2011. The Money Order (MO) was not delivered by the postman at her
doorstep, but Khair Bibi had to collect it at the hujra of the village notable. Other beneficiaries in
her locality were receiving cash transfer instalments regularly but 3 of her previous installments
were undelivered (delivery status of MO 1 and 2 not mentioned on her Payment Detail and MO 3
was returned as undelivered), while her latest (fifth) instalment of August 2011was not paid till
that date. Her Husband, Zahir Khan visited the local post office in Pashtoonabad but failed to get
the instalment.
He visited BISP Divisional Office Quetta and lodged a formal complaint of non-payment on 10th
September 2011. The case was entered in BISP office record but no further official processing
was adopted for redressal of the case. According to BISP Field Supervisor due to work overload,
he verbally communicated the complaint to the General Post Office in Quetta, where the
complainant’s husband was also directed to visit. When Zahir Khan visited the Post Office as
directed, he did not receive any positive response from them. Since the case was verbally
communicated to Pakistan Post so they had no document and no action has been taken by them.
After checking their record, the Post Office staff confirmed that no amount had been disbursed to
Khair Bibi although according to her Payment detail, instalment 6 and 7 have also been generated
of which the first has been delivered to her. Zahir Khan has visited BISP Divisional Office in
Quetta more than 3 times but has received no update about the progress of this complaint.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/ Background information
Khair Bibi, the beneficiary, is a 60 year old housewife. Her household consists of 14 members
including 12 children. The beneficiary lives in a katcha house, consisting of 5 katcha rooms, 1
kitchen and 3 bathrooms.
Khair Bibi’s family members are daily wagers who work as labourers in Quetta city just like most
other residents of that area. The village roads are unpaved and katcha. There is no drainage
system in the area, but a school, drinking water and health facilities are available in the area,
which is mostly populated by Afghan refugees.

3. Background of Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was not included in the BISP Parliamentarian phase. After Poverty Scorecard
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Survey, she was declared as an eligible beneficiary for the cash transfer scheme in BISP Phase II.
The family did not know about BISP but then a local political worker informed them about the
programme. Khair Bibi thus, knew of BISP as a programme that aims to distribute money among
poor and needy people but was unaware of the criteria for being an eligible beneficiary. Her
Poverty Scorecard Form was filled not at her doorsteps but in the presence of the local political
representative amongst the gathering of her community a year ago. Khair Bibi also received an
acknowledgement slip.
She did not receive any letter declaring her an eligible beneficiary for the cash transfer though she
was informed by a political party worker about her eligibility.
The cash transfer of Rs.2,000 (4th instalment) received by the beneficiary had been utilized in
purchasing daily requirements. In future, she intends on spending the amount on purchasing a
sewing machine.

4. How did the Complaint/Grievance Emerge?
The beneficiary received only one instalment (4th on the payment detail) worth Rs.2,000, which
was generated in April 2011 and delivered in July 2011 (three months after generation instead of
the usual 1-2 months). Her first 2 installments were generated but their delivery status was not
entered, while her 3rd installments generated in February 2011 of Rs.2,000 was returned to BISP
as “undelivered”.
The family did not know about the complaint redressal process. When no further instalment was
received, Khair Bibi’s husband, Zahir Khan visited the Post Office to obtain information
regarding the rest of the installments. Post Master at the Post Office claimed to have not received
any additional MOs in Khair Bibi’s name. After he did not obtain any positive response from
there, Zahir Khan was advised by the local political worker in the area to visit the BISP Divisional
Office to confirm his wife’s status. Zahir Khan then visited BISP Divisional Office in Quetta and
filed a complaint against non-payment of the latest (fifth) instalment of August 2011.

5. Processing of the Case
The beneficiary’s husband filed the complaint at the BISP Divisional Office Quetta on 10th
September 2011 regarding the non-payment of her 5th instalment of Rs.2,000 as she had received
only the 4th instalment on 24th July 2011.
The complaint was kept in a file and placed in the BISP Office records. The beneficiary’s status
was checked in the system but the issue of first three installments (MO 1 and 2 of Rs.3,000 each
that were generated but their delivery status is not mentioned on her Payment Detail, while MO 3
of Rs.2,000 was returned as Undelivered) was not discussed with the complainant nor was he
advised to include the non-payment of these 3 installments in his complaint. The Field Supervisor
at BISP Office communicated the complaint verbally to the concerned Post Office and the
complainant was directed to pay visit there to collect the remaining installments. At the Post
Office, he was not given a positive response and no progress was taken at the BISP level either.
The complainant made more than three visits to BISP Divisional Office Quetta for any follow-up
on the case, but could not obtain any update. Neither BISP Divisional office Quetta nor the GPO
Quetta has informed the complainant about the progress of his case.
Since receiving 4th instalment in July 2011 and after registering a complaint in September 2011,
Khair Bibi received the 5th and 6th instalment of Rs.2,000 each delivered in November 2011 and
February 2012, respectively. Her Payment Detail also shows a 7th money order for Rs.2,000
which was generated in December 2011. She started receiving her payments although no action
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was taken by BISP or Pakistan Post to address her complaint.

6. Observation
a. General Observation
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on electronic filing/redress of complaints
while the Complaint Management System is yet to be made operational. Presently, the staff is
maintaining the complaints record in a register and file. They also prepare a summary of
complaints for submission to higher offices. However, they are hopeful that the complaints
will be timely addressed after the CMS is in place.
b. Observation at the beneficiary level
Khair Bibi was not satisfied with the result of the complaint. She informed us in December
2011 that though fifth instalment was indicated as delivered in November 2011 in her
Payment Detail, she had in fact not received it. She was also concerned that she was not
receiving her cash transfers at her doorstep through the postman, but had to visit the local
notable’s hujra for collection of her money order.
c. Observation at BISP/ Payment Agency level
When a payment complaint is received at BISP Divisional Office Quetta it is filed with other
complaints in a file. It is also entered in a register and a monthly summary on excel is
prepared. The complaint is sent for processing to Pakistan Post.
According to the BISP Divisional Office Quetta, the complaint was sent to the GPO for
enquiry, which in turn claimed that they have not received this complaint from BISP
Divisional Office Quetta. After some further probing, the BISP Field Supervisor Quetta
confessed that the work burden was too large for him to handle alone and, therefore, usually
complaints were verbally communicated to Pakistan Post.
BISP did not inform her that the 5th instalment which was the subject of this complaint was
delivered only a month ago and would be delivered during the normal delivery period of 1-2
months after generation. During this entire process, the issue of first three installments (MO 1
and 2 of Rs.3,000 each that were generated but their delivery status is not mentioned on her
Payment Detail, while MO 3 of Rs.2,000 was returned as Undelivered) was neither raised by
the complainant nor was she informed about this by BISP Divisional Office Quetta.
d. Observation at payment agency level
The team visited the payment agency and met the Chief Postmaster. There, it was learnt that
in Pakistan Post a clerk was the only person handling the complaints and normally resolved
the complaints through verbal persuasion. He also made it clear that he had not received this
complaint from the BISP office.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusion


BISP may have guided the complainant to file the complaint regarding the first 3 installments
for Rs.8,000 which remain undelivered. Instead they guided her to file a complaint about an
instalment that was generated only 28 days ago and which would normally be paid between
31 to 60 days after its generation.
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This case was not forwarded formally to Pakistan Post due to which nothing has been done by
the Post Office. The staff at BISP Divisional Office complained of overwork due to which
complaints are not being formally forwarded to Pakistan Post but they are informed verbally.
Reminders are not sent for speeding up the redressal process.

8. Recommendations





The first BISP letter to the beneficiary should mention the amount of the first instalment that
she will receive and the month when she can expect to receive it. This would help in reducing
the chances of misappropriation.
It is important that awareness should be raised among the beneficiaries about the complaint
mechanism. In order to avoid unnecessary duplication, there should be a standard procedure
for all payment related complaints as well as other grievances. Inter-departmental
responsibilities should be clearly laid down. Similarly, the receipts of copies of complaints
should also be prescribed.
Formal Procedure for sending the Complaint to Pakistan Post for investigation and redressal
needs to be followed for each complaint – even if the earlier complaints have not been
addressed or BISP staff is overworked.
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P-Balochistan-27
Non Payment of 1 instalment of Rs.3,000 by the Postman
Shela Kumari
Ramish Lal
Ramish Lal
Ward No 2 Mangi Mohalla Tehsil Dera Murad Jamali
5530580102906
End March 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Shela Kumari, wife of Ramish Lal lives with her family in Ward 2 of Mangi Mohalla, Dera
Murad Jamali. She was eligible for the cash transfer under the Parliamentarian Phase (Phase 1) of
the BISP cash transfer program. She received her payments regularly apart from the 7th and 8th
instalments which were not received by her.
Her husband visited BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad on 10th November 2010 and registered a
formal complaint against non-payment of her 8th instalment for Rs.3,000 which is shown as
‘delivered’ in her ‘Payment Details’ on the BISP website. The complaint was forwarded to
Deputy Superintendent Postal Services (DSPS) office Sibi for redressal on 3 rd January 2011 and a
copy was forwarded to BISP Headquarter Islamabad on the same date for information. No
information regarding enquiry or processing of the complaint has been received at the BISP
Divisional Office Naseerabad from the Postal Service.
Pakistan Post formed an inquiry committee headed by the Assistant Superintendent Mr. Imam
Bux on the 11th April 2011. It took 7 days to complete the inquiry proceedings. The committee
met the Post man and the beneficiary and got written statements from both. Shela Kumari stated
on 14th April 2011 that she had received all her payments and does not have any complaint against
the post man or Pakistan Post.
The inquiry committee’s report was not shared with either BISP or the beneficiary; the case is still
marked as pending at BISP office. On the other hand, Shela Kumari informed us that she has not
given any written statement during the enquiry proceedings

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/ Background information
The beneficiary, Shela Kumari, is a 35 year old house wife who never had any formal education.
She has 7 family members, including 5 children (4 boys and 1 girl) the beneficiary and her
husband. They live in a katcha house, consisting of 2 rooms, a kitchen and a bathroom.
Her husband, the only earning person for the family, works in a shop and earns a monthly income
of Rs.7,000. A majority of people in the area are poor and working on daily wages in nearby
villages and in Dera Murad Jamali city. They don’t have proper drinking water system and must
fetch pure drinking water from wells. There is no drainage system in the area.
Most houses in the area are made of mud. There are no health or education facilities in the village.
The cash transfers received by her during the Parliamentarian Phase were used to pay for her
children’s education.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was included in the BISP cash transfer scheme during the Parliamentarian phase,
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in the second phase, her household was missed in the Poverty Score Card survey of her village.
The family was familiar with BISP as they had watched the campaigns on TV and read about
them in the newspaper.
The family did not know about the complaint redressal mechanism but her husband was guided
by a political worker from the area to visit the BISP office to check his wife’s payment status. He
learnt about the filing and processing of complaints from the staff at the BISP Divisional Office.

4. How did the complaint/grievance emerge?
Non-payment of her 8th instalment for Rs.3,000 is the cause of Shela Kumari’s complaint. Other
beneficiaries received their instalments for July at their door step but Shela did not. Her husband
visited the BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad and submitted a written complaint on the 10 th of
November 2010. BISP Office Naseerabad forwarded this complaint to Deputy Superintendent
Postal Services (DSPS) office Sibi but has not received any reply or progress of the complaint
thus far.

5. Processing of the Case
Shela Kumari’s husband filed her complaint on the 10th November 2010 at the BISP Divisional
Office Naseerabad regarding non-payment of one instalment of Rs.3,000 which was generated
during the Parliamentarian Phase of the program. The complaint was entered in the complaint
register for BISP’s records. The complaint was forwarded to Pakistan Post for them to initiate an
inquiry into the matter on the 3rd January 2011.
At Pakistan Post an inquiry committee was formed headed by the Assistant Superintendent Mr.
Imam Bux on the 11th April 2011. It took 7 days to complete the inquiry and prepare a report. The
inquiry team stated that they met the Post man and the beneficiary Shela Kumari and got written
statements from both. As per inquiry report, on 14th April 2011 Shela Kumari gave a written
statement that she had received all her payments and does not have any complaint against the post
man or Pakistan Post.
During an interview Shela Kumari said that after her complaint had been registered, the prayer
leader of a local mosque, along with some others, came to her home and requested her to state that
she had received all the instalments generated in her name. She claims that she did not give any
such statement before the enquiry committee and she was not even approached by the inquiry
committee.
The inquiry report suggested that disciplinary action be taken against the official at fault and that
all the missing payments be recovered. This report was not shared with BISP or the beneficiary,
and for their purposes the case is still pending.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Shela Kumari’s household was missed when the PSC survey was conducted in her village.
Her payment complaint was not pursued with the diligence it deserved.
b. Observations at the beneficiary level
Naseerabad is a flood affected District. Due to the tribal culture Shela Kumari could not visit
BISP Office Naseerabad in person. Her husband made the 50 kms trip to the post office and
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BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad more than four times in a period of one month for the
follow-up of her case. Despite the fact that she comes from a needy family to whom the cash
transfer is a major source of support still no action has been taken against the concerned
individuals. Her written statement was available with post office staff stating that she had
received all her payments but she claimed that she had not given any such written statement.
c. Observations at BISP/ Payment Agency level
When a payment complaint is received at BISP Divisional Office, Naseerabad, it is filed with
other complaints in a file. It is also entered in a register and monthly summary on excel is
prepared. The complaint is sent for processing to the Payment Agency.
The DSPS Pakistan Post said that he had received her complaint and an inquiry had indeed
been conducted on the 10th April 2011 and Shela had submitted a written statement. He also
said that according to her written statement she received all her payments after filing of the
complaint and so disciplinary action could not be initiated against post office staff as they
were delivering the money orders according to standard operating procedures.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusion



Pakistan Post did not share the Enquiry Report with BISP or the beneficiary.
Though formal enquiry was conducted according to standard procedure of Pakistan Post for
investigation into non-payment of money orders, but the beneficiary denies that she has
submitted the statement (that she has received all instalments) on the basis of which the case
was filed/ closed.

8. Recommendations




Joint Enquiry Committee including representatives of BISP and Pakistan Post must be formed
so that the beneficiary has the confidence to give her side of the story during the enquiry
proceedings. It would also be difficult to submit a forged statement of the beneficiary in front
of a BISP representative (in case he is a member of the joint enquiry committee). The
transparency afforded by this is essential to satisfy all parties, particularly the beneficiary/
complainant.
Pakistan Post should share the inquiry report with the beneficiary and BISP.
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P-Balochistan-28
Non Payment of 1 instalment Rs.2,000 by Postman
Taj Bibi
Qasir Khan
Qasir khan
Address during Phase 1: Chater, Kansi Mohalla,
Tehsil Chater, District Naseerabad
Address during Phase 2: Village Garhi, UC Mirpur,
Tehsil Gandawah (Beneficiary has shifted)
53401-1544356-4
3222235
End February 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Taj Bibi is 46 years old, living in village Garhi UC Mirpur, Tehsil Gandawah, District Jhal Magsi.
We interviewed her at her previous address, which was entered in Beneficiary Detail during the
Parliamentarian Phase.
Other beneficiaries in her village were receiving cash transfer installments at their doorsteps, but
she had not received instalment number 3 of Rs.2,000. Taj Bibi’s Payment Detail showed that this
money order was delivered on 30th September 2009, but she complained that she has not received
this amount. After waiting a few months, her husband visited BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad
in May 2010 and lodged a complaint for non-payment of the 3rd instalment of Rs.2,000. The
complaint was forwarded to the DS Office, Pakistan Post, Sibi for redressal on 14th June 2010 and
a copy was forwarded to BISP Headquarter Islamabad on the same day for information. No
response of the complaint has been received at BISP Divisional Office, Naseerabad.
An inquiry committee was formed, headed by Assistant Superintendent Pakistan Post, Sibi on 5 th
July 2010. The inquiry team met the postman and Taj Bibi and obtained written statements from
both. According to the Enquiry Report, Taj Bibi gave a written statement that she had received all
her payments (this statement was given in front of two close relatives present as witnesses). The
inquiry report was not shared by Pakistan Post with BISP or the beneficiary and, therefore, the
case is still pending in the BISP’s record. When we met Taj Bibi, she claimed that she did not
give any written statement before the inquiry team.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/ Background information
The beneficiary, Taj Bibi, wife of Qasir Khan is a 46 year old illiterate housewife. Due to her
poor health and old age she is unable to perform household chores. She has six family members,
her husband, three daughters and a son. The beneficiary lives in a Katcha house, which consists of
two rooms a kitchen and a bathroom. Her husband is working as a daily wage earner in the
village. He is the head of the household and sole breadwinner of her family.
Majority of the villagers are poor and work in the village on daily wages. Villagers have to fetch
water for drinking from distant well. Almost all the houses are Katcha in the village and streets
are unpaved. Drainage system is non-existent and in times of rain, most of the streets are
inundated.

3. Beneficiary’ Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was getting cash transfers under the Parliamentarian Phase of BISP. The PSC
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survey of her household was held in April, 2010. The survey team interviewed Taj Bibi and filled
her PSC form. She showed the PSC survey team her valid CNIC and after detailed examination of
the household she was issued the survey acknowledgement slip. Although she never received an
eligibility letter from BISP but she and her family were informed by a local political party worker
that she has Bibi has been declared an eligible beneficiary of the BISP cash transfers after the
survey.
When she was asked regarding her views about BISP, she informed that the purpose of BISP is to
distribute money amongst the poor and needy and it is the Pakistan People’s Party which is
distributing these cash transfers. She was unaware of the complaint redressal system at the time of
survey. Her husband was later informed about the complaint redressal system and was guided by
a local political worker in the village to visit the BISP office to check his wife’s status in the
programme.
Taj Bibi shared that if she got her remaining amount she would utilize it on her children’s
education.

4. How did the complaint/grievance emerge?
Taj Bibi received her 2nd instalment of Rs.2,000 in May, 2009 and then her payments stopped.
The BISP website, however, indicates that her 3rd instalment of Rs.2,000 was generated in June,
2009 and delivered in September, 2009, the beneficiary, however, claimed not to have received
the amount. Her husband discussed the issue with a local political worker who advised him to
visit the BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad to inquire about the matter. He visited the BISP
Divisional Office Naseerabad and asked them about his wife’s status. They informed that the 3rd
instalment of Rs.2,000 is being shown as delivered in September 2009. After knowing this, her
husband lodged a complaint for non-payment of one money order for Rs.2,000.

5. Processing of the Case
The complaint was filed by the beneficiary’s husband at the BISP Divisional Office in
Naseerabad in May, 2010 The complaint was kept in a file at the BISP Office and a copy of the
complaint was forwarded to the DSPS Sibi for further processing on 14th June 2010.
Taj Bibi followed the complaint through her husband as she was unable to visit the BISP office
personally due to cultural restrictions of the tribal system. Her husband visited the BISP
Divisional Office, Naseerabad and Pakistan Post Office Sibi which is 100 kms away from their
village twice during one month.
The DSPS Sibi formed an inquiry committee on 5th July 2010 for redressal of her complaint and
the Assistant Superintendent was appointed as Head of the Enquiry Committee. The Enquiry
Committee met the postman and beneficiary and recorded written statements of both parties. A
report was prepared at the end of the investigation process which took about seven days.
According to the Enquiry Report the complainant has stated that she has received the missing
money order and, therefore, the case has been closed at the Post Office level. However, the
beneficiary shared with us that she did not submit any written statement to the enquiry committee.
She is still waiting for her missing money order.
The Pakistan Post has not shared the enquiry report with the BISP Office and as a result, the case
is still pending at the BISP level.
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6. Observations
a. General Observations
It was observed that the BISP Divisional Office forwarded the case to the Post Office as per
standard procedures and an inquiry committee was constituted for the resolution of the case.
However, when the inquiry report was prepared, it was neither shared with the beneficiary nor
with BISP.
The case is still pending as the beneficiary still claims that she has not received her remaining
amount and BISP Office has no further information about the case.
b. Observations at the beneficiary level
Due to a conservative tribal system, Taj Bibi was unable to visit the BISP Office herself but
she followed the complaint through her husband who visited the BISP Divisional office,
Naseerabad twice during a month. It is 100 kms away from their village and it is not possible
for a poor family to afford frequent visits for the follow-up of the case.
c. Observations at BISP/ Payment Agency level
BISP complaints process is based on electronic filing of complaints but the Complaints
Management System is yet to be made operational in the BISP Divisional Office, Naseerabad.
Presently, the staff is maintaining the complaints record in a file and then preparing a
summary of complaints in Excel sheets for submission to higher offices.
At the Post Office level, further processing of the case has been stopped as according to the
enquiry report, the beneficiary has stated that she has received her remaining amount.
Pakistan Post did not share the Enquiry Report with BISP or the beneficiary, therefore the
case remains pending at BISP level and the complainant is still waiting for her missing money
order of Rs.2,000.

7. Lessons learnt/ Conclusion



Pakistan Post did not share the Enquiry Report with BISP or the beneficiary.
Though formal enquiry was conducted according to standard procedure of Pakistan Post for
investigation into non-payment of money orders, but the beneficiary denies that she has
submitted the statement (that she has received all instalments) on the basis of which the case
was filed/ closed.

8. Recommendations




Pakistan Post should share the inquiry report with the beneficiary and BISP.
BISP should regularly send letters to the beneficiaries informing them of the dates regarding
their payments, which were generated and received, which may minimize the chances of
embezzlement.
Joint Enquiry Committee including representatives of BISP and Pakistan Post must be formed
so that the beneficiary has the confidence to give her side of the story during the enquiry
proceedings. It would also be difficult to submit a forged statement of the beneficiary in front
of a BISP representative (in case he is a member of the joint enquiry committee). The
transparency afforded by this is essential to satisfy all parties, particularly the beneficiary/
complainant.
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Complainant/ Beneficiary:
Wife of:
Complainant, if not beneficiary herself:

P-Balochistan-29
Non-Payment of six money orders for Rs.18,000 by
the postman
Toti
Gulab Khan
Gulab khan

Address:

Gola Colony Tehsil Jhat Pat District Jaffarabad

CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Completed

53201-7295194-6
3366551
End January 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Toti did not receive her first 6 installments for Rs.18,000 generated under the Parliamentarian
phase of the program although these were being shown as delivered in her Payment Detail.
Her husband visited BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad on 17th February 2011 and registered a
formal complaint. The complaint was forwarded to Pakistan Post DSPS Office Sibi on 14th June
2011 requesting that an inquiry be initiated into the matter.
At Pakistan Post level an inquiry committee was formed headed by AS Mr. Imam Bux on 5 th July
2011 and it completed the inquiry report within seven days. The report stated that the inquiry
team met the Postman and Toti and got written statements from both. As per inquiry report, Toti
gave a written statement that she had received all her payments and that she has no complaint
against postman or Pakistan Post. This enquiry report was not shared with BISP or the beneficiary
and so the case is still being shown as pending in BISP record.
No progress has been intimated to BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad by Pakistan Post to date.
On the other hand, BISP has not sent any reminder to Pakistan Post to ask about the progress or
result of investigation conducted by Pakistan Post. The beneficiary, however, maintains that she
has not given any written statement (regarding receipt of all her MOs) before the enquiry officer
and is still waiting for her Rs.18,000.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/ Background information
The beneficiary 64 years old Toti, is a resident of Gola Colony in Jhat Pat Tehsil of Jaffarabad.
She has no formal schooling and instead spends her time looking after her family of seven. She is
unlettered and due to poor health she is unable to perform any housework. The beneficiary has a
family of seven; this includes her two sons, three daughters and the couple themselves. They live
in a katcha house consisting of 2 rooms, a kitchen and a bathroom. The street leading to her home
is unpaved.
Her husband is working as daily wager at a shop in the village. His earnings are the only source of
income for the family. A majority of villagers are very poor; most of them work for daily wages.
Her access to basic health and education is limited due to the family’s scant resources.

3. Background of Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was included in the BISP cash transfer scheme during the Parliamentarian phase.
In the second phase, she has again been declared eligible following the Poverty Score Card survey
of her village. A survey team filled a form for her family at her doorstep. She was in possession of
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a valid CNIC at the time and was given a slip of acknowledgement on the spot. She did not,
however, receive any intimation letter from BISP informing her of her eligibility; she was
informed about her status by an influential local.
The family was familiar with BISP as, following the flood, they received support from various
BISP initiatives. Toti understood that BISP aimed to distribute money amongst the poor and
needy and that the Pakistan People’s Party was providing the funds. She was unaware of the
system for eligibility as a BISP beneficiary. Toti plans to use the cash transfer installments to
purchase everyday necessities.
The family did not know about the existence of any complaint redressal mechanism but her
husband was guided by the influential to visit the BISP Office to check his wife’s status and
ultimately lodge a complaint.

4. How Complaint/Grievance Emerged?
At the time when other beneficiaries were receiving cash transfer installments at their door steps
Toti was waiting for her cash transfer. On checking, it was found that the first 6 installments
amounting to Rs.18,000 generated under the Parliamentarian phase of the program were shown as
delivered to her, though she denied receiving any amount. This prompted her husband to visit the
BISP Office Naseerabad to register a complaint on the 17th February 2011. BISP Divisional
Office Naseerabad forwarded his complaint to the payment Agency, Pakistan post’s DS Office
Sibi on the 14th June 2011.

5. Processing of the Case
Toti’s husband, Gulab Khan filed his complaint on the 17th February 2001 at the BISP Divisional
Office Naseerabad regarding the non-payment of the first 6 installments of Parliamentarian phase
generated in Toti’s name. The complaint was entered in the complaint register and was then
forwarded, four months later, to the Pakistan Post DSPS Office Sibi on the 14 th June 2011, to
initiate an inquiry into this misappropriation.
According to Pakistan Post, an inquiry committee was formed which was headed by the Assistant
Superintendent Postal Services (AS) Mr. Imam Bux on the 5th July 2011. It took 5 days to
complete proceedings and prepare an inquiry report. According to the enquiry report, the team
met the Post man in question as well as the beneficiary and got written statements from both. Post
Office staff said that Toti gave a statement to the effect that she had received all her payments and
has no complaint against the postman.
This report or its findings were not shared with BISP or the beneficiary and the case is still
pending in BISP records. Toti claimed that she has not given any written statement and has not
received any of her embezzled installments.

6. Observation
a. General Observations
The staff at BISP Divisional Office prepares a summary of complaints in an Excel file for
submission to higher offices for information. However, the date on which the complaint was
forwarded to BISP Islamabad HQ, BISP Quetta and the payment agency was 14th June 2011.
Toti and her family are very poor. Her husband has suffers a loss in his daily income each
time he pays a visit to the BISP office as he has to forego his work to make the trip.
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b. Observations at the beneficiary level
Naseerabad is a flood affected and very poor district. Due to cultural restraints she is unable
to visit the Divisional Office by herself and instead, her husband has made the 36 kms journey
more than 4 times over a period of one month to follow-up his wife’s case.
The beneficiary was included in BISP under both the the1st and 2nd phase. She was highly
disappointed with BISP; she said that her husband was forced to spend more than Rs.100 in
transport costs each time he makes the trip. She was not sure if she will ever receive the
embezzled amount.
When we visited Toti’s house it was late evening and she did not have any lights in her house;
and therefore her case was discussed in the street.
c. Observations at BISP/ Payment Agency level
When a payment complaint is received at BISP Divisional Office, Naseerabad, it is filed with
other complaints in a file. It is also entered in a register and monthly summary on excel is
prepared. This case was forwarded to Payment agency, but till date no progress has been
shared by the payment agency.
PPS nominated inquiry officer for this specific case of non-payment and inquiry was
conducted. According to inquiry report Toti has submitted a written statement that she had
received her all payments and has not complaint against the post office. In the result of
inquiry it was recommended that she has received her payments after the complaint, so as per
SOPs disciplinary action may be taken against the postman.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions



Pakistan Post did not share the Enquiry Report with BISP or the beneficiary.
The Enquiry Report prepared by Pakistan Post differs fundamentally from what the
beneficiary told us. According to Pakistan Post (based on her statement at the enquiry) she
has received all her payments, while she considers that her case has not been solved and that
the money is still outstanding. She denies filing any statement before Pakistan Post’s Enquiry
Team. Toti and her husband have spent a good deal of time and money trying to recoup their
missing installments.

8. Recommendations



There is a need to ensure delivery of eligibility letter or discrepancy letter to the beneficiary.
The beneficiaries should be informed about complaint registration mechanism. There is a
need for creating awareness amongst women like Toti.
The inquiry process must be made more authentic and transparent. In this case, as per the
inquiry report of the Pakistan Post DS Office Sibi, the beneficiary has given a statement that
she has received all her payments but she maintains that she has neither given such a
statement nor received any amount from the outstanding Rs.18,000. To ensure transparency
and fairness, Joint inquiries are essential and must be conducted in the presence of the
beneficiary and BISP representative.
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P-Balochistan-30
Non-payment of money orders by the postman
Maloka
Abdul Ghafoor
Khan Juma Khan
Mohala Angiani, Sardar Aslam Bothani Goth, Tehsil
Dureji, District Lasbela
51502-3428189-8
3358835
End February 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Maloka Bibi lives in Mohala Angiani of Sardar Aslam Bothani Goth in tehsil Dureji. She was
selected for the program following the Poverty Score Card survey held sometime in summer of
2010. Two payments were generated in her name in September 2010 which she received in
February and March of 2011.
During this time, Maloka grew concerned about why her payments had stopped and thought that
maybe the postman was misappropriating her money orders. Her cousin Juma Khan first
submitted a written complaint via the local Post Office to BISP Divisional Office Kalat, based in
Uthal. After he failed to receive a response he made the 280 km trip to visit BISP Divisional
Office Uthal personally.
Staff at the office did not check Maloka’s payments details or they would have observed that after
the first two installments, no money order had been generated by BISP in her name. They
registered her complaint in November 2011 about non-payment of her installments and forwarded
it to the DG Baluchistan, BISP HQ Islamabad, Director (Payment) BISP Islamabad and GPO
Khuzdar in the last week of November 2011.
Although the complaints process was followed correctly and the complaint forwarded to relevant
BISP offices, no action was taken on it. On 27th January 2012 Maloka has already received her
next instalment that was generated on the 28th October 2011. Enquiry of Maloka’s case has still
not been conducted by the Post Office (although this was not even required as no money orders
had been generated during this period). She had not received any response about the progress or
result of her complaint till end January 2012 when she received her next instalment. It seems that
the BISP redressal process had already taken effect as her payment stream had restarted. BISP
Divisional Office or the complainant have still not been informed by BISP HQ about why no
money orders were generated during October 2010 to October 2011 and Maloka is still waiting
for her installments for this period.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background information
Maloka Bibi is a 46 year old lady who has never had any formal education. She is the mother of
four children, two of whom are school going. She, her husband, and children are living in a large
compound in a joint family system. Their nuclear family lives in two katcha rooms within the
compound but have an independent kitchen. There is only one bathroom in their compound;
however, they do have access to the municipal water supply. Her husband is working on daily
wages as an unskilled labourer; he earns around Rs.5,000 to Rs.6,000 per month. Maloka’s house
is situated near the pucca main road.
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Dureji is a relatively affluent area since Sardar Aslam, the speaker of the Balochistan Assembly
hails from the area. Dureji is an ideal village where they have schools for boys & girls, a hospital,
a post office and a small very beautiful park. The village is peaceful and very clean. The road
leading from Hub chowki up to Dureji village is also pucca, Dureji is 180 kms from Hub chowki
and 280 kms from the BISP Divisional Office at Uthal.
It is culturally unacceptable for women to work in Dureji but uneducated women are now sending
their daughters to school; trends are changing. Maloka is very excited about the cash transfer
because she feels as though it is her contribution to her family’s wellbeing.

3. Background of Relationship with BISP
Maloka was not getting cash transfers under the Parliamentarian’s Phase of the program. She was
not sure about the exact date that the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey was held in her village but
she knew it was sometime in the summer of 2010. An acknowledgement slip was given to her as
proof of the fact that her PSC form has been filled. She was in possession of a valid CNIC at the
time.
She received an eligibility letter from BISP informing her about selection for Phase II based on
her PMT score after PSC survey. Maloka did not know about BISP complaint redressal process.
BISP brought a new change in her life, as after getting cash transfer she became financially
stronger and more empowered at the household level. Maloka spent the money she received on
food and clothes for her children.

4. How did the complaint/grievance emerge?
After being selected as a beneficiary for Phase II, two instalments were generated in Maloka’s
name on 28th September 2010. These were delivered to her on 1st February and 29th March 2011
respectively. After that she did not receive any money order and during this time she grew
concerned that, perhaps her payments were being generated but not delivered to her.
Her cousin, a teacher named Juma Khan questioned the local postman about why Maloka’s
payments had stopped. The postman claimed that he had not received any MO’s in her name and
suggested that he should contact BISP to make enquiries about why money orders are not being
generated.
In August 2011, Juma Khan sent an application via Pakistan post to BISP Divisional Office Uthal
requesting that his cousin’s issue be resolved. He did not receive any response and so, three
months later he made the 280 kms trip to the BISP Divisional Office at Uthal. Here he submitted
another written complaint along with a copy of Maloka’s CNIC.

5. Processing of the case
When Juma Khan arrived at the BISP Office sometime in November 2011 to submit Maloka’s
complaint the staff there failed to check her ‘Payment Details’ on the BISP website. Instead they
guided him to file a complaint for ‘non-payment’. The Divisional Office staff registered the
complaint and duly forwarded it to all the relevant higher offices including BISP HQ in Islamabad
for redressal.
He paid another visit to the BISP Office to follow up the progress of the complaint on the 15 th
November 2011 but did not receive any positive feedback; as no response had been received at
the Divisional Office from BISP HQ. Maloka spent over Rs.1,000 on transport fare to send her
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cousin to the Office twice. She had to request her cousin because her husband is working on daily
wages and cannot afford to take time out to visit the offices personally.
Since then, although no action was taken on the complaint by BISP Divisional Office or Pakistan
Post, Maloka’s next instalment generated on the 28th October 2011 was delivered to her on the 27th
January 2012. BISP Divisional Office does not know about the reason why no money orders were
generated in her name for about a year.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
BISP complaints are entered in register and then kept in a file. But they don’t give complaint
No, or acknowledgement slip to the beneficiary/ complainant.
In Dureji most beneficiaries have to go to the post office to collect their cash transfer and only
a few receive theirs through the postman on their door steps.
b. Observations at the beneficiary level
BISP money is a helping to fulfil her household needs. She expressed disappointment with the
slow process of complaint redressal. Maloka spent over Rs.1,000 on transport fare to send her
cousin to the Office twice. She had to request her cousin because her husband is working on
daily wages and cannot afford to take time out to visit the offices personally.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner agency level
BISP office was not clear regarding why her payments were not generated for a year, but they
had sent her case to HQ Islamabad and followed up by sending them a reminder but have not
received any response from there till now. BISP staff was very cooperative with the
complainant regarding this case. They had managed office very well but due to lack of staff it
was difficult for them to meet the needs of this entire division which has a large geographical
spread.

7. Lessons learnt/Conclusion



BISP Divisional Office staff did not check Maloka’s ‘Payment Details’ before advising her to
file a complaint. They could have informed her that money orders have not been
misappropriated by the postman but have not even been generated by BISP.
The case was handled according to BISP standard mechanism as they sent it to BISP HQ
Islamabad and reminders were sent. The case was forwarded to Pakistan Post also, though it
could do nothing as money orders were not generated by BISP.

8. Recommendations


This complaint kept pending for a long time without BISP Divisional Office knowing
about the reason for non-generation of money orders. BISP HQ needs to inform
BISP Divisional Office about why money orders for a certain beneficiary/ complainant are
not being generated (in this case for about a year), so that they may inform the beneficiary
about the discrepancy, if any, which may be the cause of this non-generation of money orders.
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P-Balochistan-31
Non-payment of five MOs for Rs.12,000
Gul Bubo Bibi
Raz Gul
Raz Gul (son)

Address:
CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Completed

Killi Shabo, Alam Khan, Quetta
54400-0399642-4
4407172
End December 2011

1. Summary of the Case Study
Gul Bubo is a 46 year old mother of 11 children and a resident of Killi Shabo, Alam Khan in
Quetta. When she was declared a BISP beneficiary, her son visited the Post Office several times
to find out about her money orders, but received no positive response. He then went to BISP
Divisional Office Quetta where the BISP Field Supervisor checked his mother’s Payment Detail
and informed him that till then 5 money orders have been generated in Gul Bubo’s name of which
three have been shown as delivered. Her son submitted a written complaint on October 13th, 2011
addressed to BISP Divisional Director, Quetta. According to her complaint, she did not receive
any of her cash transfer instalments generated till August 2011 though her Payment Detail showed
that three money orders were ‘delivered’ to her.
BISP Divisional Office discussed the complaint verbally with the General Post Office (GPO)
Quetta on the excuse of being overburdened with work. When we interviewed the GPO on 10 th
December 2011, the Chief Post Master claimed they had not received this complaint from BISP
and that all of Gul Bubo’s payments had already been delivered to her.
Gul Bubo expressed disappointment with BISP and Pakistan Post. Her case was not formally
forwarded to Pakistan Post for inquiry due to which no inquiry was conducted and her case is still
pending. Gul Bubo’s son visited the BISP Divisional Office more than 4 times to know about the
progress of the case but did not receive any favourable reply.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background information
Gul Bubo is a 46 year old uneducated mother of 11 children. Due to cultural constraints she could
not go to school but is ensuring that four of her children do attend. Gul Bubo’s husband and son
are daily wage labourers who work for up to 10 hours a day when they find work. Due to recent
circumstances, it has been quite difficult for them to find work on a regular basis due to which
they are compelled to remain unemployed for many days at a stretch. Having a large family with
only two earning members supporting them on an unstable income, they constantly face financial
constraints and cannot afford regular meals. Her husband and son collectively earn between
Rs.8,000 to Rs.9,000 per month.
Gul Bubo’s family lives in Killi Shabo, Mohalla Alam Khan in Quetta. The 13 member family
lives in a katcha house with three rooms, one bathroom and one kitchen. The area has electricity
gas and water supply with a proper drainage system. The paved road leads to her house. A school,
local market, Basic Health Unit and other basic living facilities are available in her area. Her
declaration as a BISP eligible beneficiary made her very happy and wants to utilize the money on
buying food items and books for her children.
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3. Background of Relationship with BISP
Gul Bubo was not included as a beneficiary in the parliamentarian phase. Her information
regarding BISP was very limited. When the PSC survey team came to Killi Shabo, they did not
visit her house but a political worker came and took her CNIC to enter her name and information
in BISP PSC Form. In March, 2010 a political worker in that area filled a form for her, took her
CNIC copy from her and gave her an acknowledgement slip. He told her that she was now
eligible for a cash transfer. Due to filling of her form by someone else, she was unaware that the
team had visited her area and that her form had been filled.

4. How complaint/grievance emerged?
She was declared as a BISP beneficiary but when quite some time passed and she did not receive
any money order, she became worried. Her son Raz Gul visited the local Post Office to enquire
about her money orders, but they informed that they have not received any money orders in her
name.
After receiving this unsatisfactory response, he visited BISP Divisional Office Quetta where the
BISP Field Supervisor checked his mother’s Payment Detail and informed him that till then 5
money orders have been generated (between December 2010 and August 2011 for Rs.12,000) in
Gul Bubo’s name of which three (Instalment number 3, 4 and 5 for Rs.6,000) have been shown as
delivered. The first two installments for Rs.6,000 were generated on 22nd December 2010 but their
delivery status was not mentioned. The Field Supervisor advised him to file his mother’s
complaint regarding non-payment of these money orders.
He, therefore, submitted his mother’s written complaint addressed to BISP Divisional Director,
Quetta on 13th October 2011 at the BISP Divisional Office Quetta regarding this non-payment of
her five money orders for Rs.12,000.

5. Process of the case
Her written complaint was filed on 13th October 2011 but he was not provided any written
acknowledgement. After registering the complaint, her son was asked to visit the BISP Office
again after 2-3 days. He visited the BISP Office 4-5 times without any results. On 19th October
2011, he was told that the case had been forwarded to Pakistan Post and he was directed to
approach the GPO Quetta regarding his mother’s case. In reality the case was still lying in the
files of BISP Divisional Office and was not officially forwarded to Pakistan Post for inquiry.
On probing, the BISP staff confirmed that they had not sent her case to General Post Office in
Quetta for inquiry but verbally discussed her case with the postal staff. As per Pakistan Post’s
records, she had received all of her instalments that were generated (though her Payment Detail is
still silent about the delivery status of her first two installments generated on 22 nd December
2010).
The case is still pending because Pakistan Post did not conduct a formal enquiry of the complaint;
while BISP did not forward the complaint formally to Pakistan Post or sent any reminders to ask
for progress of the case. In the meantime, the beneficiary has not been informed about the fate of
her complaint and she is still waiting for her 5 installments. Her son visited both BISP Divisional
Office Quetta and GPO Quetta more than four times after filing his complaint but received no
positive response regarding the progress of his complaint. The beneficiary was highly
disappointed and is still awaiting a positive response.
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6. Observations
a. General Observations
BISP complaints process includes entering a complaint in a register. However, an
acknowledgement slip is usually not handed over to the beneficiary. There was no proper
system of complaint resolution at the BISP Divisional Office and records were not updated
properly. Dates and time lines for handling the case was not updated in BISP record. Neither
BISP nor GPO were giving the beneficiary’s son proper information regarding the case.
The impression of BISP in that area is good because it is considered a good programme for
women.
b. Observations at the beneficiary level
Gul Bubo’s husband and son are working on daily labour wages which comes to around a
total of Rs.8,000 to Rs.9,000 per month. She lives in a katcha house consisting of three
rooms, a kitchen, a bathroom and a small compound. She said that the BISP Cash transfer can
be a good support to her family.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner agency level
The staff at BISP Divisional Office, Quetta verbally informed her son about her Payment
Detail. They did not provide any written acknowledgement when the written complaint was
lodged. The complainant visited the office 4-5 times to ask about the progress of her case, but
without any results. On 19th October 2011 he was told that the case has been forwarded to the
GPO Quetta, but her case is still pending as GPO does not conduct any enquiry on complaints
discussed verbally by BISP. The complaint was not formally sent to Pakistan Post for
investigation.
During discussion regarding her case with BISP staff, the Field Supervisor said that he is
overburdened with work and that instead of formally forwarding the complaints to GPO for
investigation, he verbally discusses such cases with the postal staff at the GPO Quetta.

7. Lessons learnt/Conclusion





The case was not handled according to BISP standard SOPs because this Payment case was
not formally forwarded to Pakistan Post for investigation but was only verbally discussed by
BISP Field Supervisor with the postal staff at GPO Quetta.
The beneficiary was unaware of the reason why she was not receiving her BISP cash transfers
or why the case is still pending as she was not informed about the progress of her case, though
her son visited BISP and GPO repeatedly to know the progress.
Staff at BISP Office or GPO did not inform her that the delivery status of the first two money
orders (for Rs.6,000) generated on 22nd December 2011 was not shown on her Payment
Detail.
In this case, the complaint was discussed verbally by BISP with GPO and there was not
result. Trying to redress a complaint informally does not help in strengthening the
organizational system of BISP or Pakistan Post.
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8. Recommendations




The first BISP letter to the beneficiary should mention the amount of the first instalment that
she will receive – and the month when she can expect to receive this amount. This would help
in reducing the chances of misappropriation of initial installments.
The complaints must be forwarded formally to Pakistan Post for redressal. To avoid delays in
redressal of complaints, reminders must be sent to Pakistan Post.
The communication between various offices (BISP and Pakistan Post) should be formal and
documented. It should also be shared with the beneficiary on demand.
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Complainant/ Beneficiary:
Widow of:
Complainant, if not beneficiary herself:

P-Balochistan-32
Non-payment of 1 money order for Rs.2,000 by
Postman
Bibi Aziza
Sardar Mohammad
M. Ismail (relative)

Address:
CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Completed

Mano Jan Road, Hudda, Quetta
54401-6219988-8
3404587
End April 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Bibi Aziza is a resident of Mano Jan Road, Hudda, Quetta. Being a widow and mother of 6
children she lives with her brothers. She has never attended school to seek a formal education.
She received two installments (No 3 and 4) till June 2011. After receiving these two installments
she did not receive another instalment for a long time. She and her relative, Mohammad Ismail
visited the local post office but failed to get information about her pending payment. On her
behalf, a complaint for non-payment was filed on 8th September 2011 by Mohammad Ismail at the
BISP Divisional Office Quetta. The case was entered in BISP Office records but was not
forwarded to Pakistan Post for investigation and redressal. BISP Field Supervisor verbally
communicated the complaint to Pakistan Post and advised Muhammad Ismail to visit the Post
Office again. When he visited the post office, no positive response was given to him.
When Bibi Aziza’s household was visited on 2nd December 2011, she informed us that the
postman had only recently delivered Rs.2,000 which were the subject of the complaint. This 5th
instalment was shown as paid in October 2011 in her Payment Detail, although she claims that it
was paid to her in December. She thanked the team thinking that they were the ones who had
resolved her issue.
Bibi Aziza received her payment and now her issue has been resolved, despite any action by BISP
or Pakistan Post. During this entire exercise she was not informed by BISP or Pakistan Post that
the first two installments for Rs.3,000 each were generated on 22nd December 2010 but their
delivery status has not been entered. (The position remains the same till end April 2012 when this
study was finalized).

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/ Background information
Bibi Aziza is a 31 year old house wife and resident of Mano Jan Road, Quetta. She has never been
to school. She is mother of 6 children; 4 boys and 2 girls. After her husband passed away a few
years back, she started living with her brother in a rented house. The house they live in is pucca
(concrete), consisting of 2 rooms, a kitchen and 2 bathrooms. The street leading to her home is
paved and the area has a proper drainage system and is well developed. Health and education
facilities are available in her area, with the main commercial market of Quetta city is also near her
house. She had the most basic furniture and facilities in her house.
Since she is a widow, her brothers support her family financially. But her children’s needs and
expenditures are not completely fulfilled by the given financial support.
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3. Background of Relationship with BISP
Bibi Aziza got to know about BISP from her neighbours. She considers BISP as a government
scheme for distributing money amongst the poor. She was unaware of the eligibility criteria but
thought that as her family was poor, therefore it was selected for this cash transfer distribution
scheme meant for needy people.
The beneficiary was declared eligible for the BISP cash transfer after the survey was conducted in
spring 2010 and later she received an eligibility letter. Bibi Aziza did not know about the
redressal process/mechanism but her son was guided by a local political worker of the area who
advised him to visit the BISP Divisional Office Quetta to check his mother’s status.
Bibi Aziza has been utilizing her cash transfer to meet daily expenditures and in future too, she
will use it for the same purpose.

4. How Complaint/Grievance Emerged
Bibi Aziza received two installments (No.3 and 4) for Rs.2,000 each which were delivered to her
by the postman, after which she did not receive any other money order for quite some time. She
and her relative, Mohammad Ismail visited the local post office but failed to get information about
her pending payment.
Bibi Aziza did not know where to file the complaint but her son was advised by a local political
worker that he should visit the BISP Divisional Office Quetta where the problem could be solved.
Due to family constraints, she could not visit the BISP Office herself to inquire about the
remaining amount directly and requested her relative, Mohammad Ismail to visit on her behalf.
Muhammad Ismail and Bibi Aziza’s son visited the BISP Office and registered a complaint of
non-payment on her behalf on 8th September 2011.

5. Process of the Case
Mohammad Ismail, Bibi Aziza’s relative registered a written complaint on 8 th September 2011 at
the BISP Divisional Office Quetta, regarding the non-payment of her 5th instalment, which was
generated in August 2011 but was still undelivered at the time. The complaint was entered and
placed in BISP records. An acknowledgement slip of the complaint was not given to Mohammad
Ismail. Field Supervisor at BISP Divisional Office communicated her complaint verbally to the
concerned Post Office in Quetta and the complainant was also directed to pay a visit there. The
complainant visited the General Post Office in Quetta but did not receive any positive response
from there.
Though no action was taken on the complaint by BISP or Pakistan Post, we were informed by the
beneficiary on 2nd December 2011 that a day earlier, the postman had delivered the cash transfer
(Rs.2,000 that was subject of this complaint) at her doorstep.

6. Observation
a. General Observation
The complaint records were not properly updated and BISP Divisional Office Quetta BISP
staff was not maintaining the record systematically. The complaints were not being addressed
and, therefore, many cases were found pending at the BISP Office level.
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The beneficiary is a poor widow and is financially dependent on her brothers but BISP
programme has made her less financially dependent on her brothers.
b. Observation at the beneficiary level
Bibi Aziza’s son and her relative travelled by bus to BISP Divisional Office Quetta. They
visited BISP Divisional Office Quetta and the GPO Quetta around five times to follow-up on
her case. BISP Divisional Office Quetta neither forwarded the complaint for redressal nor
sent any reminder to GPO Quetta for any follow-up.
c. Observation at BISP/ Payment Agency level
At BISP, the computerized Complaints Management System (CMS) is yet to be made
operational. On the excuse of being overburdened with work, BISP Staff is not maintaining
the complaints record properly. They do not provide acknowledgements slips to the
complainants.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusion




In this case the beneficiary did not know that the first two money orders were generated on
22nd December 2011 but not delivered to her (delivery status is blank till end April 2012). She
was not informed about this by BISP Divisional Office or GPO where she went to file and
pursue her complaint. She, however, did not complain about non-receipt of the first two
money orders because she did not know that these were even generated by BISP.
In this case, the complaint was discussed verbally by BISP with GPO Quetta and there was no
result. Trying to redress a complaint informally does not help in strengthening the
organizational systems.

8. Recommendations





The first BISP letter to the beneficiary should mention the amount of the first instalment that
she will receive – and the month when she can expect to receive this amount. This would help
in reducing the chances of misappropriation. In this case the beneficiary did not know that the
first two money orders were generated on 22nd December 2011 but not delivered to her
(delivery status is blank till end April 2012).
The communication between various offices (BISP and Pakistan Post) should be formal and
documented. It should be shared with the beneficiary on demand.
The complaints must be forwarded formally to Pakistan Post for redressal. To avoid delays in
redressal of complaints, reminders must be sent to Pakistan Post.
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P-Balochistan-33
Non Payment of four instalments for Rs.12,000 by the
Postman
Dodan Bibi
Jan Mohammad
N.A
Allahabad, Tehsil and District Sibi
55302-0605977-0
3812056
End January 2012

1. Summary of the case study
Dodan Bibi lodged a complaint of non-payment of BISP cash transfers on 2nd February 2011 with
BISP Divisional Office, Sibi. She complained that she has not received four instalments of
Rs.3,000 each amounting to Rs.12,000 which were generated in her name in 2010.
Her complaint was forwarded on 7th March 2011 to the DSPS of Pakistan Post at Sibi. An inquiry
committee was constituted, on 18th April 2011, which was headed by AS Imam Bux. The inquiry
committee took one week to complete the process of fact finding and an inquiry report was
prepared.
According to the enquiry report, Dodan Bibi submitted a written statement to the inquiry
committee that she has received all her instalments and that the case may be closed. But when our
team met her, she informed that she has neither submitted any such statement nor has she been
contacted by BISP or Post office for enquiry.
Pakistan Post has not shared the inquiry report with BISP and as a result the case is still pending.
Dodan Bibi, who is a poor 72 years old woman is still waiting for her misappropriated money
orders.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background information
Dodan Bibi wife of Jan Mohammad is a 72 year old woman. She is uneducated and is too old to
work and handle the daily chores of the house. She has a nuclear family and lives with her three
children. One of her son is a shopkeeper and supports the family financially as he is the only
breadwinner in the family.
She has a small katcha house of two rooms with one bathroom and a kitchen. Tap water is
available in the house but drainage and sanitation system is not in working condition.
Health and education facilities are available in the area but Dodan Bibi’s family is unable to
benefit from these facilities because they cannot afford the fee and charges. Market and other
facilities are at a distance of two kilometres from her house.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was receiving the cash transfers under the parliamentarians’ programme. The
PSC survey of her household was held before the floods of 2010 in the district.
When the PSC survey team visited her village, they visited her house and filled the PSC form at
her door step. After examining the household they completed the form and issued her a survey
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acknowledgement slip. At the time of survey she had a valid CNIC card which she showed to the
survey team when they demanded it. After the survey she received the eligibility letter from the
BISP.
She was well aware of the BISP programme and considered it to be a government institution
which is working for the welfare of the poor people. She also knew about the complaint redressal
mechanism of the BISP.
She informed that she utilized the cash transfers on day to day needs of the household.

4. How did the complaint/grievance emerge?
The complaint emerged when her family observed that other people in the locality continued
getting their cash transfers but they were not receiving their money orders. Therefore her son went
to a net cafe and checked her “Payment Detail”. He found that four instalments (number 5, 6, 7,
and 8) of Rs.3,000 each amounting to Rs.12,000 were generated in her name in 2010 and shown
as delivered, but he knew that she did not receive any amount in 2010.
After her son told her about the Payment Detail, she realized that she has been robbed of her cash
transfer. She visited the BISP Divisional office, Sibi and lodged her complaint for recovery of the
amount.

5. Processing of the case
The complaint was filed on 2nd February 2011 in BISP Divisional Office Sibi and was forwarded
on 7th March 2011 to the DSPS of Pakistan Post at Sibi.
Pakistan Post formed an inquiry committee on 18th April 2011, headed by AS Imam Bux, for
resolution of the case. The committee took seven days to investigate the matter and prepared an
Enquiry Report. As per Enquiry Report, the inquiry team met the postman and the beneficiary and
both submitted written statements before the committee. According to the Enquiry Report, in her
written statement she said that she has received all her payments and now she has no complaint
against the postman.
The case was closed at the Post Office level but the Enquiry Report was not shared with BISP
and/or the beneficiary/ complainant. For the beneficiary, the case is still pending as she is saying
that she has not submitted a written statement to the committee and is still waiting for her
misappropriated cash transfers. BISP also considers the case as pending because Enquiry Report
has not been shared by Pakistan Post, however, BISP did not send any reminder to obtain
information about what happened to the complaint and whether it was investigated or not.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Though the inquiry conducted by Pakistan Post was according to the prescribed procedure,
however, doubts are cast on the process adopted because the beneficiary is saying that she
never submitted a written statement (about receiving her payments) to the enquiry committee.
Pakistan Post should not close the case without satisfying the beneficiary and sharing the
findings of the enquiry committee with BISP.
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b. Observations at the beneficiary level
The beneficiary is an aged woman. She is more than72 but still she had to visit BISP
Divisional Office four times without her complaint being addressed. She is still awaiting the
outcome of the inquiry as she has not been informed officially through a letter and hopes to
receive her undelivered cash transfers.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner agency level
Complaints Management System is yet to be made operational. Currently the Staff at the
BISP office is maintaining the complaints record in a register. After lodging the complaint,
the complainants are not provided with any acknowledgement slip for future references.
It was also observed that in Balochistan there is no set up of Tehsil offices of BISP and
therefore beneficiaries has to travel from far flung areas to BISP divisional offices. There are
no Tehsil or district offices, and all field staff of BISP Divisional offices usually stays at the
divisional headquarter.
In this case the beneficiary lodged the complaint at BISP office which forwarded a copy to
Pakistan Post as per standard procedure. Pakistan Post conducted the inquiry but did not share
the findings with BISP and/or the beneficiary. The complaint case has been closed at the Post
Office level after the inquiry but unless and until facts and findings are shared with other
parties involved in the whole redressal process, the case should be kept pending because the
beneficiary has not been informed through official channel, and, she denies having submitted
a statement that she has received the misappropriated amounts.
When our team visited the beneficiary, she informed that she has neither given any written
statement to the inquiry team nor she has been informed about the outcome of the inquiry.
She said that it is the first time someone has asked her about her complaint.

7. Lessons learnt/Conclusion



The inquiry regarding her case was conducted by Pakistan Post but the Enquiry Report was
not shared with the BISP nor was the beneficiary informed regarding the outcome of the
inquiry.
The Enquiry Report presented by Pakistan Post differs fundamentally from the statements
made to the TPE Team by the beneficiary. According to Pakistan Post (based on her
statement at the enquiry) she has received all her payments, while she denies filing any
statement before Pakistan Post’s Enquiry Team. She considers that her case has not been
resolved and she is still waiting for her misappropriated money orders.

8. Recommendations



The beneficiary should be informed about the outcome of the inquiry through proper channel
whether she agrees or disagrees with the findings, and, the beneficiary should not be left
waiting for the response from BISP or Pakistan Post.
The inquiry process must be made more authentic and transparent. In this case, as per the
inquiry by the Pakistan Post DS Office Sibi, the beneficiary has given a statement that she
received payment but she maintains that she has neither given such a statement nor received
any amount from the misappropriated Rs.12,000. To ensure transparency and fairness, Joint
inquiries are essential and must be conducted in the presence of the beneficiary and BISP
representative.
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P-Sindh-01
Non-Payment of one money order of Rs.3,000 by the
postman
Aamoo
Mohammad Ramzan
Karima (daughter of beneficiary)
Village, Bakshu Laghari, post office Tando Fazal, Tehsil
& District Hyderabad
41303-2005724-2
10725170
9th January 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
This complaint was registered by Karima, daughter of Aamoo, on her behalf at the BISP
Divisional Office Hyderabad through a phone call. Karima told BISP that her mother received
five money orders of BISP totalling Rs.15,000 from July 2009 to December 2010 through the area
postman. She did not receive her sixth money order generated in April 2010 amounting to
Rs.3,000.
Her phone call was registered as a complaint and on 25th May 2010, BISP Divisional Office faxed
a letter to CPM office for enquiry. BISP office probably did not confirm from her Payment
Details that the MO was generated on 8thApril 2010 and so could be paid sometime during 8th
May to 8th June of which there was still time left. After an enquiry, the postal staff sent Aamoo’s
payment voucher showing that the MO has been delivered on 19 th May 2010. Aamoo thinks that
she was able to receive her money order as a result of her complaint. This complaint was filed
before time and was un-necessary as at the time of filing the complaint only about 45 days had
passed since the generation of this MO - which is usually paid in the 2nd month between days 31
to 60.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
There are people belonging to two castes residing in the Bakshu Laghari village; the Laghari and
the Kalhora caste. Aamoo’s family is the only family belonging to the Kalhora caste as minority
in Bakshu Laghari village.
Aamoo resides in Bakshu Laghari village, Tando Fazal post office, Tehsil and District Hyderabad.
She is a 70 year old illiterate woman and due to her age she could not work or walk frequently.
Her husband died seven years ago. She has two daughters and six sons, of which both daughters
and four sons are married. Two of the married sons live separately with their respective families.
Her sons are labourers and they earn Rs.100 – Rs.150 per day each, but they often do not get work
every day. The house they live in has an area of 120 sq. ft. and is pucca. There are two rooms, and
a corridor, with a katcha courtyard. There is a bathroom and a kitchen in the house as well. There
are charpoys, a TV set and other household items in the house. Electricity is available but not gas
and so they use firewood on a mud stove to cook food. They use tap water for drinking and other
purposes.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Aamoo found out about BISP through other women in her area. She thinks this is “Benazir’s
money”. When asked about the survey she told us that when the survey team came to her house to
fill out her form she was ill so her daughter (who was not married then) had Aamoo’s form filled
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out. She also received a survey slip as acknowledgement. When asked about how she spends the
BISP cash transfers she replied that it is used to purchase household rations and medicines for
herself.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
When the postman brought the sixth money order for other beneficiaries in her village and not for
her she became concerned; as he would always bring her money order at the same time that he
brought everyone else’s money orders. A few days later her married daughter, Karima, came to
visit her. Aamoo told her about not having received her money. One day later Karima obtained
the phone number of BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad from another neighbouring
beneficiary/complainant. Karima registered a complaint on behalf of her mother via a phone call.
She gave her mother’s name and CNIC number to the complaint handler on the phone.

5. Processing of the Case
The complainant did not remember the exact date on which she communicated her complaint to
the BISP Divisional Office, however, it was sometime in the first or second week of May 2010
and Aamoo received the money order in the next couple of days after filing the complaint.
The BISP Divisional Office requested Pakistan Post Office via fax on 25th May 2010, to inquire
about this complaint. A copy of this letter was also forwarded to the Director General BISP Sindh
and the Chief Post Master, Pakistan Post, Hyderabad.
The Assistant Postmaster General (FS) (BISP Cell) Hyderabad entered this complaint in a register
and created a separate file (File No. NS/ BISP-comp/DIR-Hyd GPO/2010, dated 26th May 2010)
for it. This complaint was forwarded to the Chief Post Master (CPM) Hyderabad, on the same day
for investigation. After enquiry, the CPM sent Aamoo’s payment voucher, which showed that the
amount was received on 19th May 2010 by her son Abdul Shakoor. The CPM also sent this letter
to the Deputy Post Master General (DPMG), BISP Cell. In this letter CPM proved that Aamoo
had received her sixth payment on 19th May 2010 i.e. even before the BISP office’s instructions
which were faxed on 25th May 2010, and recommended that the complaint should be filed/ closed.
Aamoo told us that she puts her thumb impression on all MO receipts. Everyone from this
household including her son Abdul Shakoor was uneducated and unable to sign. The respondent
further told us that she was fully satisfied because she had received all Phase-I cash payments and
two instalment of Rs.2,000 each after PSC Survey. She was old so she was not comfortable with
the payment disbursement process. The postman usually selects one beneficiary’s house where he
calls other neighbouring beneficiaries to get their money. It was not easy for Aamoo to walk
therefore she wanted to receive the money on her doorstep.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The beneficiary was pleased with the result of the complaint process since she received her
money from the postman a few days after the complaint was registered.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Aamoo was a beneficiary of the parliamentary phase program of BISP, and she is now an
active beneficiary of the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey for cash transfer scheme as well.
She received all the payments of the first parliamentary phase and was also duly receiving the
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PSC payments. She got her sixth instalment about a week after her daughter phoned BISP
Divisional office to file the complaint.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency Level
When this complaint was forwarded by the BISP Divisional Office to the DPMG of the BISP
Cell through fax, it was entered in a register specially designated for complaints. A separate
file was started for this case, which contain copies of letters for the investigation of the case
and also include a payment voucher showing that the amount was paid on 19th May 2010. The
complaint was efficiently handled by the Post Office.
BISP Cell of APMG and DPMG office keeps separate file for each complaint at their office.
The CPM office had provided the payment voucher received by Aamoo’s son with no thumb
impression dated 19th May 2010and further scrutiny of this case was stopped. The CPM
mailed a copy of the payment voucher and a letter to the DPMG and the BISP Office
informing them that the case is being closed as payment has already been made– actually
even before filing of the complaint.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions




Karima, Aamoo’s daughter, registered a complaint on her mother’s behalf through a phone
call to the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad. This case was sent by the BISP Hyderabad
Office to the Pakistan Post Office, from where it was sent to the Chief Post Master (CPM) for
investigation. After following the complaint redressal mechanism for non-payment of money
orders by Pakistan Post it was found that the MO had already been paid on 19th May 2010.
The money order was generated on 8th April 2010 and the complaint was filed in mid May
2010. As per procedure, a BISP MO is paid during 21 to 50 days after generation, and this
MO was paid on 19th May 2010 (about 40 days after generation) i.e. within normal delivery
time. The complaint was faxed to Pakistan Post on 25th May 2010 which means that the entire
exercise of processing of this complaint could have been avoided if the beneficiary was
advised to wait for a few days as some time was still left in the delivery period.

8. Recommendations





To create awareness among the beneficiaries, they should be informed about the amount of
money order generated in their names and the lists could be displayed at the relevant Post
Office.
Payment Details may be reviewed at the time of registering or forwarding a complaint to
know if the delivery period of money order has ended. The beneficiaries should also be
informed that there is a normal time lag between generation of money order and its payment,
and that they should file a complaint after expiry of the normal period of delivery.
Information and awareness should be provided to the beneficiaries/complainants about where
and how they can register their complaints. BISP should ensure the delivery of “Receiver
Women Guidelines” (sub-annex C-3 of BISP Enrolment and Payment Manual) that provide
required information along with all necessary forms such as complaint form, information
update form etc. in order to facilitate the beneficiaries.
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Payment Case Study Number:
Nature of Case:
Complainant/ Beneficiary:
Widow of:
Complainant, if not beneficiary herself:
Address:

P-Sindh-02
Non-Payment of 2 instalments for Rs.6,000 by the postman
Ayesha Soomro
Muhammad Ilyas Soomro
Ayesha & Bashir Ahmed (her Son)
Village, Haji Tayab Soomro, UC-3 Qasimabad, Post Office
Qasimabad, Hyderabad

CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Completed

41303-0142299-2
10367680
End March 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Ayesha widow of Muhammad Ilyas Soomro belongs to Tayab Soomro village, Tehsil Qasimabad,
District Hyderabad. She lives with her son and his family in his house, and she is a widow.
Ayesha has also adopted a young girl who lives with her.
In January 2009 Ayesha was declared a beneficiary of the parliamentary phase of BISP and seven
months ago after the completion of the PSC survey she was declared a beneficiary of the PSC
cash transfer scheme as well. After receiving the first three instalments of the parliamentary
phase, Ayesha did not receive the fourth and the fifth instalments; due to a mistake by the GPO
staff they were mailed to the Cantonment Post Office instead of the Qasimabad Post Office. As a
result of this these money orders, dated 1st December 2009 and 19th March 2010, were sent back
to BISP undelivered, and have still not been regenerated. Ayesha has received two instalments of
cash transfer under Phase II of BISP.
Ayesha’s son, Bashir Ahmed, who works as a peon at the High Court of Sindh Circuit Hyderabad,
has initiated a court case against BISP Hyderabad regarding the undelivered money orders. The
High Court asked BISP to look into this complaint. BISP asked Pakistan Post for an enquiry.
Pakistan Post found that the 2 instalments were sent to an incorrect post office and were then
returned undelivered to BISP. In June 2011, BISP said that new MOs would be generated – but
these were not generated probably because Phase I ended on 30th June.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Ayesha belongs to the underdeveloped area of Tayab Soomro village, Bhittai Nagar post office,
Tehsil Qasimabad, District Hyderabad. She is a 67 year old widow and is illiterate. She has three
children- one son and two daughters of which one daughter has been adopted and the other is
married. Her son works as a peon at the High Court and earns Rs.12,000 per month. Ayesha and
her adopted daughter live with her son, his wife and their six children. Ayesha and her daughter
have been given a separate room in his house. Ayesha does stitching at home from which she is
able to make ends meet; she earns Rs.2,500 per month in this way. She wants to save up her
money and have her second daughter married in a proper manner.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Ayesha was completely unaware about the BISP, she only knew that the money was being
distributed to poor people by the PPP government on behalf of Benazir. There was no campaign
in this area before or after the survey to raise awareness amongst people about BISP and its
functions.
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Ayesha widow of Muhammad Ilyas was declared a beneficiary of the BISP parliamentary phase
and has received six out of eight instalments of this scheme. Ayesha’s PSC survey was conducted
seven months ago and as per her PMT score she was declared a beneficiary of PSC cash transfer
scheme as well. She has yet to receive an eligibility letter from BISP but she has received both the
instalments of the PSC phase cash transfers.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
After Ayesha was declared a beneficiary of BISP in January 2009, the postman would bring her
cash instalments every 2-3 months, but three months after having provided her with three
instalments, the postman came to her area and provided other beneficiaries with their instalments
but not Ayesha. When she asked the postman he said that her instalment hadn’t arrived this time,
and she became worried. When she told her son, Bashir Ahmed, about this he went to the BISP
Divisional Office Hyderabad to inquire about her money, and the staff told him that BISP had
already mailed her four instalments and he should check at the post office. When he checked at
the GPO the staff over there told him that they had already sent out Ayesha’s money order and he
would receive it soon. After having waited some time and not receiving this money order he filed
a case against BISP at the High Court of Sindh Circuit Hyderabad, since he was an employee of
the court he found it easy to do that and he even knew the lawyer.

5. Processing of the Case
When Ayesha's son filed a case against BISP for not being provided the fourth instalment of the
parliamentary phase, the judge issued a notice to BISP demanding details in this regard. The BISP
Divisional Director Hyderabad faxed a letter to the Post Master General (PMG) Hyderabad on
02/06/10 informing him that BISP had been issued a notice by the High Court for not providing
the fourth instalment, and that the post office should lodge an inquiry and submit a report so that
they could present it to the High Court.
The PMG then sent this case to the Chief Post Master (CPM) for inquiry. It was found as a result
of this inquiry that two money orders of Rs.3,000 each had been sent to the Cantonment Post
Office instead of the Qasimabad Post Office and therefore they were sent back to BISP
undelivered. This report was sent to BISP on 7th June 2010 along with a receipt of the sixth
money order received by Ayesha on 3rd May 2010. The Payment Detail on the BISP website
confirms this position and shows that two instalments of Rs.3,000 each, dated 1st September 2009
and 14th January 2010, are ‘Undelivered’.
According to Bashir Ahmed, BISP said that these two instalments will be regenerated later and
delivered to Ayesha, but the Parliamentary Phase of the program has ended and these money
orders haven’t been regenerated.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The BISP cash instalments undelivered to Ayesha have not been regenerated, the
parliamentary phase of the program has ended and she has already received two instalments
of the PSC phase of BISP. Ayesha wants to save this money so that she may have her
daughter married. Her son said that they thought the postman had stolen Ayesha’s money but
they have forgiven him since he is dead otherwise he would have registered a case against
him at the High Court.
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b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
The Tayab Soomro village where Ayesha lives only has people from the Soomro biradari
living in it. The house she lives in has an area of 90 sq. yards and Ayesha has one room to
herself in it, where she and her adopted daughter live. There is only one kitchen in this house
and the house is made of bricks. Gas and electricity is available in the house, and there is even
a motor for water. The streets in this village are cemented.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency Level
The Chief Post Master’s inquiry report revealed that due to the mistake of the staff at the GPO
two of Ayesha’s instalments were delivered to the incorrect post office as a result of which
they were returned undelivered to BISP. According to this report action has been taken
against responsible officials.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions






Ayesha was not provided an eligibility letter by BISP after being declared a beneficiary of
either the parliamentary phase or the PSC phase of the cash transfer scheme
Ayesha and her son were not aware about the complaint registration mechanism at BISP
If BISP and/or the GPO had registered his complaint when he went to their offices maybe he
would not have initiated a court case against BISP
It was, however, observed that when Ayesha’s son Bashir Ahmed registered a case in the
High Court the investigation process by BISP became very quick
The two undelivered money orders were returned by Pakistan Post to BISP. These have,
however, not been re-generated.

8. Recommendations




BISP should provide eligibility letters to beneficiaries in a timely manner
BISP should raise awareness amongst beneficiaries about the complaint registration
mechanism so that instead of going directly to the High Court they should first try to get
redressal through normal BISP or Pakistan Post system.
BISP should ensure the delivery of “Receiver Women Guidelines” (sub-annex C-3 of BISP
Enrolment and Payment Manual) that provide required information along with all necessary
forms such as complaint form, information update form etc. in order to facilitate the
beneficiaries.
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P-Sindh-03
Non-Payment of one money order of Rs.3,000 by the
postman
Yasmeen
Feroz Gul Manganhar
Feroz Gul
Village Khanpur, Post office Tajpur, Tehsil & District
Matiari
41305-0625672-0
09537393
11th January 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
On 7th May 2010, BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad registered a complaint of Yasmin
Manganhar received on telephone. Yasmin is a poor woman from the Khanpur village near Tando
Jam.
Yasmin w/o Feroz Gul Manganhar registered a complaint about not receiving her sixth
instalment. This complaint was faxed (Fax No. 03/2009-BISP-Hyd) by the BISP Divisional
Office on 25th May 2010 for immediate processing to the DPMG Pakistan Post BISP Cell. After
an enquiry Pakistan Post sent the proof that the complainant had already been paid on 12th May
2012. Her Payment Detail shows that this instalment of Rs.3,000 generated on 8th April 2010 was
delivered to her on 12th May 2010. This complaint was filed before time and was un-necessary as
at the time of filing the complaint only about 45 days had passed since the generation of this MO which is usually paid in the 2nd month between days 31 to 60.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Yasmin lives in a small village called Khanpur near Tando Jam. Khanpur is a village in district
Matiari. Yasmin’s husband is a ‘Chingchi’ rickshaw driver who earns Rs.200 per day. Yasmin is a
34 years old poor woman. She has two sons and one daughter. Her brother-in-law and his family
(a wife and one son) also live in her house.
Yasmin’s house, which is made of brick and mud, comprises of two rooms. Furthermore there is
an open kitchen which has a single gas stove, and towards her brother-in-law’s side there is a mud
stove. There is a bathroom along the corridor, and a water tank is also present in the house.
Yasmin’s room has a TV set, a bed set, a few utensils and an attaché case in it.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
When BISP began the parliamentary phase of the cash transfer scheme in 2009 Yasmin found out
about it from her neighbours and so she went to the local Union Council with her husband to have
herself registered for the cash transfer scheme, since in the parliamentary phase people could
register themselves at the Union Council. Yasmin was thus declared a beneficiary and she
received her first instalment of Rs.5,000 from BISP in 2009. When asked about how she spends
this money, she said she uses it for household expenditures and her children’s education. Yasmin
is also eligible for the PSC cash transfers, with a PMT score of 11.62, and she has already
received two installments of the same.
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4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
Yasmin was consistently receiving the installments of the BISP parliamentary phase program but
then when it came time for her sixth instalment it did not arrive for three months. Then she
registered a telephonic complaint at the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad about not having
received the sixth instalment; her Payment Detail now shows that it has been delivered on 12th
May 2010.

5. Processing of the Case
Yasmin registered her complaint at the BISP Hyderabad Office on 7th May 2010 and it was
forwarded to the BISP cell at the Pakistan Post Office on 25th May 2010 from where this case was
forwarded to the Post Master General’s Office for immediate investigation. When the PMG
Office extracted Yasmin’s payment vouchers it was observed that she had received her sixth
instalment on 12th May 2010. The PMG Office sent a photocopy of this money order to the BISP
Cell at the Post Office informing them that Yasmin had received the money order on that date.
This letter was sent to the BISP Divisional Office in reply to the complaint forwarded by BISP to
Pakistan Post. In this letter it was highlighted that the Complainant had received her sixth
payment on 12th May 2010 i.e. even before the BISP office’s request for investigating the
complaint which was faxed on 25th May 2010, and, the letter recommended that the complaint
should be filed/ closed.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The beneficiary was pleased with the result of the complaint process since she received her
money from the postman a few days after the complaint was registered
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Yasmin was eligible for the parliamentary phase of BISP and collected almost all her
installments. She claimed this money helped her to run the house more easily and that she was
really deserving of this money. She was then found to be eligible for the PSC cash transfer as
well and has already collected two installments of it.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency Level
When this complaint was forwarded by the BISP Divisional Office to the DPMG of the BISP
Cell through fax, it was entered in a register specially designated for complaints. A separate
file was started for this case, which contain copies of letters for the investigation of the case
and also include a payment voucher showing that the amount was paid on 12th May 2010. The
complaint was efficiently handled by the Post Office.
BISP Cell of APMG and DPMG office keeps separate file for each complaint at their office.
The CPM office had provided the payment voucher of Yasmin dated 12th May 2010 and
further scrutiny of this case was stopped. The CPM mailed a copy of the payment voucher
and a letter to the DPMG and the BISP Office informing them that the case is being closed as
payment has already been made– actually even before filing of the complaint.
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7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions





The complaint was lodged through a phone call to the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad.
This case was sent by the BISP Hyderabad Office to Pakistan Post, from where it was sent to
the Chief Post Master (CPM) for investigation. After following the complaint redressing
mechanism for the non-payment of money orders at the Pakistan Post Office it was found that
the MO had already been paid on 12th May 2010.
Yasmin said that she had never seen a case redressed as quickly as her case. She is still
surprised that a telephonic complaint can be resolved so quickly.
The money order was generated on 8th April 2010 and the complaint was filed in mid May
2010. As per procedure, a BISP MO is paid during 21 to 50 days after generation, and this
MO was paid on 12th May 2010 (about 40 days after the generation) i.e. within time. The
complaint was faxed to Pakistan Post on 25th May 2010 which means that the entire exercise
of processing of this complaint could have been avoided if the beneficiary was advised to wait
for a few days as some time was still left in the delivery period

8. Recommendations




To create awareness among the beneficiaries, they should be informed about the amount of
money order generated in their names and the lists could be displayed at the relevant Post
Office and BISP Tehsil Offices.
The beneficiaries should also be informed that there is time a lag between generation of
money order and its payment, and that they should file a complaint after expiry of the normal
period of delivery.
Information and awareness should be provided to the beneficiaries/complainants about where
and how they can register their complaints. BISP should ensure the delivery of “Receiver
Women Guidelines” (sub-annex C-3 of BISP Enrolment and Payment Manual) that provide
required information along with all necessary forms such as complaint form, information
update form etc. in order to facilitate the beneficiaries.
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Payment Case Study Number:
Nature of Case:

P-Sindh-04
Non-payment of 7 MOs for Rs.14,000 by the Postman

Complainant/ Beneficiary:
Wife of:
Complainant, if not beneficiary herself:
Address:

Fateh
Ghulam Hussain Thebo
N/A
Village Yousuf Thebo, Post Office Mirpur Bathoro,
Tehsil Mirpur Bathoro, District Thatta.
41405-9145803-2
10473789
End February 2012

CNIC Number:
Date Study Completed

1. Summary of the Case Study
Fateh w/o Ghulam Hussain Thebo sent her complaint about non-payment of BISP money orders
to the DPMG Hyderabad by mail, where it was received on 18th June 2011. Fateh and her husband
had checked her Payment Details on the internet at a net café on 30 th May 2011 and interpreted
those as indicating that out of her 14 MOs generated to date only 6 had been delivered. Her
written complaint, therefore, was about the 8 non-delivered MO’s. On the day when she checked
her Payment Details the record showed that payments generated in April 2011 (7 MOs) had
become payable on 15th May 2011. The complaint letter was sent to Post Master General, GPO
Hyderabad.
This complaint was forwarded by the DPMG Hyderabad to the DSPS for enquiry on 18th June
2011. The postal staff resolved this complaint after an enquiry conducted by ASPO’s Thatta, they
provided Fateh with her money orders and obtained a written statement dated 7 th July 2011 from
her as evidence of payment so that this case could be closed. This entire process took 32 days to
reach completion. According to her statement on record she received her MOs on 23rd June 2011
from Sinjhoro (post office) in district Sanghar whereas her Payment Details show the payment of
one money order on 28th June 2011 and all others on 2nd July 2011. Although the case was
formally closed, and the complainant expressed satisfaction with its outcome in her interview by
us, there was a mismatch between the dates of delivery in the correspondence used to close the
case, and the dates recorded in her Payment Details.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Fateh resides in village Yousuf Thebo, Post Office Mirpur Bathoro, Tehsil Mirpur Bathoro,
District Thatta. She is a 31 years old illiterate woman with six children- five daughters and one
son. Her husband works as a labourer and earns about Rs.3000 per month.
Fateh lives with her family in a 50 sq. ft. house made of mud and bricks and consists of only one
room. There is a small corridor and a katcha courtyard in front of the house. When asked about
how she spends the BISP cash transfer, Fateh told us that she uses it to purchase household
rations, clothes for her children and other basic necessities.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Fateh learnt about BISP from other women in her village two years ago. She thinks this is
Benazir’s money and it is being distributed amongst poor women. She told us that the PSC survey
was conducted a year ago and enumerators came to her house and filled out her form with her
help; she showed them her husband’s and her own CNICs and answered their questions. The
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survey team provided her with a survey slip as receipt. Fateh with a PMT score of 1.6 is a PhaseII beneficiary too.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
The complaint emerged when Fateh and her husband had her Payment Details checked at an
internet café on 30th May 2011. She had gone to check her details because she believed that one or
more of her payments had been missed. On checking the Payment Details they discovered that a
total of 14 MOs had been generated to date, of which she recalled receiving only 6. In fact,
according to her Payment Details as accessed on 30th May 2011 (copy of which was attached by
her in her complaint), only 4 MOs (MO 1, 5, 6, and 7) are shown as paid, 3 MOs (8, 9 and flood
MO 1) are shown as ‘sent for delivery, awaiting for reconciliation’, and another 7 MOs (MO
numbers 10-16) are shown as being generated on 26th April 2011, and also sent for delivery. In
the Payment Details it is further noted that MOs generated on 15th April 2011 were payable on
15th May 2011.
The complaint letter states that out of 14 MOs generated to date only 6 had been delivered. It is
not clear, however, if all of the MOs generated on 26th April 2011 had actually become payable at
the time when the complaint was lodged on 30th May 2011. The complainant says that she sent the
letter on 30th May 2011 to the Post Master General GPO Hyderabad. Her CNIC and a copy of the
Payment Details as obtained on 30th May 2011 were attached with the complaint letter.

5. Processing of the Case
The complaint letter was received by the Divisional Post Master General (DPMG) Hyderabad
Office on 18th June 2011. It was registered at the BISP Cell at the DPMG Office on the same date
(No: NS/BISP-Comp/M.P Bathoro/2011). It was also sent to the Divisional Superintendent Postal
Services (DSPS) Hyderabad for enquiry on the same date. The DSPS further instructed the
Assistant Superintendent Post Services (ASPS) Thatta sub-division (undated) to investigate. One
reminder was sent for the resolution of this case. ASPS Thatts sub-division obtained a statement
from the complainant on 7th July 2011 in which the complainant stated that on 23rd June 2011 she
had receiving all her outstanding payments from the Mirpur Bathoro post office. This statement
was used by the DSPS Hyderabad on 20th July 2011 to report to the Assistant Director (AF),
Office of the Post Master General, Northern Sindh Circle Hyderabad that the case was closed.
The letter of the DSPS states that the ASPS had checked BISP records which showed that the
payments had been received in the post office on 23rd June 2011 and paid out on the same day.
The case was closed within two months of the filing of the complaint.
In her interview with us the complainant stated that she was satisfied with the processing of her
complaint, as she had received her payment. She said that her local postman of Mirpur Bathoro in
Thatta delivered her money at home. There is a mismatch between the dates of delivery as
recorded in the Payment Details (28th June 2011 and 2nd July 2011) and the complainant’s
statement before the ASPS Thatta sub-division. It is not clear from this case if there were, indeed,
genuine grounds for complaint, since at the time when the complaint was lodged the Payment
Details indicated that the MOs in question had been sent for delivery and the delivery period (that
continues from 31 and 60 days) had not ended. Moreover, if the complainant’s letter in which she
states that 8 of her MOs have been unpaid is taken at face value, it is not clear if she received
payment for the 7 MOs generated on 26th April 2011, or all 8 MOs about which she had original
complained.
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6. Observations
a. General Observations
BISP Payment Details provide beneficiaries with a powerful tool to access information.
Beneficiaries, however, are not always certain about the payments due to them and missing
payments if any.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
It appears that the beneficiary became aware of her 26th April 2011 MOs only after checking
her Payment Details, and added these MOs (MO 10-16) to her original complaint of one
missing MO. MOs 10-16 represented an unexpectedly large payment out of turn from the
regular payment cycle, and may have led to some confusion about whether the original source
of complaint had been addressed.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency Level
Once Pakistan Post received the complaint their complaint handling system worked
efficiently. Changes in the frequency and regularity of the payment cycle can be a source of
confusion for beneficiaries who need to rely on others to manage correspondence on their
behalf. There remain discrepancies between the Payment Details and the complainant and
Pakistan Post’s closing statements regarding the dates of payment delivery.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions



Greater awareness and regularity in payment cycles may reduce the burden of unwarranted
complaints.
Beneficiaries may not always be aware of the number of MOs that have become payable or
even the number received, and rely on other individuals to frame their complaints. Complaints
can arise due to the misreading the Payment Details available on the internet.

8. Recommendations




BISP should try to ensure that the payment cycle is regular and predictable.
There should be public awareness campaigns about the payment process to ensure that
beneficiaries remain vigilant against misappropriation, but that they do not over-burden the
system with unwarranted complaints.
BISP should ensure the delivery of “Receiver Women Guidelines” (sub-annex C-3 of BISP
Enrolment and Payment Manual) that provide required information along with all necessary
forms such as complaint form, information update form etc. in order to facilitate the
beneficiaries.
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P-Sindh-05
Non-payment of four Money Orders for Rs.12,000
Khatoo Bai Memon
Noor Muhammad Memon
Nauman
Sheedi Mohalla, U.C. Chuhar Jamali, District Thatta
41407-2271964-4
10139445
End February 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Khatoo Bai’s complaint was sent to Pakistan Post HQ Islamabad by her brother-in-law’s son
Nauman on 29th March 2010. In this complaint Nauman had mentioned that out of 5 money
orders for Rs.15,000 issued in her name, Khatoo Bai had received only one payment of Rs.3,000
(and that too after deduction of Rs.200 by the postman). He had used harsh words in the written
complaint and raised issues with Post Master Chuhar Jamali. Pakistan Post HQ Islamabad
forwarded her complaint to DPMG Hyderabad on 2nd April 2010 who marked it to Syed Qadeer
Muhammad BPS-17 for enquiry.
On 23rd December 2010, the DSPS Hyderabad conveyed the enquiry results to the Postmaster
General (Northern Sindh Circle) Hyderabad which showed that the enquiry was conducted by
DSPS personally. On 22nd December 2010 her statement was recorded (stating that the complaint
was filed due to a misunderstanding and she had been receiving her money orders). It took nine
months for this case to be resolved on the basis that the complainant had already been receiving
the money. The reason for misunderstanding was the ‘delivery status’ mentioned on her Payment
Detail which is still (end March 2012) blank for the first four money orders generated between
January to September 2009.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Khatoo Bai w/o Noor Muhammad Memon resides in Sheedi Mohalla, U.C. Chuhar Jamali, Tehsil
Shah Bandar, and District Thatta. Her husband passed away fifteen years ago. She is a 56 years
old, matric pass woman. She has only one son, who is married, and lives with her. He works as a
labourer and earns Rs.150 daily.
Khatoo Bai lives with her son’s family in a house with an area of 120 sq. ft. This house is pucca
and has one room with a bamboo roof, a corridor and a pucca courtyard. Khatoo Bai said she
spent the BISP cash transfer on household rations and medicines for herself.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Khatoo Bai learnt about BISP through TV commercials two years ago, and she thinks this is
Benazir’s money which is being distributed amongst widows for their assistance. She told us that
the wife of a local political party’s chairman helped her in obtaining the BISP parliamentary
program’s cash transfer. She further said that when the PSC Survey was taking place her son had
her form filled out and received the survey slip as receipt. She is not aware of the fact that she has
been found ineligible for the PSC cash transfer since her PMT score was 24.425 at the conclusion
of the survey.
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4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
Khatoo Bai became aware that she was a BISP Phase I beneficiary when she received an MO of
Rs.3,000 from the postman. At this stage she realized that other women in her area had received
payments prior to this instalment, and that she might have been entitled to previous payments too.
She mentioned this to her nephew Nauman who had her Payment Details checked on the internet
and discovered that prior to this payment 4 MOs had been generated in Khatoo Bai’s name but
had not been paid to her. Nauman then drafted a letter of complaint that alleged that the
Postmaster Chuhar Jamali was misappropriating MOs, and charging women Rs.200 to Rs.500
when he did pay them. The letter is dated 29th March 2010, which suggests that Khatoo Bai was
paid her MO 5 which is shown in her Payment Details as generated on 14 th January 2010. This
MO is shown as delivered without a date or time log. Khatoo Bai’s Payment Details suggest that
at the time when the complaint was filed MOs 1 to 4 worth a total of Rs.12,000 were shown as
generated but there delivery status was not written. The same position exists in end March when
the case study was finalized. The first four MOs are still shown as generated without their
delivery status being entered, while the fifth MO is shown as Delivered – but no date has been
mentioned.

5. Processing of the Case
The complaint letter was sent to Pakistan Post HQ Islamabad, and received there on 30 th April
2010. The complaint was forwarded to the Postmaster General (PMG) Northern Circle Sindh
Hyderabad where it was received on 2nd April 2010. The office of PMG Hyderabad sent the
complaint on 6th April 2010 to the District GPO Hyderabad and to the Divisional Superintendent
Postal Services Hyderabad. The DSPS reported back to the PMG office Hyderabad on 23rd
December 2010, more than 8 months later, requesting that the case be closed due to a statement
by the complainant (Nauman) that he had filed the complaint on the basis of information provided
by the BISP beneficiary but had no proof for the allegations. Five reminders had to be sent by the
PMG Hyderabad office to resolve this case.
When interviewed by us on 3rd February 2012, Khatoo Bai said that she was satisfied with the
resolution of the complaint, as she had received all her outstanding payments from the postman.
The MOs about which the complaint first arose (MOs 1-4) were still shown as ‘generated’ in the
Payment Details accessed on 15th April 2012. It was precisely this status which had triggered the
complaint in the first instance. The complaint took 8 months to resolve.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Khatoo Bai’s house has some of her daughter-in-law’s furniture, dishes and a washing
machine. Gas and electricity is available over here and they fill water with the help of a hand
pump.
There is even a bathroom and a kitchen in the house. Khatoo Bai’s complaint had arisen after
checking Payment Details which showed 4 MOs as having been generated but not paid. The
Payment Details show the same status now, even after the enquiry and the beneficiary’s
statement that she has received her payment.
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b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Khatoo Bai was nominated for the BISP parliamentary program cash transfer scheme. She
was however found to be ineligible for the PSC cash transfer scheme as her PMT score of
24.425 was higher than the cut-off point. She has now received all the installments of the
parliamentary phase program. She only learnt of her beneficiary status in Phase I when she
received one MO.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency Level
When this complaint was received by the DPMG Hyderabad office from the Pakistan Post
HQ Islamabad it was entered into the complaints register at the BISP Cell there in a separate
file.
Five reminders were sent for the resolution of this case, which took a relatively long time to
resolve. There is a discrepancy in the statement of the complainant (Nauman) used to close
the case, and Khatoo Bai’s statement to our team. While Nauman stated that the complaint
was based on false information, Khatoo Bai stated that she had now received her arrears. The
enquiry officers took Nauman’s statement but did not directly obtain a statement from Khatoo
Bai which may have revealed something different. It should also be noted that the enquiry
officer closed the case after concluding that Nauman could not offer any proof against the
postman, and did not himself investigate the postman or look for evidence such as payment
receipts.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions



In this case the complainant registered a complaint with Pakistan Post HQ about non-payment
of four money orders and the complaint was sent to the DPMG Hyderabad for processing and
investigation.
Although the BISP Payment Detail on the internet is a valuable tool in the hands of
beneficiaries, the fact that this system was not updated in this particular case made the
complaint and its resolution more complicated than it needed to be.

8. Recommendations





BISP should inform beneficiaries of the parliamentary phase in case they are ineligible for the
PSC phase of cash transfers.
BISP should introduce a standardized procedure for payment complaints so that such cases
can easily be resolved. BISP should ensure the delivery of “Receiver Women Guidelines”
(sub-annex C-3 of BISP Enrolment and Payment Manual) that provide required information
along with all necessary forms such as complaint form, information update form etc. in order
to facilitate the beneficiaries.
Pakistan Post should attempt to investigate complaints itself and not only rely on proof
provided by complainants. In cases where the complainant is someone other than the
beneficiary, Pakistan Post should attempt to contact the beneficiary also.
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P-Sindh-06
Non Payment of money orders for Rs.12,000 by the
Postman.
Zahida
Hakim
N/A
Non Payment
41308-0200749-4
10226572
End February 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Zahida w/o Hakim sent her complaint in September 2010 about non-payment of BISP cash
transfer, to the President of Pakistan, Asif Ali Zardari, and Chairperson BISP, Farzana Raja, at
their Islamabad address via mail. In it she provides evidence of receiving BISP money orders
from February 2009 to September 2009 totalling Rs.12,000; she has not received the money
orders of January 2010 to July 2010 which would amount to Rs.12,000 as well. According to the
Payment Details 5th MO generated on 14th January 2010 is shown as delivered with no attempted
date, 6th MO generated on 8th April 2010, 7th MO generated 2nd June 2010 and 8th MO generated
on 7th July 2010 each of amount Rs.3,000 were shown as delivered on different dates. Last MO
was shown delivered on 27th October 2010.
This complaint was sent from Pakistan Post HQ Islamabad to DSPS Hyderabad and from there to
the Postmaster General, Northern Sindh Circle Hyderabad. The inquiry of this case was
conducted by the Assistant Superintendent Post Office (ASPO) Badin and was attended by the
complainant and post office staff. The issue was resolved by taking a written statement from the
complainant, in which the complainant confirmed receipt of the disputed BISP payment. In the
statement complainant says that “I am receiving BISP’s total amount and I have no complaint
against Tando Muhammad Khan’s postal staff and I have not sent any complaint to president of
Pakistan and Chairperson BISP and I am not concerned with that application” The statement is
not dated and gives no details regarding how much was received and when was it received. This
written statement was then forwarded by DPMG Hyderabad to Pakistan Post HQ Islamabad
requesting to close this case. This entire process took eight months to complete.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Zahida resides in Syed Taj Muhammad Shah village, Post Office Shaikh Bhirkio, Tehsil Tando
Muhammad Khan, district Hyderabad. She is a 31 years old illiterate woman with three daughters
and one son. Her husband works as a labourer, earning Rs.200 daily.
Zahida lives with her family in a hut which has an area of 60x20 ft. Along with her family, her
mother-in-law and father-in-law, two unmarried sister-in-laws and her brother-in-law’s family
also live with her. There is a katcha courtyard in front of the hut where they cook food on a mud
stove using firewood. There is no toilet so they use the forest. There are seven charpoys, five
boxes to keep clothes and a few dishes/utensils in their hut. Electricity is not available. When
asked how she spends the BISP cash transfer Zahida said it is used to purchase household rations
and on other basic necessities.
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3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Zahida found out about BISP two years ago from the Naib Nazim of Tando Muhammad Khan,
Mir Ashraf Talpur, who filled out her parliamentary phase form. She thinks this is Benazir’s
money which is being distributed amongst the poor. When the PSC survey team visited her
village, Zahida got her form filled. She showed her husband’s and her own CNIC to the survey
team and gave them details about other household items. She got a survey slip as receipt after her
form was filled out.
Zahida found out about the procedure to register complaints from the wadera of the village, Taj
Muhammad. She did not receive an eligibility letter form BISP after the completion of the PSC
survey.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
When the postman would bring money orders for other women in the village and not for Zahida
she began to wonder why her money was stopped since January 2010. She even asked the
postman about this many times but he would always tell her she would find out next month. After
many months had passed she went along with other beneficiaries to Hyderabad and had a
complaint drafted by a typist outside the sessions court, along with details of her CNIC and BISP
payment details. She then mailed this complaint from the GPO.

5. Processing of the Case
The complainant told us that she did not remember the exact date when she registered the
complaint but it was September 2010 when she mailed this complaint to the President of Pakistan
and Chairperson of BISP. As stated by Waseem Jamal of DPMG office Hyderabad, this complaint
was sent by mail from Pakistan Post HQ Islamabad to the DPMG Hyderabad on 1st March 2010.
It was registered at the BISP Cell at Pakistan Post Hyderabad on the same date and later a
separate file was also created for it (No: NS/BISP-Comp/D.G.05/DS-Hyd/2011). It was also sent
to the Deputy Superintendent Postal Services (DSPS) for enquiry on the same date. The DPMG
sent three reminders to the DSPS for the resolution of this case. On 13th April 2011 the DSPS
dispatched a letter of “redressal of grievances” to the Post Master General, Northern Circle
Hyderabad (PMG), in which it is stated that “Mst. Zahida could not be contacted”. Again a letter
sent from PMG Hyderabad by Assistant Postmaster General (FS) addressed to Mr. Amjad Aftab
Siddique, Dy Director General (AF) at the Director General. Pakistan Post Office, Islamabad with
reference to letter number MR. 3-6/2011 dated 8th April 2011. In this letter APMG (FS) stated that
“Mst: Zahida has admitted to have received all the installments of BISP Money orders and denied
to have made any complaint. (The written statement of the beneficiary was enclosed)”.
In the statement complainant says that “I am receiving BISP’s total amount and I have no
complaint against Tando Muhammad Khan’s postal staff and I have not sent any complain to
president Pakistan and Chairman BISP and I am not concerned with that application” The
statement is not dated and no details regarding how much amount was received and on which
dates these payment were received. In her statement she actually denies that any complaint was
filed by her.
On 22nd April 2011 the DPMG Hyderabad apprised the Pakistan Post HQ Islamabad with the
result of this case by mail, along with the complainant’s written statement. This complaint
therefore was initiated in March and after an enquiry was concluded in 49 days.
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6. Observations
a. General Observations
Syed Taj Muhammad Shah village is populated entirely by the Burfat caste; this village is
also referred to as Dilbar Burfat village. The people here mostly live in katcha houses. Gas is
not available in the village and the residents get water from a distant water channel.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Zahida was declared a beneficiary of the BISP parliamentary program and was deemed
eligible after the PSC survey also. Zahida has received all her payments of first phase and has
received two installments totalling Rs.4,000 of the second phase as well.
c. Observation at BISP/Partner Agency Level
BISP staff did not take part at any phase of the resolution of this complaint.
When this complaint was received from Pak Post HQ by the DPMG, it was entered in a
complaint register at the BISP Cell. Three reminders were sent for a swift resolution of this
case. The BISP Cell staffs at PMG office maintains a separate file for each complaint and
send out reminders in case of delays.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions





The complainant mailed her complaint to the President of Pakistan and the Chairperson of
BISP in this case.
This complaint was sent by the Pakistan Post HQ Islamabad to the DPMG Hyderabad from
where it was forwarded to the DSPS Hyderabad for enquiry.
After completion of the investigation, DPMG Hyderabad mailed the complainant’s written
statement along with a covering letter to Pakistan Post HQ Islamabad.
The statement was recorded by ASPS Badin Sub-Division but amounts received or dates
when these were received is not mentioned. Zahida admitted in her statement that she had not
lodged this complaint and she has been receiving money orders regularly.

8. Recommendations





It is crucial that beneficiaries be made aware of where to register their complaints. BISP
should ensure the delivery of “Receiver Women Guidelines” (sub-annex C-3 of BISP
Enrolment and Payment Manual) that provide required information along with all necessary
forms such as complaint form, information update form etc. in order to facilitate the
beneficiaries.
BISP should ensure that beneficiaries have been provided with eligibility letters.
Zahida’s denial of complaint filed by her, and no date or amount on her written statement give
us an idea that written statement was probably obtained on the basis of traditional and
informal redressal process.
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P-Sindh-07
Non Payment of One Money Order for Rs.3,000
Karimi
Allah Warayo Keerio
Makhdoom Talib-Ul-Maula(NGO)
Islamia Colony, Hala Naka, District Hyderabad
41302-0590132-4
10600519
End February 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Karimi widow of Allah Warayo came to know that she was eligible for Phase I when she received
a payment of Rs.3,000 in November 2009. When she did not receive her next instalment by the
end of February 2010 she became concerned and contacted a local NGO. The NGO then
submitted her complaint to BISP Cell at the PMG Office in Hyderabad on 10th March 2010.
Payment Details show that Karimi, in fact, had 3 previous MOs generated in July 2009 which had
been returned ’Undelivered’ to BISP. Payment Details further show that MO 5 generated in
January 2010 (i.e. the one subsequent to the November 2009 MO 4 she received) was delivered
but without a date log. The complaint actually pertains to MO 5 which is shown in the Payment
Details as having been paid but without a date log. The NGO’s letter which was addressed to
PMG Hyderabad was received on 12th March 2010, and this formed the basis of action by Post
Office.
DS Burfat conducted the investigation and took statements from the complainant and the
postman.
He reported that the postman had delivered two MOs to the complainant finally on 12th June 2010.
These payments likely relate to MOs 5 and 6. Payment Details show that MO 6 had also been
generated while the complaint was in process and was shown as paid on 15 th May 2010. The
postman claimed that he had tried to deliver the two said MOs (5 and 6) but had failed due to the
non-availability of the beneficiary. The Payment Details, however, show the two MOs as having
been paid – one undated, and the other on 15th May 2010. The case was closed on the basis of the
report of the DS that the complainant had now received her arrears.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Karimi widow of Allah Warayo is a 63 years old, illiterate woman. She has two sons and both of
them are married. The elder son works as a car driver and earns Rs.7,000 per month. Her other
son is a rickshaw driver and he earns Rs.2,500 – Rs.3,000 per month. Karimi lives with her sons,
their wives and their eight children combined. Her husband died two years ago and so her sons
provide for her now. According to her, the BISP cash transfer scheme has been a considerable
source of financial support for them.
Karimi’s house has an area of 100 sq. yards and is made of pucca bricks. There are three rooms, a
kitchen and a bathroom in the house, but the bathroom does not have a roof. Gas and electricity is
available and there is a motor to pump water as well. Karimi and her family shifted to this house
two-three years ago; they previously used to live in a rented house in Khursheed Colony, Hala
Naka.
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3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Karimi has been a beneficiary of BISP from the first phase; her Phase I form was filled out by Jan
Muhammad, her cousin, in Sakrand, Sindh. Karimi had gone there at the time to visit her
relatives.
She was completely unaware of BISP then; Jan Muhammad only told her that this program was in
place to assist the poor and that the PPP government was distributing Benazir’s money.
Karimi learnt that she was a Phase I beneficiary when she received a payment in November 2009.
Although this was MO 4, it was the first payment that she had actually received. The first three
MOs worth Rs.9,000 was shown as undelivered in the Payment Details, and were subsequently
generated in May 2011, and shown to be delivered in June 2011.
The PSC Survey for BISP Phase-II was conducted at her house about 11 months ago. She was
declared a beneficiary of BISP again as per her PMT score and has already received two
installments of this cash transfer scheme.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
Karimi became aware that she was a BISP Phase I beneficiary when she received her first
payment, which happened to be MO 4, in November 2009. When she did not receive her next
instalment by the end of February 2010 she became concerned and contacted a local NGO. The
NGO then submitted her complaint to the BISP Cell at the PMG Office in Hyderabad on 10 th
March 2010. The letter did not include specific details of the complaint but noted that there had
been several complaints of non-payment in the said neighbourhood.

5. Processing of the Case
The NGO’s letter which was addressed to PMG Hyderabad was received on 12th March 2010, and
this formed the basis of action by Post Office. It was recorded in the complaints register on the
same day, marked to Divisional Superintendent (DS) Mr Majid Burfat, and the Assistant
Superintendent Post Services (ASPS) Hyderabad Town was instructed on 18th March 2010 to
conduct an inquiry. A report was received back at the Hyderabad GPO on 10th May 2010 with the
paid voucher of the payment received by the complainant in November 2009 (MO 4), and a
statement dated 6th May 2010 by the complainant before the ASPS that she had only ever received
the one said MO (i.e. MO 4) worth Rs.3,000. These facts are consistent with the view of the
complainant in her interview that up to the time of complaint she had received only one MO.
DS Burfat took statements from the complainant and the postman, and determined that two MOs
were due to Karimi. It is surmised from the Payment Details that the two unpaid MOs were
numbers 5 and 6. MO 5 which was generated in January 2010 and shown as delivered without a
date log had triggered the initial complaint. In the meanwhile, during the course of the
investigation, MO 6 had been generated in April 2010 and shown in the Payment Details as being
paid on 15th May 2010. In fact, the postman admitted before DS Burfat that he had attempted to
pay these MOs but had failed due to non-availability of the beneficiary at her address. He then
paid out the value of the two MOs to the beneficiary on 12th June 2010, as reported by DS Burfat.
DS Burfat’s report was the basis for closing the case.
The DS prepared his report and forwarded it to the CPM who forwarded it to the AD at the BISP
Cell. He wrote that this complaint had been resolved and therefore requested that the case be
closed- as a result this case was closed on 18th June 2010. The complainant when interviewed was
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satisfied with the handling of her complaint because she received payment of her arrears. She said
that subsequent to the complaint she received her payments regularly. The complainant was not
aware of the fact that MOs 1, 2, and 3 had appeared as undelivered, and that these had been regenerated and paid out in June 2011.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The complaint arose because the beneficiary had already received one payment, and was thus
aware of her beneficiary status. The fact that three previous payments had gone undelivered
was not known to her. Once the complaint had been initiated it was taken through due process
by Pakistan Post. Relief was provided to the complainant in the form of her being paid her
arrears, and the restoration of her stream of payments. Despite the interest taken by senior
staff at Pakistan Post, however, the fact that unpaid MOs had been logged as being delivered
was implicitly acknowledged but did not trigger disciplinary action.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
The beneficiary had not received any communication from BISP about her beneficiary status.
She was alerted to the possibility of a problem only because she did not receive a payment
after having received one. She was not aware that her first three MOs had been undelivered
and were subsequently re-generated. The beneficiary relied on the good offices of a local
NGO, as she did not have the education, knowledge or awareness to be able to pursue the
complaint herself.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency level
Once the complaint had been lodged Pakistan Post pursued it diligently, assigning responsible
officers for getting beneficiary statements and ascertaining facts. The case was resolved at
least partly through informal redressal, as the postman implicitly admitted to having
misappropriated the payment, and then returned the same to the beneficiary when confronted.
The fact that’s the Payment Details showed the payments as delivered, while the beneficiary
and the postman both concurred that they had not been delivered, did not trigger further
disciplinary action.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions






Karimi was not provided an eligibility letter by BISP after being declared a beneficiary of the
BISP parliamentary phase or the PSC phase of BISP.
Karimi was not aware of the complaint registration process of BISP, and had to rely on an
NGO to pursue her case.
There may be genuine issue of the postman not being able to make deliveries due to the nonavailability of the beneficiary.
Informal redressal provides immediate relief to the beneficiary, but does not necessarily deal
with the organizational problem highlight by any complaint and its investigation.
At times, even when senior management of Pakistan Post take serious note of an investigation
it is difficult to initiate disciplinary action against non-compliance of rules on the part of
lower staff.
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8. Recommendations





BISP should raise awareness amongst beneficiaries about the complaint registration
mechanism, or actively cooperate with NGOs for facilitating poor and vulnerable
beneficiaries.
BISP should provide eligibility letters to beneficiaries and ensure the delivery of “Receiver
Women Guidelines” (sub-annex C-3 of BISP Enrolment and Payment Manual) that provide
required information along with all necessary forms such as complaint form, information
update form etc. in order to facilitate the beneficiaries.
Pakistan Post may provide a phone allowance to postmen so that they can contact the
beneficiaries when they have to deliver money orders.
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P-Sindh-08
Non-payment of one Money Order for Rs.3,000
Nawal Bibi
Taj Muhammad Burfat
N/A
Gul Muhammad Burfat/Dilbar Burfat village, tehsil
Seri, District Hyderabad.
41303-9523394-0
7418 (Parliamentary Phase Form Number)
11th February 2011

1. Summary of the Case Study
Nawal Bibi w/o Taj Muhammad Burfat is a resident of Dilbar Burfat/ Gul Muhammad Burfat
village, Tehsil Seri, District Hyderabad. Nawal Bibi became a beneficiary of the BISP
parliamentary phase in July 2009. After receiving her first three installments of Rs.3,000 each,
Nawal Bibi did not get the next instalment when the postman came to her village and distributed
money orders to other women. When she asked the postman about her money order he told her
that her money order hadn’t arrived; and when the MO would arrive he would deliver it to her.
After waiting for some time she thought that the postman had misappropriated her money so she
went to Hyderabad to have a complaint typed out for her. This complaint, mailed by post on 13 th
January 2010 was addressed to the President Islamic Republic Pakistan, Chairperson BISP
Madam Farzana Raja and Divisional Superintendent Pakistan Post Unit-4, Hyderabad .However,
only a day after she mailed her complaint the postman came and gave her the fourth money order.
Many days after she filed her complaint, a letter to the DG Pakistan Post was sent by any of above
three offices requesting an enquiry to be conducted into this case. (Note: The beneficiary was
confused regarding PM and President Secretariat so she mentioned that the PM secretariat had
forwarded her complaint) The DG Pakistan Post forwarded this letter to the PMG Hyderabad on
1st March 2011 so that an enquiry could be conducted. The Investigation Officer completed the
enquiry on 13th April 2011 according to which the beneficiary had registered a complaint on the
basis of a misunderstanding. She gave a statement that she had received the money. She stated
that she had received the MO on 14th January 2010 (one day after posting her complaint to the
President); although on the Payments Detail it was being shown as delivered to her on 23 rd
November 2009 (i.e. two months before filing her complaint).

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Nawal Bibi is a 57 years old illiterate woman. She has three daughters, who are all married, and
seven sons, of which three are married and live with their wives and children in the same house.
Her husband, Taj Muhammad, and three of their sons work as labourers on agricultural land from
which they earn Rs.500 – Rs.700 per day collectively.
Gul Muhammad Burfat/ Dilbar Burfat village consists of the Burfat community. It is located
approximately one km away from Seri. The houses here are largely katcha and Nawal Bibi’s
house has an area of 300sq. yards.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Nawal Bibi did not know much about BISP; she only knew that this money was distributed by the
PPP government to the poor on Benazir’s behalf. Nawal Bibi’s husband had her form filled out
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for the BISP Phase I, since he is a PPP worker and his local MPA provided him the form. Nawal
Bibi started receiving BISP Phase-I installments from July 2009 through the local postman.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
Nawal Bibi received the first three installments of the BISP parliamentary phase in a timely
manner, but when the postman brought the next money order for the other women in the village
and not her, she and her husband became worried. When they asked the postman he said that
Nawal Bibi’s money order had not arrived and when it would arrive he’d bring it to her. When the
postman did not bring her money for a couple of days they felt maybe he had taken it, so they
decided to register a complaint against him. She and her husband went to Hyderabad, had their
complaint typed by an oath commissioner and made three copies of it. They then posted these by
mail on 13th January 2010 to the President of Pakistan, Chairperson of BISP and Divisional
Director BISP, Hyderabad. The next day, on 14th January 2010 the postman delivered the fourth
money order to them.

5. Processing of the Case
Nawal Bibi’s complaint was forwarded to the DG Pakistan Post HQ Islamabad for an enquiry and
a report. The DG Pak Post forwarded this complaint to the PMG Hyderabad on 1st March 2010
from where it was forwarded on the same date to the CPM. The DS, Mr. Ishtiaq, was appointed as
the inquiry officer and directed to prepare a report. When the inquiry official went to talk to
Nawal Bibi she stated that she was receiving BISP money on time and she had nothing to do with
the complaint any longer. On 13th April 2010 the DS prepared a report and sent it to the PMG
Hyderabad, claiming that the beneficiary had withdrawn the complaint as she has already received
the payment and so this case may be closed. But actually Nawal Bibi’s statement indicating that
she had no knowledge or any link with complaint. This report was then forwarded back to the DG
Pak Post Islamabad and the case was closed.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Nawal Bibi received her fourth money order from the postman one day after she mailed her
complaint to Islamabad. Nawal Bibi and her husband were pleased to know that there was
some action taken on the basis of their complaint.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
The village Nawal Bibi lives in is known by two names: Dilbar Burfat and Gul Muhammad
Burfat. Only the Burfat community lives here and they are all related to each other. Nawal
Bibi’s house has an area of 300 sq. yards and consists of four rooms. They use a hand pump
to draw water. Electricity is available in the house but not gas. There is no bathroom either
and people use the forest. Nawal Bibi’s house is made of mud.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency Level
The PMG Hyderabad received this complaint on 1st March 2010 at the DG Office and he
forwarded it to the CPM for enquiry the same day. When the Pakistan Post Inquiry Official
went to Nawal Bibi’s house for investigation, Nawal Bibi stated that she would not like to
pursue the complaint any longer as she had received her money order. The DS then completed
the enquiry and dispatched a report on 13th April 2010 to the PMG Hyderabad.
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7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions




Nawal Bibi was not provided an eligibility letter by BISP upon being declared a beneficiary
of the parliamentary phase.
Nawal Bibi and her husband did not seem to be aware of the complaint registration
mechanism.
Nawal Bibi and her husband submitted a complaint and they were satisfied that some action
was taken. Her statement shows that she refused to acknowledge or own her complaint, and
probably due to this reason, the important issue that “she received the 4 th money order on 14th
January 2010 although it was shown as delivered on 23rd November 2009” was not
investigated.

8. Recommendations




BISP should ensure that eligibility letters are provided to the beneficiaries.
The first BISP letter to the beneficiary should mention the amount of the first instalment that
she will receive and the month when she can expect to start receiving this amount. This will
help in reducing the chances of a misunderstanding by the beneficiary.
BISP should raise awareness amongst beneficiaries about the complaint registration
mechanism. BISP should ensure the delivery of “Receiver Women Guidelines” (sub-annex C3 of BISP Enrolment and Payment Manual) that provide required information along with all
necessary forms such as complaint form, information update form etc. in order to facilitate the
beneficiaries.
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Payment Case Study Number:
Nature of Case:

P-Sindh-09
Non-payment of 3 money orders of Rs.9,000

Complainant/ Beneficiary:
Widow of:
Complainant, if not beneficiary herself:
Address:
CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Completed

Bibi Bai
Muhammad Ishaque Faqeer
N/A
House # 11/18, Sector II-D, Karachi
42000-3383134-2
13232081
End February 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Bibi Bai was a Phase I beneficiary, who claims that she stopped receiving payments after an
initial payment, presumably after the first money order. She visited BISP Divisional Office
Karachi on three occasions before finally getting her complaint registered in April 2010. Her
Payment Details suggest that she received payment for three MOs (1-3) in September and
November 2009, her fourth MO was undelivered with an attempt on 4th December 2009, MO 5
was delivered but not time logged, and MO 6 was delivered on 19th May 2010, or during the
period when the complaint was being processed. The complaint was forwarded on 6th May 2010
by the BISP Divisional Office Karachi to the Deputy Post Master General (DPMG) Pakistan Post
Karachi Metropolitan, who appointed the Deputy Superintendent Postal Services (DSPS) Karachi
West as the Enquiry Officer. The Enquiry Officer received reports from the field in the form of
written statements of the complainant and the postman, along with a number of payment receipts
and one payment voucher, and used these as the basis to close the case on 11 th June 2010. The
process was completed within 2 months.
There are discrepancies between the complainant’s interview account to us, the postman’s
statement, the purported details of the original complaint (which was not available), and the
documents submitted to close the complaint. There appears to have been condoning of informal
redressal on the part of Pakistan Post which needs to be noted, even though the complainant stated
that she was satisfied with the outcome.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Bibi Bai is a resident of Sector II D in Karachi. She is a 65 year old widow. She has five children
of whom one son is married and lives separately and one daughter is also married and lives with
her family separately. Two other sons of hers, who are unmarried, live with her; they both drive
rickshaws and earn Rs.200 – Rs.300 per day. Another daughter who is also a widow lives with
Bibi Bai in their house.
Bibi Bai used to work as a maid at other people’s houses to make a living but she is too old to
work now. Her house has an area of 30x30 ft. and consists of two rooms- one on top of the other.
The room on top has a kitchen in it and the room below has a bathroom attached to it. They get
drinking water with the help of a motor pump.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Bibi Bai found out about the BISP parliamentary phase through her neighbours but she did not
know any details about it. She went where she used to work as a maid and asked them for more
information about it. Ismail Khatri, who Bibi Bai used to work for, filled out her BISP
parliamentary phase form for her. After her PSC survey took place, Bibi Bai was found to be
ineligible for the second phase of BISP because her PMT score is 31.3.
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4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
This case is complicated due to different versions of the original complaint, which cannot be
resolved due to the non-availability of the original complaint letter. According to the complainant
when interviewed, she received one MO (the MO number, date of receipt and amount were not
recalled), and then stopped receiving her payments. The complainant says that the complaint
emerged because she was not receiving her payments while other women in her neighbourhood
were. She claims that she visited the BISP Divisional Office in Karachi on three separate
occasions to complain about non-payment, and then actually succeeded in lodging a written
complaint on the third instant in April 2010.
According to the Payment Details the complainant was a Phase I beneficiary and had three MOs
(1, 2 and 3) of Rs.3,000 each generated on the same day (20th July 2009). Payment Details show
these as having been delivered on 11th and 16th September and 7th November respectively. MO 4
of Rs.3,000 is shown as generated on 1st September 2009 and was undelivered with the attempt
date shown as 4th December 2009. MO 5, also worth Rs.3,000 was generated on 14th January 2010
and shown as delivered, but without a date log.
According to Pakistan Post complaint handling (as discussed below) the complaint was about the
non-payment of MOs 1, 2 and 3. This does not match the complainant’s verbal account that she
did receive an early MO, quite likely to be MO 1 of Rs.3,000. Pakistan Post complaint handling is
based on a statement of the concerned postman, who further claimed that the complainant insisted
that she had not received MO 1. These discrepancies in the various accounts of the original
complaint cannot be resolved due to the non-availability of the original complaint letter which
was submitted at the BISP Divisional Office in Karachi. These discrepancies, however, are
critical to understanding the case.

5. Processing of the Case
Bibi Bai’s complaint was received by the office of the Divisional Post Master General (DPMG)
Pakistan Post on 4th May 2010 and was registered on 8th May 2010. The case was forwarded along
with a letter to Divisional Superintendent (DS) Karachi West on 11 th May 2010. DS Karachi
West, M.A. Usman, was made the Enquiry Officer for this case. He was sent two reminders as
well (on 25th May 2010 and on 6th June 2010) for the speedy resolution of this case. The DSPS
Karachi West finalized and sent a report of the investigation to the Assistant Postmaster General
(FS) Metropolitan Circle On 11th June 2010 along with three MOs receipts, one payment voucher,
and statements by the complainant and the Postman (Muhammad Asif New Karachi Head Unit).
The case was closed on the basis of these statements, which are examined below. The closure of
the case was communicated onwards from Post Master General Pakistan Post Metropolitan Circle
to BISP Divisional Office Karachi on 24th June 2010.
The undated letter of the complainant states that she had received four installments of amount
Rs.3000 each and had MO receipts of all except one which was delivered in March 2010. She
further stated that she had not received any amount other than that of the four MOs and mentioned
that her one MO was returned back and not given to her. Her statement reads: “The complaint was
with wrong MO numbers, I am uneducated that’s why I had put my thumb impressions only and I
am giving this statement (read before me) without any pressure”. After her thumb impression and
her son’s (Kashif’s) signature on the statement on the end of paper another sentence is written “I
have also received my first instalment of Rs.3000 and I have no complaint”. Then again her
thumb impression and Kashif’s signature have been repeated.
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Three payment receipts of MOs, 2, 3, and 6 were attached with the statement, along with a note
that MO 5 had been delivered but its payment receipt had been misplaced. This statement and the
supporting evidence appear to have been prepared with the involvement of the postman himself.
Postman Muhammad Asif (New Karachi Head Unit) stated in his statement dated 11 th June 2010
that “I have paid all instalments. She is saying that she had not received her first instalment her
thumb impression is there on MO but she is bluntly refusing to admit thus considering her
statement and her economic position I have sympathy with her, I am, therefore, paying her
Rs.3000 from my own pocket so that the complaint is closed”. The postman has gone out of his
way to suggest that the complaint was actually about MO 1, which is one MO that was clearly
delivered, as its payment voucher is available with Pakistan Post. It is this very MO that the
complainant told us that she had originally received.
It is important to note that payment vouchers for MOs 2, 3, 5, and 6 were not produced, and in
lieu of these payment receipts for MOs 2, 3 and 6 were supposedly obtained from the
complainant, along with a statement that she had misplaced the receipt for MO 5.The fact that the
DSPS accepted the postman’s statement as well as the somewhat contrived statement from the
complainant suggests that informal redressal was condoned. The discrepancies introduced into the
complaint handling procedure were allowed to pass. For example, the letter of the DSPS closing
the case states that the original complaint was concerning the non-payment of MOs 1, 2 and 3,
and yet goes on to provide details of MOs 5 and 6 also. The fact that the enquiry deals with MO 6
is all the more puzzling, since this MO is shown in the Payment Details as having been paid on
19th May 2010, several weeks AFTER the complaint was registered at BISP and received at
Pakistan Post.
The complaint was resolved within a period of 2 months. In our interview with the complainant
she told us that she was satisfied with the handling of the complaint as she was repaid her arrears.
She was dissatisfied, however, with the fact that she had to visit the BISP Divisional Office thrice
before her complaint was actually registered.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Complaints are recorded in excel sheet on computer at the BISP Office and kept in separate
registers. Complaints at the DPMG Pakistan Post Office Karachi Metropolitan are manually
registered and are given a unique BISP Cell serial number. BISP Divisional Office was
unable to facilitate the complainant until she went there with a written complaint, for which
she needed the help of her employer. Pakistan Post acted promptly once they received the
complaint from BISP.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
The beneficiary’s actual original complaint and the final formal handling of the complaint
appear to have a number of discrepancies. Her statement which was used as the basis to close
the complaint was clearly prepared with the close involvement of the postman himself.
c. Observations at the BISP/Partner Agency Level
Complaints are entered in an excel sheet and then given a serial number at the BISP Office
Karachi. However since there is no Case Management System (CMS) many complaints
remain unaddressed and reminders are not sent to the post office. The formal complaint
handling procedure was smooth and prompt. The Enquiry Officer, however, appears to have
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condoned informal redressal and accepted the postman’s statement at face value that he
provided the complainant with money from his own pocket because of his sympathy for her.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions



The complaint was submitted at BISP Divisional Office Karachi in Bibi Bai’s case and was
sent to the concerned unit office and the DPMG’s office for redressal.
There is a complaint resolution mechanism at the Pakistan Post Office whereby the D.S. and
the A. S. look into the matter, and an enquiry is always conducted in case of a complaint of
non-delivery of money orders.

8. Recommendations





It is important that awareness be spread about BISP and its complaint registration mechanism
amongst the general public and beneficiaries specifically.
There needs to be a facility at the BISP offices for helping illiterate complainants with filing
written complaints. BISP should ensure the delivery of “Receiver Women Guidelines” (subannex C-3 of BISP Enrolment and Payment Manual) that provide required information along
with all necessary forms such as complaint form, information update form etc. in order to
facilitate the beneficiaries. These guidelines suggest that BISP tehsil office staff would
facilitate the beneficiaries to file their payment related complaints
Pakistan Post should review its implicit policy of condoning informal redressal between the
postman and the complainant, as this introduces distortions in an otherwise straightforward
system.
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P-Sindh-10
Non-payment of four money orders for Rs.12,000
Rabia Begum
Widow of Alauddin
House # 3/577, Mohalla Shah Faisal Colony, Karachi,
Tehsil and District Karachi East.
42201-4116849-8
4507286
End February 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Rabia Begum w/o Alauddin submitted a written complaint at the BISP Divisional Office Karachi
on 13th July 2010, regarding non-payment of BISP money orders. The written complaint states
that she had not received an unspecified number of BISP money orders from March 2009 to
September 2009. This complaint was sent by BISP to Postmaster General, Karachi Metropolitan
Circle, Pakistan Post, on 6th August 2010 and was received there on the same day. It was entered
in the register at this office on 16th August 2010, and forwarded to Divisional Superintendent
Postal Services (DSPS) East Karachi on 20th August 2010 for enquiry.
A report of the enquiry was received backed at PMG Karachi Metropolitan Circle on 27 th October
2010. It was reported that the beneficiary had been paid and the case was closed. This was
reported onwards to BISP on 4th November 2010.
The case was closed on the strength of a written statement received by AS Mehmoodabad on 26 th
July 2010 from the complainant that she had received her arrears in full on 18th July 2010. It is
noteworthy that complainant’s letter is dated before the complaint had even been forwarded to
Pakistan Post. The statement notes that the complainant had moved house and this might have
been the reason for non-delivery. There are a number of discrepancies in the complainant’s
statement, such as the MO dates. The enquiry officer did not probe the fact that Payment Details
showed that payments had been delivered during 2009, while AS Mehmoodabad acknowledged
that payments actually took place in July 2010. The discrepancy between Payment Details and the
actual position was not probed, despite the fact that it was pointed out in the letter from BISP to
PMG.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Rabia Begum resides in House # 3/577, Mohalla Shah Faisal Colony, Tehsil and District Karachi
East, Karachi. She is a 58 year old illiterate woman and a widow; her husband passed away 14
years ago. She has six children of which one son and two daughters are married and live
separately. Rabia now lives with two of her sons and one daughter in a rented house of 20x20 ft.
for which she pays Rs.2,000 per month.
The younger son works at a shop where he makes table calendars. He earns Rs.5,000 per month.
When asked about how she spent the BISP cash transfers she said that she received this money
when her daughters were about to get married so she spent it on the wedding.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Rabia learnt about BISP from other women in her locality. She thinks this assistance is being
given to widows on behalf of Benazir. When the Poverty Score Card survey was being conducted
in her mohalla her son had her form filled out and was given a survey slip as acknowledgement.
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Rabia Begum still does not know that she has been found ineligible for the cash transfer as her
PMT score is slightly higher than the thresh hold.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
When the postman would bring money orders for other women in the area and not for her she
began to wonder why she was not being given this money too. She mentioned this to her son and
then one day she went with him to the BISP Divisional Office Karachi to register a complaint
about non-payment of the cash transfer. This office is about 35 kms away from her home.

5. Processing of the Case
Rabia Begum registered her complaint on 13th July 2010 with the Director of BISP Divisional
Office (Karachi). On 5th Aug 2010 this complaint was forwarded for processing to the: i)
Divisional Superintendent Postal Services (DSPS) East, ii) P.A. to Director General BISP Sindh,
iii) PMG Karachi and, iv) Additional PMG Karachi. It was received at the PMG Office Karachi
on 6th August 2010 and entered in a register on 16th August 2010 by the BISP Cell, A separate file
number MCK/BISP Cell /86/10) was opened for processing this complaint. Rabia Begum’s
complaint was forwarded to the Assistant Superintendent Postal Service (ASPS) on 20th August
2010 for enquiry. The enquiry report was received on 27th October 2010 in which it was
mentioned that beneficiary was delivered her money. The written statement of the beneficiary
reported that she had received her payment of Rs.12,000 on 18th July 2010 and she had no further
complaint. Pakistan Post had informed the Director BISP Divisional Office Karachi that money
was paid to actual payees on 4th November 2010. This letter states “It is kindly intimated that the
wrongly paid BISP money orders of the following beneficiaries have been paid to actual payees”.
There are a number of obvious discrepancies in the processing of this case, both from the record
obtained, as well as from the complainant’s interview, which need to be addressed. The complaint
arose because Rabia Begum was alerted to the fact that other women in her locality were
receiving BISP cash and she was not. Her complaint at BISP does not mention the amount of
arrears or the MOs which were undelivered. The statement by her which was used to close the
case, however, notes that the arrears of Rs.12,000 related to payments pertaining to MOs 1 to 4,
which were payable in April, July, September, and May 2009 respectively. The Payment Details
show that MO 4 was actually delivered on 5th December 2009. It appears, therefore, that the
statement was drafted by someone who had referred to the Payment Details, and had incorrectly
read 5th December 2009 as 12th May 2009, rather than 5th December 2009. Payment Details
further show that it was actually MOs 5 and 6 which were undelivered. MO 7 is shown in the
Payment Details as being delivered on 14th July 2010, or one day after the complaint was lodged
at BISP. Other documents include payment vouchers for MOs 1, 2, 3, 7 and 8. All of these are
undated and without thumbprint except for MO 7 which is dated 12th July, and is thumb printed.
The date on the voucher is two days prior to the date recorded in the Payment Detail. Moreover,
the complainant’s statement records that she received all of her arrears in a lump sum on 18th July
2010.
The discrepancies between the complainant’s statement of 26th July 2010, the Assistant
Superintendent Mehmoodabad’s observation on the statement on the same date, her initial
complaint on 13th July 2010, Payment Details on the website record, were not probed in the
enquiry despite the note by BISP that the Payment Detail record shows that delivery had taken
place. The explanation used to close the case – that the cash had earlier been delivered to someone
else due to the beneficiary’s change of address – is clearly inadequate since the MO system does
not allow the postman to actually hand over cash without proof of identity.
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6. Observations
a. General Observations:
Rabia Begum has been a widow for 14 years now and lives in a house with her family paying
Rs.2,000 rent per month. Since her monthly income is very low her neighbours occasionally
provide her monetary assistance as well.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level:
Rabia Begum was found to be a beneficiary of the BISP parliamentary program. She was
satisfied with the results of her complaint. She has received all the instalments of the first
phase of the BISP cash transfer scheme.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency Level:
When this complaint was received by the BISP Divisional Office Karachi it was entered in a
register. It was then sent to Pakistan Post for processing. The postal staff carried out an
enquiry of this case. The results of this investigation have also been kept in this file along
with a written statement of the complainant where she states that her issue has been resolved.
A separate file of this case was kept in the BISP Cell at the PMG’s office.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions







Payment complaints are triggered by beneficiaries who have some reason to suspect that they
have not been paid. These complaints arise because other women in the same locality are
getting payments. This implies that there might be many cases where misappropriation
continues until finally checked by an actual complaint. Women who are not aware of their
beneficiary status may not lodge a complaint at all.
The BISP office proved to be an effective channel for transmitting complaints to Pakistan
Post, and the internet based system of recording payment generation and delivery proved to
be an important cross-check for BISP and beneficiary alike.
There is mismatch between the paper trail of a complaint enquiry and the actual position on
the ground. There is reason to suspect that complaints are being resolved informally and then
addressed through complainant statements in order to close the file. Even within the paper
trail, which is generally sound and efficient, there are sufficient discrepancies to suggest that
statements might be contrived post hoc.
Earlier, the postman delivered her money orders to some other woman even though BISP
guidelines and Pakistan Post rules and regulations stipulate that the postman should pay only
to the beneficiary in whose name the money orders have been generated.

8. Recommendations
 The fact the beneficiaries need to guess their eligibility and payment status in comparison
with their neighbours implies that individual complaints can take a long time to be triggered
and get resolved. BISP efficiency can be greatly improved through the issuance of eligibility
letters and ensuring that these have actually been delivered to the beneficiaries.
 Pakistan Post should pursue enquiries even beyond complainant statements, at least in some
cases, in order to deter misappropriation. The informal redressal of complaints provides an
immediate fix to the individual complainant but does not promote improved governance
within Pakistan Post.
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P-Sindh-11
Non- Payment of eight money orders of Rs.24,000.
Razia Begum
Mohammad Akbar Khan
House # 146, Street/Mohalla 3, Sector D, Akhtar
Colony, Karachi, Tehsil & District Karachi South
42301-0981034-0
11442379
End February 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Razia Begum widow of Muhammad Akbar Khan submitted her complaint at the BISP Divisional
Office Karachi on 30th November 2010 about non-payment of eight BISP money orders for
Rs.24,000 generated from July 2009 to July 2010. This amount was shown as delivered to her in
her “Payment Details”. The complaint was received at BISP Divisional Office Karachi on 1st
December 2010.
The complaint was sent from the BISP Divisional Office Karachi to the office of the Postmaster
General (PMG), Metropolitan Circle Karachi on 1st December 2010. It was forwarded onward to
the office of the Divisional Superintendent (DS) Postal Services East Karachi on 9 th December
2010, who further instructed the Assistant Superintendent (AS) Korangi to investigate. On 7th
January 2011 the ASPS Korangi reported back to the DSPS East Karachi with statements from
the postman that he had delivered the MO (MO 5) to the beneficiary’s address, and from the
complainant that unknown to her, her sister at the same address had taken the money and then
returned it to her after the complaint had been initiated. DSPS East Karachi wrote back to the
office of the PMG Metropolitan Circle Karachi on 7th February 2011 that the complaint was found
to be correct, the payment had been made wrongly to the complainant’s sister and the money had
been returned. The PMG Office wrote onwards to BISP Divisional Office Karachi on 7 th April
2011 that the matter had been resolved and that disciplinary action against the postman was under
process. The case was actually resolved in just over two months after filing the complaint.
The complainant informed us on 15th February 2012, that she had received the entire amount
Rs.24,000 from the postman and was satisfied with the handling of the complaint. The
investigation did not uncover payment receipts for payments which had been shown as delivered
in the Payment Details, and the closing statement of the postman, reported onwards by ASPS
Korangi mentioned only one MO (MO 5) whereas the original complaint had been concerning 8
MOs.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Razia Begum resides in House # 146, Street 3, Sector D, Akhtar Colony, District Karachi South.
She is a 40 year old illiterate widow; her husband expired 12 years ago. She has three childrentwo sons and one daughter. The eldest son is unemployed these days. Razia Begum takes loans
from relatives or acquaintances every month in order to manage her house.
She lives in a rented house in Akhtar Colony for which she pays Rs.3,000 per month. There is one
room in this house and it has an area of 50x50 ft. There is a bathroom and a kitchen built here; gas
and electricity is also available. There is a sofa set, a washing machine and a TV set in the room.
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3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Razia Begum learnt about BISP through TV commercials two years ago. She knows that this
assistance is for poor people and widows. She told us that a PPP worker in her locality had filled
her BISP parliamentary program form so that she could receive the cash transfer, and this is how
she became a Phase I beneficiary.
When asked about the PSC survey, Razia Begum said that her son provided the survey team with
all the information necessary to help them fill out her form. They then gave him a survey slip as
well. Her PMT score (above 24) shows that she will not be eligible for Phase II payments. Razia
said that she used the cash transfers she received to pay off her loans.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
When Razia Begum found out during mid-October 2010 that the postman was delivering BISP
money orders to women in her area she was alerted about the possibility that she might also be a
beneficiary. She went with her neighbour to a nearby internet café where she checked her
Payment Details online and found that by November 2010 8 MOs worth Rs.24,000 had been
generated and shown as delivered to her, even though she had not received any cash. After finding
this she went to the BISP Divisional Office Karachi on 30th November 2010, with a complaint
application, a copy of her CNIC and her Payment Details, in order to register her complaint. Her
complaint was taken on a pre-printed form but she was not provided any sort of acknowledgement
slip after having registered her complaint.

5. Processing of the Case
Razia Begum w/o Muhammad Akbar Khan (deceased) submitted her complaint at the BISP
Divisional Office Karachi on 30th November 2010 about non-payment of eight BISP money
orders for Rs.24,000 from July 2009 to July 2010. This amount was shown as delivered to her in
her Payment Details. This complaint was recorded as received by BISP Divisional Office Karachi
on 1st Dec 2010. Razia Begum’s Payment Details show that by November 2010 eight MOs (MOs
1 to 8 of Phase I) of Rs.3,000 each (total Rs.24,000) had been generated and shown as delivered
on various dates, with the last of these shown as being delivered on 17 th August 2010. Of these 8
MOs one MO (MO5) was generated on 14th January 2010 and shown as delivered, but without a
date or time log.
The complaint was sent from the BISP Divisional Office Karachi to the office of the Postmaster
General (PMG) Metropolitan Circle Karachi on 1st December 2011. It was forwarded onward to
the office of the Divisional Superintendent (DS) East Karachi on 9th December 2011, who further
instructed the Assistant Superintendent (AS) Korangi to investigate. On 7 th January 2011 the AS
Korangi reported back to the DS East Karachi with statements from the postman that he had
delivered one MO (MO 5) to the beneficiary’s address. He also learned from the complainant that
“she did not know that her sister who lives at the same address had taken the money and then
returned it after the complaint had been initiated”. DS East Karachi wrote back to the office of the
PMG Metropolitan Circle Karachi on 7th February 2011 that the complaint was found to be
correct, the payment had been made wrongly to the complainant’s sister and the money had been
returned. The PMG office wrote onwards to BISP Divisional office Karachi on 7th April 2011 that
the matter had been resolved and that disciplinary action against the postman was under process.
The case was actually resolved in just over two months of the complaint, though the final report to
BISP took more time to dispatch.
According to the complainant’s statement when interviewed by our team on 15 th February 2012,
she had received Rs.24,000 from the postman and was satisfied with the handling of the
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complaint. She did not mention anything about her sister or misappropriation within the
household, and was quite clear that the money was recovered from the postman himself. The
investigation did not uncover payment receipts for payments which had been shown as delivered
in the Payment Details, and the closing statement of the postman, reported onwards by AS
Korangi mentioned only one MO (MO 5) whereas the original complaint had been concerning 8
MOs. It may be noted that this was the one MO for which no time or date log was provided
against ‘delivered’ status in the Payment Details.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
This case appears to be one of informal redress, when the postman suspected to have
misappropriated payments had returned the cash to the beneficiary and obtained a statement
exonerating him. The entire investigation as well as the postman’s own statement makes
special mention of MO 5 only, whereas the original complaint was about all 8 MOs from 1 to
8.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Razia Begum was declared a beneficiary of the BISP parliamentary program. She was
satisfied with the results of her complaint since she received her full amount from the
postman after she registered her complaint. She has now received all the installments of the
first phase. She was not aware of the fact that after the PSC survey was conducted she is
ineligible for the BISP cash transfer any more since her PMT score was found to be above the
threshold.
c. Observations at the BISP/Partner Agency Level
When this complaint was received by the BISP Divisional Office Karachi it was filed along
with other complaints. It was then sent for processing to the PMG Karachi and the results of
his investigation, which he returned to the BISP Divisional Office, are also filed in the same
register. When the PMG Karachi received this complaint he created a separate file for this
case to be kept at the BISP Cell. Separate files are kept for every complaint over her. Three
reminders were also sent in this case.
Although the enquiry process ended with a note that the complaint had been correct, and that
disciplinary action was under process, it is likely that the complainant’s statement received by
AS Korangi would make it difficult to pursue the complaint.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions





The complainant registered her complaint at the BISP Divisional Office Karachi from where
it was sent to Pakistan Post for enquiry. A copy was also sent to PA to DG BISP, the PMG,
and the DPMG.
The DSPS sent the results of the enquiry to the PMG who in turn forwarded this to the BISP
Divisional Office requesting the case be closed as the complaint has been redressed.
Although the case was resolved to the satisfaction of the complainant in around two months,
it is likely that it was resolved through the informal redress of the complaint.
The fact that the complainant waited until 8 MOs had been misappropriated before lodging a
complaint was due mainly to the fact that she was not made aware by BISP that she was a
beneficiary and would start receiving money orders.
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Earlier, the postman delivered her money orders to some other woman even though BISP
guidelines and Pakistan Post rules and regulations stipulate that the postman should pay only
to the beneficiary in whose name the money orders have been generated.

8. Recommendations






The first BISP letter to the beneficiary should mention the amount of the first instalment that
she will receive and the month when she can expect to start receiving this amount. This will
help in reducing the chances of misappropriation of initial installments.
To create awareness among the beneficiaries, they should be informed about the amount of
money order generated in their names and the lists could be displayed at the relevant Post
Office.
Eligibility information if provided to beneficiaries may reduce the waiting time before the
lodging of non-payment complaints.
Pakistan Post may consider reviewing the implicit condoning of informal redress in the case
of payment related complaints.
In line with BISP guidelines for Pakistan Post (Sub-Annex C2 Enrolment and Payment
Process) as well as the standard procedure of Pakistan Post, a money order should be
delivered only to the beneficiary in whose name it has been generated, and, at beneficiary’s
doorsteps.
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Payment Case Study Number:
Nature of Case:
Complainant/ Beneficiary:
Wife of:
Complainant, if not beneficiary herself:

P-Sindh-12
Non-Payment of BISP Money Orders
Sanghaar
Muhammad Jafar Shoro

Address:

Goth Sawan Shoro, Dakkhana Shah Bukhari, Tehsil
& Distt Hyderabad.
41303-2218060-4
10366079
End February 2012

CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Completed

1. Summary of the Case Study
Sanghaar suspected that she had not received her BISP payment and lodged a written complaint
with the help of a postal employee on 20th June 2011. The letter was addressed to Post Master
General Northern Sindh Circle Hyderabad. The complaint letter was received at the Divisional
Post Master General’s Office in Hyderabad on 20th June 2011 and was sent to the Divisional
Superintendent Postal Services (DSPS) Hyderabad for investigation. DSPS Hyderabad assigned
the Assistant Superintendent (A.S) Hyderabad Town the task of the investigation. On 27 th
September 2011 the Assistant Superintendent reported to the Chief Post Master Hyderabad GPO
that he had met Sanghaar and the concerned postman and obtained written statements from them.
The complainant says in her statement that the postman had delivered payment for MO 11 to her
on 16th June 2011, and that she had collected payment for MOs 10 and regenerated MO 2 on 20th
June 2011 from the post office in the presence of Chief Post Master GPO Hyderabad. She further
states that she no longer has any complaint against the Post Office. The statement of the postman
Mir Khan of Bagrani Branch Post Office is identical in content and fully corroborates Sanghaar’s
statement. These two statements were used by the AS Hyderabad Town, who confirmed their
facts, in order to request the closure of the case. On 6th October 2011 the Chief Post Master
Hyderabad wrote to the Assistant Post Master General (FS) Northern Sindh Circle Hyderabad
closing the case.
There are discrepancies in dates between three sources of information. When interviewed by our
team on 24th February 2012 the complainant stated that she was satisfied with the result of the
complaint, as she had received money due to her. The formal complaint procedure took around
four months to complete. Due to discrepancies in dates in various sources of information it is not
clear if the informal redress occurred much before the formal procedure was closed.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Sanghaar w/o Muhammad Jafar Shoro lives in the small village of Sawarn Shoro near Jamshoro.
Sanghaar is a 48 year old widow who lives with her daughter and her children. Sanghaar’s
husband died about 18-20 years ago. She makes a living by cutting tree branches and selling them
making Rs.20 – Rs.30 per day. Sanghaar is, however, not included in the PSC phase of BISP
because her PMT score is above the cutoff point.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Sanghaar was a beneficiary of the BISP parliamentary phase (Phase I). Her form was filled by a
local political worker. Sanghaar was consistently receiving her BISP money orders. The PSC
survey was also conducted in her area in which she had her form filled but due to a high PMT
score she was found not to be eligible for Phase II.
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4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
Sanghaar suspected that she had not received her BISP payment and lodged a written complaint
with the help of a postal employee on 20th June 2011. The letter was addressed to Post Master
General Northern Sindh Circle Hyderabad. The complaint stated that the Branch Post Master
Bagrani Branch Office was involved in misappropriation. The complaint letter did not state how
many MOs had been misappropriated, what the total amount was, or the MO numbers. Sanghaar’s
Payment Details accessed from the internet show that MO 11 which was generated on 26 th April
2011 is recorded as having been delivered on 22nd June 2011. As shown below, we believe that
the complaint was actually about the non-delivery of this very MO.

5. Processing of the Case
The complaint letter was received at the Divisional Post Master General’s Office in Hyderabad on
20th June 2011. On the same date this complaint was sent to the Divisional Superintendent Postal
Services (DSPS) Hyderabad for investigation. According to the standard procedure of the
Pakistan Post Office investigation of complaints is completed in 15-18 days but this case took
about four months to reach completion. The DPMG sent nine reminders to the DSPS in this case.
DSPS Hyderabad assigned the Assistant Superintendent (A.S) Hyderabad Town the task of the
investigation. On 27th September 2011 the Assistant Superintendent reported to the Chief Post
Master Hyderabad GPO that he had met Sanghaar and the concerned postman and obtained
written statements from them. The complainant says in her statement that the postman had
delivered payment for MO 11 to her on 16th June 2011, and that she had collected payment for
MOs 10 and regenerated MO 2 on 20th June 2011 from the post office in the presence of Chief
Post Master GPO Hyderabad. She further states that she no longer has any complaint against the
Post Office. The statement of the postman Mir Khan of Bagrani Branch Post Office is identical in
content and fully corroborates Sanghaar’s statement. Both statements, though undated, are
verified by AS Hyderabad Town. These two statements were used by the AS Hyderabad Town,
who confirmed their facts, in order to request the closure of the case. On 6 th October 2011 the
Chief Post Master Hyderabad wrote to the Assistant Post Master General (FS) Northern Sindh
Circle Hyderabad closing the case.
There are discrepancies in dates between three sources of information. The first discrepancy is
between the original complaint and the closing statements. The original complaint letter was dated
20th June 2011, and it was confirmed in our interview at the DSPS Office in Hyderabad that it was
received on the same day. The closing statement of the complainant, the postman and the AS,
however, state that MO 11 was actually delivered on 16th June 2011, and MO 10 and re-generated
MO 2 were received by the complainant personally on 20th June 2011. Moreover, the Payment
Details of Sanghaar provide different dates from both these sources. In the Payment Details
MO11 is shown as being delivered on 22nd June 2011 and MO 10 and re-generated MO 2 as being
delivered on 5th July 2011.
When interviewed by our team on 24th February 2012 the complainant stated that she was
satisfied with the result of the complaint, as she had received money due to her. The formal
complaint procedure took around four months to complete. It is not clear how long after the
complaint the informal redress mechanism was utilized. The written statements of the
complainant suggest that the complaint was actually resolved before it arose. This is clearly not
possible. We cannot judge, therefore, if the informal redress occurred much before the formal
procedure was closed.
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6. Observations
a. General Observations
The formal procedures for recording events (date and time logs in the Payment Details, and
the complaint register in the DSPS office) provide one authentic source of information on a
case. Informal process of complaint redress, however, might use other facts in order to
expedite the closure of a case. While the system of informal redress is helpful in providing
relief to the complainant, it does leave behind discrepancies of the type noted above in the
record.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
The two statements from the beneficiary that respectively lodged and closed the complaint
were both, presumably, composed by other people. The complainant was merely interested in
getting what she believed to be her due, and not particularly concerned about the process.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency Level
Pakistan Post’s formal system for complaint handling was effective and attentive to the
complainant’s interest, and ensured that the complaint was dealt with. When the complaint
processing did not proceed for some time several reminders were sent to the concerned officer
to expedite matters.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions



The beneficiary was aware to some extent of how to get her complaint resolved.
This case shows that even the record which is thought to be authentic (Payment Details) may
be subject to some manipulation or error at the local level. The discrepancy between several
statements of the main stakeholder and the Payment Details in terms of the dates of delivery
suggest that such manipulation or error might be possible.

8. Recommendations




It is important that beneficiaries and the general public be made aware of BISP and the
complaint registration mechanism. BISP should ensure the delivery of “Receiver Women
Guidelines” (sub-annex C-3 of BISP Enrolment and Payment Manual) that provide required
information along with all necessary forms such as complaint form, information update form
etc. in order to facilitate the beneficiaries.
Pakistan Post should review the extent to which payment complaints get resolved through
informal redress, and carry out an assessment of the costs and benefits of condoning this
practice.
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Payment Case Study Number:
Nature of Case:
Complainant/ Beneficiary:
Wife of:
Complainant, if not beneficiary herself:

P-Sindh-13
Non-Payment of three MOs amounting to Rs.9,000.
Ghulam Sakina
Sain Bux Laghari

Address:

Village, Ghulam Hussain Laghari, P/O Ghulam
Hussain Laghari, Tehsil & District Hyderabad
41303-6439002-2

CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Completed

End February 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Ghulam Sakina Laghari w/o Sain Bux sent her complaint on 6th April 2010 to BISP Secretariat
Islamabad by mail, in which she claimed that she has not received any BISP MOs to date,
requesting that payments worth Rs.12,000 due to her should be paid. Payment Details on the BISP
website at the time showed that MOs 1, 2, and 3 worth a total of Rs.9,000 had been delivered and
MO 4 was generated on 14th January 2010 but was not paid.
This complaint was sent on 15th April 2010 from BISP HQ Islamabad to Pakistan Post HQ
Islamabad and from there to the office of the Postmaster General (PMG) Northern Sindh Circle
Hyderabad where it was received on 23rd April 2010. The PMG office forwarded the complaint
for enquiry to the Divisional Superintendent Postal Services (DSPS) on 26 th April 2010. A report
was received back at PMG Hyderabad from the DSPS on 2nd August 2010 stating that the matter
had been investigated by the Assistant Superintendent Post Office (ASPO) Tando Allahyar who
deposed that all MOs had been paid by the postman to the complainant. The ASPO’s report was
accompanied by a statement from the complainant dated 20th July 2010 that she had received
Rs.3,000 from the Branch Postmaster in the presence of a local councillor. The postman’s
statement also attached, dated 21st July 2010 states, however, that Rs.3,000 had earlier been
mistakenly paid to the complainant’s brother and then recovered and repaid to the complainant.
The PMG Hyderabad office communicated the closure of the case to Pakistan Post HQ Islamabad
on 17th August 2010.
The complaint was resolved in four months and 11 days from the date of filing. In her interview
with us on 22nd February 2012 the complainant stated that she had received her arrears and was
satisfied with the handling of the complaint.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Ghulam Sakina Laghari w/o Sain Bux resides in village Ghulam Hussain Laghari, post office
Ghulam Hussain Laghari, Tehsil and District Hyderabad. She is a 45 year old illiterate woman.
She has six children- three sons and three daughters. Two of the sons and one daughter are
married. Her husband does not work due to illness. Two of her sons work as labourers and earn
Rs.200 daily.
When asked about how she spends the BISP cash transfer, Sakina told us that it is spent on
purchasing household rations and other necessities.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Ghulam Sakina found out about BISP from other people in her village. She thinks this is
Benazir’s money. She told us that a PPP worker helped her with obtaining the Parliamentary
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Program cash transfer. She further said that a political worker from her area, Ali Bux, had her
PSC survey form filled out and got a survey slip in return which she took from him later. The
BISP PSC tracking system revealed, however that there was no data against Sakina’s CNIC
number, suggesting that her household may not have been surveyed, or her CNIC was not
provided in the survey.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
The postman would consistently bring money orders for other beneficiaries in her village but not
for her. Ghulam Sakina Laghari sent her complaint on 6th April 2010 to BISP Secretariat
Islamabad by mail, in which she claimed that she had not received any BISP MOs to date, and
requesting that payments worth Rs.12,000 due to her should be paid. Payment Details on the BISP
website at the time showed that MOs 1, 2, and 3 worth a total of Rs.9,000 had been delivered and
MO 4 generated on 14th January 2010 was generated but not paid.

5. Processing of the Case
Ghulam Sakina mailed her complaint to BISP Secretariat on 6th April 2010. On 17th April 2010
this complaint was forwarded by the BISP Secretariat to the Pakistan Post HQ Islamabad. It was
then forwarded for enquiry to the DPMG Hyderabad on 23rd April 2010. This complaint was
entered in the complaint register at the BISP Cell present in the DPMG Office, and a separate file
for the case (No:NS/BISP-Comp/DS-Hyd-III/DG-2010) was created. On 26th April 2010 this
complaint was forwarded by the DPMG to the DSPS Hyderabad for enquiry. Five reminders were
sent by the DPMG office for the swift resolution of this case after holding an enquiry.
On 20th May 2010 the DSPS Hyderabad sent half of the result of this case to the DPMG
Hyderabad, stating that payment vouchers for two money orders (the first and the third) had been
found- they had been given to the payee herself- and that the complete result would be submitted
soon. On 30th July 2010 the DSPS Hyderabad sent the remaining result of the second money
order, along with a covering letter and the written statement of the complainant, to the DPMG
Hyderabad. According to this statement dated 20th July 2010, the complainant wrote that a money
order (of Rs.3,000) had been received from the Branch Postmaster Buxo Leghari. The statement
of Branch Postmaster Leghari given on 21st July 2010 notes, however, that the said money order
of Rs.3,000 had been delivered to the beneficiary’s brother in front of witnesses, but due to family
differences the beneficiary had complained. But after the enquiry this amount had been retrieved
from her brother and given to Ghulam Sakina. On 17th Aug 2010 the DPMG Hyderabad sent the
results of this complaint to the Pakistan Post HQ requesting this case be closed. This process took
four months for completion.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Ghulam Sakina lives in a katcha house made of mud with an area of 120 sq. yards. There are
two rooms to the house and a katcha corridor and courtyard in front of the rooms. Electricity
is available at the house though gas is not as a result of which food is cooked on a mud stove.
There is a kitchen and a bathroom too and water is filled using a hand pump.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Ghulam Sakina was found to be a beneficiary of the BISP parliamentary program. She was
satisfied with the result of her complaint and she has received all the installments of the first
phase. She is not aware whether she was eligible for PSC phase or not.
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c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency Level
When this complaint was received by the BISP Cell at the DPMG Office from the Pakistan
Post HQ Islamabad, it was entered into the complaint register and a separate file was created
for it. Separate files are created for every complaint received at the DPMG office. In case of
delays, reminders are duly sent for swift action.
Although the complaint was finally closed using the statements of the postman and the
complainant in July 2010, these two statements appear to contradict one another. The
complainant’s statement is clear that the payment was received from the Branch Postmaster,
while the Branch Postmaster’s statement notes that the payment was recovered from the
complainant’s brother to whom it had been paid erroneously. This contradiction was not
investigated.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions






The complainant sent a complaint by mail to the BISP HQ Islamabad about non-payment of
money orders. This complaint was sent from BISP HQ to Pakistan Post HQ from where it was
forwarded to the DPMG Office Hyderabad for enquiry.
DPMG Hyderabad completed the investigation in this case and sent the results back to
Pakistan Post HQ Islamabad.
This appears to be a case of informal redress, with the postman repaying after the complaint
was filed, amounts that earlier may have been misappropriated.
The case confirms the fact that once a complaint is filed payments are recovered, even if
formal disciplinary action is not taken.
The fact that the Branch Postmaster admitted to having delivered the payment to the
beneficiary’s brother was in itself a breach of procedure which was not investigated.

8. Recommendations




Beneficiaries of the BISP Phase I should have been informed after the conclusion of the PSC
survey whether they were found to be eligible or not by sending them an eligibility or
ineligibility letter so that they know whether to expect further cash payments or not.
Pakistan Post should review its implicit condoning of informal redress between postal staff
and complainants.
In line with BISP guidelines for Pakistan Post (Sub-Annex C2 Enrolment and Payment
Process) as well as the standard procedure of Pakistan Post, a money order should be
delivered only to the beneficiary in whose name it has been generated, and, at beneficiary’s
doorsteps.
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P-Sindh-14
Non-payment of three MOs amounting to Rs.8,000.
Amriya
Muhammad Riaz
House # B-30, Mohalla Rahmanabad, Drigh Road, Cantt.
Karachi Tehsil and District Karachi East
42201-7075263-0
13452243
End March 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Amriya w/o Muhammad Riaz registered her complaint in writing at the BISP Divisional Office
Karachi on 14th Jan 2010 in which she mentioned that she had received Rs.7,000 only and
requested for remaining amount. She did not mention the remaining amount and the date when
she received Rs.7,000. There is a note on her written complaint in English that “Enquiry: Rs.3,000
not received / generated on 17/Oct/09). Amriya’s complaint was forwarded to DSPS Pakistan
Post, East Division, Karachi on 6th August, 2010 and a report was demanded within seven days.
The office of the Postmaster General, Metropolitan Circle Karachi investigated this case. In a
written statement/ letter by Amriya to GPO Karachi she had mentioned that she had received a
total of five MOs for Rs.16,000 on 14th April 2011.
After Amriya’s written statement the DPMG Metropolitan Circle Karachi had issued a letter No:
MCK/BISP Cell/86/10 dated 10th May 2011 to BISP Divisional office Karachi in which it is
mentioned that “The case stands closed at this office end”. This entire process took about eight
months.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Amriya w/o Muhammad Riaz resides in House # B-30, Mohalla Rahimabad, Drigh Road,
Karachi. She is 47 years old and has two daughters of which one is married and the other one
studied till 9th class and is now taking a course at a madrassa. Amriya’s husband is unemployed
these days and her brother-in-laws support them. She lives with her husband and daughter in one
room of the upper portion of the house. When asked about how she spends the BISP cash transfer
she said it was used to purchase household rations, clothes and furniture.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Amriya found about BISP through her husband because he was a PPP worker and he filled her
BISP parliamentary phase form. She thinks that BISP is set up to assist poor women and that it is
a PPP program. When the PSC survey took place in her area her husband had her form filled and
received a survey slip.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
Amriya told us that she had gone to her village on the death of one of her relatives when the
postman came to her house to deliver her money order and since she was not present he took that
money order back. When she found out about this from her neighbours and her sister-in-laws she
asked the postman about the money. However since she did not get any satisfactory answer from
the postman she went to the BISP Divisional Office Karachi with her husband and registered a
complaint on 14th Jan 2010 requesting that her money may be returned to her. The BISP Office is
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located about 35kms away from her house and she was not given any receipt or complaint slip
after she registered her complaint.

5. Processing of the Case
Amriya submitted her complaint at the BISP Divisional Office Karachi on 14 th Jan 2010, along
with a copy of her CNIC. This complaint was numbered GPO/D-BISP-KARACHI/786-18/122
dated 6th August, 2010 and was forwarded on the same day to the: i) DSPS East; ii) P.A. to DG
BISP Sindh; iii) PMG Karachi and; iv) APMG Karachi. The complaint was received by BISP Cell
at the PMG Office on 16th Aug 2010 and kept in a separate file (MCK/BISP Cell/86/10). On 20 th
Aug 2010 the PMG sent it to the DSPS East, Muhammad Saeed, for enquiry.
A written statement was obtained from the complainant’s husband who said that his wife had
gone to her village due to a relative’s death as a result of which the postman had returned three of
her money orders, totalling Rs.8,000 to BISP as undelivered.
The written statement was obtained on 23rd April 2011. In the statement Amriya stated that she
has received all her money orders. Her husband told us that they had now received those three
money orders that were earlier sent back as undelivered and that they no longer have any
complaint with the Pakistan Post Office.
She did not receive instalment number 2, 4 and 7 amounting to Rs.8,000 and these are being
shown as Undelivered in her Payment Detail. These 3 were later regenerated on 5 May 2011 and
they have now received this amount. No reminders were sent by the PMG to the DSPS. On 10th
May 2011 the result of this case, along with a covering letter and the written statement of the
complainant, were sent by the PMG to BISP requesting that this case be closed.

6. Observations
a. General Observations:
Amriya is a Pashto speaking woman and found it difficult to talk in or understand Urdu. Due
to this reason her husband helped translate the questions/ answers during our interview.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
She was satisfied that her complaint, which had been lodged by her and her husband, had
been resolved. There might be some internal understanding between beneficiary and the
postman because the Payment Details shows that her 4th, 2nd and 7th instalments have been
regenerated and still not delivered including her 9th instalment which is not regenerated. All
four instalments’ add up to Rs.10,000.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency Level
When this complaint was registered at the BISP Divisional Office it was kept in a file and
sent to the DSPS East for enquiry. The result of this case was sent by the Pakistan Post to the
BISP Divisional Office Karachi. When this complaint was received by the BISP Cell at the
PMG Office it was kept in its separate complaint file. Reminders are being sent by BISP
office to Pakistan Post in case of delays in processing the complaint.
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7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions


The Payment Details are not being regularly updated. Amriya’s Payment Details on the BISP
Tracking System on website still shows four money orders as undelivered to her even though
according to the complainant’s own statement she had received all the BISP money orders by
April 2011.

8. Recommendations



BISP should provide eligibility letters to all beneficiaries
Payment Details of beneficiaries need to be regularly updated in order to improve
transparency and avoid un-necessary complaints.
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Payment Case Study Number:
Nature of Case:
Complainant/ Beneficiary:
Widow of:
Complainant, if not beneficiary herself:

P-Sindh-15
Non-payment of four MOs amounting to Rs.13,000.
Shadman Raees
Raees
Azeem Hussain (Cousin)

Address:
CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Completed

House # 3979, Mehmoodabad Sector 2, Karachi.
42101-0290690-8
Survey not done
18th February 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Shadman Raees widow of Raees currently resides with her sister in the Mehmoodabad Sector 2
area of Karachi. Her husband passed away 8 years ago. She has lived with her sister in
Mehmoodabad since the beginning of 2012. Before then she resided at House LS 15 Sector 7/G-1
North Karachi. Prior to this place she was living with relatives at R40 Sector 8 North Karachi,
which is also the address on her CNIC and her BISP record.
Shadman has been a beneficiary of BISP Phase I since February 2009, but according to her she
has only received one instalment between February 2009 and May 2010 ( her third instalment)
while her Payment Details on the BISP website show four installments delivered to her from 9th
February 2009 to 1st September 2009. Upon finding this she asked her cousin, Azeem, to
complain on her behalf since she was completely unaware of the complaint registration
mechanism. Azeem registered her complaint at the BISP Divisional Office Karachi, stating that
someone else was accepting Shadman’s payments claiming to be her husband when actually she
is a widow.
The BISP Divisional Director Karachi forwarded this complaint to the DSPS West requesting him
to conduct an enquiry in this regard. As a result of this enquiry it was found that Shadman’s
nephew was receiving her payments since these MO’s were being delivered to her previous
address and after the investigation he returned these payments to her. The DSPS prepared a report
of this case and forwarded it to the PMG Karachi, reporting that the missing installments have
now been returned to the beneficiary, and, disciplinary action was being taken against the
postman, so this case may be closed. A final report was then sent by the PMG Karachi to the
BISP Divisional Director.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Shadman Raees resides in House # 3979, Mehmoodabad Sector 2 of Karachi. She is 42 years old
and has studied till Inter. She got married nine years ago and nine months after the marriage her
husband died of a brain haemorrhage. She does not have any children. She shifted to her sister’s
house in Mehmoodabad just two months ago at the beginning of 2012. Before that she lived at LS
15 Sector 7/G/-1, North Karachi. Prior to this she resided at R40 Sector 8 North Karachi, and this
is the address on her CNIC and her BISP record. She teaches children at a private school in
Mehmoodabad now earning Rs.2,000 per month. She said that she used to buy medicines and
other household items with the BISP cash transfer. She lives in her sister’s house where her
brother and his wife and two children live too.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Shadman was not fully aware about BISP; she thinks this is money given on Benazir’s behalf and
is for widows. Shadman’s BISP parliamentary phase form was filled out by an MQM worker in
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New Karachi where she used to live. Shadman has been a beneficiary of BISP Phase I since
February 2009. The PSC survey has not been conducted in her area.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
According to her Payment Details Shadman’s first Phase I MO was generated in February 2009
and delivered on 12th March 2009. Shadman says, however, that the first time that she received
BISP cash was in August 2009 when the postman brought her Rs.2,000. After this delivery when
she did not receive any further payments she became concerned and when she asked the other
women they advised her to check her payment details on the internet. When she checked these
details at an internet café at the end of April 2010, she discovered that three installments (MO 1 of
Rs.4,000, MO 2 of Rs.3,000, and MO 4 of Rs.3,000 were shown as delivered on 12th March 2009,
20th June 2009, and 25th November 2009 respectively, and MO 6 of Rs.3,000 generated on 14th
January 2010 was shown as generated. Since she had only received one MO (MO 3 on 17 August
2009), she told her cousin, Azeem, about this and he registered a complaint for her at the BISP
Divisional Office Karachi at Shireen Jinnah Colony. The complaint stated that she suspected that
someone who was pretending to be her husband was collecting the money due to her. The
complaint also included a request to BISP to change her address from her CNIC address (R40
Sector 8 North Karachi) to her address at that time (LS 15 Sector 7/G-1 North Karachi). The
written complaint dated 25th April 2010 was submitted at the BISP Karachi Divisional Office.

5. Processing of the Case
When Azeem registered Shadman’s complaint at the BISP Divisional Office on 3rd May 2010 the
Divisional Director forwarded this complaint to the Divisional Superintendent Postal Services
(DSPS) West for enquiry and sent copies of it to the i) P.A. to the DG BISP Sindh; ii) PMG
Karachi and; iii) APMG Karachi. This complaint was received by the Post Master General (PMG)
Karachi on 4th May 2010 who forwarded it to the DSPS West on 11th May 2010 ordering an
enquiry. The DSPS reported back to the PMG Karachi on 15th July 2010 that the case had been
resolved and that the beneficiary had received her payment. It was reported that the payment had
been mistakenly made to the complainant’s nephew who resided at the delivery address, and that
after this complaint was filed, he had returned the money to the complainant. The closure of the
case was then reported onwards to BISP Karachi Divisional office. Four reminders were sent by
the PMG to the DSPS for the swift resolution of this case, which took two months to solve.
When interviewed by our team Shadman said that her payments were being delivered to the
address on her CNIC where her nephew had been receiving her money orders. Because she had
once received an MO she knew that she was a beneficiary. After the complaint she promptly
recovered her money from the nephew, and was satisfied with the handling of the complaint.
Although in her complaint letter she had also requested for a change of address in her BISP record
this change had not taken place.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Shadman lives with her sister now and has been given a separate room in her house. There are
three rooms in total in this house and a lounge. The house is made of pucca bricks and gas
and electricity is available. Shadman is now worried that if her sister gets married she might
have to move out of it.
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b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Shadman has received 11 installments of the BISP parliamentary phase. She says that after
the payments for the first phase stopped in July 2011 her financial problems have increased.
Moreover due to the deteriorating law and order situation in her area the PSC survey has not
even taken place here and a lot of women have been deprived of this assistance. She further
said that her wish was to thank Benazir if she was still alive since this program has reduced
her financial problems to some extent. Shadman has moved twice over the last four years, but
her BISP record maintains her old address where her relatives still reside. Her request for a
change of address has not yet been acted upon.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency Level
There is a dedicated BISP Cell at the PMG Office where BISP related complaints are
addressed. A separate file is maintained for each complaint and if there are any delays in
investigation reminders are duly sent out. All complaints received at the BISP Divisional
Office Karachi are fed into an excel sheet and records of all cases sent to the post office for
enquiry are maintained in a file (outbox). All the results of cases conveyed to them are also
maintained in a separate file (inbox).

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions




Shadman was not aware of the complaint registration mechanism.
Shadman was not sent an eligibility letter after being found eligible for the BISP
parliamentary phase and so did not know when to expect her first payment.
The postman delivered Shadman’s payments to her nephew even though the post office rules
and regulations stipulate that only the beneficiary must receive payments. The fact that the
postman admitted to having delivered the payment to the beneficiary’s nephew was in itself a
breach of procedure which was not investigated at the time of enquiry.

8. Recommendations







BISP should provide eligibility letters to beneficiaries.
The BISP eligibility letter should mention the amount of the first instalment that the
beneficiary will receive and the month when she can expect this amount.
BISP should raise awareness about the complaint registration mechanism. BISP should ensure
the delivery of “Receiver Women Guidelines” (sub-annex C-3 of BISP Enrolment and
Payment Manual) that provide required information along with all necessary forms such as
complaint form, information update form etc. in order to facilitate the beneficiaries.
BISP should facilitate the procedure for changing addresses in its record. This may be
addressed after operationalization of CMS.
In line with BISP guidelines for Pakistan Post (Sub-Annex C2 Enrolment and Payment
Process) as well as the standard procedure of Pakistan Post, a money order should be
delivered only to the beneficiary in whose name it has been generated, and, at beneficiary’s
doorsteps.
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P-Sindh-16
Non-payment of three Money Orders (amount not
specified)
Bashiran
Ghulam Nabi
Ghulam Nabi
Village Muhammad Hashim Lakho, Post Office
Tando Ghulam Hyder, Tehsil Talhar, District Badin.
41105-8657544-6
10796957
26th February 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Bashiran w/o Ghulam Nabi lives in the small village “Muhammad Hashim Lakho” of Tehsil
Talhar with her family. She was a beneficiary of BISP Parliamentary Phase in March 2009 and as
a result of the PSC survey was declared eligible for Phase II of the program as well.
Bashiran started receiving instalment of Phase I of the program from March 2009. According to
her Payment Details ten instalments were generated by July 2011 but (according to the complaint)
she had received only seven instalments. When Ghulam Nabi, her husband, found out about this
he went to the PMG Office in Hyderabad on 1st July 2011 to submit his complaint. An enquiry
was conducted by the ASPO of DSPS Hyderabad on 2nd July 2011 at the office of Postmaster
General Northern Sindh Circle Hyderabad. The ASPO reported that he had conducted an enquiry
and the complainant admitted in her written statement to have received all instalments and also
disowned the compliant. According to Bashiran’s statement before the Enquiry Officer she had
received all her instalments and this case was subsequently closed on 29th September 2011.
However during interview with TPE team, she and her husband denied receiving these money
orders (that were the subject of this complaint), and told that she gave the statement (saying that
she received the money) simply because the money orders which they are now getting regularly
may not be stopped.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Bashiran is from Muhammad Hashim Lakho village, Post Office Tando Ghulam Haider, Taluka
Talhar, Zila Badin. She is a 42 year old illiterate woman. She has seven children- four daughters
and three sons. The eldest son is married and has a daughter as well. Her husband works as a
farmer on the land belonging to a landlord of the Chang caste. He also occasionally drives a
loading truck. He earns Rs.6,000 –Rs.7,000 per month. One of his sons works as a labourer
earning Rs.100-150 per day.
Muhammad Hashim Lakho village consists of eight houses and is named after the father of
Bashiran’s husband Ghulam Nabi. This village has only his brothers’ and relatives’ houses. They
have been settled here for the last nine years. All the houses are made of mud.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Bashiran was unaware about BISP since there was no awareness campaign in her area informing
people about it. She only knew that this was a program run by the PPP government which was
distributing Benazir’s money amongst poor people.
Bashiran’s BISP parliamentary phase form was filled by a local PPP worker, Noor-ud-Din Lakho
and according to her Payment Details she began receiving the first phase instalments from March
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2009. When she received her first money order from the postman in March 2009 she found that
she has become a beneficiary and would receive money every two-three months. The PSC survey
also took place in Bashiran’s village but she does not remember when it happened. She was found
to be eligible for Phase II of BISP as per her PMT score and has started receiving cash transfer.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
Ever since March 2009 the postman would bring money orders for Bashiran after every two-three
months. However after bringing her fourth instalment when the postman did not bring her fifth
instalment and delivered it to other women in the village, Bashiran became worried. She asked the
postman about her money but he told her that he hasn’t received it, and, that he would deliver it
when it arrived. He then brought the next three instalments to her on time but again when time
came for the ninth instalment he did not deliver Bashiran’s money order. This happened with her
tenth instalment as well and his response was the same again. Bashiran and her husband were
concerned by this.
One day Ghulam Nabi went to the post office to inquire about his wife’s money orders and the
staff told him that her money order had been sent back to the Hyderabad GPO. Some person
standing in the line at the post office told Ghulam Nabi to check his wife’s Payment Details from
the internet. So he went to an internet café in Matli and discovered that money orders for ten
instalments had been generated for Bashiran but she had received only seven of these. The next
day he went with a friend to the Hyderabad GPO to inquire about this but did not get a
satisfactory response. The staff over there told him to inquire about this at the PMG Office. He
then went to the PMG Hyderabad office and the staff there heard his complaint, registered it for
him and told him that they would get the money soon.

5. Processing of the Case
Bashiran’s husband Ghulam Nabi registered a complaint on 1st July 2011 at the PMG Hyderabad
Office along with a copy of CNIC. The next day this complaint was forwarded by the APMG to
the DSPS Hyderabad for enquiry. The DSPS then appointed his ASPS as the case in-charge and
ordered him to conduct the enquiry. The AS Karim Bux Siyal went to her village on 1 st July 2011
for enquiry and obtained Bashiran’s statement. Bashiran claims in her statement that she no
longer has any complaint with the post office as she has received all her money orders. The AS
then completed the enquiry and informed the DSPS about the results of the enquiry alongwith her
statement. The DSPS Hyderabad then prepared an enquiry report and forwarded it to the APMG
Hyderabad on 29th Sep 2011 reporting that the beneficiary no longer had any complaint and this
case should thus be closed and the APMG complied accordingly. The APMG sent four reminders
to the DSPS in the course of the investigation to expedite the process.
When we interviewed Bahsiran and her husband they told us that after they registered their
complaint the postman came over along with two other people and told them that he would give
them the missing instalments they had complained about. According to them he promised that he
would give them the money in a few days and he even took Ghulam Nabi’s thumb impression on
a paper but they were still waiting for their money.

6. Observations
a. General Observations:
The beneficiary and her husband said that they did not want to repeatedly go and complain
about non-payment as each time the visit takes a lot of time and money. They said that that
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they were getting Phase II payments regularly, and, that they were worried that if they
complained again they would stop getting these.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Bashiran was a beneficiary of BISP Phase I since March 2009 and has been declared eligible
for Phase II after the PSC survey. She has received two instalments of Rs.2,000 of the second
phase.
Bashiran has used the BISP cash transfers she has received thus far on household necessities.
According to her this financial assistance has been very helpful in improving their conditions.
The house she lives in has only one room and a small courtyard. She uses firewood to cook
food. Electricity is available here and water is filled up with the help of a hand pump. There is
only one bathroom in this village and that too is only for women; the rest of the people use the
forest.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency Level
Ghulam Nabi registered this complaint at the PMG office on 1st July 2011. It took two months
for the enquiry of this case to be completed and the APMG sent four reminders to the DSPS
in this regard.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions





Bashiran was not provided an eligibility letter by BISP after being declared a beneficiary of
either the parliamentary phase or the PSC phase of the cash transfer scheme.
The beneficiary and her husband were not aware of the complaint registration procedure and
only learnt about it upon asking around.
Pakistan Post has an established system of complaints redressal regarding unpaid money
orders. An enquiry is conducted in which the complaint is investigated and statements are
obtained from the complainant as well as the relevant postman.
During interview with us, she stated that she has not received the money although she gave
the statement to the Enquiry Officer that “she had received the money” on the assurance that
the postman will repay the amount. She does not complain about this as she is afraid that the
postman might get her future payments stopped.

8. Recommendations






BISP should provide eligibility letters to beneficiaries. BISP eligibility letter to the
beneficiary should mention the amount of the first instalment that she will receive – and the
expected month when she will receive the amount. In case the beneficiary knows when and
what she will receive, the possibility of misappropriation can be minimized.
BISP should raise awareness amongst beneficiaries about the complaint registration
mechanism. BISP should ensure the delivery of “Receiver Women Guidelines” (sub-annex C3 of BISP Enrolment and Payment Manual) that provide required information along with all
necessary forms such as complaint form, information update form etc. in order to facilitate the
beneficiaries.
BISP staff should do their own probing by contacting the beneficiary to know if she is
satisfied with the results of a complaint.
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P-Sindh-17
Non-payment of two money orders for Rs.5,000
Hasina Rind Baloch
Muhammad Mubeen Khan
Muhammad Mubeen Khan
Street/Mohalla Deh Bulri, village Rahim Bux Rind,
Post Office Bulri Shah Kareem, Tando Muhammad
Khan.
41308-0475165-0
10063494
28th February 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Hasina Rind Baloch w/o Muhammad Mubeen Khan Rind submitted a complaint about nonpayment of two BISP money orders by mail on 21st September 2011to the Pakistan Post HQ
Islamabad, General Post Office (GPO) Karachi and Deputy Post Master General (DPMG)
Hyderabad .She wrote in this complaint that she did not receive her ninth and tenth money ordersdated December 2010 to February 2011 and amounting to Rs.5,000 even though they are
appearing as delivered to her in her Payment Details on BISP website.
The enquiry of this case began with the complaint sent to the DPMG Hyderabad, who forwarded
it to the DSPS Hyderabad. This case was resolved by an enquiry where statements were obtained
from the relevant postal staff and the complainant. A written statement was signed by the
complainant; he wrote that his wife had received all her money orders and the complaint was
based on a misunderstanding. The DSPS then sent his report along with a covering letter and the
complainant’s written statement to the DPMG requesting that this case may be closed. This entire
process took 27 days to reach completion and she received her money orders.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Hasina Rind w/o Muhammad Mubeen Khan Rind resides in village Raheem Bux Rind, Post
Office Bulri Shah Kareem, Tehsil Tando Muhammad Khan. She is a 43 years old illiterate
woman. She has eight children: five daughters and three sons. Two of the daughters and one son
are married.
The married son lives separately. Hasina’s husband works as a rickshaw driver earning Rs.200 per
day and approximately Rs.6,000 per month. When asked how she usually spends the BISP cash
transfer, Hasina said that it is mostly used to purchase household rations.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Hasina found out about BISP nearly two and a half years ago through TV commercials. She
thinks this is Benazir’s money which is being distributed amongst the poor. She said that they
have been supporters of PPP for very long now and that MNA Naveed Qamar helped them obtain
the cash transfers of the parliamentary program.
When asked about the PSC survey Hasina told us that when the survey took place in her area her
husband filled out her form. He provided them with her CNIC and other requisite information.
They gave him a survey slip as acknowledgment at the conclusion of this process.
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4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
When the PSC survey ended the postman began delivering instalments of Rs.10,000 to some other
beneficiary women in the village but not to Hasina which worried her. She mentioned this to her
husband and he took the previous money order receipts to a nearby internet café to check his
wife’s payment details. He found out that ten money orders had been generated in his wife’s name
but she had only received eight of them. Hasina had not kept all the money order receipts so she
did not remember whether she had received all ten money orders. Her husband posted a complaint
on 21st September 2011 from the Bulri Shah Kareem Post Office to the HQ of Pakistan Post, GPO
Karachi and the DPMG, claiming that his wife had not received her ninth and tenth money order
for December 2010 to February 2011, amounting Rs.5,000.

5. Processing of the Case
This complaint was received by the DPMG on 22nd September 2011 and registered at the BISP
Cell at his office, where a separate file was created for it (No: NS/BISP-Comp/Hasina-BSK/2011)
and processing of the case began.
This complaint was then forwarded to the DSPS Hyderabad on 29th September 2011 for enquiry
and enquiry was held on 19th October 2011which was handled by Karim Bux Siyal deputy
secretary BPS-17 at the office of the PMG on 30th September 2011 the Assistant Director, Wasim
Jamal, sent a reminder to the DSPS.
On 19th October 2011 the DSPS sent his report to the DPMG along with a covering letter and a
written statement by the complainant, requesting this case be closed. The complainant has verified
in his statement that his wife has received all the money orders from BISP and that his complaint
was based on a misunderstanding. He withdrew from the complaint and requested that his case be
closed. This entire process took 27 days.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Hasina Rind Baloch lives in a 20x50 ft. house, made of mud and bricks, with her family.
There is only one room in the house and a katcha courtyard outside it. This room has two
charpoys, mattresses, dishes and utensils and a TV set with a dish connection. There is a
kitchen and a bathroom in the house as well. Gas and electricity is available in this village and
water is filled up using a hand pump.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Hasina Rind Baloch was declared a beneficiary of the BISP parliamentary phase and was also
declared eligible for the second phase after the PSC survey took place. She was satisfied with
the result of her complaint as she has received all the instalments of the parliamentary phase
of the program and is now receiving instalments of the PSC phase.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency Level
When payment related complaints are received at the DPMG Hyderabad they are first entered
into the complaints register at the BISP Cell in the DPMG Office. A separate file is created
for them along with a file number and then processing begins. Reminders are sent from the
DPMG Office in case of delays during the enquiry process.
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7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions




The complainant sent this complaint by mail posted from the Bulri Shah Kareem Post Office.
BISP cells have been established at the unit offices of Pakistan Post where BISP payment
complaints can be registered.
The DSPS completed his investigation of this case within less than a month and sent his
report to the DPMG.

8. Recommendations


Post offices should be provided with a standardized procedure to handle payment complaints
so that complaints based on misinformation can be reduced and time and money of all parties
involved can be saved.
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Payment Case Study Number:
Nature of Case:

P-Sindh-18
Non-payment of four money orders for Rs.8,000

Complainant/ Beneficiary:
Wife of:
Complainant, if not beneficiary herself:

Naseema
Muhammad Qasim
Muhammad Hanif (brother-in-law)

Address:

Village Gul Muhammad Soomro, Tehsil & District
Badin.
41101-0741047-2
09297563
End March 2012

CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Completed

1. Summary of the Case Study
Naseema w/o Muhammad Qasim submitted her complaint by mail to the Office of the Director
General Pakistan Post, Islamabad on 24th September 2011 about non-payment of four money
orders amounting to Rs.8,000. Naseema mentioned about not receiving her money orders to her
husband, and later her brother-in-law, Muhammad Hanif, checked her payment details at an
internet café in Badin which showed that four money orders have been generated on 27th February
2011 and delivered to her on 7th June 2011 but she had not received these. When Muhammad
Hanif inquired about this at the Badin Post Office he was told that Naseema’s form (‘form’ in this
context means payment voucher/ money order) had been misplaced; another employee there said
that he has seen her ‘form’. When Hanif went to this post office again he was told that Naseema’s
money orders have not arrived yet. Then someone told him about the procedure to register a
complaint and he wrote a letter to the DG Pakistan Post Islamabad with the details of the
complaint.
The complaint letter was forward on 27th September 2011 to the DPMG Hyderabad who initiated
an enquiry through the Divisional Superintendent Postal Services (DSPS). The DSPS further
instructed the Assistant Superintendent Post Office (ASPO) Badin to conduct the investigation,
which on 21st October reverted back stating that the case should be finalized/ closed as the
complainant has provided a statement that her money has been delivered and she has withdrawn
her complaint. The entire process was completed within one month, and on 25th October 2011 the
matter was reported back to DG Pakistan Post Islamabad as having been closed.
The complainant when interviewed indicated her satisfaction with the results of the complaint and
confirmed that she had received her arrears.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Naseema lives in a small village in Badin district. She is a 30 years old woman with three children
who are very young. The eldest child is learning the Quran while the others are still too young.
Her husband, Muhammad Qasim, is a soldier in the Pakistan Army and visits home once a year
on vacation. Naseema mostly lives with her parents. Her house has an area of 20x20 sq. ft. and
consists of one small room where she lives with her children.
There is a katcha kitchen in the house with some dishes and utensils and a small water cooler to
store drinking water. Drinking water is filled using a hand pump and there is a small bathroom
made of mud and bricks in the house.
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3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Naseema was included as a beneficiary in BISP as a result of the PSC survey. This survey took
place nearly eight-nine months ago in her area and at the time she had no idea what the purpose of
this survey was. A few months ago when she saw other beneficiaries in the village receiving their
money orders she realized that she had filled out the same survey form as them and so she was
entitled to this money as well.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
When other women in her village began receiving the BISP money orders and Naseema didn’t
she told her husband about BISP and he asked his elder brother, Muhammad Hanif, to get some
information about it. When Hanif checked Naseema’s payment details at an internet café in Badin
he discovered that four money orders had been generated on 27th February 2011 and were being
shown as delivered to her on 7th June 2011 though she had not received these. When he asked
about the money orders at the Badin Post Office they told him that Naseema’s form’ had been
misplaced(‘form ’in the present context means payment voucher/ money order), while another
postal staff member told him he had seen the form himself at the office. When Hanif checked
again at the post office he was told that her money orders had not arrived till then. Then someone
told him about the complaint registration procedure.
Hanif then sent a letter dated 24th September 2011 on Naseema’s behalf to the Director General
Pakistan Post in Islamabad stating that 4 MOs worth Rs.8,000 had been generated, shown as
delivered, but were not actually received by the beneficiary.

5. Processing of the Case
The DG Pakistan Post HQ sent this complaint to the DPMG Hyderabad on 27th September 2011
for processing and necessary action. The complaint was received on the same day by the BISP
Cell at the DPMG and was forwarded to the DSPS, Karim Bux Siyal, for further investigation on
29th September 2011. DSPS Karim Bux Siyal was appointed as the investigation officer for this
case and he sent two reminders to the ASPO (Assistant Superintendent Post Office) Badin to
expedite the enquiry. He finalized his report on 21st October 2011 in which he wrote that the
beneficiary had been provided with her four money orders- amounting to Rs.8,000andshe has
given a sworn statement to this effect. He further said that since there was no longer any
complaint on the beneficiary’s behalf this case should be considered closed. This report was
forwarded to the DG Pakistan Post Islamabad on 25th October 2011.
When interviewed on 27th January 2012 the complainant stated that she was fully satisfied as she
had received her cash from the postman. She was not satisfied, however, with the attitude and
behaviour of the postal staff.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Each complaint is first given a serial number and then it is filed in a complaint register.
Naseema did receive the four missing money orders but she maintains that she has not
received any further instalment from BISP after that although the Payment Details show that
four more money orders have been generated of which two have been shown as delivered to
her.
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b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Naseema did not know much about BISP. Since she belongs to a conservative family her
brother-in-law was the one who dealt with this complaint when it arose. He went and
registered the complaint on her behalf.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency Level
There is a standard procedure for complaint redressal at the Pakistan Post Office which is
based on cross questioning the concerned postman/official and the concerned beneficiary.
According to this procedure investigation is supposed to conclude in 15 to 20 days but some
cases take considerably longer while others are given a high priority.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions



The complainant registered the complaint with the Pakistan Post Office HQ Islamabad and
after proper investigation through an enquiry officer the case was concluded within a month.
Many cases have been addressed as a result of the complaint redressal mechanism.

8. Recommendations


Beneficiaries should be made aware of the complaint registration mechanism so that they
know exactly where to go when they have a complaint. This will save them time and money.
BISP should ensure the delivery of “Receiver Women Guidelines” (sub-annex C-3 of BISP
Enrolment and Payment Manual) that provide required information along with all necessary
forms such as complaint form, information update form etc. in order to facilitate the
beneficiaries.
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P-Sindh-19
Non-payment of five money orders amounting to
Rs.10,000
Raeesan Qureshi
Abdul Gaffar Qureshi
Abdul Gaffar Qureshi
Village Odero Lal, P.O. Qureshi Dargah Sharif,
Tehsil & District Matiari.
41801-0602738-8
09555275
End March 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Raeesan Qureshi w/o Abdul Gaffar Qureshi submitted her complaint to Pakistan Post HQ
Islamabad on 28th November 2011 by a phone call. She claimed that upon checking her Payment
Details on the BISP website she found that five money orders, amounting to Rs.10,000, had been
generated on 25th April 2011 and appeared as delivered to her on 28th July 2011 but she has not
received any of these money orders.
This complaint was sent from Pakistan Post HQ Islamabad to DPMG Hyderabad. The enquiry of
this case took place and was attended by the complainant and relevant postal staff and the issue
was resolved after delivering the payment to the beneficiary. The DPMG Hyderabad sent the
results of this case, along with a covering letter and the complainant’s written statement, to the
Pakistan Post HQ requesting this case be closed. This entire process took one month to reach
completion.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Raeesan Qureshi w/o Zulfikar Qureshi resides in Village Odero Lal, Post Office Qureshi Dargah
Sharif, Tehsil and District Matiari. She is a 31 years old woman who has studied till the primary
level. She has four children- two sons and two daughters. The elder son is studying in class one.
Her husband sells samosas and pakoras and earns about Rs.500 per day.
Raeesan lives with her family in a 50x50 sq. ft. house which is pucca. There is only one room in
the house with a pucca courtyard and corridor in front of it. There is also a kitchen and a
bathroom in the house. When asked about how she spends the BISP cash transfer, Raeesan told us
that the same month that she received the cash transfer she also got an electricity bill of Rs.10,000
so the money was spent in paying that bill.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Raeesan Qureshi found out about BISP through the survey team. She thinks this is Benazir’s
money. She told us that the survey took place almost a year ago. She had her form filled out
herself when the survey team came to her area. She showed the survey team her husband’s and
her CNIC and gave them the necessary information about her house. At the end of the survey they
gave her a survey slip as acknowledgment and told her that the postman would bring her money
to her.
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4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
When the postman began delivering Rs.10,000 instalments of BISP to other beneficiaries in her
area, Raeesan began to wonder why she did not get this instalment. Then one day her husband
went to a local internet café to check his wife’s payment details on the BISP website. He found
out here that five money orders (for Rs.10,000) had been generated in his wife’s name and shown
as delivered to her on 7th July 2011, but she had not received this instalment.
After finding this out Zulfikar obtained the Pakistan Post Office Islamabad’s phone number from
a friend of his. He called them and explained the details of his case. He further provided them
with Raeesan and his CNIC numbers, name and address.

5. Processing of the Case
The complainant registered his complaint with the BISP Complaint Cell at the Pakistan Post HQ
Islamabad on 28th November 2011. On 2nd December 2011 the DG Pakistan Post HQ forwarded
this complaint to the DPMG Hyderabad. At the BISP Cell in the DPMG Office this complaint
was filed separately in the complaint register (NS/BISP-Comp/DG –Oderolal/2011). On 8th
December 2011 the DPMG sent this case for enquiry to the DSPS. On 20th December 2011 the
Assistant Director of the DPMG sent a reminder to the DSPS. On 30 th December 2011 the DSPS
completed his report and sent it to the DPMG along with a covering letter and a written statement
by the complainant.
The beneficiary had declared in her statement that her husband Abdul Gaffar Qureshi had
registered a complaint about non-payment of the cash transfer to her but after the enquiry it was
found that the post office staff had given this cash transfer to her mother-in-law. The beneficiary
Raeesan Qureshi told that her mother-in-law had shown her (Raeesan’s) original CNIC to the
postman. She further said that she had received the money now from her mother-in-law in
presence of the postman and she no longer had any complaint with the post office.
In the covering letter regarding Raeesan Qureshi’s complaint the DSPS wrote that according to
the concerned postman he had provided the cash transfer to a completely veiled woman who
showed the beneficiary’s (Raeesan’s) original CNIC. The postman had accepted the veiled
woman as Raeesan the real beneficiary. The DPMG forwarded this entire enquiry report with the
covering letter and complainant’s written statement to the DG Pakistan Post HQ Islamabad on 3 rd
January 2012 requesting this case be considered closed.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Raeesan’s mother-in-law and father-in-law live with her too. Gas and electricity is available
in this house and water is pumped into a tank through a machine. There is some basic
furniture, dishes and other household items in the room.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Raeesan has been declared eligible for the PSC phase of BISP after the completion of the
survey. She was satisfied with the result of her complaint. She gets her money orders at home
through the postman.
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c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency Level
When this complaint was received by the BISP Cell at the DPMG Office from the Pakistan
Post HQ Islamabad, it was entered into the complaint register and a separate file was created
for it. Separate files are created for every complaint received at the DPMG office. In case of
delays, reminders are duly sent for swift action. After the investigation by the DSPS his
covering letter and the complainant’s written statement was also included in this case file.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions




The complainant registered the complaint at the Pakistan Post HQ through a phone call. The
complaint was forwarded to the DPMG Hyderabad for investigation and redressal.
The results of this case were forwarded by the DPMG Hyderabad to the DG Pakistan Post
Office Islamabad.
Though formal mechanism was used to investigate the case, yet there were behind the scene
informal actions which solved the case. Earlier the money orders were delivered to Raeesan’s
mother-in-law. During the time between filing of the complaint and its enquiry, the postal
staff acted as negotiators between Raeesan and her mother-in-law or the postman was present
during handing over of Rs.10,000 from mother-in-law to her daughter-in-law Raeesan (the
actual beneficiary).

8. Recommendations






BISP should provide eligibility letters to beneficiaries.
Beneficiaries should be made aware of the different mechanisms by which they can register
their complaints. BISP should ensure the delivery of “Receiver Women Guidelines” (subannex C-3 of BISP Enrolment and Payment Manual) that provide required information along
with all necessary forms such as complaint form, information update form etc. in order to
facilitate the beneficiaries.
In accordance with its established rules, Pakistan Post should deliver the cash transfer MOs
only to the beneficiary (or in places like KPK/FATA/Balochistan where there are social
restrictions – to her husband).
In line with BISP guidelines for Pakistan Post (Sub-Annex C2 Enrolment and Payment
Process) as well as the standard procedure of Pakistan Post, a money order should be
delivered only to the beneficiary in whose name it has been generated, and, at beneficiary’s
doorsteps.
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P-Sindh-20
Non-payment of one MO of Rs.2,000 by Pakistan
Post
Rasti
Manzoor Ali Jatoi
Abdul Hameed (uncle)
Village Haji Khan Jatoi, P.O. Jhoke Sharif, Tehsil
Mirpur Bathoro, District Thatta.
41602-0592211-6
10062887
End February 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Rasti was declared a beneficiary of Phase-II but had been estranged from her husband and moved
out before the first MOs were actually delivered. She learnt that some BISP cash which was
meant for her had been received at her husband’s home, and upon enquiring at the local Post
Office at Jhoke Sharif (District Thatta) her uncle Abdul Hameed learnt that Rasti’s estranged
husband’s brother had signed as a witness on the payment voucher for an MO. Suspecting that
Rasti’s payment/s had been misappropriated, Abdul Hameed send a letter of complaint by mail to
BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad, which was received there in August 2011. According to the
Payment Details 5 MOs totalling Rs.10,000, and including the MO whose payment voucher was
given to Abdul Hameed by the Jhoke Sharif Post Office, were delivered on 16th July 2011. The
complaint letter does not mention the number of MOs or the total amount that was suspect of
being misappropriated, as the complainant was not aware of her Payment Details.
BISP Divisional Director sent this complaint to the PMG Hyderabad to conduct an enquiry in this
regard. The postal staff carried out an investigation and submitted a written statement by Rasti to
the APMG. In this written statement Rasti wrote that the money had been delivered to her now
(end December 2011) and she no longer had any complaint with the post office. This report was
then forwarded to the BISP Divisional Director Hyderabad. The complaint was formally resolved
in two months, though in her interview to us on 27th February 2012 the complainant stated that
she was yet to receive her arrears.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Rasti w/o Manzoor Ali Jatoi resides in Village Haji Khan Jatoi, Post Office Jhoke Sharif, Tehsil
Mirpur Bathoro, Zila Thatta. She is a 27 years old illiterate woman. Rasti and her husband, who
are also cousins, have been separated for almost ten months now. The reason for their separation
is a quarrel over family lands. She has two sons; after the separation one of them lives with her
and one lives with her husband. Rasti used to live in her husband’s village after marriage in Lal
Khan Jatoi village, Tehsil Bulri Shah Kareem, Zillah Tando Muhammad Khan. After their
separation she moved back to her village.
Rasti’s father has passed away so her brother and (paternal) uncle provide for her and look after
her. She lives with her mother, two brothers, one of the brother’s wife, an uncle and his son. Her
brother and uncle both work as labourers and earn Rs.400 – Rs.450 per day combined. Rasti also
does some stitching earning about Rs.500 per month. The house she lives is made of mud and has
only one room. There is a courtyard outside the room as well. The house has an area of 80 sq.
yards. Electricity is available here but no gas, and they have to walk 1 km to fetch water.
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3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Rasti was largely unaware about BISP as there was no awareness campaign in her village where
she could’ve learnt about it. She only knew that it was the PPP and Benazir’s program. The PSC
survey took place a year ago when she was living with her husband at the Lal Khan Jatoi village.
She was declared eligible after the survey took place but she did not receive an eligibility letter
from BISP. According to the Payment Details, Phase-II installments were generated for Rasti
from April 2011 onwards and she began receiving these from July 2011.Payment Details suggest
that Rasti was delivered 5 MOs worth a total of Rs.10,000 on 16th July 2011.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
The PSC survey took place about a year ago (in around February 2011) when Rasti used to live
with her husband in Lal Khan Jatoi village. A month or two after the survey she separated from
her husband on a quarrel over family land. She moved in with her parents but left behind her
precious belongings along with her CNIC at her husband’s house. Her in-laws refused to return
her CNIC and these belongings to her. In the meanwhile she was declared eligible for the BISP
cash transfer and when the postman came to deliver her money order, her brother-in-law got his
sister to wear a burqa and collect the money order pretending to be Rasti by showing the postman
Rasti’s CNIC. According to Rasti her son who had stayed back with his father told her about this.
Rasti’s Payment Details accessed from the BISP website indicate that 5 MOs worth a total of
Rs.10,000 were delivered on 16th July 2011. Another two MOs were delivered on 5th October
2011 (MO 6) and 8th December 2011 (MO 7). The complaint letter does not provide details of the
number of MOs or the amount that was alleged to have been misappropriated. Moreover, the
complaint is primarily about a private individual (Rasti’s brother-in-law Gulab Ali) as being
responsible for the misappropriation. Since the complaint was received in August 2011 it is likely
that it refers to one or more of the MOs shown in the Payment Details as being delivered on 16 th
July 2011. When Rasti’s uncle approached the local Post Office about possible misappropriation,
he was provided the payment voucher for one of the payments (MO 1) which he then used as the
basis for the complaint and attached with the complaint letter.
When Rasti’s uncle found out about this he went to the post office and asked for a copy of the
money order/payment voucher. On it was the brother-in-law’s signature where the witness was
supposed to sign, which confirmed this story. Rasti’s uncle, Abdul Hameed, then lodged a
complaint by mail to the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad and mailed another copy to the PMG
Hyderabad. The complaint letter is undated, but was processed at the BISP Divisional Office
Hyderabad on 16th August 2011.

5. Processing of the Case
It is not confirmed when this complaint was received by the BISP Divisional Office but a copy
was forwarded to the PMG Hyderabad on 16th August 2011 for enquiry of this case. This letter
was received by the PMG on 17th August 2011 and was then forwarded to the APMG who
forwarded it to the Assistant Director (AD) BISP Cell and the next day he further forwarded it to
the DSPS Hyderabad to conduct an enquiry. The DSPS then sent a letter to the ASPS Badin to
conduct an enquiry.
The ASPS went and obtained a written statement from Rasti where she states that a false
complaint had been initiated in her name and that had nothing to do with this complaint. This
report was then sent along with Rasti’s statement by the ASPS Badin to the DSPS Hyderabad who
prepared a final report and forwarded it to the AD BISP Cell on 11th October 2011 which was
received by him the next day. The AD forwarded this report to the APMG who forwarded it to the
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BISP Divisional Director on 14th October 2011. During the enquiry of this case the AD sent three
reminders to the DSPS.
When interviewed on 27th February, Rasti told us that she had not received her arrears, and was
not able to indicate the total amount of arrears. It is not clear if she had checked her Payment
Details on the internet. She was not satisfied with the result of her complaint, though she was
satisfied that the complaint letter had triggered an enquiry.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
When we met with Rasti and her uncle, Abdul Hameed, they told us that she had received six
installments of the BISP PSC Phase cash transfers but she did not receive the first instalment
which had been delivered to Gulab (her brother-in-law). Rasti told us that the postal staff
came to her for the enquiry and they told her that the money order had been delivered to
Gulab on the basis of a misunderstanding; it was not the postman’s fault and that it was their
(Rasti and Gulab’s) personal matter so she should get the money back from him herself. Rasti
told us that this was why she took back her complaint. Every time her instalment comes now
the postman calls her and informs her about it. She said she did not have any complaint with
the post office now and she would go and ask Gulab for her money order back herself.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Rasti was declared a beneficiary of BISP PSC Phase on the basis of her PMT score. She only
learnt about being a beneficiary when she heard that a money order had been delivered at her
husband’s home in her name. Rasti became estranged from her husband but was clear that she
was entitled to BISP cash, and that she should receive it. According to the complainant her
complaint remains unresolved because she did not receive her arrears. She was pleased;
however, that the complaint system was responsive enough to put pressure on her estranged
husband’s family whom she suspects of having misappropriated her cash.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency Level
Rasti’s complaint was received by the BISP Divisional Director Hyderabad and it was
forwarded to the PMG Hyderabad for enquiry. There is a BISP Cell at the PMG Office where
complaints are filed separately. There is a cell established at the Pakistan Post to handle BISP
non-payment complaints. The AD sent three reminders to the DSPS Hyderabad to expedite
this case, which took two months to reach completion.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions






There are genuine issues in the delivery of BISP cash transfers as a result of changes of
address and intra-family disputes.
The fact that Pakistan Post was able to provide the complainant with a payment voucher was
important in establishing a clearer understanding of the case.
It appears that this case involved some level of informal redressal through pressure on both
the postman as well as the private individuals alleged to have misappropriated the money
order. There remains, however, a gap between the formal statement of the complainant, her
account when interviewed, and other documentary evidence.
A problem with informal redressal is that there is no clear way of ascertaining if the
complainant did, indeed, agree to dissociate herself from the complaint, and if she was
genuinely satisfied.
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8. Recommendations






Beneficiaries should be provided eligibility letters from BISP
It is important to spread awareness amongst beneficiaries regarding BISP and the complaint
registration mechanism. BISP should ensure the delivery of “Receiver Women Guidelines”
(sub-annex C-3 of BISP Enrolment and Payment Manual) that provide required information
along with all necessary forms such as complaint form, information update form etc. in order
to facilitate the beneficiaries.
The postman should deliver to the beneficiary after ensuring that she is the right person. Post
office rules for delivering money orders to purda-observing women should be stringently
followed.
In line with BISP guidelines for Pakistan Post (Sub-Annex C2 Enrolment and Payment
Process) as well as the standard procedure of Pakistan Post, a money order should be
delivered only to the beneficiary in whose name it has been generated, and, at beneficiary’s
doorsteps.
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P-Sindh-21
Non-payment of one money order for Rs.3,000 by
Pakistan Post
Sakina
Muhammad Isa Birhmani
Village Rind near Samtani, Johi Road Kalhora Khuda
Abad Mian Yar Muhammad Kalohora P.O. Bhan
Saeedabad, Tehsil Sehwan Sharif, Jamshoro.
41506-0565015-6
9800621
End March 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Sakina w/o Muhammad Isa Birhmani used to live in the Siyar Khoro village of Dadu. She
received the first three money orders on 16th September and fourth instalment of Rs.3,000 on 6th
November 2009 from the Dadu GPO at that address. Sometime after that she had migrated from
her old village Siyar Khoro and shifted to village Rind near Samtani, P.O. Bhan Saeedabad. She
referred to the Dadu PO about her fifth money order and was informed by the staff that the money
order had been returned to BISP as “Undelivered” because when the postman came to deliver the
money order, the beneficiary was not present there.
Sakina sent her complaint by mail to the BISP HQ Islamabad on 5th April 2010. She wrote that
she did not receive her fifth money order amounting Rs.3,000. In this complaint she also
mentioned her current address and requested that her money orders should be sent to that address
in the future. This complaint was sent from the BISP HQ to the Pakistan Post HQ Islamabad from
where it was sent to the DPMG Hyderabad. Action was taken on the complaint and postal staff
was asked to investigate the matter. This money order was re-generated by BISP on 5th May 2011
and was delivered by the post office staff in the first week of June 2011 on the complainant’s new
address. After delivering the money order, the postal staff obtained a copy of the payment
voucher for the fifth delivered money order along with a written statement from the complainant.
DPMG Hyderabad then mailed these documents to the Pakistan Post HQ Islamabad requesting
that this case be closed. This entire process took more than a year but the money order was
regenerated by BISP and delivered by Pakistan Post to the complainant.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Sakina currently resides in Village Rind near Samtani, P.O. Bhan Saeedabad, Tehsil Sehwan
Sharif, District Jamshoro. She is a 37 year old illiterate woman. She has eight children - six sons
and two daughters. One of the sons is married and lives with his mother. He works as a labourer,
but not on a permanent basis; when he gets work he earns Rs.200 per day. Sakina’s husband puts
up streamers at festivals from which he earns Rs.200 per day. Sakina told us that she buys
household rations and other basic necessities with the BISP cash transfer.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Sakina learnt about BISP two and a half years ago from her neighbours; she thinks this is
Benazir’s money being distributed amongst the poor. She told us that a PPP worker in her village,
Ishaq Birhmani, helped her to obtain the BISP parliamentary phase cash transfer. When asked
about the PSC survey she said that when the survey team visited she had shifted from Dadu to
Samtani village and she filled out the form herself. She showed the survey team her husband’s
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and her CNIC and gave them other requisite information. They gave her a survey slip at the end
of the survey as acknowledgment as well.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
When Sakina shifted from the Siyar village in Dadu to Rind village near Samtani village, she
went to the Dadu GPO to get her fifth money order in the same way that she got her first four
money orders. The postal staff told her that her money had been returned undelivered to BISP
since she was not available on her address when the postman went to deliver her money order.
Sakina went with her husband to a local internet café to check her Payment Details after finding
this out. She found out here that her fifth money order amounting to Rs.3,000, was appearing as
generated. She then sent her complaint, along with a copy of her CNIC and her Payment Details,
by mail to the BISP head quarter Islamabad.

5. Processing of the Case
The complainant sent her complaint to the BISP head quarter by mail on 5th April 2010; it was
received by the DG Pakistan Post Office on 17th April 2010. It was then forwarded by the DG Pak
Post to the DPMG Hyderabad for investigation. It was entered into the complaints register in the
BISP Cell at the DPMG Office on 23rd April 2010 and a separate file was created for it (NS/BISPComp/DS-Hyd-III/DG-2010). On 26th April 2010 this complaint was forwarded to the DSPS
Hyderabad for enquiry. The DSPS was sent reminders by the AD on 20 th May 2010 and 25th May
2010.
On 15th June 2010 the DSPS sent with a covering letter, the complainant’s written statement and a
copy of the unpaid payment voucher for the fifth money order (B2111001412007766) to the
DPMG Hyderabad. The complainant wrote in her statement that she received the first four money
orders from the Dadu GPO and she had complained about not receiving the fifth money order.
She had still not received this instalment since it had been returned undelivered due to the wrong
address. She further wrote that after the complaint she received the sixth money order from Bhan
Saeedabad post office and requested that her future money orders should also be delivered there.
The DSPS attached the ASPO Dadu’s enquiry report along with his covering letter. He gave two
reasons for why the fifth money order was not delivered to the beneficiary: firstly the beneficiary
came late to the Dadu GPO to collect her money orders (unlike with her first four money orders),
and secondly since the address mentioned on her form was her former address, this money order
was sent there but returned undelivered to the BISP Cell. The enquiry report further mentioned
that the Senior Post Master Dadu GPO was instructed to send the future money orders to the Bhan
Saeedabad post office. The DPMG sent the final result of this case, on 17th August 2010, to the
DG Islamabad so that this case could be considered closed.
This complaint about non-payment of her money order was closed – because the money order had
been returned to BISP as “Undelivered” and shown as such on the Payment Detail. However, she
had not received the money till then. In May 2011, the undelivered money order was re-generated
by BISP and she received this from Pakistan Post in June 2011 more than a year after she filed her
complaint.
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6. Observations
a. General Observations:
Sakina lives with her family in a 40x40 sq. ft. house made of mud and bricks. There is one
room in the house and a corridor and courtyard as well. The roof of the room and corridor is
made of bamboo and mat. There is a mud stove in the courtyard on which food is cooked with
the help of firewood. Electricity is available here and water is filled using a hand pump.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Sakina was a beneficiary of the BISP parliamentary phase and after the PSC survey was
conducted she became eligible for the second phase as well. After registering her complaint
she had been receiving BISP money orders from the Bhan Saeedabad post office.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency Level
When this complaint was received by the DPMG it was entered in the complaint register and
a separate file was maintained for this complaint at the BISP Cell. The result sent by the
DSPS, and the unpaid BISP money orders are kept in this file. A separate file is created for
every complaint received by the DPMG and in case of delays in the enquiry the reminders are
sent to the DSPS to expedite the process.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions




The complainant sent her complaint to the BISP HQ Islamabad by mail and it was forwarded
to Pakistan Post for enquiry.
The postal staff obtained a copy of the unpaid money order from the Dadu GPO in the course
of the enquiry to present it as evidence that the money order has been returned back as
undelivered.
The DPMG finalized and sent the result of this case to the DG Pakistan Post Islamabad and
requested that the case be closed.

8. Recommendations




Currently the complaints are being filed at a number of places. BISP should create awareness
among the beneficiaries about where to file the complaint, and, where to submit/ report in
case it is not addressed within a certain period of time. BISP should ensure the delivery of
“Receiver Women Guidelines” (sub-annex C-3 of BISP Enrolment and Payment Manual) that
provide required information along with all necessary forms such as complaint form,
information update form etc. in order to facilitate the beneficiaries.
BISP should streamline the process of regeneration of “Undelivered” money orders - e.g. in
this case, the Undelivered MO of 14th Jan 2010 was re-generated on 5th May 2011 after about
16 months.
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P-Sindh-22
Non-payment of one MO for Rs.3000 by Pakistan
Post
Shakeela Begum
Nisar Ahmed
Saleem (cousin)
House # G-198, American Quarters, Latifabad,
Hyderabad.
41304-6796082-0
10365075
End February 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Shakeela Begum lives in House # G-198, American Quarters, Hyderabad and was declared a
beneficiary of BISP Phase I in July 2009. Three months after receiving the first two instalments of
Phase I when the postman didn’t bring the next instalment for her, Shakeela told her cousin
(Saleem) about this because he worked at the post office. When Saleem checked Shakeela’s
payment details at an internet café he found out that four installments generated for Shakeela were
appearing as delivered to her even though she had only received two.
Upon learning this, Saleem lodged a complaint twice - on 9th January 2010 and 16th February
2010 with the CPM at the Hyderabad GPO but no result emerged from these. Then on the third
occasion he lodged a complaint with the Assistant Director (AD) at the PMG Office Hyderabad
on 3rd March 2010. When the AD conducted an enquiry it was discovered that the postman had
mistakenly delivered Shakeela Begum’s money order to some other woman; when the enquiry
took place he retrieved that money from her and gave it to Shakeela Begum. He was subsequently
penalized as well (his pay scale was reduced for a year and letter of penalty decision was issued
on 10th April 2010). In this way this case was closed on 12th April 2010.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Shakeela Begum d/o Nisar Ahmed lives in the Latifabad Tehsil of Hyderabad District. She is 42
years old and has studied till Class 5th. She is still unmarried and lives with her parents, a sister, a
brother and his wife. Her father just retired and receives a monthly pension of Rs.4,000. Her
brother sells golaguppas at a stand, earning Rs.150 per day.
The people in her area mostly belong to the lower middle class. The house she lives in has two
rooms. Gas and electricity is available there and there is a motor to pump water as well. The
house has an area of 100 sq. yards.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Shakeela knows a little bit about BISP; she said it’s a government program introduced to assist
poor women. Shakeela’s parliamentary phase form was filled out by her neighbour, Munir, who is
a political worker. According to her payment details she began to receive BISP Phase I
installments from July 2009 and has received 11 installments thus far. She has bought dowry
material with this money. The PSC survey took place nearly a year ago in her area but she did not
fill out the PSC form because she thought it was only for women who are not already getting the
Phase I payments.
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4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
The postman brought two installments of BISP Phase I to Shakeela’s house in July 2009 which is
how she found out that she was declared a beneficiary. But after three months went by and the
postman brought money orders for other women in her area Shakeela became concerned. She
asked the postman but he said that her money had not arrived. She told her cousin about this and
asked him to find out more since he worked at the post office.
When he checked her payment details online at an internet café he found out that four money
orders appeared as delivered to her but she only received two. He then complained twice at the
CPM Hyderabad GPO- on 9th January 2010 and 16th February 2010 but it remained inconclusive.
According to Shakeela the postman came to her after the complaint had been registered and told
her to give her thumb print on a stamp paper, saying that the money would be delivered to her
after this. She followed his instructions but the postman did not bring her money after that either
and she told her cousin again. He then registered a complaint with the AD at the PMG Office
Hyderabad, writing all these details in his complaint, on 3rd March 2010.

5. Processing of the Case
Saleem submitted this complaint on 3rd March 2010 and on the next day the AD forwarded it to
the CPM at the Hyderabad GPO for enquiry. When he ordered an enquiry it was found that the
postman had delivered Shakeela’s money order to some other woman. The postman then took the
money back from that woman during the enquiry and delivered it to the actual beneficiary. The
CPM prepared a report about this and sent it to the AD to the PMG on 24 th March 2010, stating
what happened and that action will be taken against the postman.
The CPM then sent a final report to the AD on 8th April 2010 stating that the postman admitted to
his mistake and in penalty his pay scale was reduced for a year. Thus the case was eventually
closed on 12th April 2010.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The house Shakeela Begum lives in is made of pucca bricks. The people in this village have
been settled here since partition. She has another brother who does not live with the rest of the
family. The PSC survey took place a year ago in her area but she did not have her form filled
out since she thought it was only for those women not receiving the Phase I payments, and the
enumerator did not inform her otherwise either. She now knows that she could apply as well
so she is trying to get her form filled out for the PSC phase.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Shakeela said that she bought her dowry material with the cash transfers she was receiving.
But now since she hadn’t filled out the PSC form, this little assistance will also stop for her.
Her mother had eye surgery done a little while back but her eyesight deteriorated after the
operation and she can’t see at night at all. Her father worries about how he will have his
daughters married on his meagre pension which is used to run the house.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency Level
According to her payment details, Shakeela’s first three installments of BISP Phase I were all
generated on the same date but she received the second and third money orders and not the
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fourth money order. As a result her cousin, Saleem, registered a complaint twice at the
Hyderabad GPO after which the postman took her thumbprint on a stamp paper, according to
her. Saleem then registered a complaint for the third time at the PMG Office and when the
enquiry was conducted it was learnt that the postman had delivered her money to some other
woman for which he was penalized after the enquiry was completed and he returned the
money to Shakeela. It was thought that maybe the postman had embezzled this money himself
but perhaps the CPM did not dismiss him in consideration of the fact that he is a poor worker
and therefore only reduced his pay scale for a year. The enquiry of this case took 40 days to
be completed.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions







Shakeela Begum was eligible for BISP Phase I cash transfer but she did not receive an
eligibility letter from BISP and she learned about it when the postman delivered the first two
installments of Phase I to her.
Shakeela was aware of the complaint registration mechanism.
Pakistan Post has established BISP cells at district GPOs where complaint of non-payment of
BISP money orders can be registered.
According to the payment details Shakeela’s first three installments were all generated on the
same date but the postman delivered only two.
During the enquiry of this case the AD sent two reminders to the CPM Hyderabad GPO to
expedite the process.
According to her statement, the postman had earlier delivered her money orders to another
woman. After she filed the complaint he recovered from the other woman and gave the
money to Shakeela. The fact that the postman admitted to having delivered the payment to
another woman was in itself a breach of procedure which was not investigated.

8. Recommendations






In order to avoid these type of complaints BISP must take steps against postmen and start
disbursing payments through banks.
BISP should provide eligibility letters to beneficiaries and should mention the amount of the
first instalment and when the beneficiary should expect to receive it.
BISP should ensure the delivery of “Receiver Women Guidelines” (sub-annex C-3 of BISP
Enrolment and Payment Manual) that provide required information along with all necessary
forms such as complaint form, information update form etc. in order to facilitate the
beneficiaries.
In line with BISP guidelines for Pakistan Post (Sub-Annex C2 Enrolment and Payment
Process) as well as the standard procedure of Pakistan Post, a money order should be
delivered only to the beneficiary in whose name it has been generated, and, at beneficiary’s
doorsteps.
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Payment Case Study Number:
Nature of Case:

P-Sindh-23
Non-payment of one money order

Complainant/ Beneficiary:
Wife of:
Complainant, if not beneficiary herself:

Bhansi Bai
Bano Kolhi
N/A

Address:

Village Dino Kolhi, P.O. Pangrio, Tehsil Tando
Bagho, District Badin
41104-3363182-0
09064949
End March 2012

CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Completed

1. Summary of the Case Study
Bhansi Bai belongs to a very poor tenant farmer household in a region which was affected by
floods in 2010 and 2011. Currently the family resides in a 10x10 tent. Bhansi Bai lodged a written
complaint against the non-payment of a current instalment, which was received at DG Pakistan
Post Islamabad on 24th June 2010. The DG Pakistan Post Office instructed the Postmaster General
Northern Sindh Circle Hyderabad on 28th June 2010 to conduct an inquiry and report back within
a week. The PMG Hyderabad instructed the Divisional Superintendent Post Services (DSPS)
Hyderabad on 1st July 2010 to carry out an inquiry. On 16th August 2010 the DSPS reported back
to the PMG Hyderabad that several efforts had been made to obtain paid vouchers from CPM
Hyderabad GPO but these had failed. When the DSPS contacted the complainant on 2nd August
2010 she denied having made the complaint and provided a statement on judicial paper saying
that she had received a total of Rs.21,000 from BISP and did not have a complaint. The case was
closed on the basis of this statement, and a reply was sent to this effect on 30 th August 2010 from
PMG Hyderabad to the Director General’s office in Islamabad. Payment Details show that by 2nd
August 2010, 7 MOs totalling Rs.21,000 had been delivered.
In our interview with Bhansi Bai on 29th February 2012, she said that she was alerted about a
possible problem because by June 2010 she had received only two payments of Rs.2,000 each (a
total of Rs.4,000), while other women in her locality were receiving regular payments. Her
husband had checked her Payment Details at an internet café in Pangrio, and the record showed
that more payments had been made. There was a mismatch in the complainant’s recollection of
arrears and the written complaint which her husband had sent to the DG Pakistan Post. Bhansi Bai
told us that after the complaint she received another Rs.2,000 from the arrears. She was not fully
satisfied with the handling of the complaint as she thought that she had not recovered her
complete arrears.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Bhansi Bai w/o Bano Kolhi resides in the small village of Dino Kolhi, P.O. Pangrio, District
Badin. She has six children- four sons and two daughters. Three of the sons are married and live
separately while one is young and goes to school. Of the two daughters one is married and the
other is young and still lives with them. Both Bhansi Bai and her husband do farming.
Bhansi Bai’s village was a victim of the recent flood and heavy rainfalls that took place. The
water level reached 4 to 5 feet in her village as a result of which her house, along with those of
her relatives’, was swept away in the flood. They now live in 10x10 ft. tents provided by NGO’s
in the region. The flood water in her village has almost been drained so people are steadily
returning to the village. Bhansi Bai, however, still lives in a tent.
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3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Bhansi Bai was included in the BISP Phase I (parliamentary phase) as a result of which she
received 2 MOs initially, and another Rs.2,000 subsequent to her complaint. Since then her
household had been surveyed for the Scorecard, and she was declared eligible for Phase II (PSC
Phase) as well, with a PMT score of 10.86 and Form No. 09064949. By the time of our interview
in February 2012 she reported that she had been receiving regular payments for about a year.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
Bhansi Bai was aware that she was a Phase I beneficiary because she had received two MOs
totalling Rs.4,000 by June 2010. She was alerted to the possibility of a problem because other
women in her locality were receiving more regular payments. In June 2010 she asked her husband
and to inquire about her money. Her husband Bano Kolhi went to the Pakistan Post Office to
inquire about Bhansi Bai’s money but he did not get any satisfactory answer from there. He then
checked her Payment Details at an internet café in Pangrio where he found out that the record
showed that payments had been delivered to Bhansi Bai. He sent a letter to DG Pakistan Post
Islamabad which was received on 24th June 2010. The letter specifically mentioned that the
current payment had not been paid and that the local post office staff had stated that the payment
had not arrived.

5. Processing of the Case
Bhansi Bai’s complaint was received at the DG Pakistan Post Islamabad office on 24th June 2010.
It was forwarded on 28th June 2010 the same day to the DPMG, Northern Circle, Pakistan Post,
Hyderabad, and was received by him on 30th June 2010. It was forwarded for further investigation
to the DSPS Hyderabad on 1st July 2010. On 16th August 2010 the DSPS, Haji Muhammad Shafi,
submitted his report to the DPMG requesting this case be closed. He wrote in the Enquiry Report
that he assigned the CPM Hyderabad to investigate this case who tried to obtain Bhansi Bai’s
payment vouchers but he could not obtain them.
The case was closed, however, on the strength of a written statement by Bhansi Bai. On court
stamp paper in front of two witnesses, which states that she had received all her BISP money
orders totalling Rs.21,000 and that she did not lodge any complaint; any complaint lodged against
the postal staff is false and baseless since she has consistently been receiving her payments. The
final report of this case was sent to the Assistant Deputy Director General Pakistan Post
Islamabad on 30th August 2010.
The complainant when interviewed on 29th February 2012 held that she had only received two
MOs worth a total of Rs. 4,000 before lodging the complaint, and then subsequently received a
further Rs.2,000 of her arrears. She said that she was only partly satisfied with the handling of the
complaint as she had received only partial payment of arrears.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The discrepancy between the complainant’s written complaint, her subsequent sworn
statement on judicial paper, and her recollection and verbal account needs to be examined
further. While it is not possible to definitively state which statement is correct, a number of
factors in the processing of the case suggest that the mismatch might arise due to the informal
redressal of complaints when they arise, without recourse to formal disciplinary action. The
beneficiary, her husband, and other members of the family are extremely poor and are all
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illiterate. They, therefore, need to rely on intermediaries who may or may not correctly
transmit the actual complaint.
The fact that the post office was unable to furnish a formal record of paid vouchers, despite
having recorded the MOs as having been paid, and despite repeated attempts by the DSPS to
obtain the same, suggests departure from due process.
The reliance on a complainant statement on judicial paper to close the case should also alert
us to the possibility of informal redressal. Given the actual precarious conditions of Bhansi
Bai’s family it seems extraordinary that they were able to, on their own; furnish a sworn
statement on judicial paper. While in the statement which was used to close the case Bhansi
Bai is supposed to have said that she had nothing to do with the initial complaint, when
interviewed she was willing to admit that she had, indeed, filed a complaint, and did receive
partial redress.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
The beneficiary is extremely poor and illiterate. She and her family also belong to a socially
marginalized religious minority community, and have suffered the loss of assets through
natural calamity. This family is completely dependent, therefore, on other more literate and
well-connected individuals for formulating their complaint and pursuing it. Discrepancies in
their statements, therefore, should be not entirely surprising. It is clear from our interview that
a complaint was lodged, and therefore the closing statement that no complaint was ever
lodged seems to be incorrect. In similar vein, the discrepancy between the beneficiary’s
recollection of non-payment and her initial and closing statements does not necessarily mean
that her current recollection is incorrect.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency Level
The handing of the complaint by Pakistan Post was exemplary in the formal sense. The DG’s
office took prompt action and sent instructions down to the PMG, who further, promptly,
instructed the DSPS to conduct an inquiry. The DSPS’s inquiry too was prompt and in formal
terms the case was closed satisfactorily with a complainant statement indicating that she had
not filed a complaint after all. The key gap in handling, however, is the absence of Post Office
documentation, notably paid vouchers, which would have resolved the case internally without
recourse to the complainant’s statement. There is the possibility, therefore, that in this case
informal redressal was achieved.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions




The key factor in alerting the beneficiary of a possible problem was the fact that BISP is a
large-scale program. Other women in the community were receiving payments, and this
alerted the complainant in this case about a problem. The fact that her husband was able to
access Payment Details through a local internet café also strengthened her position.
To a great extent, formal Pakistan Post processes also worked well. The discrepancies in
various statements and the absence of internal documentary proof in the post office, however,
suggest that the practice of informal redressal might be widespread. While this provides
immediate, if partial relief, to the complainant, it does not serve to strengthen PP systems.
Moreover, unless a beneficiary actually complains the possible discrepancy between recorded
Payment Details and ground realities may never be discovered.
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8. Recommendations





Clearer knowledge of benefits on the part of beneficiaries will ensure that non-payment cases
are not allowed to fester.
Beneficiaries should be provided with eligibility letters by BISP
There should be stricter requirements within Pakistan Post internal processes to maintain
documents such as paid vouchers, as these forms the very foundation of the internal
monitoring system. Complainants’ statements should be used as last recourse to close a case.
BISP may want to commission an independent statistical audit of payments as a cross-check
on its reliance on individual beneficiary complaints, in order to monitor the efficiency of the
service provided by Pakistan Post
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Payment Case Study Number:
Nature of Case:

P-Sindh-24
Non-payment of one MO for Rs.4,000 by the postman

Complainant/ Beneficiary:
Widow of:
Complainant, if not beneficiary herself:
Address:

Budhi
Allah Dino

CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Completed

Village Gamanio, P.O. Tando Muhammad Khan,
Tehsil Tando Ghulam Hyder, District Tando
Muhammad Khan.
41308-8001901-2
N/A
End March 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Budhi widow of Allah Dino is an old woman who lives with her son in Gamanio Village, Tehsil
Tando Ghulam Haider, Zila Tando Muhammad Khan. Budhi was a beneficiary of BISP
Parliamentary Phase. According to her Payment Details she started receiving her installments
from April 2009.
A complaint on behalf of Budhi regarding non-payment of first money order for Rs.4,000 was
received at the PMG Office Hyderabad on 1st Jan 2010. The complaint letter is accompanied by
Budhi’s eligibility status and Payment Details taken from the internet. The copy of attached
Payment Details shows that MO1 (Rs.4,000), MO2 (Rs.3,000) and MO3 (Rs.2,000) were
delivered on 4th April 2009, 1st July 2009 and 15th September 2009 respectively. The Assistant
Director (AF) Pakistan Post Office Hyderabad instructed Divisional Superintendent Postal
Services (DSPS) Hyderabad on 6th Jan 2010 to conduct enquiry In the course of the investigation
into this complaint DSPS Hyderabad informed the Postmaster General Northern Sindh Circle
Hyderabad on 12th March 2010 that Assistant Superintendent Postal Service (ASPS) Badin SubDivision had conducted enquiry after getting statement of Budhi (the complainant) on 10th March
2010. In her statement on an affidavit of Rs.10 it was learnt that someone had registered a fake
complaint in her name and this case was closed as per the statement of the beneficiary.
In her interview with us on 8th March 2012, Budhi said that she had lodged a verbal complaint and
not a written one, and that she had received her misappropriated MO1 of Rs.4,000 after filing that
complaint. She was satisfied with the outcome, but was unhappy with the way the payments were
made. Formally, this case was resolved in around two and half months from the filing of the
complaint

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Budhi is a 64 year old, illiterate woman. She has nine children- six sons (of whom five are
married and live separately) and three daughters (of whom the two younger ones are married and
live in Badin and Tando Muhammad Khan). Budhi lives in Gamanio village with her eldest son
and his wife and children. Her younger, unmarried son also lives with them; he has become a drug
addict for some time now. Her eldest daughter who is also unmarried works as a nurse at a lady
doctor’s clinic in Tando Muhammad Khan. She lives with her younger sister and her in-laws in
Tando Muhammad Khan. She visits Budhi every other week in Gamanio village and even gives
her mother Rs.500 – Rs.600 per month for her expenditures. Budhi’s eldest son, who she lives
with, works as a hari (sharecropper) on the Nizamani’s land. He is the only one who provides for
his household and earns approximately Rs.80,000 – Rs.100,000 per annum.
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3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Budhi was unaware to a large extent about BISP since there was no awareness campaign in her
village to inform people about this program. She only knew that this was Benazir’s money being
given to poor women.
Budhi’s Parliamentary Phase form was filled out by a local political worker, Shabbir. She did not
remember when the PSC survey took place in her area but she had kept the survey slip as receipt.
According to other villagers though, the PSC survey took place around two-three months ago, or
around December 2011/January 2012. This is probably why the details of her PSC form are not
traceable yet on the BISP website. According to her Payment Details, Budhi has received 11
installments of the BISP Phase I generated from April 2009 to April 2011 and one MO of
Rs.4,000 as flood compensation on 14th October 2010.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
According to Budhi, three or four months after her BISP Parliamentary Phase form was filled, the
postman began delivering money orders to other women in the village but he did not bring any
MO for her. She then went to discuss this matter with Shabbir one day since he is the one who
had helped fill out her form. He told her that she should go to the Tando Muhammad Khan post
office to check if her money order was there. She went to this post office the next day to inquire
about her money. The staff there checked her CNIC and told her that her money orders had been
generated by BISP but were then sent back; they gave her Rs.2,000 and said that this was being
given to her on their behalf. They further made her sign a slip confirming receipt of her money
order. Budhi would go to the Tando Muhammad Khan post office, every three to four months
after this, to receive her installments. Budhi revealed in her interview on 8 th March 2012 that she
had received two payments of Rs.3,000 and Rs.2,000 directly from Tando Muhammad Khan post
office. These amounts match, respectively, with MO 2 and 3 in her attached Payment Details.
Even though she had received two payments directly from the post office, Budhi still believed that
the payment of MO1 (Rs.4,000) was still owed to her. She addressed a complaint to this effect to
Postmaster General Hyderabad which was received at the PMG Office Hyderabad on 1 st January
2010. In her written complainant she had mentioned that she had received SOME money for
which she had attached her Payment Detail and eligibility letter along with her complainant. In
her complainant she had clearly mentioned that BISP’s money of Rs.4,000 of April is lying with
the Post Office therefore an enquiry should be held so that her money may be delivered to her.
The attached Payment Details showed that all her 1st , 2nd and 3rd MOs Rs.4,000, Rs.3,000 and
Rs.2000 of period 8th October to 9th January to 9th May to 9th June were reported delivered by
Pakistan Post and her fourth MO of Rs.3,000 of period 9th July to 9th September was generated
and sent for delivery.

5. Processing of the Case
A complaint by Budhi about the non-payment of her first money order for Rs.4,000 was received
at the BISP Cell in the PMG Office Hyderabad, along with a copy of her CNIC, on 1 st January
2010. A copy of this complaint was sent for enquiry, along with a letter requesting swift action,
by the Assistant Director on 6th January 2010 to the DSPS Hyderabad. It was forwarded from
there to the ASPO’s concerned at Badin for enquiry on 24th February 2010
The AS Badin obtained the beneficiary’s statement dated 10th March 2010 in writing on the
affidavit of Rs.10 signed by government stamp vender with Budhi’s thumb impression. In her
written statement on oath before ASPS Badin Sub-division she declared that she had nothing to
do with this complaint someone else had registered that complainant in her name, and she does
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not know about this complainant She further stated in her written statement that she was regularly
receiving her BISP money orders by Postman on her doorstep and she had received all money
therefore she had no complaint against the postman. Three reminders were sent by the AD during
the course of this enquiry. The AS Badin prepared a report and forwarded it to the DSPS
Hyderabad who finalized this report and sent it to the PMG Hyderabad on 12th March 2010 in
which he reported that enquiry was conducted through ASPO’s concerned who reported that Mst.
Budhi W/O Allah Dino in her written statement given on stamp paper stated that the amount of
BISP money order has been paid to her by the postman at her doorstep. She has not made any
complainant and does not know about it therefore this case should be considered closed.
In her interview on 8th March 2012 Budhi she told us that she had received her payments for MO2
and MO3 after making a verbal complaint, and then pursued her complaint of non-payment of
MO1 which had remained outstanding. In line with her written statement, however, she told us
that she had not filed a written complaint for MO1, but only persisted with her verbal complaint at
the Tando Muhammad Khan post office. She said that she had, since making her complaint,
received Rs.4,000 relating to MO1, and was satisfied with the outcome of the case. She was not
satisfied, however, with the way the payments were eventually made. From the time the
complaint was received by Pakistan Post, this complaint took around two and half months to be
addressed.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The political worker who filled her Parliamentary Phase form continued helping her in getting
BISP money. Budhi continuously visited Post Office Tando Muhammad Khan and pressed
the postal staff and they paid her two installments there. But she registered a complainant in
writing for her misappropriated first money order of Rs.4,000. When we interviewed she told
us that she was not satisfied by the way in which she had received money. Despite this Budhi
was satisfied with the post office staff since she had now started receiving money regularly.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
According to her CNIC, Budhi is 64 years old but she looked about 75 years old. She lives
with her son whose house has two rooms and a small courtyard. This katcha house has an
area of approximately 80 sq. yards, electricity is available but not gas. Budhi a widow and is
not yet on records of BISP Phase-II, possibly due to the late completion of the PSC survey in
her area.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency Level
A complaint in Budhi’s name was received at the PMG Office Hyderabad where it was
registered at the BISP Cell present in the office. The complaint was regarding non-payment of
BISP first money order of Rs.4,000. A separate file is created for each complaint. The ASPS
Badin Sub-division got her statement on an affidavit of Rs.10.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions



A political worker has continuously supported her in getting her BISP money therefore postal
staff had paid her two payments against her verbal complaint of Rs.4,000 being her first
instalment. Budhi did not receive an eligibility letter from BISP
The Assistant Director (AD) sent three reminders to the DSPS Hyderabad for the swift
resolution of this case.
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8. Recommendations






BISP should provide eligibility letters to all beneficiaries. BISP eligibility letter to the
beneficiary should mention the amount of the first instalment that she will receive – and the
expected month when she will receive the amount. In case the beneficiary knows when and
what she will receive, the possibility of misappropriation can be minimized.
BISP should spread awareness amongst beneficiaries about the complaint registration
mechanism. BISP should ensure the delivery of “Receiver Women Guidelines” (sub-annex C3 of BISP Enrolment and Payment Manual) that provide required information along with all
necessary forms such as complaint form, information update form etc. in order to facilitate the
beneficiaries.
BISP should not rely only on the complainant’s statement for closing the case but should
instruct relevant inquiry officers to investigate the complaint properly with follow up visits.
BISP staff may test-check some cases and confirm from the complainants whether they have
recovered their misappropriated amounts.
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P-Sindh-25
Non-payment of 10 money orders for Rs.26,000 by
the postman
Maryam
Noor Muhammad Nohrio
Noor Muhammad Nohrio
Village Bachal Nohrio, P.O. Nindo Shahar, Tehsil &
District Badin.
41101-7389346-4
0673536
7th March 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Maryam is a Phase II (PSC) beneficiary. According to Maryam her husband, Noor Muhammad,
sent her complaint by mail to the Postmaster General PMG Hyderabad and DG Pakistan Post
Islamabad. This complaint stated that BISP had generated money orders for Rs.26,000 in her
name but she had not received the money. In her complainant she had not mentioned the
instalment numbers or the number of money orders, but only the total amount. This undated
complainant was received by the Postmaster General Northern Circle Hyderabad on 25th
November 2011 and was sent to the DSPS Hyderabad for further enquiry. Maryam’s Payment
Details show that 10 MOs were generated from 29th April 2009 to 1st October 2011, and 9 of these
MOs are shown to have been delivered to her, before she filed her complaint in November 2011.
The Assistant Director (AF) from the office of the Postmaster General Northern Sindh Circle
Hyderabad forwarded her complaint to DSPS Hyderabad on 28th November 2011 to conduct an
enquiry. The ASPO Thar Sub-Division Mithi district got a statement from Maryam in which she
stated that she had not lodged any complaint and said that postal staff pay her each money order at
her doorstep. The case was subsequently closed when the final report was sent to the DG Pakistan
Post Islamabad. This entire process took 34 days for completion.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Maryam w/o Noor Muhammad Nohrio resides in village Bachal Nohrio, P.O. Nindo Shahar,
Tehsil and District Badin. She is a 37 year old illiterate woman. She has four children all of whom
are sons. Her husband works as a labourer earning Rs.150 – Rs.200 per day.
Bachal Nohrio village is 14 kms away from Badin, located on the right side of the Khoski Road.
This village is comprised entirely of the Nohrio caste and the houses here are all katcha made of
mud; there are a total of approximately 20-25 houses in the village. There is only one hand pump
in the village for drinking water.
The house in which Maryam lives has an area of 100 sq. yards and has two rooms. Gas and
electricity are not available here. There is a small courtyard in the house. Maryam and her
husband have a house in the Arihar village of District Tharparkar at Mithi (official name of
district). They go there for harvesting during the monsoon season. When the farming season ends
they come back to Bachal Nohrio village.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Maryam did not know much about BISP and only thought that this was Benazir’s money being
distributed amongst the poor. According to Maryam her PSC survey form was filled out in a
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village namely Arihar in Diplo, District Tharparkar at Mithi and not at her permanent place of
residence in District Badin. They were in Tharparkar for the farming season when the survey team
visited and she was found to be eligible as per her PMT score. She has not received an eligibility
letter from BISP. According to her BISP tracking status two PSC forms were filled against
Maryam’s CNIC (4110173893464). One of the PSC forms shows Maryam’s address in District
Tharparkar at Mithi, while the other one shows her address in District Badin. It is the Tharparkar
PSC form which then appears in the Payment Details, with PMT 12.73. As far as we can tell the
complaint has no relation with the issue of dual addresses, since payments have been generated
and shown to be delivered in the Payment Details. If the dual addresses had resulted in a
discrepancy, the BISP system would not have generated payments or shown them as having been
delivered.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
According to Maryam and her husband they returned to their village of Bachal Nohrio soon after
the conclusion of the PSC survey in Tharparkar. Almost a year later when their relatives from
Tharparkar/Mithi village Arihar came to visit them they informed Maryam that other women who
had filled out the form had started receiving money. They also advised her husband to check
Maryam’s payment details at an internet café. When Noor Muhammad checked Maryam’s form at
an internet café in Badin he found that money orders for Rs.26,000 were generated in Maryam’s
name. Noor Muhammad then went to the Badin post office to get some information about this but
did not get any satisfactory response. The staff there advised him to send his complaint to
Hyderabad and Islamabad which he did, mailing it to the PMG Hyderabad and DG Pakistan Post
Islamabad where his undated complainant was received on 25th November 2011

5. Processing of the Case
Maryam’s husband had mailed his complainant to Postmaster General Hyderabad which was
received on 25th November 2011 and Director General Pakistan Post Office Islamabad which was
received on 28th November 2011. It was forwarded to the Postmaster General Southern Sindh
Circle Hyderabad on 29th November 2011. Maryam stated in her complainant that she had not
received money orders for Rs.26,000 generated by BISP. This complainant was mailed from
Badin district
Assistant Director (AF) of the PMG, Northern Sindh Circle, Hyderabad had forwarded direction
on 28th November 2011 to Divisional Superintendent Postal Service (DSPS) Hyderabad inquiry at
the earliest. The ASPS Thar Sub-Division Mithi received a written statement from Maryam. In
her undated written statement she stated that she at present is residing in village Arihar Tehsil
Diplo District Mithi and with permanent address in village Bachal Nohrio at Badin District. She
further stated that an inspector from post office came and asked her regarding the complainant
and in reply she told him that she had not registered any complainant and she was did not know
regarding any complainant filed in her name. She further stated in her statement that she had lost
her CNIC for some time but had recovered it since then. She suggests that someone might have
used her CNIC number to lodge a bogus complaint. She further stated that postal staff was
delivering all her BISP payments on a regular basis. During the processing of the complaint the
DSPS was sent a reminder by the AD on 20th December 2011 to expedite the investigation. On
27th December 2011 DSPS finalized they inquiry report after getting Maryam’s statement
recorded by ASPO District Mithi. Then the Assistant Postmaster General (FS) informed the DG
Pakistan Post Islamabad that the complaint against postal staff was false/baseless therefore the
said complaint may be closed. The APMG had faxed this report to the Assistant Deputy Director
General (MR) of Pakistan Post Islamabad on 28th December 2011.
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Maryam’s Payment Details showed that 10 MOs were generated from 29th April 2009 to 1st
October 2010. While MOs 1 to 9 would have been shown as having been delivered by the time
the complaint was lodged, MO 10 would have been shown as being generated but not delivered.
The complaint letter, however, includes all 10 MOs as having fallen due and misappropriated.
In her interview on 29th February 2012, Maryam mentioned that her payments were paid to her
brother-in-law at her temporary address of village Arihar in Tharparkar/Mithi district and that he
returned her the money soon after she lodged this complaint. She further told us that the postman
always delivers her money order on her temporary home address in Tharparkar/Mithi District and
before making the delivery the postman telephones her husband to inform him that he should
come to collect the money. She was concerned that since she was now living permanently at
Bachal Nohrio village near Nindo Shahar in Badin District her money should be delivered there.
She has not, however, made an application for change of address.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
In our interaction with the beneficiary Maryam we felt that maybe there was some mutual
understanding between her and the postman. She said that she found out after registering the
complaint that the postman was giving her installments to her brother-in-law in Tharparkar at
Mithi district in Arihar village where her family went for seasonal labour. She said that the
money was returned to her by her brother-in-law some days after complaint was made. The
postman calls her now when her money order arrives so that her husband can go and collect it
from the post office at Tharparkar Mithi district. We also observed in our interaction that
Maryam and her husband were afraid that if they said something wrong then their payments
might get halted. Twice during the interview they said “our money won’t stop, will it?”
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Maryam’s PSC survey took place approximately two years ago in Arithar village in
Tharparkar Mithi district as well as in village Bachal Nohrio at Badin District. She was
declared potential beneficiary on basis of her Mithi PSC form and non-potential beneficiary
on basis of her PSC form filled in Badin. Now she receives her money orders from the
Tharparkar post office for which her husband has to go there every two months and it costs
him more than Rs.800. Maryam wants to stay in Bachal Nohrio village and that her payments
should come to the nearby post office of Nindo Shahar in District Badin. She has not applied
for an address change for the fear that she may become ineligible.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency Level
Maryam’s complaint was sent by her husband, Noor Muhammad, by mail to PMG Hyderabad
and DG Pakistan Post Islamabad. All complaints at the PMG Office are filed separately and it
was received by the BISP Cell at the PMG Office on 25th November 2011 and forwarded to
the DSPS on the same date for enquiry. It took almost a month for the enquiry and report to
be completed. Although the Pakistan Post Enquiry Officer became aware of the dual address
issue – since the complainant had provide her Badin address in the complaint, while the
Payment Details were for the Tharparkar/Mithi address – he did not raise this matter in his
report.
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7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions





According to Maryam the postman had been delivering her money orders to her brother-inlaw in Tharparkar/Mithi, even though Maryam’s CNIC was with her in Bachal Nohrio
village.
According to Pakistan Post Office regulations if the beneficiary is not present the money
order needs to be returned undelivered to the GPO.
Maryam did not receive an eligibility letter from BISP.
Pakistan Post has established BISP cells at district GPO and unit offices, where payment
complaints can be registered.

8. Recommendations






Pakistan Post should ensure that the postman only delivers money orders after verification of
beneficiary’s CNIC. In line with BISP guidelines for Pakistan Post (Sub-Annex C2 Enrolment
and Payment Process) as well as the standard procedure of Pakistan Post, a money order
should be delivered only to the beneficiary in whose name it has been generated, and, at
beneficiary’s doorsteps.
BISP should provide eligibility letters to beneficiaries. BISP eligibility letter to the
beneficiary should mention the amount of the first instalment that she will receive – and the
expected month when she will receive the amount. In case the beneficiary knows when and
what she will receive, the possibility of misappropriation can be minimized.
Pakistan Post should inform BISP in cases where there may be discrepancies in addresses
provided, so that timely corrections can be made in the databases.
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P-Sindh-26
Non-Payment of one MO for Rs.2,000 by Pakistan
Post
Meena Begum
Muhammad Siddique
H#G3289, Mohalla
Hyderabad.
41303-5956039-2
10440322
End March 2012

Phuleli

Par,

Iqbalabad,

1. Summary of the Case Study
Meena Begum was a BISP Phase I beneficiary who, along with other women of her
neighbourhood, visited the BISP Divisional Office in Hyderabad to check their eligibility for
Phase II. During the course of that enquiry she happened to learn that her last (11 th) Phase-I
instalment of Rs.2,000 had been generated but not paid to her. According to her Payment Details
her Phase-I last payment of Rs.2,000 was generated on 26th April 2011 and shown delivered on
22nd June 2011. A complaint was registered in her name at the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad
on 28th July 2011 about the non-payment of her MO.
Meena’s complaint was sent on 28th July 2011 by the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad to the
PMG Northern Circle Hyderabad for investigation. On 6th August 2011 PMG Office Hyderabad
asked the Chief Postmaster Hyderabad GPO for investigation and this office instructed ASPO
(Town) Hyderabad to conduct enquiry on 8th August 2011. The ASPO conducted the enquiry and
got copies of the payment voucher and receipt of her last Phase I MO (MO 11). This MO was
signed by a witness namely Muhammad Hussain and shows the receipt date as 18 th June 2011.
The APSO through Town Inspector Pakistan Post Hyderabad got an undated statement from
Meena in which she declared that she had received the payment but was misguided by one
neighbouring BISP beneficiary into making a complaint, and that she has willingly withdrawn
from her complaint. The Chief Postmaster General Hyderabad GPO sent the enquiry report to the
Postmaster General Northern Sindh Circle Hyderabad on 25th August 2011 alongwith copies of
MO with Payment Portion and the statement of the complainant for disposal of the complaint and
then Assistant Postmaster General (FS) had reported to Director BISP Hyderabad and requested
for closing of the case on 8th September 2011.
In her interview with us Meena reiterated her statement to the Enquiry Officer and stated that she
did not have any complaint against the Post Office and that someone had misguided her into
lodging an incorrect complaint. She was satisfied that she was a beneficiary of BISP Phase-II cash
transfer and that she had already received her last (11th) MO of Phase-I of Rs.2,000 as against
which this complaint was filed.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Meena Begum Widow of Muhammad Siddique lives in House # G3289, Phuleli Par, Iqbalabad,
Hyderabad. Meena is a 54 old woman with one daughter and two sons. Meena’s married daughter
and son-in-law along with their six children live with her. Meena Begum’s elder son drives a
donkey-cart, earning Rs.100 – Rs.150 per day. Her younger son, who she adopted, is studying at
school in 4th Class.
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Meena Begum lives in a small 10x10 ft. room. Water is filled using a hand pump and there is one
bathroom in the house. Electricity is also available to them. Meena Begum was also declared
eligible for the PSC Phase of the BISP cash transfer scheme (Form # 10440322, PMT Score
11.0). However the BISP Divisional Office told her that she was not eligible, so she does not tell
anyone about her BISP form.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Meena Begum was included in the BISP Parliamentary Phase in 2009 and she has recently been
declared eligible for the PSC Phase as well. She has however not received any instalment of the
PSC Phase. One of her neighbours informed her of a discrepancy in her BISP form and told her to
get more information from the BISP Division Office so she went there along with other women
from her neighbourhood. The BISP Division Office staff told her that she was not eligible and
that she would not receive any money, even though her form only showed a discrepancy.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
Meena Begum went with other beneficiaries/complainants from her neighbourhood to get
information from BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad regarding her eligibility status for Phase II.
During the course of this inquiry she came to know that she had not received her last payment of
Rs.2,000 for Phase I which was shown in the Payment Details as having been delivered on 22nd
June 2011. She addressed her complaint to Director BISP Hyderabad and prayed that Postal staff
should pay back that money to her. Meena Begum in her complainant mentioned the amount and
generation date only for her last payment but according to her Payment Details 11th or last Phase1 Payment was generated on 26th April 2011 and shown as delivered on 22nd June 2011 although
she had not received this payment. She therefore registered a complaint regarding non-payment of
Phase I last instalment of Rs.2,000, on 28th July 2011.

5. Processing of the Case
This complaint (No-02/2009-BISP-HYD) was forwarded by the BISP Office on 28th July 2011 to
the Post Master General (PMG) Northern Circle Hyderabad in which she complained that she did
not receive the last instalment of Rs.2,000. The PMG Office received this complaint letter on 29th
July 2011 along with the complaints of eight other beneficiaries. The PMG Office registered this
complaint in their complaint register, giving it a computerized serial number. On 6 th August 2011
the Assistant Director (AF) PMG Northern Sindh Circle Hyderabad sent this complaint
(NS/BISP-COMP/Q-abad-2011) to the Chief Postmaster Hyderabad GPO. On 8th August 2011 the
Chief Postmaster forwarded it for further enquiry to the Assistant Superintendent Post Office
(Town) Hyderabad for enquiry to be conducted within three days. During the process of the
enquiry, Meena Begum’s payment voucher and copy of MOS of her last 11th payment Rs.2,000
was retrieved. The attached copy of the 11th MO of Rs.2,000 shows thumb impression of the
witness Muhammad Hussain who was said to be Meena’s neighbour and MO’s Payment Portion’s
stamp shows date as 18th June 2011. The ASPO (Town) Hyderabad assigned Town Inspector
Pakistan Post Hyderabad GPO as the Enquiry Officer who obtained a statement from the
complainant. Meena Begum in her undated statement on oath stated that she had received last
BISP instalment of Rs.2,000 on 18th June 2011. She further stated that she registered this
complaint on the insistence of her neighbours for which she apologized and withdrew her
complaint. BISP MO number was also written on top of the statement along with her address and
CNIC. After Town Inspector PO Hyderabad’s report ASPO (Town) Hyderabad had written a note
in his handwriting (undated) and on behalf this report the Chief Postmaster Hyderabad GPO had
forwarded a letter dated 25th August 2011 in which he wrote that the beneficiary had received her
last payment of the BISP Parliamentary Program and that this case should be considered closed.
This Report was sent by the PMG Northern Sindh Circle to Director BISP Regional Office
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Hyderabad on 8th September 2011 and stated that the complainant disclosed in her statement that
she had received the last statement of Rs.2,000 without any deduction and she made complaint
due to some misunderstanding and requested for closing the case.
She told us when interviewed on 10th March 2012 that a Postman namely Barkat came alongwith
a person (an officer) to investigate about any deduction from BISP payments.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The BISP Divisional Office has collected 09 complaints and sent the summaries to the PMG
Hyderabad for enquiry. Meena was not told clearly whether she was eligible for Phase II or
not.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Meena Begum was included in the BISP Parliamentary Phase in 2009. A young boy who was
her neighbour had her form filled out for her after which she started receiving her money
orders. She was also declared eligible for the PSC Phase of the program as per her PMT score
however there was a discrepancy on her form. According to her she had gone to the BISP
Divisional Office Hyderabad twice with her survey slip but was told both times that she was
not eligible for this phase of the program. Meena had visited BISP office to know regarding
her Phase II status where she found her eligible with discrepancies and also found that her last
Phase-I payment was not delivered to her and probably misappropriated by Postman.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency Level
When this complaint was received at the BISP Division Office it was sent to Pakistan Post for
enquiry. When the enquiry was completed the payment agency provided the results of the
enquiry to BISP Office.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions


The complainant registered her complaint at the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad in this
case upon the advice of her neighbours who told her to go to the BISP Office for complaint
regarding non-payment of her last Phase-I payment. This un-necessary complaint was filed by
her only on the insistence of her neighbours though she stated that she had already received
this payment.

8. Recommendations



The BISP Division Office must keep a record of all complaints received by them and their
progress, so that people don’t have to keep visiting the BISP Office repeatedly which wastes
their time and money
BISP should provide eligibility letters to all beneficiaries. BISP eligibility letter to the
beneficiary should mention the amount of the first instalment that she will receive – and the
expected month when she will receive the amount. In case the beneficiary knows when and
what she will receive, the possibility of misappropriation can be minimized.
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Payment Case Study Number:
Nature of Case:

P-Sindh-27
Non–Payment of money orders by postman

Complainant/ Beneficiary:
Daughter of:
Complainant, if not beneficiary herself:

Sughran
Jumo Burfat
Herself & Taj Muhammad (Leader)

Address:

Village Syed Taj Muhammad Shah, P/O Shaikh
Bhrikiyo
41308-4693993-4
10226568
End February 2012

CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Completed

1. Summary of the Case Study
Sughran lodged a complaint on 13th January 2010 which was addressed to the President of
Pakistan, the Chairperson of BISP and copied to the Post Office Latifabad Hyderabad. The text of
Sughran’s complaint, which was written jointly with four other beneficiaries, stated that Sughran
received Rs.6,000 during the year 2009 but did not give details regarding the total amount that
was generated in her name. The Superintendent (MR) office of the Director General of the
Pakistan Post in Islamabad forwarded this complaint to the Postmaster General Northern Sindh
Circle Hyderabad for enquiry on 25th February 2011, twelve months after it was filed.
On 13th April 2011 the Divisional Superintendent Postal Service (DSPS) Hyderabad reported to
the Postmaster General in Northern Sindh Circle Hyderabad that Sughran could not be contacted.
Five days later on 18th April 2011 DSPS wrote again to PMG Hyderabad that the Assistant
Superintendent of the Post Office (ASPO’s) Badin Sub-Division had managed to finalize the
inquiry. He presented a document in which Sughran in a written statement (undated) stated that
she was receiving BISP’s installments regularly and that she had not filed any complaint. As a
result the Assistant Postmaster General (FS) of PMG Office Hyderabad sent a letter on 19th April
2011 to the Director General of the Pakistan Post Office in Islamabad requesting him to close the
case. Hyderabad Post Office took about two months to solve this matter.
Sughran in her interview on the 7th February 2012 said that she had not received any MO after she
lodged the complaint, her CNIC remained with the Postman for around 18 days, and, that the
postman had taken her thumb impression on a blank paper.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Sughran w/o Allahdino Burfat is a poor and handicapped woman with two children. Her husband
is a farmer and during the off-season he works as a labourer. He earns Rs.100 – Rs.150 daily. In
the past, Sughran suffered a stroke and as a result her right leg is paralyzed and she now walks
with the help of crutches. She says she faces a lot of difficulty doing household work because of
this.
Sughran’s house is 10 kms from Tando Muhammad Khan in the small village of Syed Taj
Muhammad Shah located in Tehsil Subhani near Post Office Shaikh Bhirkio, where the Burfat
and Mir Bahar castes live.
Sughran’s mother-in-law and father-in-law live with her as well, along with her own two children.
They all live in a small, 40 x 40 ft. shack. According to her, all their household items got swept
away in last year’s rainfall/ flood and she therefore has no record of her earlier money orders
received from BISP. There is no bathroom in their village so the system of open defecation is
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prevalent there. They have to get water for drinking and other purposes from a source which is
15-20 minutes away from her house. There is a mud stove in her house on which she cooks food.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Sughran found out about the first phase of BISP from Mir Ashraf, her landlord, who told her that
Benazir’s money is being distributed. Sughran then went to the TMA office in Tando Muhammad
Khan and filled out a form. Just a few months later she started receiving her money orders.
Sughran 27 years old was married with Allah Dino but in her CNIC her father’s name (Jumon) is
mentioned but not her husband’s name. She alongwith her husband was living in her father’s
house.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
Sughra was receiving her payments from Abdul Hameed, an employee of the Pakistan Post posted
at the Post Office in District Tando Muhammad Khan. The complainants had asked Abdul
Hameed about their actual BISP cash transfer or amount of payment, but he never told them the
total amount they were entitled to during 2009. Therefore they jointly planned to file a complaint
against Abdul Hameed. Three out of the five complainants were from a village called Dilber
Burfat associated with the Post Office in Khathar Taluka within the district of Hyderabad. Two
complainants, including Sughran, were from a village called Syed Taj Muhammad Shah, near
Post Office Shaikh Bhrikiyo Taluka and in District Tando Muhammad Khan.
Sughran lodged her complaint on 13th January 2010 which she addressed to the President of
Pakistan Islamabad; Mohtarama Farzana Raja, Chairperson of BISP Islamabad; and copied to the
Divisional Superintendent at Pakistan Post Unit No. 4, Latifabad, Hyderabad. In her complaint
Sughran wrote that she had received Rs.6,000 instead of Rs.12,000 generated in 2009. MO 2, 3
and 1 were generated on 20th July 2009, and MO 4 was generated on 1st September 2009. Each
was of Rs.3,000 totalling Rs.12,000 but Sughran claimed that she had received Rs.6,000 (MO3
and 4 delivered on 5th October 2009 and 23rd November 2009 respectively). Payment Details
show that out of four, two installments 2 and 1 were generated on 20th July 2009 and were
delivered on 23rd October 2009 and 12th September 2009 respectively.

5. Processing of the Case
Sughran’s joint complaint with four other beneficiaries was sent to Postmaster General Northern
Sindh Circle, Hyderabad on 25th February 2011 by Superintendent (MR) office of the DG
Pakistan Post Islamabad for necessary action. In this letter it is mentioned that the Pakistan Post
Islamabad had received the complaint (date not mentioned) from the Prime Minister, Secretariat.
On 13th April 2011 Divisional Superintendent Postal Service (DSPS) Hyderabad sent a letter to
the Postmaster General Northern Sindh Circle (PGNSC) in Hyderabad, in which he/she stated that
Sughran could not be contacted. Another follow up letter was sent on the 18 th April 2011. DSPS
Hyderabad reported that the Assistant Superintendent Post Office (ASPO’s) Badin Sub-Division
had made contact with Sughran regarding the inquiry and that she admitted to receiving all her
installments, and additionally denied having made any such complaint. DSPS attached a written
statement to this effect. In this document (undated) she stated that she was receiving BISP’s
installments regularly and that she had not made any such complaint. Her statement was recorded
by Assistant Superintendent Postal Service (ASPS) Badin Sub-Division. On the basis of this
enquiry, the Assistant Postmaster General (FS) of (PGNSC) Hyderabad sent a letter on 19 th April
2011 to DG Pakistan Post Office in Islamabad requesting that the complaint be closed. . Overall,
Sughran’s complaint took about 14 months to be addressed, though it was forwarded from
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Pakistan Post Islamabad on the 25th February 2011 to PMG Hyderabad where this complaint was
solved within a period of two months.
During her interview with us on 7th February 2012 Sughran said that she had not received any MO
after she lodged this complaint. According to her Payment Details a total of 11 installments were
generated from 20th July 2009 to 26th April 2011. They all show delivery on different dates with
only the 4th MO, which was generated on the 14th January 2010 of Rs.3,000, showing delivery
with no date.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
This complaint was addressed to the President of Pakistan, BISP Chairperson and Latifabad
Hyderabad Post Office but the case was forwarded by the Prime Minister Secretariat to the
Pakistan Post Office in Islamabad. It is not clear whether the President House forwarded this
complaint to the Prime Minister’s Secretariat. Five Phase I beneficiaries from two different
villages and Post Offices had lodged complaints jointly regarding the alleged non-payments.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Sughran was a beneficiary of the BISP parliamentary phase cash transfer scheme. Her form
(Form # 6281) was filled out as “daughter of” even though she is married, because her CNIC
still has her father’s name and has not been changed after her marriage.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency Level
About a year after filing, Sughran’s complaint was received by Pakistan Post Islamabad from
the Prime Minister Secretariat. The complaint was then resolved within less than two months.
This case was solved when the complainant submitted a statement in favour of the postal
staff. It appears that the accused Post Office employee was not interrogated by the enquiry
officer. The complainant was not satisfied with the action taken, and pointed out that postman
had kept her CNIC for 18 days and her thumb impression was taken on a blank paper.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions



Official documents obtained do not show how this complaint reached the PM Secretariat.
Sughran’s written statement submitted before the enquiry officer for closing of the case, and
her statement during her interview with us contradict each other.

8. Recommendations




It is important that beneficiaries/complainants be aware of the proper office responsible for
handling complaints related to non-payment. Furthermore a complainant should be updated or
able to track progress regarding the complaint process and results of her/his complaint.
It will be useful if BISP staff follow up by communicating via phone with the complainants
regarding their complaints to know if they are satisfied with the process and result of the
complaints.
Test checking payments to the beneficiaries may help in avoiding the misappropriation of
money orders. This will particularly be useful in similar cases where the records show that the
money orders are being delivered, but the complainant claims that she did not receive any
money order after lodging her complaint.
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P-Sindh-28
Non-Payment of four money orders and partial
payment from 5th MO by Postman
Noor Jahan
Muhammad Yaqoob Memon
Noman Memon
Gul Muhammad Burfat/ Dilbar Burfat village, Tehsil
Seri, Zila Hyderabad.
41407-9670710-8
10139446
End February 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Noor Jahan’s complaint was about non-payment of her first 4 MOs, and the fact that she had
received partial payment of only Rs.2,500 against her 5th MO of Rs.3,000. In this case two
complaints were filed. A social worker lodged a complaint against the Postmaster of Chuhar
Jamali Post Office which was received by BISP HQ Islamabad on 16th March 2010. This social
worker’s son, a relative of Noor Jahan, lodged another complaint, on her behalf, against the
Postmaster which was received by the DG Pakistan Post, Islamabad on 29 th March 2010. DG
Pakistan Post had referred both complaints to the Post Master General, Northern Sindh Circle
(PMG) Hyderabad on 2nd April 2010.
During the Enquiry on 15th April 2010, statements were obtained from (first complainant) Nazir
Ahmed Memon, Manzoor Ahmed Lakho (Postmaster of Post Office Chuhar Jamali), and, the
beneficiary Noor Jahan. The DSPS Hyderabad submitted the enquiry report to PMG Hyderabad
on 18th May 2010. The APMG (FS) from PMG Office Hyderabad in a letter dated 4th June 2010
showed concerns about the enquiry report and raised five important points to be resolved during
second round of the enquiry to be conducted personally by DSPS. On 23rd December 2010, DSPS
sent a final enquiry report to PMG Hyderabad along with (the second complainant) Noman
Memon’s statement and asserted that the complainant could not prove his allegations and had
therefore withdrawn his complaint. The APMG (FS) at the PMG Office Hyderabad then conveyed
this report to the DG Pakistan Post Office Islamabad on 31st December 2010 and requested that
the case be closed.
She told us on 8th February 2012 that after her complaint, the behaviour of the Postmaster has
changed and he has paid her some of her arrears.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Noor Jahan w/o Muhammad Yaqoob Memon resides in a small town called Chuhar Jamali which
is 5 kms away from Sajawal. She lives in Sheedi mohalla which is right next to the main bazaar.
Noor Jahan is a 57 year old widow with six children. Out of her six children, two daughters have
been married off. Her eldest son is a tailor master and he runs the house with Noor Jahan’s help.
She cooks basin kai paapar and sells them in the market.
Noor Jahan lives in her relatives’ house which is huge and has more than 15 rooms. She has been
given just one room where she lives with her children. There is one charpoy, a sofa set and a
small trunk for clothes and the rest of her belongings.
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3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Noor Jahan found about BISP’s Phase I programme through Abdur Rehman Memon, a political
worker who got her form filled, and, as a result she started receiving the BISP cash transfers.
After her Poverty Score Card survey she was found ineligible as her PMT score was much above
the threshold. As she was not informed by BISP about her ineligibility for Phase II, therefore,
during our interview she was unaware about why her BISP payments have been discontinued.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
Nazir Ahmed Memon who is the proprietor of Kanwal Traders and a social worker lodged an
undated complaint against the Postmaster Manzoor Ahmed Lakho posted at Chuhar Jamali Post
Office. This complaint was received by the office of the Chair Person BISP HQ Islamabad on 16 th
March 2010. In his complaint he did not mention the names of complainants but it was a general
allegation that the Postmaster was misappropriating their funds. After lodging the complaint Nazir
Ahmed started collecting evidence during the last two weeks of March 2010 that could be used
against the Postmaster. He found that some women in his neighbourhood had not received some
of their BISP installments. Nazir Ahmed is Noor Jahan’s close relative and therefore was able to
procure her payment details.
Later on Nazir Ahmed’s son Noman Ahmed Memon lodged another undated complaint against
Postmaster Manzoor Ahmed Lakho on behalf of Noor Jahan which was received by the Director
General of the Pakistan Post on the 29th March 2010.

5. Processing of the Case
The DG Pakistan Post referred both complaints to the Post Master General, Northern Sindh Circle
(PMG) Hyderabad on 2nd April 2010. PMG Hyderabad asked DSPS Hyderabad on 6th April 2010
to conduct an enquiry, who instructed the ASPS Thatta Division for the same.
In her complaint (filed through Noman Memon) she mentioned that a total of five MOs were
generated but that the fifth MO of Rs.3,000 was delivered after a deduction of Rs.500. Noor
Jahan’s complaint was about non-receipt of her first four money orders though she did not
mention the amount in her complaint. These four MOs (of Rs.3,000, Rs.4,000, Rs.2,000 and
Rs.3,000) were generated on 21st January, 1st May, 1st June and 1st September 2009 respectively
while no delivery status/ date was mentioned on her Payment Details. She had received her fifth
MO of Rs.3,000 after a deduction of Rs.500. This was generated on 14th January 2010 and was
shown as delivered but the date was not mentioned in the Payment Detail.
Both Nazir Ahmed’s (general complaint) and Noman’s (specific complaint for Noor Jahan)
complaints were dealt with jointly. The Director (Operation-V) of BISP in Islamabad forwarded
this to the Pakistan Post Islamabad on 26th March 2010 for necessary action. The DG Pakistan
Post Islamabad referred both complaints to PMG Northern Sindh Circle Hyderabad on 2 nd April
2010. The Assistant Director (AF) at PMG Office Hyderabad asked the DSPS Hyderabad on 6th
April 2010 to conduct a comprehensive enquiry. The DSPS instructed the ASPS Thatta Division
to conduct the enquiry. The ASPS during the Enquiry on 15th April 2010 obtained statements
from (first complainant) Nazir Ahmed Memon, Manzoor Ahmed Lakho (Postmaster of Post
Office Chuhar Jamali) as well as from the beneficiary Noor Jahan. Nazir Ahmed in his statement
repeated the allegations that he levied in his written complaint. Noor Jahan also reiterated that she
had received only Rs.2,500 instead of Rs.3,000 and that these were delivered to her not by the
Postmaster but by another person. In his statement the accused Postmaster defended himself, and,
accused the complainant of being a blackmailer who created obstacles to prevent him from
performing his duty. The DSPS Hyderabad submitted an enquiry report to PMG Hyderabad on
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18th May 2010 based on the statements of the accused Postmaster, complainant and beneficiary. In
this report DSPS did not mention Noor Jahan’s four unpaid money orders, but only cited a
deduction of Rs.200 to Rs.500 from the money orders and further mentioned that the allegation
against the Postmaster could not be proved.
Subsequently the APMG (FS) from PMG Office Hyderabad in a letter dated 4 th June 2010
showed reservations regarding the DSPS enquiry report and raised five points. These points
included the issue of the complainant’s previous unpaid installments which were not addressed,
the lack of witnesses who could attest to the paid MOs were not contacted, and failure to address
why the Postmaster was making payments through a third party instead of the regular Postman or
Mail Peon. A reminder was also sent to DSPS from this same office on 30th August 2010.
As a follow up to the PMG’s letter, the DSPS Hyderabad himself obtained a statement from the
second complainant Noman on 15th November 2010. Noman in his written statement asserted that
he had lodged the complaint as a result of a misunderstanding and that the total money order of
Rs.3,000 had already been delivered by the Postmaster. He further stated that he had no complaint
against Postmaster Manzoor Ahmed Lakho and he wanted to withdraw his complaint. On 23rd
December 2010, the DSPS sent a final enquiry report to PMG Hyderabad along with Noman’s
statement and explained that the complainant could not prove his allegations and has withdrawn
his complaint. Then the APMG (FS) at PMG Office Hyderabad reported the same to the DG
Pakistan Post Islamabad on 31st December 2010 and requested that the case be closed.
In her statement to APSO she clearly mentioned that she had received Rs.2,500 but not from the
Postmaster but from his brother, but this point was not properly investigated. During the second
round of enquiry the DSPS himself interviewed the complainant Noman and obtained a statement
from him, but he did not meet the actual beneficiary Noor Jahan.
During her meeting with us on 8th February 2012, Noor Jahan said that an investigation officer
had visited her (date unknown) around a year ago and that she had received some installments
(does not remember the amount but claims not to have received all her arrears) from the
Postmaster. After receiving the money she was satisfied and stated that she believed that her
complaint had changed the Postmaster’s behaviour.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
A local social worker had initiated the first (general) complaint against the Postmaster. His
son after checking Payment Details lodged a second (specific) complaint regarding nonpayments on behalf of four individual BISP beneficiaries including Noor Jahan.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Noor Jahan was a beneficiary during BISP Phase I. Her complaint was initiated by her
relative who was a social worker, and, a second complaint was filed by the social worker’s
son. She received Rs.2,500 from the Postman’s brother without him asking her to provide her
signature on the MO and voucher. She told us that the Postmaster delivered her some of her
arrears.
c. Observation at BISP/Partner Agency Level
In this case PMG Office Hyderabad pointed out deficiencies in the enquiry report produced
by DSPS Hyderabad and ASPO Thatta. Pakistan Post Hyderabad was not satisfied with DSPS
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enquiry report and instructed the DSPS to personally visit the complainant for final enquiry.
Even in the second enquiry report no investigation was made regarding the four
misappropriated MOs. Pakistan Post did not contacted Noor Jahan to address her grievance
which she had stated in her complaint.
7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions





She mentioned in her statement that the money order was delivered by the postman’s brother
(and not by the relevant postman), but this violation of Pakistan Post standard procedure was
not investigated.
Two complaints were filed. The first (general) complaint was filed by a social worker while
the second (specific) complaint was filed by his son. The social worker had accused the
Postmaster of misappropriating BISP payments while the Postmaster labelled the social
worker as a blackmailer and asserted that he was blocking the transparent distribution of BISP
MOs. During these allegations and counter-allegations, the issue of her four unpaid money
orders was not addressed.
It seems that the issue was decided informally as she informed us that after filing the
complaint, the postman came to her and delivered her misappropriated money.

8. Recommendations




Delivery of money orders to beneficiaries according to Pakistan Post’s standard procedure
must be ensured. Any discrepancy must be investigated (e.g. in this case the money order was
unlawfully delivered by the postman’s brother, which was not investigated).
Payment Details need to be updated in the shortest possible time to improve transparency and
to avoid un-necessary complaints. In this case, her payment details do not show the delivery
status of first four MOs and delivery date for the fifth MO.
Informal redressal provides immediate relief to the beneficiary, but does not necessarily deal
with the organizational problem highlight by any complaint and its investigation.
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P-Sindh-29
Non-payment of 05 money orders for Rs.10,000 by
Pakistan Post
Sakina
Roshan Ali Channa
Roshan Ali Channa

Address:
CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Completed

Village Paat Sharif, Post Office Paat Sharif, Dadu
41201-8912600-4
10368502
1st March 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Roshan Ali Channa had registered his wife Sakina’s complaint about non-payment of 5 MOs of
Rs.10,000 with the DPMG (Deputy Post Master General), Northern Circle, Hyderabad on 28th
September 2011. It was forwarded to the DSPS (Divisional Superintendent Postal Services) for
further investigation on 30th September 2011. The DSPS had forwarded this complaint to the
ASPS (Assistant Superintendent Postal Services) Hyderabad GPO for enquiry. The Mail Peon of
Qasimabad Post Office who was responsible for delivering the MOs made a statement before the
ASP on 15th December 2011 in which he confessed that he might not have checked payees’
CNICs due to the pressure of work, and might have delivered Sakina’s money order to another
woman. On the basis of this statement the DSPS submitted his enquiry report and then the Chief
Postmaster Hyderabad GPO submitted a final enquiry report to the Assistant Director (AF)
DPMG Hyderabad on 27th December 2011. DSPS could not get the complainant’s statement
because she was not available in Hyderabad but verified from her husband Roshan that his wife
had received all her 5 MOs of Rs.10,000 therefore she had no further complaint. This complaint
was finalized within a period of three months.
Sakina stated in her interview with our team that the Mail Peon and a civil society activist were
involved in misappropriation of her money and within two months of the complaint the Mail Peon
had returned her money in two installments of Rs.5,000 and Rs.4,000 respectively, but had held
back the remaining Rs.1,000. The complainant’s Payment Details tally with the text of her
complaint the five MOs totalling Rs.10,000 (Rs.2,000 each) were generated on 25th April 2011
and were all shown as delivered on 28th July 2011.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Mst. Sakina w/o Roshan Ali Channa was found to be eligible for the PSC cash transfer scheme.
Sakina is a 42 year old woman who has seven sons and three daughters. She lives in a small
village, Paat Sharif, in Dadu. Her husband sells sweetmeats (mithai), earning Rs.100 – Rs.150 per
day, and also works as an electrician.
Mst. Sakina’s house has an area of 2,000 sq. ft. and has electricity as well as all other facilities. In
the 2010 flood, Sakina shifted with her entire family to the small area of Qasimabad in
Hyderabad. It was here that her Poverty Score Card was filled and she was found to be eligible.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Mst. Sakina is a beneficiary of the BISP PSC phase (Phase II). Due to floods in 2010 her
household had moved from Village Paat Sharif, Post Office Paat Sharif in District Dadu to Bhittai
Town, Wadho Wah, Post Office Bhitai Nagar, Qasimabad area in District Hyderabad. During
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BISP’s PSC survey her household was registered with her new address in Qasimabad Hyderabad.
She became beneficiary of Phase II with PMT score of 14.08.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
When other women in her neighbourhood began receiving BISP money orders, Sakina asked her
husband to find out about her eligibility status and money orders. Her husband, Roshan Ali
Channa, went to a local computer shop with Sakina’s PSC acknowledgement receipt to get some
information about her eligibility. Roshan came to know that his wife Sakina was eligible and that
five money orders of Rs.2,000 each generated in her name were shown as delivered to her on 18th
July 2011. He then took these Payment Details to the Unit Office of Pakistan Post in Qasimabad
to get further information but found from the staff that these money orders have already been
delivered. Then someone told him to register a complaint at the GPO Hyderabad.
A detailed complaint was written on 28th September 2011 to the DPMG Northern Sindh Circle
Hyderabad and filed on the same date. In her complaint she mentioned that during floods her
home was completely damaged therefore her household was compelled to migrate to Hyderabad.
In her complaint she clearly mentioned that her 05 installments of Rs.10,000 generated on 25th
April 2011 and shown as delivered on 28th July 2011 were not actually received by her. In her
complaint she had implicated the postal employee Nadim and Post Office Qasimabad at Bhitai
Nagar Hyderabad of misappropriating her money. Her complaint against misappropriation of
Rs.10,000 of 05 MOs was registered by DPMG Hyderabad on 28th September 2011.

5. Processing of the Case
Roshan Ali Channa filed his wife Sakina’s complaint about non-payment at the DPMG Office
Hyderabad on 28th September 2011. It was forwarded to the DSPS for further investigation on 30th
September 2011. The DSPS Karim Bux Sayal was appointed as in-charge of the investigation of
this case. Investigation of this case took longer than the standard time period, but six reminders
were sent to the DSPS to speed up the enquiry process.
The DSPS forwarded this complaint to the ASPS (Town) Hyderabad GPO for enquiry (date not
available) upon which the ASPS Hyderabad obtained a statement from Fateh Muhammad the
Mail Peon posted at Qasimabad Post Office who was responsible for delivering MOs to all BISP
beneficiaries in the PO jurisdiction. This statement from the Mail Peon was obtained on 15 th
December 2011. ASPS (Town) had asked one question that “You are a Mail Peon then who
permitted you to deliver money orders? And have you checked the CNIC when you delivered
money?”. In response to these two questions Fateh Muhammad the Mail Peon responded that “I
work with permission of the Postmaster and used to check cards (CNIC) but it is possible that I
had not checked the CNIC because of the high pressure of work and I had relied on people who
were witnessing MO receipts during distribution of MOs”. On the basis of Fateh’s statement the
DSPS submitted his enquiry report and the Chief Postmaster Hyderabad GPO submitted a final
enquiry report to the Assistant Director (AF) DPMG Office Hyderabad on 27th December 2011.
In this final report it was stated that ASPS (Town) Hyderabad GPO submitted his enquiry report
in which he stated that five MOs for Rs.10,000 (Rs.2,000 each) were paid by Mr. Fateh Mail Peon
Qasimabad Post Office Hyderabad on 27th July 2011. This report clearly mentioned that Mr.
Roshan Ali Husband of complainant (Mst.Sakina) was contacted over his mobile but he informed
that they both (he and his wife) were currently residing in District Nawabshah due to which
complainant’s statement could not be recorded. Roshan confirmed on the phone that his wife had
received Rs.10,000 and she had no complaint against the postal staff. The Chief Postmaster
Hyderabad considered this evidence sufficient for the disposal of the complaint. The complaint
was solved within a time period of three months.
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Sakina in her interview on 25th February 2012 and later during follow up visits told us that some
women in her locality in Qasimabad started getting BISP money and women who were not
receiving BISP money came together to find out about their eligibility and payment status. She
also asked her husband to check her eligibility status in an internet cafe. Her husband Roshan got
her Payment Details from an internet café in Qasimabad and on same day he prepared a complaint
letter and submitted it to Pakistan Post Hyderabad. She further told us that a person from
Qasimabad Post Office namely Fateh had misappropriated her five (05) MOs of Rs.10,000 in
collaboration with Qasimabad Post Office’s Post Master. According to Roshan, in this fraud Fateh
was in partnership with a local social worker Hassan Bhatti who also benefited from the
misappropriation. Roshan further stated that neither he nor his wife was in Nawabshah and that
both remained in Qasimabad, Hyderabad.
About one month after the complaint was lodged Fateh had paid Sakina Rs.5,000 and promised to
pay the remaining Rs.5,000 within two or three weeks. A month later Fateh paid her another
Rs.4,000. Fateh had not given any payment voucher or got any thumb impression on money order
etc. For the remaining Rs.1,000 Fateh gave an excuse that he and his partner Hassan Bhatti had
already spent more than Rs.1,000 in dealing with her payment and he will not be able to pay that
amount.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Mst. Sakina was declared eligible for the PSC cash transfer scheme and when the PSC survey
took place she had migrated with her family to Qasimabad Hyderabad due to floods of 2010.
Her actual place of residence is Paat Sharif in district Dadu. She said that she would prefer if
her money orders were delivered at her house in Paat Sharif. According to the Pakistan Post
standard procedure it takes 15 days to resolve a complaint but this case took three months to
reach resolution.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Sakina does sewing sometimes in order to support her family, but largely she assists her
husband in cooking sweetmeats. Sakina’s PSC form was filled at her new address in
Qasimabad and survey team put her recent address on the form. She became eligible for
Phase II. Sakina’s house in Dadu was damaged during River Indus flash floods of 2010. Her
household was displaced and choose to live in squatter settlement adjacent to Bhitai town
Qasimabad Hyderabad. Sakina was willing to go back to her village in Dadu and she wishes
that her MOs may be transferred to Post Office Paat Sharif in District Dadu.
The beneficiary had clearly mentioned the number of MOs, amount and names of postal staff
involved in the misappropriation.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency Level
After an enquiry, Pakistan Post Hyderabad recommended that this complaint against obvious
misappropriation should be disposed of without taking any disciplinary action against the
Mail Peon-cum-Postman. No proper enquiry was conducted as to why a Mail Peon was
assigned the duty of delivering MOs. The Mail Peon had confessed in his statement that he
might have not delivered MOs to actual beneficiaries but no disciplinary action was taken
against him.
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The Inquiry Officer had not tried to record Sakina’s statement and reported that she and her
husband were residing in Nawabshah (a third district other than Hyderabad and Dadu). This
was denied by the complainants. Sakina claimed her Rs.1,000 was still outstanding.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions


This relatively straightforward non-payment complaint, with a comprehensive complaint
letter took almost three months to address, and was closed on the basis of a partial confession
on the part of the Mail Peon, and an alleged phone conversation with the complainants. The
complainant received her payment through a system of informal redress and the enquiry
system of Pakistan Post failed to get a statement from the complainant, or conduct a probe
into the possibility of systematic misappropriation on the part of an apparently unauthorized
postal employee (Mail Peon) and a member of the local community.

8. Recommendations


Pakistan Post should actively seek to root out systematic misappropriation, and remain
particularly alert to the possibility of unauthorized postal staff or even non-employees gaining
access to resources (MOs) and processes (systems of verification).
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P-Sindh-30
Non-payment of Rs.10,000 by Pakistan Post
Musamat Fatima
Photo Khan Unar
Ghulam Rasool
Work shop Labor Colony, Tando Jam
41101-8272377-8
10044679
End March 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
Musamat Fatima has lodged two sets of complaints about non-payment, and this case study refers
to her second complaint which was lodged on 20th December 2011 at the BISP Divisional Office
Hyderabad. The present complaint is about the non-payment of Rs.10,000, and the details of her
initial complaint are provided as background further below. According to the complainant her first
complaint in August 2011 led to the payment of all arrears except a shortfall of Rs.2,000. At the
time of lodging the second complaint (i.e. December 2011) she believed that further installments
of Rs.8,000 covering the period up to October 2011 were in arrears. She therefore filed a
complaint against the non-payment of Rs.10,000. Payment Details suggest that all payments
covering the period up to October 2011 were recorded as having been delivered by 18th October
2011.
The December 2011 complaint was forwarded by BISP Hyderabad on 22nd December 2011 to the
Post-Master General Hyderabad. PMG Hyderabad forwarded it the next day (23rd December
2011) to Divisional Superintendent Hyderabad, who reverted back to the PMG after enquiry on
22nd February 2012, that the payee had admitted to receiving the amount and had no complaint.
This was communicated back by the PMG to BISP Hyderabad on 6th March 2012. When the
complainant was interviewed on 26th March 2012 she said that her complaint was actually about
Rs.4,000 which were outstanding from her total generated payments of Rs.37,000, and that she
received the balance Rs.4,000 around one month after lodging the complaint – that is, in January
2012. Payment Details suggest that the total due to her by the end of October 2011 was, indeed,
Rs.37,000. The complainant’s final statement declaring that she had received all payments due to
her for the period up to October 2011 is not dated, and does not state the amount in arrears that
was actually recovered.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Mst. Fatima widow of Photo Khan Unar is a poor woman who lives in Tando Jam, Labour
Colony, with her two sons and two daughters. This colony is also referred to as a katchi abadi.
Mst. Fatima washes dishes at people’s homes to make a living, earning Rs.200 – Rs.300 monthly
in each house where she works. Her eldest son, who is married, sets up an ice cream stall and
occasionally sells chickpeas (chholay) as well. Mst. Fatima told us that many women in her
neighbourhood were receiving BISP money.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Mst. Fatima used to receive Rs.1,000 per month from the Bait-ul-Maal which stopped being paid.
When she contacted the Bait-ul-Maal office she was told that her Bait-ul-Maal money had been
discontinued that she will now receive payments from BISP (Phase I). When she did not receive
any BISP payments she asked her son to check, and he got a printout from an internet point in
August 2011 which showed that she was a Phase I beneficiary, though she had not received any
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payments. Fatima has been surveyed for the PSC one year ago (in March 2011) and was declared
eligible for Phase II.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
After Fatima learned about BISP from Bait-ul-Maal staff who told her that BM payments were
discontinued, she asked her son Ghulam Rasool to check if she was eligible. In August 2011 he
checked her record at an internet point and got a print-out which showed that payments had been
generated in her account. According to Fatima, a total of Rs.29,000 had been generated in her
account up to August 2011. In actual fact, the Payment Details show that Rs.28,000 were
generated up to August 2011, while Rs.24,000 were recorded as having been paid out by August
2011. Fatima claims for her first complaint (in August 2011) her son first went to the BISP
Hyderabad Office where she was asked to check with Tando Jam Post Office, in case the PO did
not have her correct address, She did not receive a satisfactory answer where the officials present
dismissed her complaint and threatened to stop future payments. Her son told the officials at the
Post Office that they will take her complaint further, and then returned to BISP Hyderabad to
lodge a complaint. She claims to have received Rs.27,000 in three installments from the postman
Shaukat Rajput within a month of this first complaint. Fatima claims, however, that Rajput held
on to another Rs.2,000 that were due to her, and then held on to further payments generated for
her after the August 2011 complaint.
On 20th December 2011 Fatima’s son Ghulam Rasool approached the BISP Hyderabad Division
office and complained that Rs.10,000 of Fatima’s payment was still in arrears, even though
Payment Details suggest that this amount had been paid. A written complaint was filed which
stated that following the first complaint (of August 2011) Rs.27,000 had been paid, and the
complainant believed that another Rs.10,000 were still outstanding. Payment Detail records show
that by 20th December 2011 the total amount generated Fatima’s account was actually Rs.37,000,
and the entire amount was shown has having been delivered. The BISP Divisional Office staff
correctly filed a complaint of non-payment of Rs.10,000.It is this complaint which has been
tracked in the present case study.

5. Processing of the Case
Fatima’s complaint was filed in writing at the BISP Divisional Office in Hyderabad on 20th
December 2011. The letter of complaint is undated. The BISP Divisional Office forwarded her
complaint along with those of other beneficiaries to the DPMG Hyderabad on 22 nd December
2011 where it was received by them the next day and sent to the Divisional Superintendent Postal
Services (DSPS) Hyderabad for further enquiry on the same date. The BISP staff correctly filed a
complaint of non-payment of Rs.10,000 and correctly noted that the total amount generated in
Fatima’s account was for Rs.37,000, despite the somewhat confusing account provided in the
complainant’s letter. DSPS Hyderabad further sent the complaint to the DSPS Tando Allahyar for
enquiry. The DPMG Office sent three reminders to expedite the enquiry process. On 22 nd
February 2012 the DSPS, Karim Bux Siyal, reported to the PMG Hyderabad that the beneficiary,
Mst. Fatima, herself accepted that she had received the entire amount due to her (the flood
payment and the BISP money orders) and that she has no further complaint against the post
office. Therefore this case should be considered closed. A statement was received from Fatima
saying that all her payments that were due to her covering the period up to October 2011 had now
been received due to the efforts of the BISP officers. This statement which is also undated was the
basis for closing the case. The report of the PMG Hyderabad to BISP Divisional Office
Hyderabad closing the case was sent on 6th March 2012.
According to the complainant, however, the first and second complaints were linked. She believes
that her payment had been embezzled by the postman, and that it was only when she threatened to
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escalate the complaint that the local post office paid up her arrears. The amounts mentioned in the
second complaint which we tracked are confusing partly due to the lack of knowledge on the part
of the complainant, and partly due to variations in instalment amounts and delivery dates.
Although the complaint was for the non-payment of Rs.10,000, at the time of the interview the
complainant believed that the final outstanding amount was only Rs.4,000 which was paid to her
by the postman one month after the filing of the complaint – or in January 2012. She also
mentioned that no receiving signature or thumbprint was taken at the time of delivery. However,
Payment Details accessed by us on 9th April 2012 reveal that to date no payments have been
delivered to the beneficiary since 18th November 2011.
The complainant was satisfied that after pursing her complaints she had received payments that
were due to her. Her recollection of payment delivery dates and amounts do not match the official
record. If the complainant’s recollection of the date of receiving Rs.4,000 is correct, there is
weight to the suspicion that embezzlement had taken place and was informally reversed under
threat of action.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The complainant believes that the postman had been holding on to her payments and that he
handed over her arrears once she complained and threatened to escalate her complaint.
However, because the complainant herself has submitted a statement that she has received the
entire amount, therefore, BISP Divisional Director has not proposed any action against the
postman. Due to the same reason, the post office also did not take any action against the
postman.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
According to Mst. Fatima she persistently demanded from the concerned postman and the
post office to give her payments but he refused to do so. She even contacted influential people
such as political workers to pressurize him but he still refused. She believes that it is when she
escalated her complaint to the BISP Divisional Office the postman was frightened into
handing over money she believed had been embezzled. According to Miss. Fatima no
postman has ever delivered any money to her house to date; she goes to the post office herself
to receive her money.
The fact that Fatima probably became eligible for Phase I without the direct intervention of a
parliamentarian (possibly through Bait-ul-Maal lists) meant that she remained unaware of her
eligibility for over two years while payments were being generated and probably
misappropriated in her name.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency Level
Pakistan Post has an established process of processing complaints filed for non-payment of
money orders. This case suggests that staff might be making informal corrections to cases of
misappropriation and thus avoiding legal or disciplinary proceedings. The fact that the
complainant had an alternative route of complaint to the Post Office (i.e BISP office) may
have helped in getting the matter resolved.
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7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions


Payment misappropriation can remain undetected for long periods unless the beneficiary or
her family themselves take the initiative to enquire about their eligibility status and payment
details. Once detected, it is possible for cases to be disposed of by informal means of
payments being made to the complainant.

8. Recommendations



Greater awareness about programme eligibility might have triggered a payment complaint
sooner, and this remains true for Phase II, even though the widespread use of BISP website
makes it easy for poor people to check their status.
There may still be some eligible beneficiaries who are unaware of their eligibility, and it may
be worthwhile for BISP to commission an independent statistical audit of payments, rather
than simply rely on complaints of non-payment on the part of beneficiaries who happen to
have become aware of non-payment.
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G-Southern Punjab-01
Appeal for Eligibility
Muhammad Imtiaz / Kishwar Sultana
Muhammad Imtiaz
Muhammad Imtiaz
Street # 14, Near Jamia Masjid Ghusia Rizwia, Millat
Road, Post Office Hajiabad, City Faisalabad.
3310009175338
17760620
4th November 2011

1. The Case Summary
This particular case is related to an appeal filed by the appellant (Muhammad Imtiaz) on behalf of
his wife (Kishwar Sultana) for eligibility. An application with a copy of Kishwar Sultana’s CNIC
was submitted in the BISP Regional Office Faisalabad. There was no application number found in
the Excel file maintained for recording appeals for eligibility and other complaints.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
The appellant is living in a rented house situated in a lower-middle class residential area with a
paved road approaching his house. It is a 1.5 Marla ‘Pacca’ house comprising two (2) rooms, a
bathroom and an outdoor kitchen. Kishwar is 50 years old and her house is about five kms away
from Faisalabad city centre where she is living with her husband (Muhammad Imtiaz), two sons
and two daughters.
Imtiaz has been suffering from kidneys problems for the last four (4) years; therefore he is unable
to work and is restricted to the house. Imtiaz informed the team that he used to work as a driver
and at that time thefamily was living happily. As he is not able to work any longer, his two sons
(15 years and 12 years) work in order to feed the family. His older son used to go to school when
his father was working; he had to leave his studies due to his father’s illness. Both brothers earn
Rs.10,000 – Rs.12,000 per month between themselves which is not sufficient for the whole month
and they have to borrow money from their relatives and neighbours etc. in order to pay utility
bills, rent (Rs.1500), food and other essential household items.

3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Imtiaz and Kishwar told us that the PSC survey was conducted seven to eight months ago when a
team visited their house to fill-up the survey form. They had given them an acknowledgement slip
and instructed them to use this for future reference. They also stated that the survey team had
assured them that they would get Rs.1000 after filling-up this form. However, when they went to
the BISP office, they were told that they were not selected for this program.
Kishwar is illiterate and due to cultural barriers she could not go to the BISP offices. The appeal
was filed by her husband. Imtiaz who was fully aware of the BISP and that it is for the poor
families. However, he was unaware of the BISP selection criteria.
When he was asked about BISP, he replied that this is the Government of Pakistan’s program; and
therefore it will not be closed by any political party. He believes that the program is particularly
for poorest households who cannot even afford to buy 0.5 kg of flour a day.
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Imtiaz said that when they weere given the survey slip, he and his wife didn’t know what to do
with it. He went to an educated person in his Mohallah, who guided them to check their status
from the BISP office.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge
The grievance emerged when Kishwar and Imtiaz did not receive any update from the BISP for
the last three to four months. Imtiaz has not been contacted since the submission of the appeal
which caused him and his wife to start thinking that the BISP is not taking care of all poor
families. They think that those who surveyed at the same time are getting cash grant but they are
one of those particular families who are not receiving the money.
Imtiaz on the behalf of his wife visited the BISP Divisional Office two months ago, where he was
told that Kishwar Sultana was not selected as an eligible beneficiary. The BISP staff noted the
PMT score on his slip and told him nothing more except that the household has been rejected.
This raised his concern over the decision because he considered his family eligible for the cash
grant.
He informed the office that he looks after a very poor family; and therefore he is a deserving
household; but the staff did not give him a proper justification for rejection. He came back home
disappointed and started finding out if someone could help him in this matter. He also approached
his local councillor.

5. Processing of the Complaint
Currently, there is no such system present at the BISP Faisalabad office which can ensure timely
resolution of such appeal cases. Whenever the appellant approaches the BISP Divisional Office to
file an appeal for eligibility these are not registered like other grievance cases. In fact appeal cases
are not registered; instead the appellant is told to wait until the Government has additional
financial resources to encircle those households who have scored higher than 16.17 in the PSC
survey. In such cases, the appellant is also informed that development of MIS is under process
and that the appellant will get a reply whenever the appeal is resolved.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Any particular grievance is recorded in the register maintained by the Complaint Assistant
and the name of the complainant, address and CNIC is maintained in an Excel Sheet as well.
However, all grievance cases are maintained under the heading ‘Miscellaneous Cases’ in the
Excel sheet and a single file is used to keep a manual record of all cases.
Grievance cases are not allocated a specific registration number and in many cases there is no
letter issued to indicate that a case has been launched. The staff at this BISP office informed
the team that none of the grievance cases lodged has been resolved thus far by the BISP
Headquarters, however they continue taking on such cases with the hope that these will be
resolved at some point in the future.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
The staff has taken the appeal and put it in the file which is being used for all grievance
related matters. Imtiaz was not adequately informed on his first visit about the reason for
rejection and therefore he continued to re-visit the BISP Divisional Office (as instructed by
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the BISP staff). He ended- up spending Rs.300 on all of his for four (4) trips to the BISP
office.
Kishwar Sultana and her husband Muhammad Imtiaz quoted this repeatedly during the case
briefing :
“Hum tu bohat ghareeb hain, ye aap kay samne hee hai kay hum tote phote makan main rah
rahain hain. Mehrbani kar kay hamara naam iss program main shamal kar lain”.
(We are extremely poor and the poor condition of our house is in front of you. Please include
our name in this program (BISP).
The appellant is not satisfied with the appeal registration and follow-up mechanism and as a
result his perception about the program is negative and it is not benefitting the poor like him.
c. Observations at BISP Level
During discussions on this particular case with the BISP officials in Divisional Office
Faisalabad, the staff indicated that this case and all other similar cases have not been solved
because they are waiting for the institution of the Complaint Management Information
System (CMS) in order to address such cases and issue particular case reference numbers.
Additionally, it was observed that appeal cases were not registered and instead the appellant is
told to wait until the Government has additional financial resources to encircle those
households who have scored higher than 16.17 in the poverty survey.

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions



Separate files for such appeal cases are not maintained by the Divisional Office Faisalabad
and both the appeals and other cases are mixed in a single file.
Proper communication is required between BISP Divisional Staff and the appellant to avoid
any misunderstandings and unnecessary hopes.

8. Recommendations



Staff training is required on complaint handling to allow staff to address complaints of
different natures.
Proper communication between the appellant and the BISP on a regular basis is required to
avoid misconceptions and unnecessary expectations, which will resultantly reduce the volume
of complaints, by eliminating unnecessary ones.
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G-Southern Punjab-02
CNIC Update
Sajda Parveen
Wife of Ghulam Hassan Shah
Chak No. 202 R.B, Street # 04, Mohalla Shamsabad,
Faisalabad.
33102 – 1961422 – 8
17735628
4-Nov-2011

1. The Case Summary
This particular case highlights the issues being faced by the complainant namely Sajda Parveen
for a discrepancy in her CNIC details. Sajida went to the BISP Tehsil Office City Faisalabad after
receiving a call from the Assistant Director, who asked Sajda Parveen to submit a copy of her
missing CNIC in order to start receiving the cash grant. Although, she has submitted the copy of
her new CNIC four months ago, she has neither received the cash grant, nor has the case been
forwarded to BISP Headquarters for further processing.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
The house of pending receiver woman (Sajda Parveen) is located in a marginalised residential
area, 12-15 kms away from Faisalabad city centre. There is an unpaved road approaching her
rented house and the empty plots around it are full of sewage water. Sajda is 41 years old and
living in a 1.75 Marla partially pacca house with one room and a courtyard to accommodate six
family members including Sajda, her husband, two sons and two daughters.
A broken chipboard double-bed and two (2) charpais are being used by the family. Sajda’s
husband Ghulam Hassan Shah says that refrigerator, air-conditioner, electric water pump etc are
luxurious items and they could not even dream of buying these There is no bathroom available
inside the house. Stacked up bricks are used to partition a kitchen area.Sajda’s husband works as a
machine operator on daily wages in Jubilee Textile Mills Faisalabad and earns Rs.200-300 per
day (Rs.6000-9000 per month). However, he usually works for 15 to 20 days in a month. Due to
the breakdown of gas supply to the textile mill, his daily wage employment is now limited.
Resultantly, Sajda Parveen’s older son (12 years) left his studies after completing class five and
started working to support him and other family members.

3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Sajda says that the PSC survey was conducted four months ago and a team of enumerators visited
her house and filled a survey form. They provided her a survey receipt for future reference. The
survey team told her while filling the form that, “she will get Rs.1,000, if she will fill-up this
form”, instead of giving her the correct information on why these forms are being filled and what
is the eligibility criteria. This has raised her expectations to the maximum and she was assured
that she will definitely get this cash grant. Fortunately, she got accepted by the BISP and became
a pending receiver woman due to a discrepancy in her CNIC.
When Sajda was asked about BISP, she replied that this programme is initiated by the Pakistan
People’s Party; however, this is a government program and should be continued to expand and
benefit the poorest like her. She was told about this program by one of her neighbours and then
after a few days the survey team visited her to fill-up her survey form.
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Sajda had not received any letter from BISP as per BISP process, for eligible households
welcoming them to the program; and informing them of the date when their cash grant will be
started with amount to be given each month / after two months and if there are any arrears. She
could not find her name in the list of eligible beneficiaries, which was being displayed at the shop
of the local Councillor. She says that the councillor used to provide eligible women a pick and
drop service to the BISP Regional Office for Rs.100.
In August 2011, Sajda’s husband Ijaz took her to the BISP office (6-7 kms away from their
abode) for the first time on a Xinchi (Rickshaw) and spent Rs.100 for the round trip. The BISP
office confirmed that she is eligible and she will get her cash grant very soon. However, she has
not been told about the information required to update her case.
They have neither been approached by any commercial agent outside the BISP office nor do they
know how to influence the process for updating their information. Furthermore, they do not know
anyone who may have used ‘Sifarish’ to resolve similar matters.
Sajda says:
“Yeh tu program walu ku sochna chahiye kay itna arsa hu gaya hai lakin hamara masla hal nai
huwa. Hum gareeb laug hain kisi ki sifarish beh nai karwa sakte”.
(BISP) should think that our problem (case) is unsolved for so long. We are poor and cannot opt
for ‘Sifarish’.
When Sajda was asked about her plans after receiving the first BISP installment(s), she said that
they will immediately pay off the money borrowed from one of their relatives. She also added that
the BISP installment, if continued, will greatly contribute in their monthly income and it will be
easier for them to pay their monthly house rent, which is Rs.1500.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge
The grievance emerged when Sajda had not received any update from the BISP for the last two
months, from the day she submitted her CNIC copy along with her survey slip. She was neither
given any acknowledgement nor any slip that informed her what to expect in terms of the the
duration and process for grievance resolution.
Sajda visited the BISP Tehsil Office City Faisalabad located in Amin Town, Near Kashmir
Bridge, Canal Road Faisalabad, with her husband a second time when she received a call after
two months of the completion of survey in her area. She was contacted by an Assistant Director
(AD) who asked her to come to the office but did not communicate any reason.
Sajda was also unhappy with the result of the efforts she had spent for updating her information
and the resolution mechanism at the BISP offices regarding complaints and grievances. She asked
the BISP Assistant Director Tehsil Office City Faisalabad the reason for not getting the cash
grant; however she was not informed of the actual situation. She has not received any welcome
letter from BISP and therefore, she had to go to the BISP office in person to confirm whether she
is eligible or not, spending Rs.100 for each round trip accumulating to Rs.300 including visits for
CNIC information update and an average time of three (3) hours she spent during every trip.
Sajda has not been contacted ever after the submission of updated information; which is likely to
increase her disappointment with the system and she may communicate the program objectives
wrongly to others decreasing the good will of BISP in society.
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5. Processing of the Complaint
Both Sajda and Ijaz could not see the BISP Assistant Director since there was a huge number of
visitors gathered inside and outside the office. When they tried to go inside after waiting three
hours, the Chawkidar pushed them outside the building. They came back home with
disappointment and having spent another Rs.100.
On the third visit Sajda went to the BISP office yet again accompanied by Ijaz to enquire about
the matter of the phone call they had received. This time they got a chance to see the Assistant
Director who told Sajda that she needs to submit a copy of her CNIC and survey slip. She did not
have a copy of the CNIC and the slip at that time and it took her three hours to get the copies
made and then made her way to the Assistant Director through the large crowd of visitors
gathered in the office. She finally submitted the copy to the Assistant Director along with a copy
of her poverty survey card receipt. Once again she was not informed of the reason for collecting
this information
The missing information provided by Sajda to BISP has not been updated for the last 2.5 months
(as of the time this case was written) and therefore she is unable to receive a cash grant. The
Assistant Director BISP made her aware of the procedural delays in the issuance of payment and
told her that sooner or later she will get the payment due to her along with arrears (if any).
However, she was not satisfied with the attitude of the BISP staff especially when the security
guard pushed them outside the building.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The complainants/receiver women are not provided any forms which can be filled and
submitted to the BISP at the time of any complaint or information update etc.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
The staff has taken the information required to update her information but did not
communicate the purpose to Sajda for taking this information. When she inquired about the
starting date of her cash grant, she was told that there is a delay from the BISP Headquarters,
Islamabad. She kept on inquiring about her payment from the postman. This has increased her
disappointment since the information was not clearly communicated by the BISP staff.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
Any particular grievance is recorded in the register maintained by the Complaint Assistant
and the name of the complainant, address and CNIC is maintained in the Excel Sheet as well.
However, all grievance cases are maintained under the heading ‘Miscellaneous Cases’ in the
Excel sheet and a single file is used to keep manual record of all cases.
Grievance cases are not allocated a specific registration number and in many cases there is no
letter issued to record that the case has been launched. The staff noted that none of the
grievance cases registered has been resolved so far by the BISP Headquarters and they keep
taking on such cases with the hope that these will be resolved at some point in the future.
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7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions





Since the information cannot currently be updated at Tehsil Offices, this causes delays in
resolving such issues.
Tehsil Office does not forward CNIC information update cases to BISP Headquarters. The
Assistant Director stated that they have been given instructions by the BISP Headquarter to
register such cases & keep the relevant documents with them and not to forward to the BISP
Headquarters until the Complaint Management Information System (CMS) is made
operational.
BISP staff highlighted that none of the grievance cases lodged have been solved.

8. Recommendations






Staff training required on complaint handling.
Tehsil Offices should be given limited/secured access to update missing information of the
eligible households.
At Tehsil level, CMIS should be operationalized / implemented as soon as possible.
BISP staff should have proper communication with the beneficiary regarding any
discrepancy.
The current grievance redressal system needs overhauling in terms of grievance registration,
provision of correct and timely information and follow-up mechanisms.
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G-Southern Punjab-03
Missing CNIC
Abida Khatoon
Muhammad Saleem
NA
H NO: P2530 Farooqabad
3310264084462
17670957
3-Nov-2011

1. The Case Summary
The story of this case is related to the missing CNIC of Mrs. Abida Khatoon. The enumerator
during the Poverty Survey missed out her CNIC number on the Poverty Score Card. Abida
Khatoon went to the BISP Tehsil Office Faisalabad on August 2011 and submitted a copy of her
CNIC to the BISP Assistant Director Faisalabad City. However, the CNIC information has not
been updated to date in the BISP records; therefore the BISP cash grant could not be delivered to
her.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background information
This particular case has been selected from various grievance cases collected from BISP Tehsil
Office City Faisalabad. The complainant was interviewed in order to underscore the causes of the
grievance and the routes followed for redressal; the process being followed at the BISP office for
recording the information update; and to record any important instances which occurred during
that period which hampered the timely release of the cash grant to the eligible beneficiary.
The house of the pending receiver woman is located in a commercialised area, 3 kms away from
the city centre. The street approaching her rented house is paved. The drainage condition of her
locality and the surrounding areas is good.
The four Marla house consists of two rooms of which one is used by Abida’s family. The second
room is rented by another family. There is a common wash room and outdoor kitchen used by
both families.
Abida Khatoon w/o Muhammad Saleem belongs to a poor family of Mohallah Farooqabad in
Faisalabad. Her husband is a bus driver and works on daily wages. He earns approximately
Rs.800 per day. Abida Khatoon is 38 years old and married Saleem 17 years ago. She has five
daughters and one son. Her elder daughter Madiha who is 16 years old left studies (because of the
economic difficulties faced by the family) four years ago after completing the school year. Now
she helps her mother in domestic chores as well as in earning activities.
Abida Khatoon processes bags of pulses forthe General Stores. She cleans them by picking out
small stones. In this activity her elder daughter Madiha helps her. It is a very arduous and time
consuming activity but they barely earn Rs.1500 per month through it.

3. Background of Relationship with BISP
Abida Khatoon was not clear about the BISP but she was familiar with the term “Benazir scheme
money” which is given by the Government of Pakistan. She came to know about the scheme from
other women of her locality, and she knows BISP as a cash grant scheme, though she does not
know about the BISP eligibility criteria. The only criteria she knows about is that her family is
poor and the cash grant would be distributed among needy and poor people. She was very wellGHK Consulting Ltd.
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informed about the BISP Poverty Survey which was conducted more than six months ago and she
had received a survey receipt.

4. How complaint/grievance emerged?
Abida Khatoon did not receive any notification letter from BISP which could inform her of her
selection for the BISP cash grant .When she came to know that some women from her locality
had received the payment from the postman she got concerned and asked the postman about her
cash grant. The postman told her that he did not know about it. Meanwhile she saw a BISP
advertisement on the cable network about the non-payment of BISP instalments. She discussed
the matter with her mother and decided to go to the BISP Tehsil office Faisalabad.

5. Processing of the Complaint
About her complaint, Mrs. Abida Khatoon says that six months ago, a survey team came to this
area. She came to know about the purpose of that poverty survey team through people of that
area. The poverty survey team told her that they came from the Government and represented the
Benazir Programme which helps poor people. They told her that she was selected as a beneficiary
because she was so poor and needy so she would get a cash grant from BISP.
After six months of that poverty survey, she heard that some females of the area were selected by
the BISP and had started receiving payments from BISP. She was worried and asked the postman
about her payment. He replied that he did not know about it. Meanwhile she saw a BISP
advertisement on the cable network for pending receiver women. She discussed the
announcement with her mother who lives in the next street.
The address of the BISP Tehsil office was mentioned in the advertisement. Abida Khatoon noted
the office address and thought about complaining. After three days, Abida Khatoon decided to go
there for a complaint .She went there with her mother on a rickshaw by paying Rs.50 for one way,
and Rs.100 for the round trip.
At the office there was a huge crowd of complainants and her turn came after one hour. Abida
Khatoon met there with the Assistant Director (AD) BISP Faisalabad City and discussed the
issue. AD BISP Faisalabad City took a copy of her CNIC and the survey receipt and checked her
status from the computer. AD BISP Faisalabad City informed her that she had been selected and
asked her to wait until the discrepancy in her CNIC is removed. For this the BISP AD requested
Abida to submita copy of the CNIC along with a copy of her survey receipt. The AD also noted
down her mother’s mobile number.
One day the AD BISP Faisalabad city called her mother on the mobile phone number given and
asked her to submit a copy of Abida’s CNIC. Her mother informed her about the AD BISP
Faisalabad city’s message and asked her to submit a copy of her CNIC. Abida Khatoon went to
the Tehsil Office with her mother on a Rickshaw and submitted the copy of her CNIC. After some
days when there was no response from the postman she went again to the BISP Tehsil office
Faisalabad city and asked if the complaint had been addressed or was still under process and
whether any other information was required.
AD BISP Faisalabad City Miss Sajida again asked her to wait some more days. Abida Khatoon
stated that she visited the BISP Tehsil Office Faisalabad City three times in order to resolve her
complaint. But now, she lamented that she is unclear about when her complaint will be resolved.
Abida Khatoon asked the GHK team during an interview why eligible households are not being
informed of required actions by BISP in the case of a discrepancy. She further said, that she is
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very poor and if her complaint is resolved and resultantly she gets the cash grant she will save
some money for her daughter’s wedding. She mentioned that from morning to evening on each
day she stays at home all the time to make sure that if the postman comes she will be at home.
We found at the end of this interview that this beneficiary is now suffering from depression. She
can’t understand why if BISP officials are working actively and perfectly they do not inform
beneficiaries regarding the actual problem and associated delays and time requirements. She was
also unclear about why BISP Staff repeatedly asking her to submit a copy of her CNIC despite the
fact that she already submitted the copy to the AD BISP Faisalabad City. Abida Khatoon was not
pleased with the level of service she had received and the poor communication from BISP.

6. Observations
a.

General Observations
The potential beneficiary is living in old urbanised locality with access to public transport and
basic services like water supply, sewerage and drainage. The house was in poor condition in
terms of a broken door at the main entrance and damaged walls and floor.
The online details of Abida Khatoon on the BISP website show her PSC form number only. If
the CNIC of Abida Khatoon has been entered in the BISP MIS then the records did not show
it at the time of this study.

b.

Observations at the beneficiary level




c.

We observed that her actual age is 36 years but due to poverty, she looked much older.
Abida Khatoon was unsatisfied with the BISP due to unknown delays in solving her
complaint.
At the end of the interview Abida Khatoon Said,”Allah assi ghareeban de we sunain
ga.Inny Chakkar lawa layae Benazir the daftar wallan ny pata nae kaddun sanun paisy
labhan gy.” (Allah will help the poor like us. We have visited the BISP office so many
times but don’t know when we will get the cash grant).

Observations at BISP/Partner agency level
The case has not been processed because staff at the BISP Tehsil Office Faisalabad City is
waiting to access the CMIS, which is under development by the BISP headquarters. The
information provided by complainant (Abida Khatoon) to BISP has not been updated for the
last two months and therefore she is unable to receive the cash grant.
When the complaint handling process was probed at BISP Tehsil Office Faisalabad City it
was found that no further redressal process has been carried out by this office and the case is
still at the BISP Tehsil Office Faisalabad City and on hold with other pending grievance
cases.

7. Lessons learnt/Conclusion




Separate files for such complaints are not maintained by the Tehsil Office Faisalabad City and
all such complaints are put in a single file.
Proper communication is not present between BISP Tehsil Office Staff and the complainant.
The complaint redressal system for missing CNICs to this point has been slow and unclear.
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8. Recommendations




Staff training may be required on complaint handling.
Proper communication between the complainant and the BISP on a regular basis is required to
avoid misconceptions and unnecessary expectations. BISP must send confirmation letter to
the beneficiary about eligibility.
The BISP current grievance redressal system needs upgrading in terms of grievances
registration, provision of correct and timely information and follow up mechanisms.
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G-Southern Punjab-04
Missing CNIC
Hafeezan Bano
Muhammad Azam
Rafique Jiala (Son)
St no. 04, Jatala Town, Tehsil Mian Chunnu, District
Khanewal
MC 00414732 (NADRA Token No)
23337060
6-Jan-2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
This case study is related to the missing CNIC of Hafeezan Bano. This case reflects the aspect of
the importance of good communication between BISP Tehsil offices and the beneficiary.
Hafeezan Bano and her two daughters Miss Shabana and Miss Rehana had been declared eligible
for the BISP cash grant. They all applied for CNICs and NADRA had issued Token Numbers
against their applications but due to non-availability of Rehana’s Metric certificate, the case is
pending at the NADRA office Mian Chunnu.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Fifty six years old Hafeezan Bano is living in street no. 4 of Jatala Town which is an urban colony
of city Mian Channu. Jatala Town is a semi developed colony of union council No 74. More than
half the streets of Jatala Town are wide and paved but littered with garbage. Hafeezan Bano is
residing in a 5 Marla semi paved rented house which comprised of two bedrooms one kitchen and
a wash room. Electricity and Sui gas are available in the house. Motor Pump is used as a source of
water.
Hafeezan Bano has eleven children including six daughters and five sons. Her elder daughter is
thirty years old and married, and her three children of different ages go to school. Hafeezan
Bano’s son Mr. Nazim aged twenty seven years is nominated as the household head on the PSC
by the Survey team despite Mr. Azam, the father of Mr Nazim is still alive. Hafeezan Bano's
husband Mr Azam and her son Nazim work as support staff in a car show room and get Rs 500/
on the sale of each car. Their average income is Rs.5000 per month.
Hafeezan Bano is a housewife and her two daughters do embroidery work on demand and earn
Rs.600 per month through which they extend their support to the family income, although all this
depends on work availability. Adda Work is difficult and time taking. Both sisters work on Adda
and if the work is available, they complete one dress in one month. Hafeezan Bano mentioned that
the total monthly income of her family is around Rs. 5600.

3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Hafeezan Bano learnt about BISP from the BISP Poverty Survey Team during their visit to her
house more than six months ago. Hafeezan Bano considers that the Pakistan People s’ Party
launched this programme for poor and needy people. She also says that she had not received any
notification letter from BISP regarding her selection for the BISP cash grant. She considered
herself as BISP Beneficiary through a People's Party worker. .
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4. How did the Complaint Emerge
During the visit of the PPP worker in October 2011, who was also a notable of the local area,
Hafeezan Bano realised that she should have a CNIC. Hafeezan Bano therefore went to the local
NADRA office Mian Chunnu along with her daughters and applied for the CNICs. In the
NADRA office, Hafeezan Bano and her daughters received token numbers. These token numbers
were provided to the BISP Tehsil Office by Mr. Nazim, son of Hafeezan Bano on 25th October
2011.
Hafeezan Bano has not been contacted by the BISP Tehsil Office ever since the submission of the
CNIC Token Number issued by NADRA against her application.
Hafeezan Bano mentioned that she herself has never visited the BISP Tehsil Office and all the
communication between BISP and Hafeezan Bano has taken place through her son and the PPP
worker.

5. Processing of the Complaint
According to the BISP Manual, after the completion of the BISP Poverty Survey, the partner
organisation of BISP will send all completed BISP PSCs to BISP Headquarters at Islamabad.
BISP Headquarters Islamabad will forward these PSCs to the Data Entry Organisation, namely
NADRA for verification. In this case when the PO of BISP completed the PSC Survey of Mian
Chunnu, it had sent T1 Forms to BISP Headquarters at Islamabad. It forwarded these forms for
verification to NADRA where the accuracy and duplicity of CNICs were checked.
BISP Tehsil office Mian Chunnu Officials mentioned during consultation of this specific case
that, NADRA identified many cases related to missing CNICs of eligible households on the PSCs
(T1 Forms) of District Khanewal. NADRA generated a list of missing CNICs of District
Khanewal on an Excel Sheet and sent it to BISP Headquarters Islamabad from where it had been
forwarded to BISP DG office Lahore (Punjab). The BISP DG office Punjab sent the list to BISP
Divisional office Multan. The BISP Divisional Director Multan sent the list of missing CNICs to
all Tehsil offices of District Khanewal.
Out of the large number of missing CNIC cases in the list, 1699 cases were related to Tehsil Mian
Chunnu. The Divisional office Multan gave a dead line to BISP Tehsil office Mian Chunnu to
provide all missing CNICs of eligible households by 30th November 2011. Thelist had been
received at BISP Tehsil office Mian Chunnu on 1st October 2011 via email. To address this issue
AD BISP Tehsil Mian Chunnu developed a strategy, comprising of two steps; (a) To contact
beneficiaries through Notables, MNAs, MPAs and Peoples Party workers, (b) To make CNICs
through NADRA. As a first step the AD BISP Tehsil office Mian Chunnu contacted the notables
of the relevant area while providing them a list of the eligible women and asked them to ensure
provisionof the CNICs of these specific eligible women as early as possible.
For this purpose, the AD BISP Tehsil Mian Chunnu stated that he had composed an Urdu
Message for Cell Phone relating to pending receiver women and asking them to contact the BISP
Tehsil office Mian Chunnu along with a CNIC photocopy. They forwarded the message to contact
numbers of the pending receiver women. As a second step the AD BISP Tehsil office Mian
Channu contacted the NADRA office at Mian Channu and requested them to send NADRA
Mobile Vans to those specific rural areas including UC 76. Out of 1699, the 730 CNICs of
pending receiver women had been prepared by NADRA as of 19th December 2011.
On 23rd October the local PPP Notable of UC 74 contacted Mr Nazim the son of Hafeezan Bano
and asked him to provide CNIC photocopies of his mother and two sisters. He also informed him
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that all three women had been selected as eligible for the BISP cash grant but due to nonavailability of their CNICs, the BISP cash grant cannot be issued to them. Hafeezan Bano filed
her and her daughters’ CNICs application forms to the NADRA office at Mian Chunnu.
On 25th October 2011 Mr Nazim the son of Hafeezan Bibi visited the BISP Tehsil office Mian
Channu and provided Token Numbers of the CNICs issued by NADRA against their application
forms to AD BISP Tehsil Mian Chunnu. He added the token numbers to the list maintained with
him along with the respective dates. This particular case is under process at BISP Tehsil office
Mian Chunnu due to non-availability of photocopies of the beneficiary CNICs

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The complainants / receiver women are not provided any forms which can be filled and
submitted to the BISP at the time of any complaint or seeking of information updates etc.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
Hafeezan Bano belongs to a lower middle class but currently impoverished family. She is
illiterate and her family is facing hardships owing to poverty. She has provided her CNIC
Token Number to BISP Tehsil office Mian Chunnu but she was unaware of the fact that she
would be unable to get the BISP cash grant until a photocopy of her CNIC is provided.
During the discussion with Hafeezan Bano, she said:
“Her relatives, in particular her brother-in-law is not giving them their inherited property and
they are facing self-exile in Mian Channu although they belong to Faisalabad. In this context,
it will be unimportant if BISP does not provide her cash grant on time as her relatives are
doing the same.”
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
The staff stated that CNIC information update cases are not forwarded to the BISP Divisional
Office because such cases are not currently being resolved and the Tehsil Office keeps record
of such cases at their own level. In the list of 1699 pending receiver women 700 CNICs has
been made to date. According to the AD BISP Tehsil Office Mian Chunnu until he completes
this list according to the Divisional office requirement, he will not forward it to BISP
Divisional office Multan

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions




Since the information regarding all missing CNICs cannot be updated at Tehsil Offices, this
causes delays in resolving such issues.
Tehsil Office does not forward CNIC information update cases to BISP Divisional Office
because the staffs thinks that the information will not be updated until the Complaint
Management Information System (CMS) is made operational.
BISP staff stated that none of the grievance cases regarding missing CNICs have been
forwarded to BISP Headquarters Islamabad as a result.
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8. Recommendations






BISP Tehsil Office must forward the record to BISP Divisional Office on a weekly basis for
further processing and updating of those missing CNICs for which the information has been
received and updated in the Tehsil Office record
BISP staff should be properly trained about the programme and complaint process.
BISP must send a confirmation letter to the beneficiary about eligibility.
BISP staff should communicate the discrepancy if any, along with the reason to the
beneficiary.
The BISP current grievance redressal system needs upgrading in terms of grievance
registration, provision of correct and timely information and follow up mechanisms.
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G-Southern Punjab-05
Missing Household
Farhat Perveen
Syed Tassawar Abbas
81/B Khayaban-e-Sarwar Tehsil & District Dera Ghazi
Khan
32102-3178598-0
N.A.
5-Jan-2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
This case study is related to the missing household of Farhat Perveen who lives in Khayaban-eSarwar Colony City Dera Ghazi Khan. During the BISP Poverty Score Card (PSC) Survey, held
in May 2011, the surveying team marked the door of this house as a rejected house. Farhat
Perveen contacted BISP Tehsil officials many times and later on she registered an appeal on 30th
June 2011 but no action has been taken to date.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Farhat Perveen is a resident of Khayaban-e-Sarwar Colony located in Union Council No 4 of
Dera Ghazi Khan City. Farhat Perveen is 32 years old having two children, her daughter is 3years and son is 7 months. Farhat Perveen is living in an 8 Marla pacca rented house. There are
four rooms two kitchens and two washrooms, out of which she uses one room and a kitchen and a
washroom, the rest of the accommodation is being used by her sister's family.
Both families have their separate cooking arrangement, electricity and natural gas facilities. The
approaching street of the house is well paved with a good drainage system.
Mr Syed Tassawwar (The husband of Farhat Perveen) has an irregular business in the Grain
Market. Farhat Perveen was unwilling to share any information related to the income of her
husband.

3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Farhat Perveen learnt about BISP through an advertisement telecast on Pakistan Television. She
knows that the BISP is a Government-run social welfare program, initiated for the poor and needy
people of Pakistan.
During the discussion with Farhat Parveen, she has shown she is eager to qualify for the BISP
cash grant, because she knows some beneficiaries who live in her neighbouring area who have
been recipients of the BISP cash grant for some time. She also mentioned that if she gets the BISP
cash grant, she will make some savings and will spend on the better education of her children.
Farhat Perveen says:
"It is not necessary that the poor people are those who live in slums alone. People like us who are
living in better houses can hardly make both ends meet."
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4. How did the Complaint Emerge
On 16th May 2011 the BISP Poverty Survey Team of HCMI (Human Capital Management
Institute) conducted the Poverty Survey in B Block of Khayaban-e-Sarwar Colony of City Dera
Ghazi Khan. Farhat Perveen mentioned that the Poverty Survey team did not visit her house but
the Survey team marked the door of her house as a BISP rejected house dated 16 May 2011.
Farhat Parveen mentioned that she was unable to understand why the Poverty Survey Team
skipped her house without a visit and without contacting them.
She had some neighbouring relations with the Assistant Complaint Officer (ACO) in BISP Tehsil
Dera Ghazi Khan. Farhat Parveen discussed this matter with her and came to know the fact that
her house had been excluded from the BISP Poverty Survey. Therefore, on the advice of the ACO
BISP Tehsil office Dera Ghazi Khan she lodged a complaint as a missing household.

5. Processing of the Complaint
In Tehsil Dera Ghazi Khan, the PO carrying out the PSC survey was HCMI (Human Capital
Management Institute). The employees/data collectors of HCMI missed a number of houses in the
Tehsil. Up till 23rd December 2011, BISP Tehsil DG Khan had recorded 3385 missing households
and had asked HCMI for field visits to the respective areas for early action to complete the missed
households/forms.
The case of Farhat Perveen is one of these missed households, and in this case a formal complaint
was registered on 30th June 2011 at the BISP Tehsil office and a serial number 19 was allocated to
the complaint. However, since that time her grievance has not been addressed. While discussing
this particular case with the AD BISP Tehsil office Dera Ghazi Khan, it was revealed that a
number of official letters have been sent to HCMI Management through the Divisional office
Dera Ghazi Khan for field visits/resurvey of the areas but they have not received any response.
Consequently, 3385 cases of missing households are pending in Tehsil Dera Ghazi Khan due to
non-availability of the PO’s Poverty Survey Team at the time this case study was developed.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
This case reflects the aspect of weak communication/coordination between BISP and a
Partner Organisation (PO) “HCMI” (Human Capital Management Institute) and subsequently
a poor response on the complaint after it was registered.
The house of Farhat Perveen is located in a well-known and developed colony in the city of
Dera Ghazi Khan. Externally, the house is in good condition and the street where it is situated
is wide, paved and has a developed drainage system. It seems that the Enumerators of the
BISP Poverty Survey Team were untrained and not fully briefed on the need for universal
coverage as they skipped many houses which were in a good condition and apparently better
off in this colony
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
Farhat Perveen has not received any update from BISP for the last six months. She was also
not provided any acknowledgement of her complaint for future reference.
As Farhat Perveen has not been contacted by the BISP Tehsil Office after registration of her
complaint; this is likely to increase her disappointment with the system and she may
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communicate the program objectives wrongly to others decreasing the good well of BISP in
society.
c. Observations at BISP Level
BISP Tehsil office Dera Ghazi Khan is managing missing household complaints with
reference numbers and dates. The BISP Tehsil staff mentioned that missing household cases
are not being forwarded to the BISP Divisional Office because such cases will be resolved at
the field level. Presently Tehsil Office keeps the record of such cases.

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions


BISP staff stated that none of the grievance cases related to missing households have been
resolved. BISP Divisional office sent many official letters to HCMI Management but a
response is still awaited from their end.

8. Recommendations







The complaint registration mechanism should be displayed in every BISP office in order to
ensure that complaints are being registered for proper follow up.
Complaint registration number or file reference number should be given to every
complainant.
BISP Poverty Survey Team should follow the instructions according to BISP manual.
There must be some policy decision for redressal of such kind of grievances.
The BISP Tehsil Office staff must be trained complaint handling and processing and they
must be provided standard operating procedures (SOPs) for processing of complaints
according to their nature.
The BISP senior management must take quick action regarding such large clusters of missing
households. For this the PO (HCMI) must be directed to complete the missing household
survey as early as possible.
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G-Punjab-06
Missing CNIC
Shehnaz Bibi
Ashraf
NA
Steert Peer Sukha, mohallah Ansariabad, Chiniot
3340106362690
19735157
4-Nov-2011

1. Summary of the Case Study:
The complainant, Shehanz Bibi w/o Ashraf had filed a complaint about a missing CNIC, which
she could not provide at the time of survey. She came to know about the discrepancy in her case
in May 2011, four months after the survey. She immediately filed the complaint along with her
new CNIC at BISP Tehsil office Chiniot. The complaint has not been solved yet. However, she
has been assured by the BISP staff that she will start receiving her payments after Eid ul Azha, i.e.
November 2011. The BISP record shows that this case is still pending.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background information:
Shehanz Bibi w/o Ashraf is the resident of Peer Sukha street, Mohallah Ansari Abad, Tehsil
Chiniot; a slum area some 5 km away from the main road. The street is lined with bricks and
cemented drainage is running on both sides of the street. Shehnaz is about 40 year’s old, illiterate,
appears to be suffering from malnutrition, and the mother of 5 school age children. Three of her
children are attending a local primary school. Her youngest daughter is five years old. She works
as a maid at houses and earns about Rs.2000 a month. Her husband is a fruit vendor and his
monthly income is about Rs.5000.
The house where she lives with her husband and five children is a self-owned, 2.5 Marla, brick
and mud house, comprising of only one room and a kacha courtyard in front of the house. There is
no kitchen or bathroom in the house. A water hand pump was also installed in the house. There
were two roped bedframes (charpais) in the yard and a broken bed in the room. The family’s only
prominent belonging, in the house, was a colour television with satellite cable connection. The
house depicts a picture of a true slum dweller with a marginalized living condition.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP:
Shehnaz gathered about the BISP from a TV commercial some 6 months ago, that the Peoples
Party Government is distributing money among the poor and needy people.
When the survey team visited their mohallah (probably in the month of February 2011), she went
to the nearby playground where the survey team filled the PSC forms. Her husband provided most
of the details to the survey team. And when the surveyors asked for her CNIC, she could not
present it because she did not have her CNIC made at that time. The survey team took her
husband’s CNIC as head of family. The survey team gave her the acknowledgement slip for
reference. The team also told her that if her form got accepted at BISP office she will be receiving
a cash grant of Rs 1000 every month by the post man at her doorstep, but they did not tell her that
her own CNIC is a requirement for getting the BISP cash grant.
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Fortunately she received the confirmation letter, declaring her eligible but with discrepancy. The
family was very happy and upset at the same time by the news, but no one knew where the
problem was.
The husband of Shahnaz got the BISP PMT score printout from a nearby net café, by paying 20
rupees, and discussed the discrepancy issue with the owner. The internet Café owner informed
him about visiting the BISP Offices for help...The postman, who visits regularly to deliver BISP
money orders in the locality also guided him about the complaint filing process of the BISP Tehsil
office.
After knowing about her eligibility, Shehnaz also started to dream about how this money will
solve many of her financial problems. She planned to send all her 5 children to a better school and
secure a bright future for them.
Both husband and wife think of the BISP as a political agenda of the Pakistan People’s Party. Her
husband Ashraf said “aye peoples party di scheme hegi, kiun k Benazir de naa tey challi ay, o sirf
apnay jialian noo pesay denday, tay naalay election honr alay nay, votan khareedan laee program
keeta unhan. Ghareeban de laee koi kuj v nae karda ays muluk de wich”. He further added “jay
sanu paisay millay te vote deyan gay warna naee”.

4. How did the complaint/grievance emerge?
When after three months of the survey, the postman brought money orders to the other eligible
women in the locality who were surveyed with her, she was alarmed to find that there was no
money order for her with the postman. She asked the postman about her own money orders and
the postman told her to get her eligibility status checked from the nearby internet cafe. The
husband and wife went to the nearby net cafe to track her eligibility status and got the BISP MIS
form. The café owner explained to them about their eligibility score and about the problem also.
Her husband also asked the postman about the matter and further actions who told him to submit
her CNIC at the BISP Tehsil Office to fulfil the eligibility criteria. They got this urgently made
and submitted these in May 2011, with reassurance by the Assistant Complaint officer that she
will start receiving her money order after Eid ul Adha.

5. Processing of the Case:
The complaint about CNIC discrepancy has been filed by Shehnaz Bibi at BISP Tehsil office
Chiniot on May 2011. She went to register her complaint herself accompanied by her brother in
law. The BISP Tehsil office is at a distance of approx. 5 Km from her house, which they travelled
on foot both ways.
Shehnaz told us that the behaviour of staff at the office was very cooperative and polite and they
helped her filling the pre typed application form, without charging any fee. However she had to
get the application form copied for Rs.30 from a nearby photocopy shop. Shehnaz was not given
any acknowledgement letter or slip for the registration of the complaint. (To record all such
complaints, BISP Tehsil Office Chiniot staff has designed a computerized format to save time and
also to facilitate the complainants. There was no official instruction to BISP staff by their
management to develop a complaint format but they themselves took the initiative to develop a
computerized format to help out the beneficiaries. They keep a blank complaint format in their
records and when they receive a complaint regarding grievances through any source, they use this
format and after filling it (by asking required information from the complainants) file this
complaint format in their records.
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This beneficiary’s complaint regarding discrepancy in CNIC has been filed at Tehsil office but
was not forwarded to division office or any other office at the time of the study. The Assistant
Complaint officer at Tehsil office has assured her that she will start receiving her money after Eid
ul Adha. She was advised not to visit the office again and wait at home for the money order. She
therefore never revisited the office for the follow up of her case since May 2011, as she believes
that if that money is in her fate she will definitely get it sooner or later.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Shehnaz visited BISP Office only once for lodging her complaint and never visited again to
follow up as she believes that her repeated visits will not make any difference. She was of the
view that now she has made a new CNIC to remove the discrepancy, as instructed by BISP
officers, she should immediately get her money. She doesn’t understand why it is taking so
much time to resolve her issue.
She did not try to influence the complaint resolution process as her family has no political
connections. She is also of the view that BISP is a political initiative that is planned to
influence the next election.
She considers herself a BISP beneficiary as her husband is a fruit vendor and usually he
doesn’t generate enough income to support the expenses of his family. To meet both ends
they have to borrow from their relatives and the neighbourhood shopkeeper.
b. Observations at the beneficiary level
Peer Sukha, where Shehnaz resides, is a backward area of Chiniot city and the dwellers are of
similar socio economic status. Generally men engage in daily labour and women work as
maids in houses. Raising livestock is also a common economic activity in the area and there
were some cattle seen in the streets and houses.
She wants all her children to go to school and desperately wants them out of the vicious claws
of poverty. An addition of 1000 rupees has a considerable value in their lives. Three of their
children are primary school students and the younger ones have also reached the school age
but they are not being sent to school due to financial constraints.
They are of the view that all such programs in the name of poor and poverty are just fake
dramas and the political agenda of the Government and nothing in real terms is being done for
the poor.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner agency level
BISP Tehsil Office is located at Satellite Town, house # 3/29, Chiniot, at a distance from
Sargodha road. The office is difficult to find and difficult to access. There is also no board
outside the office that helps visitors to identify the building. The office building consists of 5
rooms, 1 kitchen, 1 wash room and a waiting room with a sitting arrangement of seven to nine
visitors.
The office staff comprises four members; The Assistant Director (AD), the Assistant
Complaints (AC), Naib Qasid and Chowkidar. The official working time is 8:00am to
4:00pm.
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According to Assistant Complaint they deal with almost 100 complainants daily but during
our four hours presence there were only 10-15 visitors with different complaints and queries.
For the grievance cases, the Tehsil Office is advised to not forward them to Divisional Office
and keep them with themselves till the CMS is operationalized, hence many grievance
complaints are lying pending. The staff is currently treating all grievance related complaints
in the same way, just collect them and put them in some file or a shopping bag or a box in
case file is not available due to budget constraints. There is no practice of separation
according to the nature of the complaint.
The staff thinks that if they have a proper complaint registration mechanism and certain
training and guidance on how to handle/resolve these complaints that will certainly have an
impact to lower the number of grievance cases. They are also facing budget constraints and
payment of utilities is pending from last several months. There is no vehicle available for
field visits as well.
They are of the view that if they get sufficient budget, approach to NADRA system and
proper complaint handling system then the quality of service and customer satisfaction will
improve.

7. Lessons learnt/conclusions:






This particular case “Eligible household with discrepancy” has been lodged by a beneficiary
about 7 months ago (in May 2011). The BISP Tehsil office staff neither took any action nor
forwarded this particular complaint to any other office. On enquiry, the officer informed the
team that they have been instructed by their management that they didn’t need to forward
grievance cases to the Divisional office as the CMS (Complaint Management System) is not
functional and it would be operationalized soon. Under these circumstances, this case is
currently pending with the BISP Tehsil office Chiniot.
The awareness level of the beneficiary about the BISP cash grant and other initiatives is very
low. This lack of awareness makes them vulnerable to exploitation at various levels.
It has also been observed that some internet cafés have built a flourishing business, by
charging Rs.20-50, to fill this communication gap by providing information about PMT or
eligibility that is otherwise the responsibility of BISP.
The concerned BISP staff is also reluctant to provide clarifications to the beneficiaries for
such cases where their PMT is higher than required for eligibility.

8. Recommendations:







The grievance complaint processing is not clear to BISP staff. The mechanism to process
grievance cases should be communicated clearly to the staff.
BISP staff also needs to be trained in complaint handling and recording mechanisms, which is
their biggest concern at the moment.
Standard complaint registration procedures should be communicated and enforced at all
offices.
BISP staff should not feel any reluctance while expressing the facts to beneficiaries, and
should be trained in handling difficult situations with beneficiaries.
Sufficient budget must be allocated for the concerned staff so that they may visit and oversee
the field level activities/follow up of complaints etc.
A regular monitoring body must be set in place to overlook the grievance handling process.
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G-Punjab-07
Eligibility Appeal (Re-survey)
Humaira Nazeer
Wife of Muhammad Nazeer
Muhammad Nazeer
Street # 5, Naseem Colony, Johar Abad.
35202-2125679-5
14678284
3-Nov-2011

1. The case summary:
This particular case has been lodged by the complainant (Muhammad Nazeer) as an appeal that
his family should be declared as an eligible household. Currently he has been declared as an
ineligible household as his PMT score is 18.30.
The complainant has filed the eligibility Appeal in BISP Tehsil office Khushab with the request
that as his survey has not been done efficiently he has been declared ineligible so his survey
should be conducted again.
This particular case has been pending at the BISP Tehsil office Khushab for the last three months
as the complaint has not been processed so far. However, the officers at BISP Tehsil office
assured the complainant that his case will be resolved soon. In reality, they themselves don’t
know what to do with this case. The concerned BISP staffs don’t have any information regarding
the solution of grievance cases which fall in the category of Eligibility Appeals. With no clear
guidance they have to record this complaint at the end of the complaint register, maintained for
the registration of complaints.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant Profile/Background Information
Muhammad Nazeer is 58 years of age, married and a primary educated old man. His wife (the
beneficiary) is a 59 year old housewife. He is the father of five children (four sons and a
daughter). His elder son is married while the other four children (one daughter and three sons) are
studying in school.
Nazeer himself is a gardener by profession and his earning is Rs.3000/- per month. His married
son is a tailor in a nearby market at Johar Abad. His earning pattern is not consistent as his
earning mostly depends upon events like Eid, Shab-a-Barat, marriages, etc. However, his average
monthly income is approximately Rs.7500/-.
Nazeer lives in a ten marla semi pakka self-owned house. The house consists of three rooms, a
baithak and an open court yard. The house has a wash room but no covered kitchen to cook
family meals. His married son (Zulqarnain) and his family lives separately but in the same house.
The enumerator also considered him as a separate household and he was surveyed on a separate
survey form.
The area where he resides is known as Naseem Colony and mostly has well furbished houses. The
street leading to his house is paved with brick soling and with a proper drainage system. There are
more than ten houses in that street.
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3. Beneficiary’s relationship with BISP:
She was not included under the parliamentarian phase of BISP cash grant program. She was
surveyed by the team of enumerators five months ago, when the PSC survey team visited her
house in the month of July 2011. The survey team handed over a survey acknowledgement slip to
her husband after completing Poverty Score Card survey form. At the time of survey he had a
valid CNIC of himself and his wife available with him. He has not been charged by the survey
team for filling his survey form.
The husband doesn’t have any information about the complaint redressal mechanism available at
BISP. He got this information when he visited the BISP Tehsil office to enquire about the status
of the survey result. Nazeer contacted one of his relatives working in the BISP Tehsil office
Khushab as Complaint Assistant to inquire about the result/processing of the PSC survey. The
concerned officer at this advised him to visit the BISP office to get the information about PSC
Survey result. He has a plan that they would utilize this cash grant for the better education of their
children.
He has visited the BISP Tehsil office three times to lodge and to follow up his complaint, once for
recording and twice to follow up on progress. He used his bicycle every time he visited theBISP
office. The BISP Tehsil office Khushab is located at a distance of around 3 kms from his
dwelling. He was very satisfied with the behaviour and dealing of officers at BISP. He was happy
that nothing has been charged or demanded by BISP staff to record and process his complaint.

4. How did the Complaint/Grievance Emerge?
Three months ago, he visited BISP Tehsil office located at main College Road, Johar Abad to
check the status of his survey result, where he came to know that his family has been declared
ineligible as his PMT (18.30) is higher than the cut off score.
He lodged his complaint on the grounds that his survey form has not been properly filled by the
enumerator/survey team and he wants to be resurveyed by another team. He further explained that
when the survey team visited his house, there was an exchange of hot words between them
because the enumerator was insisting on sitting inside the house but he refused bluntly. He
strongly believes that because of the quarrel between them the survey team didn’t fill the correct
information in the form that reflects how poor he is in reality.
At that time Nazeer thought that the survey team is a group of culprits and the survey is some sort
of fraud. He was also concerned as to why he should allow any stranger to enter inside his house
while females of his family, in the house, are alone.

5. Processing of the case:
This case has been filed by the complainant in the last week of September 2011 at the
recommendation of his relative who is working as Assistant Complaint Officer in the BISP Tehsil
office Khushab.
The complainant visited the BISP Tehsil office as per the instruction of his relative to check the
result of the survey. There he found that his PMT is slightly above the cut-off point. The Assistant
Complaint Officer there guided him that he may get the cash grant if he lodges the
complaint/appeal on the grounds that the results of the survey are not correct.
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At the BISP Tehsil office there was no formal application form submitted from the complainant.
The complaint was entered on a separate register as an appeal. The information recorded on the
register included; Form No., Name of Complainant, CNIC No., and Address including his contact
number. No acknowledgement or complaint number was issued to the complainant for future
reference. As the concerned BISP staff didn’t have any information and guidance from their
management on how to handle such cases i.e. Eligibility Appeal cases, the BISP staff entered this
complaint on the last page of the complaint register roughly.
While discussing this case with the concerned Assistant Director, she stated that they don’t have
any information or guidance about what to do with this particular case. She also added that she
has discussed this case with Divisional Director Sargodha, who advised her to keep this case on
record and he will discuss this case when he will visit her office.
Thus, this specific case has not been forwarded or processed so far and is still pending after three
months.

6. Observations
a) General Observations
The discussion with complainant, Nazeer, was not very comfortable. Sometimes, his
behaviour created doubts about his mental soundness. He was not sitting comfortably on the
bed and constantly shifting his position. He was also frequently changing his statements about
the survey, and survey team.
The complaint falls in the category of Appeals as the complainant is classified as ineligible
based on his PMT score but he consider himself as eligible.
Nazeer also disclosed that the Assistant Complaint Officer working at BISP Tehsil office
Khushab is his relative and he guided him for all the process. The relative also assured him
that he will try his best to get him enrolled in the list of eligible persons and there is no need
to worry about it.
b) Observations at beneficiary level
The complainant lives in Johar Abad, a Tehsil of District Khushab. The house where they live
is a ten marla, single storey, mix type of construction building with electricity connection.
Although, his son lives in the same house and earns a reasonable income his contribution to
household expenses is not very significant.
The youngest son of Nazeer is studying in class three. At the age of 58 and in the absence of a
regular income, the complainants very worried about the future of his youngest son and about
the marriage of his daughter. The prospect of getting a regular cash grant free from BISP is
very attractive for him at this time.
A few months ago, Nazeer found an opportunity to work for a private firm at a salary of
Rs.10,000/- per months. But, he decided not to avail of that opportunity because he is not
willing to wake up early in the morning, travel and remain bound there till evening.
Zulqarnain (Nazeer’s eldest son), who was also surveyed for Poverty Score Card, has been
declared ineligible as the PMT of household is 40.38.
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c) Observations at BISP
It was observed that initially the BISP office was not visited to file the complaint. The
purpose of his visit was to get information about the result of his survey. The Assistant
Complaint Officer there guided him that he should appeal and there is a possibility that he
could be included as an eligible beneficiary. Consequently, the complainant agreed and the
Assistant Complaint Officer recorded the complaint. The Assistant Complaint Officer also
didn’t disclose the fact that the complainant is his relative.
The concerned BISP officers at Tehsil level are completely ignorant about the further
processing of this specific case. The Assistant Director discussed this particular case with
Divisional Director Sargodha on the phone who suggested that he would discuss this case
when he visited the Tehsil office the next time.
The Tehsil office records verbal complaints in the register and where they receive an
application they place it in the file. They have functional computers, UPS and Fax machine in
their office but they are not using it to consolidate the record of complaints. They are waiting
for the BISP CMS so they can enter complaints there and get them resolved.
The Tehsil office Khushab is not a very busy office but there was enough space and seating
arrangement to accommodate 15 to 20 visitors. The office has four staff members that include
Assistant Director, Assistant Complaint Officer, Naib Qasid and a Chowkidar. The behaviour
of the staff with visitors is very polite and helpful.

7. Lessons learnt and conclusion





The date and the complaint number for this complaint was not available because the case was
recorded in a register without recording any date.
The complainant has lodged an appeal for considering his family as eligible but his house and
living conditions proves that he doesn’t fall in the category of very poor.
The complainant may not have lodged the complaint if he didn’t have his relative working in
the BISP Tehsil office as Assistant Complaint Officer, who gave him hope that he will try to
influence the complaint process and there is no harm in lodging an appeal.
The complainant is looking for some easy money rather than to work hard. He found an
opportunity to work for a private firm at a reasonable salary but he decided not to avail of the
opportunity.

8. Recommendations




There is a strong need to create awareness among women regarding the cash grant
programme as this programme is specifically designed to empower them. In this particular
case the male member of the family is very active in attempting to get the cash grant and the
role of beneficiary is totally missing.
Current eligibility PMT score may be communicated through mass media and displayed at
other places like post office and BISP office for beneficiary awareness.
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G-Punjab-08
Missing CNIC.
Nasreen Bibi, Saira Bibi D/O Riaz Hussain
W/O Riaz Hussain
Riaz Hussain
Mohallah Zafar Pura, Bodla Town, Pindi Bhattian, District
Hafiz Abad
34302-1238363-9, 3430224156574 (Sarain)
23187403
5-Jan-2012

1. Summary of the Case Study:
There are two beneficiaries in this case, Nasreen who has been declared eligible and her daughter
Saira. Due to the missing CNIC of her r daughter (Saira) who has a missing CNIC and hence is
eligible with discrepancy, neither mother nor her daughter is yet receiving the cash assistance.
While apparently Nasreen’s payments are shown as generated by BISP, she herself has not
received these payments either. The PMT of the household is 15.78.
She along with her daughter went to the NADRA office Pindi Bhattian to apply for a CNIC. After
getting a CNIC, she submitted a copy of it at the BISP Tehsil office Pindi Bhattian District Hafiz
Abad.
This specific case has been lodged in BISP Tehsil office Pindi Bhattian without any recording
date. The case has not been forwarded so far as it was instructed to the concerned staff not to
forward grievance cases till the launch of the CMS.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information:
Nasreen Bibi is a 31 year old, illiterate married woman. She is the mother of six children (three
sons and three daughters). None of her children are married. Her eldest daughter, Saira, is also
declared as a BISP cash Grant beneficiary and helps her in house chores. Three of her children
attend the nearby Government school and study in different classes while the other two children
are infants at the moment.
Her husband, Riaz Hussain earns his living as a street hawker and used to sell porcelain crockery
and aluminium utensils on his bicycle. He earns around Rs.5000/- per month. His wife Nasreen
Bibi is also working as a house maid in a house located near to his residence. She gets Rs.2000/monthly for working as a house maid. They both (Nasreen and Riaz) said that it is quite hard for
them to take care of and fulfil the financial needs of their family with this limited income.
The house where she lives, with her husband and six children is a 3 marla semi pacca house. The
house is owned by the beneficiary’s husband. He bought this piece of land two year back and is
still paying its instalments. The house comprises of one room, with no wash room and a small
veranda that is also used as a kitchen. The family’s notable belonging is a colour Television with
satellite cable connection and a bicycle.
The area where she lives is known as Mohallah Zafar Pura (Bodla Town). Most of the houses in
this particular area are well paved. There are also some grocery shops, a market on the main road
and a private school in their Mohallah. The street leading to her house is well paved with brick
soling and a proper drainage system, having around 10 houses.
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3. Beneficiary’s relationship with BISP:
Nasreen and Saira were not part of the first phase of the BISP program. But, the household was
surveyed for the Poverty Score Card phase in the month of June 2011, almost six months ago. At
that time, the enumerators visited their house and completed the PSC survey form. Nasreen
provided most of the details to the survey team. After completing the PSC form the survey team
gave her the survey acknowledgement slip for future reference.
She also had a valid CNIC that she shared with the survey team at the time of the survey but her
daughter Saira had no CNIC made at that time. She was happy that nothing has been charged by
the enumerators for filling her survey form. Neither she nor her daughter received any BISP letter
regarding confirmation of their eligibility or discrepancy so far, but her husband, Riaz, received a
call from BISP Tehsil Office Pindi Bhattian that confirmed their eligibility and discrepancy.
She didn’t know about the Benazir Income Support Program in detail. She got most of her
information about BISP from TV and discussions with neighbouring women. She considers this
program as a political Government initiative that is helping the needy and the deserving people.
Nasreen and Saira have planned to utilize the cash assistance for paying the remaining house
instalments and for Serian’s marriage.
The current status of Nasreen Bibi in BISP records shows that she has started to receive the cash
grant from BISP but Saira’s instalments are still not issued.

4. How did the Complaint/Grievance emerge?
Four months ago (in the month of September 2011), when she observed that other women in the
area, who were surveyed along with her, were getting cash assistance but she was not, she became
concerned. She decided to visit the BISP Tehsil office Pindi Bhatti, located at a distance of around
1 km from her house to, inquire about the status of her survey and to find out why she is not
getting any cash assistance.
She went to the BISP office with her survey acknowledgement slip and her CNIC.
She doesn’t know about the BISP complaint registration mechanism. She got the information
about how to complain through her visit to the BISP Tehsil Office.
Here she asked officers about her problem regarding the delivery of cash assistance. The
concerned officer after taking her CNIC and survey acknowledgement slip checked the status of
her survey from the BISP website. She was informed by the Assistant Complaint Officer that her
name is not available in their records and that it may in process as part of data entry. He noted
down her contact details with the promise that he would inform her as soon as he would get any
information.
A few days later, her husband received a call from the BISP Tehsil Office. The Assistant Director
told him that two of his family members (Nasreen and Saira) have been declared eligible but one
beneficiary, named Saira Bibi, has some discrepancy with her CNIC and advised him to visit the
BISP office as soon as possible.
Riaz visited the very next day and was told that Saira didn’t have a CNIC hence the discrepancy.
The officer advised him to visit the nearest NADRA office along with his daughter and apply for
her CNIC. The Assistant Director also provided him a reference slip so he should be entertained
on a priority basis.
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He was also advised by the officer to submit a copy of Saira’s CNIC when she got her CNIC from
NADRA.
Three days later Nasreen along with her daughter went to NADRA office located at a distance of
around 5 kilometres from her house. They went there by using Ching-Chi rickshaw that cost them
fifty rupees. Fifteen days later they collected the CNIC of Saira and submitted the copy to the
BISP Tehsil Office Pindi Bhattian.
The Assistant Complaint office took the copy of the CNIC from the beneficiaries and advised
them to wait. The officer further explained that they didn’t need to visit the BISP Office, as they
will inform them when the case will be resolved. The officer noted the cell phone number of the
beneficiaries for future contact. However, they didn’t receive any complaint or reference number
for future follow up of the complaint.

5. Processing of the Case:
This particular case has been filed by Nasreen Bibi at BISP Tehsil office Pindi Bhattian at the end
of September 2011. The Complaint Assistant recorded her complaint. He also collected the
required documents that included copies of CNICs (both beneficiaries) and their contact numbers
and secured it in a folder bag, which the office used to maintaining records of CNIC related
complaints.
This case has not been forwarded thus far for further processing to the Divisional Office or any
other BISP office. The Assistant Director stated that he has been instructed by the Divisional
office to keep grievance cases in their records as the CMS is about to launch and with the help of
the CMS they would be able to solve these cases at Tehsil level. However, they are following the
practice of preparing a complaints summary and sending it to the Divisional office as part of their
weekly reporting. At this moment this case is waiting at the BISP Tehsil office as a pending case.
The beneficiaries and Riaz have visited the BISP Tehsil Office, around 1 kilometre away, more
than three times to lodge and follow up their complaint. They have no idea that there is more than
one way to register and follow up their complaint. Although they have contact numbers of the
BISP office, provided by the Complaint Assistant, they prefer to visit the office.

6. Observations:
a. General Observations
As per BISP prescribed process the receiver woman should receive notification regarding the
discrepancy with respect to her form data with the information that includes the address of the
nearest BISP office, or help desk phone number.
In this particular case the beneficiary did get information regarding her eligibility and
discrepancy in CNIC from the BISP Tehsil Office through a phone call. Although, the
information update forms are not available with the BISP Tehsil Office they are facilitating
the beneficiaries by securing a copy of their CNICs. The beneficiary, on the other hand visited
the BISP office more than three times for this complaint, once to lodge the complaint and two
visits for follow up, despite the fact that they had a contact number. She didn’t try to influence
the complaint redress mechanism and she has no idea if it will work or not.
She doesn’t know about any bank branch located nearby. She thinks that the delivery of cash
assistance through Pakistan Post is a better mechanism as compared to other options as she
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can receive the money at their door step. Otherwise, she will have to go out to obtain the cash
assistance due to her.
b. Observations at the beneficiary level:
Although Riaz owns the house where his family lives he was worried and depressed about the
marriage of Saira, his eldest daughter, remaining instalments of his house, his inconsistent
income pattern and the needs of their children (education, clothing etc.).
His wife, Nasreen, works as a maid in a nearby house and earns around Rs.2000 a month
while Serain stays at the house and looks after her younger siblings.
They seem to be satisfied with the complaint registration process and behaviour of BISP staff
as they visited the BISP office frequently.
Nasreen explained, although the officer has advised her not to visit this office as they will
inform her when her case will be resolved, she is not reassured unless she visits the office.
She said “Majboori be to hoti ha, bus dil ke tasali ho jati ha.”
Nasreen didn’t have any information about the BISP eligibility criteria but she considers
herself as a BISP beneficiary. Her husband (Riaz Hussain) stated that although he knows a
political figure (an MPA-PPP) and he has good terms with him, he didn’t use his reference as
he said “ya log sub kuch kar saktay hain lakin sirf apnay chahnay walon kay liya”. He further
stated that “Paisay milain chahay na milain lakin aglay election main vote People’s Party ko
he donga”.
The family was not aware about any alternative payment mechanism but Riaz visited the
nearby bank for the payment of utility bills and he said that he is equally comfortable if BISP
starts delivering their instalments through the bank. He feels it will give them more flexibility
as both, husband and wife, go out for work.
c. Observations at BISP:
The concerned BISP officer guided the beneficiary, but the office has not forwarded this
particular case to the appropriate level so that some prompt actions may be taken to solve the
issue. As a result, the beneficiary will have delays in obtaining the cash assistance which may
lead to decreasing the sorrows and tensions of their family.
The BISP Tehsil office is located in Hassan Pura around 4-5 kms from Faisalabad-Pindi
Bhattian motorway interchange and around 1 km from the main road. The road approach to
the office is very dusty. There is no directional sign on the main road that facilitates visitors in
locating the office. The total number of staff at the Tehsil office is four that includes one
Assistant Director, one Assistant Complaint Officer, one Naib Qasid and one Chowkidar.
The office building comprises of three office rooms, a veranda, a kitchen and two wash
rooms. The veranda is used as a waiting area that can accommodate around 10 visitors and
one wash room was dedicated for the visitors.
The staffs at the Tehsil office uses their mobile phones for official correspondence and for
responding to beneficiary’s inquiries as their land line was not working for the last three to
four months. The mobile numbers of Assistant Director and Complaint Assistant were also
written on the main entrance of the office to facilitate the visitors. The staff is also unable to
use the fax machine and internet in the absence of a phone land line. The office is also facing
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long hours of power cuts and in the absence of any alternative the Assistant Director
completes most of the official reporting at his house in the evening.
It was stated by the Complaint Assistant that in their respective area there are around 700
beneficiaries who have been declared eligible but with some discrepancy i.e. Missing CNIC,
Name Mismatch, etc. The concerned Assistant Director discussed this matter with the
Divisional Director Gujranwala. It was then advised that a meeting should be arranged with
the area manager of NADRA District Hafiz Abad and requests him to facilitate the BISP
beneficiaries on a priority basis. The BISP officer (Assistant Director) met the NADRA Area
Manager, who indicated his willingness for the priority treatment of BISP beneficiaries. It
was decided in that meeting that the BISP Tehsil officer Pindi Bhattian will release a
reference letter either on a simple paper or printed duly signed and stamp by concerned BISP
officers and NADRA will prepare their CNICs without any fee.
The BISP office is now practicing this and around 250 beneficiaries have applied in NADRA
for their CNIC without any fee.
The concerned BISP office, while maintaining records on the register for payment related
cases didn’t have a proper record for grievance cases like Missing CNICs, etc. Instead of
recording the grievance cases in a register or file they are securing copies of CNICs in a small
folder bag which is almost full to its capacity now.

7. Lessons learnt/conclusion:










In this particular case the beneficiary didn’t receive any letter from BISP about the
confirmation of her eligibility and nature of discrepancy but she did receive phone call from
Tehsil office regarding her eligibility status and nature of discrepancy.
It would appear that while the discrepancy related to one beneficiary in the household, and
payments were being generated for the other beneficiary, these were not being received by
either of two beneficiaries.
The information update form was neither sent to the beneficiary nor available in the BISP
Tehsil office to record the correct information to update in the information system.
This particular case “Eligible household with discrepancy” has been lodged by a beneficiary
about four months ago (in September 2011). The BISP Tehsil office staff neither took any
action nor did they forward this particular application to any other office. On enquiry, the
officer informed the team that they have been instructed by the Divisional Office to not
forward grievance cases to the Divisional Office as the CMS (Complaint Management
System) is not available there as well. Under these circumstances, this case is unresolved and
pending in the BISP Tehsil office Pindi Bhattian.
Required facilities e.g. phone land line, fax machine, internet and printer were not available or
functional in the office which made it difficult for staff to properly facilitate the
complainants/beneficiaries who mostly visit to check their status.
Long hours of electric load shedding force visitors to wait for hours or visit again to get any
information e.g. PMT, eligibility status, discrepancy etc.
The Tehsil Office and the beneficiary both are uncertain about when they would be able to
solve the complaints and when the beneficiary would get her money.
The family is very excited about the prospect of getting the cash grants under BISP as they
have planned to utilize such cash assistance partially for the payment of house instalments
and partially for the marriage of their eldest daughter.
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8. Recommendations:




BISP letter should be sent to beneficiaries regarding their eligibility or discrepancy along with
the information update form.
Well trained staff should be deputed for the survey process and required information can be
disseminated through them so in the case of missing information the beneficiary can provide
this in due time and the cash disbursement can start on time.
Complaint Management System should be launched at earliest so that such minor issues may
be solved without any long processing delay.
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G-Punjab-09
CNIC Update
Sakina Bibi
Widow of Muhammad Zulfiqar
N/A
Civil Line Johar Abad Urban-1
38201-6642690-6
14620704

1. The case Summary:
In this case, the beneficiary has been declared eligible but due to mismatch of her CNIC number
the BISP didn’t issue her cash grant. Her CNIC number during the survey process or at the time
of data entry has been mistakenly entered as 3820166426986 instead of 3820166426906, her
correct CNIC number.
This particular case been lodged by the beneficiary in BISP Tehsil Office Khushab on 26 th
September 2011. The case has not been forwarded for processing but discussed verbally with
Divisional Director Sargodha by the Assistant Director, BISP Tehsil Office, Khushab. According
to the Assistant Director, they are waiting for the CMS to launch and currently they are just
collecting and recording grievance cases without any further processing. This case has not been
resolved thus far, though more than three months had passed at the time the case was reviewed.

2. Beneficiary’s profile:
Sakina Bibi is 38 years of age, a widow and an illiterate woman. She is the mother of four
children (two daughters and two sons). Her two sons are illiterate, married and work as labourers
(Pallay Daar) on daily wages. While her two daughters, who are also illiterate, live with her and
both work as house maids.
She is living with her family in a rented house. Instead of paying rent in cash, her daughters work
as house maids for the landlord at their house.
The four marla house where she lives with her family consists of two rooms, with no wash room
and kitchen except a big and open court yard.
The area where she is living is a well-established area, with private schools and colleges, known
as Civil Line, Johar Abad. The street leading to her house is well paved with around 20 wellconstructed houses.

3. Beneficiary’s relationship with BISP:
She was not the beneficiary in the first phase (Parliamentarian Phase) of BISP cash grant
program. However, she was surveyed in Poverty Score Card survey phase almost six months ago
in July 2011. At that time the enumerators visited her house and completed the Poverty Score
Card survey form. She herself provided all details to the survey team. After completing the
Poverty Score Card survey form the survey team gave her the survey acknowledgement slip for
future reference. She hasn’t paid any money to the survey team.
She also had a valid CNIC at the time of the survey that she shared with the survey team. Since
the survey, she didn’t receive any BISP letter regarding her eligibility or discrepancy.
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She didn’t know about Benazir Income Support Program except this “Benazir Program kay zariya
say ghareeb aur bay sahara logon ki madad ki ja rahe hay”. She further said that as this program is
helping the poorest and widows she feels this program is an NGO not a political or government
program.
Although, she didn’t have any information about BISP eligibility criteria she consider herself as a
BISP beneficiary. She has planned that she will utilise the money from this cash assistance for the
purchase of groceries.
She has no information about the complaint redressal mechanism available for BISP related
complaints. She obtained this information on her visit to the BISP Tehsil office located at College
Road, Johar Abad.

4. How did the complaint/grievance emerge?
Almost two months ago, she was informed by the BISP Tehsil office (Khushab) that “tumharay
paisay manzoor ho gaye hain, daftar aa kar paisay lay jao”. She went to the BISP office with her
brother the next day and met with the officers there. She went there by rickshaw incurring a cost
of sixty rupees.
She was there informed by BISP staff that she has been declared eligible but there is a
discrepancy regarding her CNIC number. The staff further clarified to her that a digit of her CNIC
number has been wrongly entered by the survey team or during data entry process. As a result,
she is not able to receive the cash assistance till the correction is made in BISP records.
She was advised to write down an application for correction in her CNIC number. She was
explained by the BISP staff that they need a printed copy of the survey result and a copy of her
CNIC to attach with the application. She managed to get a printed copy of the survey result (PMT
Score) by paying Rs.50 to the nearby internet café.
She then handed over these copies to the concerned officer. The concerned BISP officer noted
down her complaint on a pre-typed form and advised her to wait and contact the office in a month
to find out about the progress of her complaint.
She didn’t receive any complaint or reference number. She was satisfied that nobody there
demanded anything for lodging the complaint. She was also very satisfied with the cooperative
and courteous behaviour of BISP staff.

5. Processing of the case:
This particular case has been filed by Sakina Bibi at BISP Tehsil office Khushab on 26th
November 2011. She visited the office with her brother to register her complaint. The BISP Tehsil
office is at a distance of approximately 4 kms from her house.
When she visited the BISP Tehsil Office for the first time she met with the, Assistant Director.
The Assistant Director took her CNIC and survey acknowledgement slip and checked the status of
her survey from the BISP website.
The AD, after checking her status from BISP website, informed her that her CNIC number has
been wrongly entered as 3820166426986 instead of 3820166426906, her correct CNIC number.
He advised her that she needed to get a copy of her survey result from a nearby internet café and
submit an application for correction along with a copy of her CNIC.
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Three days later, Sakina visited the internet café and got a printed copy of her survey result by
paying fifty rupees. She attached a copy of her CNIC, a copy of survey acknowledgement slip and
a copy of the survey result and submitted it to the Assistant Complaint Officer.
After getting the required documents (copy of survey acknowledgement slip, copy of CNIC and
copy of survey result) from the beneficiary, the Assistant Complaint Officer noted down her
complaint on a pre-typed form and advised her to wait for an official response. The officer further
explained her that she can check for an update after a month. She didn’t receive any complaint or
reference number for her complaint.
The staff at the BISP Tehsil Office Khushab received the complaint from the beneficiary and
discussed the case with the Divisional Director verbally but had not forwarded this case at the
time of this study. They had received instructions from their Divisional Office that the CMS is
about to launch so there is no need to forward grievance cases. At this moment, this case has been
stacked amongst the other pending grievance cases and is waiting for the launch of the CMS at
Tehsil Office level.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
As per BISP prescribed process the receiver woman should receive a notification regarding
any discrepancy with respect to her form data with supporting information that includes the
address of the nearest BISP office and help desk phone number.
In this particular case the beneficiary did get information regarding her eligibility and
discrepancy in CNIC from the BISP Tehsil Office through a phone call. Although, the
information update forms are not available with the BISP Tehsil Office the staff is recording
the required information about the beneficiary on a pre-typed letter, addressed to the
Divisional Director with the copy of their CNICs. However as per guidance recieved instead
of sending the letter to the Divisional Director they keep that letter in their own records as a
complaint for future action.
The Tehsil office is not able to identify at what stage the mistake occurred and can’t
determine whether there have been issues in data collection or at the data entry stage.
b. Observations at beneficiary level
The beneficiary, Sakina, was in neat and clean dress and at face value doesnot seem to be
extremely poor. Their notable belongings included a colour television and three goats. All of
her children earn and contribute to household expenses.
The beneficiary visited the BISP office more than three times for this complaint, twice to
lodge the complaint and once for follow up. She didn’t try to influence the complaint redress
mechanism and she has no idea if it will work or not.
She knows about the nearby branch of Muslim Commercial Bank where she frequently visits
to pay utility bills. She thinks that the delivery of cash assistance through Pakistan Post is a
better mechanism as compared to other options as she can receive the money at her door step.
Otherwise, she will have to go out to collect the cash assistance.
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c. Observations at BISP
The BISP Tehsil Office Khushab is situated at main College Road Johar Abad which is quite
easy to find. The total number of staff at Tehsil Office Khushab is four which includes one
Assistant Director, one Assistant Complaint officer, one Naib Qasid and one Chowkidar.
The office building comprises of three office rooms, two wash rooms, a kitchen and a waiting
room for the beneficiaries and visitors that can accommodate around 15 visitors. The assistant
Director and Assistant Complaint officer can also accommodate around 10 visitors in their
rooms.
The staffs, at Tehsil Office Khushab, don’t raise the issue of any budget constraints for office
expenses. Usually staffs pay from their own pocket which the accounts department
reimburses within 15 days.
The Tehsil office is not very busy these days. The behaviour of the staff with visitors and
beneficiaries is very cooperative and polite.
They have maintained a complaint register to record all complaints. When they receive the
complaint, from the beneficiary or from any other source, a particular complaint number is
assigned to the complaint and then entered into the register but this case was not entered in
the register. There is no practice to computerise all complaint records.
Most of the complaints they receive belong to left out households. Relatively fewer cases
were of correction in CNIC number, name and eligibility appeals. Often, they received
cases/list of beneficiaries, from the Divisional Office, who have been declared eligible but
have some sort of discrepancy such as CNIC number and wrong name entered etc.
Grievance cases have not been forwarded to the Divisional or any other office for further
processing as they received instructions that the CMS is about to launch.
They don’t have any payment related complaint as the first disbursement has been made in
the month of September 2011.

7. Lessons learnt and conclusions






In this particular case the beneficiary didn’t receive any letter from BISP about the
confirmation of her eligibility and nature of discrepancy but she did receive a phone call from
the Tehsil office regarding her eligibility status and nature of discrepancy.
An information update form was neither sent to the beneficiary nor available at BISP Tehsil
office to record the correct information to update in the information system.
This particular case “Eligible household with discrepancy” has been lodged by a beneficiary
about four months ago (in September 2011). The BISP Tehsil office staff neither took any
action nor forwarded this particular application to any other office. On enquiry, the officer
informed the team that they have been instructed by the Divisional Office not to forward
grievance cases to the Divisional Office as the CMS (Complaint Management System) is not
available there either. Under these circumstances, this case is unresolved and pending in the
BISP Tehsil office Khushab.
The Tehsil Office and the beneficiary both are uncertain about when they would be able to
resolve the complaint and when the beneficiary would get her money.
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8. Recommendations




BISP letter should be sent to beneficiaries regarding their eligibility or discrepancy along with
the information update form.
Well trained staff should be deputed for the survey process and data entry so the chances of
mistakes can be minimised.
Complaint Management System should be launched at the earliest so that minor issues may
be solved without any long processing delay.
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G-Southern Punjab-10
Missing CNIC
Shumaila Bibi
Muhammad Faisal
N/A
Mohallah Haji Abad, city and district Chiniot.
33401-0584198-8
19717694
18th November 2011

1. The Case Summary:
Shumaila Bibi belongs to Haji Abad area located at Sargodha road, Chiniot city. Her husband is
an experienced welder and works in a nearby auto workshop. Her eldest son is doing the same job
after completing his matriculation.
Shumaila Bibi has been declared as a BISP beneficiary with discrepancy, she didn’t possess a
valid CNIC at the time of PSC survey, which was held in August 2011. She herself had lodged a
written complaint in the BISP Tehsil office Chiniot after getting a new CNIC issued from the
NADRA, which was recommended to her by the local Postman and the BISP staff. She submitted
a copy of her CNIC along with an application in November 2011 to resolve her problem.
Shumail’s main grievance of CNIC update has been resolved as per the BISP records but no cash
assistance has been generated so far.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s profile and background:
Shumaila Bibi W/O Muhammad Faisal, is a primary literate, seems to be about 35 years of age,
and is living with her five children, one son and four daughters. She is a housewife and doesn’t
engage in any income generating activity to support her family. Three of her daughters are
studying in a nearby school and one girl is about one year old.
She lives in Chiniot, a city located close to the river Chenab near small rocky hills, in the Punjab
province. Chiniot is also famous for its high quality carved wooden furniture which has a great
attraction all around the world.
The locality where she is residing since the last ten years is named as Haji Abad, adjacent to main
Chiniot-Sargodha road and Islamia College Chiniot. All the streets are well paved with brick
soling and there is open drainage system on both sides of the street. There is also an iron market,
grocery shops and a medical dispensary in the nearby area.
She is living in a small cemented house of around 3 Marla that seems to be a newly constructed or
refurbished. This house consists of one room, a courtyard, a wash room and an open kitchen.
Besides the house, her family’s belongings also included a motor bike, washing machine, TV,
satellite cable, and two functional cell phones.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP:
Shumaila was surveyed by the BISP enumerator’s team around August 2011. Although, she
knows well before survey that cash grants are being distributed through a political selection
process (Parliamentarian phase), she never applied for that.
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The surveyors/enumerators team camped at a common place in a nearby locality, where she got
surveyed with other neighbouring households. After filling the survey forms/scorecard she got an
acknowledgement slip with the assurance from surveyor that she will start receiving money soon.
She didn’t pay any money either to the survey team or to anyone else for filling in her poverty
score card.
The survey team also demanded her CNIC but she provided her husband’s CNIC, as she never
had her own CNIC. Nobody from survey team told her that she needs a CNIC at a later stage if
she wants to become eligible.
After being surveyed, she started waiting for the survey results but she has not been informed
about the results of the survey through letter or by any other communication means. She was well
informed about BISP through TV commercials and various discussions between neighbouring
women. Like other women of her community (mohallah), she considers BISP as a cash grant
scheme for poor people.
She was also aware of the BISP complaint mechanism, but she got such information from the
local postman and a neighbouring woman.
She said, after receiving the cash grants, she will use that money for participating in “Kamaytee”
and she will further utilize this money for her family’s health and education and with this her
family’s life standard will likely improve slightly.

4. How complaint/grievance emerged:
One day, when a postman came to deliver Money Orders to other selected beneficiaries, she asked
him (post man) why she was not being delivered MOs as she knew other women in the area were
also surveyed with her. The postman was not aware of her status but he told her that she may get
her money next month.
A few days later, she found through a woman residing in the same locality that she needs to visit,
along with the survey acknowledgement receipts to a nearby internet café for checking the results
of her survey. She along with one neighboring women, went to that internet cafeteria to check her
result/status. The owner of the internet café charged Rs. 30 for checking the status of her poverty
score card and providing a printout showing her PMT score. He also explained that according to
results, she is eligible to receive money as her PMT is 11.76 but for that she will have to remove
some discrepancies. For this, he suggested she visit the BISP office immediately. After this, she
discussed the matter with the post man and showed her printed result which she got from the
internet café. The post man also advised her to go to the BISP office which is located in Satellite
Town, Chiniot adjacent to Faisalabad Sargodha road, about 2 kms away from her house.

5. Process of the case:
After discussing this matter with her husband she decided to visit BISP Tehsil office. She went
alone with the acknowledgement survey slip and PMT score printout in September 2011. She just
wanted to know why she was not receiving the cash assistance while her neighbours are getting
their cash grants. She used Xingchi rickshaw to visit BISP office that cost her Rs. 20 per visit.
On her first visit, she didn’t receive any satisfactory response from the concerned staff as their
internet was not operating that day. The officer suggested that she may visit again after a few
days. However, the way they dealt with her, she felt that BISP staff was courteous and
cooperative with her.
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After a few days, she again visited BISP office to inquire about her status/problem. There, she
met with the Assistant Director, whom she found very cooperative and pro-active. He took her
acknowledgement slip and checked the result from the internet. After checking the result, he said
that she is eligible to receive the cash grant by BISP but there is some discrepancy regarding her
CNIC. He further explained to her that cash grants will not be disbursed unless and until she
provides a copy of her CNIC to this office. He advised her that if she doesn’t have a CNIC then
she has to apply for this to the NADRA office.
About a week later, she went to the NADRA office and applied for a CNIC on urgent basis. She
got her CNIC within 15 days by depositing the urgent fee of Rs. 300.
After receiving her CNIC, she again visited the BISP office in November 2011 and met with the
officer and provided her original CNIC. The officer advised her to write down an application to
the BISP office for removing the discrepancy that was a hindrance in her cash grant. She was
confused, so, one of the BISP staff helped her in writing an application. After signing the
application she submitted it to the officer but did not receive any application number or
acknowledgement. She was happy as she did not pay any fee or charges to any BISP staff /
official for this process.
After this, the officer advised her that there is no need to visit the office again. He further told her
that her issue would be resolved soon. Her CNIC was not attached to the application however a
copy of her husband’s CNIC was attached to the application. The AD just checked her CNIC and
returned this back to her.
The staff told the TPE team, that they usually send the bulk of CNIC update cases to the BISP
headquarters, through its Divisional office Faisalabad. The case of Shumaila was also sent to
BISP headquarters in December 2011 for resolution.

6. Observations:
a. General observations
Shumaila visited the BISP office more than three times for lodging
the application and for follow up which costs her Rs. 20 as a
rickshaw fare and two hours of her routine work for each visit. She
was of the view that as she has made a new CNIC to remove the
discrepancy, as told by BISP officers, she doesn’t understand why
she has not been paid by the BISP and why it is taking so much
time to resolve her issue.

“Benazir
Program
aik
sayasi program (people
party) hay jo k ghareebon ki
madad kay liya banaya gaya
hay, ya aik acha program
hay lakin hakomat kay
badaltay he ya program
khatam ho jayega aur logon
ko paisay milna band ho
jaye gain”.

She was disappointed and was not sure whether she will get paid or
(Shumaila Faisal – Benificary)
not after going through the whole complicated and cumbersome
processes. She did not try to influence the whole process as she
said that she did not know anyone (political figure or notable) who can help her in resolving
this issue more rapidly .
She is also of the view that BISP is a political initiative that will immediately stop with the
change of the current government. So, it would be better if she get as much money as possible
before the closure of this programme.
She considers herself a BISP beneficiary as her husband is a welder in a nearby workshop and
he doesn’t get enough income to support them because of the inconsistent work pattern for
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wage labour. They have to borrow from the shopkeepers, neighbours and relatives for daily
needs.
b. Observation at beneficiary level
Shumaila was a well dressed and confident woman, concerned about the financial health of
her family. Although, she herself was of the view that their income patterns are inconsistent
her husband and son seem to be good workers and are reasonably happy with their earnings
and work conditions.
Their family belongings included a motorbike, washing machine, colour television with
satellite cable connection, functional cell phones and a paved house of three Marla equipped
with electricity and gas facilities. One of her sons has completed his education till 10th class
and her other three daughters are currently studying in a school.
Shumaila was quite satisfied with the BISP staff behaviour and their dealing. She was hopeful
that she will receive cash grant soon with which she will invest in a “Kamaytee (committee)”.
That saving will help in catering to the emergency health and education needs of her family.
c. Observations at BISP Tehsil office:
The BISP Tehsil office is located in Satellite town, house # 3/29. The office is far away from
the main Sargodha road and is difficult to find because there are no direction signs to guide
beneficiaries. There is also no board outside the office that helps visitors to identify the
building. The office building consists of 5 rooms, 1 kitchen, 1 washroom and a store room
with a seating arrangement for seven to nine visitors.
Usually BISP staff do not record any complaints neither on the register nor on the computer
as most of the complaints relate to eligibility with discrepancy. The concerned Assistant
Director and Assistant Complaint Officer seemed to be frustrated , saying that they didn’t
know how to process the grievance related complaints as they had not been given any
training/guidance about the process.
According to their understanding BISP is about to launch a CMS, and after that most of the
cases will likely to be resolved from the same office where the complaint has been submitted.

7. Lessons learnt/conclusions:






With respect to this case, there seems to be poor quality of survey from the survey
organisation/PO . The concerned household has a motor bike, two functional mobile phones,
a well paved newly furbished house, TV and dish cable. Despite of having all this, the PMT
of the concerned household is just 11.76. The reason can be that the survey team chose a
common place in the locality where people got their forms filled and the team didn’t get the
chance of first hand observation.
There seems to be a communication gap between the BISP and beneficiaries as most of the
beneficiaries don’t know about their eligibility or discrepancy status and, how and what to do
in case of any complaint. This lack of awareness makes them vulnerable to exploitation at
various levels.
It has also been observed that some internet cafés have developed a flourishing business, by
charging Rs. 20-50, to fill this communication gap and by providing information about PMT
or eligibility that is otherwise the responsibility of BISP.
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The BISP staff are also avoiding clarifying status to those beneficiaries where the PMT is
higher than the cut off point, with the fear that they will fight back. But this practice compels
them to visit again and again to pursue for their complaint.

8. Recommendations:






Shumaila has been declared eligible by BISP but she has not been informed about her
eligibility and discrepancy. As a result, she has to utilize the internet café incurring some cost
and time.
There is a need to ensure delivery of eligibility/discrepancy letters to the beneficiary. There is
also a need to bring awareness in beneficiaries in relation to the program packages and its
criterion. For this, TV dish cable, radio and announcement in villages can be used so that
people don’t have to suffer and wait.
BISP staff also needs to be trained on complaint handling and recording mechanisms, that is
their biggest concern at the moment as they feel ill equipped to handle complainants.
Sufficient budget must be allocated for the concerned staff so that they may visit and oversee
the field level activities/follow up of complaints etc.
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G-Southern Punjab-11
Change in Address
Rafiqaan Bibi (Beneficiary), Muhammad Shafique
(Complainant)
Muhammad Hanif
Muhammad Shafique
ImaamShia Kot, Millat Colony, opposite to Gillani
House, Jhang.
33202-1221243-0 (Beneficiary), 33202-1362881-3
(complainant)
21097212
16th November 2011

1. Summary of the Case Study:
The complainant (Muhammad Shafique) lodged a complaint on the behalf of his sister, Rafiqaan
Bibi, who used to live with him in Jhang Saddar and has now shifted to Rawalpindi. Accordingly
her brother (Muhammad Shafique) lodged a complaint in the BISP Tehsil office Jhang Saddar for
change in her address.
Rafiqaan was selected as a BISP beneficiary in 2009 and she has received Rs. 31000 from the
Postman under the Parliamentarian Phase.
She was surveyed by the enumerators at her door step in July 2011 under the Poverty Score Card
(PSC) programme, in which she has been declared as ineligible under the BISP Cash Grant
Program.
In fact, the beneficiary had received the complete amount of cash grant due to her under the
Parliamentarian Phase but the complainant and the beneficiary didn’t know exactly how long they
will continue to receive the cash grant instalments. When the beneficiary shifted to Rawalpindi,
her brother lodged a complaint for change of her postal address in the BISP Tehsil office Jhang
Saddar. The grievance has been addressed and Rafiqaan’s address has been changed with her new
address in district Rawalpindi.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information:
Rafiqaan Bibi is a 45 year old, widow and illiterate woman, resident in Millat colony Jhang
Saddar. Her husband died around four years ago. She has four children, all sons, settled in
Rawalpindi. Her eldest son is 20 years of age having a qualification of Matric and now working as
a Carpenter. The second son is a Hafiz-e-Quran (primary passed) and a Qari in the Masjid. The
other two sons are of school going age, one son is in class 8th and another one is in 10th class in a
government school. The average monthly income of the household is around Rs. 10,000.
Rafiqaan was living with her brother (Muhammad Shafique- the complainant) since the death of
her husband. Her brother’s house where she was living is a five Marla pakka house consists of
two rooms, a baithak and a washroom. A spacious court yard is used as a kitchen by the family.
The family has a colour Television with satellite cable connection, mobile phone, motor cycle,
some wooden chairs, steel trunks, sewing machine, two goats and few hens.
The area she resides in is known as Millat Colony, located at around 2 kms from main FaisalabadJhang Road. The street leading to her house is paved with brick soling and has an open drainage
system.
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3. Beneficiary’s relationship with BISP:
Rafiqaan was declared as beneficiary for the BISP Parliamentarians Phase. Later she was
surveyed under the BISP Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey and declared ineligible for the cash
grant because her PMT stood above 16.17. Rafiqaan never received any BISP letter telling her
that she will no longer receive the cash grant which she had been receiving under the
Parliamentarian’s programme.
She was surveyed in the PSC survey in July 2011. At that time, the enumerators visited her house
and completed her form. She provided most of the necessary details to the survey team. After
completing the PSC form the survey team gave her a survey acknowledgement slip for future
reference.
She has a valid CNIC, which she shared with the survey team at the time of the survey. She was
happy that nothing has been charged by the enumerators for filling her survey form. She utilized
the cash grant instalments for her own medical treatment and for the purchase of groceries.
The complainant Shafique says that he heard about the BISP from a TV commercial. He said “ya
Pakistan people’s party kakhass program hay jo kay ghareeb logon ki khidmat aur saharay kay
liya banaya gaya hay”.
He further added, “ya program Benazir kay naam say mansoob kiya gaya hay aur wo nahi janta
kay iss hakoomat ki tabdeeli say iss program per kya farq paray ga”.
The complainant and the beneficiary didn’t know about any complaint registration mechanism
available at the BISP. It was the Postman who told and guided him about the complaint
mechanism and the location of the BISP office.

4. How did the Complaint/Grievance emerge?
When beneficiary Rafiqaan decided to live with her children in Rawalpindi, she became
concerned about the BISP money order delivery at her new address. Her brother, Shafique, met
with the local Postman (of Millat colony) and asked about the BISP payment in case of change in
address. He asked the Postman whether he could deliver the money order to him on his sister’s
behalf as she is shifting to her new residence in Rawalpindi. The postman told him that the money
orders will not be delivered to anyone except the beneficiary.
He further advised him to submit an application at the BISP Tehsil Office Jhang Saddar for
changing the address and guided him about the Tehsil Office location at Ghazi Abad, Jhang
Saddar. The Postman told him that for the time being they can adjust it by informing the
beneficiary in advance about the delivery date so she can come to Jhang to receive her money
order.
A week after this meeting, the complainant alone went to the BISP office with the CNIC of his
sister to get the information for change in address. He went there on his motor bike. The BISP
office was located at a distance of around 3 kms from his house.
He met the BISP officer who was very courteous and cooperative. Shafique told him that his
sister has been to the Rawalpindi and now she has to visit Jhang to receive her cash grant
instalment.
The complainant requested the BISP staff that his sister is severely ill and is unable to repeatedly
visit Jhang to receive the cash grant instalments. At this, the BISP staff wrote his complaint on a
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register and advised him to apply in NADRA for change of address in the CNIC of his sister. The
BISP staff further advised him to apply at the earliest as the next BISP cash grant instalment was
about to be released.
The complainant was very happy and satisfied with the behaviour of BISP staff. He didn’t get any
complaint number for future reference.
The complainant informed his sister and also his nephew to apply to NADRA for a change in
address of Rafiqaan Bibi in order to receive the cash grant instalment at Rawalpindi.
Rafiqaan went to the NADRA office Rawalpindi, with her eldest son, to apply for change of
address on her CNIC. They went there by using a rickshaw that cost them Rs. 200. She also paid
Rs. 200 to NADRA for the change of address and got her new CNIC back in three weeks.

5. Processing of the Case:
This particular case has been filed by the complainant (brother of beneficiary) in the BISP Tehsil
office Jhang eight months ago, in June 2011.
The BISP Staff noted this complaint on a register maintained for the recording of grievance cases.
The under review grievance case has been assigned a sequence number along with date of
registration (Complaint number 256 dated 8th June 2011).
The BISP staff didn’t forward the compliant anywhere for further processing. This is because it
has been directed to them by the office of the Divisional Director Faisalabad not to forward
grievance cases as the CMS (Complaint Management System) is not operational at the moment
and there is no alternate system available for the solution of such cases.

6. Observations:
a. General Observations:
The complainant (Muhammad Shafique) visited the BISP Office twice for lodging the
application and follow ups. Once he visited the BISP office to lodge the complaint while the
second time for the follow up of her complaint .Although he didn’t spend anything for travel
he had to spare about one hour from his routine work for each visit.
He has no idea whether there is more than one way to register a complaint. Although, he has a
landline number of the BISP Tehsil office Jhang Saddarand also a cell phone number of
Assistant Complaint Officer, provided by the officer, to check the status of her filed
complaint he prefers personal visits for his satisfaction.
The beneficiary and complainant have been surveyed in the month of April 2011 in which
they have been declared ineligible as the PMT of the households is 26.21 and 19.00
respectively. They also know about their ineligibility in the BISP program as they confirmed
their PSC Survey status by making a phone call to the BISP office.
The complainant also stated that the Postman, in the area, is getting Rs. 50 to Rs. 100 for each
BISP money order distribution and largely the beneficiaries pay him willingly. The
complainant still prefers the delivery of the BISP cash grant through Pakistan Post as she
believes that it is a better system for the delivery of cash grant; at the door step rather than
other options.
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b. Observations at beneficiary level:
Rafiqaan Bibi is a widow suffering from arthritis. Her husband (Muhammad Hanif), who was
a carpenter, died around four years ago. After the death of her husband she started to live with
his brother (Muhammad Shafique-complainant). She shifted to live with her sons in
Rawalpindi at her brother in law’s home where one of her sons works as a carpenter.
The complainant Shafique is 38 years of age and is also working as a carpenter in a workshop
at Jhang sadder. His wife is running a stitching and sewing training centre for the deserving
and needy women without charging any fee. He has a five Marla pakka house which consists
of three rooms. The notable belongings in the house were a motor bike, a cell phone, a colour
television and a stitching machine.
The beneficiary (Rafiqaan Bibi) has been declared ineligible in the BISP program under
Poverty Score Card phase but she didn’t receive any BISP letter. She is also unaware about
the BISP eligibility criteria but considers herself as BISP beneficiary being a widow and poor.
c. Observation at BISP:
The BISP Tehsil office Jhang Saddar is situated in Ghazi Abad Jhang Saddar, adjacent
Faisalabad-Jhang Road. The office is difficult to find as it is in dead-end street and there is no
direction board indicating the office location.
The total number of staff at BISP Tehsil office is four i.e. Assistant Director, Assistant
Complaints, Naib Qasid and a Chowkidar.
The office has one desktop computer with internet connection. They didn’t have UPS for the
computer but the phone landline and fax machine was in working condition.
The office building comprised four rooms, of which three rooms were being used as Assistant
Director Office, Assistant Complaint office and a waiting room for beneficiaries.
The waiting room can accommodate around ten beneficiaries at a time. The Assistant Director
and Assistant Complaint offices can also accommodate 5-7 visitors at a time. There was a
washroom attached with the waiting room that was also accessible to the visitors.
As per observation, the Tehsil office is not very busy these days but the staff indicated that on
average 10-15 people visit daily and most of them visit for information about their PMT
status and upcoming cash instalment.
The BISP staff is maintaining a complaint register to record all complaints. When they
receive the complaint from the beneficiary or from any other source, a particular number is
assigned to the complaint and then it is entered into the register. There is no practice to
computerize the complaints recorded manually in the register. However, they are maintaining
the soft record of complaints regarding left out households in MS Excel, to share this with
survey supervisors of the partner organization responsible (AHLN).
Grievance cases are not being forwarded to Divisional or any other office for further
processing as the office received instructions that the CMS (Complaint Management System)
is about to launch. However, the office is forwarding the list of left out households to partner
organization, which is usually resolved within two weeks.
This particular case hasn’t been forwarded to any office for further processing or resolution.
However, the BISP staff telephonically informed the Division Office FSD about the
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complaint received who then responded to the Tehsil office and advised them to not forward
the grievance complaints anywhere and wait till the new Complaint Management System is
operational. The Tehsil Office staff is hopeful that with the new CMS their work will be much
easier and more productive.
The BISP complaint redressal process is based on the CMS (Complaint Management System)
and until this system is operationalthe staff at the BISP office was maintaining complaints
records on a register which was updated till 1st November 2011 since the opening of this
office in January 2011. The office is also maintaining the daily visit/activity and visitors
register.

7. Lessons learnt/conclusions:








The receiver woman was selected as a BISP beneficiary under the Parliamentarian Phase and
was receiving the cash grant instalment.
The beneficiary didn’t receive any BISP letter regarding her ineligibility in the BISP Program
following the PSC survey. (Because she is not eligible in Phase-II)
The complaint regarding “Change in Address” was lodged by the complainant after receiving
the 11th instalment from BISP (last instalment). He assumed that this program will continue
for a long time as a result he lodged the complaints so that his sister didn’t have to travel to
receive cash grant instalments.
The BISP staff didn’t realise that the beneficiary has received all instalments under
parliamentarian phase and now she is ineligible for the PSC phase, so the processing of the
complaint is not required.
The Information Update Forms were neither sent to the beneficiary nor are available in the
BISP Tehsil office to record correct information to update in the information system.
The staff showed their concern about insufficient budget that affects proper working and
document management systems as they cannot spend on stationary or filing systems.

8. Recommendations:





It is important that awareness should be created about where a beneficiary/complainant
should file her complaint.
A BISP letter should be sent to the beneficiaries regarding their eligibility or discrepancy
along with information update forms.
The CMS should be launched as soon as possible for speedy complaint resolution process
Sufficient and realistic budget should be allocated for office expenditure.
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G-Southern Punjab-12
Missing CNIC
Rukhsana Kausar
Aslam Parvaiz
Mohalla Haji Park, Main Faisalabad Road, Adjacent
to house of Iqbal Bibi, Tehsil Sangla Hill, District
Nankana Sahib.
35503-0160693-8
22775114
5th January 2012

1. The Case Summary
This particular case study belongs to Rukhsana Kausar who lives in Mohalla Ahmedabad, Tehsil
Sangla Hill, and District Nankana Sahib.
Mohalla Haji Park, where Rukhsana Kausar lives, is situated on the Main Faisalabad Road, near
the famous grain market. Mohalla Haji Park is an underdeveloped area, having partially old paved
streets with an open drainage system. At most places the street pavements are damaged.
The Poverty Score Card Survey (PSCS) of this particular household was completed in April /
May 2011 at their old residence in Street No. 03, Iqbal Pura, Tehsil Sangla Hill. During the
survey, Rukhsana Kausar did not have a CNIC. BISP Tehsil Office Sangla Hill phoned Rukhsana
Kausar and asked her to submit two copies of the CNIC so that the BISP could update her missing
CNIC information in its record and initiate the process of generating the cash grant. She visited
the BISP Tehsil Office in November 2011 and provided copies of her CNIC. As per the BISP a
record, her CNIC has been updated but payments are not yet generated.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Mohalla Haji Park comprises low income residents who are mostly associated with agriculture.
An unpaved street leads to the rented house of Rukhsana Kausar. The condition of the drainage
system is bad and there are empty plots around the beneficiary’s house full of house/ solid waste.
Rukhsana Kausar is 37 years old and living in a two Marla semi-pacca house. There is one room
in the house and a covered courtyard which accommodates nine family members including
Rukhsana Kausar, her husband, Aslam Parvaiz and their seven children. Rukhsana Kausar’s older
son is 19 years old and occasionally works in a local ladies shoe making factory. Aslam Pervaiz
mentioned that his older son does not contribute in the house expenses. The other two sons, who
are 17 and 15 years old, work in a local cloth shop. They earn Rs. 3000 each per month which
they contribute towards monthly house expenses. The daughters of Rukhsana Kausar are eleven
years, eight years and six years old and study in class eight, prep and nursery respectively. The
remaining two sons are four years and two years old and stay at home. Rukhsana Kausar is a
patient of Hepatitis since the last five years and her medicine costs Rs. 1,500 per month. They use
an open kitchen and also have a washroom.
According to Aslam Parvaiz, the husband of Rukhsana Kausar, he works as a commission agent
in the local grain market and earns Rs. 200 – 250 per day. He took an advance amount of Rs.
6,000 from his owners in order to rent their house, for which he pays a rent of Rs. 1,500 per
month
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3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
According to Rukhsana Kausar, their total monthly income is insufficient to meet monthly
expenses of the house. Therefore, she appreciates a programme like BISP that can support her in
meeting her monthly financial obligations.
Rukhsana’s household PSC survey form was filled up in April / May 2011 by a survey team and
they provided her a survey receipt for future reference. She did not receive any notification letter
which could inform her about missing CNIC information and how and when she should provide
this information. She was also not aware of the BISP complaint mechanism.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
Upon receiving a call from the BISP Tehsil Office, she took the survey receipt to the BISP Tehsil
Office Sangla Hill in October 2011 in order to find out her survey result. She was asked to bring
two copies of her CNIC. Rukhsana Kausar went to the BISP Tehsil Office and she was informed
that she has been declared eligible for the BISP cash grant but her CNIC information is missing.
In the BISP Tehsil Office, she was told about her eligibility for the BISP cash grant, but that the
cash grant could not be generated because of missing CNIC information in the BISP database.
Rukhsana Kausar also mentioned that she went to the BISP Tehsil Office several times along with
her son because she wanted her son to be nominated for the Waseela-e-Haq training program; but
the BISP staff at Tehsil Office told her that she could not nominate her son because he is under 18
and does not possess a CNIC; therefore, she has to wait until her son gets a CNIC from NADRA.
As she has did not have her original CNIC or Copy of the CNIC. The Assistant Complaint Officer
(ACO) wrote Rukhsana Kausar’s PMT score; complaint serial number (90); BISP Tehsil Office
phone number; and reference for NADRA officials, on the back of her survey receipt and asked
her to go to the NADRA office for making a CNIC.
On the next day, Rukhsana Kausar went to NADRA office to make her CNIC which she got at the
start of November 2011 and after a day she submitted two copies in the BISP Tehsil Office.

5. Processing of the Complaint
After reaching the office by walking for one kilometre, she submitted her CNIC photocopy at
BISP Tehsil Office in the first week of November 2011. The BISP Tehsil Office Sangla Hill
received a list of eligible households with missing CNICs in October 2011 from the BISP
Divisional Office Lahore. After receiving the list, the BISP Tehsil Office started phoning the
beneficiaries and asked them to submit a copy of their CNICs in the BISP tehsil office as early as
possible.
After taking the copies of Rukhsana Kausar’s CNIC, the ACO updated her record in the BISP
Tehsil Office Beneficiary Register, which is used to record the CNIC information update of
pending receiver women in Tehsil Sangla Hill. However, the updated beneficiary information was
not passed on to the BISP Divisional Office Lahore. Later it was found that the case was
forwarded to the BISP headquarters for updating information. Her information has since been
updated but payments are yet to be generated.
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6. Observations
a. General Observations
Rukhsana Kausar was little disappointed and praying that the problem with the issuance of
her cash grant be solved soon. There is no common practice of submitting written complaints
for missing CNICs and BISP Tehsil Offices do not demand written applications for such
cases.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
During the meeting with Rukhsana Kausar, it was observed that she is unsatisfied with the
process adopted by the BISP for updating her information. However, she mentioned that she
went to BISP office four times, and every time she encountered cooperative behaviour from
the BISP Tehsil officials. Also, she is unaware of the time the BISP will take to update her
CNIC information in order to issue a cash grant.
c. Observations at BISP Level
The BISP Tehsil Office Sangla Hill maintains various registers and files. Some of these are
complaint register, beneficiaries register, daily activity register, movement register, individual
Waseela-e-Haq beneficiary files, survey file, head office noting files etc. The beneficiary’s
CNIC information is updated in the Beneficiaries Register in the column used for ‘Remarks’.
It was also observed at the BISP Tehsil Office that both the AD and ACO writes the
complaint reference number, BISP Tehsil Office contact number and the PMT score at the
back of the PSC survey receipt. This is really helpful for the beneficiaries/ complainants for
future reference as well as helping the tehsil officials to verify that they have already checked
the PMT and that the visitor has already visited the tehsil office.
The behaviours of the BISP Tehsil Office staff with the beneficiaries/ complainants are good
and the staff takes personal initiatives for solving CNIC related discrepancies. Due to the
good relationship between the BISP Tehsil Office and NADRA Office Sangla Hill, the BISP
beneficiaries with missing CNICs are assisted by NADRA on a priority basis.
Tehsil Officials think that missing CNIC information cases can be solved easily and quickly
when the CMS is operationalised at Tehsil level. These are presently going into the file for
pending cases till the information of all missing CNICs is completed as per the list of missing
CNICs forwarded by the BISP Divisional Office.

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions





Unclear guidelines for redressal of missing CNIC information related cases.
No mechanism/ practice for submission of written complaints.
No proper acknowledgement of complaints to the complainants.
The BISP Tehsil Staff is looking forward to the implementation of Complaint Management
System at the earliest, so that the beneficiary’s address or CNIC information can easily be
updated with minimum delay.
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8. Recommendations








BISP Tehsil Office should forward the record to BISP Divisional Office on a weekly basis for
further processing and updating of those missing CNICs for which the information has been
received and updated in the Tehsil Office record.
At Tehsil level, the CMIS should be operationalised / implemented as soon as possible.
BISP Tehsil office requires clear guidelines for redressal of missing CNIC information related
cases.
Introduce proper mechanisms for submitting complaints, including issuance of proper
prescribed acknowledgement to the complainants.
Better communication between complainants/ beneficiaries and the BISP is recommended.
Staff training on the complaint handling and processing is recommended.
Senior officials must visit at least after every two months to Tehsil offices to examine
complaint handling and record keeping.
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G-Southern Punjab-13
CNIC Update
Nasreen Bibi
Mohammad Akram
Mohammad Akram / Husband

Address:

Street # 08, Mohalla Kayara Sahib, UC Nankana City
01, District Nankana Sahib.
31301-7491964-8
22874376
5th January 2012

CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Conducted

1. The Case Summary
This particular case study belongs to Nasreen Bibi who lives in Mohalla Kayara Sahib, District
Nankana Sahib. Mohalla Kayara Sahib is a very famous locality of Nankana Sahib, on the left
side of the main road leading to the birthplace of Guru Nanak. Nasreen Bibi’s house is located in
street 08 of Mohalla Kayara Sahib. Nasreen Bibi did not have a CNIC during the Poverty Score
Card Survey (PSCS) conducted around June / July 2011.
Later on Nasreen Bibi got selected by BISP as a beneficiary for the cash grant but payments could
not be generated due to missing CNIC information in the BISP database. After communication
with BISP Tehsil office Nankana Sahib regarding theof her CNIC in October 2011, she got her
CNIC from NADRA office and submitted the same in November 2011 for updating the records.
Her record however has not been updated by the BISP.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Mohalla Kayara Sahib comprises low income families mostly associated with labour work. Most
of buildings /houses in Mohalla Kayara Sahib are very old and in poor condition .There is an old
paved street approaching to her house. Sanitation condition is also unsatisfactory. Open drainage
system during the monsoon weather or when choked, turn streets into a pond of smelly sewage
water.
Nasreen Bibi is 41 years old and living in a 4.5 Marla semi-pacca shared house. There are a total
of three rooms, which accommodate 22 people. Nasreen Bibi with her husband Mohammad
Akram and their four children are living in one room. Nasreen Bibi’s older daughter is 10 years
old and a student of class four. Her eight years old son is in class three and the remaining two
sons who are six and two years old respectively, do not yet go to school. There is one shared
washroom and an open kitchen in the courtyard.
In the room, there were three (3) Charpais which are used by Nasreen Bibi’s family. Nasreen
Bibi’s husband, Mohammad Akram works in a local furniture shop and earns Rs. 8000 – 10,000
per month.

3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Nasreen Bibi informed the team that the Poverty Survey was carried out about six months back in
June 2011, when a survey team visited her house and filled up a single Poverty Score Card (PSC)
survey form for all of her family members. PSC survey team after completing the survey form
provided a survey receipt for future reference. While filling up the Poverty Score Card (PSC), the
survey team said that “if she will provide the information to fill up the PSC, she will get Rs. 1000
monthly and other monetary benefits like Rs. 300,000 for some BISP scheme”. This has raised
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her expectations to the maximum and she was assured that she will definitely get this cash grant.
Luckily, she got accepted by the BISP and became a pending receiver woman because she did not
have a CNIC during the PSC survey.
While questioning about the BISP as a whole from Nasreen Bibi, she mentioned that the BISP
was initiated by the Government of Pakistan some months ago and she saw BISP advertisement
on the Pakistan Television (PTV) in June/ July 2011; but she is still unaware of the BISP
beneficiary eligibility criterion and considers herself eligible for being poor. Nasreen Bibi did not
receive any notification letter from BISP about her elibibility or discrepancy in relation to the
missing CNIC information.
When Nasreen Bibi was asked about her plan after receiving the BISP cash grant, she says that
she will collect something for her daughter’s wedding. She also added that the BISP program will
greatly support their monthly expenditures like paying utility bills.
She was of the view that “Benazir kay paise agar abhi nai beh mil rahe tab beh hum Allah ka
shukar ada kerte hain aur umeed hai kay hamain paise jald mil jain gay”. (Although we are not
getting Benazir’s money (BISP cash grant), we are thankful to Allah (for what He granted) and
hopeful to receive the money (BISP cash grant) very soon).

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
During September 2011, Allah Rakhi who is Nasreen Bibi’s sister-in-law took Nasreen Bibi’s
survey receipt along with survey receipts of other families of the house to the BISP Tehsil Office
Nankana Sahib for status check. Outside the office, Allah Rakhi queued for a full day but could
not check the status of the PSC survey. After two-three days, Allah Rakhi once again went to the
BISP Tehsil Office early in the morning and was able to get the result of the PSC survey. When
she came back home, she told Nasreen Bibi about her eligibility for the BISP cash grant.
During the briefing about the case, Nasreen Bibi and M. Akram were of the view that the
grievance emerged when they did not receive any update from the BISP after fulfilling the BISP
requirement for missing CNIC information. M. Akram also mentioned that when he visited the
BISP Tehsil Office for submission of Nasreen Bibi’s CNIC, he was not provided any
acknowledgement for future reference. He was also not informed about a tentative time when
Nasreen Bibi’s information will be updated and she will start getting the cash grant. Nasreen Bibi
was unhappy with the absence of results to date despite the efforts put in for updating her missing
information, and the BISP mechanism to resolve such cases.
They said that they did not visit the BISP Tehsil Office again in order to determine the progress
on their complaint because the BISP Tehsil officials informed them that their case will be solved
soon and they will get the cash grant at their doorstep.

5. Processing of the Complaint
During first week of October 2011, the BISP Tehsil Office Nankana Sahib telephonically
communicated to Mohammad Akram (the husband of Nasreen Bibi) and asked him to submit two
copies of Nasreen Bibi’s CNIC. On the next day Mohammad Akram took his bicycle and went to
the BISP Tehsil Office, which is located at a distance of about one kilometre from his house. It
took him 15 minutes to reach the destination. In the BISP Tehsil office, Mohammad Akram met
with Assistant Complaint Officer (ACO) and informed him about the phone call received from
BISP Tehsil Office. The ACO took two copies of Nasreen Bibi’s CNIC but did not inform
Mohammad Akram about any further details except that Rs1000 will be delivered after the CNIC
information is updated in the BISP database.
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The copy of Nasreen Bibi’s CNIC was received by the BISP Tehsil Office in October 2011. It
was placed in the common file for missing CNIC cases. The officials at BISP Tehsil Office
mentioned that they have received instructions from BISP Divisional Office Lahore to keep the
information of missing CNICs and a copy of the CNICs at Tehsil level till further instructions
from Divisional Office. Therefore, they put the copy of Nasreen Bibi’s CNIC in the same file for
future reference.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
There is no common practice of submitting written complaints for missing CNICs and BISP
Tehsil Office does not demand a written application for such cases. The BISP Tehsil office
does not send copies to the BISP divisional or the quarters for redressal. They are waiting for
CMS to be in placed in the office so that they can resolve these complaints at that level.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
The beneficiary is unaware of the processes and procedures for resolving missing CNIC
information update related cases. They also do not know about the time line required to
resolve their complaint or what other information the BISP may require relating to their
complaint. Therefore, the beneficiary seems unclear about processes and requirements for
resolution of the complaint.
Mohammad Akram mentioned that he neither approached commercial agents in the BISP
office nor tried to influence the process for updating information in BISP records. In addition,
they do not know anyone who may have used ‘Sifarish’ to resolve similar matters. :
c. Observations at BISP Level
There are no clear guidelines about the resolution of missing CNIC complaints including this
particular complaint. It was also observed that the complaint handling staff do not have much
experience on how to deal with the complainants who visit the BISP Tehsil Office. This
requires launching training program on the complaint handling process including record
keeping.
There is a vague understanding amongst the Tehsil staff about the resolution of missing CNIC
cases because they think that more cases will be added to the similar pending cases and these
have an unclear time line for their resolution. They also think that these types of cases can be
addressed when the CMIS is operationlised at Tehsil level.

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions







Unclear guidelines for redressal of missing CNIC information related cases.
No mechanism/ practice for submission of written complaints.
No acknowledgement of complaints to the complainants.
Unclear communication between complainants and the BISP.
Staff is untrained on complaint handling.
Absence of regular Tehsil visits by senior officials to monitor complaint handling and record
keeping.
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8. Recommendations







BISP Tehsil Office must forward the record to BISP Divisional Office on a weekly basis for
further processing and updating of those missing CNICs for which the information has been
received and updated in the Tehsil Office record.
BISP Tehsil office requires clear guidelines for redressal of missing CNIC information related
cases.
Introduce proper mechanism for submitting complaints including issuance of
acknowledgement to the complainants.
Proper communication between complainants/ beneficiaries and the BISP is recommended.
Staff training on the complaint handling and processing is recommended.
Senior officials must visit at least every two months to monitor Tehsil office complaint
handling and record keeping.
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G-Southern Punjab-14
Missing CNIC
Nasreen Bibi
Mohammad Akram
None
Mohalla Ahmedabad, Ward No. 22, Near Rangela
Sanpu Wala, Daras Block, Tehsil Sangla Hill, District
Nankana Sahib.Sanpu Wala, Daras Block, Tehsil
Sangla Hill, District Nankana Sahib.
3540346657134
22982585
5th January 2012

1. The Case Summary
This particular case study belongs to Nasreen Bibi who lives in Mohalla Ahmedabad, Tehsil
Sangla Hill of District Nankana Sahib. Mohalla Ahmadabad is one kilometre west of the Main
Bazar, which is situated at the heart of the city and acts as the Business centre of the Sangla Hill
city. Mohalla Ahmadabad is an underdeveloped area, having narrow streets and an open drainage
system.
The Poverty Score Card (PSC) Survey was completed in April/May 2011 in Mohalla Ahmadabad;
however Nasreen Bibi got her PSC filled at the Partner Organisation’s (PO) office, which was
then located in Ali Street Mall Town, Sangla Hill. As a result, she was declared as an eligible
beneficiary under the programme. However, her CNIC information was missing in the form.
After some months, the BISP Tehsil Office Sangla Hill phoned Nasreen Bibi and asked her to
submit two copies of her CNIC. She visited the BISP Tehsil Office in the first week of December
2011 and submitted copies of her CNIC as required. The case was forwarded to the BISP
headquarters during the month of January 2012 and her data has been updated but her payments
are yet to be generated.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Mohalla Ahmadabad comprises low income residents who are mostly associated with agriculture.
A narrow paved street leads to Nasreen Bibi’s rented house. There is an open drainage system
which if choked creates unhygienic conditions and increases the difficulties of the residents.
Nasreen Bibi is 55 years old and living in a five Marla semi-pacca double storey shared house.
There are three families living in the house. Nasreen Bibi and her six children live in the upper
storey of the house. They use a shared kitchen and a washroom.
Nasreen Bibi’s older son Wasim is 19 years old. He left his studies after class five and is now
working in a shoe making factory. The second son Haseeb is 15 years old and he left his studies
after Metric. Younger to Haseeb is Waheed, who is 13 years old and studies in class four. Nasreen
Bibi’s fourth son Arslan is 11 years old and studies in class two. The youngest son Waleed is 7
years old and not studying. Nasreen Bibi’s 24 year old daughter left her studies after Metric and
now helps her mother in house work.
According to Nasreen Bibi, her husband has been in Belgium since the last 10 years and he does
not support her and his children. In order to run the house expenses, Nasreen Bibi works at home.
She makes embroidery for women’s shoes and earns Rs. 4000 to 5000 a month. However, this is
not permanent work and she has no employment for half of the month.
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According to Nasreen Bibi, her son works in a shoe making factory and earns Rs. 200 per week.
She also mentioned that their total monthly income is insufficient to meet the monthly expanses
of their house. Therefore, she considers BISP ‘a blessing in disguise’ which could support her to
fulfil their monthly financial obligations.
During the discussion, Nasreen Bibi said that her daughter Parveen who is also known in the
family as Nabila, is unmarried, but her name was not included in the PSC survey form due to nonavailability of her CNIC. She also mentioned that Parveen may have been selected as a potential
beneficiary but her CNIC was not available during the PSC survey. Recently, Parveen obtained a
new CNIC (35503-30160856-2) from NADRA and said she wants her CNIC information added
into the BISP database.
Nasreen Bibi further added that her daughter’s wedding has now been fixed and she has requested
six months delay from daughter’s in-laws, so that her daughter can learn stitching skills through
BISP programmes.
However, Nasreen Bibi was a bit disappointed with matters and mentioned that despite being a
supporter of the Pakistan People’s Party (PPP) and knowing that the PPP owns this program her
daughter told her after visiting the BISP Tehsil Office Sangla Hill, that this program may not be
extended to them in the near future . The reason for the delay in Wasela-e-Haq training was asked
from the Assistant Complaint Officer (ACO) BISP Tehsil Office, and he stated that, to-date, the
agreement between BISP and Technical and Vocational Training Agency (TAVTA) is under
process. Moreover, BISP tehsil Office had not received any update from the BISP HQ or
Divisional Office Lahore regarding this issue.

3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
While asking about the PSC survey, Nasreen Bibi mentioned that her PSC survey form was filled
in the office of the Partner Organisation. She said that the daughter of her close friend was
working in the PO’s office. One day Nasreen Bibi met with her friend’s daughter who took her to
the PO’s office and filled the PSC form. Nasreen Bibi also added that, previously she did not want
to get her PSC survey done because she was unaware of the survey and its objectives. But her
friend’s daughter motivated her to fill the survey form, so that she may get the benefits from the
BISP program.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge
Nasreen Bibi did not receive any notification letter which could inform her about the missing
CNIC information and how and when she should provide this information. In November 2011,
Nasreen Bibi received a call from the BISP Tehsil office to provide two copies of her CNIC.
Nasreen Bibi went to the BISP Tehsil Office where she was informed that she has been declared
eligible for the BISP cash grant but her CNIC information was missing.
The Assistant Complaint Officer (ACO) wrote Nasreen Bibi’s PMT score; complaint serial
number (88); BISP Tehsil Office phone number; and reference for NADRA officials, on the back
of her survey receipt and asked her to go to the NADRA office located at a distance of one
kilometre from the BISP Tehsil Office and about 2.5 kms from the house of Nasreen Bibi for
making a CNIC.
According to Nasreen, she faced discourteous behavior from the NADRA staff when she visited
them for her CNIC. She complained about this to the BISP Tehsil office and sought help in
getting her CNIC. The AD BISP phoned AM NADRA to request his help in having Nasreen’s
CNIC issued. During her second visit to NADRA, Nasreen Bibi successfully provided the
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required information for the new CNIC at the NADRA Office Sangla Hill. She got her new CNIC
at the start of December 2011 and the very next day, she submitted two copies to the BISP Tehsil
Office.
Having submitted her CNIC photocopy at BISP Tehsil Office in the first week of December 2011,
Nasreen was now anxious about the delay and praying that the problem with the issuance of her
cash grant be solved soon. Furthermore, her daughter also obtained a CNIC from NADRA and
that had also been submitted in the BISP Tehsil office for further processing.

5. Processing of the Complaint
The BISP Tehsil Office Sangla Hill received a list of eligible households with missing CNICs in
October 2011 from the BISP Divisional Office Lahore. After receiving the list, the BISP Tehsil
Office started phoning the beneficiaries and asked them to submit a copy of their CNICs in the
BISP tehsil office as early as possible.
Nasreen Bibi was asked by the BISP Tehsil Office to provide two copies of her CNIC. Nasreen
Bibi visited the BISP Tehsil Office, which is 2 kms away from her house, on the next day after
receiving the call. After reaching the office by walking, she was told that she has been declared
eligible for the BISP cash grant; however, for receiving the cash grant she needs to submit copies
of her CNIC.
After taking the copies of Nasreen Bibi’s CNIC, the ACO updated her record in the BISP Tehsil
Office Beneficiary Register, which is used to record the CNIC information update of pending
receiver women in Tehsil Sangla Hill.
In addition to the above and as mentioned earlier in this case study, Parveen (daughter of Nasreen
Bibi) did not have a CNIC at the time of PSC survey and this had now been obtained from
NADRA and submitted in the BISP Tehsil Office for her nomination for the up-coming Waseelae-Haq training programme.
Now the missing CNIC information had been obtained this was submitted from the BISP Tehsil
Office to the BISP Divisional Office Lahore and further to the BISP headquarters during January
2012.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
There is no standard practice of submitting written complaints for missing CNICs and BISP
Tehsil Offices do not ask for written applications for such cases.
The complainants / receiver women are not provided any forms which can be filled and
submitted to the BISP at the time of any complaint or information update etc. Nor are they
provided with any receipts for their complaints to allow for follow-up.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
It was noted that the complainant was unsatisfied with the process adopted by the BISP for
updating her information but she mentioned that the behaviour of the BISP Tehsil officials
was satisfactory. She was uncertain of the time the BISP will take to update her CNIC
information in order to issue a cash grant.
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Although Nasreen Bibi considers herself a BISP beneficiary she is unaware of the BISP
eligibility criteria and the PMT score. She was convinced that as she is poor and her husband
does not support the family; therefore she is deserving of the grant and has been selected as a
beneficiary.
Nasreen Bibi has also shown her interest in the BISP Waseela-e-Haq training program, for
which she wants her daughter Parveen to be nominated.
c. Observations at BISP Level
The BISP Tehsil Office Sangla Hill maintains various registers and files. Some of these are
complaint register, beneficiaries register, daily activity register, movement register, individual
Waseela-e-Haq beneficiary files, survey file, head office noting files etc.
For missing CNIC cases, at BISP Tehsil Office, the information related to those cases is
recorded by the Assistant Complaint Officer (ACO) in the register called Beneficiaries
Register. In that register, there is a column called ‘Remarks’, andin that column, the ACO
records remarks on any particular case. For example, if the missing CNIC information is
received, in the remarks column, the ACO will write, “the copy of CNIC is received”. The
ACO also records the CNIC number and other relevant information like contact number of
the potential beneficiary etc. It was also established that the information related to Waseela-eHaq training is recorded in the individual Waseela-e-Haq beneficiary files and register.
Moreover, it was observed at this BISP Tehsil Office that both the AD and ACO write the
complaint reference number, BISP Tehsil Office contact number and the PMT score at the
back of the PSC survey receipt. This is really helpful for the beneficiaries/ complainants for
future reference as well as helping the tehsil officials to verify that they have already checked
the PMT and that the visitor has already visited the tehsil office.
The potential beneficiaries with missing CNIC details submit two copies of their CNIC in the
BISP Tehsil office. At the Tehsil office, the updated details of missing CNIC information are
recorded in the Beneficiaries Register and copies of the CNIC are either placed in a common
file along with other CNICs or stapled with the page of the Beneficiaries Register on which
the particular beneficiary’s CNIC information is updated.
Tehsil Officials think that missing CNIC information cases can be solved easily and quickly
when the CMIS is operationalised at the Tehsil level. Thus cases which are presently going
into the file for pending cases will be resolved more rapidly.

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions







Unclear guidelines for redressal of missing CNIC information related cases.
No mechanism/ practice for submission of written complaints.
No proper acknowledgement of complaints to the complainants.
Staff is untrained on complaint handling.
Absence of regular Tehsil visits by senior staff to monitor complaint handling and record
keeping.
The BISP Tehsil Staff is looking forward to the implementation of the Complaint
Management Information System so that the beneficiary’s address or CNIC information can
easily be updated with minimum delay.
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8. Recommendations









BISP Tehsil Office must forward the record to BISP Divisional Office on a weekly basis for
further processing and updating of those missing CNICs for which the information has been
received and updated in the Tehsil Office record.
List of eligible BISP beneficiaries should be displayed in the Tehsil Office.
At Tehsil level, CMS should be operationalised / implemented as soon as possible.
BISP Tehsil office requires clear guidelines for redressal of missing CNIC information related
cases.
Introduce proper mechanism for submitting complaints, including issuance of proper
prescribed acknowledgement to the complainants.
Better communication between complainants/ beneficiaries and the BISP is recommended.
Staff training on complaint handling and processing is recommended.
Senior officials must visit Tehsil offices regularly (every two months at least) to monitor
complaint handling and record keeping.
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G-Southern Punjab-15
Missing Household
Riffat Bibi
Mohammad Aslam
None
Street # 08, Mohalla Kayara Sahib, UC Nankana City
01, Tehsil & District Nankana Sahib.
3550101741586
22874378
5th January 2012

1. The Case Summary
This case study belongs to Riffat Bibi, a widow who lives in Mohalla Kayara Sahib, District
Nankana Sahib. Mohalla Kayara Sahib is a very well known locality of Nankana Sahib, on the left
side of the main road leading to the birthplace of Guru Nanak. Riffat Bibi’s house is located in
street 08 of Mohalla Kayara Sahib.
During the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey, Riffat Bibi was out of station and could not
participate in the survey. She then visited the BISP Tehsil Office three or four times and also
requested the BISP office through her local provincial assembly member to get her PSC survey
done. However, when this case study was developed on 5th January 2012, Riffat Bibi’s PSC
survey had not been conducted.
Currently, the BISP website results show that, her survey has been conducted but she has been
declared ineligible under the cash grants programme.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Mohalla Kayara Sahib comprises low income families mostly associated with casual labour. Most
of the buildings/ houses in Mohalla Kayara Sahib are very old and in poor condition. There is an
old paved street approaching her house. Sanitation conditions are unsatisfactory. An open
drainage system during the monsoon weather or when choked, turns streets into a pond of smelly
sewage water. Riffat Bibi is 39 years old and living in a 4.5 Marla semi-pacca shared house.
The three rooms of the house accommodate 22 people. Riffat Bibi is living in one room with her
three children. Her elder son is 15 years old and studies in 8th class. Her daughter is 14 years old
and studies in class seven. The youngest son is eight years old and studies in class two. There is
one shared washroom and an open kitchen in the courtyard
Riffat Bibi mentioned that she has no source of income and her relatives help her financially
whenever they are able and willing to. She normally spends that amount on buying some food for
her children. She also added that very limited financial resources do not allow her to buy seasonal
clothes for her children.

3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Riffat Bibi says that the PSC Survey was conducted more than six months ago around July 2011.
The survey team filled up the PSC survey forms for other families living in the same house.
During the survey, she was out of town at her parent’s house in Gujranwala.
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When Riffat Bibi came back to her house in Nankana Sahib, the other family members shared that
they filled their PSC survey forms and will get Rs. 1000 per month from the Government. This
information motivated her and she hoped that if her own PSC survey was done, she will surely be
selected for the BISP cash grant. She thought that as she was a widow, had no income sources or
any property in her name, she was certain to be eligible.
While describing her case, Riffat Bibi spoke of BISP as the program initiated by the Pakistan
People’s Party; however, she did not know about the BISP eligibility criteria and other benefits
which she can get after her selection as an eligible household.
Riffat Bibi quoted the following:
“Mere khawand ki muat ke baad tu hamare halat bohat kharab hu gaye hain. Bus idher udher se
kuch pakar kay hee guzara hota hai. BISP wale agar mehrbani karain aur hamare paise laga
dain. Hum tu vote beh People’s Party ku dete hain”. (After my husband’s death, our financial
situation has deteriorated significantly. We are living on other’s charity. If BISP can support us
through a cash grant as we always give vote to Pakistan People’s Party).

4. How did the Complaint Emerge
During the discussion, Riffat Bibi stated that the first time she visited the BISP Tehsil office she
was told that her record is not appearing on the BISP website which means her household was
missed by the partner organization during the survey. She visited the BISP Tehsil Office and the
office of the local MPA many times to get her PSC survey conducted.
She mentioned that at the BISP Tehsil Office Nankana Sahib, she was asked to submit a copy of
her CNIC and she was assured that the survey team will soon visit her house. Her survey had not
been conducted in January 2012 when the TPE team visited to interview Riffat Bibi. More
recently, the BISP website shows that her survey has been conducted but she has been declared
ineligible for the cash grant programme.

5. Processing of the Complaint
The complainant, Riffat Bibi, on her own, visited the BISP Tehsil Office regarding the nonsurvey of her household in August 2011. She reached her destination by walking because she did
not have money to pay for any transportation. At the BISP Tehsil Office, the staff took a copy of
her CNIC and gave assurance that the PSC survey of her house would be conducted.
The BISP Tehsil officials did not issue any complaint reference number for missing household
complaints for future reference and verification at a later stage.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
There is no standard practice of submitting written complaints for missing households and
BISP Tehsil Offices do not ask for written applications for such cases.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
Riffat Bibi is a widow living in a small room of a shared house along with her three children.
The room where Riffat Bibi and her children live is in poor condition and there are major
cracks on the most of walls can be seen easily in above pictures (Inside the room Roof &
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Walls). Riffat Bibi also mentioned that she could have gone to her parent’s house after the
PSC survey if she would have been aware of the PSC survey program dates. She suggested
that the Government should run frequent public information campaigns regarding such
activity where every household is supposed to be covered.
She missed the opportunity of being a part of the original survey but later she was surveyed.
She was unsatisfied with the complaint registration mechanism and regularly complained
about the considerable delay in surveying her household.
c. Observations at BISP Level
BISP Tehsil Office received the copy of Riffat Bibi’s CNIC and assured her that BISP will
arrange PSC survey of her household. The BISP Tehsil Office did not issue a complaint
reference number to this particular complaint but passed on the information to the Partner
Organisation (PO).

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions





Tehsil Office does not issue a complaint reference number which is important for the
complainant for future reference.
No mechanism/ practice for submission of written complaints.
Staff was observed as untrained on complaint handling.
Absence of regular Tehsil visits by senior BISP staff to monitor complaint handling and
record keeping.

8. Recommendations






Staff training on complaint handling and processing is required.
At Tehsil level, CMIS should be operationalised / implemented as soon as possible.
BISP staff should have better and more standardised communication with the beneficiary
regarding issues.
Introduce proper mechanisms and systems for submitting complaints including issuance of
acknowledgement to the complainants.
BISP Tehsil offices require clear guidelines for redressal of missing household information
related cases.
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G-Southern Punjab-16
Missing Household
Noreen Attiq
Attiq-ur-Rehman
House no. 265/A, Khayaban-e-Sarwar, Tehsil &
District Dera Ghazi Khan.
32102-7119273-0
N.A
7th January 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
This case study is related to the missing household of Noreen Attiq, as she left out during the
BISP Poverty Scorecard Survey (PSC). Noreen Attiq registered a complaint against this issue on
27th April 2011 but no action has been taken so far on this particular case. This case also reflects
the issue of poor response by the concerned Partner Organisation (PO), Human Capital
Management Institute (HCMI) despite the request made by the BISP Tehsil Office for conducting
the required missing household survey in City Tehsil Dera Ghazi Khan. This issue of missing
households was also brought to the notice of DG BISP Punjab; however 669 missing household
cases (including Noreen Attiq case), are still pending at the BISP Tehsil City Dera Ghazi Khan.

2.

Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Dera Ghazi Khan is a well known intermediate city located in Dera Ghazi Khan District, Punjab,
Pakistan. It is one of the most populous cities of Southern Punjab (urban population is about
412,650).
Noreen Attiq is resident at house No 256 Block ‘A’, Khayaban-e-Sarwar colony situated in union
council No 4 of Dera Ghazi Khan city. This colony is well developed and the drainage system is
in good condition. Most of the residents of this colony are involved with agriculture, and self
owned businesses. The prices of properties are very high in this colony in addition to this, a
Katchi Basti (slum area) consisting of 20 houses is also situated in this colony.
Noreen Attiq‘s husband Mr Attiq-ur-Rehman died seven years ago due to blood cancer. She lives
in a joint family with 17 members including two males, five females, and 10 Children. She has six
children including one son and five daughters. They are all studying in different classes. Her elder
daughter is of 21 years old and doing her M.A from Bahauddin Zakria University (BZU), D.G.
Khan Campus. Her 2nd daughter is of 19 years old and studying for her B.S. Her third daughter is
17 years old and doing I.C.S. Her fourth daughter is 13 years old and studying in 8th Class. Her
youngest daughter is of seven years age and studying in 2nd class. Noreen Attiq’s son is of 16
years age and studying in the Metric grade.
The house where she resides is of 10 Marla, out of which a portion of 2 Marlas is being used by
her family. This comprises of two rooms, one kitchen and one washroom. Electricity and natural
gas are also available in the house. The daughters of Noreen Attiq help their mother in domestic
chores and support her financially by giving tuition classes to some children in the colony. Noreen
Attiq is an old woman and depends on financial support from her relatives and neighbours.
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3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Noreen Attiq is a potential beneficiary of BISP from 2008. She told the team that she learnt about
BISP from some women of the local area. She mentioned that she had been receiving the BISP
cash grant for one year from the Postman under Phase 1 of the program. Now Noreen Attiq again
wants to receive the BISP cash grant so she can continue the education of her children. Noreen
Attiq considers BISP as Benazir Money Programme which supports the poor and needy people of
Pakistan
While discussing her case , Noreen Attiq quoted the following:
“Jo Haqdar Hoty Hen wo Sharam Mai Mary Jaty Hen.Aor Jab Amdani Ka Zaraya Na Ho Tab
Paisa Bhe Ghareebon Se Dorr Bhagta Hy.”

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
During the April 2011 BISP Poverty Survey, the HCMI team conducted Poverty Survey activities
in B Block of Khayaban-e-Sarwar Colony of City Dera Ghazi Khan. Noreen Attiq mentioned that
no one from the team visited her house due to unknown reasons even though she was informed by
some neighbours that a poverty survey by BISP is being conducted and they may receive cash
grants from the BISP. Noreen Attiq discussed this matter with the ACO BISP DG Khan and came
to know that her house was excluded from the BISP Poverty Survey. After detailed discussions
and understanding the matter she lodged her complaint as a missing household in the PSC survey.
In Tehsil Dera Ghazi Khan BISP hired the services of HCMI for Data Collection through filling
PSCs. The employees /data collectors of HCMI missed a number of houses in the Tehsil. Up till
23rd December 2011, BISP Tehsil DG Khan recorded 3385 missing households and instructed
HCMI to undertake field visits to respective areas for early action and filling PSC forms. The case
of Noreen Attiq is one of these cases.

5. Processing of the Complaint
Noreen’s case was registered on 27th April 2011 at BISP Tehsil office and serial number 6 was
allocated, but since that time it has remained unre solved.
While discussing this particular case with AD BISP Tehsil office Dera Ghazi Khan, it was
revealed that an email has been sent to the HCMI management by the Divisional office Dera
Ghazi Khan on 17th September 2011 for field visits/resurvey of the areas; but no response was
received from the PO on these requests. The Divisional Office DG Khan also brought the issue of
missing households into the notice of Director General (DG) BISP Punjab through a letter no
(DIR/BISP/DGK/2011/1021) with a copy to Director Beneficiary Services BISP and Director
BISP Field Operations; however, no response from any BISP/PO offices has been received to date
by the BISP Divisional Office/Tehsil Office DG Khan. Consequently, 669 cases of missing
households are still pending at BISP Tehsil Dera Ghazi Khan due to non-availability of PO’s
(HCMI) enumerators.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The house of Noreen Attiq is located in a well known and developed colony in city Dera
Ghazi Khan. Externally, the house looks in good condition and the street where it is situated
is wide, paved and has a developed drainage system.
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b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
The grievance emerged when Noreen Attiq had not received any update from the BISP for the
last eight months. Further, Noreen Attiq was not given any acknowledgement of her
complaint when she registered it, for future reference.
Noreen Attiq has not been contacted by the BISP Tehsil Office since the registration of her
complaint; which is likely to increase her disappointment with the system. This may result in
her communicating her views on BISP systems and objectives wrongly to others decreasing
the good will of BISP in st society.
Her House is located within walking distance from the BISP Divisional Office Dera Ghazi
Khan. Noreen Attiq mentioned that she visited the BISP tehsil office Dera Ghazi Khan three
times including her first visit to register her complaint and two visits for follow up.
c. Observations at BISP Level
BISP Tehsil office Dera Ghazi Khan is managing information of missing household
complaints with reference numbers and dates. There are 3385 missing households complaints
in the BISP Division Dera Ghazi Khan out of which 669 complaints are related to Tehsil City
Dera Ghazi Khan. Tehsil Officials mentioned that they have no information about any follo
up action taken by HCMI for the missing household survey.
The BISP tehsil staff mentioned that missing households cases are not being forwarded to the
BISP Divisional Office because such cases are expected to be solved at field level. Presently
the Tehsil Office keeps a record of such cases

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions


BISP staff indicated that none of the grievance cases regarding missing households have been
resolved. BISP Divisional office has sent many official letters to HCMI Management but a
response is still awaited from their end.

8. Recommendations







The complaint registration mechanism should be displayed in every BISP office in order to
ensure that complaints are being registered for proper follow up.
Complaint registration number or File reference number should be given to every
complainant.
BISP Poverty Survey Team should follow the instructions according to the BISP manual
There must be some policy decision for redressal of such kind of grievances.
The BISP Tehsil Office staff must be trained on complaint handling and processing and they
must be provided standard operating procedures (SOPs) for processing of complaints
according to their nature.
The BISP senior officials must take quick action regarding the missing house -holds issue
which is delaying critical benefits for potential beneficiaries. For that the HCMI must be
directed to complete the missing household survey as early as possible.
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G-Southern Punjab-17
Missing CNIC
Syeda Naheed Bukhari
Israr Ali Shah
Street no.03, Jatala Town. Tehsil Mian Channu,
District Khanewal
36104-1971525-8
23337019
9th January 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
This particular case is related to the missing CNIC of Syeda Naheed Bukhari, who belongs to
Jatala town near Mian Channu district Khanewal. The Poverty Scorecard survey was carried out
around August 2011 in this area. This case reflects the various aspects of communication between
the BISP and its potential beneficiary regarding missing CNIC information updates.
Syeda Naheed Bukhari submitted her missing CNIC information in the BISP Tehsil Office on
18th October 2011. The case is awaiting processing until the missing CNICs of the remaining
potential beneficiaries of Tehsil Mian Channu is completed for final submission to the BISP
Divisional Office Multan for further necessary action and updating in BISP database. Since
October 2011, the case has been pending and the beneficiary’s information has not been updated.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Jatala Town is a semi developed urban area of city Mian Channu, falls under Union Council
number 74. Most of the streets of Jatala Town are paved, wide and clean; however,t some places
vacant plots are being used for garbage disposal.
Syeda Naheed Bukhari is a resident of Jatala Town. Her family is residing in a rented house for
the last 5 years The approach street is wide and paved. Her house is of five Marlas, is double
storied and comprised of four bed rooms, one kitchen and one wash room. A motor pump is used
for pumping drinking water. Electricity and Sui gas services are available in the house.
Syeda Naheed Bukhari is a 51 year old woman. She has fourteen (13) children including four
daughters and nine sons. The two married sons and one daughter of Naheed Bukhari namely
Naeem Sjjad (35 years), Jafar Sajjad (32 years) and Ammar Bibi (30 years) live separately from
their parents. However, the two married sons provide financial support to their parents and other
family members.
The remaining children of Naheed Bukhari include a 27 years old son named Gohar Abbas. He
works on daily wages and earns Rs. 2,000 – 3,000 per month. The other son Muzammal Abbas
Shah is 22 years and has done Metric but is currently jobless. Younger to Muzammal Abbas is Ali
Akbar (16 years) and studying in class 12. Naheed Bukhari’s sixth son Zainulabdeen is 15 years
old and studies in class 11. The seventh son Ali Abid is 14 years old and studies in class 8. The
eighth son of Naheed Bukhari, Zameer Haider Shah is 10 years old and studies in class 5. The last
son Ali Haider Shah is 8 years old and studies in class 3. The daughter of Naheed Bukhari,
Khawara Bibi is 18 years old and has left her studies after Metric. Now she helps her mother in
domestic chores. The other daughter Pakeeza Batool is 13 years old and studies in class 7 . The
youngest daughter of Naheed Bukhari Sania Zahra is 11 years old and studies in class 6.
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Naheed Bukhari’s husband Israr Ali Shah is a patient of Asthma and does not have any earnings.
The three sons work on daily wages in order to support all the family members. The total monthly
income of all three brothers is about Rs. 10,000 per month.

3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Syeda Naheed Bukhari learnt about the BISP from the Poverty Score Card (PSC) Survey Team
who visited her house around August 2011. She said that she did not know much about BISP but
in her knowledge it may be a Government program for poor and needy people. During the PSC
survey, she was informed by the team that she should make her CNIC; but she ignored the
information. She did not receive any notification/letter from BISP for her selection in the BISP
cash Grant. She says that she came to know about her eligibility status from the area notable Mr.
Rafique Jiala, when he visited her house in order to inform her about the provision of her CNIC
copy in the BISP Tehsil Office.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
During a meeting with Mr. Rafique Jiala, a local notable in early October 2011, the husband of
Syeda Naheed Bukhari was explained the need to submit the CNIC in the BISP Tehsil Office in
order to obtain the BISP cash grant. After she came to know of this, Syeda Naheed Bukhari who
had since obtained a CNIC, took action to register this.
Syeda Naheed Bukhari also explained that because of cultural reasons, she herself never went to
the BISP Tehsil Office and all the communication regarding the missing CNIC took place
between her husband and Mr. Rafique Jiala, the local notable.
She quoted during the interview, “I now have my valid CNIC and belong to a poor family. If I get
the BISP money then I will be able to save some money forbuying things I need for my
household.”

5. Processing of the Complaint
The BISP Divisional Office Multan sent a list of 1699 missing CNICs cases to the BISP Tehsil
Office Mian Channu, District Khanewal during September/October 2011. The Divisional office
Multan gave a deadline to the BISP Tehsil office Mian Channu to provide all missing CNICs of
eligible households (including Naheed Bukhari’s missing CNIC case) within one month.
After receiving the list of missing CNICs, the AD BISP Tehsil Mian Channu contacted Mr Rafiq
Jiala (local activist of Jatala Town) and asked him to contact and inform the people of his
areaabout the missing CNIC information. . Mr Rafique Jiala contacted Israr Ali Shah (husband of
Naheed Bukhari) at his door step and asked him to submit a photocopy of his wife’s CNIC at
BISP Tehsil Office Mian Channu. After learning this, Israr Ali Shah went to the BISP Tehsil
Office to submit a copy of Naheed Bukhari’s CNIC on 18th October 2011.
The copy of Syeda Naheed Bukhari’s CNIC was placed in a common file for missing CNIC
cases. The officials at BISP Tehsil Office mentioned that they have received instructions from the
BISP Divisional Office Multan to keep the information of missing CNICs and their photocopies at
Tehsil level.
This information update on CNICs at the BISP Tehsil Office Mian Channu has not been
forwarded for onward processing. It is on hold until the missing CNICs of all remaining potential
beneficiaries of Mian Channu is completed for final submission to BISP Divisional Office Multan
for further necessary action and updating in the BISP database.
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6. Observations
a. General Observations
The complainants/receiver women are not provided any forms which can be filled and
submitted to the BISP at the time of any complaint or information update.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
The BISP staff in Tehsil Office Mian Channu obtained the required missing CNIC
information, however this was without communicating the purpose of taking such information
to the husband of Syeda Naheed Bukhari. Israr Ali Shah stated that when he inquired about
the start date of Naheed’s cash grant by phone, he was not provided any details and the staff
in the BISP Tehsil Office told him that whenever the cash grant would be released, it would
be delivered at his doorstep. Naheed’s husband visited the BISP Tehsil Office once, by
walking there as the Tehsil Office is located at a distance of only 0.5 km from his house.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
The staff at the BISP office stated that CNIC information update cases are not forwarded to
the BISP Divisional Office because such cases are not handled regularly at that level and that
the Tehsil Office keeps record of such cases at their own level. Of the list of 1699 pending
receiver women, 700 CNICs have been obtained till now including this particular case.
According to officials in the BISP Tehsil Office Mian Channu until completion of the list of
missing CNICs, they will not forward these 700 resolved CNICs cases to the BISP Divisional
Office Multan. Once they have obtained all the information on missing CNICs they felt they
could then forward the information in bulk to the Divisional office for action. By then they
believe the CMS may be operational.

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions





The copies of Syeda Naheed Bukhari’s CNIC were received against a serial number of the list
of missing CNICs. This reference number may have been given to Mr. Israr Ali Shah for
future reference.
Since the information cannot be updated at Tehsil Offices, this may cause delays-in resolving
such issues.
Tehsil Office does not forward CNIC information update cases to BISP Divisional Office
because the staff thinks that the information will not be updated until the Complaint
Management Information System (CMIS) is made operational.
BISP staff stated that none of the grievance cases regarding missing CNICs have been
forwarded to the BISP Divisional office Multan.

8. Recommendations





BISP Tehsil Office must forward records to BISP Divisional Office on a weekly basis for
further processing and updating of those missing CNICs for which the information has been
received and updated in the Tehsil Office record.
BISP staff should be properly trained on the program and complaint process.
BISP must send confirmation/ welcoming letter to beneficiary about eligibility.
BISP staff should communicate the precise reasons for contacting the beneficiary in case of
any discrepancy.
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G-Southern Punjab-18
Duplicate Household
Kafiya Bibi and Sonia
Muhammad Rafique
Complainant Mr Muhammad Nasir (Neighbour) on
behalf of Beneficiary Mrs Kafiya Bibi
House No 177, Street No.01, Basti Chan Shah, Tehsil
and District Khanewal
36103-5856826-2
23197020 & 23196839
11th January 2012 & 14th February 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
This particular case study belongs to Kafiya Bibi and her daughter Sonia who live in Basti Chan
Shah, Tehsil and District Khanewal. The residence of Kafiya Bibi is 2 kms away from the city
centre of Khanewal. This particular case has different aspects which makes it unique from other
cases. First, Kafiya Bibi has been declared as household head, but she was excluded as a potential
beneficiary. Secondly, her daughter Sonia whose age was recorded as 19 years in Poverty Score
Card (PSC) was declared a potential beneficiary by the BISP, but in actual fact she is now only 16
years old and cannot provide a valid CNIC until the age of 18 years. Third, for this particular
household, two PSCs were filled by the Partner Organisation (PO) with a one day gap and in both
PSCs, this household is declared eligible for the BISP cash grant.
Kafiya Bibi contacted the BISP Tehsil Office Khanewal in July 2011 through her neighbour
Mohammad Nasir in order to pursue the case for obtaining BISP cash grants against any of the
two scorecards filled for her household.
The BISP Tehsil Office advised Kafiya Bibi through Mohammad Nasir to submit valid CNICs of
her daughter in order to send their case to the BISP Divisional Office Multan for approval and
generation of BISP cash grant in favour of the potential beneficiary Miss Sonia.
As the potential BISP beneficiary, Sonia (daughter of Kafiya Bibi) cannot provide her valid CNIC
to BISP because of being under age Kafiya Bibi (the household head) also seems to be excluded
due to unknown reasons. The case is still pending at the BISP Tehsil Office Khanewal with the
understanding that the CNIC of Sonia will be received and the case would be solved at that point.

2. Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Kafiya Bibi is a resident of Basti Chan Shah which is located in Union Council number two of
Tehsil Khanewal. It is an undeveloped urban area with a poor open drainage system. The open
drains had created a bad odour in the locality . Basti Chan Shah consists of lower income families
mostly associated with agriculture and labour work. According to the CNIC of Kafiya Bibi, she is
51 years old. She got married to Muhammad Rafique 17 years ago. When Kafiya Bibi married
Muhammad Rafique, he worked in the reserve force of the Pakistan Army.
Kafiya Bibi revealed that some years ago due to Typhoid and high fever, her husband had a loss
of memory and now his mental faculties were affected and he was unable to work on regular
basis. Occasionally sympathetic people and relatives help him with some financial aid (Rs. 1500 –
1000 in a month). Kafiya Bibi has six children including two sons and four daughters. Her four
children go to school in different classes.
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Her eldest daughter “Sonia” is 16 years old and has completed ‘Hifz-ul-Quran’ from a ‘Madrasa’.
She now helps her mother in domestic chores. Her eldest son Saqib is 13 years old and works at a
shoe shop and earns Rs800 per month. Her remaining children include 11 years old Sana, 10 year
old Toba, 9 year old Ahsan and 3 year old Tayyaba. Kafiya Bibi works on daily wages and earns
approximately Rs. 2000 per month. The total monthly income of this family is about Rs. 4000.
Kafiya Bibi lives in the upper story of a three Marla house. In the lower portion her two brothersin-laws reside with their families. The upper portion of the house where Kafiya Bibi‘s family
lives, comprises one bed room and a wash room. There is an outdoor kitchen and the washroom
was roofless. Electricity and Sui Gas were available in the house. The common room in which the
interview was conducted was plastered.At the front of the house, there is a cattle-shed and in the
common room, some cattle fodder was scattered.

3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Kafiya Bibi learnt about the BISP from the other women of Basti Chan Shah and the Poverty
Score Card (PSC) Survey Team. Kafiya Bibi mentioned that her PSC Survey was carried out in
May 2011, when a survey team visited her house on 24th, 25th, and 26th May 2011 and filled two
PSC survey forms. It is important to note that two different enumerators of the same PO filled two
different PSC survey forms and both the forms resulted in the same PMT score which is 14.41.
Both enumerators provided Kafiya Bibi the PSC survey receipts for future reference. Kafiya Bibi
mentioned during the interview that BISP should consider at least one PSC and give them the
cash grant.
Kafiya Bibi considered BISP as “Benazir Money” Program. She believed that the program is for
poor families; however she does not know what the BISP eligibility criterion is and how she has
been selected for the BISP cash grant. According to Kafiya Bibi, she did not get any cash grant
during the Parliamentarian Phase (Phase-I).While briefing the team about the case, Kafiya Bibi
quoted:
“BISP cash grant will contribute towards my monthly house expenses and at least I may be able
to pay the monthly utility bills”.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
The grievance emerged when Kafiya Bibi got an impression that the BISP cash grant has been
issued to other women of her neighborhood. Kafiya Bibi discussed this with different women of
the area and gathered information about getting the BISP cash grant. They suggested she go to the
Post Office in order to get the information because the Post Office is disbursing money orders
among beneficiaries. The officials at GPO Khanewal informed her that some information
pertaining to her CNIC is missing in the BISP database; therefore, she should visit the BISP
Tehsil Office in order to provide them the required CNIC information.
Kafiya Bibi repeatedly visited (3-4 times) the GPO with a gap of 10 – 15 days in order to get her
problem solved. She spent Rs. 40 for a round trip to the GPO and spent about Rs. 160 altogether.
She also visited the BISP Tehsil Office Once on rickshaw and spentRs. 20 on this trip.
Kafiya Bibi did not receive any official letter from BISP which could inform her of her selection
in the BISP cash grant program. She also did not receive any Notification Letter which could
inform her regarding the discrepancy which was causing a delay in generating her due cash grant.
She got advice from a neighbour and had her beneficiary details printed out from a net cafe. She
was told to visit the BISP Tehsil office along with this.
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She requested her neighbour Mohammad Nasir to go to BISP Tehsil office in order to further
probe the matter. Nasir took one of the PSC survey receipts and went to the BISP Tehsil Office in
December 2011.

5. Processing of the Complaint
When Kafiya Bibi visited the BISP Tehsil office Khanewal in June / July 2011, along with some
other receiver women of Basti Chan Shah, she came to know that her PSC has been selected as
eligible for the BISP cash grant; but to get the cash grant, Kafiya Bibi needed to submit a copy of
her daughter’s CNIC because she is a potential beneficiary/ pending receiver woman.
After checking the PMT Score/ PSC survey result of Kafiya Bibi’s household, the Assistant
Complaint Officer (ACO) put her name in a register (not shown by the Tehsil officials) against
the visitors’ serial number 1895.
The ACO also wrote this serial number on the back of the PSC receipt and the Assistant Director
BISP put a stamp on the printout of beneficiary’s survey result sheet of the PSC Form No.
23197020. There is no date mentioned on the PSC receipt of Form No. 23197020 of Kafiya Bibi’s
household that can confirm her visiting date to BISP Tehsil Office. Meanwhile, Kafiya Bibi also
visited the GPO Khanewal in order to get her problem solved.
Finding no response from Kafiya’s several visits, her neighbor Nasir visited the BISP Tehsil
office on her behalf to follow her complaint. Upon his visit in December 2011, the BISP Tehsil
officials told him that Kafiya Bibi’s household has been selected eligible for the BISP cash grant;
however, in order to receive the BISP installment, the potential beneficiary which is Sonia, needs
to submit her valid CNIC in the BISP Tehsil Office, which she does not possess because of being
underage.
Nasir visited the BISP Tehsil Office twice and both times he was informed that they needed to
provide the copies of Sonia’s CNIC, so that the case can be forwarded to BISP Divisional Office
for further processing.
Tehsil officials noted that they put a stamp on the printout of survey result sheet of this particular
household (as for all inquiries) so that later it could be verified that the household has already
visited the BISP Tehsil Office and the status of the survey result were also recorded on slips. This
is normal practice in this office in Khanewal whether beneficiaries are eligible or otherwise.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The brother-in-law of Kafiya Bibi did not like the selection of Sonia as a potential beneficiary
of the BISP. He is very conservative and not pleased about the women receiving these funds. .
He also mentioned that in order to get the CNIC, Sonia would need to take photographs as
well as visit the NADRA office and also the BISP Tehsil office; which was unacceptable to
him. He requested the GHK team to please take Sonia’s name out from the BISP beneficiary
list and also delete the PSC survey form from the BISP records, if possible.
While comparing the process adopted at the BISP Tehsil Office and the BISP prescribed
procedure for such complaints redressal, Sonia is a pending receiver woman, who needs to
update her CNIC record in the BISP database. At BISP Tehsil Office, the complainants
informed the officials that Sonia is 16 years old and does not possess CNIC, despite this the
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BISP Tehsil officials continued to reiterate the demand for providing the CNIC which could
not be issued, during each visit of the complainants to BISP Tehsil office.
It is unclear why the case of Kafiya Bibi, who is also a household head, and eligible could not
be processed. According to the Targeting Manual, she can now file an appeal to BISP for her
eligibility for the cash grant; however this has not been clearly explained or the required
action taken. .
The other issue is of the duplicated forms, of which one has to be deleted from the BISP
records. According to targeting manual, if the information is the same (which is so in this
case) on both PSC survey forms, the second form is discarded. Therefore, Kafiya Bibi’s PSC
survey form number 23197020 should be discarded as this form was filled on 26th May 2011,
while the first PSC survey form was filled on 24th May 2011 and this should supercede the
other in the BISP records. It is fortunate that on both PSC survey forms, the household of
Kafiya Bibi has been selected eligible with the same PMT score i.e. 14.41 except for a
spelling mistake in the name of the Potential Beneficiary Sonia. .

PSC 23196839

PSC 23197020

b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
During discussions with Kafiya Bibi, she mentioned that the “survey team told her that her
household will definitely get the BISP cash grant. She was also told that completing two PSC
survey forms will maximiseher chances of getting benefits. The PSC survey team courteously
increased the age of Sonia, so that she could also be selected as eligible for the BISP cash
grant. However, given the requirements for a CNIC, this had resulted in all the ensuing
problems. The BISP Tehsil Offices and GPO were demanding Sonia’s CNIC, and this could
not be provided as she was underage. Furthermore, even Kafiya Bibi an eligible beneficiary
with all the required information was excluded for inexplicable reasons.
Regarding the communication gap between herself and BISP, Kafiya Bibi mentioned that “I
am unable to understand what the real problem is in my case and why I am not been
communicated to properly regarding the reason which is stopping the resolution of my case.”
She urged the BISP senior officials to inform her in writing about the actual reason and how
and when this case could be resolved.
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c. Observations at BISP Level
There is no practice of written communication between the BISP and the beneficiary/ receiver
woman. As per the Targeting Manual, the BISP will send a Notification Letter to eligible
households in case of any discrepancy; however this is not happening presently. There is also
no practice for demanding a written complaint from the complainants with their signature/
thumb impression in order to ensure that the complaint is genuine/ complete from all aspects.
The current grievance redressal system needs overhauling in terms of grievance registration,
provision of correct and timely information and follow-up mechanisms. The complainants /
receiver women are not provided any forms which can be filled and submitted to the BISP
Tehsil office at the time of any complaint or information update etc.

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions







Unclear understanding at BISP Tehsil level for redressal of pending receiver woman
information update and issue of duplicated forms related cases.
No mechanism/ practice for submission of written complaints.
No proper acknowledgement of complaints to the complainants.
Unclear communication between complainants and the BISP.
Absence of regular Tehsil visits by senior officials regarding complaint handling and record
keeping.
No mechanism present at Tehsil level in order to update the information of pending receiver
women/ CNIC updates etc.

8. Recommendations







BISP Tehsil Office must forward the record to BISP Divisional Office on a weekly basis for
further processing and updating information of pending receiver women.
BISP Tehsil office requires clear understanding of pending receiver woman information
update.
Introduce proper mechanism for submitting complaints including issuance of
acknowledgement to the complainants.
Proper communication between complainants/ beneficiaries and the BISP is recommended.
Staff training on complaint handling and processing is recommended.
Senior officials should visit Tehsil offices regularly (at least every two months) to review and
monitor processes and progress in complaint handling and record keeping.
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G-Southern Punjab-19
Missing CNIC
Hameedan Bibi
Anwar Ali
Anwar Ali on behalf of Hameedan Bibi
House No 08, Street No 02, Mohalla Kayara Sahib,
Tehsil and District Nankana Sahib
35402-1945003-2
22874814
10th January 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
This particular case study belongs to Hameedan Bibi who lives in Mohalla Kayara Sahib, District
Nankana Sahib. Mohalla Kayara Sahib is a very famous locality of Nankana Sahib, on the left
side of the main road leading to the birthplace of Guru Nanak. Hameedan Bibi’s house is located
in street 08 of Mohalla Kayara Sahib.
Hameedan Bibi’s Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey form was filled in June 2011. She provided
her CNIC to the PSC survey team along with her husband’s CNIC but they did not record her
CNIC number on the PSC survey form. Later Hameedan Bibi was selected by BISP as a
beneficiary for the cash grant but the grant could not be generated due to missing CNIC
information in the BISP database.
After communication with the BISP tehsil office Nankana Sahib, the husband of Hameedan Bibi
submitted a copy of Hameedan Bibi’s CNIC to the BISP Tehsil Office in October 2011. The case
is pending at the BISP Tehsil Office for further necessary action.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Mohalla Kayara Sahib is an urban area of Nankana Sahib city that falls under the Union Council
number City 01 of Nankana Sahib. Mohalla Kayara Sahib has old narrow paved streets with a
reasonable underground drainage system. Mohalla Kayara Sahib is named on a Sikh Guru,
Kayara Sahib. The people living in the Mohalla are low income families. Hameedanlives with her
in laws in a joint family system. The family consists of twenty members including six females, ten
males and four children.
Hameedan Bibi is a 41 year old woman and has seven sons. Her eldest son Muhammad Saleem is
21 years old and got married 6 months ago. He does not live with his parents. Her next son
Muhammad Faryad is 18 years old. Her third son is 16 years old and named Muhammad Pervaiz.
Her fourth son is 14 years old and named Muhammad Dilawar. Hameedan Bibi’s fifth son is 12
years old and his name is Muhammad Sanwal. Her sixth son Muhammad Zafar is 10 years old.
The youngest son of Hameedan Bibi is Muhammad Shehzad and he is 7 years old. Hameedan
Bibi’s children work on daily wages except Muhammad Zafar Iqbal, who studies in class three in
M.C school. Hameedan Bibi’s five sons excluding her eldest son Saleem are ceremonial
drummers and they earn about Rs.4,000 – Rs.6,000 per month based on the availability of
functions. Hameedan Bibi’s husband, Anwar Ali is also a drummer and earns approx. Rs.4,000
per month, if he gets consistent functions throughout the month. On average, the whole family
earns Rs.8,000 – Rs.10,000 per month.
Hameedan Bibi and her family are living in a 1.5 Marla semi-pacca portion of a shared house.
The portion consists of two bed rooms, one washroom and a small courtyard. There is a kitchen
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under the stairs and also a washroom. Electricity and Sui Gas services are also available in the
house.

3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Hameedan Bibi learnt about BISP from her neighbouring women in Mohalla Kayara Sahib and
was also beneficiary of Parliamentarian Phase (Phase-I). She says that the program is for poor
families; however she does not know about the BISP eligibility criteria and how she has been
selected for the BISP cash grant. While speaking of her PSC Survey, she mentioned that the
survey was done in May 2011, when a survey team visited her house and filled a PSC survey
form for her household. They also provided her a survey receipt for future reference.
After getting the receipt, she did not know what to do with it, until the BISP Tehsil Office phoned
her husband Anwar Ali in October 2011 for submission of a copy of Hameedan Bibi’s CNIC.
Earlier, she did not receive any intimation letter from the BISP about her status.
Hameedan Bibi considers BISP “Benazir Money Programme”, which was initiated by Pakistan
People’s Party. She says:
“It is very difficult to get the BISP cash grant in time. We are poor and do not have any approach
to speed up the process”.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
In September / October BISP Divisional Office Lahore sent a list of missing CNICs cases
including the case of Hameedan Bibi to the BISP Tehsil Office Nankana Sahib. Hameedan Bibi
mentioned that she received a telephone call from the BISP Tehsil Office on the mobile number
of her husband, asking them to submit a copy of her CNIC in order to update the BISP database of
eligible households for the BISP cash grant. When enquiring about the processing time for the
discrepancy Anwar Ali was informed by the BISP Official staff that they will get Rs. 1000 at their
doorstep after the CNIC problem is solved.
Hameedan Bibi recalled that her husband visited the BISP Tehsil Office once and further
communication about payment generation was undertaken between her husband and BISP Tehsil
Officials by phone.
Hameedan Bibi was aggrieved about the extended delay in updating the CNIC information.
Speaking about the use of the cash grant she says: ,
“I will spend the cash grant on buying necessary household item(s) and to pay monthly utility bills
on time and will save the charges which i now have to pay when my bills are late”.

5. Processing of the Complaint
In October 2011, Anwar Ali received a telephone call from the BISP Tehsil office Nankana Sahib
regarding the submission of the required photocopies of Hameedan Bibi’s CNIC. On 25th October
2011, Anwar Ali visited the BISP Tehsil office Nankana Sahib on bike spending Rs. 50. The
office was close to their home. He submitted the required CNIC information.
At the BISP Tehsil Office, he came to know that his wife Hameedan Bibi has been selected as
eligible for the BISP cash grant and her PMT score is 14.61. The official at the BISP Tehsil
Office informed Anwar Ali that his wife can get the BISP cash grant if her CNIC information is
updated in the BISP database. He was not well acquainted with the PMT score but it was enough
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for his understanding that his wife Hameedan Bibi has been selected eligible for the BISP cash
grant.
After receiving the copy of Hameedan Bibi’s CNIC, it was placed in the common file for missing
CNIC cases. The officials at the BISP Tehsil Office mentioned that they have received
instructions from BISP Divisional Office Lahore to keep the information of missing CNICs and
copy of the CNICs at Tehsil level till further instructions from the Divisional Office. Therefore,
they put the copy of Hameedan Bibi’s CNIC in the same file for future reference.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
While comparing the process adopted at the BISP Tehsil office and the BISP prescribed
procedure for missing CNIC information update, the Assistant Director (AD) BISP Tehsil
Office Nankana Sahib mentioned that the they took the copy of Hameedan Bibi’s CNIC from
her husband and it is placed in the common file for missing CNIC cases because the BISP
Divisional Office has instructed them to maintain missing CNIC records at the Tehsil level.
While the BISP prescribed process mentioned in the Targeting Manual regarding missing
CNIC information update states that, the BISP will send a Notification Letter to the potential
beneficiary to inform her regarding the discrepancy in CNIC.
Hameedan Bibi did not receive any such letter from BISP headquarters and the BISP Tehsil
office telephonically communicated about the missing CNIC information and asked her to
provide the required information.
In the BISP Targeting Manual, it is mentioned that the Pending Receiver Woman /household
member chooses the type of mechanism to inform or complete the information (the request
form should have form number or CNIC of any member of the family or address to reach the
records).
Generally it was observed that due to mistakes by the PSC survey teams in recording the
household information, the potential beneficiary in a number of cases is suffering from the
delay in payment generation by the BISP. In this case, they omitted Hameedan Bibi’s CNIC
number and also made a mistake in the PSC survey receipt in recording the household head’s
CNIC number, which created delays in generating the cash grant.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
Hameedan Bibi is living with her family in one room of a shared house in Mohalla Kayara
Sahib. The entire family earns Rs. 8000 – Rs. 10000 per month. The house seems in
reasonable condition, although the street leading to Hameedan Bibi’s house is of old
construction. The residents of Mohalla Kayara Sahib are mostly associated with labour work.
During discussions with Hameedan Bibi, she mentioned that they were not really willing to
have themselves surveyed for BISP but the survey team assured them that they will definitely
receive the cash grant so they eventually agreed.
Regarding the communication gap between herself and BISP, Hameedan Bibi indicated that
since she has not received any Notification in writing from BISP, she is suspicious that her
cash grant may be diverted by someone else. As the Government officials are asking for the
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photocopy of her CNIC, she cannot understand what is going on. She was not entirely clear as
the communication was verbal and by mobile phone between her/ her husband and BISP.
c. Observations at BISP Level
There is no practice of written communication between the BISP and the beneficiary/ receiver
woman. As mentioned in the Targeting Manual, the BISP will send a Notification Letter to
eligible households in case of any discrepancy in CNIC; this is not happening presently.
There is also no practice for demanding written complaint from the complainants.
The case has not been further processed as BISP Tehsil office is waiting for implementation
of the Case Management System (CMS). The information provided by complainant (Anwar
Ali) to BISP had not been updated since October 2011; and therefore Hameedan Bibi is
unable to receive the BISP cash grant. When AD BISP Tehsil Office was probed in relation to
the complaint handling process at Tehsil office Nankana Sahib, it was found that no further
redressal process has been carried out by the office and case is still pending at BISP Tehsil
office Nankana Sahib.

7.

Lessons Learnt / Conclusions





Unclear understanding at BISP Tehsil level for redressal of missing CNIC information
update.
No proper acknowledgement is provided to complainants regarding their complaints.
Unclear communication between complainants and the BISP.
No mechanism present at Tehsil level in order to update the information of pending receiver
women/ CNIC updates etc.

8. Recommendations






BISP Tehsil office requires clear understanding of missing CNIC information update.
Introduce proper mechanisms for submitting complaints including issuance of
acknowledgement to the complainants.
Proper communication between complainants/ beneficiaries and the BISP is recommended.
BISP Tehsil Office must forward the record to BISP Divisional Office on a weekly basis for
further processing and updating information of missing CNICs related cases.
It is important that the BISP’s CMS becomes operational as soon as possible in order to
reduce delays in missing CNIC information related complaints resolution.
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G-Southern Punjab-20
Missing Household
Hafeezan Bibi
Bashir Ahmad
Abdul Majid
House No 247-Z,Mohallah Housing Colony
35402-4539921-7
23006074
10th January 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
This particular case belongs to the ‘missing household’ issue of Hafeezan Bibi whose house was
never surveyed under the Poverty Score Card (PSC) Survey. The household was missed out
because the family was not available at the time of the visit by the PSC survey team. Upon the
return of that particular household, the neighbours told them that the BISP PSC survey has been
conducted.
Hafeezan Bibi discussed the aforementioned problem with her ex-neighbour Abdul Majeed, who
asked Hafeezan Bibi for her CNIC in order to fill her PSC form. After some days, he returned the
CNIC along with a PSC survey receipt, having had this filled at the BISP office. The outcome of
this case was not known at the time of the case study.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Nankana Sahib is a Tehsil of Nankana Sahib District in the Punjab province of Pakistan. The city
of Nankana Sahib is the headquarter of the Tehsil. Until 2005 it was a Tehsil of Sheikhupura
District but in that year the District of Sheikhupura was bifurcated and District Nankana Sahib
was created. EarlierNankana Sahibwas known as Rai-Bhoi-Di-Talwandi.
Mohallah Housing Colony is a developed area of the city of Nankana Sahib with reasonable
infrastructure. Sixty Nine year old Hafeezan Bibi is a resident of Mohallah Housing Colony. She
has been a patient of high blood pressure and diabetes for some time. Hafeezan Bibi has six
children including four daughters and two sons. The husband of Hafeezan Bibi, Mr Bashir Ahmad
is an old man and often remains ill and weak. Hafeezan Bibi faced a many difficulties related to
her daughter’s marital issues. Her eldest son Muhammad Akram is 42 years old and lives
separately with his family. Her elder daughter Tasleem Akhtar is still unmarried and 38 years of
age.
Her 37 year old daughter Naseem Akhtar has been divorced twice and is now living with
Hafeezan Bibi. Her second son Muhammad Azam is 36 years old, married and works in a factory
as a Technical Manager. His family including his wife and two children lives with Hafeezan Bibi.
Her last two daughters Naseem (32 years old) and Shamim Akhtar (30 years old) are married.
The five Marla house of Hafeezan Bibi consists of two storeys. The upper storey is for their
residence and in the lower storey her daughter Naseem and her daughter in law Shakeela run a
private English school.
Hafeezan Bibi runs a small canteen in that school for supporting her daughters and bearing the
expenses of her own medicines. The residential storey of Hafeezan Bibi’s abode comprises four
rooms out of which two rooms are used by Hafeezan Bibi, her husband and two daughters. The
other two rooms are in the use of her married son’s family. Her eldest son is estranged from the
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family and lives separately. There is an open kitchen in a shed. There is only one wash room for
all eight family members.
The whole house is cemented and in reasonable condition. Electricity and Sui gas services are
also available in house. The plot on which Hafeezan Bibi’s house is constructed was granted to
her family during the government of Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto.

3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Hafeezan Bibi first learnt about the BISP from other women of her Mohalla who were surveyed
for the BISP cash Grant program. She mentioned that the program is for poor families; however
she does not know what the BISP’s eligibility criterion is and whether she will be included in this
program or not. She considers BISP as “Benazir’s Money” program and the People’s Party as the
owner of this program.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge
The BISP PSC survey team visited the Mohalla in July / August 2011. There was no one present
at the home of Hafeezan Bibi. After her return, she was informed by the neighbours about the
BISP PSC survey who mentioned that they have been surveyed and now they will get Rs. 1000
per month. Hafeezan Bibi told the team that she did not know about the BISP Tehsil office,
therefore she discussed the issue of missing households with her ex-neighbour Abdul Majeed,
who lives in Madina Town, city Nankana Sahib. Abdul Majeed asked Hafeezan Bibi for her
CNIC and assured her that he will manage to arrange the survey of her household. Majeed took
Hafeezan Bibi’s CNIC to the BISP Tehsil office and then filled the PSC of Hafeezan Bibi on her
behalf through a BISP Poverty Survey enumerator.

5. Processing of the Complaint
After completion of the BISP Poverty Survey by the Partner Organization, BISP designed a
strategy to minimise the grievance of missing households. This plan was implemented under the
supervision of BISP Tehsil offices. In this case BISP Tehsil office Nankana Sahib contacted
notables of the relevant areas and asked them to sort out skipped houses during the BISP Poverty
Survey. Mr. Ahsan was a notable of some urban union councils of Nankana Sahib.
When Hafeezan Bibi discussed her issue of missed households during the survey with Mr Abdul
Majid (ex-neighbour), he contacted Ahsan, who asked Abdul Majid to visit the BISP office to
solve this issue. Abdul Majid visited the BISP Tehsil office Nankana and brought the issue of
Hafeezan Bibi to their notice. The staff of the BISP Tehsil office Nankana Sahib filled the PSC of
Hafeezan Bibi through a PO enumerator who was already present at the office and handed over
the receipt of the PSC to Abdul Majeed.
For this particular grievance case, the BISP Tehsil office entered a serial number against this
complaint in the register (as 247 serial number issued on register by BISP Tehsil office Nankana
Sahib). Thus the PSC of Hafeezan Bibi was filled in her absence at the BISP Tehsil office. During
discussions, Hafeezan Bibi confirmed that she herself did not visit the BISP Tehsil office.
Hafeezan Bibi said:
“It is very difficult to depend on others at this age. If I get the BISP cash grant I may be able to
sustain myself esteem.”
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6. Observations
a. General Observations
There was some family conflict generated at the prospect of Hafeezan Bibigetting the BISP
cash grant. Her daughter in law felt that she and her husband looked after Hafeezan Bibi very
well and bore all her expenses, and that she was not in need of an independent source of
finances.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
Hafeezan Bibi seems deserving as she does not have any sustainable financial sources. Even
at the age of sixty she works very hard running a school canteen. She likes Muhtarma Benazir
Bhutto (Late) and stated that her house is constructed on the plot which was given to her
family during the government of Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto. She is very hopeful that she will be
selected for the BISP cash grant soon. She did not, however, have much knowledge of the
complaint registration process.
Hafeezan Bibi never visited the BISP Tehsil Office in relation to her PSC survey but her
neighbour had the form filled at the BISP Tehsil office by taking her CNIC and providing
details, and obtained a receipt on her behalf. .
c. Observations at BISP Level
Officials at the BISP Tehsil office collect CNICs or general requests of missing households
and develop a list showing complainants’ name, CNIC number, contact number and the area’s
name. They provide this list to the POs to conduct a survey against each complaint. POs
submit lists showing that the complaints are resolved and that they have filled the PSC for the
omitted households.
In this particular complaint, the above mentioned process was adopted and the PSC survey
receipt was given to Abdul Majeed. This is incorrect process as per the BISP manual.
According to the procedure, the POs have to contact the complainant/ household to fill the
PSC and get all the details directly from an eligible family member for interview. Receipts
should only be issued after getting the signature of the beneficiary on the PSC form.
In the absence of this process there may be a chance that incomplete or wrong information on
assets etc was entered in the PSC form, which may have an impact on the eligibility of this
household.

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions


PSC of Hafeezan Bibi was done at the BISP Tehsil office Nankana Sahib in the absence of an
actual family member of this household rather at the house where Hafeezan Bibi is living with
other family members. This violates the ‘Targeting Process’, which states (in the Targeting
Manual) that the ‘(PO) Enumerators will carry out house to house surveys in their assigned
area’.

8. Recommendations



At Tehsil level, the CMS should be operationalized / implemented as soon as possible.
BISP Tehsil office requires clear guidelines for redressal of missing household cases.
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Introduce proper mechanism for submitting complaints, including issuance of proper
prescribed acknowledgement to the complainants.
Proper communication between complainants and the BISP is recommended.
Staff training on the complaint handling and processing is recommended.
Senior officials must visit and monitor Tehsil offices and review the complaint handling and
record keeping processes.
The complaint registration mechanism should be displayed in every BISP office in order to
ensure that complaints are being registered for proper follow up.
Complaint registration numbers should begiven to every complainant for future reference and
ease of follow up.
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G-Southern Punjab-21
Missing Household
Khursheedan Anjum
Bashir Ahmad Talib
Sajid Bashir s/o Khursheedan Anjum
House No. 22 / D, Street No. 02, Gulshan-e-Usman,
Tehsil and District Rahim Yar Khan
31303-8214755-8
N/A
12th January 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
This case study is ofKhursheedan Anjum who lives in Gulshan-e-Usman, Rahim Yar Khan.
During May / June 2011, when the Poverty Scorecard Survey in Rahim Yar Khan was conducted,
the Partner Organisation’s enumerator(s) visited Gulshan-e-Usman and obtained detailed
information including the CNIC numbers of the household. But at the end of the survey
discussion, the survey team did not provide a survey receipt to Khursheedan Anjum.
Upto November 2011, the BISP Tehsil Office and the complainant (Sajid Bashir) did not know
about the status of the survey result. In December 2011, the BISP Assistant Director (AD) Tehsil
Office decided to arrange the PSC survey of this particular household after contact by the
complainant for including his house in the BISP PSC survey records.
BISP Tehsil Office arranged a survey of this particular household against the complaint reference
number 429 dated 14th December 2011 with the understanding that either the PSC survey form
has not been filled by the PO for this particular household or it has been misplaced/ lost at the PO
level. Now, the complaint is with the Partner Organisation for further processing.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Khursheedan Anjum is a 57 year old woman who is residing with her family in a five Marla
double storey pacca house with three rooms, two washrooms and a kitchen, in the urban area
named Gulshan-e-Usman, located in City Rahim Yar Khan.
Khursheedan Anjum is a widow and her husband Bashir Ahmad Talib died thirteen years ago.
She lives together with her children and their families. She has seven children including two
daughters and five sons. Her eldest son Zahid Bashir. Her second son is Shahid Bashir and he is
24 years old. These two sons are married and working as auto-mechanic to financially support the
whole family. Khursheedan Anjum’s third son Sajid Bashir is 20 years old. Her fourth son Tahir
Bashir is 19 years old. Her youngest son Tariq Bashir is 18 years old.
Sajid Bashir, Tahir Bashir, and Tariq Bashir have completed Metric and are searching for jobs.
Khursheedan Anjum has two daughters of which one is married and living 2-3 streets away from
her mother’s house in the same colony. The second daughter Shaista Bashir is 22 years of age and
has abandoned her studies after Metric. Shenow helps her mother in domestic chores.
Khursheedan Anjum and her son, who was present at the time of discussion, did not reveal their
monthly income. They mentioned that by the grace of Allah, they are managing their monthly
expenses. The life style of the family members and their household assets were not indicative of
extreme poverty, and visually it would appear that the income range could be not less than Rs.
20,000 – 25,000 per month.
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The colony Gulshan-e-Usman is a planned area of the city of Rahim Yar Khan and comprises
largely middle-income groups. There are paved streets and basic utilities like electricity, gas and
sanitation services available.

3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Khursheedan Anjum mentioned that her Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey was conducted twice.
The first PSC survey was carried out in May/June 2011. However, the PSC survey team did not
issue her a survey receipt. After waiting six months for the survey result, she found out that there
was no record of her survey with BISP.
She was unaware of the BISP eligibility criterion and how she will be selected for the BISP cash
grant. Nor did she have much knowledge of the BISP complaint redressal mechanism. She
mentioned that her son, Sajid Bashir took her once to the BISP Tehsil Office in November 2011
and she had confirmed to the BISP Assistant Director (AD) Tehsil Rahim Yar Khan that the
survey receipt of the PSC form was not provided to her by the survey team.
Khursheedan Anjum spoke of BISP as being initiated by the Pakistan People’s Party. She noted:
“My three sons are jobless; who will say no to the money coming into the house in those
circumstances”.
In describing how she proposed to use the cash she indicated that it would contribute to paying for
their monthly expenses such as paying utility bills etc.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
When Khursheedan Anjum met with other beneficiary women of her neighbouring houses, she
realised that she has not been getting the cash grant and wondered why. She decided to send her
son Sajid Bashir to the BISP offices.
The official at the BISP Tehsil Office advised her son that Khursheedan Anjum should come
herself to confirm that her survey has not been carried out. In November 2011, Khursheedan
Anjum and her son visited the BISP Tehsil Office, where Khursheedan Anjum confirmed this to
the BISP official for processing purposes, although the reality was that she had simply not been
issued a survey receipt.
Her son Sajid Bashir contacted the BISP Tehsil Office many times and finally in December 2011,
the BISP Tehsil Office agreed and arranged a second survey of her household. She also
mentioned that she learnt about the BISP from the local residents of her area and also from her
relatives. She watched an advertisement of BISP on PTV as well. Khursheedan Anjum felt that
BISP is not only for poor and needy people but also supports those who do not have Government
jobs etc like her sons.
Khursheedan Anjum mentioned that she had explained the issue to the AD BISP Tehsil Office
that her PSC survey was conducted in May/June 2011, but due to the negligence of the survey
team the PSC survey receipt was not issued to her. At that time she did not have the awareness to
demand a survey receipt from them.

5. Processing of the Complaint
Sajid Bashir, the son of Khursheedan Anjum, visited the BISP Tehsil office in November 2011, in
order to inquire about the survey status of their house. At the BISP Tehsil office, the official
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asked him for the survey receipt and the CNIC of his household head. At that time Sajid Bashir
did not have either the PSC survey receipt or CNIC of the household head (Khursheedan Anjum).
Sajid Bashir explained to the BISP official that the survey team did not issue them a survey
receipt. The BISP official advised him to bring his mother (Khursheedan Anjum) along with her
CNIC for confirmation of this. .
During the same month, Khursheedan Anjum visited the BISP Tehsil Office along with her son
and explained the issue to the BISP official. It was their (survey team) responsibility to provide
her a receipt for future reference after the survey form was completed. The survey team did not
even take her signatures on the survey form as the household head. At that time she was unaware
that the survey receipt is necessary as an “acknowledgement”.
The BISP AD recorded the complaint in the missing household register and meanwhile arranged a
survey for them. He also instructed the PO enumerator to take early action and cover
Khursheedan Anjum’s house in the current missing household survey.
On 14th December 2011, Sajid Bashir once again visited the BISP Tehsil Office to remind the
same for early action. Fortunately, the enumerator of the PO was present in the BISP Tehsil
Office. The BISP AD instructed the enumerator to go along with Sajid Bashir to conduct the
household survey at that very moment.
Khursheedan Anjum noted that in this second survey she had been provided a survey receipt and
she is now satisfied that finally her PSC survey form has been filled and she should get the cash
grant.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The colony Gulshan-e-Usman is a developed and planned urbanised area and most of the
residents belong to the middle income group. Khursheedan Anjum is head of her family and
her two married sons bear all the expenses of the family. Her remaining three sons are
searching for job in order to contribute. The living standard of the residents is very reasonable
and they do not seem to need any financial assistance from the BISP.
Comparing the process adopted at the BISP Tehsil Office and the BISP prescribed procedure
for missing households, the complainant did inform the BISP Tehsil Office of the issue many
times, but that communication was not in written form. The BISP Tehsil office did not ask for
the submission of a written appealas per the Targeting Manual. Regardless of this the BISP
officials after necessary confirmation of the issue decided to enlist this household in the
missing household register and to have them resurveyed.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
Khursheedan Anjum is living with her family in a five Marla pacca double storey rented
house. The overall condition of the house is good and the street leading to Khursheedan
Anjum’s house although old is nicely paved. The residents of Gulshan-e-Usman largely own
medium scale businesses or are employed in middle-income jobs. Two sons of Khursheedan
Anjum are working as auto-mechanics. Their monthly income, although not mentioned by the
complainant during discussion, would appear to be in the range of around Rs. 20,000 –
25,000.
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There is several communication gaps found at all levels of the stakeholders. There was a lack
of communication and understanding between the PO and the beneficiary when the survey
was conducted in May/June 2011. At that time, no information had been provided by the PO
to the household clarifying that the household head had to sign the form and would receive
the receipt as an acknowledgement for future reference.
The PO enumerator(s) also misinformed that every household in the colony would receive Rs.
1000 each month after providing the required information for the PSC survey form.
Khursheedan Anjum noted that the PSC survey team was unaware of the survey objectives
and the benefits of BISP.
There was also a lack of procedural understanding at the BISP as well as the complainant
level as to how the household should submit their complaint (whether in written form or
otherwise) at the BISP Tehsil Office. Althugh the resurvey of the household has now been
undertaken, it is not clear when the data will be sent to and processed by NADRA to yield the
PMT score for the household.
c. Observations at BISP/ Partner Organisation Level
There may have been a lack of coordination/ communication between the BISP Tehsil Office
and the PO during the time of survey which resulted in many missed households. The door
marking by the PO enumerator had been erased, which gave the impression that this house
had not been surveyed.
There was no information/ record available at the BISP Tehsil Office which included a
household listing against the households surveyed and the corresponding PSC numbers. A
household listing may have been helpful in identifying missed out households, and it would
have reduced the need for resurveys of missing households. .

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions







The Tehsil Office does not issue a complaint reference number which is necessary for the
complainant for future reference and to enable effective follow-up of the complaint.
No mechanism/ practice for submission of written complaints.
Lack of understanding at both the beneficiary and BISP Tehsil level for redressal of missing
household related complaints.
No proper acknowledgement is provided to complainants regarding their complaints.
Unavailability of household listing with area map showing the houses covered by the survey
team.
Proper door marking to identify houses surveyed was also missing.

8. Recommendations








Availability of household listings and maps must be ensured at each BISP Tehsil Office.
Self explanatory notice boards in Urdu explaining the complaint registration process should
be available in each BISP Tehsil and Divisional Office.
Staff training on complaint handling and processing is required.
At Tehsil level, the CMS should be operationalised / implemented as soon as possible.
BISP staff should have proper communication with the beneficiary regarding any issues.
Introduce proper mechanism for submitting complaints including issuance of
acknowledgement to the complainants.
BISP Tehsil office requires clear guidelines for redressal of missing household information
related cases.
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G-Southern Punjab-22
Missing CNIC
Pathani Mai
Manzoor Ahmad (Late)
Missing CNIC list sent by BISP Divisional Office
Bahawalpur to BISP Tehsil office Rahim Yar Khan in
October 2011.
Mohalla Thalli Mahatma, Tehsil and District Rahim
Yar Khan
RY-00821058 (CNIC Token Number)
29741270
11th January 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
This particular case study relates to the missing CNIC information of Pathani Mai. Pathani Mai
has applied for a CNIC but due to financial problems, she is unable to visit the NADRA office to
collect her CNIC and further submit it to the BISP Tehsil Office Rahim Yar Khan. She is trying to
save some money to visit the NADRA office to collect her CNIC. This story also reflects the
other aspects of poverty which are affecting the family of Pathani Mai.
The case is pending at the BISP Tehsil Office until the potential beneficiary submits the missing
CNIC information to the office.

2. Receiver Woman/ Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Pathani Mai is a resident of Mohallah Thalli Mahatma which falls under Union Council number
31 in City Rahim Yar Khan. Mohalla Thalli Mahatma is a deprived area of the city of Rahim Yar
Khan which is five kilometres away from the NADRA office and four kilometres from the BISP
Tehsil Office.
Pathani Mai is 24 years old and living with her mother and three children, one son and two
daughters. Her son Kashif is six years old and not going to school due to the poverty and
straitened financial conditions of this household which is located in a slum. Her two daughters,
Samreen andZahra are three andtwo years old respectively. One year ago, Pathani Mai was
divorced by her husband.
Pathani Mai lives in a five Marla old semi-pacca house with one living room being used by the
entire family. The condition of the house is very poor. There is a katcha courtyard that consists of
a small washroom and open kitchen. The street leading to Pathani Mai’s house is unpaved and
without waste water drainage arrangements. There is a foul odour in the street and overflowing
drains create problems for pedestrians especially on rainy days. The boundary wall of the house is
also in very poor condition and could fall down at any time.
Pathani Mai works in nearby houses as a maid and earns about Rs. 1400 per month, being paid
Rs. 700 per household. Presently, she is working only in one house and her income is reduced to
Rs. 700 only. She is forced to seek financial help from neighbouring houses. Sometimes, Pathani
Mai and her mother also beg for food in order to feed their family.
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3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Pathani Mai recalled that her Poverty Score Card survey was conducted in July 2011. From the
survey team, she learnt about the BISP. She understood that the BISP was initiated to support
poor and the needy people like her.
The survey team also provided Pathani Mai a survey receipt for future reference; however she did
not know what to do with it until the BISP office phoned on her cousin Tariq’s mobile to notify
them that Pathani Mai’s CNIC was needed. She stated that BISP did not send any intimation letter
regarding her eligibility for the program. She was also unaware of the BISP eligibility criterion
and how she had been selected for the BISP cash grant. With regard to her missing CNIC
information, she mentioned that she didn’t really know about the BISP complaint redressal
mechanism and how much time this matter would take to be resolved.
She considers this a program of the Pakistan People’s Party (PPP), and also mentioned that
Benazir has done several good works in the past. If she got the BISP cash grant, she would spend
this money to buy food items for her children and also intended to save some money for the
education of her children.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
The BISP Divisional Office Bahawalpur sent a list of missing CNICs to all the Tehsil offices of
District Rahim Yar Khan. In that list of missing CNICs, the name of Pathani Mai was also
included at serial number 4196. The Divisional Office Bahawalpur set a deadline for the BISP
Tehsil Office Rahim Yar Khan to provide all missing CNICs of eligible households by 30th
November 2011.
Pathani Mai while relating her issue said that she applied for tbe CNIC and it was lying in the
NADRA office. According to NADRA officials, she herself had to collect her CNIC.
She was puzzled because at the time of the survey she had provided her CNIC Token Number
(RY-00821058). Therefore, according to her, the BISP should generate the cash grant because the
token number actually reflects that she had applied for the CNIC. She also mentioned that on 21st
October 2011 a phone call received from the BISP Tehsil Office on the mobile phone of her
cousin Tariq, who lives next to her house, had notified them that the CNIC needed to be provided
at the earliest.
Pathani Mai says that she visited the BISP Tehsil office once after two/three days of receiving
telephone call, along with her mother, on a rickshaw and spent Rs. 100 (round trip). In the BISP
Tehsil Office, she gave her CNIC token number to the Assistant Director (AD) BISP Tehsil office
Rahim Yar Khan, who refused to take it and asked her to provide the copy of the CNIC itself.
Pathani Mai complained that she was very poor and could not afford to visit the BISP and
NADRA offices time and time again; her limited financial means simply didn’t allow it.
It was her that it was the responsibility of NADRA to update her missing CNIC information in
their records as well as in the BISP database. She could not understand why NADRA could not
update their records with the new CNIC numbers of those token numbers, which have been issued
for BISP beneficiaries with the BISP database being updated concurrently.

5. Processing of the Complaint
The BISP AD Tehsil Rahim Yar Khan developed a strategy comprising two steps. Firstly, the AD
contacted beneficiaries through notables, MNAs, MPAs and PPP workers. He provided them a list
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of eligible beneficiaries and asked them to collect the CNICs of these specific eligible women as
soon as possible. Second, the AD contacted the NADRA office Rahim Yar Khan to arrange
NADRA Mobile Vans for issuance of missing CNICs of pending receiver women in particular
areas.
In this specific case, Pathani Mai had already submitted her request to the NADRA office for the
issuance of her CNIC. As mentioned by Pathani Mai, her CNIC was ready to be collected and
submitted to the BISP Tehsil Office.
Pathani Mai is aggrieved at the many steps in the process, and perplexed as to why the agencies
cannot share information. She thinks that it is unfair for poor beneficiaries who may or may not
have resources and the understanding of how to collect and where to submit the missing CNIC
information. Despite this she was trying to save the money needed to collect the CNIC.
The case is pending at the BISP Tehsil Office until the potential beneficiary submits the missing
CNIC information.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The Mohalla Thalli Mahatma is underdeveloped and residents are low income families
engaged generally in menial labour . Pathani Mai is the head of her family and responsible for
all expenses, but she is extremely poor and unable to meet their monthly expenses.
The Assistant Director (AD) BISP Tehsil Office Rahim Yar Khan was clear that Pathani Mai
needed to submit the copy of her CNIC indicating that other potential beneficiaries with
missing CNIC information were also doing the same.
The BISP prescribed process mentioned in the Targeting Manual regarding missing CNIC
information updates states that the BISP will send a Notification Letter to the potential
beneficiary to inform her regarding the discrepancy in CNIC. While Pathani Mai did not
receive any such letter from BISP; she was communicated with telephonically about the
missing CNIC information.
Further, the BISP Targeting Manual states that the Pending Receiver Woman / household
member chooses the type of mechanism to inform or complete the information (the request
form should have form number or CNIC of any member of the family or address to reach the
record).
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
Pathani Mai is 24 years old, is divorced and is facing tremendous financial difficulties. She
struggles to survive and to fulfil the few wishes of her children and provide them at least food
once in a day.
She feels that they deserve to be eligible for other Government schemes which are helping
extremely poor families as well as the BISP schemes.
As she has not received any Notification in writing from BISP, she is anxious that even after
resolution of this missing CNIC information, BISP may ask her to provide further information
which may again delay the approval of her cash grant.
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c. Observations at BISP Level
There is no practice of written communication between the BISP and the beneficiary/ receiver
woman. As mentioned in the Targeting Manual, the BISP will send a Notification Letter to
eligible households in the case of any discrepancy in CNIC; this is not happening presently.
There is also no practice for demanding written complaints from the complainants.
The case has not been further processed as BISP Tehsil office is waiting to receive the
missing CNIC information from Pathani Mai as well as the implementation of the Case
Management System (CMS).

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions






Unclear understanding at BISP Tehsil level for redressal of missing CNIC information
update.
No proper acknowledgement is provided to complainants regarding their complaints.
Unclear communication between complainants and the BISP except for a short telephonic
conversation.
No mechanism present at Tehsil level in order to update the information of pending receiver
women / CNIC updates etc.
Lack of understanding at the level of Partner Organisation, BISP and the beneficiary in
missing CNIC information updates.

8. Recommendations







In this specific case, a token number is issued by NADRA and against that token number
NADRA has to issue a CNIC number which can be easily undertaken by the NADRA if all
the necessary requirements are fulfilled by the applicant. The same information can be sent by
NADRA to BISP in order to update the beneficiary’s missing CNIC information. This will
help to avoid duplicate efforts at various stakeholders’ level.
Proper communication between complainants/ beneficiaries and the BISP is recommended.
BISP Tehsil Office must forward the record to BISP Divisional Office on a weekly basis for
further processing and updating information of missing CNICs related cases.
It is important that the BISP’s CMS becomes operational as soon as possible in order to
reduce delays in missing CNIC information related complaints resolution
Staff training on complaint handling and processing is recommended.
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G-Southern Punjab-23
Missing CNIC
Shazia Parveen
Tanveer Abbas
Mohalla Tariqabad (Machar Colony), Behind Hill
Park, Tehsil Sangla Hill, District Nankana Sahib
35503-0160454-2
22776976
13th January 2012

1. The Case Summary
This case study belongs to Shazia Parveen who lives in Mohalla Tariqabad (which is also known
as Machar Colony), Tehsil Sangla Hill, and District Nankana Sahib. Mohalla Tariqabad where
Shazia Parveen lives is at a distance of 1 km from the famous Hill Park of city Sangla Hill. This is
an underdeveloped locality, with old paved streets and an open drainage system.
The Poverty Score Card Survey (PSCS) of this particular household was completed in May 2011.
During the survey, Shazia Parveen did not have a CNIC and the PSC was filled without a CNIC
number. She was declared a potential beneficiary with discrepancy in her CNIC.
In October 2011, BISP Divisional Office Lahore sent a list of potential beneficiaries with
discrepancy in their CNICs. BISP Tehsil Office Sangla Hill phoned Shazia Parveen during
October 2011 and asked her to submit two copies of her CNIC. After receiving the call, she made
her CNIC from NADRA office Sangla Hill and submitted the two copies of her CNIC in
November 2011 to the BISP Tehsil Office.
The case is still under process at BISP Tehsil level with the understanding that this particular case
will be sent to the BISP Divisional Office Lahore along with other missing CNIC cases once
sufficient numbers have accumulated.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Shazia Parveen is 32 years old and living with her family in a 2.5 Marla semi-pacca house in
Mohalla Tariqabad. The house comprises two rooms and an open kitchen and also a washroom in
the courtyard. Her family includes her husband Tanveer Abbas, one son and three daughters.
Tanveer Abbas is an Auto-Mechanic and works in a shop in city centre of Sangla Hill.
Her four children include nine year old daughter Fiza who studies in class two; Shiza whois six
years old and studies in class one; a five year old son Ali Haider who also studies in class one;
and her youngest daughter Ayesha Bibi who is a one year old infant. Her mother in law Imtiaz
(who died in November 2011) was also living with Shazia Bibi previously. Imtiaz had also been
declared a BISP beneficiary.
Tanveer Abbas works at an auto-mechanic shop and he earns Rs. 6000 per month. In order to
meet their monthly expenses, Shazia Parveen also works at home and makes hand-woven carpets
earning Rs. 1000 per month. The total family income is Rs. 7000 per month. Mohalla Tariqabad is
a deprived area where most of houses belong to low-income groups. A ten feet wide old paved
street leads to the house of Shazia Parveen. There is an old open drainage system.
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3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
According to Shazia Parveen, her PSC survey was done in May 2011, when the team visited her
house and filled a PSC of her household. She was also issued a survey receipt. She also
mentioned that she did not receive any intimation letter from the BISP regarding her eligibility
and discrepancy in her CNIC. Shazia Parveen did not have a CNIC during the PSC survey, due to
which her status in the program became ‘eligible household with discrepancy in CNIC’. During
discussions with Shazia Parveen, she stated that she believed BISP was a program initiated by the
Government of Pakistan and she wished for its continuation even if the current government did
not win the next election.
She says:
“The BISP cash grant will contribute towards my monthly house expenses and at least I will be
able to pay monthly utility bills”.
Other than this Shazia Parveen says she does not know much about the BISP programme details
except that under this programme, poor and needy people get the cash grant. She is unaware of
the BISP eligibility criteria and how she has been selected for the BISP cash grant. She also
mentioned that in case of any complaint with the program, she does not know about the BISP
complaint redressal mechanism as she did not receive any guidelines/ letter explaining the ways to
register complaints and their follow-up.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
When the other woman of Mohalla Tariqabad started receiving the BISP cash grant, Shazia
Parveen got concerned and asked from a neighbouring woman about the cash grant. The
neighbour advised her to go to the BISP Tehsil Office in order to find out her eligibility status.
However, according to Shazia Parveen, she could not find the time to go to the BISP office.
Shazia Parveen visited the BISP Tehsil Office (for the first time) in October 2011 along with her
sister-in-law Ruqiya Bibi. She walked to the BISP Tehsil Office (which is located at a distance of
3 kms) from her house, in order to ascertain her status and later visited again in November 2011
to submit two photocopies of her CNIC. To date however, she has not received any update and
does not know when this issue will be solved by BISP. As a result she is a little disappointed and
concerned over the delay by the BISP in resolving her problem.

5. Processing of the Complaint
The BISP Tehsil Office Sangla Hill received a list of eligible households with missing CNICs in
October 2011 from the BISP Divisional Office Lahore. After receiving the list, the BISP Tehsil
Office started phoning the beneficiaries and asked them to submit a copy of their CNICs in the
BISP tehsil office as early as possible.
In October 2011, Shazia Parveen received a call from BISP Tehsil office for the provision of two
copies of her CNIC. Shazia Parveen went to the BISP Tehsil Office, which is three kilometres
away from her house, on the next day after receiving the call. After reaching the office by foot,
she was informed by the BISP Tehsil official that she was eligible. However, for receiving the
cash grant she was required to submit two copies of her CNIC.
During her visit to BISP Tehsil Office, Shazia Parveen did not have her original CNIC or copies
of the CNIC. The Assistant Complaint Officer (ACO) wrote Shazia Parveen’s PMT score;
complaint serial number (58); BISP Tehsil Office phone number; and reference for NADRA
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officials, on the back of her survey receipt and asked her to go to the NADRA office located at a
distance of one kilometre from the BISP Tehsil Office and about 2.5 kms from the house of
Shazia Parveen for making the CNIC.
In October 2011, Shazia Parveen took the survey receipt to the NADRA Office Sangla Hill,
where she was provided the information required for the new CNIC. She got her new CNIC at the
start of November 2011 and after a day she submitted two copies in the BISP Tehsil Office.
After taking the copies of Shazia Parveen’s CNIC, the ACO updated her record in the BISP
Tehsil Office Beneficiary Register, which is used to record the CNIC information update of
pending receiver women in Tehsil Sangla Hill. However, the updated beneficiary information has
not yet been passed on to BISP Divisional Office Lahore and the case is under process at BISP
Tehsil Office level.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Shazia Parveen is living with her family in two rooms of a semi-pacca house in Mohalla
Tariqabad. Mohalla Tariqabad is an underdeveloped locality with low income houses. Shazia
Bibi supports her family by making hand-woven carpets and her husband works in an automechanic shop. Their monthly income does not meet their monthly expenses and due to this
the family borrow money from their neighbours and relatives.
In the BISP Targeting Manual, it is stated that the Pending Receiver Woman / household
member chooses the type of mechanism to inform or complete the information (the request
form should have form number or CNIC of any member of the family or address to be
recorded); however in this case this step has not been followed, and Shazia Parveen was
asked to visit the BISP Tehsil Office to provide the required CNIC information.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
While meeting with Shazia Parveen, it was observed that she is a deserving woman because
her house does not contain even basic household items like kitchen accessories and other
items like a washing machine, fan/ air cooler, sewing machine etc. In the room visited only
charpais (basic beds) and some trunks for keeping clothes were seen.
Her complaint was based on the list of missing CNICs sent by the BISP Divisional Office
Lahore and follow-up by the BISP Tehsil Office Sangla Hill. There is no written complaint
registration process that has been followed.
c. Observations at BISP Level
The BISP Tehsil Office Sangla Hill maintains various registers and files. Some of them are
complaint register, beneficiaries register, daily activity register, movement register, individual
Wasela-e-Haq beneficiary files, survey file, head office noting files etc. The beneficiary’s
CNIC information is updated in the Beneficiaries Register in the column used for ‘Remarks’.
It was also observed at BISP Tehsil Office that both the AD and ACO writes the complaint
reference number, BISP Tehsil Office contact number and the PMT score at the back of the
PSC survey receipt. This is really helpful for the beneficiaries/ complainants for future
reference as well as helping the tehsil officials to verify that they have already checked the
PMT and that the visitor has already visited the tehsil office.
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The behaviour of the BISP Tehsil Office staff with the beneficiaries/ complainants is
courteous and the staff takes personal initiatives for solving CNIC related discrepancies. Due
to the good relationships between BISP Tehsil Office and the NADRA Office Sangla Hill, the
BISP beneficiaries with missing CNICs are treated by NADRA on a priority basis.
Tehsil Officials think that missing CNIC information cases can be solved easily and quickly
when the CMS is operationalised at Tehsil level. These are presently going into the file for
pending cases till the information of all missing CNICs is completed as per the list of missing
CNICs to be forwarded to the BISP Divisional Office.
This particular case was handled by the BISP Tehsil Officials and the missing CNIC
information was entered in a register developed based on the list of potential beneficiaries
having missing CNICs received from BISP Divisional Office. There was no any other process
adopted by the BISP Tehsil Office except the verbal communication/ telephonic conversation
in relating to missing CNIC information. There is still a lack of clarity to the complainant
regarding the time line required for the resolution of the complaint when Shazia Parveen will
receive the cash grant.

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions





Unclear guidelines for redressal of missing CNIC information related cases.
No mechanism/ practice for submission of written complaints.
No proper acknowledgement of complaints is provided to the complainants.
The BISP Tehsil Staff is looking forward tothe implementation of Case Management System
at the earliest so that the beneficiary’s address or CNIC information can easily be updated
with minimum delay.

8. Recommendations








BISP Tehsil Office must forward the record to BISP Divisional Office on a weekly basis for
further processing and updating of those missing CNICs for which the information has been
received and updated in the Tehsil Office record.
At Tehsil level, CMS should be operationalised / implemented as soon as possible.
BISP Tehsil office requires clear guidelines for redressal of missing CNIC information related
cases.
Introduce proper mechanism for submitting complaints, including issuance of proper
prescribed acknowledgement to the complainants.
Proper communication between complainants/ beneficiaries and the BISP is recommended.
Staff training on complaint handling and processing is recommended.
Senior officials must monitor at the Tehsil level and must visit at least after every two months
to review complaint handling and record keeping.
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G-Southern Punjab-24
Missing CNIC
Kalsoom Bibi
Mr. Aziz Javaid
Aziz Javaid (Husband)
House No. C-9, Old Colony, Fazal Mill, Post Office
Fazal Nagar, Tehsil Muzaffargarh, District
Muzaffargarh.
32303-3354928-2
5564502
13th January 2012

1. The Case Summary
This particular case study belongs to Kalsoom Bibi lives in a quarter of Old Colony of Fazal
Cloth Mill (also called Fazal Mill), Tehsil & District Muzaffargarh. The Poverty Score Card
(PSC) Survey of this particular household was conducted in May/June 2011. During the survey,
Kalsoom Bibi did not have a CNIC and the PSC of her household was filled without a CNIC
number.
She was declared a potential beneficiary with discrepancy in her CNIC. Furthermore, in October
2011, the BISP Divisional Office Dera Ghazi Khan (D.G. Khan) sent a list of potential
beneficiaries having discrepancy in their CNICs. BISP Tehsil Office Muzaffargarh phoned Aziz
Javaid (husband of Kalsoom Bibi) in October 2011 and asked him to submit two copies of
Kalsoom Bibi’s CNIC.
Kalsoom Bibi made her CNIC from the NADRA office Muzaffargarh and submitted the two
required copies of her CNIC in November 2011 in the BISP Tehsil Office. Presently the case is
under process at BISP Tehsil level with the understanding that this will be sent to BISP Divisional
office DG Khan along with other solved missing CNIC cases once a certain number have
accumulated.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Kalsoom Bibi is 29 years old and living with her family in a 2 Marla pacca quarter/ house in Old
colony of Fazal Mill. The house comprises one room, a kitchen and a washroom. Her family
includes her husband Aziz Javaid, one son and three daughters. Aziz Javaid works in the Fazal
Mill as a Machine Mechanic. Kalsoom Bibi’s four children include an 11 year old son who left
his studies after nursery due to Asthma. Her second, a daughter, is nine years old and studies in
class five. The third, adaughter is seven years old and studies in class three. The last daughter is
four years old and does not go to school.
Aziz Javaid works as a machine mechanic in Fazal Mill and earns Rs. 7,000 per month. Aziz
Javaid mentioned that his job was terminated some two months back due to misconduct/
disciplinary matters; however the charges were proved wrong and he was reinstated.

Old Colony Fazal Mill comprises single room family quarters/ houses for mill workers. An old
paved street leads to Kalsoom Bibi’s house and has a sewerage system which is in poor condition,
creating unhygienic conditions during the rainy season.
Kalsoom Bibi’s home is 3 kms away from the BISP Tehsil Office Muzaffargarh.
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3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
According to Kalsoom Bibi, her PSC survey was done in May/ June 2011 and a team visited her
house and filled the form. The survey team also issued her a survey receipt. Kalsoom Bibi
mentioned that, during the discussion of PSC survey, the survey team informed her that if she will
provide the required survey information, she will get Rs. 1000 every month. She also mentioned
that she did not receive any intimation letter from BISP regarding her eligibility and discrepancy
about the CNIC.
Kalsoom Bibi did not have a CNIC during the PSC survey, due to which her status in the program
became ‘eligible household with discrepancy’. However, she says that the survey team had
advised her to contact NADRA for making a new CNIC as soon as possible because she could
only get her cash grant after having a CNIC.
During discussions with Kalsoom Bibi, she mentioned about informed the team that she knew of
the BISP as a program initiated by the Pakistan People’s Party (PPP). She mentioned that she
iswas unsure about the continuation of this program if the PPP does not come into force in the
next election. She noted: While briefing about the case, Kalsoom quoted the following:
“Agar Benazir kay paise mil jain tu bohat acha hu jaye ga kuch bachat beh hu jaye ge. (It will be
great if we get the Benazir money (BISP cash grant) and we may save some amount monthly).
Kalsoom Bibi says mentioned that she learnt about the BISP from the survey team and the
neighbouring women of the colony.
However, she is unaware of the BISP beneficiary eligibility criteria and mentioned that she may
have been selected due to being poor. She also says mentioned the BISP cash grant will contribute
into buying medicine for her son, who has been suffering from Asthma since lastfor seven years.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
When the other women of Kalsoom Bibi’s locality started receiving the BISP cash grant in
October 2011, Kalsoom Bibi got concerned and asked neighbouring women about the cash grant.
They advised her to go to the Post Office Fazal Nagar and ask the postman about her BISP Money
Order (MO). Kalsoom Bibi asked her husband Aziz Javaid to visit the Post office to make
enquiries about the ‘BISP money’.
During his first visit to the post office Fazal Nagar, he was informed by the postman that the MO
of Kalsoom Bibi has not been received by the post office. Later, Aziz Javaid visited the Post
office three more times but he could not get any useful information regarding Kalsoom Bibi’s
MO. For the 4th visit Aziz Javaid went to the General Post Office (GPO) Muzaffargarh, which is
at a distance of two kilometres from his house, inquiring about the BISP MO for Kalsoom Bibi.
After hearing Aziz Javaid’s case, the In-charge BISP Cell at GPO Muzaffargarh, asked him to
write an application to the Post office for the issuance of the BISP cash grant, attach with it a copy
of Kalsoom’s CNIC and drop it in the Post Box. Aziz Javaid says that he could not write an
application due to illiteracy and therefore did not make any submission to the Post office.

5. Processing of the Complaint
The BISP Tehsil Office Muzaffargarh received a list of eligible households with missing CNICs
in October 2011 from the BISP Divisional Office D.G. Khan. After receiving the list, the BISP
Tehsil Office started calling the beneficiaries and asked them to submit a copy of their CNICs in
the BISP tehsil office as early as possible.
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Aziz Javaid received a call from the BISP Tehsil Office Muzaffargarh for the submission of the
copy of Kalsoom Bibi’s CNIC. Kalsoom’s husband submitted 2 photocopies of her CNIC in the
BISP Tehsil Office in November 2011, and yet has not received any update from BISP indicating
whether her information has been updated and when she would be getting the cash grant. She is
now very concerned over the delay in updating her CNIC information in the BISP database.
Aziz Javaid went to the BISP Tehsil Office (the first time) on a bicycle and providedthe Assistant
Complaint Officer (ACO), a printed copy of Kalsoom’s Online Tracking Record, which he had
obtained after paying Rs20 at an internet café near the BISP Tehsil Office along with the copy of
her CNIC.
After verifying the potential beneficiary’s details, the ACO informed Aziz Javaid, that due to
discrepancy in the CNIC, Kalsoom Bibi’s cash grant was not generated. When Aziz asked about
the possible resolution date of the complaint, he was informed by the ACO, that such cases take a
long time to be resolved. The ACO recorded the details of Kalsoom Bibi’s CNIC in the
Beneficiaries Register, allotted a serial number 974, and put the copy of Kalsoom Bibi’s CNIC in
the common file of pending cases of missing CNICs. The case is under process at BISP Tehsil
Office level.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Kalsoom Bibi is living with her family in one room of a pacca quarter / house in the old
colony of Fazal Mill. Old colony Fazal Mill is an under-developed locality maintained by the
Fazal Cloth Mill and comprises low-income worker’s family houses. Kalsoom Bibi’s husband
Aziz Javaid supports his family as he works as a Machine Mechanic in the Fazal Mill.
In examining the process adopted at BISP Tehsil Office and the BISP prescribed procedure
for missing CNIC information update, Kalsoom Bibi has not received any Notification Letter
from BISP which could inform her of the discrepancy in CNIC. However, she had received a
phone call from the BISP Tehsil office regarding the provision of the copy of her CNIC. She
was not informed about the time-frame for the resolution of her case.
In the BISP Targeting Manual, it is stipulated that the Pending Receiver Woman/household
member chooses the type of mechanism to inform or complete the information (the request
form should have form number or CNIC of any member of the family or address to be
recorded); however in this case this step has not been followed, and Aziz Javaid physically
visited the BISP Tehsil Office to provide the required CNIC information. The
complainants/receiver women are not provided any forms which can be filled and submitted
to the BISP at the time of any complaint or information update etc.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
Kalsoom Bibi is 29 years old and living with her family in a 2 Marla pacca house / quarter.
Her husband is a machine mechanic in Fazal Mill. Kalsoom Bibi stays at home, looks after
her children and performs domestic chores.
Observations indicate that Kalsoom and her family appear genuinely needy. Her house is
pacca, but does not contain household items like washing machine, sewing machine,
television or fridge or any other assets. Only her husband works to look after his family but
they cannot save much given expenses such asutility bills, school fees etc. Kalsoom Bibi was
depressed due to the illness of her older son and the loss of their home during the last flood in
City Sanawa, District Muzaffargarh.
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The complaint arose once the list of missing CNICs was sent by the BISP Divisional Office
D.G. Khan and followed up by the BISP Tehsil Office Muzaffargarh. There is no written
complaint registration process which has been followed.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
The potential beneficiary’s CNIC information is updated in the beneficiaries register. During
discussion on this particular case in the BISP Tehsil Office, it was revealed that this case and
all other similar cases have not been solved because the BISP tehsil officials are waiting for
the implementation of the Case Management System (CMS) in order to address such cases.
Tehsil Officials believe that missing CNIC information cases can be solved easily and quickly
when the CMS is operationalised at Tehsil level. These are presently going into the file for
pending cases till the information of all missing CNICs is completed as per the list of missing
CNICs forwarded by the BISP Divisional Office.
This particular case was handled by BISP Tehsil Officials and the missing CNIC information
was entered in a register developed based on the list of potential beneficiaries having missing
CNICs received from BISP Divisional Office. There was no any other process adopted by the
BISP Tehsil Office except the verbal communication / telephonic conversation relating to the
missing CNIC information. There is still a lack of clarity to the complainant regarding the
time line required for the resolution of the complaint and when cash grant will finally be
received.

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions






Unclear guidelines for redressal of missing CNIC information related cases.
No mechanism/ practice for submission of written complaints.
No proper complaint acknowledgement has been shared with Aziz Javaid (complainant) for
future reference.
Since the information cannot be updated at Tehsil Offices, this causes delays in resolving the
cases of missing CNIC information update.
Tehsil Office does not forward CNIC information update cases to BISP HQ because the staff
believes that the information will not be updated until the Case Management System (CMS)
is made operational.

8. Recommendations








BISP Tehsil Office must forward the record to BISP Divisional Office on a weekly basis for
further processing and updating of those missing CNICs for which the information has been
received and updated in the Tehsil Office record.
Staff training on the dealing with complainants and recording, handling and processing
complaints is required.
At Tehsil level, CMS should be operationalised / implemented as soon as possible.
BISP staff should have proper communication with the beneficiary regarding any
discrepancy.
BISP Tehsil office requires clear guidelines for redressal of missing CNIC information related
cases.
Introduce proper mechanism for submitting complaints, including issuance of proper
prescribed acknowledgement to the complainants.
Better communication between complainants/ beneficiaries and the BISP is recommended.
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G-Southern Punjab-25
Eligibility Appeal
Shabana Naz
Mr. Sadiq Hussain
N/A
House No. C-4, Old Colony, Fazal Mill, Post Office
Fazal Nagar, Tehsil Muzaffargarh, District
Muzaffargarh.
32304-7074369-8
5564506
14th January 2012

1. The Case Summary
This particular case study belongs to Shabana Naz who lives in the quarters of Old Colony of
Fazal Cloth Mill (also called Fazal Mill), Tehsil & District Muzaffargarh. The Poverty Score Card
(PSC) Survey of this particular household was completed in May/June 2011. After the PSC
survey, Shabana Naz became ineligible household for the BISP cash grant. Her PMT score is
19.086 which disqualified her for becoming BISP beneficiary as the cut off score for the
eligibility is 16.17.
After the PSC survey, , she registered an appeal (although not in written form but formally
registered as appeal by relevant AD) in the BISP Tehsil Office Muzaffargarh for her eligibility.
This particular case is pending at the BISP Tehsil Office Muzaffargarh for further processing/
necessary action.

2. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Shabana Naz is 30 years old and living with her family in 2 Marlas pacca quarter/ house in Old
colony of Fazal Mill. The house of Shabana Naz is three kilometres away from the BISP Tehsil
Office Muzaffargarh. Old Colony Fazal Mill Colony is an under-developed area, which consists
of family quarters for workers of the Fazal Cloth Mill. An old paved street leads to Shabana Naz’s
house, having poorly managed sewerage system that frequently remains choked and creates
unhygienic conditions especially in the rainy season.
The house comprises one room, a kitchen and a washroom. In her family includes her husband
Sadiq Hussain, and four daughters. Sadiq Hussain works in the Fazal Mill as a Machine Fitter.
Shabana Naz’s eldest, Shaba daughter who is 10 years old, studies in 4th class, 5 years old
daughter Alishba studies in class prep, 4 years old daughter Bushra studies in nursery and the
youngest daughter is only seven months old.
The husband of Shabana Naz, Sadiq Hussain, works as a machine fitter in Fazal Mill and earns
Rs. 7,300 per month. The monthly house expenses are managed by Sadiq Hussain and the
household does not have any other source of income.
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3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
According to Shabana Naz, her PSC survey was
undertaken in May / June 2011. After filling the PSC
form, the survey team issued her a survey receipt.
Shabana Naz mentioned that, during the PSC survey, the
survey team informed her that “everyone who has
provided survey information will get Rs. 1,000 per
month as well as other monetary benefits under the BISP
program”.
During discussion with Shabana Naz, she mentioned
about the BISP as a program initiated by the Pakistan
People’s Party (PPP). She mentioned that she is unsure
about the continuation of this program if PPP does not Poverty
Score
come into force in the next election.
information

Card

Tracking

While briefing about the case, Shabana Naz quoted the following:
“Hum beh gareeb loog hain aur phir hamsayu ku paise mil rahe hain, hamain keon nahi? (We
are also poor household and if our neighbours who are better off than us, can get the cash grant,
why we can’t).
Shabana Naz mentioned that she learnt about the BISP from the survey team and the
neighbouring women of her colony. However, she is unaware of the BISP beneficiary eligibility
criteria. She was also unaware about the reasons of her being declared as ineligible for the BISP
cash grant. She also mentioned, if she is declared eligible by the BISP cash grant, it will at least
help them to pay their monthly utility bills or after some saving they can buy some small
household item.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
When the other women of Shabana Naz’s locality started getting the BISP cash grant in October
2011, Shabana Naz got concerned and asked from the other women of her locality regarding the
BISP cash grant. She came to know that eligible women are getting the BISP cash grant from post
office Fazal Nagar. She asked her husband Sadiq Hussain to visit the post office to check with the
postman, if her BISP money order has also arrived there.
In October 2011, Sadiq Hussain went to the Post office for the first time to inquire about her
wife’s money order from BISP. At the Post office, the Postman checked the online PMT score of
Shabana Naz and wrongly informed Sadiq Hussain to come back after 10 – 15 days in order to
collect the her wife’s money order. Sadiq Hussain went to the Post office once again, but this time
he was informed about the ineligibility of Shabana Naz. This made Sadiq Hussain confused and
reached home in a very bad mood. .He asked his wife for throwing out the PSC survey receipt.
However, Shabana Naz kept the receipt safe with a hope that may be she will be declared eligible
by the BISP.

5. Processing of the Complaint
As discussed earlier, on second visit of Sadiq Hussain to the Post office, he was informed that
Shabana Naz’s score is above the BISP eligibility cut-off score (16.17). Shabana Naz mentioned
that her husband has not been informed any reason by the Post office officials regarding her
ineligibility.
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Shabana Naz mentioned that, after 3 – 4 days she asked her husband to go to the BISP Tehsil
Office Muzaffargarh in order to check the score (PMT score) once again. BISP Tehsil Office is at
a distance of three kilometres from the house of Shabana Naz. Sadiq Hussain reached the office in
20 – 25 minutes by using a local transportation mean named Chingchi and spent Rs. 40 for a
round trip. Before going into the BISP Tehsil Office, Sadiq Hussain went to the nearby internet
cafe and took a printout of Shabana Naz’s tracking information by paying Rs. 50.
Shabana Naz mentioned with reference to her husband that “at BISP Tehsil Office, there was no
staff present except the guard (Chawkidar), who checked the status of Shabana Naz and informed
Sadiq Hussain that Shabana is ineligible for BISP cash grant. When Sadiq Hussain asked the
guard about the reason for ineligibility, the guard asked Sadiq Hussain to come back some other
day for asking the reason(s) from the BISP senior staff”.
After this Sadiq Hussain came back, he informed Shabana Naz that she could not get the ‘BISP
Money’ (BISP cash grant). After knowing this, Shabana Naz decided to go to the BISP office by
herself in order to know the reason for ineligibility. She visited the BISP Tehsil Office at the end
of October 2011 using Chingchi which casted her Rs. 40. There she met the BISP Assistant
Director (AD) Tehsil Office, and she discussed her matter of ineligibility with him. Shabana Naz
mentioned that, the BISP AD Tehsil Office informed her that her score is 19.08 and where as
BISP cut off score for the eligibility is 16.17 and therefore she is not eligible for the cash grant.
Shabana Naz mentioned that she requested BISP AD for the inclusion of her household as a BISP
beneficiary and on this BISP AD responded that she has to wait until the BISP start considering
eligibility appeals. Meanwhile, the BISP AD asked the Assistant Complaint Officer (ACO) for
noting down Shabana Naz details i.e. CNIC number and contact number in the beneficiary
register. The BISP staff registered this particular case as an eligibility appeal though BISP staff
was not clear on the eligibility policy.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Although an appeal reference number has been issued by the BISP office during the visit of
Shabana Naz, but there has been no process adopted to get the appellant viewpoint in written
form. It was also observed that, there is a lack of understanding/ responsibility on the
eligibility appeal cases among the BISP Tehsil staff. The current practice is that BISP staff
generally takes CNIC number / copy and contact number of the appellant for their
satisfaction.
This kind of action triggers unnecessary hopes by the appellants and increases their number of
visits to the BISP Tehsil office. This results in wasting time and money on the visit to BISP
office by the appellant. In general, the complainants/ receiver women are not provided any
forms which can be filled and submitted to the BISP at the time of any complaint/ appeal etc.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
Shabana Naz is 30 years old and living with her family in two Marla pacca quarter of Fazal
Mill. Her husband is machine fitter in Fazal Mill. Shabana Naz is a housewife and performs
domestic chores only.
It was observed that there were no common household items like washing machine, stitching
machine, television or fridge etc. It was also observed that, they cannot make any savings as
only Sadiq Hussain is earning and looking after his family and his monthly income goes into
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the fulfilment of necessary financial obligations like paying utility bills, school fee of three
children etc. Shabana Naz thinks that the similar or even much better households in her area
are getting the BISP cash grant, why she can’t.
c. Observations at BISP Level
The appellant’s (Shabana Naz) information is recorded in the beneficiary register on ad-hoc
basis because there has been no written application taken on the Eligibility Appeal Form. This
is because the BISP Tehsil staff does not know about the process of recording and processing
such cases. During discussion on this particular case in the BISP Tehsil Office, it was
revealed that this case will not be solved until they have the clear understanding /
responsibility at different level and the implementation of Complaint Management
Information System (CMIS).
This particular case was handled by the BISP Tehsil Officials and the appeal-cum-remarks
“eligibility appeal” was entered in a beneficiary register along with the CNIC number, contact
number etc..

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions




Unclear understanding at the BISP Tehsil level for redressal of eligibility appeals.
No mechanism/ practice for submission of written complaint/ eligibility appeals.
The appellant (Shabana Naz) mentioned that during the PSC survey BISP program was not
introduced including the eligibility criteria.

8. Recommendations





Staff training on dealing with appeals/ complainants and their recording, handling and
processing is required.
The current complaint/ appeal redressal system needs a review in terms of complaint / appeal
registration, provision of correct information and proper follow-up mechanism.
BISP should now issue a policy statement regarding the range between eligibility cut-off
score and eligibility appeal cut-off score.
The Complaint Management Information System (CMIS) should now be implemented as
soon as possible in order to streamline the complaint/ appeal redressal system.
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G-Southern Punjab-26
Missing CNIC
Irshad Bibi
Zahoor Ahmad (Late)
Mujahid Khan (Son)
Ward No. 02, Mohalla Arianya Wala, Near Mosque
Arianya Wali, Tehsil Dunyapur, District Lodhran.
36201-6162246-4
27035640
9th March 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
This particular case study belongs to the missing CNIC information of Irshad Bibi w/o Zahoor
Ahmad. The Poverty Scorecard (PSC) survey of Irshad Bibi’s household was undertaken 8-9
months ago in May-June 2011. During the survey, Irshad Bibi did not have a CNIC and therefore
his CNIC information in the PSC was missing. Similarly, her one daughter and a daughter-in-law
who have been also selected for the BISP cash grant did not have CNICs too at the time of survey.
Due to missing CNIC, all three potential beneficiaries could not receive the BISP cash grant.
Later on in October 2011, the BISP Divisional Office Multan had sent a list of missing CNIC to
the Tehsil Office Dunyapur and Irshad Bibi’s name was also included in that list. In November
2011, the BISP Tehsil staff phoned Mujahid Khan (Son of Irshad Bibi) and asked him to submit
the CNIC number of Irshad Bibi in BISP Tehsil Office Dunyapur.
At the BISP Tehsil Office, the staff has taken the CNIC number recorded against the name of
Irshad Bibi in the list of missing CNIC. The missing CNIC information of Irshad Bibi has not
been forwarded to the BISP Divisional Office or the BISP HQ for updating. The case is still
pending at BISP Tehsil level with a hope that it will be resolved when Case Management System
(CMS) is up and running at Tehsil Office.

2. Receiver Woman/ Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Irshad Bibi is resident of Ward No. 02, Mohalla Arianya Wala, Tehsil Dunyapur, District
Lodhran. The area where she lives has basic facilities including gas and electricity services. The
BISP Tehsil Office Dunyapur is at a distance of 0.5 km and Post Office is 0.7 km from her house.
Irshad Bibi lives in five Marla old semi-pacca house that consists of one two rooms; one room is
using by the Mujahid Khan’s family and in the second room lives other family members including
Irshad Bibi. There is a semi-pacca courtyard that consists of a small washroom and open kitchen.
The ownership of the house is on the name of Late Zahoor Ahmed (husband of Irshad Bibi). The
street lead to Irshad Bibi’s house is unpaved.
Irshad Bibi is 82 years old now and living with her children, three sons and four daughters. Her
one daughter and a son are married. The eledest sone, Mujahid Khan (26 years) who is married
living in the same house along with her wife (Shida Bibi – potential BISP beneficiary) and his
two sons named Uzair (2 years) and Zubair (6 months).
The second son of Irshad Bibi named Shahid Khan is 17 years old and learning motorbike
repairing from a local motorbike mechanic. He earns (Rs. 300 – 600 per month). The third son
named Zahid Khan is 12 years old and is studying in 6th class. The elder daughter of Irshad Bibi
named Shazia Bibi was married about 14 months s ago before the PSC survey of the household
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was completed. Younger to Shazia Bibi is Aasia Bibi (17years) who helps her mother in domestic
chores. The third daughter named Sadia Bibi is 6 years old and studying in class one. The
youngest daughter named Sobia Bibi is 5 years old and studying in class nursery.
Irshad Bibi stays home and looks after the domestic chores, while Mujahid Khan, her son does
labour work with masons and on average earns Rs. 6000 - Rs. 6500 per month. He is the only
earning hand who financially supports his mother, brothers and sisters and also his own
immediate family (wife and children).

3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Irshad Bibi mentioned that
her PSC survey was
conducted in May/ June
2011. She learnt about the
BISP from the survey team
and the other neighbouring
women.
She further mentioned that
the survey team had
provided her a survey
receipt
for
future
reference; however she did
not know what to do with
it.

PSC Tracing Inforamtion of Irshad Bibi
She also mentioned that, BISP did not send her any intimation letter regarding her eligibility
program and the discrepancy in CNIC (CNIC information update). She was unaware of the BISP
eligibility criterion and the way she has been selected for the BISP cash grant. With regard to the
missing CNIC information, she mentioned that she is unaware of the BISP complaint redressal
mechanism and how much time this matter will take to be solved. She considers that Benazir
Income Support Program is initiated by the Pakistan People’s Party (PPP).

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
. Irshad Bibi while mentioning about her complaint described that during the PSC survey, she did
not possess a CNIC and therefore it could not be recorded by the PSC survey team. Similarly, the
CNICs of her daughter-in-law and the daughter were also not available. The survey team noted
the names of all the household members and issued a survey receipt to Irshad Bibi. The survey
team also advised her to make CNICs of her and other adult family members in order to get the
BISP cash grant.
Soon after knowing this, Irshad Bibi went to the NADRA office in July 2011 and applied for the
new CNIC. She got her CNIC in 20 – 25 days after the submission of application in July 2011.
However, her daughter (17 years) cannot apply yet being underage and her daughter-in-law also
did not obtain her CNIC due to her lack of interest and negligence.
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5. Processing of the Complaint
The BISP Divisional Office Multan sent the list of missing CNICs to all Tehsil Offices in October
2011. The name of Irshad Bibi was included on serial number 19, page 15 of the list of missing
CNICs. In October 2011, Mujahid Khan (Son of Irshad Bibi) received a phone call from BISP
Tehsil Office Dunyapur. Mujahid Khan was instructed by the BISP staff to submit Irshad Bibi’s
CNIC in the BISP Tehsil Office for addressing Irshad Bibi’s discrepancy. . Next day Mujahid
Khan and his Uncle Allah Wasaya went to the BISP Tehsil Office. Allah Wasaya wanted to check
the survey result of his household while Mujahid Khan wanted to present the e the CNIC of her
mother at BISP office.
After reaching the BISP Office, Mujahid Khan met with then Assistant Complaint Officer (ACO)
and informed the ACO regarding his purpose of visit. The ACO took the CNIC number of Irshad
Bibi and updated the CNIC information of the potential beneficiary in the list of missing CNICs
(however, according to Mujahid Khan, the ACO did not inform him regarding the other two
potential beneficiaries from his household and their CNIC discrepancies). The ACO also reconfirmed Irshad Bibi’s contact number and mentioned that the BISP Tehsil office may contact
with her in case any other information is required.
This particular case has not been sent to BISP HQ through the BISP Divisional Office for further
processing. According to BISP Tehsil staff, the missing CNIC information updating assignment
was discarded by the BISP HQ after few days of its launch and the information they had collected
was passed on to NADRA. During the period of this case study, the case was pending at BISP
Tehsil Office level with a hope that the CMS will be implemented soon in order to achieve the
timely resolution of such cases.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Ward No. 02, Mohalla Arianya Wala is an underdeveloped locality, mostly comprises low
income households mostly associated with labour work. The street lead to her house is
unpaved. The locality comprises mostly the houses of same family / caste.
While comparing the process adopted at BISP Tehsil Office and the BISP prescribed
procedure for missing CNIC information update, the Assistant Complaint Officer (ACO)
mentioned that they are waiting for the implementation of Case Management System (CMS).
The staff also mentioned that it will be much easier for them to update CNIC information
which will resultantly help the beneficiaries to get their cash grant with no delay.
While the BISP prescribed process mentioned in the Targeting Manual regarding missing
CNIC information update states that, the BISP will send a Notification Letter to the potential
beneficiary to inform her regarding the discrepancy in CNIC. However, Irshad Bibi did not
receive any such letter from BISP; however BISP telephonically communicated about the
missing CNIC information and asked to provide required information. In BISP Targeting
Manual, it is also mentioned that the Pending Receiver Woman / household member chooses
the type of mechanism to inform or complete the information (the request form should have
form number or CNIC of any member of the family or address to reach to the record).
From October till January 2012, Irshad Bibi or her son (Mujahid Khan) did not receive any
update from the BISP Tehsil Office. This has raised her concern as the other neighbouring
women had started receiving the BISP cash grant. She once again asked her son (in January)
to go to BISP Tehsil Office and ask about her BISP cash grant and if her CNIC problem have
been solved. However in the Tehsil Office, Mujahid Khan could not get any update except the
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reply from ACO that Irshad Bibi’s cash grant will be delivered to her by the postman when it
will be received in the concerned post office. As of March 2012, Irshad Bibi is still waiting to
get her CNIC information updated in order to receive her BISP cash grant. She is also little
disappointed as she said that her CNIC information was submitted in the BISP Tehsil Office a
long time ago but she is still waiting for the resolution of the problem.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
Irshad Bibi is 82 years old now and facing financial difficulties because her eldest son bearing
the financial responsibility of the household comprising ten members including himself. He
does labour work usually 20 – 25 days a month and sometimes he does not get any work.
Mujahid Khan mentioned that at the end of the month he could not make any savings which
they really need to have in order to get her sister married.
Irshad Bibi mentioned that she is unable to work due to old age and there is no one else who
could have a helping hand with her eldest brother. Her one son is learning motorbike
repairing from a local motorbike mechanic. He earns Rs. 300 – Rs. 600 per month which he
spends on travelling and as a pocket money.
Irshad Bibi mentioned that since after the submission of CNIC, she has not received any
Notification in writing from BISP, therefore she is suspicious that after resolution of this
missing CNIC information, BISP may ask her to provide some other information which may
further delay the approval of her cash grant. She has also shown disappointment over the
resolution of her problem and to get the BISP cash grant.
c. Observations at BISP Level
There is no practice of written communication between the BISP and the beneficiary /
receiver woman. As mentioned in the Targeting Manual, the BISP will send Notification
Letter to eligible households in case of any discrepancy in CNIC; this is not happening
presently. There is also no practice (at BISP Tehsil level) for demanding written complaint
from the complainants.
The case has not been further processed and missing CNIC information was passed on to
NADRA). The BISP staff is waiting for the rolling out of Case Management System (CMS).

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions






Unclear understanding at BISP Tehsil level for redressal of missing CNIC information
update.
No proper acknowledgement is provided to complainants regarding their complaints.
Unclear communication between complainants and the BISP except short telephonic
conversation.
No mechanism present at Tehsil level in order to update the information of pending receiver
women/ CNIC updates etc.
Lack of understanding at the level of Partner Organisation, BISP and the beneficiary with
regards to missing CNIC information update.

8. Recommendations



Proper communication between complainants/ beneficiaries and the BISP is recommended.
BISP Tehsil Office must forward the record to BISP Divisional Office on weekly basis for
further processing and updating information of missing CNICs related cases.
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It is important that the BISP’s CMS becomes operational as soon as possible in order to
reduce delays in missing CNIC information related complaints resolution.
Staff training on complaint handling and processing and also on Case Management System
(CMS) is recommended.
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G-Southern Punjab-27
CNIC Update
Shehzadi
Ghulam Abbas
Self
Railway Road, Street Saifi Wali, Near Union Council
Office and Previously Known Bota School, Tehsil
Dunyapur, District Lodhran
36201-0520540-8 (Shehzadi)
27034784
7th March 2012

1. Summary of the Case Study
This particular case study is about the missing CNIC information of Shehzadi w/o Ghulam Abbas.
The Poverty Scorecard (PSC) survey of Shehzadi’s household was undertaken 8 – 9 months ago
in May-June 2011. During the survey, Shehzadi presented her CNIC to the survey team but her
CNIC has expired at that time.. The survey team had also noted this and also advised her to get a
new valid CNIC from NADRA in order to secure her BISP cash grant.
Later on in October 2011, the BISP Divisional Office Multan had sent a list of missing CNIC to
the Tehsil Office Dunyapur and Shehzadi’s name was included in that list. In November 2011, the
BISP Tehsil staff phoned Ghulam Abbas (the husband of Shehzadi) and instructed him to provide
the copy/ CNIC number of Shehzadi to the BISP office. As Shehzadi could not get new CNIC
from the NADRA, Ghulam Abbas provided the expired CNIC to the BISP staff. At the BISP
Tehsil Office, the staff has once again recorded the expired/invalid CNIC number.
BISP Tehsil staff is now assuming that the missing CNIC information of Shehzadi has now been
updated in the list of missing CNICs sent by the Divisional Office; however, that information is
still invalid and Shehzadi has to get a valid CNIC from NADRA to submit it to the BISP Tehsil
Office.

2. Receiver Woman/ Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Shehzadi isa resident of Railway road, street Saifi wali, Tehsil Dunyapur, District Lodhran. The
area where she is living has basic facilities including gas and electricity services. The BISP Tehsil
Office Dunyapur is at a distance of 0.5 km and Post Office is 0.2 km from her house.
The Railway road, Street Saifi wali is an underdeveloped locality, mostly comprises low to
middle income households. The drainage condition of the street where Shehzadi lives is bad. All
the houses pertain to the families who are relatives of each other. They are drum beaters and
perform during marriage functions.
Shehzadi lives in five Marla old semi-pacca house that consists of one living room being used by
the family of Shehzadi and the overall condition of the house is poor. This house is owned by
Shehzadi’s husband namely Ghulam Abbas. There is a semi-pacca courtyard that consists of a
small washroom and open kitchen. The street lead to Shehzadi’s house is unpaved and without
waste water drainage arrangements that sprout bad smell as well as create problem for pedestrians
especially in rainy days.
Shehzadi is 31 years old and living with her husband and three (3) children in a shared house. Her
eldest son Mohammad Awais is 5 years old and studies in Nursery class. Her daughter named
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Muskan is 4 years old and does not go to school. The youngest daughter named Noor Fatima is
two and half years old.
Shehzadi is a housewife and mostly stays home and looks after her children. Her husband Ghulam
Abbas is a drum beater and during peak season of marriages (between November to March), he
earns about Rs. 10,000 per month. Normally, his 5 months earnings help the family in the
fulfilment of monthly household expenses for rest of the year.

3. Receiver Woman / Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Shehzadi mentioned that her PSC
survey was conducted in May / June
2011. She learnt about the BISP
from the survey team and the other
neighbouring women.
Shehzadi mentioned that the survey
team had provided a survey receipt
for future reference; however she
did not know what to do with it.

PSC Tracing Inforamtion of Shehzadi
She also mentioned that, BISP did not send her any intimation letter regarding her eligibility and
the discrepancy in the CNIC (CNIC information update). She was unaware of the BISP eligibility
criterion and the selection process as well for becoming eligible for the program. She mentioned
that she is unaware of the BISP complaint redressal mechanism of BISP.
She considers that this programme is initiated by the Pakistan People’s Party (PPP) and they own
this programme, and also mentioned that Bhutto family has taken many steps to facilitate the poor
families (like 5 Marlas housing scheme during the era of Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto). Shehzadi also
mentioned that if she gets the BISP cash grant, she will spend this money on her children’s
education.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
The Poverty Scorecard (PSC) survey of Shehzadi’s household was undertaken 8 – 9 months ago
in May-June 2011. During the survey, Shehzadi presented her CNIC to the survey team but her
CNIC has expired at that time. The survey team had also noted this and also advised her to get a
new valid CNIC from NADRA in order to secure her BISP cash grant.As a result wrong
information from the expired CNIC was written by the survey team and later on computerised by
the NADRA.

5. Processing of the Complaint
The BISP Divisional Office Multan sent the list of missing CNICs to all Tehsil Offices in October
2011. The name of Shehzadi was included on serial number 07, page 15 of the list of missing
CNICs. Shehzadi while mentioning about her complaint described that “during the PSC survey,
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her CNIC has expired; however the survey team took that CNIC and put the number in the PSC
form. The survey team also advised her to get a new CNIC from the NADRA office”.
In November 2011, Ghulam Abbas (husband of Shehzadi) received a phone call from BISP. He
was asked to submit Shehzadi’s CNIC in the BISP Tehsil Office. On the very next day, Ghulam
Abbas and Shehzadi went to the BISP Tehsil Office in order to update the CNIC information. The
couple walked to the BISP Tehsil Office, which is not far from their house. After reaching the
office, Shehzadi met with then Assistant Complaint Officer (ACO) and informed him regarding
her purpose of visit. The ACO took (expired) CNIC number and updated the CNIC information of
Shehzadi in the list of missing CNICs. The ACO also re-confirmed Shehzadi’s contact number
and mentioned that the BISP Tehsil office may contact with her in case any other information is
required.
She again visited the BISP Tehsil Office in December 2011, with a hope of getting BISP cash
grant. However, she had to come back home disappointed as the BISP Tehsil staff had told her
that whenever her cash grant will be issued, it would reach to her at home through the local
Postman.
This particular case has not been sent to the BISP Divisional Office or BISP HQ for further
processing.. The case is still pending at BISP Tehsil Office level and the main reason is that BISP
staff took the missing information from the expiry CNIC.
Shehzadi has not received any update from the BISP Tehsil Office so far. This has raised her
concern as the other neighbouring women had started receiving the BISP cash grant. She once
again decided to go to the BISP Tehsil Office. However; before visiting the BISP Tehsil Office,
she went to the Pakistan Post Office, where the staff had mentioned to her that her name is not
included in the list of beneficiaries; therefore she must the BISP Tehsil Office to get the update.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
If the CNIC gets expired, there has been no effect on the data validity of the Card holder until
he/she updates her CNIC from NADRA and a renewed CNIC will be issued with the same
number. However, in case of the BISP beneficiaries, if CNIC gets expired, the beneficiary has
to get renewed CNIC from NADRA 1st in order to get any BISP benefits.
While the BISP prescribed process mentioned in the Targeting Manual regarding missing
CNIC information update states that, the BISP will send a Notification Letter to the potential
beneficiary to inform her regarding the discrepancy in the CNIC. However, Shehzadi did not
receive any such letter from BISP; however BISP telephonically communicated about the
missing CNIC information and asked to provide required information.
In the BISP Targeting Manual, it is also mentioned that the Pending Receiver Woman /
household member chooses the type of mechanism to inform or complete the information (the
request form should have form number or CNIC of any member of the family or address to
reach to the record).
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
Shehzadi is 31 years old and facing financial difficulties (because her husband Ghulam Abbas
has no work these days) in order to survive and to fulfil little wishes of her children and to
spend on their education.
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During discussion with Shehzadi, she mentioned that they deserve for other Government
schemes which are helping extremely poor families as well as to get benefit from the other
BISP schemes apart from cash grant of Rs. 1000 per month.
c. Observations at BISP Level
There is no practice of written communication between the BISP and
receiver woman. As mentioned in the Targeting Manual, the BISP will
Letter to eligible households in case of any discrepancy in CNIC; this
presently. There is also no practice (at BISP Tehsil level) for demanding
from the complainants.

the beneficiary /
send Notification
is not happening
written complaint

7. Lessons Learnt / Conclusions







Unclear understanding at BISP Tehsil level for redressal of missing CNIC information
update.
No proper acknowledgement is provided to complainants regarding their complaints.
Unclear communication between complainants and the BISP except short telephonic
conversation.
The BISP staff did not verify the Shehzadi’s CNIC expiry date and updated the CNIC
information by putting into invalid CNIC number against the name of Shehzadi in the list of
missing CNICs.
No mechanism present at Tehsil level in order to update the information of pending receiver
women/ CNIC updates etc.
Lack of understanding at the level of Partner Organisation, BISP and the beneficiary in
regards of missing CNIC information update.

8. Recommendations





Proper communication between complainants/ beneficiaries and the BISP is recommended.
BISP Tehsil Office must forward the record to BISP Divisional Office on weekly basis for
further processing and updating information of missing CNICs related cases.
It is important that the BISP’s CMS becomes operational as soon as possible in order to
reduce delays in missing CNIC information related complaints resolution
Staff training on complaint handling and processing is recommended.
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G-Balochistan-01
Missing CNIC
Hameeda Bibi
Widow Amir Mohammad
Amir Mohammad (Husband)
Mohallah Orangai Nasar abad Tehsil Bori
6530213779604
3928811
3-Mar-2012

1. The Case Summary
Hameeda Bibi wife of Amir Mohammad is from Mohallah Orangai Nasar Abad Tehsil Bori,
District Loralai. She has been declared as an eligible beneficiary under the BISP cash grant. But
she had a discrepancy with her CNIC and could not receive her cash grant instalments of
Rs.1,000, because her CNIC was not updated at the time of survey. Her husband visited the BISP
office Loralai and submitted his wife’s CNIC along with a written Complaint to the BISP
Divisional office Zhob on 14/12/2011. Her complaint was forwarded to DG BISP Balochistan for
further processing. The complaint is still pending and no update has been made or communicated
to Hameeda Bibi.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/ Background information
Hameeda wife of Amir Mohammad is a 33 years old woman. She has never been through a
formal education system and remains at her home to perform her household and childcare duties.
She has 3 children (2 sons and 1 daughter). The beneficiary has 2 kacha rooms in her house, a
kitchen and a bathroom.
Amir Muhammad has a very good business and his monthly income is more than Rs 30,000. Her
husband is responsible for the overall expenses of the household. Orangai Nasar Abad is one of
the well-developed villages of the District and mostly rich people live there. However, some of
the villagers do work on daily wages. The village is situated near Loralai city and there is a paka
road leading to the village. A water supply scheme, school, sanitation system and RHC are also
available in the village. They are using the water supply water for drinking purposes, and the
house has electricity.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was not included in the BISP cash grant under the Parliamentarian phase, but in
the second phase, she was declared as an eligible beneficiary for the cash grant but with CNIC
discrepancy. The family was not familiar with BISP until they learnt from the local net cafe about
her eligibility status. When the PSC survey was conducted, she was issued an acknowledgement
slip but they were not sure about when the survey was held. At the time of the survey, Hameeda
Bibi did not have a CNIC.
An eligibility letter was not delivered to the beneficiary and she was informed by her husband that
she has been declared as an eligible beneficiary under the BISP cash grant programme. Her
husband had seen her details in a net café. The beneficiary was of the view that the objective of
the BISP is to support poor families. She was unaware about the eligibility criteria of BISP. The
family did not know about the complaint redressal process/mechanism but her husband was
guided by the net café proprietor. She will use the cash grant money on her needs, which she did
not mention.
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4. How did the Complaint/Grievance Emerged?
Discrepancy of CNIC was the cause of the lack of payments and complaint of the beneficiary as
her CNIC numbers were missing in the PSC form. When other beneficiaries in their village
started receiving cash grant then her husband visited a net cafe for getting information about his
wife’s eligibility status. She applied for the CNIC and received this after 2 weeks from the
NADRA office Loralai. She submitted the complaint along with a copy of her CNIC with BISP
Office Zhob at Loralai on 14/12/2011. Her complaint was forwarded to the DG BISP Balochistan
office for further processing. The complaint was under progress and at the time of this study no
result from the BISP DG office Balochistan had been shared with the beneficiary or with the BISP
divisional office.

5. Process of the Case
The complainant filled his complaint dated 14/12/2011 in BISP Zhob Divisional Office at Loralai.
The complaint was registered at complaint register dated 14/12/2011. An acknowledgement slip
was not issued to the complainant. BISP Divisional Office Zhob forwarded the same to DG BISP
Balochistan office for data updating. The complainant visited the BISP Divisional office for the
follow up of his wife’s complaint two times, but still had no response from DG BISP Balochistan
office and the case is still pending. The husband used to visit the BISP office to follow her
complaint in his own vehicle.

6. Observation
a. General Observations
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on an electronic filing of complaints while
the Complaints Management System is yet to be made operational in all BISP Divisional
offices of Balochistan. Presently the staff is maintaining the complaints record in a register
and files for complaints. They also prepare a summary of complaints for submission to higher
offices. In the BISP office the date of the complaint was not recorded. The BISP office sends
this data to the DG’s Office in Balochistan on a monthly basis. This beneficiary is not
satisfied with the BISP staff for not resolving the complaint.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
The beneficiary was included in the BISP under the 2nd phase but she does not appear to be
from a deserving family. Her home was well equipped and comfortable. . Her husband had
visited the BISP office two times in a period of two months to follow her complaint.
Details provided to the study team by the beneficiary did not seem to be accurate, as her
husband had two of the latest expensive brands of cell phones, a branded watch and a new
model t car which would negate their claims of poverty.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
When her grievance complaint was registered at the BISP Divisional Office Loralai by her
husband it was filed with other complaints in the file of Tehsil Bori complaints. It was entered
in a register and a monthly summary on excel was prepared, and was sent to the DG BISP
office Balochistan for further processing.
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7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions





The level of understanding among beneficiaries was very low, while the household head
learnt about some of the processes to lodge a complaint. BISP’s standard complaint
registration process was not followed, as the CMS was not yet present. The family is very
excited about the prospect of receiving the cash grants.
In this case, the receiver woman/complainant submitted her complaint to the BISP Office
Loralai and the BISP office sent it to DG BISP Balochistan. However there is still no
response on this case from the DG BISP Balochistan office.
There are no proper visits of BISP supervisors in the Districts to provide training and
information to the front desk staff about the BISP Program.

8. Recommendations





A work plan of visits should be developed for supervisors and a monitoring system should be
put in place at Divisional, Provincial and HQ level. BISP Office staff also needs to be trained
about proper complaint registration mechanisms.
There is a need to ensure delivery of eligibility letter and/or discrepancy letters to the
beneficiary. It may also be helpful if the beneficiaries are informed and educated about the
complaint registration mechanism.
There is a lot of need for creating awareness among women regarding the cash grant program
and its details.
A capacity building program is needed for BISP staff to allow them to handle complaints and
grievances adequately.
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G-Balochistan-02
CNIC update
Khadija
Dad Mohammad
Dad Mohammad (Husband)
Mohlla Sol Band Godi Tehsil Turbat
5220345991560
1762498
27-Feb-2012

1. The Case Summary
Khadija wife of Dad Mohammad belongs to Solband in Kech District of Makran Division. This
division is one of the most politically disturbed divisions of the province. The BISP Poverty Score
Card (PSC) survey was held in July 2009. As a result of the survey, Khadija was declared as an
eligible beneficiary for the BISP cash grant but she had a CNIC discrepancy.
Her CNIC was not updated at the time of the survey. Her husband Mr. Dad Mohammad visited
Mirani Local Support Organization (MLSO) to get support in lodging his wife’s complaint. On
12/07/2011, MLSO submitted a written complaint of this beneficiary in the BISP Divisional
office Makran along with her CNIC number . The complaint was filed in the BISP Divisional
office Kech. Her complaint was forwarded to DG BISP Balochistan for further processing of the
case. The complaint was later resolved and her records were updated in the BISP database. As a
result, her payments were delivered to her on 22 January, 2012.
It is notable that the BISP Divisional office in Makran is scrupulous in its record keeping and has
been innovative in working with local voluntary organisations for outreach and support to
beneficiaries. This is a good practice which could be replicated.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/ Background information
Khadija is a 57 year old woman who has never been through formal education, and remains at her
home to perform her household and childcare duties. The beneficiary has 7 children (4 sons and 3
daughters). The beneficiary has a small mud kacha house with no boundary wall consisting of 1
kacha room, bathroom and kitchen.
Her Son is working on daily wages in the village and his monthly income is Rs.3000 to 4000. Her
Son is the only income earner for the whole family, while her husband remains ill due to which he
stays at home. The village she is living in has no basic facilities such as a school, electricity, gas,
hospital, sanitation, drinking water etc. The nearest School is 8 kms from her house and for health
facilities they have to travel 33 kms to Turbat city. The village is situated in a mountainous area
and there is no road to the village. The house of the beneficiary is 33 kms from the BISP office
and 7 kms away from the pakka road. It takes more than 2 hours to reach the main road.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was included in the Parliamentarian phase, while in the second phase, she was
also declared as an eligible beneficiary for the cash grant, but she had a discrepancy with her
CNIC. The family was not familiar with the BISP, but they came to know of it from a local NGO
of the District during the survey. The survey team visited them at their doorstep and filled her
survey form and her husband received the acknowledgement slip.
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Khadija was declared as an eligible beneficiary for the cash grant but the BISP eligibility letter
was not delivered to her. Her husband was informed by MLSO that his wife has been declared as
a BISP eligible beneficiary for the cash grant. The beneficiary believed that BISP distributes
money among all the poor people of Balochistan. She was unaware about the eligibility criteria of
BISP. The family did not know about the redressal process/mechanism but her husband was
guided by MLSO during his visit of the CBO’s Office. The beneficiary says she will use the
amount on food for her home and on her children’s education.

4. How did the Complaint/Grievance Emerged
Discrepancy of CNIC was the reason for non-payment and the complaint/grievance of the
beneficiary as her CNIC numbers were missing in the PSC form because her CNIC was not
updated at the time of the survey. When other beneficiaries in her village started receiving the
cash grant her husband visited the BISP office and local CBO Office for obtaining information
about his wife’s eligibility. Then her husband submitted a complaint along with a copy of the
beneficiary’s CNIC in the BISP Office Turbat. Her complaint was forwarded to DG BISP
Balochistan. The complaint is under process and at the time of this study no result had been
communicated.

5. Process of the Case
The complainant filed this complaint on behalf of his wife on 12/07/2010 in the BISP Office
Makran Division Office in Turbat through a CBO of the village indicatingthat there was a
discrepancy of CNIC as her CNIC number was missing in the PSC form. The complaint was
registered on 12/07/2010. Its acknowledgement slip was not issued to the complainant, but a copy
of the application was returned to the complainant, which could be used as a reference in future.
The BISP Divisional Office Makran forwarded her application with CNIC number to DG BISP
for data updating. The complainant went four times to the BISP Divisional office Makran for
follow up of the complaint. The complaint was later resolved and her records were updated in the
BISP database. As a result, her first payment was delivered to her on 22 January, 2012.
Her husband spent Rs100 on each visit to the BISP Office Makran. The Complaint Assistant BISP
informed the TPE team that her case was forwarded to DG Balochistan for redressal.

6. Observation
a. General Observations
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on electronic filing of complaints while the
Complaints Management System is yet to be made operational in BISP Divisional office
Makran. Presently, the staff is maintaining complaints records in a register.
They also prepare a summary of the complaints for submission to higher offices. In 2010 the
Makran BISP office along with most of the government offices in the District Government
Hall was burned by unknown persons and all records of the office were destroyed. Any prior
beneficiary records would have been destroyed.
Makran Division can be called one of the most expensive Divisions of Pakistan where the
price of milk is Rs.120 per litter; and petrol is Rs.140 per litter.
On 16th of February 2012, when the status of the beneficiary was checked at the BISP
website, her discrepancy had been removed and she was declared as an eligible beneficiary,
which was later delivered to her on 22 January, 2012.
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b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Despite straitened circumstances and the high cost for transportation, meals and cell phones
incurred in visiting the BISP office, her husband had visited the BISP office in Makran city
33 kms from their home more than 3 times in a period of 5 months.
The beneficiary was part of the 1st Phase and also included in BISP under the 2nd phase. The
family was genuinely impoverished, yet much time was taken in resolving her complaint,
during which the family incurred a lot of expenses in follow up. .
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
When her case was received at BISP Divisional Office, Makran fromm MLSO it was filed
with other complaints in a file of Makran Division complaints. It was also entered in a register
and a monthly summary on excel was prepared, and was sent to DG BISP office Balochistan
for further process.
Overall BISP office Makran was one of the best Divisional Offices of BISP in the region. All
records were up to date, and they had volunteers in all areas and they are connected to
beneficiaries via volunteers.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions




The level of understanding among beneficiaries was very low. The household head had learnt
about some of the process to lodge a complaint through a local CBO, but BISP’s standard
complaint registration process was not yet operational.
The family was very excited at the prospect of receiving cash grants under BISP and had
already made plans for how this would be spent (household expenses and children’s
education).
In this case, the receiver woman/ complainant submitted her complaint (through her husband)
to the BISP Office Makran and BISP Makran sent it to DG BISP Balochistan.

8. Recommendations




After the PSC survey was held and households declared as beneficiaries, there has been no
formal or informal communication to beneficiaries from BISP. There is a need to ensure
delivery of the eligibility letter or discrepancy letter to the beneficiary. It would also be
helpful if the beneficiaries are informed and educated about the complaint registration
mechanism.
There is a need for creating awareness among women regarding the cash grant program since
it is especially designed to empower women Volunteers and local organisations should be
recruited for support in other areas as this has been a very effective outreach mechanism in
Makran division.
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G-Balochistan-03
CNIC Update
Oran
Widow of Ramzan
Oran
Mohallah Godi Tehsil Turbat
5220325410574
1762390

1. The Case Summary
Oran is a 54 year old widow from Mohalla Godi of Tehsil Turbat, District Kech, Markran
Division. This area is one of the most politically disturbed areas of Balochistan. As a result of the
Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey, held in July 2009, Oran was declared as an eligible beneficiary
under the BISP cash grant program but with discrepancy in her CNIC.
She never received any official letter from the BISP informing her about her eligibility with or
without discrepancy. Oran learned from the Mirani Local Support Organization (MLSO), an NGO
who conducted the PSC survey in the village, that she has been declared an eligible beneficiary
under the cash grants programme. Oran submitted her complaint with the BISP Makran Division
office at Turbat on 12/07/2010 with the help of MLSO along with a copy of her CNIC. Her
complaint was forwarded to DG BISP Balochistan for further process and resolution of the case.
The complaint is still pending and no update has been made in the BISP records. These updates
are pending and are contingent on the launch of the CMS according to the BISP regional office.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/ Background information
Oran, 54, is a widow and an illiterate woman. She remains at her home to perform her household
chores. Oran has 6 children (2 Male and 4 female) and 4 other family members at her joint family
system. The beneficiary has a small mud kacha house with no boundary.
Her 2 Sons are working on daily wages in the village and their monthly income is around Rs 6000
each. Her sons are running the household kitchen and the family.
The village she is living in is with no basic facilities such as electricity, gas, hospital, sanitation,
clean drinking water etc. There is a school in the village but for health facilities they have to
travel 39 kms to Turbat City. Her village is situated in a mountainous area and there is no road to
her village. The house of the beneficiary is 39 kms from the BISP office and 9 kms away from a
pakka road. It takes more than 2.5 hours to reach the main road.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was not included in the Parliamentarian phase, but in the second phase, she was
declared as an eligible beneficiary for the cash grant, but she had a discrepancy of CNIC. She was
not familiar with the basic concept of BISP but they came to know of it from the local
organization which conducted the PSC survey in 2009. The household was also issued an
acknowledgement slip at that time.
Although the beneficiary was declared as eligible for cash grants her eligibility letter was not
delivered to her. The beneficiary had some idea about the BISP stating it was a Government
program to support poor families. She was unaware about the eligibility criteria of the BISP cash
grant programme. She did not know about the complaint redressal process/mechanism but she
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was guided by MLSO during her visit to their office. She will use the amount on food for her
home and on her grandchildren’s education.

4. How did the Complaint/Grievance Emerged
Discrepancy of CNIC was the cause of the issue leading to a complaint by the beneficiary as her
CNIC numbers were missing in the PSC form. Her CNIC was not updated at the time of survey.
When other beneficiaries in their village started receiving cash grants, she sought help from
MLSO and visited the BISP office (Divisional Office Makran) to file a complaint along with a
copy of her CNIC. Her complaint was forwarded to DG BISP Balochistan office. The complaint
is under process and at the time of the study no results had been conveyed to the beneficiary or to
the BISP local office.

5. Process of the Case
The complainant filled her complaint dated 12/07/2010 in the BISP Makran Division Office
through MLSO regarding the discrepancy of CNIC. No acknowledgement slip was issued to the
complainant, but she was given a copy of the application, she submitted, which could be used as a
reference in future.
BISP Divisional Office Makran forwarded her application with CNIC number to DG BISP for
data updating during the same month. The complainant visited the BISP Divisional office Makran
for follow up of the complaint four times but still no reply has been received from DG BISP
Balochistan office and the case is still pending. The complaint assistant BISP informed the
complainant that the case has been forwarded to the DG Office Balochistan for redressal. BISP
officials later told the TPE team that the case has been sent back to the BISP Divisional Makran
office with a note that the complaint will be resolved when BISP Headquarters will launch
Complaint Management System (CMS) at the Divisional office level. However, at the time of the
study the Divisional office was not aware of this.

6. OBSERVATIONS
a. General Observations
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on electronic filing of complaints, while the
CMS is yet to be made operational in the BISP Divisional office Makran. Presently the staff is
maintaining the complaints record in a register and also in a file. They also prepare a
summary of the complaints for submission to higher offices. In 2010 Makran BISP office
along with most of the government offices, District government Assembly hall were burned
by unknown persons and all records of the office were destroyed.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
The burden and cost of transportation, meals and cell phone costs incurred in visiting the
BISP offices for Mai Lasi accompanied by a child were a strain under already difficult
circumstances. Yet she has visited the BISP office in Turbat city more than four times,
spending Rs100 for transport on each visit. The BISP office is 39 kms away from her
residence.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
When Oran’s case was received at the BISP Divisional Office, Makran from MLSO, it was
filed with other complaints in a file tagged as ‘Makran Division complaints’. It was entered in
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a register and a monthly summary is also developed on an Excel sheet, and the same was sent
to DG BISP office Balochistan for further processing.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions




The level of understanding among the beneficiaries was very low, while household head
learnt about some of the process to lodge a complaint but BISP’s standard complaint
registration process was not followed as the CMS was not yet in place.
It is learnt from the case that a local NGO is supporting beneficiaries in informing them about
their status and if required, filing their complaints with the local BISP office.
The major concern about this case is that the complaint was filed in August 2010 and even
though two years have passed, the status of the beneficiary is not updated yet.

8. Recommendations




There is a need to ensure delivery of eligibility or discrepancy letters to beneficiaries. It may
also be helpful, if the beneficiaries are informed and educated about the complaint registration
mechanism.
There is a lot of need for creating awareness among women regarding the cash grant program
since it is especially designed to empower women.
The BISP Makran Division office should take stock of and monitor the cases filed in this
office and take up the matter with DG BISP Balochistan and with BISP Headquarters,
Islamabad, to ensure resolution of the backlog of cases.
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G-Balochistan-04
CNIC update
Mai Lasi
Nabi Baksh
Husband (Nabi Baksh)
Gare Rahman Kabola Baba Kot

5340528691402
15.5
16th March 2012

1. The Case Summary
Mai Lasi is a resident of Gare Rahman Kabola Baba Kot Tehsil Tamboo District Naseerabad. She
was declared as a BISP beneficiary but due to a discrepancy in her CNIC she is not being paid the
cash grant. On 26th of December 2011, the husband of Mai Lasi submitted a written complaint
with a copy of Mai Lasi’s CNIC requesting the Divisional Director BISP Naseerabad to undertake
the required CNIC update.
Following this her case was followed up at the BISP level; the Complaint Assistant BISP stated
that her case has been forwarded to the DG Balochistan , Islamabad Headquarters and the
payment agency Islamabad on 15th January 2012 for further processing. However, no update
regarding her case had been received at the time of the study. While her case was noted as a CNIC
discrepancy the BISP office, Naseerabad was not aware about the precise nature of the
discrepancy in the Mai Lasi Case.
There has been no outcome from the complaint and no feedback had been provided to either the
BISP Naseerabad office or the beneficiary Mai Lasi when this study was conducted.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background information
Mai Lasi lives in Gare Rahmen in a hut. She lives with her 4 children in a nuclear family system .
Mai Lasi, her husband and children have never had a formal education . Mai Lasi, along with
other family members, works on the lands of her land lord. The landlord pays them in kind, with
wheat and no cash income is paid for their labours. .
They have taken a loan from the landlord and on this they have to pay interest. This process has
been perpetuated from generation to generation and they remain bonded to their landlord. A
school was near her home but her poor financial condition did not allow her to send her children
to school for an education. She had to fetch drinking water from a distance of 2 kms from her
home.
Mai Lasi’s home was 8 kms from the bazar and facilities (such as health centres/units) and a
paved road was leading towards her home. It was located in a village and the surrounding area
was covered with green fields. There were about 500 houses in the area. Most of the people of the
area provide labour for the lands of the landlord of her area. Drinking water supply and gas are
not provided to their homes. There is no drainage system in the village. The houses were made of
mud and clay.

3. Background of Relationship with BISP
Mai Lasi was not a beneficiary under the Parliamentarian phase; she came to know about BISP
through inter-personal means. She considers BISP as the current PPP Government’s programme
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to support poor and needy people. After the poverty score card survey, she was given an
acknowledgment slip. She says she showed her valid CNIC to the survey team in order to fill the
survey form but due to negligence at part of the enumerator or data entry operator, Mai Lasi’s
name was not reflected. She was not sure regarding survey date but she knew in 2010 winter a
survey team did survey. She wants to support her family member in financial matters through
contributing to household expenses and the other necessities of life

4. How complaint/grievance emerged?
No payments were made as she was discrepant. The issue for this beneficiary was that her CNIC
numbers were missing in the PSC form because her CNIC was not updated at the time of survey.
After getting basic information from other family members, on 26th of December 2011 her
husband filed a written application with the CNIC of Mai Lasi to BISP-office Naseerabad for a
CNIC update. Her case was forwarded to the concerned level at HQ Islamabad, and payment
agencies Islamabad on 15th January, 2012. At the time of the study the case was pending.

5. Process of the case
Discrepancy was the complaint of the beneficiary as she did not receive cash grant instalments
from BISP. Her husband on her behalf submitted a written complaint in the BISP office
Naseerabad on 26th December 2011. He was verbally instructed to visit the BISP office after 2 to
3 days. Acknowledgment of her application was not given to him by the BISP office Naseerabad.
BISP Divisional office Naseerabad sent the case along with supporting documents and a copy of
her CNIC to the BISP Headquarters and payment agency on 15th January, 2012 for further
process. The complaint is still pending and no response was received by the BISP Divisional
Office Naseerabad.

6. Observation
a. General Observations
Mai Lasi did not know about the procedure of complaint registration and her husband got this
information from the Post Master Usta Muhammad and his relatives. The postman suggested
to him that he should file her complaint at the BISP divisional office Naseerabad.
He visited the BISP office 5 times spending more than Rs.200 for each trip. However, as yet
the case has not been resolved.
The people of Usta Muhammad had learnt about the BISP Programme and they knew that
through the internet and the BISP website details of beneficiaries can be seen. Therefore, the
people were obtaining relevant information through these means They had also realized the
importance of a valid CNIC.
b.

Observations at the beneficiary level
Mai Lasi is a very poor woman who works the whole day on the lands as labour with her
entire family. It was difficult for them to spare the time to visit the BISP office on a regular
basis nor could they really afford the expenses incurred for the travel to the BISP-Office, so
this put a strain on them financially. Her home situation was miserable and she hardly could
spare even the time for domestic work and care of her children due to working on the lands.
She is needy and dependent on the landlord for the basic necessities of life.
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c. Observations at BISP/Partner agency level
This beneficiary is very impoverished. Her situation is miserable and she believes that she
deserves to be a beneficiary. The concerned authorities at BISP and the post office are doing
their best to address her case. They do not provide an acknowledgement after cases are
registered however. In Baluchistan there are no Tehsil offices of BISP and therefore the
beneficiary has to travel from far flung areas for access to BISP divisional office.
BISP Naseerabad staff was very cooperative and they were maintaining updated records of
complaints. The BISP staff was working in their offices till late hours. The beneficiaries of
the BISP programme in this area belonged to different villages and mostly were bonded
labour. They could barely spare the time for following up their cases at the BISP office and
post office.

7. Lessons learnt/Conclusion


The BISP programme is productive and particularly important for women like Mai Lasi. The
instalment from the BISP programme would support them significantly in meeting their basic
needs. Women such as her have no source of cash income. As a labourer dependent entirely
on her landlord, she receives only wheat for days of hard labour. There was no other source of
income generation and nor did she have any spare time for other activities.

8. Recommendations



While Mai Lasi was declared as beneficiary after the survey, she was not aware of BISP
processes. It would be helpful if the beneficiaries are informed and educated about the
complaint registration mechanism.
There should a proper mechanisms at BISP local office levels for resolution of cases of
women like Mai Lasi on a prompt basis.
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G-Balochistan-05
Missing Household
Naz Bibi
Ahmad Khan
Ahmad Khan (Husband of the beneficiary)
Killi Allah Abad, District Sibi
55302-8957240-8
NA
4th December 2011

1. The Case Summary
Naz Bibi is 43 years old and lives in District Sibi with her six children. She wishes to financially
support her family after receiving the BISP cash grants. She was declared a BISP beneficiary but
could not receive any cash grant because she did not have a new computerized CNIC in the spring
of 2010 when she participated in the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey.
Naz’s husband learnt from a friend that he needs to submit CNIC of his wife in the BISP office to
receive cash grant installments, now knowing the real status. After Naz had a new computerized
CNIC issued from NADRA, her husband, Ahmad Khan submitted a written application addressed
to the BISP Divisional Office in Sibi requesting that her information be updated.
When the BISP staff checked her status on the website, no information appeared there and the
CNICs of both Naz and her husband did not match. As a result, an application along with the
CNIC of Naz Bibi was submitted as a Missing Household and processed further by sending it to
the BISP DG Office, Quetta and to the BISP Headquarters, Islamabad.
As of May 2012, her issue had not been resolved and her husband was still pursuing the case.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Naz Bibi lives in a family unit of 10 members including her husband, children and in-laws. All
her children are in their teens. She has sole responsibility for performing all the housework. She is
not educated but she wants all her children to study and go further in life than herself and her
husband.
Naz Bibi’s husband is also uneducated. He works double shifts; in the morning he works as
support staff in a private office and in the evening he sells vegetables on his bicycle. However, his
poor health does not let him work enough to meet the large family’s needs of food and other
essentials. As a result they are often compelled to sleep hungry.
Naz Bibi lives in a dilapidated mud house covering 60 to 80 sq yards and consisting of two small
rooms in poor condition and a bathroom and latrine. The house does not have access to municipal
water, gas and electricity supplies. She lives in a poor locality with no drainage system and very
narrow streets that are very dirty and lined with garbage.
On receiving the cash grant from BISP, she will spend half of it on food for her family and the
rest on her children’s education.
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3. Background of Relationship with BISP
Naz Bibi knew of BISP as the “Bibi program”, which supports poor people. She was not fully
aware of the criteria for being an eligible BISP beneficiary and was of the opinion that poor
people like her were not receiving the cash grant due to interference of corrupt and influential
individuals. From her community, she came to know that a BISP Divisional Office has been
established. This is where her husband registered her complaint.
She knew the survey had been conducted in spring of 2010 and that local teachers who were hired
by the survey PO came and filled some forms for the BISP. She was given an acknowledgment
slip but she lost it. Her view was that this programme is only for the poor and that whoever had a
PSC form filled would receive Rs.1,000 per month. The respondent was completely unaware of
any follow-up or complaint registration process.

4. How did the complaint/grievance emerge?
Naz Bibi did not receive any intimation letter informing her about her eligibility for the BISP cash
grant. She also did not receive any letter informing her about her CNIC discrepancy.
Naz Bibi’s husband sells vegetables in the evenings and one day whilst making his rounds, he
came to know through a friend that a list of the BISP beneficiaries had been finalized and could
be checked online or at a BISP Office. When he visited the BISP Divisional Office in Sibi for the
first time, he was told that their information was not appearing on the BISP website. The staff also
advised him to have Naz Bibi’s CNIC issued and have her data updated to resolve the
‘discrepancy’.
Soon after, Naz Bibi got her new CNIC issued from NADRA and Ahmad Khan submitted a copy
of it to the Divisional Office, Sibi for her data to be updated. Neither Naz Bibi nor her husband
could recall the exact date when he submitted the application and CNIC to the BISP office.

5. Processing of the case
Naz Bibi’s husband visited the BISP Divisional Office in Sibi in around October 2011 and
registered her complaint sometime after the list of eligible beneficiaries was declared in Sibi. At
the time they were not familiar with any formal process of complaint redressal.
After having his wife’s CNIC issued, he submitted a copy of it along with a written application to
the BISP Divisional Director. These were duly forwarded to the BISP Headquarters in Islamabad
for data correction at their end and a copy was forwarded to the BISP Director General’s Office
for information.
However, Naz Bibi’s issue had still not been resolved; and she had not started receiving
installments of the cash grant. He regularly visits the BISP Office to check the status of his wife’s
cash grant and is told by BISP officials to contact them again after a few days each time.
Her husband has visited the BISP Office more than 5 times but has still not received any positive
response from there. He makes the trip to the Divisional Office on his cycle and thus, does not
have to spend any money on transport. However, for a man with two jobs, it takes a considerable
amount of time; over 10 hours for over 5 visits.
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6. Observations
a. General Observations
The beneficiary was a very poor lady. She was highly disappointed with the ineffectiveness of
the complaints redressal process. Her husband was so disgruntled that, when the case team
tried to call him for more details about Naz Bibi’s case, he refused to cooperate and asked
them not to contact him in the future.
b. Observations at the beneficiary level
Naz Bibi’s husband had visited the Divisional Office more than 5 times to follow up the
progress of his wife’s case. He did not incur any financial cost on transport but he had to
travel over 2 hours on each round trip. This meant that the day he had to visit the BISP office,
he could not work, wouldhave to forego his daily wages of Rs. 100 to Rs. 150 per day for
each visit that he undertook and his family was likely to sleep hungry.
The beneficiary considers BISP a big support for the poor community and believes that such
continued initiatives will truly help to reduce poverty levels. She believes that the cash grant
will improve her living conditions by adding 20 to 25 percent to her family’s income, which
is currently between Rs. 3500-4000.
c. Observations at the BISP/Partner agency level
The BISP Divisional Office staff appeared disappointed as they claimed that they had sent all
the cases to the Islamabad Office but had received no feedback on the cases. They are in the
practice of forwarding a monthly summary of all cases with CNIC discrepancies to the BISP
Islamabad Headquarters and the Director General BISP, Balochistan. The local community
assumes that the Office is not performing their responsibilities and is indifferent to the plight
of those with any issues.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusion




Naz Bibi’s level of understanding was very low regarding lodging a complaint. Initially, the
programme brought them hope and they were eagerly anticipating monthly Money Orders.
However, the slow process of redressal has made the family highly disappointed; they even
asked the case team not to contact them in the future. The delay in the resolution process has
left the family disheartened.
This is unfortunate as staff at the Divisional Office is performing their duties diligently. The
delay is caused because all data correction must be carried out at the BISP Headquarters in
Islamabad, which receives hundreds or even thousands of similar complaints from the
Divisional and Tehsil Offices across Pakistan.

8. Recommendations




A mass awareness campaign may be launched regarding eligibility criteria.
After the PSC survey was held and Naz Bibi’s household was declared a beneficiary, no
formal or informal communication was received from the BISP Headquarters. There is a need
to ensure delivery of the eligibility letter or discrepancy letter to the beneficiary.
It would also be helpful if the beneficiaries are informed and educated about complaint
registration mechanism.
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The Post Office staff also needs to be trained about the proper BISP complaint registration
mechanism. They may be provided with pre-paid complaint forms at all Post Offices to
register complaints of any kind.
There is a need to create awareness amongst women regarding the cash grant programme
since it is especially designed to empower them.
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G-Balochistan-06
CNIC Update
Pathani
Chakar Khan
N.A.
Tehsil Dhoreji, District Lasbela
51502-9856794-4
3358836
27th November 2011

1. Summary of Case Study
Pathani belonged to District Lasbela, Tehsil Dhoerji. The earning resource for the family of
Pathani is very limited and their only means of income generation is to sell the milk of animals.
After she was selected as an eligible beneficiary, she received two money orders totalling
Rs.6,000. These were generated in September 2010 and delivered to her on 1st February and 29th
March, 2011. After that, her payment was stopped according to the BISP Divisional Office Kalat
(located in Uthal) staff, due to a discrepancy with her CNIC. She grew concerned about why her
payments were not forthcoming and on 3rd November 2011, had a relative submit an application
to the Office requesting that her payments be resumed.
As per the advice given by the Divisional Office staff, she applied to NADRA for a new CNIC a
week or so later. She had not yet received her new CNIC that her subsequent payment, generated
in October of 2011 was delivered to her on 27th January, 2012. The BISP website still shows her
as belonging to a ‘discrepant household’, while her latest payment has also been generated on 28th
March, 2012.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background information
Pathani is a 53 year old woman living in Tehsil Dhoerji. She looks older than her actual age
perhaps due to poverty and the poor socio–economic circumstances in which she lives. She is a
mother of two children. She is a housewife and looks after her kitchen and other household
affairs.
The BISP website shows another beneficiary, ‘Korey’ as having the same PSC form number. This
may be due to the fact that Pathani’s home is in a compound, which is also home to her extended
family. Pathani’s house consists of two kacha rooms and a washroom situated in the courtyard.
There is no furniture in her house except one mat for sitting and sleeping on.
Dhoreji is a beautiful Tehsil of District Lasbela; it is the village of the current Speaker of
Provincial Assembly of Balochistan, Mohammad Dhoreji Aslam Botani. The road leading to
Tehsil Dhoerji is paved and well developed. As one enters the village, you are greeted by a
beautiful view of a public park. A Hospital, Post office and Bazaar are visible behind it. Dhoreji is
located one km away from the main road and municipal electricity, water, and drainage systems
are all available in the village.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was not receiving cash grants under the Parliamentarians’ programme. She
became eligible for the BISP programme following the PSC survey, which was held in May 2010.
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When the PSC survey team visited her village, the enumerators stayed at the home of a political
worker and people of the locality gathered there to register their names in the programme. The
forms were filled at the said house and survey acknowledgement slips were issued to the
beneficiaries including Pathani. After some days, she received an intimation letter from the BISP.
She had a valid CNIC at the time of the survey, which she showed to the PSC survey team. Her
relative, Mohammad Ramzan had informed people in the area that recipients of survey slips can
consider themselves BISP beneficiaries.
Like many other women of her locality, she considers BISP beneficiary as a cash grant scheme
but she was unaware of the BISP complaint redressal mechanism at the time of the survey. The
only criterion for inclusion in the programme known to her was that a family must be poor and the
cash grants being distributed are for needy people.
She spent her cash grant on domestic needs like paying electricity bills and buying clothes for her
family but she said that she wants to see her children educated. However, due to financial
constraints, her family is in a poor state and it is a big hurdle fulfilling her dream to educate her
children.

4. How did the complaint/grievance emerge?
The complaint is that the beneficiary was not receiving any cash grants after her second
instalment, which was generated in September 2010 and delivered in March 2011. She appealed
that her cash grants be generated regularly as she is a poor woman.
In September 2010, two payments were generated in her name and were later delivered. After that
there was a lull in the generation of Money Orders for almost a full year; the subsequent payment
was generated in October of 2011 and delivered in January of 2012. She became suspicious that
the postman might not be delivering her payments. She paid some ten visits to the Post Office to
make enquiries about her payments, but each time the postman told her that he had not received
any MOs in her name.
She had no idea of the complaint registration mechanism and discussed her concern with Mr.
Ramzan. He advised her to visit the BISP office and inquire about her case.
She could not have visited the BISP office herself because it was 280 kms away from her village.
It was decided that Mr. Ramzan would go to the BISP Divisional Office in Uthal where he would
register her complaint as well as those of other aggrieved beneficiaries of the locality. All the
beneficiaries who had complaints to register gave him Rs.50 each so he could make the trip to
lodge their complaints/grievances with the BISP Office.

5.

Processing of the case
Pathani’s complaint was filed in the BISP Office, Uthal on 3rd November 2011. Staff at the Office
did not understand her issue and also did not check her ‘payment details’ on the BISP website.
Had they done so they would have noticed that no payments had been generated in her name for
the period. They did, however, establish that her household was tagged as a discrepant. They
assumed that the ‘discrepancy’ was caused because the thumb impression on her CNIC was not
clear. They told him to ask Pathani to have a new CNIC issued from NADRA as this might
resolve her issue. Mr. Ramzan submitted to the Divisional Office a copy of her existing CNIC and
an application requesting that her payments be resumed. These were forwarded on 15th November
to the BISP Head Office Islamabad and the DG BISP, Balochistan Office.
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Upon his return, Mr. Ramzan conveyed the information to Pathani about her CNIC. In the same
month, she applied for a new CNIC from NADRA. In the meantime, she once again pooled in
money for Mr. Ramzan to travel to Uthal to follow-up progress on her case. He paid two more
visits but did not receive any positive response.
She had not yet received her instalments when, in January 2012 she received her next instalment,
which was generated in October 2011. It appears to Pathani that her issue was resolved because of
the complaint she filed. It did not, however, have any correlation to this fact. The same case has
occurred with almost all complainants in the village of Dhoreji.
The current status of her case is that the BISP website shows her household status as “eligible
household with discrepancy” but in spite of that, two payments have been generated in her name
after lodging the complaint. The third instalment was delivered to her in January 2012, while the
fourth is yet to be delivered and yet another payment has been generated on 28th March 2012.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The anomaly is perhaps due to the fact that the BISP has removed the beneficiary’s
discrepancy but the website is yet to be updated or it may be because of any other factor, or
even an error/oversight.
Her first two payments were generated in 2010 and were delivered after four to five months
while her third payment was delivered in 2012. There was a long interval between the second
and third installment generations and in the meanwhile, the beneficiary lodged a grievance
complaint whereas the website had tagged her as ‘discrepant’.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Pathani is a poor and illiterate woman. Her husband is a manual labourer and has a meagre
income. Nowadays, it is difficult to find work in their village on regular basis and many days
in a month her husband does not find any work. Hence, they are living in poverty as her
husband is the household head and sole breadwinner of the family.
The family is illiterate and was unaware about the complaint registration mechanism. The
beneficiary was not even able to follow up her case due to the tribal system’s strict code of
conduct for women and she had to send her relative instead to register and follow-up on the
case.
c.

Observations at BISP/Partner agency level
The Complaints Management System (CMS) is yet to be made operational at Lasbela.
Currently, the staff is maintaining the complaints record in a register. They do not provide
complaints acknowledgement slips to beneficiaries after lodging complaints.
In Balochistan, there is no set up of Tehsil offices of BISP and, therefore, beneficiaries have
to travel from far flung areas to register their complaints/grievances in the BISP Divisional
office. In District Uthal, no field supervisor is working despite the area being quite scattered.
Beneficiaries are thus, not accommodated in a proper way. Field staff was a hundred percent
clear on what the real issue was behind the almost year long lapse in money orders.
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7. Lessons learnt/Conclusion




The level of understanding among beneficiaries was very low. While Pathani learnt about
some of the process to lodge a complaint, BISP’s standard complaint registration process was
not followed.
The positive aspect of the case study is that Pathani’s installments were resumed without any
need for her to have a new CNIC issued.
Pathani was declared a beneficiary after the close of the survey. However, she was not aware
about the delivery process.

8. Recommendations






also It will be helpful if the beneficiaries are informed and educated about the complaint
registration mechanism.
Post office staff also needs to be trained about the proper complaint registration mechanism.
There is great need to create awareness among women regarding the cash grant programme.
Awareness raising programmes should be held, so that, confusion regarding eligibility would
be overcome.
Capacity building programme for the BISP staff may be initiated at all levels.
Mass awareness programme may be started to make the beneficiaries’ aware of the amount of
their cash grants and the best way to register complaints.
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G-Balochistan-07
CNIC update
Salem Khatoon
Kotab-u-din
Usman
Basti Phoyani Ishani Tehsil Brkhan (as per BISP
website Basti Usman)
56101-7287135-9
3993049
30th January 2012

1. Case Summary
This is a case of a woman whose status is still in limbo because of a discrepancy in her CNIC
information. The beneficiary, Salem Khatoon had been declared an eligible beneficiary in the
second phase of BISP cash grant programme.
She was unaware of her selection as a beneficiary and her CNIC discrepancy, but was alerted
about it by a friend of her husband’s. After visiting the BISP District Office Barkhan, her husband
came to know about CNIC discrepancy. In May 2011, the beneficiary’s family member, Usman
visited BISP District Supervisor Barkhan and submitted a written complaint along with a token
from NADRA as a proof that she had applied for a computerized/valid CNIC.
Her complaint was forwarded to the Divisional Office, Loralai and the BISP Headquarters
Islamabad for further processing. As of May 2012, the complaint is still pending and no reply has
been received by the BISP Office Zhob, Divisional Office Loralai or the beneficiary. The BISP
website shows no details of the beneficiary except the status, ‘eligible household with
discrepancy’.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
The beneficiary, Salem Khatoon, is 20 years old and lives in Basti Phoyani Ishani of Tehsil
Barkhan in District Barkhan. She has not received any formal education and remains busy with
performing her household duties. She is the mother of one child. She, her husband and child live
independently. However, the BISP website shows their family as consisting of 21 people in total.
The other 18 are her relatives but they do not share living quarters or a kitchen.
The beneficiary lives in a small katcha house comprising 1 room, a bathroom and a kitchen. Her
house is without boundary walls. Her husband, Kotab-ud-Din works on daily wages and manages
to earn Rs.6,000 per month. Her husband’s meagre earning is the only source of income to run the
household’s kitchen and meeting all other expenses. A majority of the villagers are poor and work
on daily wages. They are using water drawn from a well for all their needs. The village is situated
in the mountainous area and there is no road leading to the village. The main road is 11 kms away
from the village.
As per the BISP records, Jan Bibi, Bakhtawar and Surriya are also declared as eligible
beneficiaries in the same household.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was not included in the BISP cash grant scheme under the Parliamentarians’
Phase, but in the second phase she was selected as an eligible beneficiary. The family was not
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familiar with BISP, but they heard about it from other people of the locality. The PSC survey
team visited their doorstep and filled their form in the month of April 2010. The team provided
the beneficiary an acknowledgement slip on the spot for future reference. She did not have a
valid/computerized CNIC at the time.
The beneficiary had been declared eligible for cash grant, but BISP did not send her a letter of
eligibility/discrepancy. Salem Khatoon had not received any intimation letter from BISP, but a
friend of her husband learnt of her eligibility and informed her of the fact. Her husband’s friend
was a prominent political activist and social worker in the area.
The beneficiary thinks that BISP aims to distribute money among poor people. The family did not
know the details of the complaint redressal process/mechanism. She plans to use the cash grant on
food for her family and her child’s education.

4. How did the Complaint/Grievance Emerge?
In April 2011, Kotub-ud-Din made a visit to the BISP Divisional Office, Zhob to make inquiries
about Salem’s payments that were not forthcoming, whereas other beneficiaries in the area had
started receiving money orders. He was told that the issue was caused because Salem Khatoon’s
CNIC number was missing from her PSC form.
He returned home and applied to NADRA for his wife’s CNIC to be issued. He had not yet
received the new CNIC when, in May 2011, a relative, Usman, made the trip back to the Office
and submitted the token given to him by NADRA (as acknowledgement for the application for a
CNIC) along with an application requesting her status to be changed.

5. Processing of the Case
Salem Khatoon’s application was entered in the complaint register of the BISP Zhob Office in the
last week of May 2011. No acknowledgement slip was issued to Usman for future reference. The
BISP Divisional Office staff forwarded the application and CNIC token to the BISP Headquarters
in Islamabad for data correction in the 1st week of June.
Kotab-ud-Din has been regularly visiting the Divisional Office to follow-up the progress of his
complaint, but as of May 2012, no reply had been received from the headquarters and the case is
still pending with no progress. As per the details of the beneficiary on the BISP website, she is
still tagged as having a CNIC discrepancy and her CNIC number has not been updated.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Although Salem Khatoon’s family is relatively small, their conditions are not much better
than those of others in the locality. Their PMT of 13 implies that they are deserving, but she
has unfortunately not started receiving any instalments.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
It was a fact that it was not practical for Kotab-ud-Din to make repeated trips to the Zhob
Divisional Office. He had to travel 28 kms to the Post Office and the BISP Office in Barkhan
city. He made the trip more than 4 times in a period of one month. For each journey to
Barkhan city, her husband had to spend Rs.200.
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c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
When a grievance complaint is received at BISP Divisional Office Zhob, District Supervisor
Barkhan sends it along with other complaints to the Divisional Office, Zhob. It is entered in a
register and a monthly summary is prepared in excel. Salem’s case was forwarded in the
summary sent in the last week of May 2011. Afterwards, the list was sent to DG BISP Office,
Balochistan and the BISP Office, Islamabad for further processing in the first week of June
2011.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions


The level of understanding among beneficiaries was very low. While Kotab-ud-Din learnt a
little about the process to register a complaint, the issue could have been avoided had Salem
known that she required a valid CNIC to be issued before the PSC.

8. Recommendations





There is a need to ensure delivery of eligibility letter or discrepancy letter to the beneficiary.
It would also be helpful if the beneficiaries are informed and made aware of the complaint
registration mechanism to help expedite the process of redressal on time.
The Post office staff also needs to be trained about proper complaint registration mechanism.
They may be provided with pre-paid complaint forms at all post offices to register complaints
of any kind.
There is a lot of need to create awareness among women regarding the cash grant programme
for it is especially designed to empower them.
Eligibility criterion may also be communicated at a mass level to avoid confusion across
Pakistan, especially amongst poor households who believe themselves to be beneficiaries by
default.
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G-Balochistan-08
Missing CNIC
Faroz khatoon
Lal Jan
Lal Jan
Basti Kochni, Tehsil Brkhan
56101-5115684-7
3910673
25th January 2012

1. Case Summary
Faroz Khatoon’s story is related to a delay in the rectification of a CNIC discrepancy. She was
declared a beneficiary of the Benazir Income Support Programme (BISP) cash grant scheme, but
she did not receive any letter regarding her status.
Due to a CNIC discrepancy, she could not receive cash grant installments. Her CNIC was not
updated at the time she participated in the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey in April 2010. Her
husband, Lal Jan visited BISP District Supervisor, Barkhan to get information about her case.
There, he found out that she has been selected as a beneficiary but a CNIC discrepancy was
causing her payments to be stopped.
Thereafter, he submitted a written complaint along with the CNIC number of the beneficiary in
May 2011. Her complaint was forwarded to Divisional Office, Zhob at Loralai and sent to BISP
Headquarters Islamabad in June 2011 for further processing. The complaint is still pending and no
updated information has been received at the BISP level. There are now no details of the
beneficiary on the BISP website. Faroz believes her status to still be ‘eligible household with
discrepancy.’

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/ Background Information
Faroz Khatoon, wife of Lal Jan is a 29 year old lady. She did not attend any school in her youth
and she now spends most of her time performing her household duties and tending to her children.
The beneficiary’s family consists of herself, her husband, and their 3 children; 2 boys and a girl.
The BISP database shows, due to unknown reasons, that there are three additional members in her
household.
They live in a small katcha house, comprising 1 room, a bathroom and a kitchen. The house is
without any boundary wall.
Her husband is working on daily wages in the village and earns around Rs.4,000 per month.
Being the sole breadwinner of the household, her husband is running the kitchen and supports the
family in all ways. A majority of the villagers are poor and work on daily wages, like Lal Jan. The
village is situated in a mountainous area and there is no paved road leading to it. Women folk of
the village have to travel 2 kms to fetch water because there is no water supply in the locality. The
village itself is situated 4 kms away from the main road.

3. Background of Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was not included in the BISP scheme for cash grant money under the
Parliamentarian phase because, according to her, she doesn’t have resources and did not have any
means to approach any politically influential individual to request nomination.
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In the second phase, she was selected for the cash grant following her participation in the PSC
survey held in April 2010. She did not have an updated CNIC at the time of the survey. The team
gave her an acknowledgement slip on the spot for future reference. She did not receive any
intimation letter from BISP about her selection as a beneficiary or her CNIC discrepancy.
The BISP website reflected her CNIC discrepancy and PMT score until January 2012. However,
since this time her status has changed to ‘eligible household with discrepancy’, her PMT has been
removed and her house is tagged as having no potential beneficiaries.
The family was unfamiliar with the BISP programme from the forward awareness campaigns but
they came to know of it from other people in the locality. The beneficiary is of the view that the
BISP programme has been launched by the government to distribute money among poor people.
She and her family did not know about the complaint redressal mechanism for BISP. She wants to
use the cash grant on food for her family and the education of her children.

4. How did the Complaint/Grievance Emerge?
The beneficiary’s CNIC numbers were missing in the PSC survey form because at the time of the
survey she did not have an updated CNIC. When other beneficiaries in their village started
receiving cash grant, Faroz asked her husband to get information about her status in BISP. In
early September 2010, he visited the BISP District Supervisor, Barkhan who informed him that
she had been declared eligible and that she has a CNIC discrepancy.
To rectify the discrepancy, he first applied to NADRA for a new CNIC. He had not yet received it
when, on 9th May 2011, he went back to the District Supervisors Office and submitted a written
application requesting that her information be updated. He submitted the token he had received
from NADRA in lieu of a copy of her CNIC. In October 2010, he received the CNIC and
submitted that as well.

5. Processing of the Case
The complainant filed an application on 9th May 2011 with the BISP District Supervisor Barkhan
and the BISP Divisional Office Zhob at Loralai. Though the complaint was registered in the
complaint register, its acknowledgement slip was not issued to the beneficiary’s husband for
future reference.
BISP Divisional Office, Zhob forwarded the same to BISP Headquarters in Islamabad for data
correction in the 1st week of June 2011. The complainant regularly visits BISP Divisional Office,
Zhob to follow-up the progress of his complaint, but still no reply had been received from the
headquarters and his case is pending with no progress.
Her husband has to spend Rs.200 on each round trip to Barkhan. As per the details of the
beneficiary on BISP website, her status was ‘eligible household with discrepancy’ and no
information about her is available in her ‘beneficiary details’. Since then, her status has changed
and her household now shows ‘no potentially eligible beneficiaries’.
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6. Observations
a. General Observations
After submission of her complaint, Faroza Khatoon’s case has not been resolved and she is
still not declared as a potential beneficiary for her household. Her CNIC seems updated, as
per the BISP records checked in May 2012.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
The complainant cannot afford to travel to the Zhob Office regularly to follow up her case.
Her husband has so far visited the Post office and the BISP District Supervisor in Barkhan 3
times. For every journey, he had to travel 8 kms and it cost him Rs.200. The beneficiary was
not satisfied with the way her case was handled by the BISP staff.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
When a grievance complaint is received at the BISP Divisional Office Zhob, District
Supervisor Barkhan sends it along with other complaints to the BISP Divisional Office Zhob.
It is entered in a register and a monthly summary is prepared. Afterwards, the list is sent to
the BISP DG BISP Office, Baluchistan and the BISP Office, Islamabad for further
processing.
As a reference to this case, the NADRA token number and copy of the CNIC token have also
been sent to the BISP Headquarters in Islamabad. He has since submitted a copy of the CNIC
as well.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions





The level of understanding among beneficiaries was very low. While the household head
learnt about some of the process to lodge a complaint, BISP’s standard complaint registration
process was not followed.
In this case, the beneficiary submitted her complaint to the BISP District Supervisor Barkhan,
who sent it further to the BISP Divisional Office Zhob. So far, she has not received any reply
from BISP. Regarding CNICs, the BISP Divisional Director in Zhob had given a list of
beneficiaries to NADRA in an attempt to expedite the process of having CNICs issued.
It is unclear why she has been not removed from the list and still shown as a potential
beneficiary for her household on the BISP website.

8. Recommendations






There is a need to ensure delivery of eligibility letter or discrepancy letter to the beneficiary.
It may also be helpful if the beneficiaries are informed and made aware about the complaint
registration mechanism to help expedite the process of redressal on time.
The Post office staff also needs to be trained about the proper complaint registration
mechanism. They may be provided with pre-paid complaint forms at all post offices to
register complaints of any kind.
There is a need to create awareness among women regarding the cash grant programme for it
is especially designed to empower them.
Eligibility criterion may also be communicated at mass level to avoid confusion across
Pakistan, especially amongst poor households who believe themselves as beneficiaries.
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G-Balochistan-09
Missing CNIC
Samina
Sher Agha
Sher Agha

Address:
CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Conducted

Haji Ghab Road Quetta, Tehsil Zarghoon Town
54000-370000-0 (Fathers) Hers (54401-8821568-4)
3692051
1st January 2012

1. The Case Summary
The beneficiary, Samina is a young girl who is married and has one child. She had been declared
as an eligible beneficiary for the BISP cash grant scheme albeit with a ‘CNIC discrepancy’.
Having just turned 18, she had not yet gotten her CNIC made at the time she participated in the
Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey, which was held in March 2010.
Upon learning that the reason she was not receiving payments was the absence of her CNIC data,
her father had her CNIC made. In September 2011, it was submitted along with a written
application to the BISP Divisional Office, Quetta for her data to be uploaded at the BISP
database.
Her information has not been updated and the issue remains unresolved and as of May 2012, the
BISP website still shows her status as ‘eligible with CNIC discrepancy’.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/ Background information
The beneficiary, Samina, is an 18 year old girl who has not received any formal education. She is
married and remains at home performing household duties. The household consists of only three
members, the couple and their young child. The family lives in a small katcha house that consists
of two rooms, a bathroom and a kitchen.
Her husband is a labourer who works on daily wages. He is the sole breadwinner and his income
is the family’s only source of support. Samina’s details on the BISP website show that she is still
residing with her parents, Sher Agha and Bibi Kumari. Bibi Kumari is also shown as a potentially
beneficiary with a CNIC discrepancy.
Majority of people living in the area are very poor; most of the people are daily wagers or
working as drivers. The village itself is situated in a mountainous area. However, the streets of the
village are concretely paved and there is a drainage system that also connects to the beneficiary’s
home. The houses are katcha, i.e. made of mud and clay. The villagers are fortunate enough to be
connected to a municipal water supply.

3. Background of Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was not included in the BISP cash grant scheme under the Parliamentarian phase
of the programme. In the second phase, she was declared an eligible beneficiary for the cash grant
scheme with a CNIC discrepancy. The family was unfamiliar with BISP but they had heard about
it from other people in the locality.
The PSC survey team visited their doorstep and filled her form in the month of March 2010. She
could not recall the exact date. She received an acknowledgement slip on the spot from the
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enumerator who filled her form. Samina was not in possession of a valid CNIC at the time as she
had not gotten one made yet.
She was declared eligible for the cash grant scheme but BISP did not send her an eligibility letter
accordingly. She learnt of her status after her father, Mr. Sher Agha visited the BISP Divisional
Office, Quetta to make enquiries on her behalf. The couple was unaware about the eligibility
criteria for the programme and did not know about the complaint redressal mechanism. Her father
was guided through the complaints process by BISP officials when he paid a visit to the Office.
She intends to use the cash grant installments to purchase everyday necessities.

4. How did the Complaint/Grievance Emerge?
A discrepancy in her CNIC data was the beneficiary’s complaint as her CNIC numbers were
missing on her PSC form. She had not gotten a CNIC issued at the time of the survey.
When other beneficiaries in their village started receiving cash grant installments, she asked her
father to visit the BISP Divisional Office, Quetta in September 2011 to make enquiries. He was
informed by the staff that his daughter’s CNIC information was a pre-requisite for getting the
cash grant and the cause of the ‘discrepancy’. He was advised to get his daughter’s CNIC issued
from NADRA in the same month.
Sher Agha applied for the CNIC and got it after a few days. He then submitted a written
application along with a copy of Samina’s CNIC to the BISP Divisional Office, Quetta in October
2011.

5. Processing of the Case
Sher Agha filed a complaint on his daughter’s behalf at the BISP Divisional Office at an unknown
date in the month of October 2011; the written application he filed was not dated. The complaint
was filed undated and entered in a complaint’s register. No acknowledgement slip was issued to
the complainant for his reference. Her husband has since been continuously paying visits to the
office to follow-up the progress of the complaint but has yet to receive any positive feedback; he
made four visits in a month, at a cost of Rs.300 for each round trip.
The application and the copy of Samina’s CNIC were forwarded to the BISP Head Office in
Islamabad and BISP DG Office, Balochistan for her CNIC information to be updated in the BISP
database. This case, along with other cases, was sent to the BISP Headquarters in October 2011.
Even until May 2012, the BISP website reflected that the discrepancy was unresolved.

6. Observations:
a. General Observations
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on an electronic filing/redressal system; the
Complaints Management System (CMS) is yet to be made operational. Presently, the staff is
maintaining the complaints records in a register and file. Additionally, they prepare a monthly
summary of all complaints for submission to higher offices. However, BISP staff expects that
the complaints will start to be addressed timely after the CMS is in place.
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b. Observations at the beneficiary level
Samina cannot visit the BISP Office by herself due to the fact that tribal customs do not allow
for women to leave the home and interact with men who are not related to them. Her family
could not afford the cost of making the 6 km journey to the BISP Divisional Office, Quetta
repeatedly. It costs her husband Rs.300 to pay for rickshaw fare each time he makes the trip.
The beneficiary was included in the BISP cash grant scheme under the 2nd phase of the
programme.
c. Observation at BISP/ Payment Agency level
When a grievance complaint is received at the BISP Divisional Office, Quetta it is filed with
other complaints in a file for Quetta city complaints. It is entered in a register and a monthly
summary is prepared in excel. All such cases are sent to the BISP DG Office, Balochistan and
BISP Office, Islamabad for processing as Divisional and Tehsil Offices are not equipped to
deal with them.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions




The level of understanding amongst beneficiaries was very low. Whilst the household head
learnt about some of the process for lodging a complaint, BISP’s standard complaint
registration process was not followed. The family is very excited to get cash grants under
BISP and is already making plans for utilizing the amount.
In this case, the beneficiary submitted a complaint to the BISP Divisional Office, Quetta and
this Office dispatched it to the DG Balochistan and BISP HQ, Islamabad but these offices are
still to take any action on the application.

8. Recommendations




After the PSC survey was held and Samina was declared a beneficiary, she received no
formal or informal communication from the BISP to notify of her status. There is a need to
ensure delivery of eligibility letters or discrepancy letters to the beneficiary to avoid the need
for them to take undue trouble to find out their statuses. It would also be very helpful if the
beneficiaries are informed and educated about the complaint registration mechanism and its
processes.
Post office staff also needs to be trained about the proper complaint registration mechanism.
They may be provided with pre-paid complaint forms at all post offices to register complaints
of any kind.
 There is a need to create awareness among women regarding the cash grant programme
for it is especially designed to empower them.
 Eligibility criterion may also be communicated at mass level to avoid confusion across
Pakistan, especially amongst poor households who believe themselves as beneficiaries.
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G-Balochistan-10
Missing CNIC
Aziza Bibi
Ghulam Rasool
Cousin Luqman
Ghot Mir Hassan Dolatgharri Chatter Naseerabad
53401-1126818-6
4218007
15th April 2012

1. The Case of Grievance Summary
Beneficiary Aziza Bibi is a 35 year old mother of four children and resident of Village Mir
Hassan Chatter. She participated in the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey when it was held in her
village in December 2010 but she did not have a valid CNIC at the time.
She did not get her installments when other women in her village started receiving them. Her
cousin, Luqman submitted a complaint of non-payment to the BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad
on 8th December 2011. He did not know the cause of the stoppage at the time.
When he called the office a week later, he was told that the case is actually one of a ‘CNIC
discrepancy’. He then got her CNIC issued from NADRA and resubmitted an application and a
copy of the CNIC on 28th December 2011.
The case remains pending as of June 2012. The BISP Divisional Office staff explained that
Aziza’s case, along with many other similar cases, has been forwarded to the BISP Headquarters
in Islamabad for redressal and a response is still awaited.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background information
Aziza Bibi is a 35 year old mother of four children. She belongs to a very poor family. She always
wanted to become a school teacher but due to cultural restraints, which did not allow her to go far
from home unaccompanied and the fact that there was no girls’ school near her home, she never
got to go to school.
She is a resident of Village Mir Hassan Chatter, Naseerabad, a village which is surrounded by
green farms. She lives with a joint family in a katcha 2-room house. The house also boasts a
kitchen made of bamboo shoots and an open air cubicle/bathroom. There is no proper sanitation
or source of water. There are a few houses like hers in the village.
The road going towards her village is concretely paved. They have a small Government school,
which is in bad condition and there are no health facilities. She and her husband are both working
on a wadhera's farm; in return they get some wheat and her husband receives wages of roughly
Rs.3,000 to Rs.3500 per month.
She intends to supplement her family’s income by utilizing the BISP cash in a productive way
like buying a sewing machine and stitching clothes for others from home. Aziza is among the
three beneficiaries of the household having 18 family members.
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3. Background of Relationship with BISP
She was not a beneficiary under the Parliamentarian’s Phase of the cash grant scheme and she had
not heard of BISP until her cousin participated in the PSC survey. When she came to know
through her cousin about the BISP scheme, she asked him to have a PSC form filled for her as
well. Her cousin had a form filled for her as well and was given an acknowledgement slip against
her form no: 4218007. She was told that if she fulfilled BISP’s criteria, she will get Rs.1,000 each
month.
At the time of survey, which was held in December 2010, she could not provide a valid CNIC as
she had not gotten one made at the time. She was not aware at the time of what documents were
needed for the purposes of the survey.
She was not familiar with the complaint mechanism either but she was very happy to be selected.
She understood that the scheme intended to empower the poorest women of society.

4. How did the complaint/grievance emerge?
Aziza Bibi waited for her money to come but when others started getting their instalments while
she did not, her cousin submitted a complaint against non-payment at the BISP Divisional Office
Naseerabad on 8th December 2011. He did not know the reason for the delay in payments.
When her cousin called the BISP Office after a week on 19th December 2011, he was told that her
issue is not one of non-payment, but rather it is a CNIC discrepancy that is not permitting her
installments to be generated.
He was guided by the BISP Naseerabad team to submit an application along with a copy of her
CNIC, requesting that the discrepancy be resolved. He procured her CNIC and submitted it to the
Divisional Office on 28th December, 2011.

5. Processing of the Case
The complainant was filed on Aziza’s behalf by her cousin at the BISP Divisional Office
Nasirabad on 8th December 2011. It was first filed as one of non-payment. Her cousin called to
follow-up progress of the case when he was told that the payments were not being generated
because of a CNIC discrepancy. He returned and submitted an application requesting the
discrepancy be removed, along with a copy of her CNIC on 28th December 2011.
The case team last enquired her status of the BISP Naseerabad team on 12 th March 2012,
whereupon they were informed that the case had been sent to BISP Headquarters in Islamabad,
with other CNIC discrepancy cases for data correction at their end. A response was still awaited
from HQ.

6. Observations
a. General Observation
Aziza's village is about 25 to 30 kms from Naseerabad main town, which is surrounded by
green farms. There are few houses like hers on the concrete road leading towards her village.
They have a small Government school, which is in bad condition and no medical facilities are
to be found near her home.
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She and her husband are working on a landlord’s farm in return for some wheat and daily
wages from which he gets Rs.3,000 to Rs.3500 per month which is not, nowadays enough for
a family as large as hers.
b. Observations at the beneficiary level
The BISP Naseerabad team cooperated with Aziza Bibi and tried to solve her case as soon as
they can. She is eagerly waiting for her case to be resolved and to start receiving her
installments so she can be of help to the family.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner agency level
When her cousin submitted her 1st complaint on 8th December 2011 without a CNIC copy to
BISP Naseerabad, they told him verbally to find out after 3 days. He did and he was told she
has a CNIC discrepancy.

7. Lessons learnt/Conclusion



Most of the beneficiaries are not educated and do not have knowledge about the redressal
mechanism or the cause of complaints.
The Divisional Office staff was also unable to identify the cause of the stoppage in payments
when her cousin first submitted a complaint.

8. Recommendations



The BISP beneficiaries must be informed about the redressal process.
BISP office should have full information regarding the case, so the beneficiary is informed
regarding what and where the problem with their case is.
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G-Balochistan-11
Eligibility Appeal
Bibi
Bahram Khan
Bahram Khan
Basti Vitikari, Tehsil Barkhan, District Barkhan
56101-7482256-3 (of Household Head)
3829053
29th January 2012

1. The Case Summary
Bibi, wife of Bahram Khan approached BISP claiming that she had not received any instalments
of her cash grant like other females in her village. Her husband, Mr. Bahram Khan was guided by
the BISP District Supervisor Barkhan regarding the complaints registration process and he duly
followed his advice.
He was informed here by the BISP Office that there was a ‘discrepancy’ in her CNIC data, which
once resolved, would make her an eligible BISP beneficiary under cash grants programme. The
reason given for this was that she did not have a valid CNIC at the time of the survey. The BISP
website, thus, also contains her case under the CNIC of her husband. The BISP Office staff failed
to inform her that she was, in fact, deemed ineligible for the programme because her PMT score
was calculated as 16.45; this is above the cut-off of 16.17.
Nonetheless, they accepted Bahram Khan’s application in July 2011 requesting that his wife’s
CNIC data be updated. The case was forwarded to higher offices, namely, the BISP Divisional
Office Zhob in Loralai and BISP Head Quarter, Islamabad for further processing. Response on the
complaint from the Head Office is still pending and no feedback has been received so far.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/ Background information
The beneficiary, Bibi is a 26 year old unlettered lady. Being a housewife, she spends her day
performing household chores and caring for her four children. The family lives in a small katcha
mud house which consists of two rooms, a bathroom and a kitchen. The house is in very poor
condition.
Her husband is a daily wager in the village and surrounding areas of District Barkhan. He earns
approximately Rs.6,000 a month. Her husband is running the household kitchen and is the sole
provider for the family.
The majority of residents of the community are poor labourers working on daily wages. The
village is situated in a mountainous area and there is no road leading to the village. There is no
municipal water supply; drinking water is sourced from ponds where animals and humans drink
water side by side.

3. Background of Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was not included in the BISP cash grant scheme under the Parliamentarian phase
of the programme. She explained she was not selected in the first phase because she did not have
any connections with the local political representative.
In the second phase, she participated in the PSC survey held in early 2010. She could not recall
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the date the PSC survey team visited her home but her husband had given all of the household’s
information to the enumerator and had received an acknowledgement slip on the spot. Bibi did not
have a valid CNIC at the time of the survey and her husband’s CNIC was entered instead.
Bibi did not receive any intimation/discrepancy letter informing her of her status. The beneficiary
understood that BISP was distributing money amongst the poor and needy; this was the only
eligibility criteria in her understanding. Her husband was erroneously informed of Bibi’s status as
an eligible beneficiary by the BISP District Supervisor, Barkhan when he visited Barkhan city to
make enquiries. He was told there that there was a ‘discrepancy’ in her CNIC data, which once
resolved, would make her an eligible BISP beneficiary. The reason given for this was that she did
not have a valid CNIC at the time of the survey.
The family did not know about the complaint redressal mechanism but her husband was guided in
this regard by the BISP District Supervisor in Barkhan. Bibi plans to use her cash grant
instalments to purchase food and pay for her children’s education.

4. How Complaint/Grievance Emerge?
A ‘CNIC Discrepancy’ was the cause of the beneficiary’s complaint; her CNIC numbers were
missing from her PSC form because her CNIC had not been updated at the time the survey was
held in Barkhan.
When other beneficiaries in her village started receiving cash grant instalments, her husband paid
a visit to the BISP District Supervisor, Barkhan to make inquiries about his wife’s eligibility on
4th July 2011.
The District Supervisor explained to her husband that in the database she was tagged as having a
‘CNIC discrepancy’. The Supervisor advised him to have a CNIC issued for his wife from the
local NADRA office and to submit a copy of it to the BISP Office to have her information
updated.
Bahram Khan had his wife’s CNIC made and submitted a copy of it, along with a written
application to the BISP District Supervisor, Barkhan. The BISP Office staff failed to tell him that
his wife was in fact ‘ineligible’ and that he should file an eligibility appeal instead.

5. Process of the Case
The complainant submitted an application to the BISP District Supervisor Barkhan on 4 th July
2011. The application was filed and entered in a register on that day. No acknowledgement slip
was given to the complainant for his reference.
A copy of the application and CNIC were forwarded by the District Supervisor to the BISP
Divisional Office Zhob in Loralai during the last week of July, 2011. The staff at the BISP
Divisional Office Zhob forwarded the same to BISP Head Quarter in Islamabad and DG
Balochistan, Quetta Office for data correction at their end on 1st August 2011.
The complainant visited the BISP District Supervisor Barkhan three times to follow up progress
on the application but still no reply has been received from BISP Headquarters and the case is still
pending with no further processing. It is unlikely that having her CNIC issue resolved will cause
payments to start as her PMT score is above the cut-off point and will prevent payments from
being generated.
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6. Observations:
a. General Observations:
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on manual electronic filing of complaints.
The Complaints Management System (CMS) is yet to be made operational in the BISP
Divisional Office Zhob in Loralai.
Presently, the staff is maintaining the complaints record in a register and file. Additionally,
they are in the practice of preparing a summary of complaints for submission to higher
offices. Unfortunately, the staff at the Office does not date complaints, nor note all the dates
on which they are forwarded. The beneficiary expressed dissatisfaction with the way the BISP
staff handled her case.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
Barkhan City is situated some 30 kms away from the beneficiary’s home. Her husband had
made three trips to the BISP District Office in one month despite the fact that he could not
afford to make repeated trips. Each round trip cost him Rs.200.
An observation that was particularly alarming for the case team was that the villagers were
sharing a water supply with animals, a very unhygienic arrangement.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
When a grievance complaint is received at BISP Divisional Office, Zhob from District
Supervisor, Barkhan it is filled with other complaints in a file. It is entered in a register and a
monthly summary is prepared and forwarded to the BISP Director General’s Office
Balochistan and BISP Head Office, Islamabad for further processing. The lower Divisional
and Tehsil Offices do not have access to the database and must rely on the Head Office to
resolve cases like Bibi’s. The BISP Divisional Office staff was also demoralised by this
process claiming that thousands of similar cases had been forwarded for which they received
no feedback or information.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions




Failure of the Divisional Office staff to check Bibi’s eligibility status meant that the couple
was unaware that she had not actually qualified for the program. Although her CNIC appeal
was essential to remove her CNIC discrepancy, her PMT does not allow her to qualify for the
programme. She must also file an eligibility appeal.
The fact that the CMS has not been made operational is causing a huge backlog of grievance
cases at the BISP Head Office in Islamabad. No electronic system for resolution of
complaints means that all such cases from across Pakistan must go to the Head Office for
processing, a procedure that takes an inordinate amount of time.

8. Recommendations




After the PSC survey was held and households were declared eligible beneficiaries, there was
no formal or informal communication intimated by BISP HQs. There is a need to ensure
delivery of eligibility letter or discrepancy letter to the beneficiary. It would also be
immensely helpful if the beneficiaries are informed and educated about the complaint
registration mechanism.
Eligibility criterion must also be communicated en masse to minimise confusion.
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Post office staff also needs to be trained to handle or, at the least file complaints. They may be
provided with pre-paid complaint forms allowing them to register complaints of any kind.
There is a need to create awareness amongst women regarding the cash grant programme
since it is especially designed to empower them.
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G-Balochistan-12
Missing CNIC
Sureya
Saheban
Usman
Basti Phoyani Ishani, Tehsil Barkhan
56101-7287135-9 (Head of family’s CNIC no)
3993049
11th February 2012

1. The Case Summary
The beneficiary, Sureya, has been declared an eligible beneficiary for the BISP cash grant
scheme. However, she is tagged as ‘eligible with CNIC discrepancy’ in the BISP database. The
discrepancy existed because she did not have a CNIC at the time of the PSC survey, which was
held in April 2010.
Her husband applied for his wife’s CNIC from the local NADRA office on 6 th October 2011 but
he failed to receive it on time. She then asked a family member, Mr. Usman to visit the BISP
District Supervisor, Barkhan where he submitted a written complaint along with the CNIC token
number issued by NADRA.
The application was forwarded to the BISP Divisional Office, Loralai and the BISP Headquarters
Islamabad for further processing of the case. As of May 2012, the complaint is still pending and
no reply has been received.
The BISP staff is unsure if the copy of the CNIC token will suffice in lieu of a copy of an actual
CNIC. The beneficiary has not received the CNIC from NADRA to date.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/ Background information
Sureya is a 22 year old who has not received any formal education. She remains at home only
performing her household duties. The family is small; Sureya and her husband, Saheban live with
their one young child. Her house is small and made of mud and there is no boundary wall
surrounding it. It consists of one katcha room, a bathroom and a kitchen. At the time of the PSC,
she was unmarried.
Her husband is a labourer who works for daily wages and his monthly income averages between
Rs.4,000-5,000. He is the sole breadwinner and his income is utilized to meet all the household’s
needs.
The majority of the villagers in Phoyani Ishani are very poor. The village is situated in a
mountainous area and there is no road to allow access. Like Saheban, most of the men in the
village work for daily wages. It was observed by the case team that the area was very dangerous;
there were numerous roadside IEDs and remote control bombs planted around the village.
In the same household, Jan Bibi, Salem Khatoon and Bakhtawar are also declared as beneficiaries
under the BISP cash grant programme.
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3. Background of Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was not included in the BISP cash grant scheme under the Parliamentarian phase
of the programme. She explained that this was due to the fact that she had no connections with the
local political leadership who were in charge of selecting beneficiaries. In the second phase, as a
result of PSC survey of her household conducted in April 2010, she was declared as ‘eligible with
discrepancy’ for a cash grant of Rs.1,000 a month.
The family was unfamiliar with the details of the BISP scheme but they had heard about it from
other people in the locality. The PSC survey team visited their doorstep and filled her form at an
unknown date. Her husband gave the enumerator all the information he required and at the close
of the interview he was given an acknowledgement slip. Sureya did not have a valid CNIC at the
time.
The beneficiary was declared as eligible for the cash grants but BISP did not send her any
intimation letter. Her husband was informed of Sureya’s status by a friend who paid a visit to the
BISP District Supervisor Barkhan to make enquiries.
The beneficiary informed the case team that she understood BISP to be a cash scheme aimed at
the poor and needy. She was unaware of any other eligibility criteria. The family did not profess
any knowledge of a complaint redressal mechanism but her husband was guided by in this regard
by the BISP District Supervisor.
The beneficiary plans to use the amount to purchase food for her family and to pay for her child’s
education. She said to the case team, ‘Oh my luck, I hope I will start receiving the cash grant
soon.’

4. How did the Complaint/Grievance Emerge?
Discrepancy in her CNIC information was the beneficiary’s grievance; her CNIC numbers were
missing from her PSC forms because her CNIC had not been updated at the time the survey was
held in Barkhan.
When other beneficiaries in the village started receiving cash grant instalments she sent a relative,
Mr. Usman to visit the BISP District Supervisor, Barkhan to make enquiries about her status. The
Supervisor informed him of the cause of the issue, i.e. the missing CNIC information. He advised
him to apply for a CNIC from NADRA and submit an application to have her information
updated.
Saheban applied for his wife’s CNIC but had still not received it from NADRA at the time of the
TPE field team visit. In lieu of the CNIC itself, Usman submitted the token given to Saheban by
NADRA against the application for his wife’s CNIC to the District Supervisor, Barkhan.

5. Process of the Case
The complainant filed an undated application at the office of the BISP District Supervisor,
Barkhan in the month of November 2011. The application was registered and entered into a
complaint’s register at the office but not dated. No acknowledgement slip was given to the
complainant for his reference.
The application and copy of the CNIC token were forwarded to the BISP Divisional Office Zhob,
in the first week of December 2012 as they send the cases to higher offices at the beginning of
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every month. The BISP Divisional Office, Zhob forwarded the same to the BISP Headquarters in
Islamabad for data correction at their end.
The complainant has been continuously paying visits (more than four times) to the BISP
Divisional Office, Zhob for follow-up progress of the application. No reply has been received
from the Headquarters and the case is still pending with no further progress.

6. Observation
a. General Observations
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on electronic filing/redressal of complaints
while the Complaints Management System is yet to be made operational in BISP Office,
Loralai.
Presently, the staff is maintaining the complaints record in a register and file. They also
prepare a summary of complaints for submission to higher offices. Unfortunately, these BISP
Offices are not in the practice of dating complaints, or noting dates on which they take
actions, such as forwarding applications.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
It was a fact that it was not feasible for the family to bear the cost of transportation to visit the
BISP Office. Barkhan city is 28 kms away from the complainant’s village; he made the
journey to the BISP District Supervisor’s Office more than four times in a period of one
month. The trip cost him Rs.200 each time.
They family draws their drinking water from wells. They are fortunate enough to have an
electricity connection. A long 11 kms katcha road connects to the main concrete road but the
route is very risky due to the security situation in the area.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
All such complaints are forwarded to the BISP Head Office in Islamabad for correction. This
takes an inordinate period of time and causes great distress to the impatient beneficiaries. The
fact that a token for Sureya’s CNIC was submitted in lieu of a copy of her actual CNIC raises
more question marks; even the District Supervisor was not certain whether or not it would be
sufficient for resolution of the grievance.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions




The level of understanding amongst beneficiaries is very low. The beneficiary did not know
that a valid CNIC was a pre-requisite for receiving the cash grant and was left wondering why
she was not receiving installments.
The system of forwarding complaints to the Head Office does not allow such cases to be
resolved speedily.
After the PSC survey was held and households declared as eligible, no intimation letter was
forwarded to inform the beneficiaries of their status.
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8. Recommendations





An intimation letter is essential for promoting awareness and reducing confusion. It would
also be helpful if the beneficiaries are informed and educated about the complaint registration
mechanism.
Post office staff also needs to be trained to handle complaints. They may be provided with
pre-paid complaint forms at all post offices to register complaints of any kind.
There is a lot of need for creating awareness among women regarding the cash grant
programme since it is especially designed to empower them.
Eligibility criterion may also be communicated at mass level to avoid confusion across
Pakistan, especially among poor households who believe themselves as beneficiaries by
default if they have participated in the PSC survey.
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G-Balochistan-13
CNIC update
Janto
Saedo
Saedo
Basti Azoochoti, Tehsil Barkhan
56101-0749229-4
3260289
9th January 2012

1. Case Summary
This story is about a woman who cannot receive payments from BISP because of a discrepancy
with her CNIC information.
Janto is a 31 year old lady. She had been declared an eligible beneficiary for the BISP cash grant
money, but she could not receive it due to the discrepancy. The beneficiary came to know about
the discrepancy when her husband, Saedo visited the BISP District Supervisor, Barkhan in the
month of September 2011 and submitted a written complaint along with the copy of her CNIC.
Janto’s complaint was forwarded to the Divisional Office Zhob at Loralai and the BISP
Headquarters, Islamabad for further action at the end of September 2011. At the time of the
interview, her complaint was still in pending and no update has been received by the BISP Office
Zhob Division at Loralai. As of May 2012, her issue is still unresolved and she remains tagged as
‘discrepant’.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Janto, wife of Saedo is a 31 years old lady. She is not literate, and remains at her home
performing her household duties and tending to her 3 children. The beneficiary has a small katcha
house with 2 rooms, a bathroom, a kitchen and no boundary wall.
Her family leads their life in very poor condition. The only source of livelihood for the family is
the monthly income of her husband who earns Rs.6,000 working for a daily wage. A majority of
the villagers are poor and work on daily wages, like Saedo. The village is situated in a
mountainous area and there is no road leading to it. The village has no municipal water supply
and drinking water must be drawn from a well situated in the next village. Women folk of the
village are responsible for fetching water; a trip which takes more than 2 hours.

3. Background of Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was not included in the BISP Parliamentarian phase, but in the second phase she
was selected for the cash grant. The family was unfamiliar with BISP programme but they came
to know about it from other people of the locality. The Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey team
visited their doorstep and filled the form in the month of April 2011. The team provided the
beneficiary’s husband an acknowledgement slip on the spot for future reference. She did not
receive any intimation letter from BISP about her selection as a beneficiary and CNIC
discrepancy. She did not possess a valid CNIC at the time of the survey.
The beneficiary is of the view that BISP programme has been launched by the government to
distribute money among poor people. She did not know about complaint redressal mechanism of
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BISP. She intends to utilise cash grant for the food of her family and education of wants to use the
cash grant on food for family and education of her children.

4. How did the Complaint/Grievance Emerge?
The beneficiary’s CNIC numbers were missing in the PSC survey form because at the time of
survey, she did not have an updated CNIC. When other beneficiaries in their village started
receiving cash grants, Janto asked her husband to get information about her status from the BISP
Office.
After visiting the BISP District Supervisor, Barkhan he came to know that she has been declared
eligible with a CNIC discrepancy. To rectify the discrepancy he applied to NADRA for a new
CNIC to be issued in her name. After he received it on 18th August 2011, he submitted a
complaint along with a copy of the CNIC to the BISP District Supervisor in Barkhan.

5. Processing of the Case
The complainant filled his complaint with the Office of the BISP District Supervisor Barkhan on
18th August 2011. Her complaint was forwarded to the BISP Divisional Office, Zhob and BISP
Headquarter, Islamabad for her data to be updated in the 1st week of September 2011. Its
acknowledgement slip was not issued to the beneficiary’s husband to be used as a reference in the
future.
The complainant visited the Office of the BISP District Supervisor Barkhan 3 times to follow up
the progress of his complaint. Janto’s husband could not afford the cost of public transport from
his village to Barkhan as a single journey costs him Rs.200.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on electronic filing/redressal of complaints
while the Complaints Management System is yet to be made operational in BISP Office,
Loralai. Currently, the staff members maintain complaints record in a register and file. They
also prepare a summary of complaints for submission to higher offices. At the BISP Office,
staff members did not have knowledge about the dates of complaint submissions to the office.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
Janto has been very patient regarding the slow processing of her case. However, after waiting
nine months to no avail, she is now losing heart and no longer expects her issue to be
resolved.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
When a grievance complaint is received at the Office of the BISP District Supervisor,
Barkhan it is sent, along with other complaints to Divisional Office Zhob. It is entered in a
register and a monthly summary is prepared in Excel. Afterwards, the list is sent to DG BISP
Office, Baluchistan and BISP Office, Islamabad for further processing.
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7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions




The level of understanding among beneficiaries is very low. While household heads learnt
about some of the process to lodge a complaint, BISP’s standard complaint registration
process was not followed. In this case, the beneficiary submitted her complaint to BISP
District Supervisor, Barkhan, who sent it to BISP Divisional Office, Zhob.
The system of forwarding it to the BISP HQ for data to be updated makes the process
inordinately long. Her issue has not been resolved for nine months after the complaint was
submitted and she no longer has any hope that it will be processed in the future.

8. Recommendations





There is a need to ensure delivery of eligibility letter or discrepancy letter to the beneficiary.
It may also be helpful if the beneficiaries are informed and made aware about the complaint
registration mechanism to help expedite the process of redressal on time.
Post office staff also needs to be trained to handle complaints. They may be provided with
pre-paid complaint forms at all post offices to register complaints of any kind.
There is a need for creating awareness among women regarding the cash grant programme.
Eligibility criterion may also be communicated at a mass level to avoid confusion across
Pakistan, especially among poor households who believe themselves as beneficiaries.
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G-Balochistan-14
Discrepant household
Muradan
Sakran
Sakran
Basti Ahmed Khan Lunda, Tehsil Brkhan
56303-6455500-7
3828137
5th January 2012

1. Case Summary
This is the story of Muradan Bibi, a resident of Basti Ahmed Khan Lunda, who is suffering
because she is tagged as a “Discrepant Household” in the BISP database. The discrepancy is not
allowing her PMT score to be generated and she is not qualified to receive installments. Her issue
is most likely caused by an error made by the enumerator who filled out her form when the
Poverty Score (PSC) Card survey was held in her village in April 2010.
When the family observed that other people were getting the cash grants while they were not,
Muradan sent her husband to the BISP Divisional Office in Barkhan to make enquiries about her
status in the programme. He was informed about the discrepancy by staff at the BISP Office who
advised him to submit an application requesting the issue to be resolved along with a copy of
Muradan’s CNIC. He followed this advice and submitted these documents to the BISP Divisional
Office on 12th July 2011.
As of May 2012, when this case developed, no word from any of the BISP Offices has been
conveyed to the complainant or the beneficiary. The case is still pending and the family is too
poor to afford transportation to regularly visit any BISP Offices to follow up progress of the case.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/Background information
Muradan, wife of Sakran is 41 years old. Her name is Muradan but the BISP website/database
shows her name as “Mobadhan”. She has not received any formal education and spends her time
performing household duties and caring for her children. She and her husband have 4 children; 2
sons and 2 daughters.
Muradan and her family live in a small katcha house with only one room, a bathroom and a
kitchen. There is no boundary wall surrounding the house. Overall, the condition of the house is
not very good and conditions are cramped.
Her husband works in the village on a daily wage basis and earns around Rs.5,000 per month. He
is the sole breadwinner.
Majority of the community is very poor and works on daily wage, like Sakran. Life is difficult in
the area as is usually the case in mountainous areas. There is no proper road leading to the village
and travelling on it is hazardous. Landmines have been laid on dirt (katcha) roads in the area by
rival political groups. Moreover, clean drinking water in the village is not available and women
have to fetch water from a spring that is 1 km away from their homes. The same water source is
also used by animals making it unhygienic.
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3. Background of Relationship with BISP
Although the website is not showing the details of Muradan’s payments, her husband claims that
she was receiving cash grants under the Parliamentarians phase.
The Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey team visited her village in the month of April 2010 and
filled a form for her at her doorstep. she was given a slip as an acknowledgment. She did not
receive any intimation letter from BISP informing her about her status at the close of the survey.
She was not in possession of a valid computerized CNIC at the time of the survey and instead, her
husband’s CNIC was used to register her name in the programme.
The family was unfamiliar with the BISP cash grant programme but they came to know about it
from other people in the locality. The beneficiary was of the view that the programme has been
launched by the government to distribute money among poor people. She did not know about
existence of a complaint redressal mechanism initially.
Muradan intends to utilise the cash grant to purchase food for her family and to help pay for her
children’s education.

4.

How did the complaint/grievance emerge?
The complaint emerged when other beneficiaries in the village started receiving cash grant
installments regularly but she had not received any word from BISP. Muradan asked her husband,
Sakran to visit the BISP Divisional Office, Barkhan to make enquiries.
Prior to visiting the BISP Office, Sakran checked his wife’s status in a net café. He was told by
the net café's owner that there is a “discrepancy” and he needs to make enquiries with BISP.
In July 2011, Sakran paid a visit to the BISP District Pffice, Barkhan, where he was informed that
his wife is tagged as belonging to a “Discrepant household”. They could not tell him what the
cause of the discrepancy was but advised him to submit a copy of his wife’s CNIC along with an
application requesting that the discrepancy issue be resolved.
At the time, Muradan’s CNIC had already been issued to her by NADRA, and Sakran fortunately
had it with him. As directed by the District Supervisor he submitted the application, the PSC
acknowledgment slip and a copy of her CNIC on the spot.

5. Processing of the Case
The complainant, her husband submitted his application at the BISP District Office, Barkhan on
12th July 2011. The case was duly registered in the Tehsil Office records and was then forwarded
to the BISP Divisional Office, Zhob sometime in the last week of July. The Divisional Office,
Zhob forwarded it to the BISP HQ in Islamabad in the beginning of August, 2011.
As of May 2012, the complainant had visited the BISP District Supervisor, Barkhan three times to
follow-up the progress of his complaint, but no reply had been received back from the BISP
Headquarters in Islamabad, nor was the issue resolved. Similarly, no message regarding the case
has been conveyed to the beneficiary since lodging the complaint and the case remains pending.
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6. Observations
a. General Observations
The tag of “Discrepant household” is most likely caused because some critical information
was missed out on Muradan’s PSC form that resulted in not calculating her PMT. This
reflects poorly on the enumerators who filled out her form. The errors made during the PSC
survey have caused her and her husband a great deal of trouble.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
The family is poor and cannot afford transport costs to regularly visit the Divisional Office to
follow the case. The complainant has visited BISP District Supervisor in Barkhan 3 times
during the last 5 months. He has to travel 11 kms by local transport; a trip that costs him
Rs.200 each time.
The beneficiary’s husband was not satisfied with the BISP staff because he was told that they
had sent the complaint to Islamabad for redressal, and that the issue would be resolved soon
and in a few days his wife would get her payment. The BISP staff has asked the complainant
to visit regularly to get the information about the status of the case.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
It was observed that the enumerator, at the time of the survey of the beneficiary household,
didn’t get the required information, because of which Muradan’s household status is tagged as
“Discrepant”.
Now her PMT cannot be calculated and perhaps her only chance is to have her household
resurveyed.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions



A lot of time could have been saved if the enumerators had taken care in filling the form and
getting all the required information.
The household is poor and is unable to follow up the case regularly.

8. Recommendations




There is a need to ensure delivery of eligibility letter or discrepancy letter to the beneficiary.
It will be helpful if the beneficiaries are informed and made aware about the complaint
registration mechanism. It will also help in expediting the process of redressal on time.
BISP should conduct the survey of the household again as soon as possible and the
discrepancy should be removed.
There is a need for creating awareness among women regarding the cash grant programme for
it is especially designed to empower them.
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G-Balochistan-15
Missing CNIC
Bakht Bibi
Baran
Bar Khan
Basti Sakran Dhmani, Tehsil Barkhan
56101-2321322-9
3992190
5th January 2012

1. The Case Summary
Bakht Bibi is a teenage housewife who lives in a remote village in Balochistan. Like many other
eligible beneficiaries in Balochistan she is tagged as having a ‘discrepancy’ in her CNIC
information in the BISP database. This is because she did not have CNIC at the time her
household was surveyed, which was held in April 2011.
Upon the advice of the BISP District Supervisor Barkhan, her husband, Baran had his wife’s
CNIC made. He submitted a copy of the CNIC with a formal application on 4 th September 2011
requesting that her information be updated in BISP’s records.
However, the application which was forwarded in the 1st week of October 2011 to the BISP
Headquarters in Islamabad has yet to be processed and the case remains pending until last
checked in May 2012.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/ Background information
The beneficiary, Bakht Bibi is a 19 year old lady who has not received any formal education. She
remains at her home, performing household chores and caring for her husband and their only
child. The family lives in a small mud (katcha) house with no surrounding boundary wall. It
consists of 1 room, a bathroom and a kitchen; her house was in very poor condition. The family’s
house is within a compound, which they share with Bakht Bibi’s extended family; however the
nuclear family has their own home within it. Mahbo, another household member, is also a
beneficiary under the BISP cash grant programme.
Bakht Bibi’s husband is working for daily wages in the fields surrounding the village. He earns
approximately Rs.4,000 to Rs.5,000 every month and this amount is used to run the kitchen. He is
the sole breadwinner of the family.
Majority of the villagers are very poor and subsisting on daily wages. The village itself is situated
on the side of a mountain and there is no paved road leading to it. Also, there is no source of
water in the village itself, water is only available at a well that lies 1 km away.

3. Background of Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was not included in the BISP cash grant scheme under the Parliamentarian phase
of the programme. She felt that the reason for this was that she did not have any way to approach
the political parties who were selecting households.
In the second phase she was declared eligible at the close of the PSC survey, albeit with a
‘discrepancy’ in her CNIC data. The survey team had filled a form for her household at her
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doorstep in the month of April 2010. Her husband gave all the information asked for and received
an acknowledgement slip on the spot. She did not have a CNIC at the time.
Bakht Bibi did not receive an intimation letter from BISP; her husband learnt about her status
from another beneficiary who had visited the BISP District Supervisor’s Office in Barkhan for
information.
The family was not familiar with BISP until they heard of the programme from other people in
the locality. They did not know of the requirements from eligibility beyond the fact that the grant
is only for the poor and needy. Likewise, the family did not know about the complaint redressal
process until her husband was guided by a BISP Official in Barkhan during a visit to the BISP
District Supervisor.
Bakht Bibi plans to use the amount to purchase food for her family and to pay for other items she
wishes to purchase for her child.

4. How did the Complaint/Grievance Emerge?
CNIC discrepancy was the complaint of the beneficiary as her CNIC was missing from her PSC
form. Her CNIC had not been updated at the time the survey was held in Barkhan.
When other beneficiaries in their village started receiving cash grants, her husband visited the
BISP District Supervisor Barkhan for information about his wife’s eligibility. In Barkhan, females
are not allowed to go out of homes due to the fact that it is culturally unacceptable for women to
work in these areas. He was advised by the staff there to have his wife’s CNIC issued and to
submit a copy of it along with an application. He proceeded to apply to NADRA for his wife’s
CNIC which he received a week or so later. In September 2011, he submitted the two documents
at the office of the District Supervisor Barkhan.

5.

Process of the Case
The complainant filed his complaint, dated nil, on 4th September 2011 with the BISP District
Supervisor Barkhan. The complaint was registered and filed but not dated. The application and
supporting documents were forwarded to the BISP Divisional Office, Zhob at Loralai and once
again the date of forwarding was not recorded. No acknowledgement slip was issued to the
complainant for future reference.
BISP Divisional Office Zhob forwarded the same to BISP Headquarters, Islamabad for data
correction. The complainant has since visited the office of the BISP District Supervisor, Barkhan
three times to follow-up progress on his wife’s application, but still no reply has been received
from the Head Office and his case is pending at the same stage. Her husband spends Rs.100 on
public transport each time he makes the 10 kms journey to Barkhan

6. Observations:
a. General Observations
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on electronic filing of complaints; the
Complaints Management System (CMS) is yet to be made operational at the BISP Divisional
Office Zhob in Loralai. Presently, the staff is maintaining the complaints record in a register
and file but facts such as dates are not being recorded properly. They also prepare a summary
of complaints for submission to higher offices. All these activities and records are not dated
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and this makes it difficult to assess the timeframe for resolution. The complainant was not
satisfied with BISP staff’s slow response and the way the redressal process is functioning.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
Cell phones do not work in Bakht Bibi’s village; her husband must make the 20 kms round
trip to Barkhan city each time he needs information. He has already made the trip more than
three times in a period of one month.
The beneficiary was unaware that a valid CNIC was a pre-requisite for the cash grant scheme.
This has caused her and her husband a great deal of trouble in trying to rectify the issue.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
When a grievance complaint is received at BISP Divisional Office, Zhob from the District
Supervisor, Barkhan it is filed with other complaints in a file for Zhob Division complaints. It
is entered in a register and a monthly summary is prepared in Excel and sent to the BISP
Balochistan Director General’s Office and BISP Head Office, Islamabad for further
processing.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions




The level of understanding among beneficiaries was very low. While household heads learnt
about some of the processes to lodge a complaint, BISP’s standard complaint registration
process was not followed. The family is very excited about the upcoming cash grants and are
keenly planning how they will utilize the amount.
The issue of missing CNIC data is fairly common in Balochistan as a number of women who
participated in the survey did not have CNICs or valid CNICs.

8. Recommendations






After the PSC survey was held and household are declared as beneficiary, there was no
formal or informal communication dispatched from BISP HQs. There is a need to ensure
delivery of intimation letters to the beneficiary. It would also be helpful if the beneficiaries
are informed and educated about the complaint registration mechanism.
Post office staff also needs to be trained to register complaints. This will make it easier for
beneficiary’s whose homes are closer to the Post Office than a BISP office.
There is a dire need to create awareness among women regarding the cash grant programme
since it is especially designed to empower them.
Eligibility criterion must also be communicated at a mass level to avoid confusions across
Pakistan, especially amongst poor households who believe themselves as beneficiaries by
default if they have participated in the survey.
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G-Balochistan-16
Missing CNIC
Farzana
Habibullah
Abdul Rashid (Family Member)
Kadan Dasht Tehsil Dashat, District Kech
52202-4810114-2
1762349
2nd April 2012

1. The Case Summary
Farzana, wife of Habibullah belongs to Nodiz but moved recently to Kodan Dashat in Tehsil
Dashat, District Kech. She had been declared an eligible beneficiary in the BISP cash grant
scheme. However, since she did not have an updated CNIC at the time she participated in the
Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey, which was held in March 2010. She is tagged as having a
CNIC discrepancy’ in the BISP database.
After learning of the discrepancy, she had a CNIC issued from NADRA in June 2010. Her
husband and his cousin submitted a copy of it to the BISP Divisional Office Makran @ Turbat on
11th July 2010. The Office was set on fire soon after, around 60% of all records were lost. Her
complaint was not recovered and forwarded to the DG BISP, Balochistan till one year later on
13th June 2011.
The DG returned the case to the Complaints Assistant at the Makran Office with instructions to
await the Complaints Management System to be made operational. The case thus remains pending
as the CMS is yet to come online as of May 2012.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/ Background information
The beneficiary Farzana is a 38 year old lady and the wife of Habibullah. She has not had any
formal schooling and remains at home performing household chores and taking care of her young
children. The household consists of 6 individuals; the beneficiary, her husband and their 4
children; a boy and three girls. Their house is katcha and consists of 1 room, an unattached
jhompri (hut), a bathroom and a kitchen. There is no boundary wall surrounding the house.
Her husband works as a daily wage labourer. His monthly income is around Rs.7,000. This
income is used to run all of the household’s expenditures. A majority of villagers in the locality
are very poor and work on daily wages, like Habibullah.
The Mohallah is situated 55 kms away from Turbat City. An 11 kms katcha road leads to the
village from the main road. There is no electricity or municipal water supply in Kodan; villagers
draw their water from a Johar (a pond filled with stagnant rainwater). There is a school and a
BHU, which is 7 kms from Farzana’s home.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Farzana was not included in the BISP cash grant scheme under the Parliamentarian phase of the
programme. She was declared ‘eligible with CNIC discrepancy’ for the second phase of the
programme following her participation in the Poverty Score Card survey, which was held in
March/April 2010 in district Kech. She was issued a slip as acknowledgment of her participation
in the PSC.
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She did not have a valid CNIC at the time of the survey.
The family was initially unfamiliar with BISP, its processes and the complaint redressal system.
They learnt of these from a local influential. The same individual informed her of her selection for
the programme; she had not received any intimation letter from BISP informing her of her status.
The beneficiary understood that the aim of the programme was to distribute money amongst the
poorest quintiles of Balochistan. She was unaware of any specific eligibility criteria.
She plans to use the grant installments to buy food for her family and to help pay for her
children’s education.

4. How did the Complaint/Grievance Emerge?
A CNIC ‘discrepancy’ was the cause of Farzana’s complaint; her CNIC numbers were missing on
the PSC form because she did not possess an updated CNIC at the time the survey was held in
Kech District. She was initially unaware of the discrepancy but when other beneficiaries in the
village started receiving cash grants, she grew concerned and sent her husband to the home of an
influential local, the Malik or land owner, for information about the whereabouts of her Money
Orders.
After checking Farzana’s details online, the influential informed Habibullah what the issue was.
He advised him to get Farzana’s CNIC updated from the NADRA office and to submit a copy of
the new CNIC to BISP to have her information rectified.
Farzana applied for a CNIC in June 2010, which she received from NADRA within two weeks,
around the end of the month. Her husband and his cousin, Abdul Rashid submitted the complaint
and copy of the new CNIC to the BISP Makran Divisional Office on 12th July 2010.

5. Processing of the Case (Case history)
After receiving the new CNIC from NADRA, Habibullah, with Abdul Rashid’s assistance,
submitted a copy of the document, along with an application requesting that her information be
updated, to the BISP Divisional Office Makran on 12th July 2010.
The application was entered in the complaints register on the same date but no acknowledgement
slip was given to him for future reference. The Complaints Assistant at the BISP Office, Makran
forwarded the complaint to the office of the DG BISP, Balochistan on 13th June 2011for data
correction; there was a delay of almost a year between the filing and forwarding of the complaint.
This was because the Office was set on fire soon after the complaint was lodged and around 60
percent of all their records were lost. The complaint was forwarded only after it was recovered
and the Office was set up once again.
The DG Balochistan then returned the complaint to the Complaints Assistant at the Divisional
Office with instructions to wait for BISP Headquarters, Islamabad to launch the online Case
Management System (CMS), as this would allow for a speedier resolution.
The complainant visited the BISP Divisional Office, Makran to follow up the progress on
Farzana’s complaint more than 4 times at a cost of Rs.400 for each trip. The progress on the case,
however, remains stagnant and her issue is yet to be resolved.
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6. Observations
a. General Observations
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on electronic filing using the Complaints
Management System (CMS) is yet to be made operational. The case remains delayed because
the DG instructed the Divisional Office’s Complaints Assistant to wait for the CMS to come
online.
A delay of almost a year in between was caused because of a devastating fire; collateral
damage as a result of a rift between two political parties.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Her family member, Mr Rashid visited the BISP office more than 4 times in a period of one
year. They are using Johar water for drinking; a highly unsanitary arrangement. They have no
access to electricity and the Basic Health Unit and school are 7 kms way from her home.
This causes them great inconvenience as they cannot afford the cost of transport.
The level of understanding of beneficiaries was very low. While the household head had
learnt about some of the process to lodge a complaint, the BISP’s standard complaint
registration process was not entirely followed. The family is keenly looking forward to
getting cash grants and have already made plan for utilizing the amount.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
When a grievance complaint is received at BISP Divisional Office, Makran it is filed with
other complaints. It is then entered in a register and included in a monthly summary that is
prepared in Excel and sent to the Office of the DG BISP, Balochistan for further processing.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions


The case has been delayed for an inordinate period of time. This was due to a fire that ravaged
the BISP Office in Makran. When it was finally recovered and forwarded a year later it was
sent back with orders to await the CMS to come online. The CMS is yet to be made
operational as of May 2012.

8. Recommendations





There is no proper schedule for field visits by BISP supervisors in the Districts to give
information to beneficiaries about BISP Programme. In Makran there is just one Supervisor
and he cannot cover all the areas of Makran.
After the PSC survey was held and household is declared as beneficiary, there is no formal or
informal communication from BISP. This is essential for reducing confusion amongst
beneficiaries.
There is a need to ensure delivery of eligibility letter or discrepancy letter to the beneficiary.
It would also be helpful, if the beneficiaries are informed and educated about the complaint
registration mechanism.
BISP Office staff also needs to be trained to use the online complaint registration mechanism.
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G-Balochistan-17
Missing CNIC
Jan Bibi
Usman
Usman

Address:

Basti Phoyani Ishani, Tehsil Barkhan

CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Conducted

Husband’s CNIC no is 56303-8775118-3
3993049
11th February 2012

1. Case Summary
This is a story of a CNIC discrepancy case that is yet to be resolved after the complainant filed it
in September 2011.
Jan Bibi is a young housewife who has been declared as an eligible beneficiary of the BISP cash
grant scheme but cannot start receiving instalments because she did not have a valid,
computerized CNIC at the time. She participated in the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey, which
was held in April 2010.
Her husband, Usman visited the BISP District Supervisor, Barkhan and submitted a written
application in September 2011. His complaint was forwarded to the Divisional Office, Loralai and
BISP Headquarters in Islamabad for further processing on 6th October 2011. The complaint is still
pending in Islamabad and no reply has been received either at the BISP Office Bharkhan or by the
beneficiary. Her data has not been rectified as of May 2012.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/ Background Information
Jan Bibi is the 22 year old wife of Usman. They live in Basti Phoyani Ishani in Tehsil Barkhan of
District Barkhan. She has not had any formal education and spends most of her time performing
household chores. Jan Bibi and her husband live with their two children. At the time of the
Poverty Score Card survey, the couple filled their form along with another family; however, they
live as a nuclear family with only four members. The couple and their two children live in a small
katcha house consisting of 1 room, an unattached hut (jhompri), a bathroom and a kitchen. There
is no boundary wall surrounding their house. The family gets their drinking water from a nearby
well.
Her husband is a daily wage labourer and earns a monthly income of around Rs. 4000. He is the
sole breadwinner and responsible for meeting the expenses of the whole household. A majority of
the people in the villager are poor. The village is situated in a mountainous area and there is no
access road to the village. Most of the villagers work as daily wagers. The village is situated some
11 kms away from the main road.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was not included in the BISP cash grant programme under the Parliamentarian
phase, but in the second phase, she was declared as an eligible beneficiary with a CNIC
discrepancy. The family was previously unfamiliar with BISP but they came to learn of it from
other people in the locality.
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In April 2010, a PSC survey team visited their doorstep and filled a form for the household. The
survey team gave the beneficiary’s husband an acknowledgement slip on the spot for future
reference. She has not received any intimation letter from BISP about her selection as a
beneficiary or her CNIC discrepancy.
Jan Bibi understood that the BISP programme aims to distribute money to the poor and needy of
Pakistan. She did not know about complaint redressal mechanism of BISP, but her husband was
guided by the BISP District Supervisor for Barkhan when he visited the office for information
sometime in September 2011. Jan Bibi intends to utilise the cash grant to buy food of her family
and education for her children.

4. How did the Complaint/Grievance Emerge?
The beneficiary’s CNIC numbers were missing on her PSC survey form because her CNIC had
not been issued by NADRA at the time her household was surveyed. When other beneficiaries in
their village started receiving cash grant instalments, her husband visited the BISP District
Supervisor, Barkhan for information.
He was told that his wife needed a valid CNIC number in order to start receiving money orders.
He applied for Jan Bibi’s CNIC and was still waiting for the CNIC to be issued from NADRA. In
the month of September 2011, he submitted an application to the District Supervisor BISP
Barkhan requesting that her information be updated. Since then, he did not have a copy of the
CNIC and at the time he gave in a copy of the token given to him by NADRA.

5. Processing of the Case
In September 2011, Usman filed an application on behalf of his wife with the BISP District
Supervisor Barkhan requesting that her CNIC information be updated. On 6th October 2011 the
District Office forwarded it to the BISP Divisional Office, Zhob for rectification of the
discrepancy in her CNIC.
Although the complaint was entered in the complaint register, the complainant was not given an
acknowledgement receipt for his reference. The BISP Divisional Office, Zhob forwarded the
same to the BISP Headquarters in Islamabad for data correction in the 1 st week of November
2011. This was a few days after the CNIC had been received by Jan Bibi; Usman submitted a
copy of her CNIC as soon as it was received.
The complainant has since been continuously visiting the BISP Divisional Office, Zhob to follow
up progress of his application. However, as of May 2012 the issue is yet to be resolved; she is still
tagged as ‘discrepant’ on the BISP website.

6.

Observations
a. General Observations
The beneficiary has suffered a great deal. Her issue is caused primarily because she did not
have any need for a CNIC before she wished to become a beneficiary for the cash grant
program. NADRA also took above normal time to issue her a computerized CNIC.
b. Observations at Beneficiary Level
The beneficiary could not afford the cost of travelling to the BISP office regularly to pursue
her case. Her husband had, at the time of writing, visited the post office and BISP District
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Supervisor in Barkhan city 4 times. For every journey he had to travel 28 kms and it cost him
Rs.200 during each visit. The trip is made more difficult because of the precarious law and
order situation in the area and because there are live mines laid near the road.
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
When a grievance complaint is received at the Office of the BISP District Supervisor
Barkhan, it is sent along with other complaints to the BISP Divisional Office in Zhob. It is
entered in a register and monthly summary is prepared in Excel. Afterwards the list is sent to
DG BISP Office, Baluchistan and BISP Office, Islamabad for further processing. The latter
has not addressed the complaint in a timely manner and is causing the beneficiary a good deal
of grief.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions


The beneficiary’s issue is caused, in the first place, by the fact that she did not have a valid
CNIC at the time she participated in the PSC survey. It would be helpful if the forward
campaign could have been used effectively to ensure that all potential beneficiaries had their
CNIC’s issued before the survey.

8. Recommendations



There is a need to ensure that all potential beneficiaries have valid CNIC’s issued before the
PSC survey is held in their locality. They must be informed of the importance/relevance of
CNIC’s to the way the programme has been designed.
Post office staff also needs to be trained about proper complaint registration mechanism. They
may be provided with pre-paid complaint forms at all post offices to register complaints of
any kind.
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Grievance Case Study Number:
Nature of Case:
Complainant/ Beneficiary:
Wife of:
Complainant, if not beneficiary herself:

G-Balochistan-18
Missing CNIC
Mangal Bibi
Kora Khan
Missing CNIC

Address:
CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Conducted

Got Allaha Dita Golla Manjo Shori Tehsil Tambo
53405-7582162-0
4200968
4th January 2012

1. Case Summary
Mangal Bibi is a 43 year old housewife who lives in Goth Allah Ditta Golla, Tehsil Tambo of
Naseerabad. She has been declared as an eligible beneficiary in the BISP cash grant scheme, but
she is tagged as having a ‘CNIC discrepancy’ in the BISP database. She could not receive cash
grant installments because her CNIC information was not recorded in her PSC due to the fact that
she did not have a CNIC at the time of the survey held in March 2010. She applied for a CNIC
and received it from NADRA sometime in June 2011.
Her husband, Kora Khan visited the BISP Divisional Office, Naseerabad in the same month and
submitted a written application along with a copy of Mangal Bibi’s CNIC. These were forwarded
to the BISP Headquarters, Islamabad in 1st week of July 2011 for data correction. Mangal Bibi’s
CNIC has been updated of her payments were not generated as of May 2012.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/Background information
Mangal Bibi is a 43 year old house wife. She is unlettered and remains at her home taking care of
her home and children. The beneficiary has 2 children and the family has a total strength of 5
members. They live in a small katcha house consisting of 2 rooms, a bathroom and a kitchen. A
majority of homes in the village are made of mud and clay. Her husband, like most other
villagers, is working on daily wages. He is the sole provider for the family and earns an average
monthly income of roughly Rs.5,000.

3. Background of Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was not included in the BISP cash grant scheme under the Parliamentarian phase
of the programme. She was declared as an eligible beneficiary for cash grant scheme in the
second phase, but with a ‘CNIC discrepancy’.
The family was not familiar with the BISP but they heard of it from other people in the locality.
The PSC survey team came at their doorstep in March 2010 and her husband gave an enumerator
all the required information. Her form was filled and she received an acknowledgement slip on
the spot.
The beneficiary was declared eligible but did not receive any intimation letter from the BISP. She
was informed of her status by a family member who learnt of it from the BISP Office who had
been told that Mangal Bibi had been declared eligible beneficiary for a cash grant of Rs.1,000 a
month.
The beneficiary understood the BISP to be a scheme for the poor and needy of Pakistan and did
not know of any eligibility criteria beyond this basic qualification. The family did not know about
any complaint redressal process but her husband was guided in this regard by the BISP Official
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during the visit at BISP office. Mangal Bibi plans to use the amount to pay for her children’s
education.
The village is situated 45 kms away from the BISP Divisional Office, Naseerabad and it takes
more than 3 hours to travel the journey as the roads have been severely affected by floods of
2010. The cost of the return journey to the BISP Office, Naseerabad is Rs.200.

4. How did the Complaint/Grievance Emerge?
A ‘CNIC Discrepancy’ was the beneficiary’s grievance. Her CNIC numbers were missing from
her PSC form. She did not possess a valid CNIC at the time of the survey. When other
beneficiaries in their village started receiving cash grant installments, her husband visited the
BISP Divisional Office, Naseerabad to inquire about his wife’s payments.
He was told that a valid CNIC was a pre-requisite for receiving Money Orders. He then applied
for a CNIC to be issued for his wife and received it from NADRA within 2 weeks. In June 2011,
he submitted an application to the BISP Divisional Office, Naseerabad requesting Mangal Bibi’s
information to be updated.

5. Processing of the Case:
The complainant filed his application at the BISP Divisional Office, Naseerabad in June 2011.
Therein, he requested that Mangal Bibi’s status be updated in the BISP database. The application
was entered in the complaints register but no record was made of the date. No acknowledgement
slip was issued to the complainant and so there was no proof for future reference.
BISP Divisional Office, Naseerabad forwarded the same and a copy of Mangal Bibi’s CNIC to
BISP Headquarters in Islamabad for data correction at their end in July 2011. The complainant
has since made the 35 kms trip to the BISP Divisional Office, Naseerabad 3 times to follow-up
the processing of his wife’s application, but no progress has been made at the time of writing. He
spent Rs.200 each way for public transport every time he made the trip.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on electronic filing of complaints while the
Complaints Management System (CMS) is yet to be made operational at the BISP Divisional
Office, Naseerabad. Presently, the staff is maintaining the complaints record in a register and
file. They also prepare a summary of complaints in an Excel sheet for submission to higher
offices. The fact that complaints are not dated makes it difficult to track the amount of time it
takes to resolve a grievance.
b. Observations at the beneficiary level
Naseerabad is a flood affected district, which makes traveling to BISP office time consuming
and financially costly. Mangal Bibi’s husband has visited the BISP office thrice over a period
of 5 Months at a personal cost of roughly Rs. 1,500 in total.
Due to tribal customs, which her family adheres to Mangal Bibi cannot travel by herself and
so her husband visited BISP office on her behalf. The beneficiary was included in BISP only
under the 2nd phase and is very poor and needy. She is keenly awaiting the resolution of her
problem.
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c. Observation at BISP/ Payment Agency level
When a grievance complaint is received at the BISP Divisional Office, Naseerabad, it isfiled
with other complaints in a file of Naseerabad District complaints. It is entered in a register
and a monthly summary on Excel is prepared. This file then sent to the DG BISP Office
Balochistan and the BISP Office, Islamabad for further processing and for information.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions





The level of understanding among beneficiaries was very low. While the household head had
learnt about some of the process to lodge a complaint, BISP’s standard complaint registration
process was not thoroughly followed. However, the family is still very excited to get cash
grants under BISP and planning has also been made for utilizing the amount.
After the PSC survey was held and Mangal Bibi was declared as beneficiary, no formal or
informal communication was received from BISP Headquarters.
In this case, the complainant submitted an application to the BISP Divisional Office,
Naseerabad who sent it to the DG Balochistan and BISP, Islamabad for processing.

8. Recommendations





There is a need to ensure delivery of eligibility letter or discrepancy letters to the beneficiary.
It may also be helpful, if the beneficiaries are informed and educated about the complaint
registration mechanism.
The Post office staff also needs to be trained about proper complaint registration mechanism.
They may be provided with pre-paid complaint forms at all post offices to register complaints
of any kind.
There is a need to create awareness among women regarding the cash grant program since it
is especially designed to empower themme.
Eligibility criterion may also be communicated at mass level to avoid confusion across
Pakistan, especially amongst poor households who believe themselves as beneficiaries.
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Grievance Case Study Number:
Nature of Case:
Complainant/ Beneficiary:
Daughter of:
Complainant, if not beneficiary herself:

G-Balochistan-19
Missing CNIC
Rabia Bibi
Abdul Ghaffar
Munir Ahmed (Family member)

Address:

Ward No 1 Bangulzi Mohalla Naseerabad, Tehsil
Dera Murad Jamali
53402-1564675-2
4181203
8th January 2012

CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Conducted

1. Case Summary
The beneficiary, Rabia Bibi, daughter of Abdul Ghaffar is 19 years old. Following the Poverty
Score Card (PSC) survey held in March 2010, her family assumed that she was eligible for the
BISP cash grant and visited the BISP Divisional Office in Naseerabad to inquire about her grant
since it was not forthcoming. It was discovered that Rabia was tagged as having a ‘CNIC
discrepancy’ on the BISP website and that this needed to be rectified before she could begin
receiving her installments.
The beneficiary applied to NADRA for a CNIC and received it within a week. On 27th July 2011,
the complainant Munir Ahmed, a family member submitted an application at the BISP Divisional
Office, Naseerabad requesting that her information be corrected.
This was forwarded to BISP Headquarters in Islamabad for further processing of the case in the
1st week of August. As of the time of writing, in May 2012, the complaint is still pending and no
reply has been received at the BISP Divisional Office.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/ Background information
Rabia Bibi is an unmarried 19 year old girl who remains at her home helping her mother with her
chores. The total strength of her family is 7 members, including her parents, herself and her
siblings. The family lives in a small katcha house, consisting of 1 room, a bathroom and a
kitchen. Sakina is another eligible beneficiary in the household declared under the BISP cash
grant programme.
Rabia’s father is a truck driver and is the sole breadwinner of the household. His average monthly
income is around Rs.6,000. Majority of villagers in the locality work on daily wages and are very
poor. Most houses are made of mud and clay like Rabia’s. The village is situated about 1 km
away from BISP Office, Naseerabad.

3. Background of Relationship with BISP
Rabia was not included in the BISP cash grant scheme under the Parliamentarian phase of the
programme. She was declared as an eligible beneficiary only in the second phase, but with a
‘CNIC discrepancy’ caused because she did not have a valid CNIC at the time she participated in
the Poverty Score Card survey in March 2010.
The family was unfamiliar with the details of the programme but they had heard about BISP from
other people of the locality. When the survey team visited their doorstep, her father gave all the
required information to an enumerator. He received an acknowledgement slip on the spot.
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Rabia was declared eligible for the cash grant but BISP did not deliver any intimation letter to her
informing her of her status. She was informed of her status by a family member who visited the
BISP office for information. He told her that she was ‘eligible for a monthly cash grant of
Rs.1,000.
Rabia understood that BISP aimed to distribute money amongst the poor and needy of Pakistan.
She was unaware about the details of the eligibility criteria. The family did not know about the
complaint redressal mechanism either but her family member, Mr. Munir Ahmed was guided by
the BISP officials in this regard when he visited the BISP Divisional Office. Rabia says she will
use the amount to help pay for her siblings’ education.

4. How did the Complaint/ Grievance Emerge?
A ‘CNIC Discrepancy’ was the cause of Rabia’s complaint; her CNIC numbers were missing on
her PSC form. This was due to the fact that her CNIC had not yet been issued from NADRA at
the time of the survey.
When other beneficiaries in their village started receiving cash grant installments, she also
assumed herself as a BISP beneficiary. Then her family member Munir visited the BISP
Divisional Office Naseerabad for the purpose of getting information. Munir was informed by the
BISP that Rabia’s CNIC number was missing from the BISP database. He then applied for her
CNIC and received it after a week from NADRA. He submitted an application along with a copy
of the CNIC to the BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad on 27th July 2011.
The Divisional Office staff forwarded a copy of the application and CNIC to the BISP
Headquarters in Islamabad for the data to be updated in the 1st week of August 2011. Another
copy was forwarded to the office of the DG Balochistan for information. The information remains
to be rectified at the time of writing.

5. Processing of the Case:
Munir filed his complaint with the BISP Divisional Office, Naseerabad dated 27th July 2011. The
complaint was entered in a complaint register but the date was not recorded. The
acknowledgement slip was not issued to the complainant for future reference.
The BISP Divisional Office, Naseerabad’s Assistant Complaints forwarded the same to BISP
Headquarters in Islamabad in the 1st week of August 2011 for data correction, once again undated.
The complainant has paid two visits to the BISP Divisional Office, Naseerabad to follow up the
processing of the application, but as of the time of writing, no reply has been received from the
headquarters and the case is still pending as of May 2012.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on electronic filing of complaints.
Complaints are to be emailed and faxed to the head office. All records are maintained in hard
copies in registers and files and summaries are prepared in excel and forwarded to higher
offices.
Unfortunately, these records are not dated and nor are the dates on which they are forwarded
recorded.
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b. Observations at the beneficiary level
Naseerabad is a very poor, flood affected district. Tribal customs do not allow for Rabia to
visit the BISP Office by herself. Her male family members must visit the office on her behalf.
Rabia’s family is very poor and the cash grant would be a great source of support for them.
Her mother is concerned about the costs she will have to bear when Rabia will be getting
married.
c. Observations at BISP/ Payment Agency level
Cases such as Rabia’s take an inordinate time to process since they must be physically sent to
the BISP Headquarters, Islamabad for data correction. The follow up process was also not
found at the BISP Naseerabad Office.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions





After the PSC survey was held and Rabia was declared as beneficiary, there was no formal or
informal communication from BISP HQs to inform her of her status.
The level of understanding amongst beneficiaries seems to be very low.
The household head had learnt about some of the process to lodge a complaint, but BISP’s
standard complaint registration process was not entirely followed.
The family is very excited to get cash grants under BISP and have already made plans to
utilize the amount.

8. Recommendations





There is a need to ensure delivery of eligibility letter or discrepancy letter to the beneficiary.
It may also be helpful if the beneficiaries are informed and educated about the complaint
registration mechanism.
Eligibility criterion may also be communicated at mass level to avoid confusion across
Pakistan, especially among poor households who believe themselves as beneficiaries.
Post office staff also needs to be trained about proper complaint registration mechanism. They
may be provided with pre-paid complaint forms at all post offices to register complaints of
any kind.
There is a need to create awareness among women regarding the cash grant programme since
it is especially designed to empower women.
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G-Balochistan-20
Missing CNIC
Robina
Abdul kareem
Abdul Wahab
Bakht Ali Dakkhana ManjoShori Tehsil Tambo
53405-2622891-0
4200927
25th January 2012

1. Case Summary
The beneficiary, Robina, is the 41 year old wife of Abdul Kareem. She has been declared as an
eligible beneficiary for the BISP for cash grant scheme, but due to a ‘CNIC discrepancy’ she is
unable to receive her cash grant installments. The ‘discrepancy’ is due to the fact that Robina’s
CNIC number was not entered on her Poverty Score Card (PSC) form; she did not have a valid
CNIC in March 2010 when the PSC survey was held.
She has since applied for her CNIC and the complainant Abdul Wahab, her son, has visited the
BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad in November 2011 and submitted a written application
requesting that her information be updated in the BISP database.
The complaint was registered in the complaint register and duly forwarded to the BISP
Headquarters in Islamabad for further processing. Robina’s complaint has been resolved, her data
has been updated and she has since received her first payment on the 17th of January 2012.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/ Background information
Robina is a 41 year old house wife; she is an unlettered lady, and remains at her home performing
house hold chores and taking care of her children. The beneficiary and her husband live with their
8 children (5 boys and 3 girls) in a small kacha house, consisting of 2 rooms, an outhouse and a
kitchen. Waziran is another eligible beneficiary in the same household.
Robina’s husband and son both work in the village for daily wages. They run the house and
kitchen and theirs is the only source of income for the house hold. The average monthly income
for the household is about Rs. 6,000 although this number varies depending on the availability of
work.
A majority of the villagers are poor folk and work for daily wages. Most houses in the locality are
made of mud and clay and there is no drainage system whatsoever. The village of Bakht Ali is
situated some 45 kms away from the BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad; a round trip to
Naseerabad costs around Rs. 300.

3. Background of Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was not included in the BISP cash grant scheme under the Parliamentarian phase
of the program, but in the second phase she was declared an eligible beneficiary, albeit with a
CNIC discrepancy. The family was unfamiliar with the details of the program but they had heard
of BISP many times from other individuals in the locality.
In March 2010 a PSC survey team visited their doorstep and her husband gave all required
information to the enumerator who filled their form. He was given an acknowledgement slip on
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the spot. At the time she did not have a valid CNIC and so her CNIC number was not entered on
the form by the enumerator.
BISP did not send her any intimation letter but the family made enquiries from the BISP
Divisional Office Naseerabad and confirmed her eligibility from the BISP website.
The beneficiary stated that, although she understood that BISP aimed to distribute money amongst
poor and needy people, she was unaware about the eligibility criteria. Robina’s family did not
know about any complaint redressal mechanism but her son Abdul Wahab was guided in this
regard by a BISP official when he paid a visit to the BISP Divisional Office.
Robina plans to use the cash grant installments due to her to pay for her children’s education.

4. How did the Complaint/Grievance Emerge
A ‘CNIC discrepancy’ was the beneficiary’s cause of complaint; the beneficiary’s CNIC number
was missing on her PSC form as she had not had her CNIC issued at the time of the survey. After
other beneficiaries in their village started receiving cash grant installments, her husband visited
the BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad for information. There he was informed that the missing
CNIC information was the cause of the hold-up.
He submitted an application for his wife’s CNIC and received it from NADRA after a few days.
He submitted a copy of her CNIC along with an application requesting her data be updated, to the
BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad.

5. Processing of the Case
The complainant filed an application at the BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad in November
2011. Robina Kareem had a discrepancy in her CNIC information due to the fact that she did not
have a valid CNIC at the time of the PSC survey.
No acknowledgement slip was issued to the complainant for future reference. The BISP
Divisional Office Naseerabad forwarded the information received to BISP headquarters in
Islamabad for data correction in the same month that the complaint was lodged.
The complainant has since visited the BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad three times, but no
reply was received from the headquarters and the case was still pending at the same stage.
According to the staff at the BISP Divisional Office the procedure is the same for all cases.
Robina has since received her first payment on 17th January 2012, while her remaining payments
are yet to follow.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad is essentially only a centre for registration of
complaints; it is unable to resolve any complainant’s issue at the Divisional level. All
complaints must be forwarded to the BISP Headquarters for them to process. This means a
huge volume of hard copies of complaints are sent to Islamabad for processing. Also, it was
observed that local BISP Offices are not always particular about maintaining dates of
registration and forwarding.
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b. Observations at the beneficiary level
Naseerabad is a flood affected district and the population is generally very poor. The tribal
customs Robina’s family adheres to do not permit her to visit the BISP Office in Naseerabad.
Her house is located 45 Kms away from the post office and the BISP Divisional office
Naseerbad and her husband and son must make the trip on her behalf. They have so far made
the trip 3 times in a period of one month to follow-up the progress of the case.
The beneficiary was included in BISP under the 2nd phase; she is very poor and needy and is
keenly awaiting action on her complaint. In spending Rs.300 to make each visit to the
Divisional Office, the family has already spent Rs.900 in an attempt to resolve the issue.
c. Observation at BISP/ Payment Agency level
When a grievance complaint is received at the BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad, it is filed
with other complaints in a file of Naseerabad District complaints. It is entered in a register
and monthly summary is prepared in excel. The file is then sent to the office of the BISP DG
Balochistan and BISP Head Office Islamabad for further processing.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions





After the PSC survey was held and Robina was declared as beneficiary, there had been no
formal or informal communication from BISP HQs intimating her of her status; this caused
her a great deal of trouble.
The process of resolution of such grievances is held up because the online Complaints
Management System is not operational as yet. All applications must be forwarded to the BISP
HQ in Islamabad for any and all data updates. This means an immense backlog is created at
the HQ level that causes great inconvenience to beneficiaries.
In this case, the complainant submitted an application to the BISP Divisional Office,
Naseerabad who sent it to the DG Balochistan and BISP Islamabad but no response has been
received from either office.

8. Recommendations





There is a need to ensure delivery of eligibility letters to beneficiaries. It would also be
helpful, if the beneficiaries are informed and educated about the complaint registration
mechanism.
Eligibility criterion should also be communicated at a mass level to avoid confusions across
Pakistan, especially among poor households who believe they are eligible by default.
Furthermore, Post office staff needs to be trained about the complaint registration mechanism.
They may be provided with pre-paid complaint forms at all post offices to register complaints
of any kind.
There is a lot of need for creating awareness among women regarding the cash grant program
since it is especially designed to empower women.
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G-Balochistan-21
CNIC update
Sakina Bibi
Abdul Ghaffar
Abdul Salam
Ward No 1 Bungulzai mohlla Naseerabad Tesil Dera
murad jamali
53402-2913805-5
4181203
23rd January 2012

1. Case Summary
Sakina bibi wife of Abdul Ghaffar is a 40 years old housewife who has been declared as an
eligible beneficiary for the BISP cash grant scheme. However she has a ‘CNIC discrepancy’
which is preventing her instalments from being generated. The discrepancy arose because her
CNIC was not issued at the time of Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey, which was held in her
locality in March 2010.
Once she learnt that the CNIC discrepancy was delying her instalments, she applied for a CNIC
and received it within a few days. In July 2011 a family member, Mr. Abdul Salam, visited the
BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad and submitted a written application along with her new
CNIC. The complaint was forwarded to the BISP Headquarters in Islamabad for further
processing of the case in the same month. The beneficiary also sent a copy of the CNIC directly to
the BISP Headquarters Islamabad. The complaint is still pending and no reply has been received
at the BISP Divisional Office till May 2012.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/ Background information
Sakina Bibi is a 40 year old unlettered housewife. She remains within the domestic sphere,
performing household chores and caring for her children. She and her husband Abdul Ghaffar live
with their 7 children (3 boys and 4 girls) in a small kacha house, consisting of 1 room, a bathroom
and a kitchen. Rabia Bibi is another eligible beneficiary in the same household.
Sakina’s husband is working as a driver of a private vehicle. He runs the entire household on an
average monthly income of around Rs.6,000. A majority of villagers are poor folk who work on
daily wages and their houses are mostly made of mud and clay. The village is situated 1 km away
from the BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad.

3. Background of Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary Sakina Bibi was not included in the BISP cash grant scheme under the
Parliamentarian phase. In the second phase, she was declared an eligible beneficiary with a ‘CNIC
discrepancy’. The family was unfamiliar with the BISP but they had heard of the program from
other people in the locality. When the PSC survey team visited their door step in March 2010, her
husband gave all the required information to the enumerator who filled her form. She received an
acknowledgement slip on the spot.
The beneficiary has been declared as an eligible for the cash grant but BISP did not deliver any
intimation letter. She was informed of her eligibility by a family member who visited the BISP
Office for information. He told her that she had been declared an eligible beneficiary for a cash
grant of Rs.1,000 a month.
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The beneficiary understood that the BISP aimed to distribute money amongst the poor and needy.
She was unaware about the eligibility criteria for the program. The family did not know about the
complaint redressal process either, but her husband was guided in this regard by a BISP Official
during a visit to the BISP office. Sakina plans to use the amount to supplement her husband’s
income.

4. How did the Complaint/Grievance Emerge?
A CNIC discrepancy was Sakina’s the cause of her complaint. Her CNIC numbers were missing
from her PSC form as she had not had her CNIC issued at the time of the survey. When other
beneficiaries in their village started receiving cash grant instalments and she did not, her husband
paid a visit to the BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad for information. He was told by staff at the
Office that a valid CNIC was a pre-requisite for receiving installments.
She applied for a CNIC and got it within a week from NADRA. Her brother-in-law then
submitted an application requesting her info be updated along with a copy of her CNIC to the
BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad on the 27th July 2011. His complaint was forwarded during
the same month to the BISP Headquarters for redressal.

5. Processing of the Case
The complainant filed his application regarding the CNIC discrepancy on the 27th July 2011 at the
BISP Divisional Office in Naseerabad. The complaint was entered in the complaint register but
not dated. No acknowledgement slip was issued to the complainant for future reference.
The BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad forwarded the application and copy of Sakina’s CNIC to
BISP Headquarters in Islamabad for data correction during the same month. The complainant has
since visited the BISP Divisional Office four times to follow up the processing of the complaint,
but no reply has been received from headquarters and the case remains pending at the same stage.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Sakina Bibi’s husband income is Rs. 6000 a month, which is grossly insufficient to meet the
needs of a family the size of Sakina Bibi’s. Eligibility for the program is a big deal for the
family as it means a significant boost in income, and a sizable increase in their living
standard.
b. Observation at the beneficiary level
Naseerabad is a flood affected district and even though the family lives only one km away
from the Post office, Sakina does not visit herself. Her husband or brother-in-law must make
the visit as purdah is strictly observed in the area. The beneficiary was included in BISP only
under the 2nd phase, she is very poor and needy and no action has been taken against her
complaint. The brother-in-law has visited the post office to complain four times and her
husband has visited the BISP office three times.
c. Observation at BISP/ Payment Agency level
When a grievance complaint is received at BISP Divisional Office, Naseerabad it is filed with
other complaints in a file for district Naseerabad complaints. It is entered in a register and a
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monthly summary on excel is prepared. This information is then sent to DG BISP office
Balochistan and BISP office Islamabad for further processing.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions





After the PSC survey was held and she was declared as beneficiary, there was no formal or
informal communication to her from BISP HQs.
Sakina Bibi lives a short walk to the Post office yet she does not visit herself due to the fact
that the tribal system does not allow for women to meet na mehram males. It was observed, in
this case and with others in the village, that the level of understanding amongst the
beneficiaries was very low. In order to complain Sakina relied upon her husband and his
brother. The beneficiaries were not aware of any complaint mechanism and BISP’s standard
complaint registration process was not followed.
In this case, the complainant submitted his application to the BISP Divisional Office
Naseerabadand who sent it to the DG Balochistan and BISP Islamabad but till date no reply
has been received from either the BISP DG Office Balochistan or BISP HQ in Islamabad.

8. Recommendations




There is a lot of need for creating awareness among women regarding the cash grant program
since it is especially designed to empower women. Along with this awareness beneficiaries
who live close to the office should be encouraged to visit themselves. By visiting and lodging
complaints themselves the beneficiaries will be well on their way to empowerment. Post
office staff also needs to be trained to handle complaints; they may be provided with pre-paid
complaint forms at all post offices to register complaints of any kind.
There is a need to ensure delivery of eligibility letter or discrepancy letter to the beneficiary.
It may also be helpful if the beneficiaries are informed and educated about the complaint
registration mechanism.
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G-Balochistan-22
Change of address
Maha Gul
Mir Hussain
N.A.
Got Bakhat Ali Gola Tehsil Tamo District Nisarabad
53405-4003160-2
3129509
20th December 2011

1. Case Summary
The beneficiary, Maha Gul, is a resident of district Naseerabad. She has been declared an eligible
beneficiary for the BISP cash grant scheme. In August 2010, when her village was hit by severe
floods, she moved from Naseerabad and settled in a flood relief camp in Sibi. A Poverty Score
Card (PSC) survey team visited the relief camp and filled her form in the summer of 2010.
In January 2011 she returned to her village. Her husband then submitted an application to the
BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad requesting that her address be changed from that of the relief
camp to their home in the village.
His complaint was forwarded to the BISP Head Quarter Islamabad, for further processing in the
summer of 2011. Her 1st payment which was generated in August 2011, was delivered to her in
November 2011 and as per the beneficiary her case has been resolved. The BISP website now
reflects that her address has been changed and she has since received her second installment on 4th
February 2012.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/ Background information
The beneficiary is a 33 year old house wife. She has received no formal education and remains at
her home, while performing her domestic duties. The beneficiary’s family consists of 4 members;
the couple and their two children. Maha Gul has a small kacha house that consists of 2 rooms, a
bathroom and a kitchen.
Her husband, Mir Hussain, is a farmer; he works on the fields of the local landlord (Khan). He is
the sole provider for the family. A majority of the villagers are very poor and most are daily wage
laborers and farmers. The streets of are unpaved and there is no drainage system in the village.
The houses are mostly made of mud and clay.

3. Background of Relationship with BISP
The family was familiar with the BISP; it came in their notice through newspapers and from other
people of the locality. Maha was not aware of the goals of the survey team who filled her form in
the summer of 2010 at the Sibi relief camp, but she received its acknowledgment slip on the spot.
The beneficiary was declared as eligible for the cash grant but BISP did not deliver to her any
eligibility letter.
She was informed by a family member that she had been declared as an eligible beneficiary for
cash grant money. The beneficiary understood that BISP aimed to distribute money amongst the
poor and needy of Pakistan. She was, however, unaware about any criteria for eligibility. The
family did not know about the complaint redressal process/mechanism either. However, her
husband was guided through the process by a BISP Official during a visit to the BISP Divisional
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Office. Maha plans to use the amount to purchase every day necessities for her family.

4. How did the Complaint/Grievance Emerge?
She was declared as an eligible beneficiary for the cash grant scheme but was unaware of the fact.
However, when other beneficiaries in her village started receiving cash grant installments she
grew curious as to her status and sent her husband to the BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad for
information. He was told that his wife was eligible but she could not receive payments at her
current address as the BISP database registered her address as that of the Sibi flood relief camp
she was residing in at the time of the PSC survey.
In the summer of 2011, as per the guidance of BISP staff at the Divisional Office, he submitted an
application requesting that Maha’s address be changed. He submitted a copy of her CNIC as well.
Her case was forwarded to BISP Islamabad for redressal a few days later.

5. Processing of the Case
The complainant filed his application at the BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad regarding change
of address in summer of 2011 but he was not given any acknowledgement against his application.
BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad forwarded the application and CNIC to the BISP
Headquarters in Islamabad and office of the DG Balochistan sometime in the summer of 2011.
Her issue has been resolved as, in August 2011 her first payment was generated, and delivered to
her in November 2011. Now her address has been changed and she has also received her second
installment on 4th February 2012.

6. Observations
a. General Observation
The BISP’s and Pakistan Post’s recording systems were not updated; i.e. they were not
keeping track of dates on which they took actions or keeping track of progress of complaints
they registered.
b. Observation at the beneficiary level
Maha Gul is a very poor lady; her socio-economic condition was not good. Her house was
very old and its condition was deteriorating. Maha’s husband is a laborer and her
neighbourhood is very poor. Her home did not boast even basic furniture or amenities. There
are limited opportunities for earning in the village, especially for females. Her husband is the
only earning member of her family.
The complaint was registered by Mir Hussain in the summer of 2011at the BISP Divisional
Office Naseerabad. He visited the Office five times to follow up progress on the case. A total
of Rs.3000/- has been spent by Mir Hussain in transport costs to follow up the case.
c. Observations at BISP/ Payment Agency level
The Complaints Management System is yet to be made operational at the local BISP Office.
Complaint records in the register were not properly maintained nor did they provide
acknowledgement slips to beneficiaries after registering complaints.
In Balochistan there is no set up for BISP Tehsil offices, therefore beneficiaries have to travel
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from far flung areas to access the BISP Divisional Office. Shortage of staff only exacerbates
the situation; only one field supervisor is covering the considerably large district of Jaffarabd
where all settlement are very loosely scattered.
No system for acknowledgement of complaints was available at the Divisional Office. Also,
communications between various offices to follow up complaints have been verbal.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusion


The level of understanding of BISP amongst the beneficiaries was very low. Maha Gul has
learnt about some of the process to file a complaint but BISP’s standard complaint
registration process was not followed in this case. This case is particularly telling of the
hardships faced by the beneficiaries of BISP. After having to migrate Maha Gul returned to
learn that she had missed her entitlement. The utmost effort must be made to ensure sufficient
staffing at Divisional Offices in Balochistan.

8. Recommendations



It may be helpful, if the beneficiaries are informed and educated about the complaint
registration mechanism.
There is a lot of need for creating awareness among women regarding the cash grant
programme; An awareness raising programme should be held that aims to minimise confusion
regarding eligibility and other processes.
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G-Balochistan-23
CNIC Update
Mithan
Abdul Hakeem
Master Ramzan
Tehsil Dhorjhi District Lasbela Mohla Angiani, ,:Post
office:
51502-4901678-0
3358833
25th December 2011

1. Case Summary (Grievance case)
Mithan was declared as a BISP beneficiary and received two installments totalling to Rs.6000
which were generated in September 2010 and delivered to her on 1st February 2011. Following
this no payments were generated in her name until October 2011. In the interim period Mithan
grew worried about her payments that were not forthcoming.
She requested a local school teacher to visit the BISP Divisional Office Kalat located in Uthal to
register a complaint against non-payment; she did not know what the issue was at the time. Staff
at the BISP Office did not understand the issue and erroneously told Mr. Ramzan that her issue is
caused by the blurred thumb impression on her CNIC. He submitted an application requesting the
issue be resolved and gave in a copy of her CNIC as well.
Upon his return to the village he told Mithan to have her CNIC remade. Mithan applied to
NADRA for her CNIC to be re-issued. However, at the time of the interview by the TPE team,
she had not yet received her CNIC from NADRA when her next installment, generated in October
2011, was delivered to her on the 27th January 2012.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background information
Mithan is a resident of Dhoreji. Dhoreji is a well-developed Tehsil and all basic necessities are
available in the village; including health and education facilities, electricity, water etc. A beautiful
preview of the village is seen from the boundary wall around the park and market. People of the
area are, however, very poor and they are mostly labourers working on daily wages. It is situated
280 kms away from The BISP Divsional Office Kalat in Uthal and 180 kms away from Hub. The
long distance is an obstacle to accessing sources for income generation and information regarding
new developments.
Mithan is a 75 year old lady and is illiterate. She is living with her daughter and son-in-law in
their home. Her son in law is also a labourer who earns around Rs.6,000 per month; this is the
family’s only source of income. Her daughter, Bibi Soohni, is also a potentially eligible
beneficiary for the cash grant scheme but she has a CNIC discrepancy and is not receiving
installments.
The street leading to their home was paved but their house is made of mud and bricks and
comprises of only one room and no kitchen. There is a roofless bathroom in the front courtyard of
the house. They do not even possess basic furniture; there are just three mats for sitting and
sleeping on. She said that the cash grant instalments she had received were spent on purchasing
medicines and food.
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3. Background of Relationship with BISP
Mithan learnt about the BISP from her neighbours and considers it to be a Pakistan People’s Party
program. Her son-in-law got information about the program from his friends and relatives. When
the PSC survey team visited her village in March 2010 he gave an enumerator all her details and
had her form filled.
He showed his mother-in-law’s CNIC to the surveyors who entered the data as well as asked them
questions about various household items to complete the survey form. After filling the survey
form, the survey team gave him an acknowledgement slip. He was informed that Rs.1,000 will be
released in her name every month which will be delivered by the post man to her doorstep. She
received an intimation letter at the close of the survey informing her as such also.

4. How did the complaint/grievance emerge?
‘Irregular payment of cash grants’ was the complaint of the beneficiary. She first received two
installments totalling to Rs.6000 which were generated in September 2010 and delivered to her on
the 1st of February 2011. Following this, no payments were generated in her name until October
2011. When Mithan did not get any payment for over a year, she became an aggrieved party; she
began to suspect that the Postman was not delivering money to her regularly.
She had no concept of the BISP complaint registration but her son-in-law asked around and got all
the information possible from his friends and relatives. He learnt that the issue could be resolved
at the BISP Divisional Office Kalat in Uthal.
Her son-in-law could not take out the time or resources to make the long journey to the BISP
Office. Instead, Mithan and other aggrieved beneficiaries pooled in Rs.50 each which they gave to
a local school teacher, Muhammad Ramzan to make the trip to the BISP Office and submit their
complaints en masse on the 15th of February 2011.
She could not visit the post office herself due to her age and weakness. Also she could not follow
up her case on a regular basis because of the long distance from Dhoreji to Uthal.

5. Processing of the case
Ramzan went to the Divisional Office on the 15th February 2011 and when he enquired about
Mithan’s case he was told, incorrectly, that she is not receiving payments because her thumb
impression on her CNIC was not clear. Following this, she had her CNIC re-issued from
NADRA. Before she received her new CNIC from NADRA, she received her next payment on
the 27th January 2012 which was generated on the 28th October 2012.
Mr. Ramzan registered an application requesting that her information be updated in the BISP
database so that she may begin receiving payments on the 15th February 2011. He also gave in a
copy of Mithan’s original CNIC. The application was forwarded to the BISP DG Balochistan in
the 1st week March 2011. BISP –Uthal office is situated at a long distance from Lasbela, about
378 kms, and due to the distance, a communication gap is prevalent between these two Offices.
BISP Office Uthal forwarded her case to DG-BISP Quetta and Director Payment Islamabad as
well in 1st week of March 2011. During a meeting with a BISP Field supervisor on 23rd
December 2011, the status of Mithan’s case was reviewed. The Field Supervisor shared that her
case has been forwarded to concerned authorities but the matter is still under a process of inquiry.
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6. Observations
a. General Observations
Mithan’s was very miserable when the TPE team met her. She is very weak and remains ill.
She explained that she needed the grant money for her treatment. There was no access to
water in her home and her daughter has to fetch the water from a well one km away from her
home. The house has electric connections but since the house is very old and needs rewiring.
The complaints register at the BISP Office level was not properly updated at the time of the
TPE teams visit. Since then, the record has been properly updated in the summary files. Due
to shortage of staff, follow up on complaints was not possible for them especially as there is
no complaint assistant at the Kalat Divisional Office; the Supervisor Kalat is working as both
Complaint Assistant and Supervisor. Only one supervisor from Kharan is working at the
Kalat Division. The positions of both the Complaint Assistants and the Supervisor Lasbela
were vacant.
b. Observations at the beneficiary level.
It was a fact that it was not feasible for them to bear the cost for transportation, meals and cell
phone use incurred whilst visiting the office, but the complainant did make the trip once. He
visited the Divisional Office of BISP which was a trip of over 280 kms in total. Rs. 3000 was
the cost incurred over the whole procedure of complaint registration. This is equal to three
months instalments.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner agency level
When a payment complaint is received at the BISP Divisional Office, Uthal, it is filed with
other complaints in a file. It is also entered in a register and a monthly summary is prepared in
Excel. The complaint is sent for processing to Islamabad and a separate file is opened for each
complaint by the Field Supervisor Mr. Abdul Rahman. BISP office staff was very helpful but
they misunderstood her case to be caused by her CNIC thumb impression whereas her
payments for the period had never actually been generated at the time of the lodging.

7. Lessons learnt / Conclusion





The level of understanding amongst beneficiaries was very low, while Mithan has learnt
about the process to file complaints but BISP’s standard complaint registration process was
not followed. Shortage of staff was a major issue for the beneficiary; only two field
supervisors are covering district Kalat. Due to the fact that no Tehsil Offices have been
established they are working from the Uthal Divisional Office.
The BISP Divisional Office staff misunderstood Mithan’s case and put her through the
unnecessary exercise of having a new CNIC made when this was never her issue in the first
place.
In the absence of local Tehsil offices Mithan had to go to a great deal of trouble to have her
complaint registered. The shortage of staff at the divisional level leads to additional problems
for beneficiaries in having their cases updated and resolved.

8. Recommendations


An increase in the number of staff is recommended. This will decrease workloads and allow
more beneficiaries to be serviced by a single office.
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Capacity building of the BSIP staff may be held to create a deeper understanding of the
program and the true cause behind any complaint.
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Grievance Case Study Number:
Nature of Case:
Complainant/ Beneficiary:
Wife of:
Complainant, if not beneficiary herself:

G-Balochistan-24
CNIC Update
Bibi Ayesha
Murad Khan
Mohammad Yousif

Address:

Killi Taj Mohammad Sariab Road Quetta

CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Conducted

54400-1259479-0
4404466
20th December 2011

1. The Case Summary
The beneficiary Ayesha lives in Killi Taj Mohammad, Sariab Road, Quetta. She was declared as
an eligible beneficiary, with a ‘CNIC Discrepancy’ for the Poverty Score Card phase of the
programme.
Bibi Ayesha is living in a small katcha house with her family; she was waiting for her first
installment to be paid to her but failed to receive any installment from BISP; she knew she is an
eligible beneficiary because one of her family members had seen her status on line.
She began to suspect the Postman of embezzling her installments after she observed that other
women in the neighbourhood were receiving cash grants. On 3rd March 2011, one of her relatives,
Muhammad Yousaf, submitted a written complaint on her behalf addressed to the BISP
Divisional Director Quetta.
BISP Divisional Office staff advised her to submit a copy of her CNIC in order to have her CNIC
discrepancy removed. She submitted it on the same day and her case was duly forwarded to the
BISP Headquarters for data correction. Her problem was caused because her CNIC number had
been entered incorrectly on her PSC form by the enumerator.
Showing great performance at both the Divisional and the Headquarter levels, her case was
resolved in the same month and her payment was delivered to her in May 2011.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background information
Bibi Ayesha is a resident of Killi Taj Mohammad Sariab Road, Chilton town Quetta. She is the
mother of three children. She did not receive any formal education due to the fact that there were
no schools near her house and her family was unwilling to let her attend a school far from home.
Going to school like other children of her neighbourhood was a wish that she never realized
herself.
Her husband, Murad Bux, wanted that his children be educated and he enrolled his two children at
a local government school; one is 7 years old and the other is 6. Murad Bux is a driver with a
government department and he earns around Rs.8000 every month.
When she came to know that she was an eligible beneficiary for the cash grant, she grew very
excited. However, her excitement turned to disappointment when her relatives started receiving
cash grant installments and she was not paid.
Killi Taj Mohammad is a poor area located 7 kms off the main Saryab Road. The street leading to
Ayshia’s home is unpaved and lacks any form of drainage system. The house the family lives in is
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very small; it is constructed of bricks and mud and comprises of two rooms, a kitchen, a bathroom
and a katcha courtyard in the front.

3. Background of Relationship with BISP
Ayesha recalled participating in the PSC survey when it was held in her neighbourhood. She
could not, however, recall the exact date and did not know who it was that had filled her form but
she knew it was sometime in spring of 2010. She was given an acknowledgement receipt at the
close of the survey. She was in possession of a valid CNIC at the time.
An influential member of her community made a public announcement in the area declaring that
all those who got acknowledgment receipts were eligible for the cash grant scheme of BISP. Her
eligibility was confirmed by one of her relatives who checked her status online.
Ayesha was familiar with the BISP cash grant scheme which she had heard of through
advertisements. She knew of it as the ‘Benazir money scheme’ and that it aimed to help the poor.
She was not aware of any selection criteria for becoming an eligible BISP beneficiary; the only
criteria she knew of is that the cash grant is being distributed to the needy. Additionally, she and
her husband were both unaware of any complaint redressal mechanism.
She told the case team that she is using the cash grant on improving the condition of her home and
to pay for her children’s education.

4. How did the complaint/grievance emerge?
The beneficiary’s complaint was recorded at the BISP Divisional Office Quetta in March 2011 as
one of ‘non-payment’. It was learnt later that her issue was actually caused by a CNIC
discrepancy. She was guided by the BISP Office staff to visit NADRA to have her CNIC updated.
When she went to NADRA she learnt that the problem was not with her CNIC; the enumerator
had missed some digits of her CNIC when noting the number on her form. The issue was actually
with the data recorded in the BISP database.
Her complaint was forwarded to the BISP Head Office Islamabad in March 2011, her first grant
was generated in the same month and in May 2011 her first payment was delivered to her. Now
her issue stands resolved.

5. Processing of the case:
Mrs. Ayesha’s family member, Mr. Hajji Mohammad Yusuf submitted a complaint to the BISP
Divisional Office Quetta on the 3rd March 2011.
He consulted the Field Supervisor-Quetta, Mr. Mohammad Ather about the status of Ayesha
Bibi’s grants. He was advised to submit a written application which was entered in a register
maintained by the Complaints Assistant at the Divisional Office Quetta. Mr. Hajji Mohammad
Yusuf was not given any slip that acknowledged the submission of his complaint.
The case was forwarded to the BISP Headquarters Islamabad in the same month. Her CNIC
information was updated in the BISP database within a few days of the submission of the
application. Her complaint was forwarded to BISP HQ Islamabad for redressal and soon after, her
first payment was delivered to her.
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The beneficiary’s issue has been resolved and now she is getting cash grant instalments on a
regular basis, however, her details on the BISP website show her to be an eligible household with
a ‘discrepancy.’

6. Observations:
a. General Observations:
Mrs. Ayshia’s household was dealing with very many kinds of difficulties. The family had
bought an expensive water tank recently because water was rarely available from the
municipal connection. The house has electricity and gas connections but the structure itself is
old and the roof is not cemented. The basic necessities of life were all present in their home
but none were in good condition. It is very difficult for them to meet all their expenses and
fulfill even the children’s needs.
In order to supplement her husband’s income Ayshia is also doing embroidery work for
others from home. The work is tedious and it takes her around six months to complete work
on one set of clothes.
b. Observations at the beneficiary level
It was a fact that it was not feasible for them to bear the cost for transportation incurred in
visiting the BISP Divisional Office Quetta. Her relative had to travel 12 kms to the office and
a total of Rs.300 was spent on the whole procedure of lodging and following up the
complaint.
Bibi Ayshia’s family is very happy because their problem has been resolved. They are
hopeful that the grant money shall help them in meeting their needs, particularly with regard
to the children’s school fees and other domestic expenses.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner agency level
On the basis of her complaint her information was uploaded to the BISP database by staff at
BISP Headquarters Quetta, and the Head Office in Islamabad. BISP Divisional Office staff
updated her record within a few days of the registration of her complaint.
In this case the BISP Quetta Divisional Office responded quickly and her case was resolved
within a few days. The quick resolution of her complaint reflected positively on BISP in the
eyes of both Ayshia and the community.

7. Lessons learnt/Conclusion


The level of understanding about the program and its processes amongst beneficiaries was
very low; whilst Mrs. Ayshia has learnt about the process for registering a complaint, after
having gone through the process, BISP’s standard complaint registration process had not been
followed. However, the system in place has proven to be effective since her problem was
resolved within a week of submission of her complaint.

8. Recommendations


There is a need to ensure delivery of eligibility letters or discrepancy letters to the beneficiary.
It would also be helpful if the beneficiaries are informed and educated about the complaint
registration mechanism.
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A Tehsil Office is not present in the locality. It would be helpful for complainants if a nearby
Tehsil Office could resolve their issues. There is also a shortage of staff at the Divisional
Office and this slows down the process of complaint resolution.
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G-Balochistan-25
CNIC Update
Bibi Lalo
Akhtar Mohammad
Akther Muhammad
Killi Shabo Dakh Khana ALam Khan -Quetta
54401-9481746-0
4407188
20th December 2011

1. Summary of Case Study
Bibi Lalo’s story is both touching and inspirational. She belongs to a far flung area of District
Quetta named Killi Shabo. Killi Shabo is a politically disturbed area of Baluchistan that is home
to a large population of Afghan refugees.
Bibi Lalo has been declared a BISP beneficiary after the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey was
held in the area in March of 2010 but due to a ‘discrepancy’ in her CNIC information, she could
not legally receive any instalments. The family first submitted an application requesting her
information be updated to the BISP Divisional Office in Quetta on 3 rd November 2011, through
registered post. After failing to receive a response, on the 3rd of December 2011 her son
personally paid a visit to the BISP Divisional Office and submitted another application by hand.
BISP Divisional Office staff forwarded her complaint on the 15 th of November 2011 to the BISP
Islamabad Office for data correction. Her discrepancy has been removed and as per the
beneficiary’s ‘Payment Details’ on the BISP website, her two payments have been generated after
December 2011 although they are not yet delivered.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background information
Lalo Bibi is a resident of Killi Shabo village. She is the unread 40 year old mother of six children.
Lalo Bibi supplements her husband’s income by stitching clothes for others at their home. Her
family members are dependent upon her for all their needs; she looks after the kitchen and other
household affairs.
Killi Shabo is situated 12 kms away from the main city of Quetta and sources of earning for
females in the area are very limited. Bibi Lalo does not have a sufficient source of income and her
entire family is dependent upon her and her husband’s earnings for financial support. Her
husband’s income is about Rs.5,000 which is not enough to meet all the expenditures of the home.
As per BISP data her family has 14 members, rather than 8, of which 3 others are also
beneficiaries. When questioned by the TPE Bibi Lalo explained that none of the three other
women were members of her family.
Lalo Bibi’s husband is a labourer whose monthly income is around about Rs.5,000. When he is
fortunate enough to find work he must put in ten hours of work a day; due to a recent change in
circumstances it is difficult to find jobs on a regular basis.
The mohalla she lives in is very poor and the street leading to her house is unpaved. The housing
is very dense and streets are very narrow and unpaved. Her home is made of bricks of mud; it has
two rooms, a kitchen and a two separate bathroom in the courtyard. The house has electric and
gas connections but no drainage system.
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3. Background of Relationship with BISP
Lalo Bibi did not know particulars of the BISP cash grant scheme but she was familiar with
‘Benazir’s scheme money’ which she heard of from local political workers. Like many other
women of her locality, she understands that BISP is a cash grant scheme, though she does not
know regarding the process for gaining eligibility for the program. The only criterion in her
understanding is that the scheme is for the poor and needy.
She participated in the survey conducted by teachers and political workers of the area in March
2010. Her form was filled by an influential political representative and an acknowledgement slip
was given to her on the spot. She did possess a valid CNIC at the time and enumerators could not
note her CNIC number on her PSC form, which resulted in a ‘CNIC discrepancy’. An influential
member of the community announced in the locality that all people who got receipts were BISP
beneficiaries by default.
The beneficiary knew little about the eligibility criteria for the program apart from the fact that it
was aimed at the poor. She was completely unaware of a complain registration system.
When she was announced as eligible for the cash grant she grew very hopeful. She plans to buy a
sewing machine and other domestic necessities such as an iron if she begins to receive
installments

4. How did the complaint/grievance emerge?
Lalo Bib did not receive any intimation letter informing her of her eligibility for the BISP cash
grant. She has also not received any letter informing her about discrepancy.
Non-payment of cash grant was the complaint of beneficiaries in this house. Lalo Bibi is a
declared BISP beneficiary but could not receive grant money. Lalo Bibi suspected that the
Postman was not delivering money to her. She did not know about the complaint registration but
her son got information in this regard from his friends and approached the post office to register
her complaint.
When questioned by Lalo Bibi’s son, the Postman said that he had not received any grant money
in the name of Lalo Bibi. The Postman advised him to consult the BISP Divisional Office Quetta.
Her son followed the Postman’s instructions and posted a complaint addressed to the Divisional
Director BISP Quetta on 3rd November 2011.
No complaint acknowledgment slip was given to him and till date they have not received a
response from the BISP Office. In a bid to pursue the case further Akhtar Mohammad visited the
Divisional Office five times afterwards but did not get any positive response. The 5 visits cost
him roughly Rs.1000 in total, the equivalent of one installment.

5. Processing of the case:
Lalo Bibi found that Quetta Divisional Office of the BISP was only the forum where her
grievance could be addressed. It was the Postman who told where the complaint could be
registered and entertained.
Lalo Bibi could not go to the BISP Divisional Office herself due to cultural constraints and
religious restriction placed on her by her family, so her son registered a written compliant on her
behalf. Her son met with the Postman who suggested he mail an application along with a copy of
her CNIC to the BISP Divisional Director for redresaal of the discrepancy. On 3rd November he
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sent an application along with the CNIC to the DD but for a month he did not get any response.
On 4th December 2011 he visited the BISP Office and gave another application and copy of the
CNIC, in person this time, to the Complaints Assistant at the BISP Quetta Office.
At BISP, the application sent by Post was received on the 10th November and, on 15th November
it was forwarded to the BISP Islamabad for data correction.

6. Observations:
a. General Observations
The street leading to her house is unpaved and without any drainage system. The respondent’s
mohalla is very poor and street leading to her house is unpaved. Lalo Bibi’s mohalla had
dense housing and the streets were very narrow. Lalo Bibi’s home is made of bricks and mud;
it has two rooms, a kitchen and a separate two bathrooms in the verandah of the house. They
are fortunate enough to have electric and gas connections.
She also wants to see her siblings educated but due to their limited resources her family is
suffering badly. Her first priority is to pay for her sibling’s education using the grant money.
b. Observations at the beneficiary level
It was a fact that it was not feasible for them to bear cost for transportation, meal and cell
phone use to visit the office but the respondent’s son had to travel 12 kms to the Divisional
Office five times in a period of one month. He travelled by Rikshaw and spent Rs1,000 on
transport.
Lalo Bibi’s husband is a labourer and his monthly average income is around Rs.5, 000; he has
to work ten hours a day to earn enough. Due to recent circumstances, finding work on a
regular basis was very difficult for Lalo Bibi’s husband and many days in a month he is
jobless.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner agency level
Complaints Management System is yet to be made operational. The Staff is maintaining the
complaints record in a register. But in reality no such complaint register was found where
they were entering the complaints. They also did not provide acknowledgement slips to
complainants after lodging complaints. The BISP data system is not updated on a regular
basis and beneficiaries find it hard to track their instalments.
In Balochistan there is no set up for Tehsil level Offices for BISP and therefore beneficiaries
must travel from far flung areas to access the BISP Divisional Office. In district Quetta only
one field supervisor is working in a very large region. Field staff is also not trained and
therefore, their input to cases is insufficient.

7. Lessons learnt/Conclusion



The level of understanding among beneficiaries was very low, while Lalo Bibi’s son Akhtar
Mohammad has learnt about some of the process to lodge a complaint but BISP’s standard
complaint registration process was not followed.
Household income will increase after Lal Bibi starts receiving instalments. The income will
likely be used on education of Lalo Bibi’s siblings.
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8. Recommendations



There is a need to ensure delivery of eligibility letter or discrepancy letter to the beneficiary.
It might also be helpful, if the beneficiaries are informed and educated about the complaint
registration mechanism.
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G-Balochistan-26
Missing CNIC
Waziran Bibi
Abdul Sattar
N.A.
Got Bakhtar Sola Tehsil Tambo Naseerabad
53405-7410858-6
4200927
4th January 2012

1. Case Summary
This is the story of Waziran Bibi, a 53 years old housewife from Got Bakhtar Sola of Tehsil
Tambo in Naseerabad. She had been declared an eligible beneficiary for the BISP cash grant
scheme, but she did not receive any letter about her selection. She did not know that she was
eligible and was not receiving payments because she did not have a valid CNIC at the time of the
Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey, which was held in March 2010.
Waziran Bibi’s husband Abdul Sattar visited the BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad on behalf of
his wife and submitted a written application, requesting that her CNIC info be updated.
After she had a CNIC issued from NADRA, Abdul Sattar submitted a copy of her new CNIC to
the BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad in May 2011 that was forwarded to the BISP
Headquarters in Islamabad for further processing. The grievance has been resolved as the BISP
website shows her updated CNIC number but her payments had not been generated as of May
2012.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/ Background information
Waziran Mai, wife of Abdul Sattar, is a resident of Got Bakhtar Sola of Tehsil Tambo in District
Naseerabad. She is a 53 years old woman who has not received any formal education. As a house
wife she performs her duties from dawn to dusk. The beneficiary’s household comprises of 7
members, including 5 children the beneficiary and her husband. Although the household details
on the BISP website list their household as having another potentially eligible female member, the
BISP Divisional Office did not mention her, nor did the beneficiary herself.
She lives in a small kacha house consisting of 2 rooms, a bathroom and a kitchen. Her son works
for a daily wage and manages to earn around Rs.6,000 per month. His meagre earnings are the
only source of income for the whole household. A majority of villagers are very poor; most of
them work on daily wages or as sharecroppers. The streets of the village are unpaved and there is
no drainage system.

3. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Relationship with BISP
Waziran was not a beneficiary of cash grants under the Parliamentarian’s phase of the
programme. Naseerabad is a flood affected area; during the floods many people migrated from
Naseerabad, including Waziran Bibi. As a result, when her village was surveyed in March 2010
she was not present.
A few months later, when the family returned to their village, the UC Nazim arranged for their
PSC forms to be filled at his home. The Nazim kept the acknowledgement slips with himself.
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Following the PSC survey, Waziran did not receive any intimation letter from BISP informing her
of her status. At the time of the survey she did not have a valid CNIC. Commenting on BISP, the
beneficiary said that program aims to distribute money amongst the poorest and neediest in
society.
The family did not know about the existence of a complaint redressal mechanism. She plans to
use installments of the cash grant to purchase every day necessities.

4. How did the Complaint/Grievance Emerge?
Though Waziran Bibi was selected as a beneficiary for the cash grant programme, she was
unaware of the fact as she did not receive a letter from BISP informing her of her selection. She
learnt of her status from a family member who had visited the BISP office.
When other beneficiaries in their village started receiving cash grant installments she decided to
get information regarding her case and sent her husband to the BISP Divisional Office
Naseerabad in April 2011.
Her husband was informed by Divisional Office staff that Waziran was tagged as having a ‘CNIC
discrepancy’ on the BISP website. He was told that a valid CNIC is essential for her to begin
receiving payments.

5. Processing of the Case
In April 2011, after learning that Waziran was not receiving installments because of a CNIC
discrepancy, Abdul Sattar applied to NADRA for a CNIC in her name. She received her CNIC a
week or so later and in May 2011, her husband submitted a copy of her CNIC and an application
requesting that her information be updated to the BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad.
These were forwarded to BISP Headquarters in Islamabad and the Pakistan Postal service for
information and data correction. From May to December 2011, the complainant regularly paid
visits to the BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad to follow up the progress of his complaint. He
travels on public transport, paying roughly Rs.400 for a round trip each time. However, staff at
the office could not give him any updates on the status of the case as they had not received a reply
from BISP Head Quarters in Islamabad where her case was still pending.

6. Observations
a. General Observation
Waziran Bibi and her husband face great difficulty in visiting the BISP Office regularly to
pursue their case. Because of their poor economic condition they cannot afford to visit the
BISP office regularly. Her records at the BISP Islamabad Office were not updated and there
was no acknowledgement system that to help them as a reference for the future.
b. Observation at the beneficiary level
The beneficiary belonged to a very poor family living in a flood ravaged area. The household
was deprived of a number of essentials which is not surprising, considering the number of
dependents against the meagre resources available to them. They did not even possess basic
furniture
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In the village opportunities for income generation are very limited especially for females. Her
son is the only earning member in the household. The complainant was not satisfied with
BISP’s attitude; he said that ‘they only work to serve the rich and powerful, whilst the poor
are suffering.
Travelling to the BISP Office on public transport was not feasible for the family as they could
not afford the Rs.400 needed for a round trip each time.
c. Observations at BISP/ Payment Agency level
BISP’s management system was not properly updated and all communications to the Director
General Balochistan and the Head Office by the Divisional Director Naseerabad were made
verbally.
BISP did not provide any acknowledgement slips to beneficiaries after they lodge their
complaints. There are also no Tehsil Offices in Balochistan, this means that beneficiaries have
to travel from far flung areas to visit the BISP Divisional Office. Due to the absence of Tehsil
Office at the District level, all field staff is seated at the Divisional Office.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusion



The level of Waziran’s understanding of the program was very low. Her husband learnt about
some of the process to lodge a complaint but overall it was observed that they knew little of
the program and its processes.
The family was very excited to get cash grants under BISP and planning has also been made
for utilizing the amount on education of her children and food but they still await an update
from BISP.

8. Recommendations




Office set up at Tehsil level should be established, so that the beneficiaries can access BISP
more easily.
Acknowledgement against complaints should be given to the complainant, so that her/his time
and resources can be saved.
Post Office staff should be given training on how to register a complaint and be solved. A
joint inquiry process should be followed by both concerned authorities. Complaint should be
also part of inquiry and facts and figures should be brought on record.
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G-Balochistan-27
Change of address
Bibi Samina
Sanaullah
Abdul Hakeem (Family Member)
Killi Gharibabad Sibi
55302-6920513-2
3850355

1. Case Summary
Bibi Samina is a resident of District Sibi. One of the hottest areas of world and flood affected
district to boot. She has been declared as a beneficiary under the BISP cash grant scheme but she
didn’t get her cash grant; at the time she participated in the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey her
address was different from her CNIC due to which her payments were not generated by the BISP
Islamabad. In August 2011 her payments started being generated even though she did not submit
a complaint or application for change of address.
Her family member, Abdul Hakeem, checked her payment status on the BISP website where he
found that one instalment of Rs.2000 has been generated in her name on the 12th of August 2011.
This is strange considering that she had a discrepancy of address. After he checked her status,
Samina visited the Postman to collect her cash grant on the 20th of August 2011 but the Postman
denied that he had received any money order in her name. At the time, the instalment had not yet
reached the post office after being released from BISP HQ.
After this, the complainant visited the BISP Divisional Office to register a complaint against nonpayment by the Postman. This complaint was launched in BISP Divisional Office on the 29 th of
August 2011.
The case was followed at the BISP Divisional Office as a request for a ‘change of address.’ As
such her payments were not released by the BISP office Islamabad, and the case was forwarded to
BISP office Islamabad for change of address in September 2011.
As a result of the complaint, she was delivered her first payment on the 25 th of January 2012 on
the second attempt as the first attempt made by the Postman is reflected as undelivered at the
BISP website. Her 3rd and 4th payments have also been generated but are as yet undelivered on the
17th of May 2012.

2. Beneficiary/complainant background information
Bibi Samina wife of Sanaullah is a 23 year old uneducated house wife; she has no children. She
lives in a katcha house comprising of 3 rooms and 2 bathrooms. The street leading to her home
was unpaved. Drainage and sanitation system in the locality were insufficient.
Sanaullah, the husband of Bibi Samina, is a labourer by profession. His income is roughly
Rs.3000 to 4000 per month. Kili Gharibabad is a poor locality with no proper road leading to it.
The nearest main road is 1 km away and the condition of the road is not very good. The area is
densely populated and she is close enough to access the market, health and education facilities.
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3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP:
The beneficiary was declared eligible for the cash grant scheme in the second phase of the
programme. Her household was covered by a Poverty Score Card team in March 2010, at the
close of which she was issued an acknowledgment slip for future reference. No letter of
eligibility/ discrepancy was delivered to her by BISP.
She had learnt of the program from discussions with other community members and understood
that BISP is a government institute. The complainant had heard about the complaint registration
mechanism from others in the community as well.
Bibi Samina considers herself as a beneficiary because she understands that poverty is the primary
criteria for selection. If starts receiving the grant she wishes to use it to purchase food for her
family.

4. How did the complaint/grievance emerge?
Bibi Samina complaint was with regard to a change of address. Her family member Abdul
Hakeem saw online that Rs.2,000 has been generated in Samina’s name as per the BISP website
on the 12th August 2011. He visited the Postman to collect the cash grant but the Postman
explained that he had not received any payment in her name.
After that the complainant visited the BISP Divisional Office Sibi on 29th August 2011 to lodge a
complaint against non-payment of the money order. After registering the case, the BISP
Divisional Office Sibi sent her complaint to the BISP headquarters Islamabad in September 2011.
As per records of the BISP Divisional Office the payment, once it reached the Post office, was not
delivered due to the discrepancy in her address.

5. Processing of the case
The case was filed at the BISP Divisional Office Sibi on 29th of August 2011. The complainant
visited the BISP office Sibi more than 4 times to follow up but no result was produced. After
registering the complaint, BISP Divisional Office sent the case to the BISP Headquarters for
redressal in November 2011. The case is still pending at the BISP level and no result has been
conveyed back to the concerned office by the BISP Headquarters Islamabad, but at the
beneficiary level, her cases has been resolved as one payment has been received by her on 25 th
January 2012.

6. Observations
a. General observation
Ms. Samina is a poor lady from one of the hottest districts in Pakistan, Sibi. Her home is
located in a katcha Mohalla with a very poor sanitation system. The BISP Divisional Office’s
record was not updated properly. They were not in the practice of giving any
acknowledgment to the beneficiary and all records and dates were recalled from memory.
b. Observations at the beneficiary level
It was a fact that it was not feasible for them to bear costs for meals and cell phone use to visit
the office but the respondent’s husband had visited the Divisional Office four times in a
period of one month, and spent Rs.30 on each visit. The beneficiary’s family member is a
labourer and his work and earnings suffer each time he must make the trip.
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The beneficiary was very happy for the support from BISP staff that she received.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner agency level
The Complaints Management System is yet to be made operational. Staff currently
maintaining the complaints record in a register, but are not in the practice of noting dates.
BISP staff told the case team that they have to process 100 cases each day and so they have
not noted dates of registration or forwarding to concerned authorities.
No acknowledgement system was in place at the BISP Office Sibi. In Balochistan, there is no
set up of Tehsil offices of BISP and therefore beneficiaries have to travel from far flung areas
to access the BISP Divisional Office.
7. Lessons learnt/Conclusion



Bibi Samina was declared as a beneficiary after the survey was conducted. The positive
aspect of her case is that household income will increase when beneficiaries will start
receiving cash grants.
The level of understanding among beneficiaries were very low, while beneficiary has learnt
about some of the process to register a complaint but BISP’s standard complaint registration
process was not followed.

8. Recommendations




There is a need for creating mass awareness among women regarding the cash grant
programme.
An awareness raising programme should also be held regarding the BISP complaints
registration system, so that, confusion regarding eligibility may be overcome.
BISP should make arrangements to contact beneficiaries in case of discrepancies along with
complaint registration information.
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G-Balochistan-28
Missing CNIC
Bibi Kumari
Sear Agha
Mir Wali
Haji Ghabi road Durani Street Quetta
54401-535007-8
3692051
2nd January 2012

1. Case Summary
This story reveals a case of a woman who had not been intimated about her selection in the BISP
cash grants programme after the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey held in December 2011 or
about the fact that she had a ‘CNIC discrepancy’. Bibi Kumari hails from Quetta city. Though she
had been selected as a beneficiary, she was unaware about her status. She came to know about it
through a political worker, who told her brother about her status and briefed him about the
complaint redressal mechanism for the BISP.
Mir Wali acted accordingly and registered a complaint along with a copy of her CNIC to the BISP
Divisional Office Quetta, dated the 7th November 2011. This was forwarded to the BISP
headquarters in Islamabad for further action on 10th November 2011. As of 5th December the
BISP Quetta Office had not received any reply regarding her status. As per the BISP website, Bibi
Kumari’s data has been updated but payments have not been generated yet.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
The beneficiary, Bibi Kumari, is a 32 year old house wife who lives in the locality of Haji Ghabi
Road on Durani Street Quetta; a small town outside of Quetta city limits. She has not received any
formal education. Being a housewife, Kumari spends most of her time performing household
duties. The beneficiary’s household consists of 11 members including 3 children, 4 males and 4
females. One other female above 18 years of age is also a beneficiary of the program.
Bibi Kumari lives in a kacha house comprising of 2 rooms, a kitchen and a bathroom.
Male members of the household work as daily wagers and they are the only sources of income for
the family. Majority of people in the mohalla are poor and work on daily wages. The streets of the
locality are unpaved and the mohalla lacks a proper drainage system. However, they do have
access to a municipal water supply.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was not included in the BISP cash grant scheme under the Parliamentarian phase
of the program, but in the second phase, she was selected as an eligible beneficiary for the cash
grant scheme. The family was familiar with the BISP as they had read about it in the newspaper.
The Poverty Scores Card (PSC) survey team visited their doorstep in December 2011 and she
received an acknowledgement slip for future reference.
Though, the beneficiary has been declared eligible for the cash grant, BISP did not inform her of
her eligibility through a letter accordingly. She was informed by a political party worker about her
declaration as an eligible beneficiary for cash grant money. The beneficiary informed the case
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team that the BISP aimed to distribute money amongst the poor and needy.
She was unaware about the existence of a complaint redressal mechanism, but her son was guided
by the local political worker in the village to visit BISP and lodge a complaint. The political
worker also accompanied him to the BISP Office. Bibi Kumari intends to use the amount for
purchasing household items for daily use.

4. How did Complaint/Grievance Emerge?
The beneficiary has a ‘CNIC discrepancy’ because her CNIC number was missing from her PSC
form. A political influential informed Khumari about her CNIC discrepancy and helped her have
a valid CNIC issued from NADRA.

5. Processing of the Case
The political influential then guided Mir Wali with submitting an application along with a copy of
the CNIC to the BISP Divisional Office Quetta on the 7th November. The complaint was recorded
in the complaint register and in the BISP record file no. 2.8.11. Its acknowledgement slip was
issued to the complainant on the spot. The application and the CNIC were then forwarded by the
BISP Office Quetta to BISP Headquarters in Islamabad for further action on the 10 th of November
2011.
As per the BISP website, her CNIC has been updated but payments are not yet being generated.
The complainant regularly visited the BISP Divisional Office Quetta to follow up progress of the
complaint, but he has not received any reply from the Headquarters and his case is pending at the
same stage.

6. Observations
a. General Observation
The prescribed BISP complaint process is based on the Complaints Management System
which is yet to be made operational. Without it the complaints process is taking an inordinate
amount of time. However, they expect that the complaints will be addressed on time after the
CMS is in place. This complaint was sent to BISP DG Office Baluchistan and BISP Office
Islamabad for further processing.
b. Observation at the Beneficiary Level
Due to the purdah system observed by the beneficiary’s family Kumari could not visit the
BISP Office Quetta by herself; it was not considered appropriate for women folk to venture
out of their homes. Due to their dire poverty the family cannot afford the cost of
transportation to visit the BISP office, but Kumari’s husband has nonetheless paid four visits
to the post office and BISP Divisional Office Quetta, which are more than 6km and 8km away
from her home respectively. A trip to BISP Office Quetta cost him Rs.400 each time.
c. Observation at BISP/ Payment Agency level
When a grievance complaint is received at BISP Divisional Office Quetta, it is registered with
other complaints from Quetta city complaints. It is entered in a register and monthly summary
is prepared in Excel. The list is sent it to the Office of the DG BISP Baluchistan, who sends it
to the BISP Office Islamabad for further processing.
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7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions


The fact that there is no way for beneficiaries to track the progress of their complaint causes
them a great deal of trouble. They must physically travel, at their own expense, to get
information. Often they learn nothing and are asked to visit again at a later date.

8. Recommendations




There is a need to ensure delivery of eligibility or discrepancy letters to the beneficiary. It
would also be helpful, if the beneficiaries are informed and educated about the complaint
registration mechanism.
There is a need for creating awareness among women regarding the cash grant program since
it is especially designed to empower women.
Eligibility criterion may also be communicated at a mass level to avoid confusions across
Pakistan, especially among poor households who believe them to be beneficiaries by default.
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G-Balochistan-29
Missing CNIC
Mai Soni
Mor Khan
Ramish Lal
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PSC form number:
Date Study Conducted

Tehsil Tambo Got Rais Bakht Gola Naseer Abad
5340218733672
4200923
20th January 2012

1. Case Summary
Mai Soni is a 34 year old lady who has been declared as an eligible beneficiary for the BISP cash
scheme with a ‘CNIC discrepancy’. Due to the discrepancy, she could not receive any cash grant
installments. She had not had her CNIC issued at the time the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey
which was held in Naseerabad in March 2010.
The beneficiary applied for a CNIC and received it a week later form the NADRA office. Her
husband Mr. Mor Khan visited BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad and submitted a written
application along with his wife’s CNIC in July 2011.
The application was registered and forwarded to the BISP Headquarters Islamabad for further
processing of the case in August of 2011. The complaint has been resolved and Mai Soni’s record
has been updated in the BISP records but not a single payment has been generated against her
name as of May 2012.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/ Background information
The beneficiary, Mai Soni is a 34 year old house wife. She received no formal education and
remains at home performing household chores and caring for her children. The total strength of
her family is eight members, this includes the couple and their six children of which two are girls
and four are boys. The family lives in a small kacha house that consists of one kacha room, one
jhompri or hut, one bathroom and a kitchen. Mai Soni’s home has no surrounding boundary wall.
Her husband is working on daily wages in the fields surrounding Tambo village. He runs the
households kitchen and he is the only source of income. He owns no land of his own and works
for a landlord; his monthly income is a fixed Rs.7000.
The majority of villagers in Tambo are poor and working for daily wages like her husband. The
village is situated some 50 kms away from the BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad. There is no
drainage system in the village and all water is drawn from wells. Being a poor village almost all
the houses were made of mud and clay.

3. Background of Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was not included in the BISP for scheme for cash grants under the
Parliamentarian phase because, according to her, she had no access to approach local political
representatives. In the second phase, she was declared as an eligible beneficiary for a cash grant
of Rs.1000 monthly with a ‘discrepancy of CNIC’.
The family was unfamiliar with the details of the BISP but they had heard about it from a Political
Worker of Tambo. The Poverty Score Card survey team visited their door step in March of 2010
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and her husband gave all the required information about the household to the enumerator. He
received an acknowledgement slip on the spot. She did not have a CNIC at the time of the survey,
and so this information was left out from the form.
She never received any intimation letter from BISP informing Mai Soni of her status. She was
informed by a family member and Political Worker who learnt of her status from the BISP
Divisional Office Naseerabad.
The beneficiary understood that BISP aimed to distribute money among poor and needy people.
She was unaware about any additional eligibility criteria for the BISP cash grant. The family did
not know about the existence of a complaint redressal mechanism but her husband was guided in
this regard by BISP officials during his visit to the BISP Office Naseerabad.
If she gets the cash grant she will use the amount to pay for her children’s education and food.

4. How did the Complaint/Grievance Emerge?
The ‘Discrepancy of CNIC’ was the complaint of the beneficiary; her CNIC numbers were
missing in her PSC form because her CNIC had not been issued at the time of the survey. When
other beneficiaries in their village started receiving cash grant installments her husband visited the
BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad to get information. Staff there explained the issue to him and
advised him to return to the Office after having his wife’s CNIC issued from NADRA.
He applied for the CNIC and got it after only a few days. In July 2011 he then submitted an
application along with a copy of the CNIC at the BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad.

5. Processing of the Case
Near the end of July 2011, the application was filed, undated, by the Complaint Assistant at the
BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad regarding the ‘discrepancy of CNIC’ issue. He also noted the
receipt of the application in the complaint register, once again undated. An acknowledgement slip
was not issued to the complainant by the Complaint Assistant which he could use as a reference in
the future.
The BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad forwarded the application and supporting documents to
BISP Head Quarters BISP Islamabad sometime in the 1st week of August 2011. The complainant
has since paid two visits to the BISP Divisional Office Naseerababd to follow up the progress of
his wife application. However, no reply had been received from the BISP headquarters and his
wife’s case is still pending at the same stage. The Political Worker of Tambo helped the
complainant and beneficiary throughout this whole process.

6. Observations:
a. General Observations
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on electronic filing of complaints; the
Complaints Management System is yet to be made operational at the BISP Divisional Office
Naseerabad.
Presently the staff is maintaining the complaints records in a register and file. They also
prepare a summary of complaints in an Excel file which they submit to higher offices.
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The BISP Divisional Office is not in the practice of dating these applications or noting the
date they are forwarded to the BISP Head Office Islamabad.
b. Observation at the beneficiary level
Due to tribal customs which her family adheres to very strictly, Mai Soni can’t visit the BISP
Office in Naseerabad. Her husband makes the 50 kms journey on her behalf; he has made two
visits in one month to follow up the process of his wife’s complaint. The trip costs him
Rs.300 each time, resources the family cannot afford to spare.
c. Observation at BISP/ Payment Agency level
When a grievance complaint is received at the BISP Divisional Office Naseerababd it is filled
with other complaints by the Complaint Assistant. It is also entered in a register and monthly
summary that is forwarded to the DG BISP Balochistan and the BISP Head Office Islamabad.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions



The level of understanding amongst beneficiaries is very low. Mai Soni and her family did
not know about the requirements for eligibility, particularly the importance of a valid CNIC.
This has caused the family a great deal of trouble and expense.

8. Recommendations





There is a need to ensure delivery of intimation letters or discrepancy letters to the
beneficiary. It would also be very helpful, if the beneficiaries are informed and educated
about the complaint registration mechanism in advance.
BISP staff also needs to be trained to use the Complaint Management System to speed up the
processing of complaints and applications.
There is a dire need for creating awareness amongst women regarding the cash grant program
since it is designed especially to empower women.
The eligibility criterion may also be communicated en masse to avoid confusions across
Pakistan, especially among poor households. Most believe that participating in the PSC
survey automatically qualifies them as beneficiaries.
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G-Balochistan-30
Duplicate Form
Dur Bibi
Atta Mohammad
Khair Mohammad
Basti khajak Tehsil Tali
55302-0628471-9
3322671
16th January 2012

1. Case Summary
The beneficiary Dur Bibi is 19 years old and lives in Basti Khajak, Tehsil Tali of District Sibi.
She had been declared as an eligible beneficiary by the BISP for the cash grant scheme. However,
owing to the fact that she did not have a valid CNIC at the time of the survey she is not receiving
installments of the cash grant. She has since applied for and received her CNIC from NADRA.
Her brother, the complainant, Khair Mohammad visited the BISP Divisional Office Sibi and
submitted a written application along with a copy of the CNIC to have Dur Bibi’s information
updated to the BISP database. But it was found that there was a major data entry error in Dur
Bibi’s form as the same form # 3322671 has also been issued to another beneficiary of Karachi,
Ms. Sadia Zaheer.
The BISP Office Sibi office duly forwarded the application of Dur Bibi to the BISP Headquarters
Islamabad for further processing of the case and a reply or update has still not been sent back to
the Divisional Office as yet.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/Background information
The beneficiary Dur Bibi is an unlettered 19 year old woman. She is unmarried but performing
household chores and helping take care of the 21 member strong living unit. The large family
shares a small kacha house that consists of 2 rooms a bathroom and a kitchen.
Her father and brothers are working on daily wages in the village. They use their earnings to run
the kitchen and theirs is the only source of income for the whole house hold. Total average
combined income of all the earning members is around about Rs.7000.
A majority of the population of the village is very poor. The village is situated some 15 kms away
from BISP Office Sibi. Most of the people are working for daily wages and their homes are made
of mud and clay. Wells are the primary source of water for the village.

3. Background of Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was not included in the BISP cash grant scheme in the Parliamentarian’s Phase of
the program. However, in the second phase, she was declared as an eligible beneficiary with a
‘CNIC discrepancy’. The family was unfamiliar with the details of BISP’s working but they had
heard about the program previously from other people of the locality.
The survey team came to Dur Bibi’s door to fill out her PSC form in the month of April 2010. Her
brother provided to the survey team all the information they required and he received an
acknowledgement slip on the spot. Dur Bibi was not in possession of a CNIC at the time of the
survey.
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No intimation letter was delivered to Dur Bibi to convey her status. She learnt she was eligible
only after a member of her family visited the BISP Office Sibi to check her status. The family
member got information from the BISP office Sibi. The beneficiary informed the case team that
she understood that BISP aimed to distribute money among poor and needy people. The family
did not know about the redressal process/mechanism but her brother was guided by a BISP
Official during his visit to the BISP Office.
She plans to use the cash grant amount to help pay for the daily necessities required by a family as
large as hers.

4. How did the Complaint/Grievance Emerge?
When other beneficiaries in their village started receiving cash grant installments, her brother paid
a visit to the BISP Divisional Office Sibi for information on his sister status. Staff at the office
informed him that though his sister’s CNIC was necessary for her to start receiving the cash grant
but there is a major discrepancy in her form as the same form # has been issued to another
household in Karachi.
Her brother was asked to submit an application along with CNIC of the beneficiary. He followed
suit and applied for his sister’s CNIC and got it a few days later from NADRA. He then submitted
an application along with copy of the CNIC at the BISP Divisional Office Sibi in the 1 st week of
October 2011.

5. Processing of the Case:
In the 1st week of October, the complainant filed an undated application at the BISP Divisional
Office Sibi regarding the discrepancy of CNIC and major data entry error on his sister’s PSC
form. The application was duly registered in the complaints register at the time but was not dated
and no acknowledgement slip was issued to the complainant for future reference.
BISP Divisional Office Sibi forwarded the same, undated to the BISP Headquarters Islamabad for
data correction at their end in November 2011. The complainant has paid repeated visits, more
than four at the time of writing, to the BISP Divisional Office Sibi to follow up the progress of his
sister’s application but no reply had been received from the Head Quarters and the case is still
pending.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on an electronic filing of complaints while
the Complaints Management System is yet to be made operational in BISP Divisional office
Sibi.
Presently the staff is maintaining the complaints record in a register and file. They also
prepare a summary of complaints in Excel sheet for submission to higher offices. At BISP
offices they do not know they date of complaint in office and date of forwarding the
complaint to BISP office Islamabad.
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b. Observation at the beneficiary level
Due to the customs of the prevalent tribal system in Balochistan Dur Bibi cannot visit the
BISP Office in Sibi by herself. Her brother has made the 15 kms journey to the Post Office
and BISP Divisional Office Sibi more than four times in a period of one month to follow-up
progress of his sister’s case. The journey costs a fare of Rs.200 for a round trip.
The beneficiary was included in the BISP only for the 2nd phase. She is very poor and needy
and her application is still to be acted upon.
c. Observation at BISP/ Payment Agency level
It is unfortunate that all such cases must be forwarded to the BISP Head Office for action to
be taken on applications; this typically takes an inordinate amount of time and causes great
inconvenience to the beneficiary/complainant.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions:





This case is of a unique nature as there are two beneficiaries against one PSC form. This
seems to be a major data entry error at part of the Partner Organisation who carried out the
survey or the data entry organization.
The level of understanding among beneficiaries was very low and although the household
head had learnt about the process to lodge a complaint BISP’s standard complaint registration
process was not followed. The family is very excited about the upcoming cash grants and was
already planning where and how they would spend the amount.
In this case, the complainant submitted an application to BISP the Divisional Office Sibi and
the BISP Office Sibi sent it to the Director General Balochistan and BISP Islamabad but is
still to hear back from them.

8. Recommendations




There is a lot of need for creating awareness among women regarding the cash grant program
since it is especially designed to empower women.
Eligibility criterion must also be communicated at a mass level to avoid confusions across
Pakistan, especially among poor households who believe themselves as beneficiaries by
default if they participate in the PSC survey.
Besides removing CNIC related and other discrepancies, data entry errors should also be
removed in the first place.
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G-Balochistan-31
Missing CNIC
Gulistan
Abdul Ghafoor
Abdul Ghafoor
Ghulam Shabir Gola Tehsil Tambo Naseer Abad
53405-9733605-6
4200966
18th January 2012

1. Case Summary
Gulistan is a housewife who has been declared an eligible beneficiary for the BISP cash grant
scheme after the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey was held in March 2010. She was to receive
Rs.1000 per month. However, since she lost her CNIC in the floods that hit her home, she could
not receive the cash grant installments.
After she learnt that a valid CNIC a pre-requisite for legally receiving money orders, she applied
for a CNIC and received it two weeks later form the NADRA office.
Then the complainant, her husband Abdul Ghafoor visited the BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad
and submitted a written complaint along with his wife’s CNIC.
The complaint was registered and forwarded it to the BISP Headquarters Islamabad and the BISP
DG office Balochistan for further processing of the case. The complaint is still in pending and no
reply has been received at the BISP Office, though the BISP website shows that her CNIC has
been updated but no payments had been generated as of May 2012.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/ Background information
The beneficiary, Gulistan is a 32 year old unlettered house wife; she remains at home performing
household chores and rearing her children. Her household is eight members strong including the
couple and their six children; four boys and two girls. The beneficiary’s family lives in a small
kacha house, consisting of only a single room, a kitchen and a bathroom. There is no boundary
wall surrounding the house.
Her husband runs a small stall from which he sells pakoras in the Tambo village market. His
monthly earnings of around Rs.6000 to 7000 are the family’s only source of income.
A majority of villagers in Tambo are poor and fall below the poverty line. Most residents are daily
wage labourers. The village is situated some 45 kms away from the BISP Divisional Office
Naseerabad. There is no drainage system in the village and underground wells are the only source
of water. Most houses, like Gulistan’s, are made of mud and clay.
3. Background of Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was included in the BISP cash grant scheme under the Parliamentarian’s phase of
the program as a flood affected. She received flood grants in the 1st phase. In the second phase she
was declared eligible for a grant of Rs.1,000 a month, but with a CNIC discrepancy. The reason
for the discrepancy is that she did not have her CNIC with her at the time she participated in the
PSC survey in March 2010; she had lost her CNIC in a flood that had ravaged her home.
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The family was unfamiliar with the BISP initially and they first heard of it from a political worker
in the village. Her husband had her form filled by an enumerator during the PSC survey and
received an acknowledgement slip on the spot.
She did not receive any intimation letter at the close of the survey; she was informed by a family
member and political worker who learnt from the BISP Office in Naseerabad, that she had been
declared eligible. The beneficiary understood that BISP aims to distribute money amongst very
poor and needy people. The family did not know about the redressal mechanism but her husband
was guided by the BISP officials at the Naseerabad Office on how to launch a complaint.
She plans to use the cash grant to pay for her children’s education and food for her family.
4. How Complaint/Grievance Emerged
The beneficiary submitted an application requesting her CNIC data be entered into the BISP
database as she had lost her CNIC at the time of the PSC survey.
When other beneficiaries in their village started receiving cash grant installments her husband
visited the BISP Divisional Office Naseerababd to enquire about Gulistan’s grant. He was told
that her CNIC was needed to eliminate the ‘discrepancy’. He applied for a new CNIC and after
receiving it a few days later he submitted a copy of it along with a written application at the BISP
Divisional Office Naseerabad in September 2011.
5. Processing of the Case
The complainant filled an undated application to the BISP Divisional Office Naseerabad in the
month of September 2011. It was registered and filed but not dated by the Complaints Assistant at
the Divisional Office. An acknowledgement slip was not given to the complainant for his
reference. The application and CNIC were forwarded to the BISP headquarters for redressal.
The complainant has since paid two visits to the BISP Divisional Office Naseerababd to follow up
progress of his wife’s application but no reply has been received from the Head Quarters in the 1 st
week of October 2011. The political worker mentioned earlier has been by the complainant’s side
through the whole process and has been a great source of support for him.
6. Observations:
a. General Observations
Goth Shabir Gola is a flood affected village. The prescribed BISP complaints process is based
on electronic filing of complaints, the Complaints Management System (CMS) which is yet to
be made operational in BISP Divisional Office Naseerababd.
Presently the staff is maintaining the complaints record in a register and file. They also
prepare a summary of complaints in an Excel file for submission to higher offices.
In the BISP Office, they don’t know the date the complaint was registered or the date of
forwarding of the application to the BISP Office Islamabad. The staff does not record dates
on which complaints are registered; these are entered together on a weekly basis.
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b. Observations at the beneficiary’s level
Adhering to prevailing customs of the tribal system the beneficiary does not visit the BISP
Office Naseerabad in person. Her husband has to travel a distance of over 45 kms to the BISP
Divisional Office each time.
The beneficiary was included in the BISP under the 1st phase too and she was very poor and
needy.
They are very poor and her husband has to spend Rs.300 each time he goes to the BISP Office
on public transport, an expense they can ill-afford.
c. Observation at BISP/ Payment Agency level
When a grievance complaint is received at the BISP Divisional Office Naseerababd it is filed
with other complaints, noted in a register and a monthly summary is prepared in excel. This is
sent to the Office of the DG BISP Balochistan and the BISP Head Office Islamabad for
further processing. The file containing Gulistan’s case was forwarded in the 1st week of
November 2011.
7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions



This is another case where the beneficiary did not know that a CNIC in her name was a prerequisite for eligibility for the cash grant scheme.
It becomes clear that any advance awareness raising programs are either not in place or
ineffective since many do not know much about the workings of the cash grant scheme.

8. Recommendations





There is a need to ensure delivery of eligibility letter or discrepancy letter to the beneficiary.
This may also be helpful if the beneficiaries are informed and educated about complaint
registration mechanism.
The BISP staff also needs to be trained about proper complaint registration mechanism. They
may be provided with pre-paid complaint forms at all post offices to register complaints of
any kind.
There is a lot of need for creating awareness among women regarding the cash grant program
since it is especially designed to empower women.
Eligibility criterion may also be communicated at mass level to avoid confusions across
Pakistan, especially among poor households who believe they to be the beneficiaries by
default if they participate in the PSC survey.
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G-Balochistan-32
Missing CNIC
Khuda Hir
Wife of Qadir Bux
Qadir Bux (Husband)

Address:
CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Conducted

Mohalla Godi Tehsil Turbat District Keach
52203-6980074
1762336
3rd April 2012

1. The Case Summary
The Beneficiary Khuda Hir wife of Qadir Bux is from Mohallah Godi Tehsil Turbat, district
Kech. She has been declared as an eligible beneficiary for the BISP cash grants under the 2 nd
phase of the program. Her CNIC had not been made at the time she participated in the Poverty
Score Card (PSC) survey in early 2010. Due to this, her status on the BISP website is ‘eligible
with CNIC discrepancy’.
Once she learnt that a computerized CNIC was a pre-requisite for receiving the Money Orders,
she had her CNIC issued from NADRA and her husband submitted a copy of it to the BISP
Divisional Office Makran on the 12th July 2010, requesting her information to be updated.
Due to various reasons, elaborated below, her complaint was not forwarded to the BISP
Headquarters in Islamabad for data correction until the 13th of June 2011; after a delay of almost a
year. The complaint is still pending and no update has been shared with the beneficiary as of May
2012.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/ Background information
The Beneficiary Khuda Hir is a 32 year old lady who has never had any formal education; she
remains at her home performing her house hold chores and caring for her children. The
beneficiary’s house hold consists of 3 children (1 boy and 2 girls). They are of school going age
and are enrolled at Government schools in Kalatuk which is an hour’s walk from their home.
Khuda Hir has a family member named Zolika who is also a beneficiary with a ‘CNIC
discrepancy’. As such, she is also not getting cash grant instalments. Zolaika does not share living
quarters with Khuda Hir.
The family lives in a small kacha house made of mud. It consists of 2 rooms, a bathroom and a
kitchen. There is no boundary wall surrounding their home.
Her husband is working for daily wages as a labourer; his monthly income is around Rs.6,000. He
is the sole breadwinner for the family and the only source of income. A majority of the villagers
in the area are very poor and laborers like Qadir Bux.
The Mohallah Godi is situated 35 kms away from Turbat city and there is a 5 kms kacha road that
leads to the village from the nearest main road. The main source of water is a stagnant pond
(Johar) shared by people and animals alike. Boys’ and girls’ school are situated some 5 kms from
her house and a basic health unit is located outside the village, some 6 kms away. In case of an
emergency, however, villagers must travel to Turbat city. There were no facilities for sanitation in
the village and due to the absence of municipal gas and electricity supplies they were using wood
for cooking and candles for light at night.
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3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was not included in the BISP cash grant scheme under the Parliamentarian’s
phase of the program, but in the second phase, she was declared an eligible beneficiary. She was
not familiar with BISP through the forward campaigns, but learnt of it from a local political
worker who is also a school teacher.
The PSC (PSC) survey team visited her village in early 2010 and took down details about her
home and living conditions. She was given a slip to acknowledge her participation in the survey.
At the time she thought that she was participating in a baseline survey being conducted by an
NGO. She did not receive any intimation letter regarding her status. She learnt she was eligible
after the political activist told her husband that she had been selected as eligible for the program.
Khuda Hir knew that the aim of the program was to alleviate the poverty of the poorest segments
of Pakistani society. She was unaware about the details of the eligibility criteria. The family did
not know about the complaints redressal process but Qadir Bux was guided in this regard by the
same local influential who informed him of his wife’s status.
She plans to use her money order amounts on food for her family and her children’s education.

4. How did the Complaint/Grievance Emerge?
A CNIC ‘Discrepancy’ was the cause of Khuda Hir’s complaint. The discrepancy arose because
her CNIC numbers were missing on PSC form; she had not had her computerized CNIC issued in
early 2010, at the time the PSC survey was held in Kech.
When other beneficiaries in their village started receiving Money Orders, her husband visited the
home of the political worker/teacher for information about his status. He told Qadir Bux that a
computerized CNIC was a pre-requisite for receiving MOs and that he should have his wife’s
made as soon as possible.
In June 2010, she applied to NADRA for a computerized CNIC from NADRA which she received
after 10 days from the NADRA Turbat Office (Turbat is the District Headquarters for District
Keach). Qadir Bux then submitted an application requesting that her information be updated,
along with a copy of her new CNIC to the BISP Divisional Office Makran on the 12th July 2010.

5. Processing of the Case (Case history)
The complainant was lodged dated 12th July 2010 at the BISP Makran Divisional Office at Turbat
by her husband. It was entered in a complaint register but no acknowledgement slip was given to
Qadir Bux for future reference. Before the complaint could be forwarded to BISP HQ and to the
Office of the DG BISP Baluchistan for data correction, the Divisional Office Makran was burnt
down in a tussle between competing political factions. 60% of their records were burnt but Khuda
Hir’s application survived.
The Office was set up once again some six months later, and all applications, dating from before
and after the fire, the complaints in bulk forwarded to the BISP Headquarters and the BISP DG’s
Office on the 13th June 2011. Her complaint was forwarded almost a year after it was submitted to
the Divisional Office.
In the meantime, Qadir Bux visited the Divisional Office thrice to follow up of his wife’s
complaint. Each visit took a full days travel and Rs.200 for public transport. Until May 2012 no
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reply had been received at the Divisional Office with regard to Khuda Hir’s case from any of the
higher offices and her case remains pending. The Complaints Assistant at the Divisional Office
told the case team that the case was sent back, along with others, and he has been instructed to
wait until the software for the Complaints Management System (CMS) is made operational. Cases
are then to be resolved at the Divisional level. This means that it is unlikely that the case will be
resolved in the very near future.

6. Observation
a. General Observations
The prescribed BISP complaints process is based on electronic filing of complaints while the
Complaints Management System is yet to be made operational in BISP Divisional Office
Makran. According to BISP staff at the Office, their premises were burnt by political workers
last year and 60% of their records were burnt.
Makran division is one of the most politically disturbed areas of Balochistan; protests are
common, during which all shops are closed and traffic is stopped. District Keach is one of the
most expensive districts of Pakistan.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Her husband visited BISP office 3 times in a period of 5 Months at a total cost of around
Rs.1,000.
The family is using water from a pond (Johar). The pond is shared with animals and women
of the village wash clothes in it as well. It is very unhygienic.
They were highly disappointed by the delay in processing of their complaint. Khuda Hir
participated in the PSC survey three years ago and is yet to receive a single instalment. She
quoted, with disappointment in her voice “Mana Na lagi ka ya Zar mana be rasi” (I don’t
think I will get this money).
c. Observations at BISP / Payment Agency Level
At the BISP Office Makran there is only one field Supervisor who cannot cover such a large
district by himself.
Complaints forwarded to the DG BISP have been returned to the Divisional Office with
instructions to await the operationalization of the CMS so that complaints may be resolved at
the Divisional Level. Thus is to the detriment of the interests of the aggrieved beneficiaries.

7. Lessons Learnt/ Conclusions


Since the issue remains unresolved the beneficiary continues to suffer. She has not received
any instalments in the three years since she participated in the PSC survey. Her complaint was
forwarded almost a year after it was filed due to the fact that the Divisional Office was burnt
down. These inordinate delays have left the beneficiary feeling helpless.

8. Recommendations


There are no proper visits by the BISP supervisor into the Districts to give information to
beneficiaries about the Program. This would be a useful practice. In Makran there is just one
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Supervisor for visits and he cannot cover all areas of Kech District; Tehsil offices could be
established to make covering all areas easier.
There is a need to ensure delivery of eligibility letter or discrepancy letter to the beneficiary.
It would also be helpful if the beneficiaries are informed and educated about the complaint
registration mechanism.
BISP Office staff also needs to be trained about proper complaint registration mechanism.
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Grievance Case Study Number:
Nature of Case:
Complainant/ Beneficiary:
Wife of:
Complainant, if not beneficiary herself:

G-Balochistan-33
CNIC Update
Bibi Jamila
Daughter of Abdul Majeed
Abdul Rehman (Uncle)

Address:

Zar Tangi Barshore union council, Behram Khan
Boshare Sub District Pishin
54401-3687885-8
3089766
20th March 2012

CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Conducted

1. Case Summary
Jamila is an unmarried 19 year old girl lives in Zar Tangi Barshore Uncion Council of district
Pishin. After the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey held her area in two of her family members
declared as an eligible beneficiary for the BISP cash grant scheme but she did not. As such she
could not receive any money orders. They learnt that there is a discrepancy because her CNIC
number was not noted on the PSC form during the survey, which was held in around January
2011.
Bibi Jamila’s filed an application to have her CNIC information updated was registered at the
BISP Divisional Office Quetta on the 15th January, 2012.
Her complaint was forwarded to the BISP headquarters Islamabad on the 20th January 2012 for
due processing. Jamila’s brother, Mohammad Ashraf visited the office more than five times but
was given no progress update.
As per the BISP website, Jamila’s CNIC has been updated but she is not declared as an eligible
beneficiary possibly because of her marital status as unmarried.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile/ Background information
The beneficiary, Ms. Jamila, is the 19year old daughter of Abdul Majeed. She is educated up to
the primary level but remains at home performing house hold duties. The beneficiary’s household
consisting of eleven (11) members. These include her parents and her siblings; six (6) brothers
and three (3) sisters.
The beneficiary has a pucca house, consisting of four packa rooms, and a bathroom and a kitchen.
Her home was built on a 1000sq ft. plot of land. The municipal water supply connects to her
home. Jamila’s sister Sabira and her mother Zubaida are also beneficiaries of BISP. The BISP
website shows the details for her mother and sister only.
Her father used to be a shopkeeper but remains ill and is now unable to work. Her brother is a
teacher at a private school and his monthly income is Rs. 5000. He is running the house hold
kitchen with this income; he is the sole breadwinner of the family.
The street leading to her house is unpaved and there is no drainage system in the locality.
However facilities for health and education and an electric supply are all available in the village.

3. Background of Relationship with BISP
Ms. Jamila is a resident of District Pishin village Zara Tangi Barshore. She was never declared as
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an eligible beneficiary for the cash grant scheme after the survey, which was held in January
2011. Her form was filled by an enumerator to whom her uncle gave all the required information.
The family was familiar with the BISP but they learnt more about it from other people of the
locality. She knew beforehand that a survey team was coming. She was given an
acknowledgement slip after her form was filled.
Jamila assumed that she had also been declared eligible for the program as Zubaida, another
eligible beneficiary in the same house was delivered an intimation letter. Her brother Mr. Ashraf
read the instructions on the back side of the BISP acknowledgement form and paid a visit to the
BISP website to confirm her status.
The complainant told the TPE team that the BISP aimed to distribute money among poor and
needy people. She was unaware about the details of any eligibility criteria. The family did not
know about the complaint redressal mechanism either, but her uncle was guided by a BISP
official during a visit to the BISP office. She will use the amount to purchase daily necessities and
items for her dower.

4. How did the Complaint/Grievance Emerge
The local Postman told Ashraf that as a policy matter, all the women above 18 years of age will
be eligible beneficiaries and he should also submit her CNIC to the BISP office to also make
Jamila as an eligible beneficiary. Ashraf assumed that a ‘CNIC Discrepancy’ was the cause of
Jamila’s complaint. When other beneficiaries in their village and her family woman started
receiving cash grant installments her uncle Master Abdul Rehman visited the BISP Divisional
Office Quetta for information. He was told that the reason she was not receiving payments was
that her CNIC data was not present on her PSC form; this information would have to be updated
for her to begin receiving.
Jamila applied for a CNIC and received it after some days from NADRA. Then her uncle Abdul
Rehman submitted an application along with a copy of her CNIC to BISP Divisional Office on
15th January 2012 Quetta.

5. Processing of the Case:
The complainant filed his complaint at the BISP Divisional Office Quetta on the 15th January,
2011 regarding the CNIC discrepancy of his niece. Its acknowledgement slip was not issued to the
complainant so that he may use it as a reference in the future.
The BISP Divisional Office Quetta forwarded both documents to the BISP headquarters in
Islamabad for CNIC Update on the 20th January 2012. The complainant has since been
continuously paying visits to the BISP Divisional Office Quetta to follow up the progress of the
application. No reply had been received from the headquarters and his case is pending at the same
stage as of the time of writing.

6. Observations
a. General Observation
When her payments were checked on the BISP web site Jamila’s name was not shown on the
BISP website against her PSC form number. Only her mother’s and sister’s names were
shown against the form number as an eligible beneficiaries as the intimation letter was
received at their homes.
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The beneficiary does embroidery in her free time at home. She belongs to a lower middle
class home. Her primary expectation from the grant is that it will help her in preparing for her
marriage; she plans to purchase items for her dower with the installments.
At BISP-Office acknowledgement mechanism was not implemented for satisfying the case on
due date and time. Her brother and uncle were visiting on her behalf. The cost of a round trip
to the Divisional Office was Rs. 140 each time. There was not proper system for record
keeping at the BISP Divisional Office. There was no date of complainant forwarding to the
concerned authorities such as those at BISP HQ in Islamabad.
There was no proper mechanism of coordination at BISP-Office. BISP used to instruct
complaint verbally to follow themselves their cases in Post office because at BISP level they
are not informed by BISP Islamabad regarding case.
b. Observations at the beneficiary level
Jamila’s family used to be better off in the past, however, following her father’s sickness they
have experienced a drop in their living standards. Now, she is dependent on her brother for all
her needs. If she gets installments she will be able to get her dowry articles herself and will
likely feel more empowered and independent.
c. Observation at BISP/ Payment Agency level
Quetta Division is the capital of Balochistan and a large population is served from this office.
Due to that the team at the office was looking overburdened, proper office decorum required
to be followed at BISP level and proper record keeping was not available regarding
beneficiaries’ cases or details.

7. Lesson Learnt/ Conclusion


The level of understanding among beneficiary was very low, while Jamila has learnt about
some of the process to file a complaint but the BISP’s standard complaint registration process
was not duly followed. Jamila’s male family members took pain to get information from their
neighbours and the Post office and finally learnt to lodge a complaint with the BISP divisional
office Quetta.

8. Recommendations





It would be helpful if the beneficiaries had been informed and educated about the complaint
registration mechanism.
There is a lot of need for creating awareness among women regarding the cash grant
programme.
Awareness rising programme should be held, so that, confusion regarding eligibility can be
eliminated.
A proper monitoring system should be developed for performance appraisals of staff
members and staff should be rewarded on this basis.
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G-Sindh-01
CNIC Update
Jamila
Noor-ud-din Qambrani (Separated)
NA
Safar Sheedi village, Qasimabad, Hyderabad, Sindh.
41306-9144758-2
10347729
15th December 2011

1. Summary of the Case
Jamila Qambrani belongs to a poor family, who lives in a rented house in the underdeveloped
village of Safar Sheedi in Hyderabad, Sindh. She lives with her 2 sons and 4 daughters; her
husband left her 3 years ago and went to Matli and there has been no contact between them ever
since.
Jamila’s CNIC has her father’s name on it and not her husband’s despite the fact that she is
married. This is the reason why Jamila has not received any payment yet. Three months after the
survey Jamila found out that she was eligible for the cash grant but was not receiving her
instalments, as a result of which over the course of the next 9 months, she visited the BISP office
3 times to register a complaint but there has still been no progress in this regard.
She attempted three times to record her complaint during August, October and then in December
2011 but her grievance could not be resolved to date.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Jamila Qambrani w/o Noor-ud-din lives in Safar Sheedi village, Qasimabad, Hyderabad in a
rented house. The rent for her house is Rs.3000 monthly and gas, electricity and water is available
in this house. Jamila is 37 years old and uneducated. Her husband left her 3 years ago, he went to
Matli and they haven’t been in contact since.
Jamila has 2 sons and 4 daughters. Jamila makes ropes at home and sells them, earning Rs.25003000 per month. She also washes clothes at another home, for which she earns Rs.600 per month.
Jamila’s elder son, Atif, works at a sweet shop in Kotri where he earns Rs.6000 per month.
Jamila’s eldest daughter is learning to stitch clothes.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
The PSC survey took place in her area one year ago and she received the survey slip as an
acknowledgement. She was found to be eligible after the survey as per her PMT score, but she did
not receive an eligibility letter from BISP informing her of this.
Jamila was completely unaware about BISP because there was no campaign in her area which
could educate her in this regard. She only knew that this program was in place to provide
assistance to poor people and thought that this was due to Benazir. According to Jamila she is
poor and deserves this help too. She told us that she will consume BISP money for purchasing
food items to release the load on her children.
When Jamila saw other women in her area getting their cash grants some months after the survey
she became concerned. The other women told her that she should go to an internet café and get a
printout of her PSC form to find out. When she went to the internet café shediscovered that she
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was eligible for the cash grant as per her PMT score. |The café owner disclosed that she could be
a BISP beneficiary.

4. How did the complaint emerge?
At the conclusion of the PSC survey, Jamila did not receive an eligibility letter from BISP so that
she could find out that she was eligible for the BISP cash grant, nor did she receive a letter
informing her of the discrepancy on her CNIC. Jamila’s CNIC was not made in the name of her
husband and she made her CNIC with her father’s name. As a result of which, she was not
receiving the cash grant. She could not remember the total amount used to reach the BISP office
but she estimated that at least Rs.100 was used for one trip.

5. Processing of the Case
When Jamila found out that she was eligible for the BISP cash grant and yet was not receiving
any payments, she decided to ask the Postman about this. The postman informed her that she
should go to the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad to register a complaint.
Jamila revealed that when she went to the BISP Hyderabad divisional office in around August
2011 in an attempt to register a complaint, the BISP staff at Divisional office Hyderrabad told her
that she would receive payments through the postman concerned. According to her, this was told
to her outside the BISP office without even looking at her survey slip.
The second time she went to the BISP office was October 2011. She told us that this time the
Assistant at the office kept a copy of her CNIC with himself and told her that when her money
comes the postman would give it to her. After this, Jamila asked the postman a couple of times as
well whether her money had arrived or not but each time he said it hadn’t.
The third time Jamila visited the BISP office was in December 2011. This time the Assistant told
her that her CNIC copy/complaint had been registered and her money had still not arrived.
However there has still not been any progress in this regard. She was not informed regarding her
CNIC status.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Jamila Qambrani w/o Noor-ud-din lives in a rented house in Safar Sheedi village; the rent is
Rs.3000 and the area of this house is 150-200 sq. yards. There are two rooms in this house, a
corridor, a kitchen and a bathroom. The walls are built of pakka bricks and the roof is made of
tear girders. There is a TV, a used refrigerator and a used washing machine in the house;
according to Jamila all these items were bought on instalments. Jamila’s elder daughter is
learning to stitch clothes so that she may assist her mother in the upkeep of the house.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Jamila was found to be eligible for the cash grant as per the PSC survey but she did not
receive an eligibility letter from BISP or a discrepancy letter informing her of the discrepancy
on her CNIC. As a result of this she has not started receiving her cash grant.
According to Jamila she is not satisfied with the behavior of the BISP office staff and neither
were the other complainants at the office. She was also not satisfied with the fact that there
has been no progress in her case.
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She said that she is “Sheedi” Afro-Sindhi by her caste but Bhuttos “asaan khay zaban dini”
gave us voice ad wanted to empower us.
c. Observations at the BISP Level
During the visit of the BISP Divisional office Hyderabad on 13th December 2011, it was
observed that the conditions of the office were very poor. Complainants were not being
guided properly for their convenience; the attitude of the staff was also not polite.
Beneficiaries were leaving the BISP office unsatisfied, disgruntled and frustrated. There was
a crowd outside and inside the office but there was no proper drinking water arrangement and
most of the old-age men women and accompanied children were seen crying for water.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions





Jamila was not fully aware of BISP or of the complaint registration mechanism.
Jamila did not receive an eligibility letter from BISP or a discrepancy letter which could
inform her that she should have her CNIC updated.
Jamila was not informed by the BISP office staff that there was a discrepancy in her CNIC as
a result of which she was not receiving her payments.
BISP Hyderabad Office had not handled this case well and just told her that she soon will get
money.

8. Recommendations





There should have been an awareness campaign in the village to inform people about BISP
and about the fact that women should have valid CNICs prepared for the survey.
BISP should provide eligibility/discrepancy letters to beneficiaries on time
The BISP office should assist and guide complainants instead of turning them away without
giving them any information. Their attitude towards complainants is not supposed to be rude
and abrupt.
Beneficiary should have been informed of her CNIC discrepancy on her first visit instead of
having her make repeated visits to the BISP office and post office.
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G-Sindh-02
CNIC Update
Mohra
Dhani Baksh
Muhammad Urs
Sonoo Khan Bhatti village, Tehsil Tando Ghulam Haider,
Zillah Tando Muhammad Khan
4160305765060
10822483
20-Dec-2011

1. Summary of the Case
Mohra w/o Dhani Baksh is an illiterate woman from the village of Haji Soomro Bhatti in Tando
Muhammad Khan, Sindh. Mohra was declared eligible for the BISP cash grant scheme but has
not received any payment which is due to the fact that her CNIC number was not entered into the
PSC survey form. She did not receive a discrepancy letter from BISP informing her of this
discrepancy.
Mohra sent her maternal grandfather to the BISP Divisional Office to register a complaint about
the fact that she was not getting her payment and to submit copies of her husband’s and her
CNIC. There has been no progress in this case thus far.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Mohra w/o Dhani Baksh resides in Haji Soomro Bhatti village, Nazarpur post office, Tehsil
Tando Ghulam Haider, District Tando Muhammad Khan. She is a 36 year old illiterate woman
with 4 sons and 1 daughter. Due to their poverty these children are deprived of getting an
education. Mohra’s husband works as a laborer on daily wages, from which he earns Rs.200-250
per day, but he does not get work every day.
Haji Soomro Bhatti is a poor village where only the Bhatti community lives. The houses here are
kacha. Mohra‘s house consists of one room and has a total area of 30x30 ft. There is only one
charpai and some dishes/utensils and beds in this room. There is a mud stove outside the room
where she cooks food on wood.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Mohra found out about BISP from other people in the village and she says it is “Benazir Scheme
Money” which the PPP is giving to the poor. Mohra is on the list of eligible women for the cash
grant scheme. The PSC survey was conducted nearly one year ago in her area and she had her
form filled out herself, and got a survey slip for proof. Mohra has a valid CNIC but her CNIC
number was not entered onto the form as a result of which she is not receiving the cash grant
payments.
Mohra has limited information about the complaint registration procedure through her
grandfather, Muhammad Urs. When asked about how she would spend the BISP cash grant if she
received it, she said that she would spend it to buy clothes for her children and household rations.

4. How did the complaint emerge?
When the postman began delivering cash grant payments to other women in the village, Mohro
wondered why she was not getting her payments. She mentioned this to her grandfather, since she
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asks him to do most of her work. Her grandfather went to a net café in Tando Muhammad Khan
city to get a printout of the tracking form for Rs30. The computer operator told him that this
woman was eligible but she would have to submit a copy of her CNIC to the BISP Divisional
Office Hyderabad or mail it from the post office, along with a complaint petition.
Mohra’s grandfather posted her complaint through the Post Office along with copies of her
husband’s and her CNIC to the BISP Hyderabad office on 01/11/11. When there was no result
forthcoming he even visited the BISP Hyderabad office to inquire about her payment but he did
not get any positive response. Because the staff was uncooperative, he came back and is waiting
for their response. The grandfather went to BISP office once from Tando Ghulam Haider to
Hyderabad and invested around Rs.400 which includes the fare and his meals.

5. Processing of the Case
Mohra’s grandfather submitted a complaint petition at the Matli post office on 01/11/11 (Receipt
# 1273) regarding the non-payment of her cash grant and had it mailed to the BISP Hyderabad
Office. When no definite result emerged from this complaint, Muhammad Urs also went to the
BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad at the end of same month to follow his complaint, where he
was informed that his case has been sent to BISP headquarters for resolution.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Haji Soomro Bhatti is a poor village where only the Bhatti caste lives. Some houses in this
village have collapsed due to the fact that they are kacha. People do not know about the BISP
eligibility criteria due to which people with PMT scores higher than 16.17 are still hoping to
get payments. Lots of people don’t even know where the BISP office is located. Muhammad
Urs’ diary has the address of the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad written in it.
Since they do not get the BISP eligibility letter many people have started to get printouts of
their tracking form from the city for Rs.30. The postman cuts money from the payments here
too. A lot of people here were eligible during Phase 1 of this program and even got Rs.10,000
but have been declared ineligible as per the PSC survey. However they did not know why
their money had been stopped. Muhammad Urs goes and gets complaints registered for other
women in this area as well.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Mohra has been found to be eligible as per the PSC survey. She actually appears to deserve
this monetary assistance. Her house is kacha and gas is not available here. Electricity is used
illegally here but she is deprived of this facility too since there is no bulb or fan in her room.
She has no issue collecting the money from the postman but feels that the bank is a reliable
source to get the money from. She was of the view that “Asaan khan wadeekkogareebnaaa
hay” (In our village no one is poorer than us Benazir ja paisa asaanja paisa ahin” Benazir had
given money for us.)
c. Observations at the BISP Level
At the time of this case study was developed, no further information could be obtained from
the BISP Hyderabad office because head of this office was reluctant to share any information
with the evaluation team.
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7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions





Since she did not receive an eligibility letter or a discrepancy letter Mohra asked her
grandfather to obtain a printout of her tracking form from a computer shop for Rs30, which is
how she found out that she was eligible for the cash grant but was not receiving her payment
because she hadn’t submitted a copy of her CNIC to the BISP office.
Muhammad Urs first submitted a complaint request at the post office (along with copies of
Mohra’s husband’s and her CNIC) to be mailed to the BISP office.
Upon not seeing any result emerging from this complaint he visited the BISP Hyderabad
office himself to submit her complaint.

8. Recommendations




BISP should post eligibility letters to beneficiaries so that they may not waste money on
obtaining printouts of their tracking form to find out whether they are eligible or not.
BISP should also post discrepancy letters to beneficiaries so that they may resolve any
problems as soon as possible and start receiving their payments.
There should be BISP cells at local post office as well to provide accurate information so that
complainants do not have to waste so much time and money to go to the BISP office which is
further away.
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G-Sindh-03
CNIC Update
Shabana
Ali HasanBhatti
Muhammad Urs (uncle of beneficiary)
Sonoo Khan Bhatti village, TandoGhulamHaider Tehsil,
Tando Muhammad Khan.
41603-0599333-2
10822508
17-Dec-2011

1. Summary of the Case
Shabana w/o Ali Hasan, lives with her 6 daughters in the Sonoo Khan Bhatti village of Tando
Ghulam Haider Tehsil, Union council Nasarpur. After around a year of the PSC survey, Shabana
learnt through a netcafe during mid of May 2011 that she has become eligible for the cash grant.
The area postman told her that she should first have her CNIC made and then submit a copy of it
to the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad. Shabana had her CNIC made and handed it to her
uncle, Muhammad Urs, who further submitted copies of it to the BISP office on numerous
occasions after May 2011, but there has still been no progress in this regard.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Shabana w/o Ali Hasan Bhatti lives in a house in the Sonoo Khan Bhatti village of Tehsil Tando
Ghulam Haider, District Tando Muhammad Khan. This house has a total area of 400 sq. yards.
Shabana is 38 years old and has she 6 daughters of which 3 are studying in school. Shabana’s
husband runs a grocery store and also does cultivation on a 3 ½ acre piece of land which he
inherited. When Shabana’s husband is working on the farm her fourth daughter, who studies in
class 2, runs the store. Shabana says that the joint income from the store and farming is
approximately Rs 100,000-125,000 per year or 9000 to 10000 a month. She was of the view that
she will use Benazir’s grant on the children’s education.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
The PSC survey was conducted in the village one year ago and at that time Shabana’s CNIC was
not made. Two or three months after the survey when other women in her village started receiving
their cash grants through the postman, Shabana became worried. Shabana’s uncle advised her to
get her tracking form printed out from an internet café. When she obtained her tracking form in
May 2011 she found out that she was eligible for the BISP cash grant. The café operator told her
that you are eligible.
Shabana does not know anything about BISP because there was no campaign in her village which
could provide any information about it; they were only told that this was a door to door survey.
All she knew about BISP was that it was program run by the PPP to assist poor people. Shabana
was found to be eligible for the BISP cash grant as per her PMT score on the PSC survey. She
discovered this fact by obtaining her tracking form at an internet café.

4. How did the complaint emerge?
Shabana did not receive an eligibility letter at the end of the PSC survey which was to inform her
whether she was declared eligible or ineligible for the cash grant. Nor did she receive a
discrepancy letter informing her that her CNIC had not been entered into the survey form as a
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result of which she was not receiving her payments. Her CNIC number had not been entered into
the survey form because at the time of the survey she did not have a CNIC.
It was troubling for Shabana when other women in her area began receiving the cash grants and
she did not despite the fact that she was poor. Her uncle advised her to get the tracking form from
an internet café to find out whether she was eligible or not.
When she did that she learnt that she was indeed eligible. She took this tracking form to the
postman and he told her to get her CNIC made and to submit a copy of it to the BISP Divisional
Office Hyderabad. Then Shabana had her CNIC made by 14/10/11 and gave it to her uncle
because he submitted many other women’s complaints at the BISP office.

5. Processing of the Case
Shabana’s uncle, Muhammad Urs, submitted copies of Shabana and her husband’s CNICs at the
BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad at the end of October 2011, and the staff there told him that
she would get the money from the postman when it arrives. A month later when Shabana’s
payment still had not arrived, her uncle went again in November 2011 to the BISP Divisional
office and he was again told that she would get it from the postman when the payment arrives.
In November 2011, her uncle went to the BISP office for the third time to check the progress of
Shabana’s complaint but he was given the same response. Despite her uncle having made three
trips to the BISP Divisional office Hyderabad without any progress, Shabana is still hopeful she
will get her payment. Her uncle spent around Rs.400 for a round trip.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Shabana w/o Ali Hasan lives in Sonoo Khan Bhatti village, Tehsil Tando Ghulam Haider,
District T.M. Khan, Sindh. There is only the Bhatti community in this village. The area of her
house is 400 sq. yards and it is a pakka house. There are two rooms and a huge corridor with
charpais in it and a second-hand freezer. Electricity is available at the house but there is no
gas in the entire village. There is a boring machine with pump in the house for water. The
roof of the house is made of RCC. Most people in the village use the forest as a bathroom but
Shabana’s house is one of the few with a bathroom in it. There is also a grocery store in the
house, the shutter of which opens to the outside. Her husband runs this store when he is not
working on his inherited farmland.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Shabana was found to be eligible as per the PMT score on her PSC survey form, but Shabana
has not received any eligibility or a discrepancy letter from BISP whereby she could learn that
she is eligible or there is a discrepancy in her survey form.
c. Observations at the BISP Level
As far as the BISP Divisional Office is concerned there is no procedure to register complaints
there or any written record of complaints. The complaint handler there checks the
complainants PMT score online and tells the complainant whether they are eligible or not and
keeps a copy of their CNICs. There is no register to keep written records of complaints. The
CNIC copies are collected and posted to the head office Islamabad. There is also no system to
check the status or progress of complaints at this office.
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7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions


This is an eligible woman with a discrepancy who had submitted required copies of her CNIC
in the BISP Divisional Office. She invested time and money but she could not any positive
response from the BISP office. She was still hopeful that she will get that money.

8. Recommendations




BISP should post eligibility/discrepancy letters to beneficiaries in a timely manner.
BISP should make beneficiaries aware of the complaint registration process and about BISP
before the survey and inform them that it is compulsory for the woman to have her CNIC
made before the survey.
There should be some process to check the status or progress of a complaint and complainants
should be given accurate information so that they can avoid costly trips to the BISP office
repeatedly.
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G-Sindh-04
CNIC Update
Asma Rind
Raza Ali Rind
Bego Nabi Rind (Mother-in-Law)
Haji Karam Ali Rind village, Narajani P.O, Detha Station,
Hyderabad.
4130334091136
10764435
13-Dec-2011

1. Summary of the Case
Asma Rind w/o Raza Ali Rind lives in a small village Karam Ali Rind in the Jhando Narijo area
near Hyderabad. Her husband cuts grass on farmlands. The PSC survey was conducted in January
or Feb 2011 and her husband had her form filled out. After the survey, she became eligible for the
BISP cash grant. It has been a year since the survey was held but Asma has still not received her
money due to a discrepancy in her CNIC. Moreover she did not get a letter from BISP informing
her that she has been declared a beneficiary of the BISP cash grant. Nor has she received a letter
telling her that she should have her CNIC updated. Currently her CNIC is made with her father’s
name instead of her husband’s name despite being married, and it needs to be made in her
husband’s name to become eligible for receiving the cash grant.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Asma Rind w/o Raza Ali Rind lives in Haji Karam Ali Rind village, Jhando Naraji post office,
Detha Station, Hyderabad. She is 22 years old and has studied till 5th grade. It has been a year and
a half since Asma’s marriage. She has one daughter and her husband labours at nearby lands at
Detho Station and also loads trucks for which he earns Rs200-300 a day. Along with her husband
and daughter, Asma’s mother-in-law, father-in-law and 3 brother-in-laws and their wives and
children also live in the same household but they all have separate living arrangements.
The total area of the house is 600 sq. yards and there are three rooms in the house. Electricity is
available but there is no gas. There is one bathroom and one kitchen and the walls of the house are
made of kacha mud. All her brothers have their own kitchens but her in-laws often eat from
Asma’s kitchen. She makes quilts at home for which she gets Rs.200 for a piece. There is one
goat in the house, but telling us of her plans she said that if she gets the BISP cash grant she will
buy one more goat.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Asma Rind was completely unaware of what BISP is because there was no awareness campaign
in her area before the survey was conducted. All she knew about BISP was that it was “Benazir’s
Scheme Money” and that this program was started to provide help to poor people.
The PSC survey was conducted one year ago and Asma’s husband had her form filled out at the
chowk outside their house. At the time her CNIC contained her father’s name not her husband’s
name despite her marriage. After filling out the form the survey team gave her husband a receipt
as proof.
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4. How did the complaint emerge?
During April 2011 after the completion of the PSC survey when other women in her area started
getting their payments, it was very troubling for Asma and others in her house because her
husband and all her brother-in-laws had filled out their mother and wives’ form as well.
When Asma’s mother-in-law asked other beneficiaries in her area they told her to register a
complaint. She asked the Postman during April 2011, who said that their money had not come and
she should get her complaint registered at the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad. When Asma
Rind’s mother-in-law (Bego Nabi Rind) went to the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad to have
her complaint registered, she found out that she and her daughter-in-law were both found to be the
beneficiaries under cash grant programme. But since Asma’s father’s name was on her CNIC her
payments had not started.

5. Processing of the Case
When Asma’s mother-in-law found out at the BISP Divisional Office that along with her Asma
too was a beneficiary she decided to register a complaint for the both of them. She submitted a
copy of her, her daughter-in-law’s and her son’s CNIC. When she submitted these copies to the
BISP office staff, they were told that the complaint would be sent to BISP headquarters,
Islamabad for resolution and upon resolution, the money would be delivered to her through the
postman concerned. The staff did not tell her exactly that there was a discrepancy on Asma’s
CNIC, which needed to be fixed and without which her payments will not come.
When two more months passed without any progress in this regard Asma’s mother-in-law went to
the BISP office again. The staff once again submitted a copy of Bego Nabi’s CNIC and when she
tried to inquire about Asma’s payment the lady computer officer scolded her saying that there
were so many people already who were in line and that the postman would bring the money to her
when it would be approved. The staff did not inform her of the discrepancy on Asma’s CNIC
once again. Her mother-in-law was not satisfied at all with the progress on the case and with the
attitude of the staff.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The house they live in is her husband’s family house. The area of the house is 600 sq. yards,
there are three rooms which are made of pakka bricks. They use a hand pump for water. Her
husband cuts grass on the lands near Detho Station and loads trucks; his daily income is
Rs.200-300. His younger brother works as a gatekeeper on farmlands from which he earns
Rs.5000 monthly and his two youngest brothers work as laborers.
b. Observation at Beneficiary Level
Asma Rind was found to be a beneficiary of the BISP cash grant as per her PMT score (8.4)
however, she has not received any confirmation letter of eligibility from BISP to inform her
of this. Neither was she informed of the discrepancy on her CNIC. She told us that if she gets
the cash grant, she will spend it to buy a goat for herself. She makes quilts at home- she earns
Rs.200 per quilt which she spends on the house.
Her husband was of the view that they are illiterate and unaware that by doing this we get
money from government. He further added that he will soon attempt to include his wife’s
name with his family tree.
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c. Observations at the BISP Level
While the discrepancy was clear that her name was recorded with her father but not with her
husband, the BISP office failed to tell her the particular discrepancy. She and her mother-inlaw had suffered much but still her grievance could not be solved.

7. Lessons learnt/Conclusions



Asma Rind and her mother-in-law (Bego Nabi Rind) were both unaware of the complaint
registration procedure.
Despite being declared eligible for the BISP cash grant Asma was not informed of this
officially through an eligibility letter, nor of the mistake on her CNIC through a discrepancy
letter.

8. Recommendations





BISP should inform people in every village about where they should register their complaints
if they have any.
The post office should be modernized so that beneficiaries can get any information they want
from there and also register their complaints over there.
BISP should introduce Urdu and Sindhi on their website as well since most people from the
village do not understand English.
BISP should train the staff at their office to behave politely with beneficiaries.
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G-Sindh-05
CNIC Update
Amina
Muhammad Shaikh
Muhammad Shaikh

Address:

Abdul Rehman Jagsi village, Tehsil Tando Ghulam
Haider, District Tando Muhammad Khan.
41103-2208819-5
10065885
20th December 2011

CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Conducted

1. Summary of the Case
Amina w/o Muhammad Shaikh is a poor and illiterate woman from Abdul Rehman Jagsi village
of Tehsil Tando Ghulam Haider, District Tando Muhammad Khan, Sindh. Amina has been found
to be eligible for the BISP cash grant scheme after the Poverty Score Card Survey (PSC), held in
December 2010; although she was declared eligible this was with a CNIC discrepancy.
Her CNIC number had not been entered into the PSC survey form when the survey was conducted
in December 2010 as a result of which, she is not receiving any payment. She did not get a
discrepancy letter from BISP either. At the time of the survey Amina did not have a CNIC.
When the discrepancy was discovered by her husband through the local person delivering cash
payments, Amina applied for a CNIC with NADRA in June 2011. When the CNIC was issued to
her in July 2011, it had her father’s name instead of her husband’s name on it, and this
discrepancy still persists.
Amina’s husband, Muhammad Shaikh, submitted a complaint, along with copies of his and her
newly issued CNIC, through Matli Post office on 4th August 2011. However, it is not clear to him
whether this complaint was ever received. The concerned BISP office does not have records of
complaints, and indicated that all complaints are forwarded to headquarters.
Her discrepancy has not yet been removed, and cannot be unless her CNIC has her husband’s
name on it. The couple remain unclear about what is required and that there may be an issue with
the new CNIC.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Amina lives in Abdul Rehman Jagsi village, Tehsil Tando Ghulam Haider, District Tando
Muhammad Khan. She is a 36 year old, illiterate woman. She has 2 daughters and due to their
poverty they do not get formal education. Amina’s husband works as a gatekeeper at the Matli
Rice Mills, where his monthly salary is Rs.4500.
The Abdul Rehman Jagsi village has a poor population; the houses here are kacha; there is
electricity but no gas as a result of which food is cooked on wood. Due to the heavy rainfalls a lot
of people’s houses have collapsed here.
Amina’s house too could not withstand the heavy rainfall. Amina’s husband has put up a
makeshift tent in front of the rubble for them to live in. There are two charpais, a few beds and
two suitcases to keep clothes in this tent. The rubble has been kept to one side to make space for a
mud stove on which food is cooked.
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3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
When the TPE team visited Amina’s house, she had gone to her parent’s house so the interview
was conducted with her husband instead. Muhammad Shaikh told us that the PSC survey took
place in December 2010. When the survey team came to his house he was at work so a local
influential had his form filled out and he obtained the survey slip from this influential when he got
back, for proof. He said that his wife did not get an eligibility/discrepancy letter from the BISP
which is why they could not find out why she was not getting money like the other women in the
village were.
Muhammad Shaikh found out about the complaint registration procedure. When he showed his
tracking form- a printout of which he obtained from a computer shop- to Janoo Jagsi- who
delivers cash grants instead of the Postman, Janoo Jagsi told him that there was a CNIC
discrepancy on his wife’s form, for which he would have to go to the Post office to mail copies of
his wife’s and his CNIC to the BISP Hyderabad office. Muhammad Shaikh found out about BISP
from other people in the village. He said it was a PPP program to distribute money amongst poor
people. He told us that the reason his wife’s CNIC had not been entered onto the form was
because she did not have a CNIC at the time of the survey. When the CNIC was finally issued by
NADRA in July 2011, it had her father’s name on it instead of his and it was this copy that he sent
through the Post office with the complaint. Muhammad Shaikh indicated that they planned to
rebuild their house with this money in the future.

4. How did the complaint emerge?
When other women in the village started receiving their payments Amina began to wonder why
she was not receiving her payment. This is why Amina’s husband obtained a printout of her
tracking form from a computer shop in Matli town. He showed this form to Janoo Jagsi (who
distributes money orders amongst beneficiaries) who told him that he should submit his wife’s
CNIC to the BISP office through the Post office.

5. Processing of the Case
Amina’s husband submitted her complaint to the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad through
Matli Post office on 4th August 2011 (Receipt # 38). He said he had visited the Post office 15
times after that to check the result of his complaint. This post office is nearly 2.5 kms from his
house and the total travel cost to and from the post office was Rs.30 per trip.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
A lot of houses in the Abdul Rehman Jagsi village collapsed due to the rainfall; Amina’s
house is one of those houses. The assistance and tents sent for this area by the government
were kept by the wadera and not distributed amongst the affectees. Before making a
complaint, Amina’s husband was not aware of the fact that his wife’s CNIC had her father’s
name entered on it and not his.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Amina was found to be eligible as per the PSC survey and her family appears to be deserving
of this assistance, since their house collapsed in the rain and due to financial constraints they
are forced to live in a tent now.
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Amina’s husband said that they had no issue with collecting the money from the Postman at
any time because Amina is a housewife. However he said that the bank is a better way to get
the full amount of the cash grant rather than the Postman. He was of the view that the
programme is good and for the poor but many normal/ineligible people get money.
c. Observations at the BISP level
The complainant was not sure that the complaint reached the BISP office. He had posted the
complaint only and had not visited the BISP office. The BISP office in Hyderabad had no
record of the complaint and they were reluctant to share details at the time this case study was
being developed.
The TPE team visited the BISP divisional office Hyderabad in January 2012 to follow
Amina’s complaint. The staff indicated that they do receive complaints through the Post
office and they further forward these to the BISP headquarters for processing.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions




Amina did not receive eligibility/discrepancy letters from the BISP
To find out whether his wife was eligible or not, Muhammad Shaikh spent Rs.500 in total to
lodge a complaint through the Post office and follow it further.
Muhammad Shaikh was unsure whether the BISP would accept Amina’s fathers name on her
CNIC or if his name was required.

8. Recommendations




BISP should provide eligibility letters to the beneficiaries so that they do not spend money on
printing out tracking forms to find out their eligibility status.
BISP should provide beneficiaries with discrepancy letters and it should made be made clear
that the beneficiary’s CNIC is only acceptable with her husband’s name on it, not father’s
name.
There should be a BISP cell at the unit Post offices as well so that beneficiaries/complainants
can get accurate and timely information as well.
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G-Sindh-06
Missing CNIC
Abida Hisbani
Javed Ali
N/A
Sheedi village, Qasimabad, Hyderabad
41306-9407967-0
10320317
14th December 2011

1. Summary of the Case
Abida Hisbani w/o Javed Ali Hisbani lives in Sheedi village, Qasimabad, Hyderabad, Sindh. Her
husband has been unemployed, as a result of which her parents and in-laws are financially
supporting them. She is 35 years old and has matriculated. She has 3 sons and 1 daughter.
Abida along with her husband Javed Ali and children is living in the household headed by her
father-in-law Sher Muhammad. At the time of the Poverty Score (PSC) survey, held in August
2011, Sher Muhammad had shared family details with the PSC enumerator. However, Abida’s
CNIC was not entered in the form. Sher Muhammad had also included his married daughter
Saima in the family roster. Actually Saima was not part of Sher Muhammad’s household but
living with her husband in Dadu district.
Abida has been declared eligible for the BISP cash grant but she has still not received any
payments. Abida visited the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad to submit her CNIC during the
month of December 2011. She revisited the same office two times after a month and she was
asked to submit Saima’s CNIC, which was also submitted later. The BISP officials told her that
Saima was also part of household headed by Sher Muhammad. Abida’s CNIC has not been
updated in the BISP records, when checked in May 2012.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Abida lives in House # C-51, Sheedi village, Qasimabad, Hyderabad district. She is 35 years old
and has passed matric. She has 3 sons and 1 daughter. The eldest son (Sahil) is 8 years old and
studies in class 2; the daughter (Soopra) is 6 years old and studies in class 1. Both these children
study in a government school.
Abida’s husband has been unemployed for a long time. He used to work in a police foundation as
a supervisor and used to earn Rs.7500 monthly. Her family and in-laws support them by
providing some money to run the house.
Abida’s house is pakka and has 2 rooms, a corridor and a courtyard. One of the rooms has
Abida’s dowry material in it. Apart from that there is a TV, a fridge and a washing machine in the
house. There is a kitchen and a bathroom in the house and gas and electricity are also available.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
When the survey team came to her area in August 2011, her father-in-law had her form filled out
and got a survey slip as evidence. She did not receive any eligibility/discrepancy letters from the
BISP.
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Abida found out about the BISP through the PSC survey team. She thinks this money is for poor
people and unemployed people. Abida did not initially know about the complaint registration
procedure which is why despite having a valid CNIC she had not submitted a copy of it to the
BISP office and registered a complaint.
Abida said that if she gets the BISP cash grant she will spend it to start a small business for her
husband which will help to financially support the family. Abida told the survey team that her
father-in-law thought that through providing information for the PSC form they surely will get
“Benazir ja paisa” Benazir’s money.

4. How did the complaint emerge?
Abida has been declared eligible for the BISP cash grant but she has still not received any
payments because her CNIC number had not been entered into the PSC form. Upon learning from
the neighbouring women to contact the BISP office for financial aid, Abida visited the BISP
Divisional Office Hyderabad in December 2011 from where she learned about the procedure to
register complaints.

5. Process of the Case
During the month of December 2011 during her first visit to the BISP office, she was asked to
submit a copy of the CNIC and the PSC form slip. During her second visit to the office in the
same month, she submitted both the documents. She paid another visit to the same office to
enquire about her payment status but on that day she was told to bring the CNIC of Saima. She
could not submit Saima’s CNIC because Saima was living with her husband in Dadu District.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Abida lives in Sheedi village which is on the right hand side from the main road. The area
ahead from her village is called Phase 2. Sheedi village is different from other traditional
villages. The houses here are pakka and gas and water is available here too. Women gathered
around mentioned that a lot of women in this village who are well off were declared eligible
for the BISP cash grant.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Abida lives with her four children, husband and father-in-law in a pakka house. While she has
been declared eligible for the BISP cash grant she does not appear to be amongst the poorest
women. The beneficiary does not have any issue collecting her cash grant from the postman
at any time. She was of the opinion though that she was more likely to get the full amount of
her payment from a bank transfer instead of through the postman.
c. Observations at the BISP Level
The BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad could not share any information on Abida’s
complaint. They indicated that they forward all the complaints to the BISP headquarters and
they don’t maintain the record as such. The Officials informed the team that the office had no
case management system in place to resolve cases at the local level.
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7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions





The PO’s did not properly train the survey team as a result of which they were not able to
provide accurate information to the people.
Abida’s father-in-law was not informed that it was compulsory to have the woman’s CNIC
number entered into the form for this program.
Abida did not receive eligibility/discrepancy letters from the BISP.
Abida did not know about the complaint registration procedure.

8. Recommendations



BISP should run awareness campaigns on TV, radio and newspapers for the beneficiaries to
educate them about the complaint registration procedure.
BISP should provide eligibility/discrepancy letters to beneficiaries to allow them to resolve
issues and receive payments in a timely manner.
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G-Sindh-07
Missing CNIC
Nasiba
Ghulam Nabi Magsi (Separated)
Sheedi village, Tehsil Qasimabad, Hyderabad
N/A
10381300
14th December 2011

1. Summary of the Case
Nasiba w/o Ghulam Nabi Magsi belongs to the Sheedi village in the Qasimabad area of
Hyderabad, Sindh. She was unwillingly living with her uncle because of her husband’s behavior
with her. She indicated that 10 years ago her husband left her to marry another woman. She is a
45 year old illiterate woman who has 2 sons and 3 daughters. She lives separately with her
children in her uncle’s home.
Nasiba has been declared eligible for the BISP cash grant but has not received any payment. The
reason for this is that her CNIC number has not been entered in the Poverty Score Card (PSC)
survey, which was held in July 2011. The survey team did not inform her nor did she receive a
discrepancy letter which could inform her that it was compulsory for her to have her CNIC
number entered into the form. She submitted a copy of her CNIC in December 2011 along with
the PSC receipt and is awaiting the result. Her status is also not updated yet at the BISP database.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Nasiba w/o Ghulam Nabi Magsi lives in House # C-58, Extension Colony, North Qasimabad,
Sheedi village, Qasimabad. She is 45 years old and is illiterate. She has 2 sons and 3 daughters.
Her eldest son is married and works as a laborer earning Rs.300-400 daily. But he is a daily wage
worker and so he gets work some days and doesn’t on others. Nasiba sews women’s clothes on
demand for women in the area. Sheedi village is in main Qasimabad. The street leading to her
house is paved. Nasiba’s husband left her and his children after his second marriage which is why
she lives with her uncle.
Her house has three rooms, of which two rooms are locked because her uncle’s family’s
belongings are stored there, and one room which is in the courtyard is used by Nasiba. The house
is cemented pakka and has a separate kitchen and bathroom. Gas and electricity are available at
this house.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Nasiba found out about the BISP from the survey team and she thinks this is “Benazir’s money”.
When the PSC survey team came to her area in June-July 2011, she had her household’s form
filled out herself and she was given a slip as evidence. She never received any eligibility letter or
a discrepancy letter from the BISP.
Nasiba said that the survey team did not inform her that she needed to have a CNIC entered for
this program. This is why she did not present her CNIC to the enumerator. When asked about the
complaint registration procedure, she said she did not know anything about it.
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Nasiba said that if she got this money she would spend it on household rations and other basic
necessities.

4. How did the complaint emerge?
When she came to know that there was complaint registration system at the BISP Divisional
Office Hyderabad through a neighbour, she went to register her complaint. She claimed that she is
eligible for the BISP cash grant but she was not receiving it as other beneficiaries in her
neighbourhood were. .

5. Process of the Case
Nasiba attempted to register her complaint in the BISP Hyderabad Divisional Office Hyderabad
in December 2011. The BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad staff took a copy of the CNIC and the
PSC form slip and tracked out her status. She was informed that that there was a discrepancy in
her CNIC, so they would send it to the BISP Head Office Islamabad for further processing. She
was not provided with any evidence of registration of her complaint.
When BISP staff was asked about Nasiba’s case, it was stated that there was no formal complaint
registration mechanism with them, so they have no record of it.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Nasiba lives in Sheeda village which is located to the right side of the main road. The area
next to Sheeda village is called Phase 2. Sheeda village is different from other traditional
villages. The houses here are pakka and gas and water is available here too. She revealed that
a lot of women in this village who appeared to be well off were declared eligible for the BISP
cash grant and a lot of women who were actually deserving of the cash grants had very high
PMT scores.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Nasiba’s husband left her nearly 10 years ago because he married another woman. She had
nowhere else to go so she went with her children to live at her uncle’s house. Her uncle’s
family lives in another city.
Nasiba gets to use only the outer room, the kitchen, bathroom and courtyard. Two people
contribute towards the running of this house- her eldest son who is married and earns Rs.300
– Rs.400 per day but that is also not a stable source, and secondly Nasiba herself who stitches
clothes on demand. Nasiba made only one visit to the BISP divisional office Hyderabad and
spent Rs.200 on a round trip.
c. Observation at BISP level
As far as the BISP Divisional Office is concerned, there was no procedure to register
complaints with them or any written record of the complaints. The complaint handler checks
the complainant’s PMT score online and informs the complainant whether she was eligible or
not and keeps a copy of her CNIC. There was no register to keep written records of
complaints.
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7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions





The PO’s did not properly train the survey team as a result of which they were not able to
provide accurate information to people
The beneficiary was not told by the survey team that she needed to have her CNIC made to
benefit from this program
Nasiba did not receive eligibility/discrepancy letters from the BISP
The beneficiary was not informed about the complaint registration procedure and neither did
she know that her payments had not been coming because she did not have her CNIC number
entered into the PSC survey form.

8. Recommendations



The BISP should run awareness campaigns on TV, radio and newspapers for beneficiaries in
local languages to educate beneficiaries about the complaint registration process.
The BISP should provide eligibility/discrepancy letters to the beneficiaries.
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G-Sindh-08
CNIC Update
Bego Nabi Rind
Nabi Rind
Karim Ali Rind village, Narajani, Detha Station P.O.,
Hyderabad.
41303-1158499-0
10764437
14th December 2011

1. Summary of the Case
Bego Nabi Rind is a 59 year old illiterate married woman with 4 sons and 2 daughters; all of them
are married. She lives in small village Karim Ali Rind district Hyderabad. The Poverty Score
Card (PSC) survey was held in February 2011 in her village and after a few months she found out
that she was eligible for the cash grant. This raised her hopes but even after a few months more
had passed, she did had not received an eligibility letter from the BISP informing her that she had
been declared a beneficiary, nor did she receive a letter of discrepancy.
She found out from a neighbour that she was a beneficiary and about the procedure to register
complaints. A few days later she went to the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad to register a
complaint about not receiving the money.
In this regard she submitted a copy of her CNIC and the PSC slip to the BISP Divisional Office
Hyderabad in October 2011. Until May 2012, she has not learnt anything further about her
complaint so she is waiting for her complaint’s resolution, while the BISP website shows her
status still with the same CNIC discrepancy.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Bego Nabi Rind is a poor woman residing in a small village in Hyderabad called Karim Ali Rind.
Bego Nabi has 4 sons and 2 daughters; all of them are married. Her husband, their four sons along
with their wives and children, live with Bego Nabi. Her husband spends his days at home and
does not have a job; their four sons earn for the house and run it. tTheir eldest and two youngest
sons are involved in farming and the other son drives a rickshaw. Each of the sons earns
approximately Rs.3500 monthly which is used to run the house.

3. Beneficiary’s relationship with BISP
More than 15 months have passed since the PSC survey was held and when Bego Nabi Rind got
an acknowledgement slip as evidence. Since then around 5 further months have passed since she
registered a complaint at the BISP Divisional Office with a copy of the CNIC. But she has still
not heard about when she will receive her cash grant.
Bego Nabi is eligible for the cash grant but she has not received an eligibility letter from the
BISP. When the enumerator came to her house for the survey, he entered her CNIC number
incorrectly; he entered the second last digit incorrectly. She still has the correct CNIC with her.
Bego Nabi said that when she receives her money, she will buy some livestock with it and start a
business, which will improve their family’s financial conditions.
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4. How did the complaint emerge?
Bego Nabi Rind’s neighbour told her that she was eligible for the cash grant but that she must go
to the BISP office to submit an application. She went a few days later to the BISP Divisional
Office Hyderabad, where she submitted a copy of her CNIC along with the survey
acknowledgement slip. When the TPE team tracked her form online, it was found that her CNIC
had been entered incorrectly.

5. Processing of the Case
When Bego Nabi found out about that she was eligible she went to the BISP Divisional office in
October 2011 to register a complaint which was a grievance complaint that she is not receiving
her money even though she is eligible
Bego Nabi recalled that she gave her acknowledgement slip to a female front desk computer
operator, who talked to her in an abrasive manner and acted as if to avoid any responsibility.
This officer told Bego Nabi about her PMT score and told her that she was eligible and would
receive her money. Another staff took copies of her CNIC and told her that her complaint had
been registered and that she could leave.
When she did not hear anything for two months after her first complaint, she again went to the
BISP divisional office in December 2011 to find out if there was any update on her complaint but
she was again told that she would receive her money at her home by the Postman. In these two
visits, she spent around Rs.300 for a round trip.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Bego Nabi is a poor and hopeful woman. Her daughter-in-law, who lives with her, has also
been found to be eligible, but neither of them has received any instalment of their cash grant.
There are many women in Bego Nabi’s village who have been receiving this cash grant, and
there a few who used to receive money in the first phase of the program as well.
According to standard procedure she should have received an eligibility letter and a
discrepancy letter from BISP but she has received neither. She said, the behaviour of the BISP
office staff towards her was also very poor considering the staff is instructed to behave gently
with beneficiaries. Despite being disheartened by the behaviour of the staff beneficiaries still
go to the BISP office to register their complaints.
b. Observations at the beneficiary level
Bego Nabi Rind is a poor and old woman. Her house is pakka and electrified; there is a
kitchen in the courtyard and a bathroom at one end of the house. There were a few goats in
the house and her son’s rickshaw was also standing there. Bego Nabi Rind’s house is 600 sq.
yards and consists of 3 rooms which are made of pakka bricks. The kitchen is also pakka but
there are no facilities in it. At one end of the house is a second door next to which there is a
bathroom which is kaccha. The corridor in her house is large and has little in it. There was no
source of clean water in her house except for a hand pump and the hand pump water is
brackish, yet they use it for drinking and other purposes.
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c. Observations at the BISP Level
As far as the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad is concerned, there is no set procedure to
register complaints and they do not keep a proper written record of complaints. The TPE team
was not allowed to go in-depth in any case by the BISP Divisional Office at the time of
developing this case study.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions




The beneficiary should have been informed by BISP that since her CNIC number was
incorrectly entered into the PSC form during the survey, she would not be receiving her cash
grant till this was rectified. She should also have been informed that she should submit a copy
of her CNIC to the BISP office to rectify this. The beneficiary spent Rs.300 in these two
visits, with no resolution of her complaint.
Bego Nabi did not receive eligibility/discrepancy letters from BISP this why she was unaware
about her inclusion in the programme and the nature of discrepancy. It is important that she
had no intimation of how to resolve her discrepancy.

8. Recommendations



BISP should provide letters to beneficiaries informing them that they are eligible or a
discrepant letter informing them about any problems that are preventing their cash grants
from arriving.
The BISP office staff should behave politely with the complainants/beneficiaries who visit
their office, as per their instructions.
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G-Sindh-09
Missing CNIC
Husna Laghari
Mashoque Ali Laghari
Mashoque Ali Laghari
Mureed Khan Laghari village, W.E.D, Masoo
Bhargari post-office, Tehsil and District Hyderabad.
41303-9040154-8
10764086
13th December 2011

1. Summary of the Case
This is the story of Husna Laghari w/o Mashoque Ali Laghari, who is 35 years old and an
illiterate married woman from the Mureed Khan Laghari village of Hyderabad. This village is a
male dominated village because the men do not allow their wives to leave the house. Husna learnt
through other beneficiaries of the village that in case of not receiving the cash grants, that a
complaint can be registered in the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad. But she does not have any
knowledge about the BISP office.
Husna could not have her complaint lodged regarding her cash grant at the BISP office concerned
since she was bound by the customs of the village. When the survey was carried out in January
2011, her CNIC wasn’t made and so she was not able to enter her CNIC number into the survey
form. She got her CNIC issued from NADRA in February 2012. Her husband Mashoque Ali went
to the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad in July 2011 to register a complaint on her behalf and
submitted a copy of her CNIC and a form slip to the complaint handler at the office. Husna’s
grievance is still not addressed despite the passage of 10 months, as the BISP website is still not
showing her records updated as of May 2012.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Husna w/o Mashoque Ali Laghari resides in Mureed Khan Laghari village, Khuda Bukhsh
mohalla, Tehsil and District Hyderabad. She is 35 years old and has 2 sons and 2 daughters. Two
of the sons and one daughter are receiving education at a government school. The eldest son is in
6th class, the other son is in 3rd class and the daughter is in 2nd class. Husna stopped working with
her husband after the birth of her second daughter on account of not being medically fit . Her
husband works as a laborer from which he earns a monthly income of Rs.2500-3000.
Mureed Khan Laghari village is 30 kms from Hyderabad city center. The street leading towards
Husna’s house is kachha. There are three rooms in the house, a pakka corridor in front of the
rooms and a courtyard which has a floor made of pakka bricks. The kitchen has a roof made of
grass. Electricity is available but not gas so food is made on wood. There is no proper facility for
the bathroom. There are three households in this house but they each have separate living
arrangements. Husna has a third of the house to her. Their room has a charpai, one box and a few
steel utensils.

3. Beneficiary’s relationship with BISP
Husna only knew about the BISP through the survey team to the extent that this was “Benazir’s
money” and she considers herself a beneficiary of this money because she thinks the eligibility
criterion is being poor.
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She told us that the survey was conducted in her area in January 2012, she had the form filled out
herself and received a slip as an acknowledgement as well. Husna did not receive
eligibility/discrepancy letters from the BISP. She told us that her husband found out, by searching
for her tracking form online at a computer shop in Hyderabad; that she was a beneficiary and she
would receive cash payments.
Husna knows about the complaint registration procedure which she found out about from other
beneficiaries in the village. But she has not able to register a complaint herself since she has not
gotten permission from her husband to do so. At the time of the survey, her CNIC was not made
and she was not able to have her CNIC number entered on the form. She received her CNIC from
NADRA in February 2011. Husna told the TPE team that if she gets the cash grant she will spend
it on household rations and other basic necessities.

4. How did the complaint emerge?
Husna came to know through other beneficiaries of the village that in case of not receiving cash
grants, a complaint can be registered in BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad. But she does not have
any knowledge about the BISP office.
When the survey was carried out her CNIC wasn’t made and so she was not able to enter her
CNIC number into the survey form. But as on 8th February 2011 her CNIC has been issued to her.

5. Processing of the Case
Husna’s husband Mashoque Ali went to the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad in July 2011 to
register a complaint on her behalf and he submitted a copy of her CNIC and form slip to the
complaint handler at the office.
When he talked to the complaint handler at the BISP office, they told him to submit the copy of
his wife’s CNIC and acknowledgement receipt of the survey form, which he submitted on the
same day. The BISP staff told him that they will send his complaint to the BISP Islamabad for
further process. After few days Mashoque again visited the BISP office to get information about
his case but no further progress has been made to date.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
It was found that male dominance restricts women’s mobility in Husna’s village. It was not
certain what types of customs and traditions restrict Husana’s husband in not allowing her to
register her complaint directly.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Husna has been nominated as a BISP beneficiary. She considers herself a deserving
beneficiary because only her husband earns for the family and he gets Rs.2500 – Rs.3000
monthly. She used to work with her husband till the birth of her second daughter, but she has
been in poor health since and does not work with him anymore.
Husna knows that she can register a complaint if she does not receive payments but she does
not know where the BISP office is located, because her husband has not given her permission
to go to such places and has not taken her there either. Her husband says that since her name
has been announced in this program, she will also eventually receive the money. Mashooque
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visited the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad twice and he spent around Rs.200 on a round
trip.
c. Observations at the BISP Level
As far as the BISP Divisional Office is concerned, there was no set procedure to register
complaints and they do not keep a proper written record of the complaints. The TPE team was
not allowed to go in-depth in any case by the BISP Divisional Office at the time of
developing this case study.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions




The beneficiary was not informed by BISP that since her CNIC number could not be entered
into the PSC form during the survey she will not be receiving her cash grant and that she
should submit a copy of her CNIC to the BISP office to rectify this.
Husana’s husband Mashooque Ali Laghari was able to obtain a printout of her tracking form
from a computer shop, from which he was able to learn that she is a beneficiary but he could
not find out that there was a discrepancy for which he should go to the BISP office.
Husna did not receive eligibility/discrepancy letters from BISP.

8. Recommendations




Beneficiaries should receive an eligibility letter from BISP, so that they may be able to know
the discrepancy and can lodge a complaint.
Beneficiaries should also be educated on complaint registration procedures.
CMS should be implemented at the soonest so that a proper record of complaints can be kept.
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G-Sindh-10
Grievance
Shameem
Muhammad Younus
House # 402, Street # 3, Sector 11-A, Scheme 33,
GulzarHijri, Gadap Town, Lassi Goth, Malir,
Karachi.
42501-6299283-2
13367673
27th November 2011

1. Summary of the Case
Shameem w/o Muhammad Younus is an illiterate woman from Gadap Town area of Karachi in
Sindh. Her complaint is connected to the BISP Divisional Office, Karachi where grievance cases
are not registered, instead a copy of the complainant/beneficiary’s CNIC is collected and when
more than a 100 cases are collected they are formatted into a list which is then sent to the BISP
Head Office, Islamabad for resolution.
Shameem has been declared eligible for the Rs.1000 monthly cash grant scheme of BISP and has
been placed on the list of beneficiaries but she has still not received any installment of this cash
grant due to the fact that her CNIC was not entered in the PSC survey form. The survey was held
in June 2011.
Shameem told the TPE team that she registered a complaint at the BISP Divisional Office around
September 2011. She indicated that she has submitted copies of her CNIC at this office twice. The
fact that deserves attention here is that she was not immediately informed by the BISP Divisional
Office staff about this discrepancy as a result of which she paid repeated visits and continued to
be deprived of payments due to her.
As per BISP website, her renewed CNIC has been updated but she is yet to be declared a
beneficiary.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Shameem w/o Muhammad Younus lives on Street #3, Gadap Town, Laasi Village, Tehsil Malir,
District Karachi, Malir. Shameem is a 30 year’s old uneducated woman who has 4 daughters and
1 son. Her husband Muhammad Younus works as a laborer and earns about Rs.200-300 in daily
wages. However he does not have guaranteed daily work.
Laasi Village is 5 kms away from the Super Highway. Shameem lives in a 150 sq. yards house
made of blocks with her husband and 5 children. This house only has one room with some basic
furniture, a TV set and a washing machine. The house is the property of her in-laws, the room in
which she lives is supposed to be her husband’s property. The roof is made of sheets of cement.
Gas and electricity is available in the house, the courtyard outside the room is kucha and there is a
bathroom and a kitchen next to it.
Apart from Shameem’s family, her two brother-in-laws and their families live in that house but
their arrangements are separate. Shameem informed us that she will spend the cash grant on her
children’s education and that it would also be useful for household rations.
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3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Shameem found out about the BISP through a survey team approximately 6 months ago around in
June 2011. She thinks that it is a program that distributes money to the poor. She considers herself
a beneficiary because she found that she is eligible at the BISP Divisional Office through her
tracking form. All she knows about the BISP eligibility criteria is that she is poor and therefore
she deserves the grant.
When the survey team visited Laasi Village to fill out the PSC forms, she had her form filled out
in a nearby school. She gave them her own and her husband’s CNIC but the survey team did not
enter her CNIC and only entered her husband’s CNIC. The survey team even issued her an
acknowledgement slip.
Shameem still does not know two crucial things: first, that her CNIC number was not entered on
the form and secondly that her CNIC expired on 31st July 2011. This is because she did not
receive any eligibility letter or any discrepancy letter from BISP.

4. How did the complaint emerge?
Shameem did not get an eligibility letter from BISP which could inform her that she was a
beneficiary of the BISP cash grant. She also did not receive a discrepancy letter from the BISP
which could inform her that her CNIC number is missing. She decided to go to the local Post
Office to get some information. The Post office is approximately 10 kms away from her house.
The staff at the post office told her to go to the BISP Divisional Office to get exact information.
Shameem applied for her renewed CNIC card from NADRA during the month of August 2011
and she was issued a renewed card in September 2011. She submitted the copy of the new CNIC
to the BISP Karachi office for resolution.
When Shameem went to the BISP office which is approximately 25 kms from the Post office, the
staff retrieved her PMT score through her tracking form and wrote down ‘OK’ on her survey slip,
telling her that her form had been approved, and asked her to bring a copy of her CNIC the next
day.

5. Processing of the Complaint
Shameem submitted a copy of her CNIC the next day in September 2011 and again in October
2011 but she did not get any slip from the office. Despite having visited the BISP office three
times Shameem still could not find out that since her CNIC number was not entered in the survey
form she could not avail of the BISP cash grant.
Shameem managed to find the BISP Divisional Office where she hoped to have her grievance
addressed. The Post office staff guided her in this effort.
When she went to the BISP office, she found out there through her tracking form that she was
eligible for the cash grant. The next day she submitted a copy of her CNIC on their instruction.
The staff told her that they are collecting this for a prize scheme and that they would call her
themselves. Aside from this, they also told her that with regard to the cash grants scheme she will
receive her money in the month of Ramzan. When Ramzan ended, Shameem again visited the
BISP office in December 2011 for the third time but again she could not get assurance to get the
cash grant. She stated that she went to the BISP office three times and she estimated that around
Rs.100 was spent on each trip.
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Shameem is not satisfied with the complaint resolution mechanism because she is talked to rudely
over there and is always told to wait at home for her money.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
BISP’s prescribed complaints process is based upon the electronic filing of the complaints.
The current staff takes a copy of the CNIC from the complainant and enters their name and
CNIC number into an excel sheet. When they collect more than 100 CNIC related cases, they
forward a list to the BISP head office for resolution,
b. Observation at the Beneficiary Level
Shameem was found eligible as per the BISP Poverty Score Card. She was not satisfied with
the result of her complaint but she is hopeful that she will get the money. She finds it more
convenient to receive the cash grant from a bank rather than at the post office because it
would save her time and traveling cost and she would get the full amount.
The BISP office is approximately 35 kms from Shameem’s house. She spends so much time
and money around Rs.300 in total to get to the office each time in the hope that this time her
issue will get resolved.
Since she is uneducated she remained uninformed about the fact that her CNIC expired on
31st July 2011 and neither did the BISP office staff inform her in this regard. So she did not
know that her submitting copies of her CNIC twice went to waste.
c. Observations at the BISP/Partner Agency Level
There was no proper mechanism for complaint registration system at BISP Karachi office
therefore they were collecting copies of the CNIC and form receipt only. But complaints were
being recorded informally on excel sheets. After the collection of a certain number of
complaints, around 100; these were forwarded to the BISP office in Islamabad.

7. Lessons learnt/Conclusions




Shameem did not receive an eligibility letter or a discrepancy letter from BISP as a result of
which she could not find out that her CNIC number was not entered into the PSC survey
form.
Shameem was not told by the BISP Divisional Office staff that her CNIC had expired and
therefore she should get a new CNIC made and then submit a copy of that.
In case she gets a new CNIC made she will still have to wait for some more time to receive
her cash grant as well as spend more time and money.

8. Recommendations





BISP should send eligibility/discrepancy letters to beneficiaries
Beneficiaries should be made aware of the fact that they can go to the post office and have
their complaint registered there.
BISP office and post office staff should inform beneficiaries immediately if their CNICs are
expired.
BISP office and post office staff should take down details of discrepancies from the
beneficiaries when they are collecting their CNICs so that they know about the real problem.
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It is recommended that the Post offices should be provided with the complaint forms because
it was observed that most of the beneficiaries find it more convenient to visit the Post office,
compared to the BISP office.
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G-Sindh-11
Missing CNIC
Shanti
Lakhiram
Lakhiram
Abdul Sattar Arain, Nasarpur post-office, Taluka
Matiari, District Mariari
41305-8779260-9 (Lakhiram’s CNIC)
09573199
25th November 2011

1. Summary of the Case
Shanti w/o Lakhiram is a poor woman who belongs to village Abdul Sattar Arain, Taluka Matiari,
District Matiari. She is 35 years old, illiterate married woman and she has 6 children. Shanti’s
PMT was calculated at 8.19 after the Poverty Scorecard (PSC) survey was conducted in her area
in January-February 2011. She did not have a valid CNIC at the time of the survey.
Shanti’s husband registered a complaint on her behalf in August 2011 along with a copy of her
CNIC in the BISP Divisional office Hyderabad with a promise that the case will be forwarded to
the BISP head office in Islamabad and they will receive the cash transfer after two-three months.
Her case is still pending with the BISP and the record indicates that her data was not updated as of
May 2012.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Shanti w/o Lakhiram belongs to a poor non-Muslim family; she is illiterate and has 6 children
none of whom go to school. They live in a mud constructed house with two rooms; there was no
washroom inside the home, they used to go in the fields. There were no basic facilities like
electricity, gas and drinking water. Shanti and her husband work as agricultural laborers in
Nasarpur District Matiari. When they get work they earn around Rs.200-300 daily but on days
when they do not have work they barely make ends meet; they do not even cook food at home on
such days.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Shanti and her husband informed the TPE team that the PSC survey was conducted in their area
In January-February 2011 and at that time Shanti did not have a CNIC. Due to this her husband’s
CNIC number was entered into the survey form. They got a survey slip as a proof of the survey.
Shanti did not receive an eligibility/discrepancy letter from the BISP. As Shanti did not have a
CNIC in August 2011 they went to the NADRA office in Hyderabad to get her card made. This
was because she found she could not register her complaint without a CNIC. She was asked to
bring her husband’s CNIC and other documents so this took some time.
When asked about the BISP, she said she did not know anything about it. She said she has only
heard from other people in the village that they are getting “Benazir’s scheme money”. Shanti did
not know about the procedure for registering a complaint. She also said that while she was not
getting the money from the BISP at the moment, if she were to get it she would spend it to build a
house and to buy cots charpais and beds for the house. She told us that “Benazir’s money is for all
the poor”.
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4. How did the complaint emerge?
Shahnti’s husband Lakhiram heard from the village where he lives that there is a complaint
system at the BISP office Hyderabad, so he went to the BISP divisional office Hyderabad in
August 2011to register the complaint about not-payment of BISP money. The BISP staff received
a copy of Shanti’s CNIC and receipt of the PSC from the complainant.
5. Processing of the Case
Lakhiram went to the BISP divisional office Hyderabad in August 2011to register the complaint
about non-payment of BISP money. The BISP staff was given Shanti’s CNIC and receipt of PSC
and they told him that they will forward it on the very next day to the BISP head office Islamabad
and they will get money after two-three months at his doorstep by a Postman. When the TPE team
met with the BISP Divisional Director, he was of the view that he had not received any
instructions from the BISP Head Office to share any case related information. Therefore he was
unable to help the team. He further indicated that they do not keep cases pending in the office and
send it to the BISP headquarters for further processing.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The TPE team found the grievance cases by using various tools. The team interacted with the
women/complainants present in the BISP office and got their addresses and other possible
details and then verified their status from the BISP website. After getting Shanti’s tracking
form, the team visited her house for a detailed interview.
Shanti’s household do not had any of the basic facilities to lead their lives. Shanti’s house was
built of mud. Nobody in that locality knew that they could register complaints and neither had
the Postman ever told anyone that they could register a complaint for such cases. Whenever
the Postman would come there to deliver money to other women, Shanti would tell him about
her issue and ask him about her money that why she is not getting her money. Shanti was very
concerned that other people in the area were getting money but she wasn’t despite being
eligible.
b. Observation at the Beneficiary Level
The beneficiary does not have any issue with receiving her cash grant from the postman at
any time.
c. Observation at BISP/Partner Agency Level
When the TPE visited the BISP Divisional office Hyderabad to track Shanti’s case, the staff
indicated that they have no complaint recorded. There were female computer operators who
enters the complainant/beneficiary’s survey slip number into the tracking form and tells them
whether they are eligible or not. If there is a discrepancy on the form despite being eligible,
the computer operator tells them to submit a copy of her and her husband’s CNICs along with
a copy of the survey slip to the complaint handler.

7. Lesson learnt


She became aware that the CNIC was important to be a part of any government scheme and
she followed up to get her CNIC issued from NADRA.
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She had no any other source of information regarding the BISP but she came to know through
some other beneficiaries about a complaint process.
If BISP had sent her the eligibility or discrepancy letter earlier it would have been possible for
her to provide her CNIC and address her issue earlier.

8. Recommendations




There should be proper complaint registration system in the BISP divisional offices.
Complainants should be informed of all the required information by the BISP, and BISP staff
should be aware of the precise requirements for addressing each type of complaint.
There should be NADRA outlets with the BISP divisional offices, which beneficiaries can
easily access to get their problems resolved.
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G-Sindh-12
Missing CNIC
Alia Bibi
Ahmed Amin
Ahmed Amin
Bhutta village, Tashqand Colony, Keamari, Karachi
42401-1808527-2
12773725
10th December 2011

1. Summary of the Case
Alia Bibi w/o Ahmed Amin is a 38 year old married illiterate woman who lives in Bhutta village,
Tashqand Colony, Keamari, Karachi West. She belongs to a relatively better off household. Alia
is 38 years old and has 8 children- 6 sons and 2 daughters. Alia’s children do not study in a school
but do study at a madrassa.
A Poverty Scorecard (PSC) survey was conducted in her area in April-May 2011 and the BISP
survey team filled out the form for Alia’s house and told her that if her form was approved she
would receive Rs 2000 monthly from the BISP.
Alia has the PSC survey slip as proof which has her PMT score (15.6) and the word ‘OK’ on it.
Alia’s husband found out her score from the BISP office. However Alia has not received any
payment because her husband and her son’s CNICs were not entered into the PSC form; they do
not know about this discrepancy themselves since nobody has informed them about it.
As per the BISP records checked in May 2012, her payment was generated in the month of
December 2011 and the Postman made two attempts to deliver but failed. Her payments are again
generated in the system, although there is a discrepancy. Until all the household members over 18
have their CNIC on the form, the payment cannot be delivered. It is not clear why the system
indicates that attempts at delivery of payment have been made under the circumstances.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Alia Bibi w/o Ahmed Amin belongs to a relatively better off household. Alia’s husband who was
at home told us that they were not in need of the BISP money; if they get the money that would be
fine but it wouldn’t matter to them even if they got the money. Alia is 38 years old and has 8
children- 6 sons and 2 daughters. Alia’s children do not study in a school but do study at a
madrassa. Alia’s husband belongs to a religious family, with the accompanying religious norms
Since her husband is a very religious man he does not allow Alia to go out of the house. He said
that they have a lot thanks to the grace of Allah. Alia herself is an uneducated woman but her
husband is a hafiz-e-Quran and the children study in a madrassa.
When the BISP survey team came to her house, Alia let them into the house because there were
females in the team, but Alia’s husband scolded her for letting them come in and told her never to
let anyone in again and not to talk to them. Alia let the survey team fill out her form because of
the money that she would get, but her husband thinks differently about it. Alia’s husband is the
only earner in the household; he works as a rickshaw driver in Kemari and earns Rs.200 – Rs.300
daily on which they make ends meet.
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The household consists of 10 people and there is one room in the house, a courtyard, a bathroom
and a kitchen. The roof of the room was made of sheets of cement and the roof and doors of the
bathroom and kitchen were made of wood. There was one bed and five charpais in the room.
They spend Rs.50 daily on drinking water and they use the water supply, which is not potable, for
the rest of their needs. The water supply in the entire area is saline. Since the household head is
too conservative, they do not own a TV.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Alia was declared eligible for the BISP according to the PSC survey, which was held in April
2011. Alia said that two women came to her house, introduced themselves as the BISP officers,
filled out a form for her household and gave her the survey slip as proof. Alia has not received an
eligibility letter from BISP yet, which would inform her that she is eligible.
She has not even received a discrepancy letter to tell her there is a problem with her form and
what that problem is. Alia heard from a neighbour that women get “Benazir’s money”. She did
not know anything about BISP aside from this and what the PSC survey team told her- which was
that she would receive the money from BISP.
Since she does not get out of the house Alia doesn’t even know about the process of registering a
complaint. In the first part of interaction Alia’s husband was unhappy to share actual information
but later he supported Alia’s statement that if they get money from BISP they would buy
household rations and pay off the shopkeeper’s debt with it.

4. How did the complaint emerge?
When the TPE team visited the BISP office Shireen Jinnah colony Clifton, Alia’s husband was
standing in queue with his PSC slip waiting to talk to the complaint handler to register his
complaint. The TPE team took his address and phone number from him and went to his house to
interview Alia. When Alia’s form was checked online, it was found that Alia’s house was eligible
with discrepancy.

5. Processing of the Case
Alia could not register a complaint as her mobility was restricted and her husband said that he had
visited the BISP office twice. The first time he went was in July 2011 to find out if his form had
been approved or not. A young man at the BISP office checked through his PSC slip and told
Alia’s husband that his form had been approved and that he should wait at home for the money to
arrive.
After waiting for 4 months when the payment had still not arrived at their home, he went to the
BISP office for the second time in December 2011. The complaint handler took his PSC slip and
tracked it on his computer and then returned the slip to him without telling him anything, and he
went back home. He was asked to submit a copy of Alia’s CNIC, which he submitted.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Alia and her husband had no knowledge of the actual discrepancy in their case. He visited the
office twice and yet he was not told to submit the relevant documents. It was confirmed from
the BISP Divisional office Karachi that it was mandatory to enter all CNIC holders above 18
for release of payment to the beneficiary. This was not noticed from other BISP offices.
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Tracking of this case on-line indicates that two payments were generated. It is not clear why,
under the circumstances.
b. Observation at the Beneficiary Level
Alia is an uneducated housewife who speaks Pushto. During her interview she was barely
able to understand the questions in Urdu which is why her husband talked to us. She kept
asking the TPE team when she would get the money, while her husband stated that he did not
care if they got the money or not. Her husband Ahmed Amin was reluctant to share actual
information, first he told us that his wife did not need BISP money but later he corroborated
with Alia’s statement and told us the he had visited BISP twice to get BISP money. He
informed the team that he visited the BISP on his own Rickshaw and did not spent money.
c. Observation at BISP/Partner Agency Level
The BISP Divisional Office Lyari did not enter or register the complaints on a computer or in
a register; neither did they give the complainant a complaint number or slip. They only take
the PSC form slip of complainants and check it on the computer and tell them whether they
are eligible or not and inform them there is a CNIC discrepancy.
The complainant has no information to allow her to follow the progress of this complaint and
there is no written evidence of this complaint at the office.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions



Alia Bibi did not receive an eligibility/discrepancy letter from BISP informing her that she is
eligible or that there is a problem in her form.
Alia’s husband was not informed about the discrepancy when he visited the BISP office. They
have still not been informed about the actual nature of their discrepancy.

8. Recommendations





BISP should provide eligibility/discrepancy letters to beneficiaries on time
There should be awareness campaigns to inform people about eligibility criteria and
complaint procedures
BISP office staff should provide proper guidance to complainants and not send them away
without giving them any information
BISP office staff should inform complainants of discrepancies as soon they spot any, as well
as give clear directions on the processes and documentation required to resolve the
discrepancy Training of all tiers of BISP staff is required in this regard.
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G-Sindh-13
Grievance
ArbabZadi
Niaz Ahmed
4 ½ #, Madina Colony, Baldia Town, Karachi.
41603-0599541-2
11767388
11th December 2011

1. Summary of the Case
Arbab Zadi w/o Niaz Ahmed is a 35 year old illiterate woman from Baldia Town, Karachi. She
has been living in a rented house for three years now. She is basically from district Badin, Taluka
Matli in Sindh and is in Karachi because of the employment opportunities. In May 2011, when the
Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey was conducted in her area, Arbab Zadi and her daughter
Tehmina did not have their CNIC at the time of the survey so this was not entered.
Their PSC score was calculated as 15.6.Arbab Zadi printed out her tracking form from the
computer shop which contained both her and her daughter’s name on it but not their CNIC
numbers. They subsequently submitted copies of their CNICs to the BISP divisional office Lyari
in December 2011 and are still waiting for a result. The BISP record has not been updated when
checked in May 2012.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Background/Information
Arbab Zadi w/o Niaz Ahmed is 35 years old. She is a housewife and the mother of 6 children, of
which 4 are daughters and 2 sons. The eldest daughter, Tehmina is 18 years old and has also been
declared a beneficiary of the BISP. None of Arbab Zadi’s children go to school. This household
consisting of 8 people is leading a life of poverty in Karachi. Arbab Zadi’s husband Niaz Ahmed
is working as a helper in a private factory which makes threads in Karachi. He works 12 hours a
day and earns Rs.8000. Arbab Zadi’s daughter Tehmina and other daughter also work in a
toothpaste factory in Baldia Town, involved with packing. They earn Rs.7000 monthly each.
Arbab Zadi’s house rent is Rs.2000 monthly.
There is only one room, one kitchen, one bathroom and a small courtyard (sehan) in the house.
There was one bed and one charpai in the room, along with a TV. The roof was made of a sheet of
cement and the doors were made of steel. She buys drinking water for the house since there is no
sweet water available in the area; she spends Rs.50 daily on drinking water and they use the saline
water for washing clothes. There are many pakka houses built in Baldia Town.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
The form for her household was filled in when the PSC survey was conducted in her area in the
month of May 2011. She initially thought that the survey team was conducting a census, but then
the team introduced themselves as the BISP enumerators. At that time, Arbab Zadi and her eldest
daughter Tehmina, who is 18 years old, did not have their CNIC made. Since there was no CNIC
for these two at the time, it was not entered in the form. She did not however receive any
discrepancy letter from the BISP. Arbab Zadi’s daughter Tehmina was also declared eligible
according to the BISP eligibility criteria. She and her daughter had their CNIC’s made in October
2011.
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A few months after the survey Arbab Zadi obtained a print out of her tracking form, through the
use of the PSC survey slip she received at the time of the survey, and discovered her PMT score.
After that a local influential told her that her name had been enlisted as an eligible beneficiary,
and that she should go to the BISP office along with the computer printout and the PSC survey
slip.
When asked about the BISP, Arbab Zadi said that it was a department made to help out poor
women, which gives them Rs.2000 monthly. She also said that if she were to get the BISP cash,
she would buy a dowry for her daughter and get her married.

4. How did the complaint/grievance emerge?
When he TPE team visited the BISP divisional office Lyari, the BISP officials informed them that
they did not have any standard procedure to register complaints and neither do they register any
written complaints. Since hundreds of people come daily with their complaints, they cannot take
these down and therefore if there is any discrepancy they inform people of this verbally. BISP
staff obtain copies of the CNICs and PSC form receipts from beneficiaries and forward it to the
BISP headquarters Islamabad for resolution. Arbab Zadi did not have any written record of her
complaint but if submitted, they must have forwarded it to the BISP headquarters Islamabad.

5. Processing of the case
Arbab Zadi has thus far made 3 visits, two visits to the BISP office and one to the GPO, two to
three months ago. She visited the BISP office to inquire about whether her cash grant had arrived
or not. She said that when she had gone to register a complaint on her first visit to the BISP office
the staff told her that her name along with her daughter, Tehmina’s, had been approved and they
would be receiving their money soon, so they should get their CNICs made. Then in October
2011 Arbab Zadi and her daughter had their CNICs made, which they received in November
2011.
The second time Arbab Zadi went to the BISP Office in December 2011. She submitted
photocopies of her and her daughter’s CNICs. The staff told her this time that she should wait at
home for the money, but did not tell her when she would receive this money and when this
discrepancy would be resolved.
She did not receive any written confirmation on her complaint. She had gone to the GPO to check
about her money and she found out that her CNIC number was not on the list, and so she must
submit copies of her and her daughter’s CNIC at the BISP Office. She travelled almost 10 km
from her home to the GPO which cost her Rs 40. From the GPO, she then went to the BISP Office
which was around 15 km further away. She usually took a taxi for this travel which had Rs.150
fare. Her bus travel back home from the BISP Office costs her Rs.40, which meant that she
invested a total of Rs.230 for her 3 visits.

6. Observations
a. General Observation
After having made 3 visits to the BISP office and the GPO, Arbab Zadi is worried about when
her issue will be resolved since she did not receive any reassurance or hope from the BISP
office, nor was she given the timeframe by which her grievance would be addressed.
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b. Observation at the Beneficiary Level
Arbab Zadi’s family lives in a rented house and despite the fact that her two daughters and her
husband work to support the family, they find it hard to make ends meet, and will be asked to
vacate the rented house, if rent is not paid. They are constantly under pressure to pay the rent
and are now being evicted from the house. In order to get the BISP cash grant, Arbab Zadi is
pursuing this case by herself, with some help from a local influential, Shabana Kausar, who
has good relations with the local political leaders and who is well known in the area for her
social work. Since Arbab Zadi is new to the area, she visits the BISP and GPO office along
with Shabana.
c. Observation at BISP/Partner Agency Level
There is no proper mechanism for complaints to be registered at the BISP divisional office
Lyari. The staff often gives conflicting information to the complainants and does not provide
any written confirmation about these complains, because there is no complaint registration
system.

7. Lesson learnt/Conclusions



Arbab Zadi’s case has still not been resolved and hence there is no conclusion to it. She was
last informed after submitting her CNIC copies that she should now wait at home for the
payment to arrive. No concrete answers were given to her about the resolution of her case.
Since there is no complaint registration mechanism there is no follow-up procedure. The
complainant is given the BISP Office number to follow up on their own instead of receiving a
call from the office. She did not even receive a discrepancy letter from BISP.

8. Recommendations





Implementation of the proper complaint registration mechanism or the CMS (Case
Management System) with receipts in some written form should take place to avoid frequent
trips of the complainants, who do not get enough information regarding their complaints and
the status.
People should be made aware of the nature and processes of the BISP schemes and routes for
redressal, for example the fact that they can have their complaints registered at the local Post
office too.
Eligibility/discrepancy letters should be dispatched in a timely manner.
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G-Sindh-14
Discrepant Household
Ayesha
MantharKhoso
Faqirdad Khan Khoso village, Manzoorabad post
office, TalukaKotri, District Jamshoro
41204-8353506-6
08526997
2nd December 2011

1. Summary of the Case
Ayesha w/o Manthar Khoso is a poor and illiterate 30 year oldmarried woman from Village
Faqirdad Khoso, District Jamshoro. Since she was an orphan, she was forced to get married with
Manthar as a second wife. Now Ayesha has two sons.
The enumerators from the PO who conducted the Poverty Scorecard (PSC) survey in December
2010, did not fill out the survey form completely, as a result of which the PMT score could not be
calculated. This is the reason why eligible women of this village have not started to receive the
BISP cash grants. One of those women is Ayesha.
When Ayesha went to the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad, she was informed that her CNIC
had expired on 30th June 2011 and her husband’s name was entered incorrectly on her CNIC.
After submission of a renewed CNIC with the BISP office on 28th July 2011, Ayesha was told
there was yet another objection. This time, the complaint handler at the BISP asked her to remake
her CNIC in the name of her husband.
As a discrepant household, Ayesha’s issue is not yet resolved and her status remained the same
when it was checked in May 2012.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Ayesha w/o Manthar Khoso resides in Faqirdad KhanKhoso village, Manzoorabad Post office,
Taluka Kotri, district Jamshoro. Ayesha is a 30 year old illiterate woman. She has two sons; the
elder one is 12 years old and the younger one is 8 years old. These children study in a government
school in 2nd grade.
Ayesha said after her parents’ death, her relatives decided that she should marry her cousin,
Manthar. Ayesha now lives with her two sons and Manthar’s first wife, Aminah, in a separate
portion of the same house.
They live as a joint family since Manthar has two wives; but both of them have separate cooking
and living arrangements. Ayesha lives with her two sons and husband in a kucha house; they have
one room for themselves with two charpais, one TV and some steel crockery. There is a kucha
corridor and courtyard in front of the room. There is no gas facility in the house. Ayesha works as
a laborer with her husband on nearby agricultural lands. They earn Rs.100 each daily and Manthar
shares his Rs.100 between his two wives equally.
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3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Ayesha was only able to find out through the survey team that this was a “Benazir’s scheme
money” and she thinks it is for the flood victims, widows and the poor people. As far as the
survey is concerned, she told us that the survey was conducted a year ago in December 2011. Her
husband filled out the PSC form and they were issued the survey slip as a proof.
Upon not receiving the cash grant, Ayesha found out from a woman in the village that she could
register a complaint at the BISP Divisional Office.. The staff at the BISP Divisional Office
informed her that her CNIC had expired on 30th June 2011.

4. How did the complaint/grievance emerge?
When other women in the area started receiving their cash grants, another woman in the village,
Musamat Babhni found out the address of the BISP office through the local Post office, and took
Ayesha and Aminah (Manthar’s first wife) with her to the BISP office.
When Ayesha asked the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad to register her complaint they refused
to do so, saying that her husband’s name was entered incorrectly on her CNIC and further that her
CNIC expired on 30th June 2011. Ayesha was told to get a new CNIC made. Ayesha informed us
that upon a lot of insistence by herself, the complaint handler took a copy of her and her
husband’s CNIC and PSC survey slip.

5. Processing of the Case
Ayesha went to the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad to register her complaint in June 2011. She
was instructed by the BISP divisional office Hyderabad that she should update her CNIC from
NADRA. Ayesha acted upon the advice and went to the NADRA office on 19th November 2011
to get a new CNIC made and got a token (No. 61) as an acknowledgment. She was told to collect
her new CNIC after 40 days.
After getting this from NADRA, she submitted her renewed CNIC in the BISP office in January
2012. She faced a new objection by the BISP staff at this time, and she was asked to get her CNIC
made in her husband’s name. She was still not told that she is declared as a discrepant household.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
At the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad, there is a female computer operator who enters the
complainant/beneficiary’s survey slip number into the tracking form and tells them whether
they are eligible or not. If there is a discrepancy on the form despite being eligible, the
computer operator tells them to submit a copy of her and her husband’s CNICs along with a
copy of the survey slip in the BISP office. The current staff enters such complaints into a
register and prepares a summary of such cases to forward to the BISP head office.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Ayesha has not been nominated as a potential beneficiary as a result, of her PSC form
remaining incomplete. She is a poor and eligible woman who works with her husband on
nearby agricultural land and earns Rs.100 daily, while her husband distributes his daily
income equally between his two wives.
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Ayesha has been given a room made of mud and a kitchen by her husband Manthar in the
same way as he gave one room to his first wife, Aminah. Since there is no gas available, food
is cooked on wood. The bathroom is shared by both families. Ayesha has visited the BISP
divisional office Hyderabad two times and also twice visted the NADRA office and spent
around total of Rs.1000 on all the visits she made.
c. Observations at the BISP Level
As far as the BISP Divisional Office is concerned, there is no procedure to register complaints
or any written record of the complaints. The complaint handler checks the complainants’
PMT score online and tells them whether they are eligible or not and keeps a copy of their
CNICs. There is no register to keep written records of complaints. The CNIC copies are
collected and posted to the head office Islamabad. There is progress of complaints at this
office.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions




Despite the passage of one year, no practical steps have been taken by the BISP to recover
data from those areas where the PSC survey forms were not filled appropriately.
Ayesha was able to find out at the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad that her CNIC had
expired and on a later visit that her husband’s name had been entered incorrectly on her
CNIC.
Ayesha went to the NADRA office on 19th November 2011 to have a new CNIC made and
got it issued but her real and basic grievance is not addressed yet because the BISP staff have
not been able to determine the real cause of the grievance.

8. Recommendations




BISP should instruct the PO’s who did not fulfil their responsibility with respect to the PSC
survey to resurvey those areas where forms are incomplete as a matter of urgency.
BISP should resolve those cases where the PMT score cannot be calculated because the PSC
form was not filled appropriately
The BISP staff needs to be trained on how to deal with discrepant or duplicate household
cases as staff frequently provide incomplete or incorrect advice causing beneficiaries a great
deal of distress and expense in visiting offices repeatedly.
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G-Sindh-15
CNIC update and Name change
Gooma Menghwar
Naroo
Naroo

Address:
CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Conducted

Dr. A.QadirMemon, Jhando Mari, TandoAllnahyar
41703-0606017-1
9695669
17th November 2011

1. Summary of the Case
Gooma lives in a small village called Abdul Qadir Memon in Taulka Jhando Marri in District
Tando Allahyar. Her house, which is made of mud, fell down during 2011 monsoon rains. Gooma
is a 36 year old married and illiterate woman.
The Poverty Score Card (PSC) was conducted in Gooma’s village in April 2011. She is declared
an eligible beneficiary with a PMT score of 5.95. The problem observed in this case is that on the
BISP tracking form her name has been entered as ‘Zoma’ whereas on her CNIC, her name is
entered and spelled as ‘Gooma’.
The Postman told Gooma’s husband that he should lodge his complaint through the relevant Post
Office. Gooma’s husband followed the instruction and filed his complaint on 28 th October 2011,
which was addressed to the Director, BISP Divisional Office, Hyderabad. It cost them Rs.50 to
lodge the complaint. The Post office is 15 kms away from their house and they had to use public
transport with the fare at Rs.50 and another Rs.25 to post the complaint.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Gooma is a Hindu woman married to Naroo. She lives in Goth Abdul Qadir Memon, Taluka
Jhando Mari, district Tando Allahyar. Gooma is Menghwar by her caste and this caste is
perceived as a low status caste in Hindu mythology. Naroo, her husband is a tenant on nearby
lands. Gooma also helps her husband with cultivation and in labour work. Her husband is an
agricultural labourer. A few years ago he suffered from a stroke and now his right arm is
paralyzed. Since then Gooma has started helping her husband with his work in order to run the
household.
She has been living in this village for the last two years; she lived in a nearby village before that.
Because of no permanent tenancy, they keep migrating; going wherever they can find
opportunities to be a tenant farmer. Gooma has five children which includes one son and four
daughters. The eldest child is 9 years old. All five of her children are deprived of education;
because of her poverty she cannot afford to send them to school.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Gooma has been declared as a BISP beneficiary after the PSC survey, but she did not receive any
letter from the BISP. After the passage of 3-4 months, her husband went and extracted an
eligibility status print out from a local inter net café, where he was told that his wife has been
declared as a BISP beneficiary.
A local Postman told Naroo that there is a discrepancy in his wife’s name for which he needs to
lodge a complaint through the Post office. As a result Naroo went to get his complaint registered
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in a local Post office along with copies of his and his wife’s CNIC and the survey slip. The postal
registry # 158 was addressed to the Director, BISP Divisional Office, Hyderabad.
Gooma did not know much about the BISP but she did consider herself a beneficiary because she
was poor. She also did not know anything about the BISP complaint mechanism. Gooma says that
if she gets the BISP money she will get her house built.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
When the Postmen would bring the MO’s to the other villages, Gooma’s husband and other
villagers asked the Postman about their money. He told them that they should go and get their
complaints registered in the Post Office. It cost them Rs.50 to visit the Post office, which is 15
kms away from their house and they had to use public transport to get to it. He paid Rs.25 on
posting the complaint.
Naroo went with a relative of his to get the complaint lodged, which he sent along with the survey
slip and copies of his and his wife’s CNIC to the BISP Hyderabad division office. His postal
registry was dated as 28th October 2011. Upon lodging the complaint Naroo received a slip from
the post office which was numbered 158 and which he has kept as an acknowledgment of his
complaint.

5. Processing of the Case
Naroo was told by the Postmaster that some of the information on his form was incomplete, so he
should submit his survey slip along with copies of his CNIC and his wife’s CNIC to the nearby
Post office. He mailed this material to the BISP Hyderabad division office and did not attempt to
get any further information because his financial situation did not allow him to travel to
Hyderabad.
Naroo said he was satisfied with the attitude of the post office staff and he further said that the
complaint registration mechanism at the post office was good. He has not received any response
from the BISP Divisional office at the point of developing this case study.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Gooma’s village Abdul Qadir Memon is 15 kms from Tando Allahyar city and approximately
8 kms from the main road. Naroo’s brother, uncle and father along with their families were
also living in Gooma’s house.
There are breaches in the walls of Gooma’s house, and there was a stove, a fan, a charpai and
a trunk (paitee) that were observed in the house. Gooma’s house is electrified but there is only
one bulb and one fan stand.
b. Observation at Beneficiary Level
Gooma is a woman belonging to a poor household. Her living conditions and family structure
clearly indicate that she belongs to a poor and illiterate family. She was Menghwar by her
caste which is known as a traditional occupational caste within Hindus. Traditionally people
of the Menghwar occupational caste often polish and mend shoes in rural settings, locals
noted.
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c. Observation at BISP Level
The TPE team could not find any record at the BISP Hyderabad office when it followed the
case of Gooma. The staff stated that they do receive complaints through the post but they do
not maintain a record. They further indicated that they usually forward such complaints to the
BISP headquarter Islamabad for resolution.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions



It appeared to be a significant issue that people were unaware of the BISP complaint
procedures because of lack of literacy and awareness. They have to depend upon hearsay in
the area to glean any knowledge about the complaint process and follow it accordingly.
The beneficiary maintained the hope that they would receive the BISP money very soon.
Gooma, and many people like her, have still not received any discrepancy letter, or any other
informational letter. But they still consider themselves beneficiaries and await the assistance
for which the survey was carried out months ago.

8. Recommendations




The PO’s that were filling out the PSC forms should have been asked to conduct more
thorough campaigns and local areas should have been informed a few days earlier about the
survey schedule.
It should be ensured that those declared eligible receive their BISP eligibility letters and they
should also be given information about discrepancies should these exist .
Beneficiaries should also be informed about the complaint registration mechanism.
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G-Sindh-16
Missing CNIC
Hameeda Bibi
Abdul Hameed
None
House # 5, Street # 22, Shah Rasool Colony,
Zamzama, Karachi South.
38101-7363475-4
11348017
28th November 2011

1. Summary of the Case
This is the story of a woman Hameeda Bibi w/o Abdul Hameed who lives in Shah Rasool Colony
in Zamzama, Karachi. Her house consists of one room with electricity and gas available.
Hameeda Bibi has been nominated as a BISP beneficiary as per her PMT score calculated after
the PSC survey, which was carried out in March 2011. At that time her husband, Abdul Hameed,
had a CNIC but her own CNIC had not been issued. Because her CNIC number was not entered,
she has yet to receive Rs.1000 monthly under the BISP cash grant scheme. It is due to this that
Hameeda Bibi has visited the BISP Divisional Office twice but to no avail although her very
recent attempt brought some results and a complaint under BISP Complaint Management System
(CMS) has been registered on 23rd April 2012. According to the most recent status, her complaint
has been accepted but her payments are not generated yet.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Hameeda is a resident of the Shah Rasool Colony in Zamzama. She is 31 years old and has
studied till 2nd grade. She has 5 sons and 1 daughter (whom she adopted from her brother-inlaw). The elder son, Naveed, does not have an interest in studying and works as a labourer,
earning Rs.5000-6000 monthly. His four other brothers are studying; two of them go to school
and take tuitions as well while the youngest two only go for tuition.
Hameeda’s husband works as a gardener in bungalows and earns about Rs.8000-9000 monthly.
Abdul Hameed’s home village is in the city of Bhakkar in Punjab but he has been living in
Karachi for the last 19 years because of his employment here. Because of high fares they only get
a chance to visit Bhakkar once a year during Eid days where they get to meet all the relatives.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Hameeda Bibi has little awareness of BISP although they know of it as “Benazir Scheme Money”
because there was no awareness campaign in her area which could inform people about the details
of the program before the survey was carried out. She found out about BISP through the PSC
survey team itself and even then she only knew that it was a program that was started to help poor
people.
The BISP survey was conducted at Hameeda Bibi’s house in March 2011. After the survey,
Hameeda Bibi was given an acknowledgement receipt from the survey team but she did not
receive an eligibility letter to tell her that she was added to the list of BISP beneficiaries who
would receive the cash grant. Before going to the Post Office, Hameeda did not have any
knowledge about how to register a complaint. If Hameeda gets the Rs.1000 monthly cash grant,
she will spend it on improving her children’s education and other necessities.
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4. How did the complaint emerge?
At the time of the survey her husband’s CNIC was made but hers had not been issued. She did not
get a letter from BISP informing her that since her CNIC number had not been entered she was
discrepant, and she could not receive the cash grant.
When Hamida observed other women in their area receiving BISP cash grants, they decided to go
to the local post office to find out why they were not getting their money. The post office staff
advised them to visit the BISP Divisional Office.
Before approaching the BISP Divisional Office in September 2011 she was issued her CNIC by
NADRA with CNIC # 3810173634754.

5. Processing of the Complaint
The local post office staff guided her to visit the BISP Divisional Office and find out the problem
and lodge a complaint. She walked to the BISP Divisional Office in September 2011, which is 2
kms away from her home, along with her son. The staff told her that her CNIC number had not
been entered on the PSC survey form which is why she was not getting her cash grant.
After this, they took a copy of her CNIC and told her that when the money arrives the postman
would deliver it to her house. Getting no results from her complaint, she again went to the BISP
Divisional Office with her son on 25th November 2011. This time the staff took a copy of her
husband’s CNIC and told her again that when the money will come, the Postman would deliver it.
The office forwarded her complaint to the BISP headquarters for further processing. It was learnt
through the BISP website following the preparation of this case study that her complaint has been
processed under the CMS on 23rd April 2012 under CMS ID 10050317. Though her complaint has
been accepted as per CMS records, no payments have been generated against her name.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Hameeda Bibi w/o Abdul Hameed lives in a one bedroom house on Street 22, Shah Rasool
Colony, Zamzama, Karachi. Apart from the one room, her house has a kitchen, a bathroom
and a small corridor and has an area of 40 sq. yards. The monthly rent after including gas and
electricity expenses is about Rs.5000. The house is pucca and there is not even a single
charpai in the house. There is only a small TV in the room, three boxes to keep clothes in, a
few blankets and a mat on the floor. Hameeda Bibi’s husband has an old cycle which he uses
to get to work. Despite their tight financial conditions they wish to give their children a better
future. Hameeda’s husband works very hard to give their children a better future by giving
them an education so that they may become good citizens.
b. Observation at Beneficiary Level
Hameeda Bibi reported that she belongs to a respectable household and has been declared a
beneficiary of the BISP cash grant. Looking at her lifestyle it is apparent that her husband’s
monthly income is spent on the children’s education and on the house rent while they rely on
their son’s daily income for the household rations. Hameeda herself is not allowed to work.
According to Hameeda, if the Postman brings a money order to deliver at her house, he
should tell them every month on which date he will bring the money so that Hameeda should
stay at home during that time. But she preferred that the monthly grant be delivered through a
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bank instead of through the Post Office. Though Hameeda walks to the BISP office according
to her she has to spend Rs.40-50 on each trip for buying food stuff.
When asked how far she was satisfied with the outcome of her complaint, Hameeda Bibi
replied that she was not satisfied earlier, but since she had come to know the problem, she is
satisfied.
c. Observation at BISP Level
The staff at the BISP office did not provide full information to Hameeda. All that Hameeda
has learnt so far from her last visit is that her husband’s CNIC needs to be submitted and she
will start getting her payments.
When the TPE team inquired from the BISP office about the current status and complaint
record of this case, the office indicated that they do not have any system to maintain records
of complaints manually. They do not record any grievance cases and they only get a CNIC
copy and PSC receipt and forward it to the BISP Head Office Islamabad for resolution. They
only have the email records for reference. The complaint handler checked Hameeda’s data
and told us that there is a discrepancy in her CNIC. Later, it was found at the BISP website
that Hamida’s complaint had been registered under CMS.

7. Lesson learnt/Conclusions



Beneficiary Hameeda Bibi found out about BISP from the PSC survey team but she did not
have any awareness about the procedure to register complaints.
She did not receive an eligibility letter from BISP nor did she receive any information about
having her CNIC number entered, which is why she has still not received any money.

8. Recommendations




It is the responsibility of the BISP to launch an awareness campaign about the BISP in their
area and inform people about the BISP eligibility criterion.
The BISP Divisional Office Karachi should register every complaint in a file and issue the
beneficiary a complaint number or receipt so that the beneficiary does not have to go through
the trouble of submitting copies of their CNIC every time.
The Post office should be able to provide basic information to the beneficiaries about
complaint registration.
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G-Sindh-17
Missing CNIC
Jamsheda Begum, Farida
Fareedullah
Self
Street No.7, Block 2, Mohalla Gulshan Sikanderabad,
Keamari Town, Karachi
42401-90772144
12784737
12th December 2011

1. Summary of the Case
Jamsheda Begum w/o Fareedullah lives in Block 2, Mohalla Gulshan Sikanderabad, Keamari
Town, Karachi in a rented house. She is 45 years old and she has ten children out of which 4 were
married and the remaining 6 children live with her.
The Poverty Score Crd (PSC) survey was conducted in her area in April-May 2011. Jamsheda and
her physically challenged daughter Fareeda did not have CNICs at the time of PSC survey. As a
result, their CNIC details could not be entered into the form. Jamsheda Begum and Fareeda have
been declared as a beneficiary of the BISP cash grant scheme but they were not informed about
their status at any stage until they contacted the BISP Divisional office Lyari in July 2011.
Jamsheda visited the BISP Divisional Office Lyari four times and once she also visited the GPO.
When she went to the BISP office to register her complaint, the BISP Staff at the office told her to
submit CNIC copies of her family members, i.e. husband and daughter. After getting new CNICs
from NADRA, she submitted copies of these to the BISP Office.
Her issue has been resolved and Jamsheda Begum’s payments have also been generated but not
shown as delivered as per the BISP records. However, her daughter’s issue has not resolved yet as
her CNIC has not been updated as of May 2012.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Jamsheda Begum is 45 years old and has 10 children out of which 4 have been married. The
remaining 6 children live with her, of which one daughter is mentally challenged and one son is a
drug addict. Jamsheda lives in a rented house (Rs. 5000 monthly) which has an area of 100 sq
yards and has 3 rooms in it. The rooms were cemented as well as the roof, which was made of
RCC.
There was also a kitchen and a bathroom but the roof of these was made of wood. Gas and
electricity is available to them and they buy Rs.20 worth of drinking water daily; for the rest of
their needs they use the water supply. There is a TV, a showcase cupboard and a fridge in the
house and a big courtyard with a pucca floor.
Jamsheda Begum’s two sons are the only ones who earn in the family; they are daily wage earners
who paint houses and earn approximately Rs.10,000 monthly between the two of them. There is
no other source of income for the family.
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3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Jamsheda Begum’s daughter, who is 18 years old, has also been declared a BISP beneficiary as
per the PSC survey conducted at their house April-May 2011. At that time, Jamsheda and her
daughter did not have CNICs made and neither did Jamsheda know that her daughter could also
be added to the list of BISP beneficiaries. She was issued the PSC survey slip as proof but did not
receive an eligibility/discrepancy letter from BISP.
After the survey, Jamsheda and her daughter both were issued their CNICs by NADRA. Jamsheda
knows about the BISP as a government department and she says she heard from other people in
the area that poor people get “Benazir’s money” from the government. She thinks of herself as a
BISP beneficiary since this money is for poor people and she considers herself poor like the other
poor people in the area who get this money.
Jamsheda even knew about the process of registering complaints saying that she heard from her
neighbors that they could register a complaint if they were not getting their money. She said that
if she gets the money she would spend it on paying the electricity and gas bills and also spend it
on her children. She was sure that it would have a beneficial impact on their standard of living.

4. How did the complaint emerge?
Jamsheda and Fareeda did not receive an eligibility letter from the BISP which would inform
them that they were declared beneficiaries. They did not receive a discrepancy letter informing
her that their CNICs had not been entered either. With the discrepancy she would not be receiving
her payments, but was unaware of this. Jamsheda knows about the process of registering a
complaint. She has to date visited the BISP office 4 times and the GPO once with regard to this
issue. Further she has submitted her and her daughter’s CNIC. The BISP office did not tell her to
register a complaint because they do not take any written applications in this regard but the CNIC
and the receipt of the PSC and forward the same to the BISP head office in Islamabad for
resolution.

5. Processing of the Case
Jamsheda Begum has visited the BISP office 4 times and the GPO once. When she went to the
BISP Divisional Office Lyari for the first time in July 2011, she went to find out why she was not
receiving payments. . She walked to the the BISP office to register her complaint as the office is
about 2km from her house. The BISP staff took her PSC survey slip, checked on their computer
and told her that her form had been approved and hence she was a beneficiary.
During the first visit she was not told that her daughter, Fareeda, was also an eligible beneficiary
but with CNIC discrepancy. They simply told her that she would get her money at her home and
so she should wait there. She trusted the verbal communication of the the BISP office staff who
told her the money would come to her house. But after waiting for a month, she decided to visit
the BISP office again.
On her third visit to the BISP office, the staff told her to go to her nearest GPO to find out about
the money. She went to the Post office 15 days later and she was told over there to submit a copy
of her daughter’s CNIC to the BISP office and that her name had been approved on the list.
When she went to the BISP office for the fourth time, they told her submit copies of her, her
husband’s and her daughter’s CNICs. She submitted them at that very time. The female complaint
handler told her to check about her money again with the GPO in a month.
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Despite the fact that she has submitted her and Fareeda’s CNIC twice to the BISP office and
GPO, she has not been able to receive cash grants. Jamsheda’s record has been updated and her
payments have been generated but Fareeda’s status is yet to be updated.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
When the TPE team visited the BISP Divisional Office, it was observed that hundreds of
people were waiting in queue with different documents, original CNICs, copies of their
CNICs, PSC survey slips, tracking forms and other computer printouts etc. The complaint
handlers were taking their PSC survey slips and checking their status on the computer one by
one, and writing OK or X on these slips if they were found eligible or not. If there was a
discrepancy the complainant would only be informed verbally about it and a copy of their
CNIC would be collected from them; if the complainant did not have a copy available at the
time they would have to come to the office again to submit it.
They further said that they would forward the complaint to the BISP Head Office Islamabad
and that the complainant should call back to inquire about it. When the TPE team interviewed
people in Keamari they thought the team was there to bring them their money from BISP and
would crowd them to tell them all of their problems. It was found out that often the Postman
would deliver the money to the beneficiaries himself in that area- if the receiver woman is not
present at home the Postman would take the money back.
b. Observation at the Beneficiary Level
Jamsheda and her husband were very troubled by the constant trips to the BISP Divisional
Office and the fact that they were still not receiving their money. Jamsheda’s husband told the
TPE team about his handicapped daughter and said he did not even have enough money to get
her treated. They also appeared very worried about their son who was a drug addict.
c. Observation at BISP/Partner Agency Level
When the TPE team visited the BISP office, it was observed that the conditions there were
very poor. The complainants were not being guided properly; the attitude of the staff,
especially the male staff was not very polite towards them. Instead of leaving the BISP office
satisfied, people were found disgruntled and frustrated.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions





Jamsheda has not received an eligibility/discrepancy letter from the BISP and therefore she
did not know that her daughter is also eligible for the cash grant or that her money has not
come because of a discrepancy in the form which is that her daughter’s CNIC number has not
been entered yet.
Jamsheda was not told about the discrepancy even when she went to the BISP office for the
first three times.
When she finally submitted her daughter’s CNIC on her fourth visit to the BISP office, she
was given contradictory information- one of the staff members told her to wait for a month
for her payment while another one said her money had arrived at the post office.
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8. Recommendations





BISP should provide eligibility/discrepancy letters to beneficiaries on time to inform them of
their status.
Partner Agencies should conduct awareness campaigns in the field so that women like
Jamsheda know that even their daughters can be eligible for the BISP cash grant.
The BISP Divisional Office staff should inform beneficiaries of any discrepancies as soon as
they notice them so that beneficiaries do not waste time and money on repeated visits to the
office.
This would indicate that better training and guidelines for front-line staff are required. It
further indicates that beneficiaries should be given clear written, rather than verbal feedback
on visiting a BISP office.
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G-Sindh-18
CNIC Update
Musamat Bai
Shadman
Shadman
Deputy Abdul Haq village, Mohallaaaklari, Bahar
Khan post-office, Mir Jat, Tehsil JhandoMarri,
District TandoAllahyar
9723484
15th December 2011

1. Summary of the Case
Musamat Bai w/o Shadman and her daughter Shama belong to a middle income family from the
Deputy Abdul Haq village in District Tando Allahyar, Sindh. Musamat Bai and her daughter
Shama both have been declared as beneficiaries for the BISP cash grant programme. Shama w/o
Ahsan got married a few months after the PSC survey, which was held in December 2011.
However because the last digit of her CNIC was entered incorrectly into the Poverty Score Card
(PSC) form, she has not started receiving her money.
Musamat’s husband, Shadman, submitted a complaint in the month of October 2011 along with
copies of his and his wife’s CNICs through Tando Soomro Post office, addressed to the BISP
Divisional Office Hyderabad. Musamat Bai and her daughter’s CNIC have been updated in the
BISP records but payments are yet to be generated.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Musamat Bai w/o Shadman resides in village deputy Abdul Haq, Tehsil Jhando Marri, District
Tando Allahyar. She is a 45 year old illiterate woman with 4 daughters of which the eldest,
Shama, is now married in Odero village in the same district.
Musamat Bai sews clothes for a living and her husband, Shadman, does agricultural work on a
zamindar’s land as a tenant. Apart from that he also works as a gatekeeper at a government owned
tube-well.
. The street leading to Musamat Bai’s house is pakka. This house has an area of 60 sq. yards and it
has 5 rooms; there is a corridor and a courtyard in front of the rooms. The kitchen and the
bathroom are built separately. There are 5 families living here jointly- one family in each roomand gas and electricity are available.
Musamat Bai lives in a 12-14 sq. yards room along with her husband and 3 daughters. There is
one charpai, one table and five suitcases for clothes in this room. Her husband owns a motorcycle
and 2 buffalos.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Musamat Bai was completely uninformed about the BISP programme, but knew a little bit about
the BISP eligibility criteria. According to her, the BISP programme was for poor women and
since she is a poor woman, she should get this money too.
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When asked about the PSC survey, she told the TPE team that the survey occurred nearly a year
ago in December 2010. Since they were not present at the time, her eldest daughter Shama filled
out their form and got a survey receipt as well.
Musamat Bai has not received a eligibility or a discrepancy letter from the BISP. She said that a
political worker in their area told her husband that she was declared a beneficiary of the Rs.1000
monthly under the BISP cash grant program.
Musamat Bai knew about the process of registering a complaint. She found out about this
procedure when her husband went to the local Post office. Musamat Bai and her husband
Shadman were of the view that in the future if they receive the cash grant they would spend it to
buy two cows and some items of basic necessity.

4. How did the complaint/grievance emerge?
Musamat Bai and her husband said it was troubling that despite being declared a beneficiary, she
was deprived of this money. Bai’s husband visited the Post office two times in the month of
October 2011 to find out about the cash grant but did not receive any satisfactory reply. He spent
around Rs.200 on his two visits ot the Post office.
Keeping these things in mind, Shadman went to the Post office for the third time but this time to
submit a complaint along with copies of his and his wife’s CNICs and the survey slip. This
request was mailed from the Tando Soomro Post office to the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad.
He said that he paid Rs.30 as the Post office fee, which includes the cost of the envelope, ticket
and stamp.
Since Musamat Bai did not receive a discrepancy letter from the BISP, she is still unaware of the
fact that she is not receiving her money due to the last digit of her CNIC being entered incorrectly
on her form.

5. Processing of the Case
Shadman posted a complaint request (with copies of the survey slip and his and his wife’s CNICs)
to the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad at the Tando Soomro post office which is 16 km from
Deputy Abdul Haq village. He was even provided a slip as proof. This complaint was submitted
in November 2011 and there is still no progress from the BISP. When approached, the BISP
Divisional office Hyderabad staff stat4ed that they forward all the complaints to BISP
headquarters, Islamabad for resolution.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
The discrepancy in this case arises from the incorrect entry of Musamat Bai’s CNIC number
into her form. While she does not know what the discrepancy was and because she did not
receive a discrepancy letter, her husband had to find out the procedure, and learnt he had to
submit a copy of her CNIC to the BISP Office through local Post office.
b. Observation at the Beneficiary Level
Although Musamat Bai has been nominated as a beneficiary as per the PSC survey, she did
not appear to be amongst the poorest . She sews clothes for women in her village on hire and
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financially supports her husband. Her husband is a government worker who earns Rs.13500
monthly and apart from that he farms as well.
When asked about the result of her complaint, Musamat Bai said that three months have
passed since they registered a complaint; and though they have no news her husband has not
visited the BISP office or the Post office to follow their complaint. While a check of the
system reveals that BISP has updated the CNIC of Musamat Bai and her daughter no payment
has been generated as of May 2012.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency Level
There is a female computer operator at the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad who enters the
complainant/beneficiary’s survey slip number into the tracking form and tells them whether
they are eligible or ineligible. If there was a discrepancy on the form despite being eligible the
computer operator tells them to submit a copy of her and her husband’s CNICs along with a
copy of the survey form receipt to the complaint handler. The staff enters such complaints
into a register and even prepares a summary of such cases to forward to the BISP head office.
They were of the view that this particular complaint was forwarded to HQs for redressal.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions



The beneficiary has not received a discrepancy letter from the BISP as a result of which she
was not aware that her payment is not coming due to the fact that the last digit of her CNIC
was entered incorrectly.
The complainants lodge their complaints for not receiving their cash grants through the Post
office.

8. Recommendations




Beneficiaries should be sent eligibility/discrepancy letters from the BISP.
Post offices should provide complaint forms because it was observed that the beneficiaries
find it easier to visit the Post office rather than the BISP office.
Once the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad receives a beneficiary’s complaint through the
Post office, they should further inform the Post office of any progress made with respect to
that complaint so that the beneficiary can find out the progress of their complaint at their
nearest post office.
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G-Sindh-19
CNIC Update
Nasreen Begum
Fazal Rahim
Fazal Rahim
Massan Road, Darobi Colony, Keamari, Karachi.
16202-3032773-4
12771007
8th December 2011

1. Summary of the Case
Nasreen Begum w/o Fazal Rahim is a resident of Darobi Colony in Keamari Town, Karachi. In
April-May 2011, when the PSC survey was conducted in her area, she had an old NIC but not the
required CNIC. The local Postman informed her that her name was on the list of BISP
beneficiaries but she needed to get her CNIC made and submit the same to the BISP for updating
and payment generation.
After having her CNIC issued from NADRA, she submitted it to the BISP office in September
2011 for removal of the discrepancy to start receiving her cash grant. Her status has been updated
and her CNIC is reflected in the BISP records but her payments are yet to be generated as of May
2012.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Nasreen Begum, age 45 years old, resides in Massan Road, Darobi Colony, Keamari. She has 5
children of which two sons are married. Right now Nasreen’s household consists of 5 people.
Nasreen’s husband works as a security guard in a private company in Karachi and his monthly
income is Rs.7500. Nasreen’s son works as a laborer in a mechanics shop on daily wages and gets
approximately Rs.4000 – Rs.5000 monthly.
None of Nasreen’s children study in school. Her house is small but is well kept; there is only one
room, one kitchen, one bathroom and a small courtyard in the house. The roof of the room is
made of sheets of cement. The floor and walls are pakka, there is one fan, four charpais and one
big steel suitcase. They buy their drinking water and gas and electricity facilities are available in
the house. None of the children study in school but they do study at a Madrassa.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
When the PSC survey was conducted in her area in April-May 2011, Nasreen did not have a
computerized CNIC. Nasreen had an old CNIC at the time of survey. She received a slip after the
PSC survey form was filled as confirmation, however Nasreen did not receive any
eligibility/discrepancy letter from BISP.
When asked about the BISP, she said she did not have any knowledge about this program. She did
not even know about the process of getting her complaint registered as her husband was the one
who went as a complainant to the BISP divisional office Karachi. She said that if she gets the cash
grant from BISP she will buy a sewing machine with it to do a small business and buy some
clothes for her children with it.
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4. How did the complaint emerge?
Nasreen did not register her complaint herself but her husband took charge due to cultural
constraints. As a first step they asked the local Postman about the cash grant instalment. The
Postman told them that they had not received payment against her name. He advised Nasreen to
get her new CNIC made. Four months ago in September 2011, Nasreen’s husband went to the
BISP office which is 5 kms away from their house and the return cost of this trip was Rs.150. Her
husband has visited the BISP office four times now. The first time when he submitted Nasreen’s
CNIC, he was not informed that he also had to submit his son’s CNIC- he was 18 years old. On
his third visit to the BISP office, the staff noted his wife’s CNIC number and told him to submit a
copy of his elder son’s CNIC as well.
According to the staff, there is a new BISP policy that the beneficiary should submit CNICs of all
the household members above 18 years of age. Nasreen’s husband, having made four trips to the
BISP office and one trip to the Post office, is still not satisfied with the handling of his case. BISP
office staff has not taken any written request from him and have only told him verbally that he
will receive his money within a month.

5. Processing of the case
Nasreen’s husband went to submit a complaint to the BISP Divisional Office of Karachi in
September 2011. The staff only noted down his wife’s CNIC number and told him to submit his
son’s CNIC as well. Two months later in October 2011, when he went to the BISP office again
and submitted his son’s CNIC, the staff told him to wait for 2-3 months more which would take
them from November-December 2011 to January 2012. Even after submitting his wife and his
son’s CNIC, he is still worried about when his issue will be resolved and unsatisfied with the
process.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
In the area where Nasreen lives, the Postman delivers the money orders himself, and he has a
list of beneficiaries with him. Nasreen’s husband received information about his wife’s
eligibility from the Postman, who also advised him to go to the BISP office to register a
complaint.
b. Observation at the Beneficiary Level
Nasreen did not know anything about BISP or her complaint. Due to cultural reasons and
limited mobility Nasreen had not been involved in any official processes or follow up and
could not provide much of the information about her case. The TPE team relied on her
husband for all the information in this case.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency Level
Many people visit the BISP Divisional Office daily and the staff does not take down any
written complaints. They only inform people verbally about their status. They do not have any
mechanism to register complaints and hence were not able to provide much information.
People of the area informed the TPE team that the local Postman delivers the money to people
himself or sometimes he delivered the money to a local influential, who further distributes the
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money amongst the beneficiaries. If someone does not receive their money, the Postman tells
them to check with the BISP office as to why their money has not reached yet.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions





Nasreen Begum did not receive an eligibility/discrepancy letter from BISP
Nasreen Begum did not have a CNIC at the time of the survey but she had one made after the
survey.
It was surprising to note that the Postman delivers money orders to a local influential rather
delivering to the household as per rules and procedures.
The BISP staff asks beneficiaries to submit the CNIC of all the family members over 18,
which according to them is a policy decision.

8. Recommendations





BISP should provide eligibility/discrepancy letters on time to the beneficiaries.
Beneficiaries should be informed that they can register their complaint at the local post office
instead of the BISP office to save their time.
BISP office staff should inform complainants about all the documents that they need to
submit on their first visit, and should be better trained in this regard.
BISP office staff should inform complainants of any discrepancy as soon as it comes to their
notice so that their time and money is not wasted on repeated trips to the office. This is again
indicative of the need for better guidelines and training for front-line staff.
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G-Sindh-20
Missing CNIC
Nehni
Manroop
Manroop
Village Mohommad Khan Deshak, Lundi Post Office,
Chamber, District Tando Allahyar
41702-0598502-8
9692822
17th November 2011

1. Case Summary
Nehni’s story is one of a poor and lower caste woman belonging to a Hindu low caste family of
Sindh. She lives with her husband Manroop and their five children in the Muhammad Khan
Deshak village Tehsil Chambar of District Tando Allahyar. Nehni received an eligibility letter
informing her about her entitlement to receive Rs.1000 on a monthly basis (Form No. 9692822
SR No. 258746).
But despite getting this letter, she has not received a single instalment of the cash grant, because
when the PSC survey was carried out in May 2011, she did not have her CNIC. Her CNIC was
issued by NADRA on 17th November 2011, which was duly submitted to the BISP divisional
office Hyderabad.
Nehni’s husband Manroop lodged a complaint in Tando Allahyar Post office for not having
received the money due to them. The Post office sent his complaint request (along with copies of
Nehni and Manroop’s CNIC) to the BISP office in the Hyderabad division. Nehni’s discrepancy
has been removed and she has been declared as an eligible beneficiary without any discrepancy in
the BISP records but her payments are yet to be generated.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background information
Nehni w/o Manroop Menghwa resides in Muhammad Khan Deshak village, Lundi Tapal Ghar
Chambar, Tehsil Chambar, Zillah (district) Tando Allahyar. Nehni is an illiterate woman. She has
five children which includes two daughters and three sons. The eldest son is in seventh grade, the
second son is in sixth grade and the third child- a daughter- is in third grade. These children are
studying in a government school.
Nehni’s husband Manroop makes tobacco beeris (type of local cigarette) for a living, an
occupation from which he gets Rs.200-250 income per day
Muhammad Khan Deshak is a village comprising of Hindu and Muslim households and is located
approximately one km from Chambar town. The streets are kucha. Nehni’s house is kuchatoo.
There are five families in this house but they all cook their food separately. This house is 500 sq.
yards and every family has a separate room and kitchen.
Nehni lives in a 10x10 ft. room. Her room and kitchen is made of mud and thatch. Because of her
poor financial conditions, she cannot afford gas service in her house, although the gas service is
available in the village. Nehni’s room had one charpai, one fan and two boxes to keep clothes in.
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Nehni’s said, if she receives Rs.1000 monthly from the BISP cash grant programme, she will get
one of the walls in her room repaired because it collapsed due to rain. Apart from that, she will
also use this money to purchase daily necessities.

3. Background of Beneficiary/Complainant’s relationship with BISP
Nehni was completely unaware of the BISP because before the survey there was no campaign
organized to inform people about this program in her area. According to her, this program was
started to help out the poor and this assistance was being provided by ‘Farzana Raja’ because her
name and phone number was written in the letter she received from the BISP.
Nehni’s husband Manroop informed the TPE team of the questions asked during the survey,
saying that when the survey team came to their house around May 2011, he was not present so in
his absence his elder brother provided the information about his household. He got the survey
receipt from his brother later on. He also said that when the survey was conducted, his wife did
not have her CNIC because of that her CNIC number could not be entered in the form.

4. How did the complaint emerge?
Nehni received a confirmation letter from the BISP which stated that she was added to the list of
recipients who would get Rs.1000 monthly. But she did not receive any letter informing her about
the NIC discrepancy that would result in her experiencing delays in getting her payments.
When the local Postman began delivering cash grant instalments to the female beneficiaries in the
area, Nehni and her husband Manroop became worried about why they were not getting their
payments.
One day Manroop was passing by the Post office and he saw a long line of people waiting there.
Upon asking around he found out that the complaints of people who were not receiving their
Rs.1000 monthly payments from the BISP were being lodged here. After getting further
information about this matter, Manroop decided to register a complaint about his wife not
receiving her payment.
Manroop sent a letter complaining about the non-payment of the BISP funds along with copies of
his CNIC and his wife’s CNIC to the BISP Hyderabad division office from the Tando Allahyar
Post office, and got an acknowledgment receipt. This complaint was registered in October 2011
after his wife was issued a CNIC.

5. Process of the Complaint
Maroop went to the post office Tando Allahyar in the month of October 2011, when he got his
wife’s CNIC issued on 17th October 2011, to register a complaint about not having received the
money.
In response to the question of the post office staff’s behaviour, Manroop was of the view that he
was satisfied with the treatment he received because they delivered his complaint letter to the
BISP office in a timely manner and pushed the process forward. He felt they had proved helpful
and cooperative in getting the matter resolved.
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6. Observations
a. General Observation
Deshakmohalla consists of joint Hindu and Muslim families. There were seven Hindu
families residing there; the Hindus’ zaat is Menghware and the Muslims are Deshaks.
There were four other families besides Nehni’s owned house which includes her four brotherin-laws and their families. This house has a total area of 500 sq. yards and has five rooms.
Every family has their own room and kitchen. They use tap water and there is electricity and
gas available in the house.
Nehni’s room and kitchen have a 10x10 ft. area. The roof of the room and kitchen is made of
thatch and mud. One of the walls in the room has collapsed due to the rain. While electricity
is available in this household, they are deprived of gas. Nehni cooks food on a clay stove
using wood as fuel.
b. Observation at Beneficiary Level
Nehni conditions appear to be genuinely difficult. The adjacent four households were
installed with gas facilities but because of their monetary conditions they were not able to pay
the gas bill.
Nehni seemed satisfied with the result of her complaint saying that the process to get it
resolved had begun. Nehni received the BISP’s confirmation letter but she did not receive any
information guiding her to get her CNIC and submit the same to the BISP office for release of
payments. Manroop attempted three times to register the complaint in Tando Allahyar in
October 2011 and once he visited the BISP divisional office Hyderabad in October 2011 for
follow up. He spent around Rs.500 on these visits.
c. Observation at Beneficiary Level
This is an important case in that the beneficiary had received a confirmation letter but was
struggling to get her cash grant instalments delivered. There was no proper complaint
registration system available with the Divisional BISP offices. When the TPE team met with
the Divisional Director Hyderabad, he was reluctant to share any official documents and
information about the case. He was of the view that, there is no proper complaint registration
system in the office. It was not possible for his office to register each and every complaint and
issue a reference number.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusion




Nehni was not aware of the BISP or the procedure for getting her complaint registered.
Nehni was not informed of the fact the she must submit a copy of her CNIC as a result of
which she was not receiving her payments.
In the absence of a Tehsil office, people can not only have their complaints registered at the
local Post office but can also get information about resolving their problems.

8. Recommendations


People should be made aware of the fact that how they can lodge their complaints at the local
Post offices or through relevant BISP offices.
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The Post office staff should provide formats like BISP complaints forms which they can use
to register complaints.
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G-Sindh-21
Missing CNIC
Saira Bano
Shahnawaz
None
1725/79-D, Madina Colony, Baldia Town, Karachi.
42401-0416661-0
11776988
11th December 2011

1. Summary of the Case
Saira Bano is a resident of Baldia Town, Karachi. When the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey
was conducted in her area around May 2011, she did not have a CNIC. Saira’s PSC score on her
tracking form is 11.7 and she obtained a printout of this form from a computer shop in the
locality.
After getting it issued by NADRA, Saira submitted her CNIC in the BISP Divisional Office
Karachi in December 2011. The BISP website tracked in May 2012, shows that Saira’s CNIC has
been updated but without declaring her an eligible beneficiary.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Saira Bano lives in an owned home in the Bengali Bara area of Baldia Town. Saira has 3 sons and
2 daughters. She has studied still class 7 and knows how to read and write. She has a joint family
arrangement in her house; her mother-in-law and two brother-in-laws live in the same house but
have separate rooms and arrange for their food separately too. Saira’s husband drives a donkeycart (ghaddagaari) and works as a garbage collector (kabaari) earning Rs.100 – Rs.200 daily.
Only her husband earns in the family and there is no other source of income for them. The area in
which Saira lives is a huge town and most of the houses there are pakka. Saira is a Baloch by zaat,
and has been living in Karachi for many years now. .

3. Beneficiaries Relationship with BISP
Saira Bano told the TPE team that the PSC survey was carried out in her area in May 2011 and
she did not have her CNIC at the time.. She kept the PSC survey slip as a reference, which was
issued by the survey team.
Saira did not receive any eligibility/discrepancy letter. A local Councillor in her area told her that
she has been declared a BISP beneficiary and asked her to go to the BISP office. She was also
told that she needs to submit her CNIC to start receiving cash grant instalments. Saira had her
CNIC made in December 2011.
When Saira was asked about the BISP, she said that she does not have any information about it
nor had she heard about it. She did not know anything about the exact process of registering a
complaint either. Although she has visited the BISP office, she said she has never formally
registered a complaint about her issue.
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4. How did the complaint/grievance emerge?
Saira has never registered a formal complaint in this case. In July 2011, after the completion of
the survey in her area, she obtained a printout of her tracking form from a computer shop near her
house with the help of the local Councillor . He told her to go to the BISP office and have her
CNIC entered into the form: She was also told that she will not receive the grant until she has the
discrepancy removed. Saira then went to the BISP office in July 2011 along with her tracking
form and her husband’s CNIC.
BISP office staff did not take any application from her and only verbally informed her that her
name was not on the list, her husband’s was and she should have her CNIC made otherwise she
would not get the money. They also told her that her form was approved and she was listed as a
beneficiary. In the meanwhile, she applied for new a CNIC, which she was issued in November
2011.
She again went to the BISP office for the second time. This time the staff took down her address
and a copy of her own CNIC and told her to go home. They said nothing else to her. Saira also
went to the Post office before she went to the BISP office. The Postman informed her that the
form contains her husband’s name and that she should first get this name changed and only then
will she get the money.

5. Processing of the Case
Saira did not formally register a complaint for this case and neither did the BISP office staff
inform her of the need to bring an application. Despite having visited the BISP office twice, Saira
has still not been told when her issue will be resolved. When Saira went to the BISP office for the
second time in December 2011, the staff only noted down her address and received a copy of her
CNIC from her and told her to wait at home until the postman delivers the cash grant instalment.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
If 5 months ago on her first visit to the BISP office the staff had guided her properly then her
issue might have been resolved early. Had they had taken down her address, taken a copy of
her CNIC, changed the CNIC number on her tracking form and given her some time then this
issue could very well have been resolved much earlier. But Saira is still worried about the
outcome of her case because the BISP office has not reassured her about when it will be
resolved.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Saira Bano is an educated woman and along with her own family the families of her two
brother-in-laws also lives with her- although their arrangements are separate. Saira does not
know anything about the BISP in detail, other than the fact that money will be provided. The
local Councillor told her that this money will be for her. There is only one bread earner for the
family. Her visits to the BISP offices and the Post offices cost her Rs.500 in total.
c. Observation at BISP level
Saira Bano did not receive eligibility/discrepancy letters from BISP and despite her visits and
submission of her CNIC, she could not find out the precise nature of the problem. The staff at
the BISP office does not provide full information to the beneficiaries. All that Saira has learnt
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so far is that she submitted her CNIC to the BISP office and hopes that money will be
delivered at her doorstep.
When the TPE team asked the BISP office for the current status and the complaint record of
this case, the officials indicated they do not have any system to maintain records of the
complaints. They do not record any grievance cases but simply forward CNIC copies to the
BISP Headquarters for resolution. They also do not maintain exact dates and references of the
emails sent to the BISP headquarters.
The complainant was hoping that her payments would start after she submitted her CNIC to
the BISP office, and this hope was given to her by the staff at BISP. She doesn’t know the
exact situation and how the problem will be solved and despite being misguided by the staff,
she still hopes that her money will arrive.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions




Saira Bano has not received an eligibility/discrepancy letter from BISP informing her that she
is eligible
Saira did not have her CNIC at the time of the survey but she had one made in November
2011, which was submitted to the BISP office in December 2011 for grievance redressal.
The BISP offices concerned do not maintain records to track complaints registered in their
office

8. Recommendations




BISP should provide beneficiaries with eligibility/discrepancy letters on time
POs and BISP should conduct awareness campaigns to inform beneficiaries of eligibility
criteria and complaint registration mechanisms so that people like Saira Bano could have had
their CNIC made before the PSC survey was conducted.
Beneficiaries should further be made aware that they can have their complaints registered at
the post office along with BISP office which could save them considerable travelling costs.
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G-Sindh-22
CNIC Update
Zeenat
Angharo
Angharo
Mohalla Cattle Colony, Jumma Himmayati Goth,
Malir, Karachi.
42501-1393515-8
12915292
26th November 2011

1. Summary of the Case
Zeenat, a 29 year old married woman, lives in Cattle Colony, Jumma Himayati Goth, Malir Town
Karachi. She belongs to a poor household with seven children. Zeenat’s family’s occupation is
fishing and they make a living by going out to the sea for weeks.
Zeenat is an illiterate woman who does not know about the BISP or the eligibility criteria. The
Postman told her brother-in-law that she was eligible and also told him that Zeenat should go to
submit her CNIC at the BISP Divisional Office Karachi in order to start receiving cash grant
instalments. The PSC survey was held in her area around August 2011 and her PMT score was
calculated at 14.14. However, there was a discrepancy.
Zeenat went to the BISP Divisional Office Karachi to register the complaint in the month of
August 2011 with her mother-in-law and submitted a copy of her CNIC with PSC slip. The staff
told her that it will be forwarded to the BISP headquarters Islamabad and after two months she
will get the result. She asked the Postman again after the two months, who informed her that her
money had still not started coming to the Post office.
She had been making telephone calls to the BISP Divisional Office Karachi and BISP
Headquarters Islamabad around a dozen times regarding her complaint but has not received any
information about it, yet she is still hopeful. When it was checked in May 2012, the BISP record
was still reflecting a discrepancy in her CNIC.

2. Background Information
Zeenat is an illiterate woman, who lives in Jumma Goth in Cattle Colony. Zeenat’s house is
approximately 400 sq. yards of which her own room has an approximate area of 20x10 ft. The
house contained a cemented bathroom and a kitchen which was barely furnished. They own a
plastic tank to contain drinking water which is also used for many other purposes.
The street leading to Zeenat’s house is narrow and with open drains as it contains open sewage
pipes from the houses on the street. Zeenat’s husband is a fisherman who spends weeks on the sea
catching fish. Only her husband earns money in the house and he receives Rs.200-400 weekly for
each consignment, which is not enough to sustain the household.
Zeenat has 7 children and she says that “it is difficult to survive within this income in such times
of inflation.” Four of her brother-in-laws and two sister-in-laws live with Zeenat, while two of her
brother-in-laws are still unmarried. Her house is cemented and consists of more than two
households with separate kitchen system.
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3. Beneficiary relationship with BISP
According to Zeenat the BISP PSC survey was conducted nearly July-August 2011 in the area.
The Enumerators told them that they would need complete information for “Benazir’s scheme
survey”. She was issued an acknowledgement slip after the survey, but she was not provided
much information on BISP or the reason for the survey.
Almost 2 months passed after the survey, Zeenat did not receive any further information to the
extent that she did not even receive her eligibility letter or a discrepancy letter. Despite this
Zeenat’s brother-in-law went to the Post office to seek some information, whereby he found
Zeenat to be an eligible beneficiary but with discrepancy.
When the survey team came to Zeenat’s house, they noted down the family’s CNIC numbers on
the form and other required details but may have entered Zeenat’s CNIC number incorrectly. All
she knows about the BISP is that it is a program for poor people. She told the TPE team that when
she gets this money she will spend it on food items.

4. How did the complaint emerge?
Zeenat’s CNIC number was wrongly registered during the PSC survey which later resulted in a
grievance complaint. When Zeenat asked about her cash grant, the BISP Divisional Office
Karachi staff did not provide her with any information regarding her grievance. When the
Postman was contacted, he told them to submit copies of her and her husband’s CNIC at the BISP
Divisional Office.
But when she went to the BISP office in August 2011, she only submitted a copy of her own
CNIC. When they did not receive any information after a couple of months, they started calling
the BISP office again at which point they were told to submit copies of both her and her
husband’s CNICs. Zeenat continuously requested the BISP staff to resolve her problem without
any further delay as her husband had been unemployed for the last two months.

5. Process of the Complaint
Zeenat submitted her grievance complaint to the BISP Division Office in Karachi September
2011 but even after the passage of a further two months, there had been no resolution of her
grievance. She then made 12-15 phone calls to the BISP Headquarters in Islamabad and the BISP
Division Office in Karachi but still there was no result.
Examining her complaint, it appears that the BISP Divisional Office should have informed the
complainants of an appropriate resolution timeframe, thus preventing the time and expense of
visiting the office in her straitened circumstances. The real solution to this problem is that
Zeenat’s correct CNIC number should be entered in the BISP database.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Zeenat is a poor woman and there was only one person breadwinner in her household who
must fed 7 children and the husband and wife themselves. There was no place for her to sit
nor was there a bed or charpai; they were making do with only a plastic mat.
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Some of her neighbors who are beneficiaries were receiving their payments. One of these
neighbours told her that the Postman was charging Rs.50 for delivering every instalment and
they had to pay.
While the BISP Division Office was accepting grievance cases, they only check the PMT
score and do not convey any other information to the beneficiaries. Calling the offices does
not result in any information being provided beyond this, to guide beneficiaries through the
nature of their complaint and the resolution process. When the beneficiary goes to the BISP
office, the staff simply checks the PMT score and they do not give much importance to the
cause of the grievance. ’.
When the complainant comes to the office, the complaint officer collects a copy of their
CNICs and when they receive more than a hundred complaints they draw up a list on an
‘excel sheet’ and send it to the BISP Head Office Islamabad; they do not properly register any
complaint in the office.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Zeenat’s house while relatively fine had a roof made of cemented sheets which are of no use
when it rains. Zeenat’s husband is a fisherman who goes out to sea for weeks on end to catch
fish. He gets only Rs.200-400 for a week’s efforts, and they make do with just that amount.
He has been at home and unemployed for 2 months now.
They not had food in their home for a few days now. When Zeenat found out that she was a
beneficiary a spark of hope lit up inside her and she thought she could help her family. Then
when she told her brother-in-law to find out about this he went to the BISP Division Office to
gain some information. But he was not satisfied with the limited information he received so
he called the BISP Head Office Islamabad and tried to get some more information.
He did not get any hope from them either so he called the BISP Divisional Office again after
a couple of days and this time they said that copies of her and her husband’s CNIC should be
submitted and so she submitted them. The communication gap in this case appears to be due
to the BISP Divisional Office which does not appear to be communicating effectively with
the beneficiary.
c. Observations at the BISP/Partner Agency Level
There was no proper mechanism for complaint registration at BISP Karachi Divisional Office
therefore they were collecting a copy of the CNIC and PSC Form Receipt only. But
complaints were being recorded informally on an excel sheet. After collecting a certain
number of complaints they forward these to the BISP headquarters Islamabad through email.
The BISP Office was not giving any written confirmation or receipt for the complaint lodged
by the beneficiaries.
There was no proper seating arrangement witnessed in the BISP office.

7. Lesson Learnt/Conclusions



Beneficiaries have very little awareness of the BISP, this is partly because they are illiterate
and secondly they are not aware about the BISP complaint registration process.
There was a general perception that there are people who pretend to be working with the
BISP. They try to take the poor peoples’ money through fraudulent means. Nothing of this
sort was observed in Zeenat’s case but because of illiteracy when it comes to the issue of
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awareness these people are completely unaware of the BISP complaint lodging mechanism
and do not have much accurate information about their cases.
The Partner Agencies in Karachi who conducted the survey have left out the households, and
in some places they have left out the beneficiary as well. This is why there are many
grievance related cases in Karachi.

8. Recommendations





Proper seating arrangements should be provided in the BISP Division Office for the
beneficiaries.
The BISP Division Office Karachi has no complaint lodging mechanism thus there should be
some procedure to register complaints. No complaints are being registered by the Pakistan
Post Offices in Karachi either so there should be a way whereby poor people can go their
nearest post office to register a complaint as well.
In order to deal with these cases either the BISP Division Office staff should be increased or
the staff should be better trained and guided in complaint management. .
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G-Sindh-23
CNIC Update
Aisha
Yaseen Gul Khaskheli
House No. B-5-G, Scheme 3, Gulshan-e-Iqbal Town,
Bakhar Gabol Goth, Karachi.
42201-0677793-0
13617899
25th December 2011

1. Summary of the Case
Aisha w/o Yaseen Gul Kaskheli is a widowed woman who lives in the small area of Bakhar
Gabol Goth, Gulshan e Iqbal Town, Karachi East. Aisha is a 41 year old woman whose husband
expired in 2007 due to chronic diseases. She is an illiterate woman and has 7 children. The
Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey was conducted in June 2011 in this area. At the time of survey,
Aisha was not available at home. On her behalf, her daughter filled out the PSC form and she did
not enter her deceased father’s name in the form.
Aisha came to know her eligibility status from a net café in her neighbourhood but she had with a
discrepancy. A neighbour told her that she should go to the BISP Divisional Office Karachi to
find out about the cash grant and lodge a complaint, in case of any grievance.
Aisha went to the BISP Divisional Office Karachi in the middle of October 2011 to find out about
her status for the BISP cash grant scheme, where she also lodged a complaint about not receiving
the money. She submitted a copy of her and her deceased husband’s CNIC. When checked in
May 2011, she she was still waiting for the resolution of her complaint.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s profile
Aisha w/o Yaseen Gul Kaskheli is a widowed woman who lives in the small area of Bakhar
Gabol Gothin Karachi East. Aisha is a 41 year old woman whose husband expired in 2007 due to
chronic diseases. After her husband passed away she was the only person to provide for her
family.
She has 7 children of which there are 5 daughters and 2 sons. She does not let her children feel the
absence of a father; she works all day long to educate her children. Her eldest daughter has passed
Matric; the younger children are studying in 8th, 6th, 5th, 4th and 3rd classes respectively. Aisha
works as a domestic worker at a house on Zafar Chowrangi where she earns Rs.4000 per month
on which her family subsists. Aisha’s son is learning to become a tailor master from which he
earns Rs.20 per day.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Aisha was found to be eligible for the BISP cash grant scheme, when the PSC survey was
conducted in her area in June 2011. At the time of the survey Aisha was not present at home but
her matriculated daughter had her form filled out. Her PMT score was calculated to be 14.41.
According to Aisha, she does not know anything about the BISP. She only knows the money is
being given by PPP and Benazir sponsored programme. Aisha has thus far not received an
eligibility letter nor has she received a discrepancy letter. She found out that she too was eligible
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from her neighbour - nobody in her area knows what the eligibility criteria is and they all consult
the local internet café to find out if they are eligible or not. Apart from this they don’t even know
the complaint registration mechanism nor do they know about the existence and location of the
BISP Divisional Office. She was hopeful that she would receive her cash grant. Aisha has still not
received eligibility/discrepancy letters from BISP

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
Aisha was guided by her neighbouring BISP beneficiary women (who were getting cash grants)
who suggested she should check her eligibility status and then file a complaint. She with the help
of neighbouring women came to know about her eligibility from an internet café shop in her
neighbourhood. She found that she was eligible for the cash grant.

5. Process of the case
After being informed of her eligibility status, Aisha went to the BISP Divisional Office Karachi in
the beginning of October 2011 to get information about her money. The BISP staff told her to
submit a copy of her and her husband’s CNICs. Aisha again went to the BISP office in the middle
of October 2011 and lodged a complaint about not receiving the money and she submitted a copy
of her and her deceased husband’s CNIC.
The staff of the BISP told her that her complaint will be forwarded to the BISP head office
Islamabad so she should further wait for the resolution. She hopes that once her complaint will be
resolved then she will get her money at her home through the postman, as other beneficiary
women of the neighbourhood do.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Aisha is a poor woman who lives in a 20x20 ft. room. Aisha has a small TV. There were no
charpais on which the family could sleep; they all sleep on a plastic mat. The house was
made of cemented blocks but the floor was made of mud. Aisha thought BISP was a
PPP/Benazir sponsored program.
b. Observation at the Beneficiary Level
She is hopeful that she will receive the cash grant money. She is comfortable to receive the
cash grant either from a Bank or a Postman. The BISP office is approximately 20 kms from
her house. She spends around Rs.200 in total for a round trip to the BISP office.
c. Observations at the BISP/Partner Agency Level
There was no proper mechanism for the complaint registration system at the BISP Karachi
office therefore they were collecting a copy of the CNIC and form receipt only. But
complaints were being recorded informally on an excel sheet. After collection ing of a certain
number of complaints, these were forwarded to the BISP headquarters Islamabad for
resolution. The BISP Office Karachi was not providing complainants with any reference or
receipt for follow up about the complaint.
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7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions




The PSC survey team had not entered Aisha’s CNIC number which caused a discrepancy and
Aisha is not getting the BISP cash grand despite being eligible.
BISP did not send the letters of ineligibility/discrepancy which caused her much suffering;
she still awaits her cash grant.
It was observed that the eligible beneficiaries despite having no real information or
knowledge about their status are hopeful. Eligible households are not being provided any
information by the BISP. A lot of eligible people do not even know that they are eligible.

8. Recommendations





BISP office should provide relevant information to the beneficiaries so that they do not waste
time and money at internet cafes to find out their status.
There should be awareness campaigns to inform people about eligibility criteria and
complaint procedures
BISP office staff should provide proper guidance to complainants and not send them away
without giving them any information
BISP office staff should inform complainants of discrepancies as soon they spot any.
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G-Sindh-24
Missing CNIC
Humaira
Muhammad Hassan
Muhammad Hassan
Haji Abdul Khaliq Dino Sahito village, Tando
Muhammad Khan
41601-0570997-0
10197199
19th December 2011

1. Summary of the Case
Humaira w/o Muhammad Hassan Shaikh lives in the small village of Haji Khaliq Dino Sahito in
Tando Muhammad Khan. Humaira has been living in this village for the last 15-20 years. The
Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey took place in Humaira’s area nearly one year ago in December
2011. Her PMT score stood at 12.6.
Humaira’s house was damaged in the previous rainfalls. She lives with her father in his house,
along with one daughter and 3 sons. She is struggling to build her own house but financial
constraints are not helping her to do that.
Her CNIC had been made 2-3 years ago and yet the survey enumerator did not enter her CNIC
number into the survey form. Humaira was a non-Muslim woman but accepted Islam 7- years ago
and yet the enumerator entered her old name, Sukhan, into the form. This is why there was a
discrepancy in the form.
On behalf of Humaira, (or as per BISP records Sukhan), her husband filed her complaint through
the Post office twice in around October 2011 and again on 2nd November 2011 but since then they
have not heard from BISP.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Humaira w/o Muhammad Hassan Shaikh is a poor woman who was happy to have converted to
Islam. Her husband works on a zamindar’s land as a labourer and Humeira helps him out.
Humaira and her husband earn Rs.200 – Rs.250 for a day’s work and they subsist on that.
Humaira has 3 daughters and 3 sons, of which 2 daughters have been married off. She now lives
with her one daughter, who is 13-14 years old and 3 sons. She lives in her parent’s house with her
entire family since her house collapsed in the rainfall. There is a separate mohalla for the Shaikh
community in Haji Abdul Khalid Dino Shaikh village. There was no wall etc to separate this
mohalla from the rest of the village but they still refer to it as a separate mohalla.
Humaira’s house was damaged badly in the previous rainfalls and the bricks and the debris could
still be seen lying there. After the house collapsed Humaira lives with her parents, along with the
rest of her family. There was a kacha stove to cook food on in this house. There is no bathroom in
the house. The people in Humaira’s village consider this a PPP or Benazir’s programme and in
this regard they are sure that they are getting Benazir’s money.
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3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Humaira has a PMT score of 12.6, which makes her eligible for the BISP cash grant. The PSC
survey was conducted a year ago in her area in December 2011 and she had her form filled out
herself. She also received a slip as acknowledgment. A few months after the survey, she asked her
husband to find out about her money but her husband Muhammad Hassan thought it better to wait
for some more months. He eventually went to the Post office to get some information, where he
learnt that his wife’s name had been entered incorrectly onto the form.
After a few more months had passed without any updates, Muhammad Hassan again visited the
Post office and mailed his documents to the BISP Divisional Office once more. Humaira did not
received eligibility/discrepancy letters or acknowledgements of her second complaint.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
After the passage of 3-4 months since the PSC survey was conducted and witnessing no progress,
Humaira pressed her husband to find out about the money. When Humaira’s husband went to the
Matli Post Office, he found out that Humaira’s name had been entered as Sukhan. He then mailed
copies of his wife’s and his CNICs, certificate of religion and name conversion along with a copy
of the survey slip to the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad. The slip number for mailing his
complaint was 238. When a few more months passed without any news, he mailed the same
documents again on 2nd November 2011 to the BISP Divisional Office vide Post Office Slip # 62.

5. Processing of the Case
Muhammad Hassan submitted his complaint through the Post Office at first but since there was
no progress in that regard, he again went to the Post office and submitted his complaint again for
which he has a receipt as well. A month has passed since this second complaint was posted and he
has neither been posted a letter or received the cash grant. When asked about the Pakistan Post
Office staff, he smiled and said their behaviour was good and they registered my complaint.
When the TPE team took his case to the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad to inquire about its
status, the BISP Divisional Director said that they don’t record any complaints at their office but
they only forward all these complaints to the BISP Head Office Islamabad. And they are unaware
of the any progress has been made at the head office in relation to these complaints.

6. Observations
a. General Observation
Her village was around 10 kms away from city centre and the post office is situated at city
centre Tando Muhammad Khan near court building. Van and Chingchi Rickshaw are the
main source of transport to access the Post office. Muhammad Hassan preferred a Rickshaw
and it takes half an hour to reach city centre and 10 additional minutes to reach the post
office. Muhammad Hassan spent Rs.150 per trip which included fare, meals etc, so a total of
Rs.300 was spent on both trips.
Humaira is a poor woman and was active in income generation and doing labour work in
farming with her husband to feed their children. Humaira’s husband was a gracious person
(when the TPE team went to his house he asked us to sit on the charpai and sat on the floor
himself saying he was poor and couldn’t offer us something else to sit on).
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b. Observation at beneficiary level
Humaira w/o Muhammad Hassan Shaikh lives in the small village of Haji Khaliq Dino Sahito
in Tando Muhammad Khan. Humaira has been living in this village for the last 15-20 years.
The PSC survey took place in Humaira’s area nearly 1 year ago she did not remember the
exact date or month. The interesting thing is that her CNIC had been made 2-3 years ago and
yet the survey enumerator did not enter her CNIC number into the survey form. Humaira was
a non-Muslim woman but she accepted Islam 7- years ago and yet the enumerator entered her
old name, Sukhan, into the form. This is why there is a discrepancy in the form.
c. Observation at the BISP level
Humaira’s husband Muhammad Hassan adopted the correct procedure to lodge his complaint
through the Post Office but the entire process had taken 4-5 months and there has still been no
progress. Humaira said that the Postman charges Rs.200 – Rs.300 from every woman he
distributes the money orders to. There was no record found at the BISP Divisional Office
about this case, while according to the staff, they don’t have the electronic case management
system yet, so they don’t record any cases.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions




The one thing that was obvious from this case was that the Pakistan Post Office has still
maintained a high standard with respect to record keeping, maintenance etc.
Humaira stated that the Postman always deducts Rs.200 – Rs.300 at the time of delivery of
cash to the beneficiaries in the neighbourhood.
The BISP office has no record keeping system, nor did they have a copy of Muhammad
Hassan’s complaint.

8. Recommendations





BISP should acknowledge beneficiary complaints of any nature.
BISP should also provide eligibility/discrepancy letters to the beneficiaries so that those
people can find out about their status and do not waste time and money.
BISP should improve their systems in the BISP divisional office so that beneficiaries can be
facilitated.
There should be a Tehsil level office of BISP, so that the beneficiaries of the Tehsil area can
directly interact with BISP and save time and money spent on travel.
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G-Sindh-25
CNIC update
Kulsoom
Sultan Shaikh
None
Village Hayat Sahto, UC Tando SainDad, T.M.Khan
41601-0571931-4
10197136
28th December 2011

1. Summary of the Case
Kulsoom’s story is of a woman from the marginalized group (socially excluded) who lives with
her children in the Haji Khaliq Dino Sahito village in Tando Muhammad Khan Tehsil. Her
husband left her two months ago without telling her. Now she works at the zamindar’s house as a
domestic worker.
Kulsoom has been receiving a cash grant under the BISP parliamentary phase but she was not
aware of the PSC phase nor did she receive any information from BISP in this regard. According
to the payment details on her tracking form, she had received a total of 8 instalments under the
parliamentarians program (though she has no recall of this) and one as a flood payment.
The PSC survey was conducted in her area in June-July 2011 against which she did not receive an
eligibility letter. An error in her CNIC has resulted in her case being discrepant, as her father’s
and not her husband’s name is on the CNIC. Advised by the local Postman, she submitted a
complaint with the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad in September 2011 along with a CNIC
copy but her grievance is not redressed yet.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Kulsoom w/o Sultan lives in the Haji Khaliq Dino Sahito village, Korai post office, Zillah and
Tehsil Tando Muhammad Khan. She is 29 years old and illiterate. She has 3 children of which
there are 2 sons and 1 daughter. Kulsoom’s daughter has a mysterious illness which is locally
known as ‘Khand’; boils start to emerge on different parts of the body.
Kulsoom and her family converted to Islam 10 years ago from the Hindu religion. Her family do
not own homestead land; they live on the zamindar’s land and they have been living here for 30
years. She and her family accepted Islam on the invitation of their landlord- Noor Muhammad
Sahito –who died 9 years ago. Kulsoom was a Hindu before that.
Kulsoom’s husband left her without telling her two months ago; she said he was a drug addict and
he did not do any work. Kulsoom works at the zamindar’s house now to feed her family. She lives
in a one room kacha house; the house is made of kacha mud, wood, reeds and thatch.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Kulsoom was completely unaware of the details of BISP but she recalled that the survey was held.
She only thought that this grant was due to Benazir and it was for poor people. There was no
awareness campaign in this area before or after the PSC survey to inform them about this
programme.
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Kulsoom also did not know that she was eligible for the BISP parliamentary phase cash grant
because she did not receive any payment. She also did not get an eligibility letter from BISP to
inform her about this. The PSC survey was conducted around June-July 2011 in her area and she
was once again found to be eligible for the cash grant. But this time too she did not receive an
eligibility letter or a discrepancy letter to inform her that her CNIC is made with her father’s name
and not her husband’s which is why she was not getting the cash payments.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
Kulsoom w/o Sultan was eligible for the BISP parliamentary phase scheme as well. According to
BISP records she has received 8 instalments under the Parliamentarians programme but
surprisingly, she said, she has not received a single instalment. She didn’t even know she was
eligible for the parliamentary phase cash grant scheme.
A few months after the PSC survey, when the local Postman started delivering payments to other
eligible women in her area, Kulsoom began to worry about this and wondered why she was not
receiving her payment since she too was poor. Like other women in the area who were not getting
their payments, she too went to the local internet café and had her tracking form printed out and
that is how she found she was eligible. Then she went to the Post office in Tando Muhammad
Khan to submit her complaint.
She presented her BISP tracking form to a staff member there and asked why she was not getting
her payment. He told her that she should contact the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad and
submit her complaint there. But due to financial constraints, she could not go to Hyderabad to
submit her complaint for a while.

5. Processing of the Complaint
Later in September, she made her first attempt and went to the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad
along with her elder son and paid Rs.200 on that trip which includes fare and food. The staff told
her that her CNIC number had not been entered on the PSC survey form which is why she was
not getting her cash grant.
After this, they took a copy of her CNIC from her and told her that she will be delivered money
by the Postman, when the money will arrive. After a gap of three months, she again went to the
BISP Divisional Office again with her son on 25th November 2011. This time the staff took a copy
of her husband’s CNIC also and made the same statement that the money would be delivered by
the local Postman and she should wait for it. She did not receive a cash grant until May 2012.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Kulsoom and her family have been living here for the last 30 years. They also converted to
Islam 10 years ago on the invitation of their deceased landlord; they were influenced by his
attitude. Kulsoom’s daughter has been afflicted by a mysterious disease for the past one year.
She cannot get herself treated due to a lack of finances.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Kulsoom was eligible for the BISP parliamentary phase scheme and according to her payment
details she was given 8 instalments amounting to Rs.22000. However she did not actually
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receive these payments. She was surprised to hear that she was even eligible for this program
since she did not get any information from BISP in this regard.
Some individuals among the Sahito caste are big landlords of the area. They have a number of
male and female, paid and unpaid domestic workers, in their houses.
c. Observations at the BISP level
When the TPE team followed her case with the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad, they
showed reluctance to share the complaint records as a whole and the record of Kulsoom in
particular. The officials stated that they receive complaints and they forward these to the BISP
headquarters along with CNIC copies and applications. No dates and copies were available
with the BISP office in this case that can show when the case was forwarded to the BISP
headquarters.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions



As per BISP records, Kulsoom had received 8 payments under parliamentary phase but she
denied that she had received a single rupee from BISP.
Kulsoom was not aware of the complaint registration procedure since there was no awareness
campaign in her locality to inform people in this regard. However, she used information from
her networks to inform herself and visit the local internet cafe.

8. Recommendations





An inquiry must be initiated to probe, where payments under Parliamentarians phase have
gone and action should be taken against those responsible for misappropriation. Beneficiaries
who have lost critical support due to them should be compensated.
BISP should provide eligibility/discrepancy letters to beneficiaries in a timely manner so that
they may resolve their issues.
Special care should be given to socially and religiously marginalized section of community.
The postman should take the beneficiary’s signature when he delivers their payments to them
so that there is some guarantee that the actual beneficiary received the payment.
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G-Sindh-26
CNIC Update
Noor Khatoon
Khair Muhammad
Muhammad Urs (uncle)
Sonoo Khan Bhatti village, Nazarpur Thorki post
office, Tando Muhammad Khan.
41603-0571402-0
10822281
20th December 2011

1. Summary of the Case
Noor Khatoon w/o Khair Muhammad, 39, is a poor woman who lives in Sonoo Khan Bhatti
village, with her husband and 6 children - 5 sons and 1 daughter. Her husband Khair Muhammad
works as a labourer on nearby farms.
The PSC survey was conducted around December 2011 in her area. Her children used to study at
a school but dropped out now due to financial constraints. Noor Khatoon is eligible for the BISP
cash grant as per her PMT score (6.71) but has not started receiving instalments under the
program. Her CNIC was entered incorrectly into her PSC survey form- it is actually 416030571402-0 but was entered as 41603-9571402-0.
She submitted a copy of her CNIC in the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad in October 2011,
which was sent to the BISP headquarters for further processing. Now, the record has been updated
and she has been declared as an eligible beneficiary without any discrepancy, whereas her
payment has also been generated.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Noor Khatoon is a poor woman. Her husband works as a laborer on a farm. There is no specific
farm he works on, wherever he gets called for labour he goes to that farm. He earns Rs.200 Rs.250 per day in this way. Noor Khatoon’s household consists of 8 people who make do with
Rs.200 – Rs.250 a day. Some days there is no food at home.
Noor Khatoon’s house has an area of 10x10 sq. yards and only one room made of mud and thatch.
There was a kitchen which was very small with 15 dishes in it at most. There was no system for
drinking water; they get water from 1 km away and use that for drinking.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Noor Khatoon has been declared eligible for the BISP cash grant as per PSC survey, conducted in
December 2011. When the enumerator came for the survey, he entered her CNIC number
incorrectly. Due to the problem, she was declared an eligible beneficiary with discrepancy.
When Noor Khatoon saw that other women in her area had started getting money and she hadn’t,
she went to her (maternal) uncle to get some information about the PSC form. Noor Khatoon’s
uncle, Muhammad Urs, told her to go to the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad to register a
complaint in this regard but she was cash strapped at the time and could not contact the BISP
office. Some days later, her uncle went to the BISP Divisional Office and he took copies of her
survey form and the CNIC with him to register her complaint.
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After the passage of a few months when she did not receive her money, she again sent her uncle
with copies of her form and CNIC to the BISP office. She is hopeful she will get her money.
“Benazir gareeban lai paisa chaday waee” (Benazir had left money for poor.)

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
When other women in her neighborhood began to receive their cash grants at the hands of the
Postman, Noor Khatoon took her form to her uncle to get some information about her money. He
had visited the BISP office a couple of times in September and October 2011. The Postman told
her that she was eligible but that there was a discrepancy in her form. So he took her form to
submit at the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad in October 2011. He charged about Rs.500 as
travelling costs from Noor Khatoon for facilitating her in registering her complaint.

5. Processing of the Case
Five months after the PSC survey when Noor Khatoon saw other beneficiaries receiving their
money, she submitted a complaint through her uncle at the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad in
October 2011. After the passage of a few months when there was no progress in her case she
again sent her uncle to register a complaint.
The TPE team was told that they forward all the CNIC update cases to the BISP headquarters
every week, fortnight or maximum monthly basis. It depends upon the number of complaints
coming in.
When the TPE team visited the BISP Divisional Office, the staff informed them that they do not
have the CMS (Complaint Mechanism System) in place so they cannot register complaints nor do
they maintain a record of these. They simply receive complaints and forward them to BISP
headquarters for further process and resolution.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Noor Khatoon is a very poor woman whose house has an area of 10x10 sq. yards; it has a
small room with one charpai and there was a small kitchen in her courtyard which had very
few dishes/utensils. There was no bathroom in their house; there are hardly any bathrooms in
their village. There are shops in their village; one is run by a 15 year old girl. There are hand
pumps installed in her village for drinking water but there is none in her area.
b. Observations at BISP
There is no record of complaints at the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad; according to the
Divisional Director, they do not have the CMS which is why they do not register any
complaints. The TPE team observed a lot of applications at the BISP office which they had
not yet mailed to the BISP Head Office Islamabad.
c. Observation at Beneficiary level
When asked whether she is satisfied with the complaint process, she replied that she was not
satisfied as much as she was hopeful that it would be resolved and she would start receiving
money too like the other women. She had no problem if she receives money through the
Postman but she revealed that it would be better if instead of the postman they got their
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money from any bank. This would be a better way and she was happy to draw money from
the bank.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions


The complainants who come to visit the BISP office seemed very hopeful that their issues
will get resolved. About 200-300 beneficiaries come to visit the BISP Divisional office on a
daily basis. The behaviour of the staff was not courteous to these beneficiaries, and attitudes
of staff in dealing with beneficiaries need to be improved.

8. Recommendations




BISP should issue beneficiary eligibility/discrepancy letters as soon as possible so that they
may know about their status in any case.
The BISP Divisional Office should also register complaints and maintain a record.
The PSC tracking form and other literature should be in a local language so that the
beneficiaries, who do not understand English, should also be able to find out their eligibility
status and complaint registration mechanism.
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G-Sindh-27
Duplicate Household
Fatima
Muhammad Yousuf Jogi
Umer Jogi Goth, Near Hazara hotel, Scheme 33,
Gulzar Hajri Gajaro, Tehsil and Zillah Malir, Karachi.
42501-2379951-2
13600619
23th December 2011

1. Summary of the Case
Fatima w/o Muhammad Yousuf belongs to a poor family, and lives in a shack next to the road in a
small village of Umer Jogi Goth in Karachi, Sindh. She is a 34 year old, illiterate and married
woman. She has nine children of which her older daughter is 14 years old. Fatima’s eligibility
declaration has been held as her household was tagged as “duplicate household”. She was
surveyed in three different places under the Poverty scorecard (PSC) survey. According to her the
survey was held around April or May 2011.
The PMT score on her tracking form is not reflecting for obvious reasons and when the TPE
checked her status in the BISP pogramme, it showed as an ‘Eligible Household with Discrepancy’
in all three forms.
She went to register her complaint in the BISP Divisional Office Lyari in October 2011 because
she thought that the office was the most relevant to file a complaint. She was told at the Lyari
office that she should go to the BISP Divisional Office Karachi to get information about her
complaint. Fatima’s complaint was not registered at the Lyari Office and it was not forwarded to
the relevant BISP Divisional Office. Therefore no progress was reported in this case when
checked in May 2012.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Fatima is an illiterate woman but very vocal. She is 34 years old and has 9 children of which the
eldest daughter is 14 years old; while the other children are younger. None of her children study
in school as they can ill afford it. Her children are prone to diseases like fevers, diarrhoea and lack
of nutrition as well and are therefore seemed very weak.
Fatima lives in a shack made of bamboo and dry leaves and a roof made of plastic in Umer Jogi
Goth. There were a few mattresses and some dishes/utensils in the house and that is all; they are
forced to survive in the cold in great distress. They do not have any of the basic necessities to
survive. There are two smaller rooms built in the shack one of which is used to cook food and the
other is used as a bathroom; there is no sanitation system, they have only drawn a curtain across
the bathroom and use the ground for bathroom purposes. Fatima brings water from a shared pump
machine in her neighbourhood.
Fatima’s husband sells guavas and when guavas are not in season he collects scrap iron from the
streets; Fatima helps him collect scrap iron sometimes. During guava season her husband earns
about Rs.200-300 a day and when he gathers scrap iron he earns about Rs.200-250 but this is
done on a daily wage basis so sometimes he gets work and sometimes he doesn’t. When Fatima
helps him out she also earns Rs.50-100 and they barely subsist on that money.
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Umer Jogi Goth is on the corner of the Pakka Street next to Rehman Hospital; there is a small
community of shacks bordering this street. There are 80-85 houses of the Jogi caste and 4-5 house
of the Khosa caste residing there. This community is in a huge plot of land surrounded by
boundaries and the plot belongs to a wadera who has allowed the shack dwellers to squat there
temporarily. This settlement is on both sides of the road and it is part of Gulshan-e-Iqbal Town.
Sachal Goth is 7 kms from this village. Fatima’s shack is 30 sq. yards.

3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Fatima has not submitted a written complaint for her case yet. She said that the PSC survey took
place at her house in April-May 2011 and the survey team filled out the form for her household
and issued her a survey slip as a proof. She did not get an eligibility letter or a discrepancy letter
after the survey.
Fatima has a valid CNIC. She said she found out about the BISP through the survey team; that she
would get “Benazir ja paisa” (Benazir’s money). She did not know about the BISP before the
survey and she now thinks it is a government program. She says this money is being provided by
the government. Fatima also does not know about the precise procedure to register complaints nor
has she heard from anyone who has registered a complaint.
Fatima said that when she gets the cash grant she will spend it on food and clothes for her
children and also to look after the health of her children. She said that life would be easier for a
few days with this money.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
Following the PSC survey, Fatima waited for 5-6 months to get the results of the survey. She
observed that some of the women in her area had started to receive payments under the BISP cash
grant scheme. Upon query from a neighboring woman, she was advised to visit the BISP Office
(Lyari) first to register a complaint. Despite informing her about the exact situation that her
household has been declared as duplicate household, the staff there informed her that she was
eligible and that it would take some time for her money to arrive.

5. Processing of the Case
After waiting for some time, Fatima went to the BISP Office (Baloch Colony) in October 2011
where they told her that a copy of her husband’s CNIC needed to be submitted. Fatima first went
to the BISP office (Lyari) which is 45 kms from her house and it took her more than 2 hours to
get there. The travelling cost of the return trip was Rs.220. In the same way she went to the BISP
office (Baloch Colony) the second time which took her 2 hours and cost her Rs.60. Fatima’s
complaint was not registered, neither did the Lyari office forward this case to the Karachi
Divisional office. There has yet to be any progress in this case.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
When Fatima went to the BISP office (Lyari), she was told that her form was approved and
they also mentioned the word “OK” on her slip and sent her home telling her that she would
get the money.
The staff did not inform her that she needed to submit a copy of her husband’s CNIC and that
there was a discrepancy in her form. There was no record of the two visits Fatima made to the
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BISP office and no reference number through which she can track the progress of her case.
She was informed about the discrepancy on her form by the complaint handler at the BISP
Divisional office (Karachi).
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Observed from her lifestyle, it is obvious that she is living her life in a poor economic
condition. They face many problems just to put food on the table and the children often
starve. Fatima has tried going to the BISP office and finding out about her money but there
has been no resolution of her case.
c. Observations at BISP/Partner Agency Level
Fatima has not received eligibility/discrepancy letters from the BISP yet whereby she could
find out her precise problem. The staff at the BISP office doesn’t provide full information to
the beneficiaries. The Beneficiaries/complainants look to the staff for guidance since they are
officers whose job it is to solve their problems but their attitude was not up to the mark. All
that Fatima has learnt so far is that her husband’s CNIC needs to be submitted and she will
start receiving her payments.
When the TPE team asked the BISP office for current status and the complaint record about
this case, it was informed that they do not have any system to maintain records of the
complaints. They do not record any grievance cases and only forward CNIC copies to BISP
Head Office for resolution. They only record the date of the email sent to the BISP
headquarters. The Assistant to the Divisional Director also checked Fatima’s data on her PSC
form and told us that 3 forms had been filled out for her; 2 from her current address and 1
from another address.
Fatima was hoping that her payments would start after she submitted her husband’s CNIC to
the BISP office. This hope was created by the staff at the BISP. So Fatima is not aware of the
real situation and keeps visiting the BISP office on the misguidance of the staff.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions



The conclusion to this case study is that Fatima’s issue can only be resolved through the CMS
and until the CMS gets installed at the BISP office there seems to be no progress.
The three form numbers under which Fatima’s surveyed was conducted are 13600619,
13599767 and 13599760. Two of these form numbers need to be suspended from the BISP
records and one will need to be approved before payments can be generated.

8. Recommendations



The BISP should provide beneficiaries with the eligibility/discrepancy letters so that they do
not have to waste time and money on travelling to the BISP office to find out the status of
their case
The BISP office staff should provide full and accurate information to the
beneficiaries/complainants so that they are not misled. Fatima should have been told on her
first visit to the BISP office about the discrepancy on her form.
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G-Sindh-28
Duplicate Household
Rukhsana Bhutto
Ghulam Nabi Bhutto
N/A
House # 307, Street # 3, Mohalla Labor Square,
Landhi, Karachi East.
42201-2112543-0
12002392
22nd December 2011

1. Summary of the Case
Rukhsana, wife of Ghulam Nabi Bhutto, is a resident of Labour Square Landhi in Karachi. When
the PSC survey was carried out in May 2011, Rukhsana was not present at home, and someone
else had her form filled out. She did not know about the survey. When the TPE team checked her
details on the BISP website, it was found that her score was 8.19, making her an eligible
beneficiary.
Rukhsana discovered that she was an eligible beneficiary, when she first went to the BISP office
with her CNIC but she was not told that her household is marked as a duplicate household. She
learnt that one form had her name on it and another had her husband’s name (who does not live
with her). She has not been able to register a complaint because of lack of awareness of the
complaint registration process but she has managed to file an application stating that she should
be paid cash grants because she is poor.

2. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background Information
Rukhsana has 4 children, 2 sons and 2 daughters. One of her daughters is married, but she and her
husband live with Rukhsana. Rukhsana’s 3 children are in school – a daughter is in 8th Class, and
the two sons are in 6th Class and 4th Class respectively. They are in a private school. Rukhsana is
not literate but is getting her children educated. Rukhsana’s husband left her three years ago and
now lives with his brothers in Rohri (near Sukkur).
Rukhsana and her children occupy the ground floor of the house, and the upper portion is
occupied by her two brothers who have separate cooking arrangements. The house consists of 5
rooms, 2 kitchens and 2 bathrooms in total – the roof is made of cement tiles. Rukhsana’s room
has one wooden cot (charpai), an old wooden almirah, and a ceiling fan.
Rukhsana has suffered from heart disease and blood pressure for the last 2 years. She had a
coronary bypass operation but is not fully recovered. She still needs to work. She works as a
nanny for a doctor’s daughter in the nearby PMTF Colony and gets Rs.500 monthly.
Her married daughter works in a factory as a labourer – it is a textile factory where she works as a
thread-cutter and gets a monthly salary of Rs.6,000. Rukhsana’s son-in-law works as a mechanic
and earns Rs.100 – Rs.200 daily. Rukhsana’s brothers are factory workers and earn Rs.7,000
monthly each, but look after their own families and don’t give Rukhsana any money on a regular
basis. They sometimes give her money as a one-off.
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3. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
The PSC survey was carried out in Rukhsana’s neighbourhood in May 2011, but she did not know
about it, as she was not at home at the time of survey. Her form was filled out by her brother and
Rukhsana does not have the PSC slip. Later she learnt about the survey from other people in the
neighbourhood that a team had come for a poverty survey. Rukhsana did not receive an
eligibility/discrepancy letter from BISP.
She did have a CNIC at the time of the survey. She was told by a neighbour that she should go to
the BISP office to find out about her eligibility status and register her grievance, if required.
Rukhsana was not informed about what the BISP was. She had heard from the people in her
neighbourhood that some private organization was paying Rs.1000 monthly to needy women. She
said that when she receives the funds, she will open a small shop for her sons, and spend money
on her children’s schooling.

4. How did the Complaint Emerge?
Rukhsana did not know that she could receive the BISP cash grant. She went with her sister to the
BISP Lyari office in August 2011. She learnt that other people from her neighbourhood were
receiving money and went to find out why she was not. She submitted a written application at the
office in which she mentioned the poverty and hardship of her family and that she should be paid
cash grants. She had someone in her family write the application for her and she did not have to
spend any money to submit this application.

5. Processing of the Case
Rukhsana had submitted an application at the BISP Lyari office in August 2011. This was not a
complaint but an application which provided details of her circumstances and her poverty. The
director kept her application with him and told her to find out about her application in a few
months. The Lyari office is 40 kms from her home, and it takes 2 hours each way to travel there
and back. The return fare is Rs.70. Rukhsana went to the Lyari office a second time and at this
stage the director told her that her application had been forwarded to Islamabad and she will be
informed if a reply was received.
It has been 12 months now since filing of the application by Rukhsana. She is hopeful that she
will receive the BISP money. She feels confident that she will be paid and the same was reassured
by the staff at BISP office. Rukhsana is satisfied with the application registration procedure at the
BISP office because her application was accepted promptly and she did not have to wait there for
a long time. She did not receive a reference number or any other receipt for her application.
Rukhsana went to the BISP office for the 3rd time in December 2011, where she presented her
CNIC to the complaint handler who checked it on the computer and told her that her form was
okay, and that there was no discrepancy; though he could not tell her why the money was not
being sent by the Islamabad office. She was provided the phone number of the office and told
they she should call in two months to enquire about her payments.

6. Observations
a. General Observations
Rukhsana household is reflected in two forms as per BISP records. On one form, she is listed
as the head of the household (Form No 1200239) and her CNIC number was also entered. The
2nd form was filled in the name of her husband Ghulam Nabi Bhutto with form # 11176043.
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This form was filled out by her husband at his current address (Rukhsana’s in-laws) in Rohri.
According to a BISP staff one of the two forms will need to be suspended and only then will
the issue will be resolved.
The solution, according to them, is the case management system (CMS), after which one form
will be cleared for payment. This may take some time. When Rukhsana went to the BISP
Lyari office for the first time with her CNIC and gave in a written application, the complaint
handler could have informed her that her form is a duplicate, and there are two forms in one
family name and she would not be paid until the discrepancy is removed. However, she was
not clearly informed of the nature of the issue.
b. Observations at the Beneficiary Level
Rukhsana is illiterate and informed the team that she is also a heart patient with diabetes and
blood pressure. She was out of breath while giving the interview and she was in difficulty
while trying to keep up with the conversation. Even in this condition, she was on her way to
work. She began weeping in the course of the interview when reflecting on her poverty. Her
husband has abandoned her and her children;and now live in Rohri. This is why Rukhsana
needs to work.
She looks after a doctor’s daughter who lives nearby. She leaves home at 10am and returns at
2 pm. Then she goes there again at 4 pm and returns at 7 pm. For this she gets Rs.500
monthly. Rukhsana was extremely distressed and under tremendous strain due to her poverty.
Rukhsana received Rs.6000 some three years ago through the Women’s Support Programme,
and her mother too received this money. Rukhsana had a card for that cash grant with
Benazir’s picture on it. Since then Rukhsana did not receive any aid. The neighbourhood she
lives in is in Landhi Town, and ethnically mixed. Most residents are workers, and the flats in
the area were built for factory workers, which is why this area is known as Labour Square.
There are industrial zones nearby.
c.

Observation at BISP/partner agency level
The complaint handlers at the BISP offices should have informed Rukhsana about the real
cause of the grievance. There should also have been a record of her grievance at the office,
but the office procedures do not include maintaining a record of complaints. It has also been
noticed that staff other than the complaint handlers were involved in dealing with the
grievance cases. Different staff members tell beneficiaries different things without properly
guiding the complainant. Rukhsana’s written application should have been taken as a
complaint and resolved accordingly or she should have been informed about the problem with
her case.
When Rukhsana went to the BISP Office, she was only given verbal reassurance that she
would get her money soon. The staff did not explain to her why her payment had been
delayed and that she will only start receiving payments once the problem of duplicate forms
was resolved.

7. Lessons Learnt/Conclusions


This case study illustrates the hardship faced by a sick complainant in making several trips to
the BISP office without being told what the real nature of the problem was. Rukhsana
remained in the dark about the status of her case even after three trips to the BISP office.
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Eligible households are not being provided any information by BISP through any letter. A lot
of eligible people do not even know that they are eligible

8. Recommendations



BISP staff should have access to relevant information and be trained enough to detect
duplication cases and advise complainants of the next step promptly.
The complaint registration office should register complaints in a prescribed format, which
records complete information about the problem
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G-Sindh-29
CNIC Update
Gullaan Khaskheli
Yaqoob Ali
Ayub Goth Gulshan e Iqbal Town
42501-6631338
13605715
25th December 2011

1. Summary of case study
Gullaan wife of Yaqoob Ali Khaskheli is a resident of Ayub Goth, Gushan e Iqbal, Karachi. She
is a 41 year old illiterate woman with 5 children. None of them go to school. In her locality the
Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey was conducted in April 2011 and her household became eligible
but with discrepancy because her 18 years old daughter Rehana (married) had not had a CNIC
made at the time of survey. Rehana lives separately in Mirpur Bathoro district Thatta.
Gullaan’s daughter happened to be on a visit to Gullaan’s home, when the PSC survey took place,
and she also had name recorded in the PSC form.
Gullan learnt through a neighbour that she should visit the nearest net café and if required, she
should lodge a complaint about her eligibility under the BISP’s cash grant programme. When
Gullaan went to the BISP divisional office, Karachi to register a complaint in July 2011, the staff
told her to submit a copy of her CNIC. She followed the instruction and submitted the copy in the
same month.
As per updated record at the BISP website, her payment has been generated three times but the
status is given as undelivered after two attempts. On the other, Rehana’s CNIC is not updated in
the BISP records.

2. Beneficiary/complainant’s profile and background information
Gullaan is illiterate and from a very poor household and Khaskheli caste. She is 41 years old and
has 5 children, none of whom go to school. Gullaan lives in Gulshan e Iqbal Town, in Ayub Goth
which is close to Sachal Goth. She lives in a shack (jhompri). This village has been leased a few
years ago.
Her daughter happened to be on a visit to Gullaan’s home when the PSC survey was taking place,
and Gullaan had her name also recorded in the form. Rehana was married three four years ago and
lives with her husband in a village of Mirpur Bathoro in Thatta district, and is not a permanent
resident at Gullaan’s place.
Gullaan does not have even the basic amenities and her children appear to be very weak due to
poor nutrition. Food is not cooked every day in this household. The shack in which Gullaan lives
is made of wood and date palm leaves, and their belongings consist of four string cots (charpai)
and some bedding. There is no proper washroom, just a wood and thatch cubicle without a door
and only a cloth strung up for privacy. There is an electric line for one blub and Gullaan gets
water from a neighbor. The plot on which Gullaan shack is built belongs to someone else who
takes a monthly rent of Rs.1000.
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The only earner in the household is Gullaan’s husband, Yaqoob Ali, who is a daily wage building
labourer. He does not have steady work but earns Rs.200-300 a day when he does get work.

3. Beneficiary’s relationship with BISP
The PSC survey was carried out in Gullaan’s area in April 2011. They gave her the survey slip as
proof of having carried out the survey. Gullaan did not receive any information in the shape of a
letter about eligibility or discrepancy from the BISP. She got her husband to get her status
checked at an internet café in the neighbourhood where her husband paid Rs.25 to found out that
she was eligible.
When asked about the programme, Gullaan said that she had heard from her neighbourhood that
people get money in the name of Benazir and she also thought that the cash grant is given in
Benazir’s name. Gullaan was not aware about the method for registering a complaint of her
grievance.
Gullaan believes that when she gets the money, she will get some furniture such as cots and
bedding and clothing for her children. She will also spend on her children’s health and food and
buy some rations.

4. How did the grievance/complaint emerge?
Gullaan had her PSC survey slip checked at the local internet café, who told her husband that his
wife is declared as an eligible beneficiary. Since she was not receiving the money, she went to the
BISP Divisional Office Karachi with a local social worker; a woman called Farzana in July 2011.
Gullaan registered her grievance complaint about not receiving the money verbally at the Karachi
divisional office. The BISP staff checked her status and told her that she needs to submit
photocopies of Gullan and her daughter Rehana’s CNIC, after that she would be able to start
receiving money. Gullaan was not instructed to file a written complaint at the BISP office.

5. Processing of the case
Gullaan took her grievance of non-payment to the BISP Karachi divisional office in July 2011,
with Farzana, the local social worker. . The office is at a distance of around 30 kms from her
home and it took her an hour to get there and a fare of Rs.70 on a round trip.
Gullaan made her complaint to the BISP office in person. The BISP staff asked her to submit a
copy of her and Rehana’s CNIC after which she will receive the money. No written record about
this case was kept at the BISP office.

6. Observations
a. General
Gullaan was told that 2-3 months after submitting her daughter Rehana’s CNIC copy, she can
come back to the office to enquire about her payments. Some people in Ayub Goth and
Sachal Goth were receiving the BISP payments.
b. Observation at the beneficiary level
It was observed that Gullaan was not a very confident woman. She feared that wrong
statements to the TPE team might lose her the BISP cash grant. She kept telling the team that
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she was an illiterate and she has no idea where and how a complaint is registered. Gullaan’s
second daughter who is 15 years old has also been married off some two years ago but lives
with Gullaan.
c. Observations at BISP/partner agency level
BISP Karachi division office staff told Gullaan about the discrepancy in her case. But if
Gullaan’s verbal grievance could have been recorded in a register, she would have found it
easier to follow up on her complaint when she went to the office again.
If Gullaan had received a letter from BISP about the discrepancy which had explained it’s
nature, she would have acted accordingly. She only discovered about this discrepancy when
she actually visited the Karachi divisional office. According to the new BISP rules, all
children of the beneficiary who are above 18 years old also need to have their CNICs
submitted at the BISP office as well.
The staff at the Karachi divisional office of the BISP does not maintain a written register of
complaints. They were of the view that this is because they do not have the case management
system (CMS) operational. The complaint handler takes the PSC slip or the CNIC number
from the complainant to check if the form is eligible or not, and if there is a CNIC related
problem. There are very few cases in which the staff is able to tell the beneficiary the precise
nature of the CNIC discrepancy.
The complaints are entered in a register and in an excel file, which records the name and the
CNIC number. Those who have not brought their CNIC to the office have to go back and
return with the CNIC and its copy. When the number of entries in the excel register reaches
100 the Karachi divisional office e-mails the sheet to the BISP headquarters. There is no
written record of Gullaan’s verbal grievance at the divisional office.

7. Lessons learnt/conclusion


The BISP and its divisional offices should be directed to maintain a record of grievances and
other cases, so that there is some proof ofthe beneficiary’s visit, which would facilitate them
in following the complaint.

8. Recommendations



The BISP should ensure dispatching and delivery of intimation letters to the beneficiaries
informing them about the discrepancies.
Complaint registration desks should register complaints in a prescribed format, which should
contain complete information about the problem.
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G-Sindh-30
CNIC update
Mehr-un-Nisa
Late Muhammad Soomar (real father)
Ghulam Mustafa Udejo (step father )
N.A
Ward # 6 Irrigation colony ,Badin
N.A
09236418
24th December 2011

1. Summary of the case:
Mehr-un-Nisa d/o Muhammad Soomar is a 23 year old woman who hasstudied up to Matric. She
was living in Badin city with her mother and her step father Ghulam Mustafa Udhejo. When the
Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey was conducted in her area in January 2010, the survey team told
them that only one member of the family would get the cash grant. The survey form was filled by
her mother Razia and she entered all the family members’ particulars.
From the same family, Mehr-un-Nisa’s mother Razia is receiving the cash grant. When Mehr-unNisa visited the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad to inquire about her status, she was told that
there was a discrepancy in her CNIC.
Mehr-un-Nisa’s CNIC is made on her real father’s name Muhammad Soomar but she lives with
her step father Ghulam Mustafa Udhejo. He was of the view that Mehr-un-Nisa’s real father name
is mentioned in all the educational and other documents, therefore she entered the same in her
CNIC.
Mehr-un-Nisa’a mother submitted a complaint in October 2011 in the BISP Division office
Hyderabad but since then Mehr-un-Nissa’s status is not changed.

2. Beneficiary /Complainant Profile/Background Information:
Mehr-un-Nisa d/o Muhammad Soomar is a resident of ward # 6 UC # 2 Udhejo Mohalla, Badin.
Mehr-un-Nisa is a 23 year old girl and has completed her education up to matriculation. She was
receiving training in a sewing center. Her real father Muhammad Soomar died before her birth.
Her mother Razia got married again to Ghulam Mustafa Udhejo. Mehr-un-Nisa has five step
sisters and brothers. Her step father buys empty cartons to sell to a main market and earns Rs.150
to Rs.200 on the daily basis.
The house, where she lives with her family is 80 by 80 sq yards, made of brick comprising of two
rooms, one room is under construction and a Katcha courtyard. In front of the rooms, there was a
proper bathroom in the house but the kitchen was not of solid construction. l Food is cooked on a
clay stove using wood while electricity is available in this household.
If she receives Rs.1000 monthly from the BISP cash grant, she will buy a sewing machine and
wants to be a helping hand financially to her family.
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3. Receiver Woman/complainant’s Relationship with BSIP:
Mehr-un-Nisa had little knowledge about the BISP program because before the survey, there was
no campaign organized to inform people about the programme. According to her, the eligibility
criterion of the programme is to help poor people and married women.
When the survey team visited their area in January 2011 for filling out the PSC form, her mother
provided the required details to the survey team and was issued a survey acknowledgment slip for
future reference. The team told her that if her form got accepted by the BISP, only one member of
the household will be eligible to receive the Rs.1000 monthly through the Postman. This was the
reason that she was reluctant to contact the BISP office for further inquiry about her daughter’s
eligibility; she was not aware that both could be beneficiaries until she contacted the BISP office.
Mehr-un-Nisa was not very hopeful that the she would be to get cash grant under the BISP
programme.

4. How did the complaint emerge?
After learning from a neighbour that there was some recourse for her issue, she went to the BISP
Divisional Office Hyderabad in October 2011, where she learned about the complaint registration
mechanism. She submitted a copy of her and Mehr UN Nisa’s CNICs to the complaint handler.

5. Process of the Case:
She visited the BISP office in an attempt to register her complaint. In order to know about the
status, the staff obtained a copy of the PSC form slip and tracked it out on the BISP website. She
was told that there is a discrepancy in her and her daughter’s CNICs and in order to remove the
discrepancy, the staff asked her to submit a copy of the CNICs. She submitted these instantly.
During her visit to the BISP office, she also learned that there can be more than one beneficiary in
a household; it raised her hopes that along with her, Mehrun Nissa could also receive a cash grant.
When the TPE team asked about Mehr-Un-Nisa’s case, the BISP Divisional Office Hyderabad
staff informed them that there was no complaint registration mechanism with them so they had no
record of complaints registered. They said, they forward all the cases to the BISP headquarters
Islamabad on a weekly and bi-monthly basis.

6. Observation:
a. General Observation
In the area where Mehr un Nisa lives, is a community of mixed castes such as Mallah,
Memon, Sheikh, Abbasi. There were two other beneficiaries in the household, one is Razia
(her mother) and the second one is Sabra (her step sister). Razia is receiving a payment
regularly and Sabra still had discrepancy in the CNIC and she was not receiving the cash
grant. After Sabra got married, her household changed and now she lives with her husband’s
household, which was not an eligible household for the cash grant scheme.
b. Observation at Beneficiary level
Mehr-un-Nisa’s real father Muhammad Soomar died before her birth, Ghulam Mustafa
Udhejo (her step father) told the TPE team that Mehr-un-Nisa’s documents were made on her
real father’s name that’s why he gave her real father’s name in her CNIC also.
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Razia along with her daughter Mehr un Nissa visited the BISP office and made only one trip.
They spent around Rs.500 to reach the BISP Hyderabad office, which is 100 kms away from
Badin city.
c. Observation at BISP level
As far as the BISP Divisional Office is concerned, there was no procedure to register
complaints with them or any mutually written record of complaints. The complaint handler
checks the complainant’s PMT score online and informs the complainant accordingly whether
she is eligible or not and in case of any grievance they keep a copy of the complainant’s
CNIC and then forward them to the BISP headquarters for resolution. There was no register
to keep all the written records of complaints.

7. Lessons learnt/Conclusion:



Mehr-un-Nisa has a CNIC in her real father’s name, Muhammad Soomar, which is the cause
of the basic grievance. Her real father is no longer alive, and she now lives with her
stepfather.
The staff never informed the complainant about the real grievance and also never told
Mehr un Nisa to get her new CNIC in the name of her stepfather.

8. Recommendation:





It is important that an awareness campaign should be launched about the BISP complaint
registration mechanism to facilitate the complainants.
The BISP records should be improved so that staff can inform the beneficiaries about the real
cause of discrepancy and the key processes that can help the complaint to address the
problems.
The staff also needs training to deal with different kinds of complaints.
The BISP Hyderabad office should maintain a proper record of the complaints registered in
the office so that they can be tracked back easily, and in case details are misplaced en route to
headquarters.
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